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Foreword

It is with great pride and pleasure we introduce the book Applications of Artificial
Intelligence in Business, Education and Healthcare edited by Prof. Allam Hamdan,
dean of the College of Business Administration at Ahlia University, Bahrain, and his
colleagues.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is defined in the literature as “the ability of a digital
computer or computer-controlled robot to perform tasks commonly associated with
intelligent beings. The term is frequently applied to the project of developing systems
endowed with the intellectual processes characteristic of humans, such as the ability
to reason, discover meaning, generalize, or learn from past experience.”
Work on artificial intelligence started around the middle of the last century. The
current pace of research and development of new system applications has increased
at exponential rate with the high computing power available.
Artificial intelligent is playing a major role in our current and future life. Its
implications on economy, health, education, and our way of life are still in its early
stages. The next few years, its impact will revolutionize the way things are done now
in all these areas.
This book with its four parts discusses many of the implications of artificial
intelligence on the different aspects of business, education, and health care. Many
researchers, from all parts of the world, shared their findings in this book. I believe
this book will be a good addition to the active research and system development
worldwide in this area.
Prof. Bakr A. Hassan
Senior Academic Advisor
Ahlia University
Manama, Bahrain
bakr@ahlia.edu.bh
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Preface

Artificial intelligence is a breakthrough for various felids in life. Endless potential
opportunities may be created through applying AI in business, health care, and education. It is undeniable that artificial intelligence provides a cheap and efficient tool to
achieve tasks that consume time and money, where faster growth and success could
be reached. Transforming into utilizing artificial intelligence needs careful inspection
and forward thinking in the possible outcomes and reflections on humankind.
This book contains 26 chapters by authors from different countries. Each of these
chapters was evaluated through an editorial board, and each chapter was passed
through a double-blind peer review process, hence bestowing four themes:
• Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain Technology, Entrepreneurship, and Business
Success.
• FinTech, RegTech, Financial Systems, and Artificial Intelligence.
• Implementation of Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare, Education, and Public
Sector.
• Professional Practices and Social Implications of Artificial Intelligence.
These chapters reflect quality research contributing theoretical and practical implications for those who wish to apply artificial intelligence within any business, healthcare, education sector, or even entrepreneurs who wish to blend entrepreneurship
with artificial intelligence and other vital areas state the lease. We hope that this
book’s contribution will be oft the academic level that even decision-makers in the
various economic and executive levels will get to appreciate.
Manama, Bahrain
Giza, Egypt
Manama, Bahrain
Kalkanli, Via Mersin, Turkey
Manama, Bahrain
Tulkarem, State of Palestine
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Artificial Intelligence as One
of the Development Strategies
for Business Organizations “Toyota
Model”
Lila Ayad, Mouloudi Abdelghani, Ahmed Halali,
and Bishr Muhamed Muwafak

Abstract The study aims to define the development strategy of business organizations using artificial intelligence, which we believe is one of the strong methods that
pioneering institutions rely on in achieving development rates and its effective role
in achieving a competitive advantage and excellence in the edifice of markets. Toyota
has been adopted as a model for the study (case study), and this is by examining its
use of artificial intelligence as one of the techniques constantly developed by it. The
study also allowed us to stand on determining financial performance and its evaluation of the same institution, which is one of the elements of achieving the goals of
study. The study reached a set of findings, the most prominent of which are: Toyota’s
financial performance indicators were positive and of strong significance when used
to express the value of the use of artificial intelligence during the period studied.
Artificial intelligence ensures the continued development of business organizations
and achieving a competitive advantage according to a development strategy. Toyota’s
artificial intelligence leads it towards achieving a strong competitive advantage in
accordance with a steady pace development strategy.
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1 Introduction
Technological developments in the world pose many challenges and opportunities,
and perhaps the most important challenge is the increased competition among enterprises around markets in a changing competitive environment, where knowledge,
technology and research and development activities have become increasingly important as the dominant advantage of contemporary economies, and the strength of
nations and institutions is measured by their progress in technology and research and
development.
It has become necessary to introduce new products or new production methods
that meet the needs and desires of consumers and increase the productivity of the
enterprise, as satisfying the needs of consumers has become one of the goals that
business organizations seek to achieve in order to gain their loyalty, and will only be
able to do so through attention to technological development strategies and artificial
intelligence, to meet the needs of the market.
All business organizations and industrial institutions are currently concerned with
it, particularly with technological developments and their rapid and sustained impact,
and the global economy’s trend towards focusing on artificial intelligence as a basis
for generating added value forces business organizations to take its concept into the
foremost of the goals it seeks to achieve and exploit in a way that allows them to
survive and survive in the face of global changes. One of the most important business
organizations that focused on this topic is Toyota with a world vision and modern
concepts.
The main problem: from the above we can raise this problem:
What is the development strategy for business organizations through artificial
intelligence and how do its signs reflect on Toyota’s global vision?
To answer this question, the sub-questions are listed as follows:
• What do business organizations mean?
• What is artificial intelligence?
• How much does AI contribute to Toyota’s global vision?
The importance of the study: The study derives its importance from the fact that
artificial intelligence has received a wealth of theoretical research since the 1950s,
and by projecting it on various business establishments and organizations to erase
the divergence that exists in the minds of the two facilitators between theory and
practice.
Justifications for choosing a topic
The subject of the artificial intelligence model is one of the constantly renewed topics
in the field of research of business organizations.
In our research, we relied on the data of Toyota as one of the most global companies
in the automotive sector used for artificial intelligence mechanisms, as recent reports
from the same company gave us a sufficient point of view to address this research
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through two self-developed models (automation and judoka) that they have used
since The first beginnings of its productive activity and giving the company strength
and prospects materialized through its financial performance in accordance with the
reports given to us and seen. As well for availability adequate data and disclosure.

2 Methodology
The study relied on the descriptive analytical approach in this study to achieve the
objectives referred to, and the methodology used is based on research in the field of
strategic management of business organizations.
One of the most important reasons why we choose this company as providing a
variety of services to customers in the context of excellence from others in the same
sector. In this study, we will discuss concepts about business organizations as well as
artificial intelligence and as an analytical model for highlighting Toyota’s artificial
intelligence.

3 The First Section: The Conceptual Framework
of Business Organizations
The study of the concept and functions of business organizations is not the beginning
of the hour or that it was studied by a single writer, but rather a study that has
spanned many decades since the inception of management science. This concept of
business organizations is the result of an ongoing development of scientific study,
on the concept of business organizations, their legal forms, their scientific theories,
and the key functions they perform in order to achieve their goals by achieving
the objectives of each of their functions. Business organizations are a reality that
surrounds individuals and groups, affecting them and are influenced by the various
environmental factors in which they operate. If we study business organizations
according to systems theory as an open system, there must be a mutual impact
between the organization and its environment that affects and affects it through its
input and outputs to society. This book is intended to be accessible to the university
student, researcher and director to provide them with some knowledge about the
nature of business organizations and their legal forms, and the concept of their basic
functions in order to achieve their objectives.
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3.1 The Concept of Business Organizations
Within the business organizations concept, business organizations are organized
humanitarian activities by human beings, with the aim of producing and distributing
the goods and services necessary to satisfy the various current and future needs and
desires of society, and in return for these efforts, profit is earned as a reward or a price
to ensure the continuity and development of these activities. Business definitions can
be divided into three perspectives:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Business as a business: Business as a Commerce can be defined from this
perspective as the process in which products are produced from value-added
goods and services, and then traded from sale or swap to satisfy the needs and
desires of those who request, obtain and buy them.
Business as an occupation: Business as an Occupation according to this
perspective is a set of specialized skills and abilities with which a “party” can
form or produce and provide a significant good or service and useful value in
return for its achievement and intentional profit. The business here is specialty,
workmanship, or excellence in the provision or provision of a product, where
it is important to build and enhance such skills and to profit from their mastery.
Business as an enterprise: The division of labour and the increase in specialization have led to a significant increase in the number of activities in the
field of work, production and distribution and significant complications that
make it difficult for a single trader or manufacturer to meet such requirements
and the level of efficiency and effectiveness required. A proper regulatory and
administrative arrangement is needed through which the owner or owners can
direct and control the activity and behavior of other workers in order to produce
and market the required products. The need for a composition that combines
available resources, organizes and directs their interactions for the purpose of
achieving the specific objectives has therefore been highlighted. This configuration is what is known as the Enterprise enterprise, which can take various
forms as an individual or joint venture, which according to this perspective
is defined as business. The concept of business accordingly will be the one
that organizes and directs efforts and uses available resources for profit by
producing the products ordered by the market.

Through these three meanings, the concept of the Business System is formed,
where the business system brings together the three perspectives of business, the
business perspective as a business, the perspective of business as a profession, the
perspective of business as the enterprise itself. Accordingly, our definition of it is as
follows:
Business system: This is a conscious and purposeful organization of the core
activities and activities supported by them necessary to produce and market products
of goods and services to the public of customers and consumers to satisfy their need
or desire across the value chain of the establishment.
This leads us to address the concept of the Organization, the term organization in general means meaningful social unity. In other words, an organization is an
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organized and determined grouping of individuals to achieve a specific goal or objectives. It is defined by classical administrative schools as “directing and employing
the efforts of a number of individuals to achieve a specific goal”, as well as “the
training, construction or structure that arises from the identification and aggregation of work, the assignment of responsibilities, authorities and the establishment of
relationships” (Ramadan, 1993–1994), the School of Human Relations considered
the organization as “a humanitarian activity aimed at achieving a specific goal”, and
the School of Systems defined it as “a system or social units intended to achieve
certain objectives”. Administratively, Stephan Robins defined it as “a coordinated
social entity and a deliberate pattern of activities that have limits that distinguish it
from its external environment and work on a continuity basis to achieve a common
goal or objectives.”
Business: All of the above leads us to define the concept of a business organization:
an economic unit comprising more than one person, using the resources and elements
of production to convert them into outputs through activities and interactions, in order
to satisfy the needs and desires of society, and this is done through the process of
producing and distributing outputs that are in the form of goods or services and in
return the organization receives profits to ensure its survival, growth and prosperity.
The organization can take multiple names according to its ownership, whether
private or public, and according to its legal form, as an individual enterprise owned
by one person, a group owned by two or more partners, or a publicly owned company.

3.2 The Importance of Business Organizations
Organizations are important in societies, especially in today’s world due to many
recent changes such as the growth of economic activity, the continuing need for
large capital and the desire to expand and grow, and the importance of organizations
is due to the main reasons (Attia; Mona, 2004):
• The importance of organizations in difficult work that cannot be carried out individually, especially as societies advance and technology develops, increasing
the complexity and cost of business, thereby imposing the need for cooperation
between individuals and groups to achieve goals.
• Organizations are sufficient and effective, when managed on the basis of scientific
management, and this is probably the main reason for the purposes of organizing
humanitarian activity through organizations.

3.3 General Features of Business Organizations
Although the various types and legal forms of organizations and the diversity of their
activities as a legal person or economic unit, they have a set of characteristics:

8

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Legal capacity: It means that an organization can only operate normally if it
meets legal and procedural requirements. This guarantees her eligibility and
legitimacy in carrying out her activities.
Management leadership: Management leadership is a necessary feature of a
business organization, any organization that needs an administratively qualified person to carry out the management leadership process, and the success
or failure of the organization depends to a large extent on the ability and
competence of the manager or management.
Organizational and procedural guide: Effective organizations in their workflow are based on a set of organizational and procedural manuals to control the
workflow, where a manual of procedures is formulated as well as a well-defined
policy for the members of the organization to ensure that the work is applied
in the most appropriate manner. It also ensures that incentive or sanctions and
sanctions regimes are clear.
Cooperation and coordination: Cooperation between working individuals
and coordination between their efforts and work is key to the success of the
organization and its staff, enabling them to achieve the desired goals.
Social responsibility: We can liken the business organization to the organism,
which lives in an environment from which it derives the elements necessary
for its survival and continuity, without which it is destroyed. It is difficult for
an organization to achieve growth and success without the consent of society,
and it is meant by society as the agents, employees and influenced by the organization, and in order for the organization to gain acceptance, it must be aware
that this community has rights that must be respected, and that the organization
has obligations that must be respected. This also includes a package of benefits
provided to society as a social responsibility, such as contributing to the development and support of social activities, contributing to economic growth, and
many more.
Organizational structure: Organizations have a regulatory structure that
meets their needs, regulates their various activities and functions, and defines
powers and responsibilities.

3.4 Environment and Business Organizations
Business owners and employees are interested in the internal environment in their
management of their business, but what is happening in the external environment
surrounding their organization cannot be ignored. The environment of organizations
is referred to as a combination of factors that affect the performance of organizations
and do not fall under their control. It has also been defined as the field or area with
which the organization has to interact to achieve its objectives.
Organizations are interested in studying the environment with their various factors
as a result of the impact of those factors on the organization’s viability and continuity.
The internal environment of the organization is referred to as those factors that exist
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within the organization and affect it from within the organization, namely procedures
and regulations, working technology, working groups, communication patterns, leadership style and administrative and financial capacities… I’m not going to be able to
The external environment surrounding the organization also means all the variables
that occur and affect the work and activity of the organization and its objectives, such
as technological variables, political and legal variables, scientific changes, climate
changes, changes in the market such as the entry and exit of competitors, changes in
consumer trends, values and habits, economic, social, cultural variables… etc. It is
difficult to claim that any individual or enterprise, whatever its activity and financial
status, lives isolated from the constant changes in the external environment, as it
directly and indirectly affects its activity. The refore, the environment, with its characteristics, has a vital impact on organizations, and two characteristics have been
distinguished:
The degree of stability and complexity of the environment, where the degree
of stability shows the rate of change in the external environmental factors of the
organization and the degree of complexity of the environmental factors under which
that organization operates. Based on these two properties, four types of environments
in which business organizations operate can be identified (Attia; Mona, 2004).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Simple, stable environment: a relatively stable environment, characterized
by simple, unchanging and few environmental factors. Where the degree of
environmental stability is related to the type and size of the activity carried
out by the organization, where internal and external variables are relatively
simple and can be easily controlled and therefore do not constitute an obstacle
to the continuation of the production process of the organization. It can be said
that the environmental conditions surrounding the organization are normal,
and examples of organizations operating in a relatively stable environment are
soft drinks and ice cream factories. Sedentary can be controlled and avoid its
negative impact.
Simple, changing environment: a relatively changing environment, characterized by few and simple environmental factors, but changing rapidly from time
to time. In this environment, conditions change rapidly, sometimes making it
difficult for the organization to follow up, making it vulnerable. For example,
business organizations working in light industries, such as the garment industry,
cosmetics, detergents, laundry powders and children’s toys, etc. The speed of
market shifts is significant, such as the shift in consumer tastes, trends and habits
towards the commodity. Large organizations focus on periodically examining
consumer habits to identify these trends.
Complex, stable environment: As it is called a stable composite environment,
it is characterized by a large number of environmental factors, but it is simple
and does not change from time to time, so it is fairly clear. Environmental
elements overlap with each other, creating a so-called complex environment
that is sometimes difficult for the organization to deal with because of its rapid
change from case to case, such as organizations that work in the computer and
automotive industry.
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Complex changing environment: As it is called a changing composite environment, one of the most difficult types of environments, environmental factors
are many, difficult and unclear and change from time to time. In this environment, market factors, including suppliers, overlap with the internal environmental conditions of the organization, with a changing movement of events
related to the organization’s activity, and such situations show complexities
and circumstances that are difficult for organizations to deal with easily.

4 The Second Section: Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence has become the popular word in the business community.
Although it is not new to use software to reduce human effort, Artificial Intelligence has added whole new possibilities. Old-school-based automation provides
limited scope to reduce human labor. With the combination of artificial intelligence
and automation, we can not only reduce human effort but also eliminate the need
for intervention altogether. This combination of artificial intelligence in automation
is consistently called the automation chain or the automation of intelligent robotic
processes.

4.1 The Concept of Artificial Intelligence
There are many definitions and concepts and differed on what is what artificial
intelligence is, and this is due to an old difference about the concept of intelligence
among scientists on the one hand, and the differences of specialists about the concept
of what can constitute artificial intelligence in general on the other hand, because it
is still ambiguous.
It was the American scientist John McCarthy who coined the term Artificial
Intelligence in 1956, introducing him as: the science of intelligent machine engineering, especially smart computer software, or a branch of computer science that
aims to create intelligent machines (Al-Qasim 2016).
The Arab-British Academy of Higher Education defined it as a name given to
a range of new methods and methods of programming accounting systems, which
are used to develop systems that mimic certain elements of human intelligence, and
allow them to conclude facts and laws that are represented in computer memory
(Al-Jabri and Al-Issawi, 2020).
The author of the book Artificial Intelligence Adel Abdel Nour knew that he is a
science interested in making machines that do things that man considers intelligent
behaviors, because he learned his first goal is to make computers and other machines
acquire the character of intelligence, so that they have the ability to do things that
are still until recently exclusively on man (Abdel, 2005).
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A comprehensive concept of artificial intelligence: The field of artificial intelligence is one of the sciences that resulted from the modern technological revolution,
where it learned through it can give the machine the ability to learn and adapt to
the new data obtained, which enables it to perform tasks in the way of humans, the
artificial intelligence robot can learn to play chess or drive the car without the help of
man, and this is done by training these machines using several algorithms to absorb
all the data obtained.

4.2 AI Technology Goals
AI aims to understand the nature of human intelligence by making computer programs
that have the ability to simulate intelligent human behavior, make a decision in a
situation, or come up with many of the various inferences that have been programmed,
and the above is an important turning point beyond what is known as information
technology in which the inference process of human methods is carried out. Among
the most important goals of Artificial Intelligence (Qasim 2016):
• Make machines more intelligent, learn and understand able through existing
experiences.
• Making unique and flexible decisions, where AI technology provides a competitive advantage that companies are increasingly aware of, and seeks to apply AI
insights to business objectives, reducing costs, risks and rapid market targeting.
• Make machines capable of solving the problems they face, in a number of ways,
including using inference and analysis, with the ability to respond to the best new
situations.
• Simplify dealing with Artificial Intelligence and achieve best practices to get
the most out of it and save and improve prices based on customer behavior and
preferences.

4.3 Artificial Intelligence and Automation
We find some interested, technical and even some technology leaders confuse
automation with intelligence. You find some talking about artificial intelligence
as if the machine’s ability to work only automatically. From this perspective it is
established by many that artificial intelligence is robots. The production line in car
companies that uses robots is just automation of human work. Automation is therefore
for the machine to carry out procedures and processes without the need for human
intervention or at least minimal human intervention. An example is the previous
production line.
Therefore, we use the machine’s speed and accuracy capability and accuracy
based on procedures we have already identified. But artificial intelligence is not. It
is that we use the versatility of the machine and combine it with human ingenuity.
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The machine donates speed, absorption and expansion. The machine can absorb the
processing of a large amount of data at a very high speed. This ability is not human.
Man’s ingenuity is his tremendous intelligence and cognitive ability that allows him
to plan, make decisions and innovate.
Artificial intelligence is our ability to combine machine and human ingenuity. We
can then use the data produced by us automation and the interconnection between the
devices and readings produced by the machine to contribute to appropriate decisionmaking, planning, thinking and other cognitive abilities at high speed and without
losing sight of any relevant data.

5 The Third Section: Artificial Intelligence in the Japanese
“Toyota Model”
Japan is a miracle of being the most impressive country, being from a devastated
country after World War II to a great economic power at the end of the 1970s, although
Japan’s foreign relations after World War II were particularly negative given the large
debt to the United States of America and the poor quality of its product.
The Japanese experience of the past period is rich in lessons and rich in new
concepts and methods for Japanese companies to form a model of development.
Artificial intelligence in the Japanese experience is worthwhile, studied and utilized,
and the Japanese model is based on continuous improvement.
World Vision 2030–2050
Toyota seeks the ultimate future leadership that Toyota brings to its customers:
excellent quality, value above expectations, joy of leadership, innovation, integrity
in safety, environment and social responsibility through dynamic growth based on
making better cars than ever before (Toyota Motor Company’s official website, 2018),
by achieving the goals:
• Future mobility by creating a new integration model of life.
• Achieving a society where everyone can enjoy safety, efficiency and freedom of
movement.
• Energy management, new innovations will provide a more comfortable and
ecological lifestyle.
Toyota’s World Vision 2030–2050 includes the following sub-strategies:
•
•
•
•
•

Total cost
High quality
Environmental feature
Safety and security
Customer satisfaction.
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5.1 Toyota Philosophy
Since the 1980s Toyota cars are renowned for their quality and occupation of very
high positions in customer satisfaction surveys because of their philosophy which is
the basis of the company’s production system. Toyota’s policy is called “a system
designed to provide tools for people to constantly develop their business.” It includes
four sections (Liker, 2009):
•
•
•
•

Long-term philosophy.
The right process generates sound results.
Improving the organization by rehabilitating and developing its people.
The continued problem-solving at its roots drives the organization to learn.

5.2 Toyota’s Production System
The Toyota production system is based on two main pillars:
• Only when JIT Just-In-Time is needed: timely inventory means making what is
required only, when needed, in the required amount and in the required quantity.
It means producing high quality products efficiently by completely eliminating
waste, and unreasonable requirements on the production line.
• Autonomation Jidoka self-regulations: Jidoka is a principle that affects
machines in the organization of work, the name is derived from Japanese. It
can be translated with intelligent or subjective self with a human touch. Toyota
translates this word to indicate a machine equipped with intelligent systems that
allows it to stop itself from working when it is exposed to a problem, in order to
make mistakes since its appearance and not send it forward on the production line
and end up producing corrupt goods (Fig. 1).

5.3 Toyota’s Artificial Intelligence
Toyota is a global company that seeks to pioneer in the field of technology and safety
of traffic by adhering to a set of principles and modern initiatives in the field of traffic
security through the development of cars and technologies safer and more safe for
human beings, in addition to creating innovations in the environmental field using
artificial intelligence in the development of a renewable energy program with the aim
of preserving human life from environmental pollution and creating an environment
of well-being, comfort and psychological pleasure.
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Fig. 1 Toyota’s production system

5.4 Toyota’s AI Safety Technology
Toyota strives to eliminate traffic accidents. Using artificial intelligence, it features
intelligent transport systems that connect vehicles with other vehicles, pedestrians
and the road, and build a safer mobile community. Through (Toyota Motor Official
Website, 2018):
• Security and protection system Sense C:
The Protection and Security Package Type C combines three security technologies, through the development of an artificial intelligence program that integrates
the camera with laser radar in order to prevent collisions or mitigate their severity
and damage, according to the following:
(A)

(B)

(C)

Pre-Accident System (PAS)
This feature works according to an artificial intelligence program that integrates the camera with the laser radar where it senses the objects in front
of the car, and in case of a possibility of an accident it automatically alerts
the driver to use a brake. However, the system provides additional braking
power if the driver does not succeed in braking in a timely manner, reducing
the vehicle’s speed by about 30 km/h in order to prevent or mitigate the
accident.
Off-track Alert (LDA)
LDA technology uses a camera to sense the white and yellow lane markers
on the way. If the vehicle starts to derail, LDA technology will alert the
driver to the driver to ensure that it stays within the specified route.
High and reduced radiation Beams for Automatic lighting (HBA)
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High radiation technology helps ensure good visibility during night driving,
by introducing artificial intelligence in the radiographic device to detect the
headlights of incoming vehicles and rear lights of the cars in front, as well as
automatic adjustment between high and reduced beam beams for lighting
so as not to impress other road users.
• Pre-Accident System (PAS)
The pre-accident system provided with this package includes the Type C protection and security system but contains an additional update in the pedestrian detection function. In addition, Toyota Safety Sense B offers a cruise control radar
function.
(A)

(B)

Pre-accident system with pedestrian detection function
This system uses two technologies, such as millimeter wave radar, a pedestrian detection camera as well as vehicles. This is in order to prevent or
minimize accidents, and the system activates a voice and visual alert as
well as automatic braking.
Sensor radar installed for vehicle speed
This technology is used in highways, where the sensor radar detects the front
and side vehicles and determines their speed using millimeter waves, and
then the technology performs the exact automatic vehicle within a specified
range to ensure a safe distance between the vehicles. This is in addition to
the front camera and millimeter wave radar to monitor vehicles, without
compromising the smooth acceleration and deceleration while driving.
Toyota develops a strategic vision for the ultimate goal of a human society
that can safely navigate the elimination of deaths and victims of traffic accidents. Toyota is committed to creating a safe traffic environment and participating in educational activities with a wide range of contributions to traffic
safety, and Toyota’s new integrated safety management concept sets the
direction for the development of AI technology for safety and automotive
development, through comprehensive coverage of driving aspects using the
latest traffic safety technologies and systems for individual vehicles rather
than seeing them as autonomous units.

• Reserved wireless frequency for its Smart Transport Systems ITS
Toyota is preparing to market a system called “Highway Driving” and uses
advanced driving support systems that use the latest advanced technology and smart
transport systems (ITS) technologies to allow cars to communicate. The end result is
cooperative cruise control—a feature that allows drivers to walk on highways with
an unprecedented sense of security and peace of mind.
This technology uses sensors around pedestrians and cars within traffic movements over roads through communication and communication between roads and
vehicles so that sensors are transferred between them automatically and create visual
and audio alerts in case of necessity (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Wireless frequency reserved for ITS smart transport systems

Wide-sheet telescopic system LED (LED Array AHS)
LED technology consisting of a modern high beam, allows light distribution to
be controlled through independent control. Using several independently controlled
LED lamps arranged in a unified row, the distribution of light on a wide range of
driving conditions also reduces the gaps between previous and incoming vehicles
in an urban environment, providing a comprehensive range of lighting compared to
previous systems as well as automatic adjustment between high and reduced lighting
beams so as not to impress other road users (Fig. 3).
Intelligent Clearance Sonar
Toyota’s GPS self-help system uses ICS to help drive in tight spaces and in car sheds
to prevent collisions with automatic brakes. In addition to the automated driving
function included in automatic rotation technology, it controls narrow parking spaces
that require frequent back and forth movement (Fig. 4).
Toyota Financial Summary
Toyota Financial Services provides nanoservices, particularly car loans and leasing,
to more than 26,000,000 customers across its network, which spans more than 35
countries and regions. In 2019, the financial services business recorded net income
of 30,225.6 billion yen.
Toyota’s Center for Financial Services is mainly on sales finance, which serves as
a tool to boost car sales. At the same time, it works in new areas of work to achieve
a better mobility society in the future.
The key role of the financial services business is to enable more customers to
use Toyota cars. Furthermore, as the automotive industry undergoes major changes,
Toyota Financial Services is implementing initiatives to improve customer lifestyles
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Fig. 4 Intelligent clearance sonar
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and community comfort as a whole by expanding the value chain to create value
through financial services across the vehicle’s lifecycle, from manufacturing to
disposal. In addition, to help customers understand the joy and freedom of movement through financial services, by developing and providing financial services in
line with the needs of customers and local market characteristics to help enrich the
lives of customers. Tables 1 and 2 highlights Toyota’s annual summary during the
first trilogy of 2018:
Table 1 Toyota financial summary 2014–2018
Fiscal years ended March 31
Consolidated Vehicle Sales

(thousands
of units)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

9116

8972

8681

8971

8964

Foreign

Yen to US
Dollar Rate

100

110

120

108

111

Exchange
Rates

Yen to Euro
Rate

134

139

133

119

130

Net Revenues

(billions of
yen)

25,691.90

27,234.50

28,403.10

27,597.10

29,379.50

Operating Income (Loss)

(billions of
yen)

2292.10

2750.50

2853.90

1994.30

2399.80

Income (Loss) before Income
Taxes

(billions of
yen)

2441.00

2892.80

2983.30

2193.80

2620.40

Net Income (Loss)

(billions of
yen)

1823.10

2173.30

2312.60

1831.10

2493.90

Common
Shares

Cash Dividends

(billions of
yen)

522.9

631.3

645.5

627.5

642.6

Cash Dividends
per Share

(yen)

165

200

210

210

220

Payout Ratio

(%)

28.7

29

28.3

34.6

26.1

(billions of
yen)

180

293.3

639.3

449.9

549.9

R&D Expenses

(billions of
yen)

910.5

1004.50

1055.60

1037.50

1064.20

Depreciation Expenses

(billions of
yen)

775.9

806.2

885.1

893.2

964.4

Capital Expenditures

(billions of
yen)

1000.70

1177.40

1292.50

1211.80

1302.70

Total Liquid Assets

(billions of
yen)

7661.90

8508.20

9229.90

9199.50

9372.10

Total Assets

(billions of
yen)

41,437.40

47,729.80

47,427.50

48,750.10

50,308.20

Toyota Motor Corporation
Shareholders’ Equity

(billions of
yen)

14,469.10

16,788.10

16,746.90

17,514.80

18,735.90

Value of Shares Repurchased
[shareholder return]

(maximum)

Return on Equity

(%)

13.7

13.9

13.8

10.6

13.7

Return on Asset

(%)

4.7

4.9

4.9

3.8
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Table 2 Toyota annual report 2016–2019
Consolidated
vehicle sales

Net
revenues

Operating
income

Net
income

R&D
expenses

Capital
expenditures

The
years

8681

28,400

2853.9

2312.6

1055.6

1292.5

2016

8971

27,500

1994.3

1831.1

1037.5

1211.8

2017

8964

29,300

2399.8

2493.6

1064.2

1302.7

2018

8985

30,225.6

2467.5

1882.8

1048.8

1465.8

2019

Capital Expenditures

2019

R&D Expenses
2018
Net Income
2017
OperaƟng Income
2016
Net Revenues
0

10000

20000

30000

40000

Fig. 5 Toyota’s annual report 2016–2019

Toyota’s 2016–2019 Financial and Operating Statements
The previous table and format show Toyota Motor Motor Company (TMC) financial results for the period 2016–2019. Total net income for 2019 was 30,225.6 ¥
billion. Operating income increased from 2399.8 billion yen to 2467.3 billion yen. Net
income decreased from 2493.9 billion yen to 1882.8 billion yen in 2018. Research and
development expenses amounted to 1048.8 billion yen. Capital investment amounted
to ¥1465.8 billion (Toyota Motor C, 2018) (Fig. 5).

6 Conclusion
Through this study we show the importance of artificial intelligence in ensuring the
continuity of the development of business organizations and achieving a competitive
advantage according to a development strategy, where artificial intelligence is a
prerequisite to keep up with the scientific and technological changes that are taking
place in the world today, and a critical factor in the viability of businesses as improving
the products they offer to the market or the launch of new products as well as the
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development of new processes has become a strategy adopted by these enterprises
and we seek to invest and benefit from them.
We have touched on Toyota’s artificial intelligence, which has been the reason for
its growth and development since its inception as a textile factory to this day through
its production system and its excellent research and development method.
Among the most important results reached in our research paper, we mention the
following:
• The Toyota Financial Services Center assists all permanent and prospective
customers to enable them to use Toyota vehicles. In addition, it implements
initiatives to improve customer lifestyles and community comfort as a whole
by extending the value chain to create added value through financial services
throughout the vehicle’s life cycle.
• Assist clients in obtaining joy and freedom of movement through financial
services, by developing and providing financial services in line with their needs
and the characteristics of the local market to help enrich and develop their lives.
• Toyota Corporation is among the most automobile production organizations that
take care of the latest systems as a cooperative cruise control system—a feature
that allows drivers to drive on highways with an unprecedented sense of safety
and peace of mind.
• Toyota Corporation is gaining a strong competitive advantage in the edifice of
global car markets of all kinds, which makes it a pioneer in the automotive industry
and its accessories.
• Changes in government laws, regulations and policies affect Toyota’s automotive
operations in the markets in which it operates, particularly government laws, regulations and policies related to vehicle safety, including remedial and preventive
measures, environmental protection and a shift towards a green economy.
• Toyota’s ability to market and distribute effectively in addition to achieving
production efficiencies and implementing capital expenditures at the levels and
strategies planned by management.
• Toyota’s ability to develop new products that meet customer demand in a timely
manner and achieve market acceptance.
• Toyota will lead the future mobility community, enriching life around the world
in safer and more responsible ways to move people. Through its commitment to
quality, continuous innovation and respect for the planet.
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Blockchain Technology Implications
on Supply Chain Management: A Review
of the Literature
Batool Alalwi, Thomas Mazzuchi, Allam Hamdan, and Muneer Al Mubarak

Abstract Blockchain is a revolutionized decentralized ledger that emerged with the
introduction of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. Blockchain is one of the emerging
technologies that can be leveraged to enhance the complex processes of Supply
Chain Management. The opportunities that Blockchain can provide lies on four
areas: traceability, supply chain decentralization, visibility and transparency. In light
of the current methodologies and results presented by various scholars; this literature review aims to address the current state of art of Blockchain in supply chain
applications. Several opportunities and research areas are identified from a system
design perspective, theoretical analysis and decision-making tools. The paper offers
valuable insights for practitioners and supply chain experts into how Blockchain
technology has the potential to disturb existing processes. It also lays the ground for
future research agenda to exploit the applications of Blockchain in Supply Chain
Management.
Keywords Blockchain Technology (BCT) · Supply Chain (SC) · Supply Chain
Management (SCM)

1 Introduction
Blockchain Technology (BCT) is embracing a range of industries from Financial Technology (FinTech) to Supply Chain Management (SCM) and logistics.
Blockchain has the potential to change current systems, transform processes and
introduce operational efficiencies. In a survey conducted by PwC, out of 600 executives from different countries, 84% claimed that their organization had involvement
with Blockchain technology since 2018. The survey concluded that the top three
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industries that are seizing this new innovation are Financial Services, Supply Chains
and Energy sectors (Davies & Likens, 2018).
The exponential growth of Supply Chain (SC) complexity has made it challenging
for organizations to find the root cause of issues due to the large number of entities
involved within the management frameworks. Also, traditional information systems
for SCM suffer from issues such as lack of transparency and unreliability (Wang
et al., 2019). BCT is a new step towards recognition of products and modernization
of digital infrastructure in SCM. Blockchain protects and stores data in a shared
database using a consensus mechanism. The entire block network is built around
the concept of relying on information grid that displays the data source and the
owner of the data. Blockchain as a decentralized ledger is not controlled by a central
authority and relies on a peer-to-peer network. Participants in blockchain can access
and check the ledger at any time with a high level of transparency. The adoption of
BCT in SCM will allow building traceable supply chain systems while ensuring all
the data stored in the ledger is immutable (Rao & Kumara, 2017). Therefore, BCT
can potentially add economical value to solve critical SC concerns by; developing
trust models between all supply stakeholders, securing assets transaction, providing
real-time communication, enhancing quality management, improving forecasting
and inventory management (Mohanta et al., 2019).
Recently, a number of pilot scale projects based on Blockchain adoption in SCM
are attempting to exploit the value of BCT. The notable successful cases can be found
from big industry leaders such as International Business Machines (IBM).
IBM is a pioneer in the area of Blockchain development solutions. Recently, IBM
has successfully completed the first Blockchain based solution to track and trace
vaccine across the distribution from manufacturing to administration. The goal of
this solution is to help manufacturers in monitoring the supply chain to improve recall
management and build trust across public and private entities. The developed system
is providing preemptive detection and notification of supply chain disruptions, fraud
and storage conditions (IBM, 2020).
The important step after Blockchain pilot trials is to lead the industries towards
evaluating the suitable BCT considering performance, technical characteristics and
deployment cost. There are very limited technology evaluation models in research
and practice that can be used to support decision makers (Bai & Sarkis, 2020). Several
researchers (Wang et al., 2019), argued that the potential of BCT is significant but
there is a need to develop decision making framework and conceptual analysis in
order to scale the cost and benefits associated with implementing this technology.
The objectives of this paper are therefore to:
1.
2.

Establish an overview of BCT bases of operation and it is potential features for
enhancing SCM frameworks.
Suggest research agenda that could benefit the evaluation of this technology for
SCM.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows; Sect. 2 outlines BCT bases
of operation and introduces the technology characteristics for its adoption in SCM.
Section 3 discuss the challenges of SCM and details the benefits of adopting BCT for
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SCM. Section 4 covers the main research areas of SCM related to BCT implementation. It also sheds the light on some of the successful cases of BCT implementation.
Section 5 proposes a future research direction for assessing Blockchain application
in SCM.

2 Blockchain Technology
BCT is being massively recognized as one of the major research areas. In recent
publications, the literature focuses on BCT from different angels including; the
system design, theoretical studies and decision-making frameworks. In 2008, the
Bitcoin which is a digital currency was introduced. Bitcoin uses cryptographic proof
to execute an online transaction from one party to another. It is considered as the
spark that intrinsically ignited Blockchain and enabled the transaction without the
need for a third party (Casino et al., 2019).
Blockchain is known as the technology running Bitcoin cryptocurrency. It can
be defined as a decentralized ledger of all digital events that have been executed
and shared among the participants. The technology consists of a series of timestamped records of blocks that are synchronized and consecutively interlinked. The
time-stamp record includes details of the digital events such as transactions. The
transaction is immutably captured; and any new digital data will be sent to all users
in form of infinite chain of equal blocks (Scully & Höbig, 2019).

2.1 Blockchain Bases of Operation
Blockchain-based systems comprise of three conceptual components as follows:

2.1.1

Distributed Ledger

The participants in the network can be organizations or individuals sharing a copy of
the distributed ledger. This copy contains all the transactions in a sequential order.
Transactions are made through a Peer-to-Peer network nodes (P2P). Each block
within the ledger contains a set of digital data or transactions represented with an
identifier called “hash”. The first block in the chain is called the genesis block. Users
who create and verify the blocks are called miners. Once miners validate the digital
transaction, it becomes part of the distributed ledger. The digital ledger is constantly
increasing as new blocks are appended to the end of the chain (Fang et al., 2020).
The data stored inside the block depends on the type of Blockchain. For instance,
bitcoin Blockchain stores the details on transactions covering the sender, receiver
and amount of transferred money. The illustration in Fig. 1 depicts the data format
and stored information (Fang et al., 2020).
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Fig. 1 The architecture of data chain within the Blockchain network. Every block consists of a
digital hash that is built based on the previous block

2.1.2

Digital Signature

The control nodes validate data by using a cryptographic algorithm. The three
phases that formulate a digital signature are key generation, signing and verification
algorithms (Fang et al., 2020):
• Key generation algorithm: this phase creates two keys, private and public keys.
The private key is used to sign messages whereas the public key is made available
to the public to validate if the message has been signed with the corresponding
private key.
• Verification algorithm: this phase involves the receiver node verifying the transacted data. The node authenticates and validates data by compressing between
the decrypted signature using a public key and the hash value derived from the
received data.
After providing the signature and recording data in a block, the updated ledger
is then broadcasted to the network as a last verified version. The diagram below
describes the process of digital signature creation (Fig. 2).

2.1.3

Consensus Protocol

Adding a new transaction to the ledger is achieved through a consensus protocol.
Each block in the chain establishes conditions and agreement in which the data
transaction can occur. Proof of Work (PoW) is an example of this protocol (Janssen
et al., 2020). (PoW) gives a high level of security to the Blockchain and makes
re-mining existing blocks with fake data not feasible and requires huge computing
powers. The mechanism prevents tampering and cyber-attacks by increasing the time
required to add a new block to chain. The feature of consensus eliminates the concern
of a single centralized entity which can manipulate the transaction of information
(Fang et al., 2020).
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Fig. 2 The process of creating public and private keys. The private key is used to sign the transaction.
Once the transaction is validated, the digital data are sent to the receiver

2.1.4

Types of Blockchain

As more organizations are looking to achieve value from BCT, it is important to
address the different type of BCT to take into account the differences of each type
during the design and deployment stages (Lai & Chuen, 2017). BCT can be classified
based on access to the data (Maguire et al., 2018):
• Public Blockchain (Permission-less): In a public Blockchain, the data access is
open in which anyone can participate and become a network node. Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin is an example of public Blockchain.
• Private Blockchain (Permissioned): In a private Blockchain, the data access is
limited to specified users through a permissions-based network. Anyone outside
this network will not be able to participate in the transactions.
Table 1 provides a comparison between both types:

3 Blockchain for Supply Chain Management
Supply Chain is increasingly becoming more complex systems with the onset of
globalization. These systems comprise of multi-echelon and different geographic
entities that operate with diverse regulatory policies. SC processes are facing emergent pressure to consider SC transparency and sustainability. Current SC relies on
centralized traditional management systems for information sharing. Supply tracking
forms the backbone of the entire SC processes. Traditional tracking methods include
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Table 1 Comparison between public and private Blockchain (Helo & Hao, 2019)
Comparison input

Public Blockchain

Private Blockchain

Participation

Open

Closed

Transaction

Privacy is not prioritized. Anyone
can participate in the consensus
process

The consensus process is controlled
by selected network nodes

Centralization

Decentralized

Different degree of decentralization

Applications

Payments, distributed storage,
remittances, prediction markets,
social networking

Assets, trade finance, healthcare,
supply chain, insurance contracts,
provenance tracking

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), web-based services and e-mail coordination.
Enterprises are utilizing different methodologies for managing and tracking the technical issues based on cost and strategic requirements. Traditional tracking methods
rely on manual operations to achieve the synchronization of information among
supply chain participants (Chang et al., 2019).
Chang et al. (2019) indicated that traditional systems are unable to synchronize
information between SC participants. Also, these systems are faced with a lot of
uncertainties and suffer from tampering, cyber and fraud related attacks. BCT has
the corresponding characteristics to mitigate SC challenges and reform its operations.
There are several studies and consultation reports that detailed the benefits of adopting
BCT for SCM (Janssen et al., 2020; Cole et al., 2019). Most of these studies focused
on the advantages associated with improving the traceability and transparency.
Batwa and Norrman (2020) suggested several industrial Blockchain applications
for SCM such as raw materials provenance traceability, assets tracking, ERP replacement, auto transactions, contract agreements and quality assurance. Other studies
have also explored the use of BCT in SCM with other technologies such as Internet
of Things (IoT) and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) (Zelbst et al., 2019).
Based on the previous outline, it can be indicated that BCT presents a plethora of
applications and opportunities for improving SC processes and operational models.
BCT can provide fundamental benefits and trade-offs, such as improving the overall
quality, reducing cost, shortening delivery time and increasing trust. Achieving these
trade-offs is dependent on the key concepts that are likely to be transformed by
BCT (Kshetri, 2018). Table 2 summarizes the three major concepts of BCT and the
associated key benefits.
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Table 2 Benefits of BCT in SCM
Key concept

Supply chain benefit

Tamper-proof transaction

The technology principle of Blockchain involve
public and private keys cryptography. This enable
real time authentication and traceability of the
product source, and also help to increase the
confidence levels of the SC stakeholders. In this way,
BCT enhances trust between upstream and
downstream supply chains (Chen et al., 2017)

Synchronization and information sharing Demand forecasting is becoming more difficult
because of production lead times and short product
life cycles. In such circumstances, supply chain face
risk of either lack of product availability or low
demand realization. It is important to improve
information sharing and reduce the information
asymmetry across the entire supply chain (Fu & Zhu,
2019)
Chen et al. (2017), indicated that BCT is designed
based on a peer-to-peer technology where every node
on the network shares data and keeps complete set of
ledgers. In this technology model, both server and
client nodes reach a consensus on the distributed
ledger while ensuring information consistency in a
fast and efficient way
Smart contract execution

Smart contract is a digital protocol that simulates the
entire set of a real contract. The contract can control
digital assets and automate transaction of
agreements, assets and digital information. It also
facilitates contract negotiation, payment terms,
participant’s obligation and the verification of
contracts fulfillment stage. This approach reduces
third party costs and also simplify supply chain
management processes (Helo & Hao, 2019)

4 Research Areas for Blockchain Technology in SCM
4.1 System Architecture and Modeling
From the perspective of addressing BCT to solve supply chain challenges, Fu and
Zhu (2019) constructed a system structure mechanism based on a consensus authentication of Blockchain and scaled for big production enterprises’ supply chain. The
mechanism proposed that each entity will provide real information and supervise
SC operations to maintain overall efficiency. The authentication units of the design
analyze the rationality of received demand information, respond with respective
analysis results and broadcast to the whole network. The design provided insights
for structure development and resulted in constructing a multiple linear regression
model.
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The model developed by the researchers assumed that “supply chain business
response speed (V), supply accuracy (A), the integrity of cooperation (I), the
economic cost of business interaction (C), supply quality (Q), supply price (P), big
production enterprise profit (YE) and each influence aspects, supposing the multiple
linear regression model structure is” (Fu & Zhu, 2019):
Y E = αV + β A + γ I +

ϕ
λ
+ ωQ + + εE
C
P

The authors concluded that the designed system architecture is feasible for the
selected object only which is big production enterprises. The limitations of the study
can be outlined in terms of feasibility and validity. The scholars constructed the
system based on supply operations of the subjected enterprise without considering
other supply domains. Therefore, the research is not feasible for another supply chain
framework and it ties the process only on the selected enterprise (Fu & Zhu, 2019).
In another research conducted by Helo and Hao (2019) the possible use of BCT in
operations and SCM was demonstrated through an architecture of Blockchain based
SC and logistics. The proposed architecture was structured into two parts: front-end
user interfaces and back-end Ethereum. The researchers selected this explorative
experiment approach because they perceive BCT being still at its nascent stage.
The results obtained showed the system was successfully providing an approach for
meeting the demand of supply chain and at the same time with guaranteed security
and transparency. The limitation of the research is that, the experiment provided a
proof of concept only (Helo & Hao, 2019).

4.2 Theoretical Studies
There are several qualitative theory-based studies related to BCT for SCM. Labazova
(2019) conducted a questionnaire to examine the factors influencing BCT adoption
in various supply chain applications. The questioner survey was completed by 181
supply chain practitioners. The researchers proposed an integrative research model
based on three theories as follows:
• Technology Acceptance Model (TAM): To examine BCT adoption from the
perceptions of end users. It consists of two variables which are usefulness and
ease of use.
• Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB): To examine the acceptance of BCT by the
end users. It consists of variables such as; behavioral attitudes, intention to use
and actual use.
• Technology Readiness Index (TRI): To measure the perceived factors when
adopting BCT in supply chains. It consists of four variables; innovativeness,
optimism and insecurity.
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The research model was statistically validated. The result suggested that TRI dose
not play a significant factor in influencing the intention of practitioners to adopt BCT.
The adoption of BCT in supply chain is mainly limited to TAM and TPB theories.
The findings bring important insights to identify the critical factors for adopting BCT
in supply chain context. It also helps SCM practitioners to develop the behavioral
intentions on adopting for BCT. The study has several limitations to be addressed.
The researchers considered a limited number of SC practitioners covering the Indian
industry only. Also, limited number of constructs were considered to explain BCT
adoption for SCM. Therefore, this opens a research avenue to extend Blockchain
theoretical modeling in other countries with further constructs (Kamble et al., 2020).
As to the in-depth analysis of the theoretical studies, Labazova (2019) developed a theoretical framework for Blockchain evaluation. The researcher used
Design Science Research (DSR) method that consisted of 4 steps: Blockchain
innovation, Blockchain design, Inter-organizational integration and Implementation
Environment. Figure 3 shows the developed framework.

Fig. 3 Illustrative steps of the developed framework. First, the benefits of BCT should be estimated and developed based on project requirements. Second, Blockchain design features should
be combined to maximize benefits and minimize challenges. Third, Blockchain system need to
be integrated into the organization while considering several factors such as user adoption and
governance
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The framework was developed based on literature review to address Blockchain
evaluation factors. The data obtained from several researches was translated into
an initial framework by semantically grouping the factors into four categories.
The researcher evaluated the developed framework through conducting seven semistructured interviews. The identified evaluation factors were discussed with the
interviewees and then the developed framework was presented to them. Finally,
the framework was revised based on the interviews’ discussion.
The final results of this theory-based research contribute to the scientific knowledge by providing a structured conceptualization of Blockchain evaluation factors.
This serve as a foundation for future empirical and theoretical research. However,
the research is limited to identifying the factors and interconnections associated with
deploying BCT. Future research directions can identify other factors and the mutual
impact of implementing BCT in a specific SC domain (Labazova, 2019).
In light of case studies, Hoek (2019), conducted three studies in different SC
industries including logistics services, manufacturing and retail services. The firms
are piloting BCT in their SC operations and they are located in in Europe and the
USA. The author aimed to explore the lesson learned by these early adopters for
rational BCT deployment for SCM. Based on the insight from the case studies, the
researcher indicated several Blockchain design considerations.
For the first case study, the value added was speed because of early documentation
access to enable custom clearance. For the second case study, it was the ability of
customer to access information about the footprint of the products was new customer
information. For the last case study, it was improved product quality by tracking
product to its sources. In all the three cases, the firms included BCT in their existing
SC technologies and system. This implies that BCT adoption in SC could be more
focused on completing current SC systems instead of replacing them. As a contribution, the researcher provided guidance for mindful adoption of BCT and opened the
research direction to be beyond the scope of the generated insights (Hoek, 2019).

4.3 Blockchain and Decision-Making Framework
The rapid growth of BCT has made it challenging for organizations to understand
how to employ the value of Blockchain in their systems. Therefore, there is a need
to formulate a base for the key characteristics, features and criteria that are needed
to assess the deployment of this technology (Queiroz & Wamba, 2019). Murat et al.
(2020) indicated that current studies with respect to frameworks that evaluate the
feasibility of BCT and its effects from Decision-Making framework are scarce.
Bai and Sarkis (2020) introduced a hybrid decision-making method that integrates
Hesitant Fuzzy Set and Regret theory for BCT evaluation and selection. This methodology emphasis the variations in decision makers’ opinions and psychological characteristics of the decision makers. The study focused on how to incorporate different
decision makers opinions about BCT to achieve sustainable SC transparency. The
assumption was made to consider a SC firm aims to justify the adoption of BCT. The
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decision makers were provided with a 5-point linguistic scale to evaluate BCT with
transparency being as a critical dimension.
A Hesitant Fuzzy decision matrix was construed after obtaining the decision
makers variables. Then, the decision makers’ opinion was integrated with regret function. Finally, the compressive regret value of BCT was determined to rank the order
of alternative Blockchain features. Sensitivity analysis was introduced to provide
an illustrative application and set a foundation for significant Blockchain evaluation
in the SC sector. The empirical result suggested that the transparency of BCT is
highly depended on the psychological characteristic of the decision maker and the
applied weight to the attributes. The researcher proposed the final framework as a
model that can improve decision-making process to support the Blockchain arena
including policymakers and advisors (Bai & Sarkis, 2020).
The limitation of the research is that it only integrates the aggregated regret value
and rejoice value of each selected attribute to rank BCT characteristics. For complete
ranking frameworks, the scholars are suggesting future work to involve Multi Criteria
Decision Making (MCDM) methodologies to evaluate other Blockchain characteristic such as immutability, smart contracts and decentralization (Bai & Sarkis,
2020).
As to the Blockchain evaluation models for developing managerial decisions,
Yadav and Singh (2020) carried out an evaluation study to provide feasibility assessment of BCT over traditional method of SCM. The proposed methodology identified
several Blockchain characteristics from the literature and discussion with academicians. The integrated approach of Fuzzy Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) was
used to identify the common drivers to integrate BCT for SCM. Then, the identified
drivers were considered as criteria to apply Fuzzy Analytic Network Process (ANP).
The illustration below represents the hierarchy of the proposed model and the criteria
set developed by the scholars (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Fuzzy ANP framework for Blockchain integration in SCM. Traditional SCM can be made
efficient by integrating the BCT considering five driving characteristics, namely, data safety and
decentralization, accessibility, documentation, data management and quality
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The researchers have concluded that Blockchain based supply chain management
will be more sustainable in terms of traceability and transparency over the current
traditional methods of SCM. The priority vector value of the Blockchain based alternative was found be having higher priority rank which indicate that the Blockchain
based SCM is a preferred direction (Yadav & Singh, 2020).
In another feasibility assessment research, Erol et al. (2020) developed a framework to assess BCT for various industries in Turkey. The research method used was
an integration of fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and The Technique for
Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). First, set of Blockchain
indictors were developed based on two groups:
• The potential of BCT in providing High Return on Investment (ROI).
• The potential of BCT to address specific areas such as fraud, traceability and
visibility.
Then, the proposed framework was carried out on selected industries including,
logistics, supply chain, manufacturing and healthcare. The data was collected through
a questioner that target group of subject matter experts such as decision makers,
practitioners, researchers and developers. The questions of the survey consisted of
five Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5 to rate the importance of each indicator. The
collected data was used to apply fuzzy AHP and TOPISS to calculate the weight of the
feasibility indicators and rank the preference order of the industries. The final results
indicated that the most feasible industry for Blockchain implementation is supply
chain while the least feasible was automotive industry. The finding of this study will
help decision makers to take more informed decisions about BCT deployment and
allocate the resources effectively (Erol et al., 2020).
Given the current findings of the stat of the art, scholars (Queiroz & Wamba,
2019; Murat et al., 2020), still argue that BCT is in the early phase. Many industries
will not see a return on investment until the feasibility of Blockchain implementations are fully assessed systematically. Bai and Sarkis (2020), indicated that there
is no specific tool developed for Blockchain evaluation and selection because of the
limited experience this technology and, the significant uncertainties associated with
the deployment decisions. This presents the need for effective MCDM frameworks
that can assist the implementation process of BCT in specific domain.

4.4 Blockchain Success Development Cases
4.4.1

Blockchain in Global Retail Industry

Walmart is a multinational retail corporation that own 11,000 stores worldwide.
The company has collaborated with IBM to work on Blockchain based solution for
enhancing the supply chain transparency and provide a decentralized food supply
system. The lack of transparency with multi-actor food supply chain makes it difficult
to track the condition of food. This issue becomes more vital when the food is
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contaminated and causes issues at the end consumers. Walmart was leading the core
design and setup of the system with IBM to integrate it part of the enterprise system.
The first proof of concept trials were conducted to trace mangos in the US. The results
of Walmart adoption to blockchain technology are promising and proving that pilots
blockchain systems are capable of going beyond technology to meet the customer’s
trust. Walmart blockchain showed the capability of reducing the tracking time for
mango origins from 7 days to 2.2 s with a full complete end to end traceability
(Kamath, 2018).
In order for Walmart to design the system requirements, they considered the
inherent processes as well as the affected stakeholders such as their suppliers. Today,
Walmart can trace the origin of 25 different products from different suppliers by
using an integrated system developed by IBM and powered by Hyperledger Fabric.
In September 2018, Walmart rolled out the plans of onboarding all the suppliers of
farmed goods into the Blockchain system. All participants will be able to ensure
product’s safety, authenticity, trace its movement and monitor its quality (Kamath,
2018).

4.4.2

Blockchain in Manufacturing Supply Chain

Moog demonstrates a successful example of Blockchain implementation in additive
manufacturing industry. Moog is based in New York and provides parts for highly
regulated industry such as US department of Defense, Boeing and Airbus. Because
of the nature of airplane parts manufacturing industry, any counterfeits in the parts
or the supply chain could compromise the integrity of critical systems (Narula &
Shrikishna, 2017).
The system was designed to ensure the data, process, performance and integrity
of the aircraft parts. The complete Blockchain solution was built in collaboration
with Microsoft. The result showed that the lead time of part creation and delivery
was reduced from weeks to hours which resulted in preventing operation outage at
the Arline end (Narula & Shrikishna, 2017).
As to the gem manufacturing industry, Everledger company has developed a
Blockchain based solution to document the origin and path of gems. The purpose of
this platform is to connect all the industry participants including consumers, distributors and manufactures to one database network and to create and authentic certificate for any manufactured gem. The full transparency throughout the supply chain
is achieved by creating a unique identity of each gem or stone on the Blockchain
platform. Hence, stakeholders can sell and buy with a high level of confidence,
traceability and transparency (Cartier et al., 2018).
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5 Conclusion
This literature review explored Blockchain fundamentals and researches related to
various themes of SCM. We have identified the key concept of BCT and their role
in enhancing SCM frameworks, as well as the research areas in which this emerging
technology could be explored to drive the most value of SCM. We have demonstrated
successful Blockchain initiatives in the retail and manufacturing SC. Our contribution
has also identified a gap pretending to the existing literatures. While numerous literatures have focused on the application and theoretical aspects of Blockchain adoption,
very few studies have evaluated the adoption of this technology from MCDM methodologies. Evaluating the applicability of Blockchain in SCM is a strategic decision
that involves quantitative and qualitative factors. There is a need to determine the
exact SC operational processes where BCT will be beneficial and best suited.
Decision makers and practitioners need to conduct a multistep evaluation assessment. This includes reviewing the operational capabilities such as the ability to
integrate a new system with other systems and the timeframe required for this implementation. Viability is also one critical aspect that should be assessed to evaluate
the financial impact and the entailed risks. As the BCT quickly matures, decision
makers and mangers would need to an effective consider decision making approaches
in order to conduct strategic evaluation for assessing the application in SCM.
Future research direction should focus on providing guidelines and systems
methodology for the design, implementation and analysis of blockchain based on
SC. The systems framework should look at wider base and in depth to provide a
holistic view that support the adoption of blockchain in SC. It should also take into
considerations various aspects such us legal environment, corporate drivers, market
microstructure, business structure, information system structure and stakeholders’
requirements.
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The Role of Digital Business in Achieving
Generation Z Human Capital
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Abstract The main aim of this research is to find out the role of digital business
in achieving Generation Z human capital sustainability by measuring the extent of
relationship between the dependent variable that is Generation Z Human Capital
Sustainability and the independent variables that fall under Digital Business which
are Social Media Presence, Digitalization of Human Resource Practices, and Digital
Work Environment. A quantitative approach has been followed to collect data through
the survey method to answer the research question and test it. A purposive sampling
method was used. A total of 253 questionnaires were attempted online, out of which
124 were fully complete, as 105 were disqualified due to their ineligibility to fit the
research sample requirements, signifying a response rate is 49%. Results have indicated that social media presence has no significant relationship with Gen Z human
capital sustainability, while digitalization of HR practices, digitalized work environment, and overall digitalized business environment have a significant relationship with Gen Z human capital sustainability. Based on the research results, the
researchers recommended HR leaders can adapt a number of strategies to get the
best candidates from the fresh talent pools that is Generation Z. Organizations need
to offer more learning and development programs and opportunities in order to keep
them engaged. Moreover, organization need to include more flexibility and support
innovation and creativity within the workplace.
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1 Introduction
Digital business is quickly proving to be an essential part of everyday businesses.
From a modest platform meant for understudies to communicate, digital business
media has now revolutionized every aspect of our lives. One of the most significant
facets of life that has been affected by the rising popularity of digital business is how
we do business. Any modern businesses that fail to use digital business are bound
to remain potentially less competitive than their rivals. Nelson (2018) suggested that
digital business has become integral to modern organizational strategies whose benefits help organizations reach and keep in touch with millions of customers worldwide.
Digital business may create brand awareness, improve brand visibility, offer costeffective promotions and advertising, build and sustain a framework for customer
relationship management (CRM), and improve market awareness. More specifically,
digital business can be used to create awareness of the presence of a business, a
product or a service, target customers who might otherwise not know of the existence of a product or service, create a long-term relationship with customers through
a continuous engagement, and use the established network of customers to further
recommend a company’s products to others (Singh & Diamond, 2015).
Simultaneously, in the same time when digital mediums are being developed
and enhanced within an era booming in digital technology, a new generation will
soon be flooding the economy. Such generation has grown within an environment
filled with digital and technological based communication and scientific processes.
This generation is called generation Z. Born in 1995 and onwards, as generation
Z enters the workforce, HR should reevaluate their policies in order to be able to
cater to their digital based, fast paced needs (Wilson et al., 2017). Generation Z
are influenced greatly by social media, they need intensive working relations while
hoping to maintain autonomy, and they seek space and diversity in employment
(Wilson et al., 2017). Companies need to position themselves in the labor market to
attract and sustain the best talent as they need to adjust to Generation Z’s needs and
win them over (Geyer & Klein, 2018). Human capital refers to human resources,
otherwise known as employees. Individuals are now seen as capital for a business,
and not merely a resource (Kenton, 2019). Human Capital Sustainability refers to
increasing the extent that workers are able and willing to work now and in future
(van Dam et al., 2016). When employees are not connected, the whole company
lags behind. Employee sustainability protects the longevity of a business, driving it
towards success.
Despite all benefits of digital business to organizations, no organization has
managed to realize the full benefits of web-based business presence. This research
seeks to establish the reasons why despite its blossoming popularity and potential
in revolutionizing the world of competition-based business, organizations have not
taken full advantage of digital business.
Organizations need to understand the effect of digital presence on the business
field and how it needs to change to accommodate the new generation in terms of
the digitalization of the work environment. However, research regarding the effect
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of digital business is inadequate as there is no sufficient information regarding how
HR is dealing with Generation Z to capitalize on this resource. HR still does not
know how to deal with Generation Z, how to attract and gain them, how to deal
with them and motivate them, and how to utilize this resource and turn it into a
competitive advantage (Kettunen & Laanti, 2017). This paper thus seeks to fill this
gap in literature.

1.1 Research Problem
In the wake of exploding use of digital business across the world, business websites
have emerged as the preferred platforms for the conduct of businesses as customers,
sellers, employees, and candidates can engage (Chandy, 2014). For the purpose
of achieving a superior customer experience, organizations use digital business to
communicate, and engage with existing and potential customers, collect customer
feedback, influence opinions, and offer customer service in a more efficient and
cost-effective manner. Moreover, digital business has found more use in the Human
Resource (HR) sector for many organizations. Organizations are now able to engage
with, attract, and hire professionals who have online presence through social media
websites or applications, as well as that it increases their efforts in engaging
directly with their existing employees. Digital business has also been applied in
the development and launch of new products and services (Gaur & Anshu, 2018).
It is important to understand the work conditions that contribute to sustainable
employment. With Generation Z entering the workforce, HR departments need to
understand how to accommodate them through use of digital mediums. Generation
Z are considered different, more tech-savvy, and creative quick thinkers, as their way
of thinking, culture, and paradigms are different than older generations (Sidorcuka
& Chesnovicka, 2017). Businesses need to understand that all this can be accommodated by digital business (Priporas et al., 2017), however, there is not much evidence
concerning the extent in which digital business is utilized to capitalize on Generation
Z and achieve competitive advantage and success. This paper thus seeks to fill this
gap in literature.
The current study attempts to answer the general research question “what is the
role of digital business in achieving generation Z human capital sustainability?” To
answer this question the researchers will address the following sub-questions:
1.
2.
3.

How has the digital business environment changed the process of the work world
experiences?
What has been changed to accommodate the new generation into the work force
in terms of digitalization of the work world environment?
What is the role of the digital business environment (social media presence,
digitalization of HR practices, digitalized work environment) in sustaining
Generation Z human capital in the work world?
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By having the research questions addressed, this research accomplishes three
primary research objectives, as follows:
1.
2.
3.

To find out the extent to which the digital business environment changed the
process of the work world experiences.
To evaluate the changes made to accommodate the new generation into the work
force in terms of digitalization of the work world environment.
To realize the role of the digital business environment (social media presence, digitalization of HR practices, digitalized work environment) in sustaining
Generation Z human capital in the work world.

1.2 Research Hypothesis
Parallel to the research aim and objectives, the research proposes the following
hypotheses:
H1: Social Media Presence has a significant relationship with Gen Z Human
Capital Sustainability.
H2: Digitalization of HR practices has a significant relationship with Gen Z
Human Capital Sustainability.
H3: Digitalized Work Environment has a significant relationship with Gen Z
Human Capital Sustainability.
H4: The Digital Business Environment has a significant relationship with Gen Z
Human Capital Sustainability.

2 Literature Review
The aim of the research is to find out the role of digital business in achieving Generation Z human capital sustainability. Through this section the aim is to provide further
insight from past literature regarding how businesses accommodate the new generation and the roe of digital business environment in sustaining Generation Z human
capital in the field of business.

2.1 Digitalization of Business Environment
With technology revolutionizing nearly every aspect of our lives, traditional manual
processes in the conduct of business are no longer sufficient. Through technologybased solutions, complex business processes have become easily manageable
(Samson & Rathee, 2018). Business environments have naturally been affected by
digitization since business operations and practices become more systemic and easily
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accessible as the number of employees and their level of diversity sours higher.
While many organizations may not survive without digitization of their processes,
the transformation did not occur much prior to the 1960s when organizations began
to digitalize their HR practices (Sadiq et al., 2012). Around this time, personnel
management was becoming a necessity in major organizations. The role of business department had shifted from administrative roles related with employees to
playing a pivotal role in enhancing the performance of organizations. Automated
payroll systems and record management systems immediately became prerequisites
for achieving efficiency in HR practices amid growing concerns for strategic HR
management. Consequently, the HR department emerged as one of the most critical
departments and users of modern computing system. Soon, HR Information Systems
(HRIS) became the latest innovation due to its capacity to perform numerous functions from a single storage to complex operations (Sadiq et al., 2012). HRIS enhanced
the procedures for the collection, storage, analysis, and distribution of HR data in a
bid to improve the performance of the HR function. By the 1990s, HR processes had
become increasingly complex amid rising strategic importance of the HR department (Ostermann et al., 2009). This led to the evolution of HRIS to a more sophisticated system with digital analytical tools that aided in related decision making.
e-HRM concepts would later emerge as internet use became widespread where web
technology became a fundamental requirement for HR practices.
These latest developments in the evolution of business practices have provided the
much-needed flexibility and efficiency in strategic business management (Sharma &
Shukla, 2013). This has also increased the urge for the improved digitization of all
organizational processes with the assistance of web-based channels. In fact, nondigitized processes, especially those related to HR, puts organizations at the risk
of losing their strategic advantage. More importantly, this digitization has forced
organizations to attract rare talents while maximizing contracts with employees in
order for them to act on the HR costs through employee retention. They also need
to anticipate the training and development needs of the new crop of employees
(Sorko et al., 2016). HR as the foundation for making the future ready for a new
set of changes has thus become instrumental in daily strategic management with
real-time data and information flow an ever-increasing necessity. Digitalization can
contribute to strategic management in numerous ways including provision of accurate
and timely data, prompt response to environmental changes, creating meaningful
career planning, enhanced recruitment processes, and also by availing accurate data
in a timely manner. Besides, the digitization of business environments ensures that
managers can focus on strategic as opposed to administrative functions (Samson &
Rathee, 2018).
With HR functions beginning with the process of recruitment and which happens
to be the most challenging tasks, it is fundamental that the recruitment process is
also digitized (Nawaz, 2014). With the need for the right candidate to be identified
and placed for the right jobs now not a matter of choice, any wrong decisions in
this regard can be detrimental. Therefore, the integration of digital tools with the
process is essential and a must do for all organizations (Trost, 2019). Many HR
professionals are shifting from traditional mediums of placing job adverts such as
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print media to digitized channels such as online job boards and recruitment websites
thanks to internet use. E-recruitment has had a significant impact on the hiring process
(Sharma & Shukla, 2013). Company websites and social networking sites are at the
forefront in the hiring process as organizations compete for rare talents globally.
As contemporary workplaces become more complex thus requiring better management, recruitment algorithms and artificial intelligence have also found a place in
the recruitment process. The cost and time of hiring have been brought down significantly with very adoption of emerging technologies (Peck, 2013). The fundamental
question today is not only how many more organizations can join the e-recruitment
wave but how that can be sustained as well (Peck, 2013). Other areas of digitization used include training and development, compensation, and benefits as well in
performance management including performance appraisals (Deobald et al., 2019).

2.2 Human Capital Sustainability
Human Capital Sustainability can be defined as increasing the extent that workers
are able and willing to work now and in future (van Dam et al., 2016). Human capital
refers to human resources, otherwise known as employees. Individuals are now seen
as capital for a business, and not merely a resource. Human capital is the intangible
asset classified as the economic value of employees’ skills and experiences (Kenton,
2019). This includes their education, training, skills, health, and other values such
as motivation and loyalty (Kenton, 2019) Human capital underlies the organization’s capabilities (Ulrich & Lake, 1991). Through developing the extent of human
capital through effective HR practices and management, employees’ skills and abilities are enhanced to be able to more reliable meet the demands of unpredictable
environmental changes (Ulrich & Lake, 1991). The concept of human capital refers
to human being as a means and core contributing factor in economic growth and
social development (Slaus & Jacobs, 2011).
Sustainability refers to retainment, to keep the measure at a constant without
deviation. Sustainability is not meant in its macro-economic meaning, as it is used to
elaborate on the meaning of retention. Sustainability of human capital can be defined
as the extent to which workers are able and willing to remain working both now and,
in the future, (SER, 2009; Van Vuuren, 2012). Is related to employees of all ages and
backgrounds (Van Vuuren & Van Dam, 2013).
Human Capital affects organizational performance both directly and indirectly,
emphasizing its importance to organizations (Ostroff & Bowen, 2000). Human
Capital is defined by Rylatt (2003) as a measure of the ‘know-how’ of individuals
within the organization’s control. Human capital affects organizations indirectly as
they shape the skills, attitudes, and behaviors of employees, while direct influence
is perceived through structural and operational efficiencies of employees (Ostroff &
Bowen, 2000).
Since the 1990s, organizations have realized that Human Capital can be utilized
to gain competitive advantage and increase firm value (Rylatt, 2003). Human capital
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adds to the organization’s value, and through training and increasing employee
competencies, and therefore increasing organizational performance (Barney, 1991).
According to Dzinkowski (2000), Human Capital management practices are drawn
from the field of HRM management, portraying the significance of relationship
between Human Capital and Human Resources. Human capital is as important to
organizations as plants, equipment and machinery, and capital, all which add to the
creation of organizational competitive advantage (Priem & Butler, 2001).

2.3 Role of Digital Business in Sustaining Generation Z
Human Capital
Organizations may decide to focus on a number of factors which may influence the
extent of utilizing and sustaining Generation Z staff in the workplace through use of
digital business and online presence. The factors discussed below are social media
presence, digitalization of HR practices, and a digitalized work environment.

2.3.1

Social Media Presence

In the recent past, social media has grown in prominence amongst the general population. The convenience and accessibility offered by social media have meant that
many people use platforms to search for employment (Goessling, 2017). Platforms
such as Facebook and LinkedIn are most popular with job seekers since they help in
creating connections with prospective employers and other professionals.
Promoting connection and interactivity through social media further helps an
employer to communicate about their brand to prospective employees. A positive
employer image on social media provides employers with a unique opportunity to
attract employees with similar goals and values (Goessling, 2017). The process of
selecting or accepting a job offer involves a degree of risk and uncertainty on both
the employer and the employees. A strong brand image can help to ease employees’
fears about a particular employer being the right fit for their values and aspirations. A
targeted social media campaign can also allow employers to focus their attention on
attracting a specific demographic that is necessary to accord the employer’s competitive advantage (Kissel & Buttgen, 2015). Communication through social media and
contact with a target groups is cost efficient and provides companies with opportunities to communicate what they believe in more directly and easily (Kissel & Buttgen,
2015).
Before the introduction of social media, recruiters and job seekers relied on
networks, referrals, cold calling, and advertisement. With social media and the emergence of different social platforms, recruiters can now filter through employees to get
the exact qualities they are looking for (Goessling, 2017). Social media offers businesses a tool where they can search for employees with specific skills and attributes.
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Given the tendency for young people to engage in social media, it is imperative
for any corporation seeking to attract the younger generation to join actively on
social media. Organizations today are currently incorporating social media as part
of HR recruitment and management strategies. There is however a need to closely
monitor these strategies from straying to other functions that may hurt the employers’
reputation such as negative publicity and word-of-mouth (Goessling, 2017).
According to Micik and Micudova (2018), most corporations today are looking for
ways and means to improve their attractiveness as great employers. This distinction
gives the company a competitive advantage when searching for top talents to join their
teams. Given the immense talent and potentially held by millennial and generation
Z, it is imperative that an organization tap into this opportunity and devises ways of
retaining this top talent. As millennials make up a large portion of the workforce, it
is imperative for any organization that intends to stay afloat and thrive in the coming
decade to develop strong working relationships with Gen Y and Z (Manpower, 2016).
Micik and Micudova (2018) evaluated Czech companies to assess their strategies in attracting millennial workers. The study evaluated key literature and social
media metrics to understand how the companies make decisions concerning the
young generation. The results of the study found out that a majority most foreign
and multinational companies were more likely to incorporate social media in HR
management compared to locally based companies. The inference from this result
is that perhaps social media allowed the companies a more in-depth insight into
the millennial culture in the Czech Republic as well as increase their visibility.
Local companies were less inclined to use social media since they believed they
were adequately known and had significant knowledge about the social, economic,
and political environment. The research further indicated interdependence between
social media communication and improved organizational culture and brand image.
Overall, the study pointed to increased awareness of the need for social media in
improving recruitment and enhancing HR management through value and goals
communication (Micik & Micudova, 2018).
Deloitte (2016) noted that the most appropriate way of developing and maintaining
relationships with the younger generation is by leveraging on internet platforms such
as social media. These platforms play an essential role in shaping public opinion
regarding social issues such as the reputation of companies.
The effective use of social media allows businesses to gain more online presence.
The internet is gaining more importance as a tool for word-of-mouth marketing as
it creates publicity for brands. Edwards (2017) emphasizes on the fact that online
presence has acquired a bigger significance for HR in connection to the opposition
in the job market. Globalization has impacted the marketplace and competition has
increased, forcing companies to enhance their methods of sourcing talent (Edwards,
2017).
Online presence through social media platforms is massively utilized as the generation of Baby Boomers, born between 1946 and 1965, leave the workforce, increasing
the need of organizations to hire retain new competent talent from Generation Z
(Murray, 2016). In order to fill this need, companies have created online procedures
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intended at being a top choice as an employer, creating a solid brand, and holding a
stronger more competitive position in the market (Alshathry et al., 2017).
Social media online presence is employed to develop two principal assets which
are brand loyalty and brand association (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). Online brand
association supports the employer’s image to appeal to prospective personnel, while
brand loyalty influences organizational culture and cultural identity. Companies who
build strong online brands create more favorable attitudes from applicants (Berthon
et al., 2005). Strong online presence through social media is seen as a competitive
advantage in the market as companies are differentiated by applicants (Ronda et al.,
2018).

2.3.2

Digitalization of HR Practices

Digital business transformations have resulted in different trends in the field of
Human Resources (Westerman et al., 2014). New models in HR management have
been created, allowing organization to adapt their business strategies to the requirements of a dynamic digital economy (Lengnick-Hall et al., 2017). E-HRM (Electronic Human Resource Management) is the use of web-based technologies provide
HR services and activities. It includes e-recruitment and e-learning using web-based
technology, expanding into virtually offering all HR strategies online. Employees are
able to use their computers to conduct training and development sessions or workshops, to conduct appraisals and reviews, to evaluate labor costs, absenteeism, and
all labor-related procedures and practices (Prakash et al., 2019).
Technology and digitalization have changed the way HR departments contact their
employees, store files, analyze performance, and conduct all other HR related tasks.
Technology makes HR practices more efficient and effective, specifically related to
the method they attract and retain employees within the organization. Flippo (1984)
defined recruitment as a process involve with searching for the right candidates to
employ, and to motivate them to apply for available jobs within the organization.
Digital recruitment, otherwise known as e-recruitment, is the process of going so
using online methods.
Spinellis (2015) noted that there are various online programs that can be used to
ease the process of hiring staff. In order to carry out a successful recruitment process,
an organization should post its job advert on various sites such as LinkedIn, Facebook,
Twitter and online site and include URL links that host the actual job advert. Also, the
organization should include their mailing lists, newsletters, and internal networks.
Furthermore, in order to duck from receiving hundreds of CV’s, the company should
have a Google drive account for all the application. Once the application deadline
is over the recruiter should share the drive with members who are part of the hiring
team. Every recruiter should select the best applicant; this process helps to attain the
candidates who deserve an invitation for an interview (Spinellis, 2015).
According to Smith (2015), the number of job seekers applying for work through
online platforms has doubled and the use of social media platforms by companies
to recruit applicants has grown exceedingly in the last five years and it is estimated
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to be 54%. Millennia’s and Generation z visit social media account for over ten
times a day, basically, Job adverts on Facebook and Twitter catch their attention. A
main advantage of using social media as a hiring too is that the platform has a large
number of individuals who need a job but are not looking for one. About 60% of
people on LinkedIn of workers are not searching for jobs but they are willing to share
and discuss new job opportunities, frequently they discover these jobs on LinkedIn.
All of the above facts support the importance of using digital tools in recruitment
processes (Pikala, 2017).
The process of hiring new workers is expensive, however hiring an employee
through video conferencing helps to save time and money, particularly when the
candidates are based in different regions or countries (Pikala, 2017). Also, it assists
in avoiding planning and convenience challenges. Furthermore, video recruiting is
more effective than a phone interview since the recruiter gets to see the body language
of the applicant and other non-verbal signs (Hopping, 2017).
Moreover, Hopping (2017) suggests that application like Skype helps improve the
visual component of an interview. Recruiters are able to interview applicants from
their offices despite their location. Recruiters are also able to ask questions through
video and save the recording and review the answer later in order to settle for the
best customers. Since the new digital recruitment method got in the market, a lot of
organizations have executed digitalization in hiring. Launching digital applications
will assist both companies in searching for employees and job seekers looking for
jobs.

2.3.3

Digitalized Work Environment

Digitalization is now considered as an asset for organization (Kuusisto, 2015). Labor
markets have tremendously changed since information technology emerged and
developed (Castells, 2010). Digitalization refers to the act of adopting digital technologies in both business and society and is linked to the changes in connectivity on
organizations, individuals, and objects (Urbach & Röglinger, 2019). A main impact
of the digitalization of work environments is that information is now more accessible
and transparent, allowing organizations to share information faster and easier with
employees from different hierarchal levels (Kuusisto, 2015). The ease of access to
information has led to a boost in employee productivity, showing that technologies
have impacted the way people work (Chesley, 2010).
Information technology and the advancements in communication have enabled
employees to focus their energies on difficult tasks related to knowledge and tasks
automated by computers. Also, digitalization has caused quick changes in organizations and their environments (Vuori et al., 2018). New business models are emerging
and continuously developing (e.g. Airbnb, Amazon Prime, etc.), therefore requiring
companies to reconsider their strategies and structures needed to achieve their business goals. The future competition of organization is mostly software-based. Individuals cannot grasp the though or a non-digital business, or the lack of some kind
of digital presence, as their lives revolve around digital technologies (Kettunen &
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Laanti, 2017). With such new business models and strategies, job roles and responsibilities are more often reorganized, leading to changes in job satisfaction levels,
work/life balance, and worker autonomy (Kettunen & Laanti, 2017).
Ratna and Kaur (2016) defined job satisfaction as a favorableness or lack-of that
an employee perceived his work. It reflects on the balance between the benefits
received by an employee from his job, and the expectations they have for them. The
working environment is a key factor on individuals’ job satisfaction as it affects their
satisfaction as a whole. Job satisfaction relates to employees’ beliefs on factors such
as their wages, work conditions, fair treatment, supervision, and leadership received,
and social and human interactions. Both interpersonal and intrapersonal factors are
involved in order to achieve employee job satisfaction, they include health, age,
desire, social status, relationships, work, and personal activities, which all ultimately
impact job satisfaction.
Lockwood (2003) defined work/life balance as a state of balance where the
demands of an individuals’ personal life and his job are considered equal. It represents a balance between the effort and focus based on the priorities of an individuals’ employment and personal life in order to be able to achieve their objectives in
both environments (Ratna & Kaur, 2016). The employee perspective focuses on the
success of managing their work responsibilities with those of their personal lives.
Also, employers need to be encouraged to provide the required support within the
company’s culture and climate where employees can focus on their jobs while at
work and can focus on their personal lives when they are off work (Lockwood,
2003). Work/life balance is difficult to achieve as there is no complete control over
the time spend using technology for work purposes, as digitalization blurs out the
boundaries of work and personal lives.
Moreover, Hackman and Oldham (1976) defined employee autonomy, otherwise
referred to as job autonomy, as the extent of level of control that employees have over
their job roles. It refers to the level of freedom and independence that employees have
over their tasks and processes of achieving their work objectives and responsibilities.
Autonomy is given by organization to their employees, as employees are given the
freedom to act without the approval of a supervisor (Globocnik & Salomo, 2015).
Technology has different effects on working environments. First, work autonomy is
boosted as a result of the use of modern information and communication technologies
(Aral & Weill, 2007). For example, cloud computing is a crucial aspect in both
centralizing and decentralizing information, allowing employees quicker access to
communication and easier sharing of knowledge. Gibbs (2017) found that innovation
and creativity is supported by autonomy in the workplace, as it provides employees
with the freedom to make their decisions to perform their tasks and achieve their goals
and those of the organization. Technology and digitalization empower employees,
increasing their knowledge and the efficiency of communication in the organization
(Ardalan, 2011). All of this is possible through information technology, without the
involvement of traditional management approaches and techniques.
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2.4 Generation Z
Identified as the first ever fully digital generation in the workforce, Generation Z
are different from their predecessors in many ways, something that has become
critical for businesses to understand (Arar & Yüksel, 2015). Businesses continue
to experience a range of changes brought about by Gen Z and becoming adaptable
to these changes has become a prerequisite for successful business performance.
Individuals of Gen Z are characterized by their technology savviness and online
presence in the wake of blossoming digital business (Arar & Yüksel, 2015).
While many employers are driven by the fact that some things exist to be done and
must be done, Gen Z see things differently; they look forward to seeing the employers
trust them with the takes assigned to them (Gaidhani et al., 2019). Additionally, they
are driven by the mission of the organization which necessitates business leaders
to formulate strategies that are in line with such missions. Work ethic, diversity,
and the need to strike a balance between work and life are some of the things that
matter most to generation Z. Often times, they judge employers based on their ability
to fulfil these needs. In addition, they prefer flatter organizations where they have
an opportunity to participate in the decision-making process besides being selfmotivated (Gaidhani et al., 2019). They have high entrepreneurial spirit, they value
transparency and flexibility, and they value feedback from their employers regarding
their work progress and overall performance.
According to Descos and Gospic (2019), Gen Z is one that has grown interacting
with the internet since a tender age which contributes to their wealth of new skills
that they are likely to bring on board in organizations. The number of this people is
rapidly increasingly and any organization that fails to recognize this fact will find
themselves unable to compete for Gen Z talents. In 2017 alone, approximately 3.5
million individuals from Gen Z graduated from high school and the number has been
souring high ever since (Lanier, 2017). They are not only practical and intelligent.
Gen Z also love to lead and remain at the forefront in the decision-making process
especially in issues directly affecting them at work. They are continuously looking
for new and bigger challenges as careers matter to them as they are idealist. Unlike
their predecessors, Generation Y which was born at the same time various forms of
digital media such as YouTube, MP3, cellphones and other forms of digitization were
coming up, Gen Z were born into these technologies (Ozkan & Solmaz, 2015). Given
the speed at which technology has been changing over the last two decades, earlier
generations save for Generation Y have become scared and many risks being left
behind if they are not adaptable enough. However, it is a completely different case for
Gen Z who are never intimidated by such changes. Personal identity, entrepreneurial
culture, work-life balance, and strict career objectives characterize the youngest
people on the planet.
Arar and Yüksel (2015) noted that there is insignificant literature to indicate an
agreed age for Generation Z. The realism and optimism about life that characterizes
Gen Z surpasses any other generation. Perhaps the biggest development in their lives
is the speed at which things change thanks to fast technology advancements. They
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do not expect anything to happen slowly because they are hardly used to low pace
work. For instance, internet and the emergence of digital communication ensures they
can communicate with the rest of the world at the comfort of their locations. This
has also enhanced their ability to multi-task and be able to switch between activities
quickly and easily. They are the biggest beneficiaries of globalization which is largely
characterized by mobility, virtualization and globalized values, which has enhanced
their networking abilities. Also, Gen Z expect nothing short of flexibility, despite
the fact that they are the entrepreneurial when compared to their Gen Y counterparts
(Arar & Yüksel, 2015).
According to Sidorcuka and Chesnovicka (2017) Gen Z are unique in many ways
and organizations must brace themselves to deal with their different expectations.
They also have specific preferences with regards to communication. Usually, they
make use of a variety of digital communication platforms including social media
platforms. Additionally, they are never looking for life-long employment opportunities and job hopping to them is normal. Most importantly, they expect that potential
employers should attract them by way of meeting their special needs such as flexibility and feedback (Regovich, 2014). Flexibility is also of essence when it comes to
the type of work they do. For this reason, they expect to engage in varied jobs over
different periods of time in the same organization, with a high degree of individuality. Organizational reputation is also pivotal to their attraction to any workplace
because they love to be associated with positivity. Gen Z are also value and embrace
innovation, speed of change and promotional advancement at their workplaces along
with fringe benefits such as free snacks and free drinks (Horton, 2014).
Gen Z can best be described as technological and global (McCrindle, 2015). They
are also social, developed, and perhaps most connected, clever, and well educated.
They were born at a time when social systems and education infrastructure have
become significantly improved. Social media is a major driving force for this generation who are also heavily influenced by music culture. McCrindle (2015) also noted
that besides introducing the future to the world, Gen Z are also helping in its construction. While a majority are in college today, they are expected to increase in number
at different workplaces in the near future. They are also expected to form the largest
percentage of markets for different products and services in the near future. Given that
they are also easily influenced by brands, organizations risk losing their competitive
advantage should they fail to understand this generation and enhance efforts towards
meeting their needs. Due to the ability of Gen Z to utilize ICT tools, they are at
times referred to as digital natives (Bernstein, 2015). They hardly know few without
mobile phones and the internet given that they were born after these technologies
were already in use. According to Mueller (2015), they spend significant time online
speaking with people from around the world including strangers and have no problem
sharing their personal information. In order for organizations to benefit from their
creativity, ideas, hard work and energy, they must meet their needs unconditionally,
learn their styles and perceptions, and adjust the workplaces to fit these needs. Their
access to information is immediate thanks to the internet and the World Wide Web,
something which aids in information sharing, creativity, and innovation (Biro, 2015;
Mueller, 2015).
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2.5 Gen Z Workplace Sustainability
The survival of an organization heavily depends on the quality of its human capital,
therefore emphasizing the importance of attracting highly skilled and competitive
employees (Sidorcuka & Chesnovicka, 2017). Organizations need to understand
that employees are assets to a business. Through whichever method a company
uses to attract and recruit employees, it should aim at the most suitable candidates
for the available vacancies by considering their needs and values (Mason, 2014).
Organizations need to look at factors such as the candidate’s values, motivation, and
attitude (Mason, 2014).
Only a handful of the Gen Z are gainfully employed as a majority are now in
college. However, this situation is bound to change in a few years and workplaces
will be dominated by this new group of employees (McCrindle, 2015). By the end
of the year 2020, it is estimated that 1 in every 5 employees will come from Gen
Z (McCrindle, 2015). Therefore, corporates are bound to compete for these welleducated yet less experiences Gen Z instead of the generation competing for jobs.
Their entry in the workforce will cause unprecedented changes and recruiters will
need to adapt fast to these changes. Companies will have to seek to be connected
in line with the deep connections created by Gen Z (Biro, 2015). In addition,
they will need to make constant follow-ups to these connections in addition to
embracing honesty and transparency whenever they make promises to the young
talented individuals (Biro, 2015).
While even the current generations are demanding for flextime at the workplace,
these demands are likely to increase and the 9–5 working schedules will soon be
eliminated except for jobs that are more demanding (Sidorcuka & Chesnovicka,
2017). Since Gen Z are hardly interested with permanent employment, organizations will need to be strategic to avoid scenarios where investments in training and
development are lost with every loss of employee (Biro, 2015). Recent research
indicates that this generation believes that they will take at least 4 jobs in their lifetime as they are willing to move to a new workplace in order to gain more work
experience and reach higher levels in their career development. Employers will need
to recognize that valuing Gen Z’s individuality and sense of ownership is pivotal
to retaining them (Sidorcuka & Chesnovicka, 2017). Finally, employers will have
to adjust their motivation strategies towards task variety, creativity and consensus
in decision making. Gen Z employees consider work-life balance, trust, flexibility,
engagement, creativity, and a global working atmosphere as core components in their
future workplace (McCrindle, 2015).

2.5.1

Gen Z Workplace Preferences

It is crucial to understand Gen Z’s motivates in the workplace that would enhance
their performance and productivity. A number of studies sought to understand the
preferences of Gen Z in order to have reliable channels of communication and create
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a good environment in the workplace. Bascha (2011) found that Gen Z prefer transparency, self-dependence, flexibility, and personal freedom at work. Organizations
that ignore these preferences will eventually demotivate them and thus suffer from
a lowly productive workforce while also experiencing a high employee turnover
due to peer-pressure, frustrations and inadequate employee engagement. Moreover,
Mihelich (2013) found that Gen Z must be allowed adequate independence as they
attempt to prove themselves and earn immediate recognition. Given that they have
grown with the internet and smartphones all their lives, they are expected to carry
them to their workplaces and possibly use them during work hours.
According to Schawbel (2014), communication is of essence for any successful
HR engagement. Gen Z prefer face-to-face communication since they are obsessed
with feedback. They intend to be taken seriously at all times, perhaps the reason
why they demand for attention. Consequently, they are attracted to business leaders
who listen to them and implement their ideas at the workplace, and also explains any
reasons that may limit managers and business leaders from doing so. An honest and
open leader who values ideas more than the age of the employees or their experiences
is also a prerequisite for having smooth time with Gen Z.
In addition, Bridges (2015) found that Gen Z looks forward to work environments
where mentoring and career development are provided for as they feel as though
their skills and expertise matters to the success of their organizations which they
hold in high regard. Gen Z prefer workplaces which encourage entrepreneurial skills
and those that have friendly work environments and flexible work schedules. Also,
technology is considered as a core aspect in Gen Z’s lives and so it is also preferable
in the workplace in order to support better communication throughout.
Knoll (2014) found that Gen Z prefer a flexible workplace, and those that value
organization and certainty in work processes. Half (2015) found that Gen Z prefer
a workplace with honest leaders who have integrity. While Middlemiss (2015)
found that they prefer to work for organizations who focus on their corporate social
responsibility and have ties to the community.

2.5.2

Accommodating Gen Z in the Workforce

New sets of behaviors, preferences, and expectations are expected at the workplace
thanks to the souring number of generation X who are characterized by a high-tech
upbringing. With at least four generations now in most workplaces, Gen Z, the lowest
in the ladder by virtue of age will prefer to have a millennial manager or supervisor
as opposed to earlier generations especially due to their matching preference and
interests (Parry & Urwin, 2011). Gen Z also increase pressure for organizations to
enhance work-life harmony through flexible working schedules. Despite being fully
digital, they need a human element in their work as demonstrated by their preference for face-to-face communication. They also demand immediate feedback which
requires managers to be swift in action. Such feedback should also be tracked to
ensure that Gen Z are comfortable. Businesses will have no choice but be equipped
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with the latest technologies since Gen Z do not know life without technology. Additionally, organizations will need to expand the importance of diversity and inclusion
in the workforce as most of Gen Z appreciate thee virtues that have continues to
characterize many workplaces in the wake of globalization (Parry & Urwin, 2011).
Accommodating Gen Z in the workforce will require managers to be different
(Stahl, 2019). They will need to provide alternative methods of leadership. This
is a generation less interested in climbing up the corporate ladder. What matters
more to them is helping in the growth process of their organizations. Giving them
full ownership and control of projects is one of the best ways to motivate them.
Secondly, managers will need to offer new and varied ways of communication.
Perhaps the best way to help them balance between the screen-time ad in-person time
is keeping them engaged and happy. With many of them working remotely, video
calls as opposed to traditional mobile voice calls will work wonders for them (Stahl,
2019). Thirdly, managers must create attractive job perks if they are to attract Gen
Z. With many of them growing up during the recession period, they understand how
their predecessors suffered for not getting job opportunities and would loathe such
experiences. Therefore, management styles will need to be enhanced to accommodate
Gen Z in the workplace (Stahl, 2019).

3 Research Methodology
The research adopts a quantitative research approach. Secondary data is used to
present the literature review portrayed in the previous chapter, while primary data is
used in the form of a questionnaire to measure the extent of relationship between the
dependent variable that is Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability and the independent variables that fall under Digital Business which are Social Media Presence,
Digitalization of Human Resource Practices, and Digital Work Environment.

3.1 Data Collection Tools
To gather adequate data to be used for the analysis, both primary and secondary data
are used in the research. Primary data is used through the use of a questionnaire
distributed online and at random. The questionnaire was sent through social media
platforms, through email, and through WhatsApp to family members, friends, and
coworkers, while being asked to continue to distribute it to their contacts. Secondary
data is used through the gathering information from different data sources, that
include books, journal articles, websites, and publications available online such as
past theses or dissertations, in order to set a thorough literature review to provide
a supportive background and foundation for the research topic and the variables
involved in the study. The literature review is also used in order to demonstrate the
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different viewpoints and findings of past researchers and scholars in order to give a
broader picture of the research topic.
As a data collection tool, a questionnaire is used to gather relevant information
from random respondents in relation to the research topic. A thorough analysis is
provided in order to reach reliable conclusions and offer effective recommendations. Through the use of IBM’s Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), a
descriptive analysis is undertaken, followed by a reliability test, a normality test, a
correlation test, and a regression analysis, used to evaluate the different viewpoints
related to Generation Z human and digital business.
The questions set within the questionnaire were obtained from past surveys
conducted by Brown et al. (2019), McRobert et al. (2018), and RippleMatch (2018),
which were amended in accordance to the current research aim and objectives.
The questionnaire was divided in several sections, the first of which contained
focused questions used for the reason of purposive sampling, followed by a question
related to the frequency of use of digital mediums. The first two questions used
for purposive sampling were used to assure that respondents are from generation
Z and that they use digital mediums. If the respondents’ fit the criteria, they were
able to move on to the next sections of the questionnaire, otherwise they would be
disqualified from participating in the research.
The second section in the questionnaire contained questions related to the
demographics of respondents, which included their gender, education level, and
employment status.
The third final section of the questionnaire contained questions related to the
research focus. A total of four questions were assigned to each of the variables;
the dependent variable that is Gen Z human capital sustainability, and the independent variables that are social media presence, digitalization of HR practices, and
digitalized work environment.
A Likert scale is used within the questionnaire in order to measure the responses
gathered, providing a quantifiable method of analysis that can be assessed easily
and reliably. The scale’s ranges are presented in the table below (McLeod, 2008),
defining the interpretation of each point within it.

3.2 Population and Sampling
3.2.1

Population

The research population is the general public, specifically being those individuals
born from 1995 onwards, otherwise referred to as Generation Z. The target population
includes all those born in 1995 onwards, mainly found in universities, or those at a
graduate level. Undergrads were not considered in order to assure that the respondents
at least have some work experience, so that their answers are closer to real life
situations.
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The first section of the questionnaire included questions used for purposive
sampling in order to eliminate those not involved in the study. The conditions related
to the age of the respondent, as well as their use of digital mediums. Those not
within the required age range, and those who didn’t make use of digital mediums,
were disqualified from taking part in the study.

3.2.2

Sampling Method

A non-probability purposive sampling technique has been used in targeting participants. Purposive sampling is a non-probability sampling method, that is a nonnumeric method, where the research relies on personal judgement when selecting
the members of the population to partake in the study (Foley, 2018). A probability
statistical technique cannot be used to calculate the same size. We cannot calculate
the sample size because the questionnaire would be distributed at random and open
in the community. The questionnaire was administered online and shared by a link on
different online platforms as the internet is the most effective way to involve a large
sample size. It was sent through direct messages on social media, through email, and
through WhatsApp to family members, friends, and coworkers, while being asked to
continue to distribute it to their contacts. This is found to be appropriate especially
as the research is targeting Generation Z which are tech savvy and prefer the internet
over older conventional communication methods.

3.3 Reliability Analysis
A reliability test is used to analyze the reliability of the results in answering the
research question and addressing the research aim. A reliability analysis involves
Cronbach’s Alpha used to measure the consistency of the items used within the
questionnaire (Tavakol & Dennick, 2011). A reliability test is the most common
method used to assess the items set for each variable in the questionnaire.
Cronbach’s alpha is expressed as a number between 0 and 1, where a value closer
to 1 is more favorable as it describes a higher extent of which the items within the
scale are valid in measuring the same item and are therefore interconnected (Tavakol
& Dennick, 2011). The measure of reliability is presented in Table 1:
Table 1 Reliability of the questionnaire
Factors

Questions

Cronbach’s alpha

Social Media (SM)

1–4

0.821

Digitalization of HR Practices (DHR)

5–8

0.838

Digitalized Work Environment (DWE)

9–12

0.770

Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ)

13–16

0.875
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4 Data Analysis and Findings
The section offers the analysis and findings of the statistical tests performed on the
data gathered through the questionnaires. A descriptive analysis was performed,
followed by a normality test which measures normal distribution, as well as a
correlation analysis and a regression analysis were conducted to test the hypotheses.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics and Normality Test
The research tool, that is the questionnaire, was set online on Survey Monkey and
then randomly distributed to the public, aiming to receive as many responses as
possible within the provided time as the research is limited and the sampling method
is very distinctive.
A total of 253 questionnaires were attempted online, out of which 124 were fully
complete, and 105 were disqualified due to their ineligibility to fit the research sample
requirements. Based on the 253 total responses and the 124 completed questionnaires,
the response rate is 49%.
A normality test is conducted to corroborate that the sample data is drawn from
a normally distributed population. The skewness and kurtosis values are used to
determine normal distribution. When the scores of skewness and kurtosis are divided
by its standard error and the result is greater than ±1.96, then the data is not normally
distributed with respect to that statistic (Razali & Wah, 2011) (Table 2).
The results of the normality Descriptive for all variables shows that the skewness and kurtosis fall between the desired values and therefore the data is normally
distributed. The mean, median, and variance are higher than the standard deviation
and therefore are acceptable.

4.2 Correlation Analysis
Pearson’s correlation coefficient measures the linear relationship between the variables. The correlation coefficient value associations have been explained in the
previous chapter.
Table 3 presented the correlation coefficients between the variables. The results
of the correlation between Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ) and
Social Media Presence (SM) showed that there is a moderate positive correlation at
a rate of r = 0.603, with a significance level of 0.000. The results of the correlation
between Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ) and Digitalization of HR
Practices (DHR) showed that there is a moderate positive correlation at a rate of r
= 0.680, with a significance level of 0.000. The results of the correlation between
Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ) and Digitalized Work Environment
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Variables
SM

Statistic

Std. error

Mean

14.88

0.289

Median

16.00

Variance

10.39

Std. deviation

3.22

Minimum

4.00

Maximum

20.00

Skewness

−0.79

0.217

0.71

0.431

Mean

15.25

0.305

Median

16.00

Variance

11.58

Kurtosis
DHR

Std. deviation

4.00

Maximum

20.00

Skewness

−1.08

Kurtosis
DWE

0.217

1.40

0.431

Mean

16.12

0.261

Median

16.00

Variance

8.49

Std. deviation

2.90

Minimum

4.00

Maximum

20.00

Skewness

−1.01

0.217

Kurtosis
GZ

3.40

Minimum

1.74

0.431

Mean

15.58

0.305

Median

16.00

Variance

11.59

Std. deviation

3.40

Minimum

4.00

Maximum

20.00

Skewness

−1.18

0.217

1.79

0.431

Kurtosis

(DWE) showed that there is a strong positive correlation at a rate of r = 0.748, with
a significance level of 0.000.
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Table 3 Correlation analysis
SM

DHR

SM

DHR

DWE

GZ

1

0.684**

0.634**

0.603**

Sig (2-taild)

0.000

0.000

0.000

N

124

124

124

1

0.693**

0.680**

0.000

0.000

Pearson Correlation

Pearson Correlation

0.684**

Sig (2-taild)

0.000

N
DWE

124

124

1

0.748**

Pearson Correlation

0.634**

0.693**

Sig (2-taild)

0.000

0.000

N
GZ

124

0.000

124

124

124
1

Pearson Correlation

0.603**

0.680**

0.748**

Sig (2-taild)

0.000

0.000

0.000

124

124

N
** Correlation

124

is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailde)

4.3 Regression Analysis
A regression analysis is used to measure the effect on the dependent variable as
explained through the change of the independent variable.
The Model Summary Table 4 conveys the value of R2 = 0.616, signifying the
coefficient of determinations that measures the change in the dependent variable as
explained through the independent variable. The R2 shows that 61.6% of the total
variation of the dependent variable is explained through variations in the independent
variables. This shows that 61.6% of the total variation in Generation Z Human Capital
Sustainability (GZ) is explained through Social Media Presence (SM), Digitalization
of HR Practices (DHR), and Digitalized Work Environment (DWE).
The ANOVA Table 5 conveys the F-value and the p-value (significance). The Fvalue shows the variance used to measure the variables that influence the data. The
results show that independent variables that effect and predict the variations in the
dependent, F (3, 120) = 64.111, while p = 0.000. This signifies that the regression
model is seen as ‘fit’ to describe variances of GZ through changes in SM, DHR, and
DWE. The significance level is at a value of p = 0.000; as it is less than 0.05 (5%),
even lower than 0.01 (1%) it is accepted and considered significant.
Table 4 Model summary
Model

R

R square

Adjusted R square

Std. error of the estimate

1

0.785a

0.616

0.606

2.136

a Predictors:

(Constant), DWE, SM, DHR
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Table 5 ANOVAa
Sum of squares
Regression
Residual
Total
a Dependent
b Predictors:

Df

Mean square

F

Sig

878.140

3

292.713

64.111

0.000b

547.884

120

1426.024

123

4.566

variable: GZ
(Constant), DWE, SM, DHR

Table 6 Regression analysisa
B

Std. error

Constant

0.491

1.120

SM

0.115

0.086

0.109

DHR

0.258

0.087

0.258

2.954

0.004

DWE

0.586

0.097

0.500

6.073

0.000

a Dependent

Beta

T

P-value

0.438

0.662

1.341

0.182

variable: GZ

The results as conveyed through the table for overall Digital Business Environment
signifies that H4 is accepted. Therefore, it is concluded that Digital Business Environment has a significant positive effect on Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability
(GZ).
The results as conveyed through Table 6 for Social Media Presence (SM) is t =
1.341, with a significance of p = 0.182. This means that H1 is rejected as the significance 0.182 > 0.000. Therefore, it is concluded that SM has a positive relationship
with Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ) but it is insignificant.
The results as conveyed through Table 6 for Digitalization of HR Practices (DHR)
is t = 2.954, with a significance of p = 0.004. This means that H2 is accepted. Therefore, it is concluded that DHR has a significant positive relationship with Generation
Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ).
The results as conveyed through Table 6 for Digitalized Work Environment (DWE)
is t = 6.073, with a significance of p = 0.000. This means that H3 is accepted.
Therefore, it is concluded that DWE has a significant positive relationship with
Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ).

4.4 Discussion of Findings
The main aim of the research is to find out the role of digital business in achieving
Generation Z human capital sustainability by measuring the extent of relationship
between the dependent variable that is Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability
and the independent variables that fall under Digital Business which are Social
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Media Presence, Digitalization of Human Resource Practices, and Digital Work
Environment.
Moreover, the first research question aimed at identifying how the digital business
environment changed the process of the work world experiences. The second research
question related to identifying the changes made to accommodate the new generation
into the workforce in terms of digitalization of the work world environment.
Through the literature review, the context of the changes of the work world experiences were explained through the digital business environment. Business operations
and practices have become more systemic and easily accessible as the number of
employees and their level of diversity sours higher. These latest developments in
the evolution of business practices have provided the much-needed flexibility and
efficiency in strategic business management. Moreover, the final research question
related to realizing the role of digital business environment (social media presence, digitalization of HR practices, digitalized work environment) in sustaining
Generation Z human capital in the work world.
The regression analysis showed that the variables, when acting as a group, have a
61.6% effect on the dependent variable. This signified that overall, digital business
environments have a significance relationship with Gen Z human capital sustainability The results of the analysis are similar to the findings of Samson and Rathee
(2018), Sadiq et al. (2012), and Sharma and Shukla (2013); the researchers found that
digitalization make complex business processes more easily manageable, as the latest
developments in the evolution of business practices have provided the much-needed
flexibility and efficiency in strategic business management.
The research found that Social Media Presence has a positive relationship with
Generation Z Human Capital Sustainability (GZ) but it is insignificant. The results of
the study contradicted the findings of Micik and Micudova (2018), Deloitte (2016),
Edwards (2017), and Smith (2015); the researchers found that leveraging internet
platforms such as social media is crucial in developing and maintaining relationships
between businesses and younger generations as the number of job seekers applying
for work through online platforms is continuously increasing and the use of social
media platforms by companies for recruitment has grown exceedingly in the past
few years.
The results also found that Digitalization of HR Practices has a significant positive
relationship with Gen Z Human Capital Sustainability in Bahrain. The results of the
analysis are similar to the findings of Spinellis (2015), Smith (2015), and Hopping
(2017); the researchers found that as more job seekers are looking for employment
opportunities online, and as the younger generations are more digital and tech-savvy,
the digitalization of HR practices and policies highly effects the sustainability of Gen
Z in a business context.
Moreover, the results found that Digitalized Work Environment has a significant positive relationship with Gen Z Human Capital Sustainability in Bahrain.
The results of the analysis are similar to the findings of Kuusisto (2015), Chesley
(2010), Aral and Weill (2007), and Ardalan (2011); the researchers found that the
digitalization of work environments makes information more accessible and transparent, allowing organizations to share information faster and easier with employees,
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while also boosting employee productivity, increasing work autonomy, empowering
employees, increasing their knowledge, and increasing efficiency of communication
in the organization.

5 Recommendations
Generation Z have grown up with technology surrounding their everyday lives. Their
up-bringing was within a digital world, reflecting on their social interactions and
entertainment activities. Concerning the workforce, Generation Z expect the organization they work for to be supported by high technology advancements and have
digitalized and streamlining processes. Generation Z consider digital transformation
as a key aspect in their desired workplace. A digitalized work environment is crucial
in influencing their loyalty and sense of belonging and satisfaction towards their jobs.
As younger generations have been entering the workforce, HR leaders can adapt
a number of strategies to get the best candidates from the fresh talent pools that are
Generation Z. Organizations need to offer more learning and development programs
and opportunities to keep them engaged. Also, Gen Z is more competitive and prefer
flexible working in terms of managing their work hours and workloads. They are
result-driven, and they focus on output rather than the process it took to get there.
Therefore, managers need to give Generation Z employees the freedom and independence to make their own choices and make their own decisions when it comes to their
job roles and responsibilities. Managers and supervisors need to trust Generation Z
to manage their own work and evaluate them based on the results they achieved and
not the process itself.
Moreover, organization need to include more flexibility and support innovation
and creativity within the workplace. There needs to be a balance between organization
culture and work dynamics. Organizations need to promote positive work cultures
and support positive friendly environment, while also contributing to social good.
Less traditional methods of work need to be adopted as the world has gone digital,
and so must the workplace. Younger generations are not comfortable complying with
strict or old ways of thinking, requiring employers to encourage a better work-life
balance. The younger generations prefer better work-life balance, and it leads them
to more productivity and more engagement. When organizations are able to achieve
better work-life balance for their employees, it allows the younger generations to
avoid the stress of work on their lives, and the stress of their personal lives on their
work, therefore creating a better dynamic in the workplace, while also increasing
their satisfaction to their work, hence increasing retention and sustainability.
Promoting connection and interactivity on social media further helps an employer
to communicate about their brand to prospective employees. The effective use of
social media allows businesses to gain more online presence and therefore increase
brand loyalty and brand association. Organizations need to increase their image
through their profile attractiveness on social media, while clarifying the company’s
background and vision and mission on their website and through their social media
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accounts. Also, organization’s need to make their information available online, while
encouraging a strong digital social media culture. Although individuals may perceive
social media to be more of a social platform, organizations can still use this to increase
their ability to sustain the generation within their workforce.
Moreover, towards the end of this research, the Covid-19 global pandemic was
spread. It was observed that there is a strong relevance between the topic of this
research and the Covid-19 situation regarding digitalization. Digital business has
become a necessity, as everything has transferred online in the business field, especially in retail. As the world is now more digitalized, Generation Z are mostly satisfied
with the change. As such, now is that time that the business world should review
their strategies, and rethink how to have better job design processes, the types of
technology to be utilized, what jobs will be soon obsolete, and which jobs would
better suit Gen Z talent. The world should not go back to how it was, as Covid-19
has pushed the business work world to turn digital. After experiencing such technology and advancement in business, it is only natural that the world diminishes
the need for physical business interactions to only progress forward without turning
back to conventional business interactions. The need to accommodate gen Z has
transformed into the need to accommodate everyone, and Gen Z are the ones who
will more happily make the shift to a more digitalized world, as per the research
findings. Therefore, future research is recommended to further investigate adapting
new systems to accommodate gen Z in the economy.
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How Will Artificial Intelligence Reshape
the Future of Entrepreneurship
and Economic Growth?
Hasan Ghura and Arezou Harraf

Abstract In the Fourth Industrial Revolution, recent technologies progress in the
spaces of Artificial Intelligence (AI) are changing entrepreneurship and economic
growth significantly. Recent research found high levels of concern about how AI
impacts the productivity of entrepreneurship and economic growth. This chapter
aims to develop a theoretical framework for thinking about AI’s potential implications on the relationship between entrepreneurship and economic growth. First, we
model entrepreneurship in new start-ups as the principal cause of business cycles and
economic growth. Then, drawing from the Knowledge Spillover Theory, we suggest
that AI can bring the benefit of creating new knowledge to entrepreneurship and thus
contribute to economic growth. Finally, we address the possible main lines of future
developments for AI, entrepreneurship and economic growth.
Keywords Entrepreneurship · Artificial intelligence (AI) · Economic growth ·
Fourth industrial revolution · Knowledge · Start-ups

1 Introduction
In recent years, the possible impact of automation technologies such as Artificial
Intelligence (AI) on entrepreneurship and economic growth has attracted a lot of
interest (8, 9, 10, 18, 19, among others). As pointed out by Desai, AI is:
the current big transformation is facing scholars, practitioners, and policymakers interested
in entrepreneurship. The “AI revolution” is met with excitement about the potential – and
concern about the risks – for future economic productivity, employment, and policy. (Desai,
2019)
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This chapter discusses entrepreneurship and AI in innovating new products and
their contribution to economic growth. These previous ideas have their origins in
research conducted in the last century when Schumpeter (1942) first claimed that
entrepreneurs are the coordinators of production and economic agents of “creative
destruction.” Later, David Audretsch and Zoltan Acs further argued that new firms
produce imbalances to the situation of stationary equilibrium through the commercialization of innovations (Acs et al., 2012; Audretsch & Keilbach, 2008). Therefore,
much of the discussion about entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs in this chapter is
framed in terms of “opportunity-driven agents who drive economic change through
innovative new firms” (Naudé, 2011).
In light of recent events, AI commands widespread interest because it can directly
accelerate the entrepreneurship process, which drives better venture performance and
economic growth (Aghion et al., 2017; Desai„ 2019; Nawaz, 2020). However, the
link between AI and entrepreneurship remains underdeveloped. Our literature review
revealed several gaps in understanding the mechanisms linking AI to entrepreneurship and economic growth (Aghion et al., 2017; Cockburn et al., 2018; Desai, 2019).
Although AI has been widely recognized as the newest form of automation that
will cause critical technological disruptions (Aghion et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018),
it remains unclear how AI plays an essential role in encouraging entrepreneurial
activities (Desai, 2019). Moreover, despite the constant interactions between AI and
entrepreneurship, the literature lacks consensus regarding such businesses and their
influence on economic growth (Aghion et al., 2017; Desai, 2019; Nawaz, 2020).
Thus, considering the AI and entrepreneurship independently could be misguiding
for researchers and policymakers as the joint effect of entrepreneurship, and AI might
offer different outcomes on economic growth (Aghion et al., 2017).
For that reason, we attempt to fill this gap by developing a framework about the
interplay between AI and entrepreneurship and their impact on economic growth. At
the heart of our framework is the idea that AI can increase the productivity of the
entrepreneurial functions such as making better decisions entering the market and
thus increase economic growth in terms of employment, and competition (Audretsch
et al., 2006; Cockburn et al., 2018; Desai, 2019).
In addressing our research aim, the first section offers some theoretical background about how entrepreneurship can contribute to the process of disrupting the
markets and economic growth. This paves the way for the next section, discussing the
potential impact of AI in strengthening the previous relationship. Finally, discussion
and concluding thoughts are presented.

2 The Role of Entrepreneurship in Economic Growth
In the new global economy, both developed and developing countries are facing
different economic growth challenges. According to the Global Entrepreneurship
Index (GEI) report, developed countries tend to be more concerned with increasing
their economic productivity to sustain the current living standards, despite growing
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aging rates. At the same time, developing countries will have to create more than
three billion new jobs for their young populations by 2050 (Acs et al., (2018)).
A growing body of literature recognizes the importance of entrepreneurship as a
key in addressing sustainable productivity challenges in developed economies while
developing economies struggle to find the most productive way of integrating their
fast-growing populations into their economies (Acs et al., 2018). In this regard, Naudé
highlighted that:
The intersection of the fields of entrepreneurship and development economics is a challenging
and potentially rewarding area of research for social scientists, with important implications
for policymakers, donors, development agencies as well as business owners and managers.
(Naudé, 2011)

However, only a few scholars in economics (e.g., Schumpeter; Leibenstein) have
been able to draw on any systematic research into entrepreneurship’s role in economic
growth (Leibenstein, 1968; Schumpeter, 1942).
Recently, there has been renewed interest in the relationship between entrepreneurship and economic growth (Acs, 2006,Acs et al., 2012, 2018, among others). In this
respect, Naudé wrote that this:
Interest was reignited by the improved availability of relevant cross-country data, by the
resurgence of entrepreneurship after the fall of communism and the gradual reforms initiated
by China since the late 1970s, by the emerging recognition of the role of institutions in
both fields, and by the increasing emphasis on private sector development by donors and
international development agencies. (Naudé, 2011)

Therefore, in light of recent events in the new global economy, it is becoming
extremely difficult to ignore entrepreneurship’s contribution to economic growth
(Aparicio et al., 2016; Audretsch, 2007; Audretsch et al., 2006). Building on
the Knowledge Spillover Theory, entrepreneurs who exploit knowledge spillovers
through new start-ups can contribute significantly to economic growth by commercializing new products and services to the industry (Acs & Szerb, 2007).
In history, Schumpeter (1942) first presented the substantial role of entrepreneurship in economic growth. He argued that innovative entrepreneurs are the coordinators of production and economic agents of “creative destruction.” These “agents”
replace existing markets’ value by creating new markets with new products that offer
a higher return rate than that provided by existing firms. Thus, “creative destruction”
is the primary source of economic growth (Schumpeter, 1942).
The current studies have shown that entrepreneurial activities based on knowledge
significantly contribute to economic growth (Acs et al., 2012; Audretsch et al., 2008;
Ghura et al., 2019,2017). Specifically, entrepreneurship based on knowledge could
be positively correlated to transforming an opportunity into a new venture that has
an added value to the market (Reynolds et al., 2005).
However, Acs (2012) suggested that entrepreneurship should be studied with
its capacity to initiate new start-ups and stimulate knowledge in the country at the
same time. Together, some studies found that entrepreneurship serves as a conduit
to transfer knowledge capacity and, consequently, produce spillover dynamics that
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contribute to economic growth (Acs et al., 2012; Audretsch & Keilbach, 2008; Ghura
et al., 2017).
Building on the previous argument, Acs (2012) challenged Romer’s (1990)
conclusions, arguing that knowledge may not be automatically linked with economic
growth as acknowledged in models of endogenous growth. Therefore, an increasing
amount of literature has examined entrepreneurship’s effects as a conduit of knowledge (Aparicio et al., 2016; Audretsch, 2007; Audretsch & Keilbach, 2007,2008;
Noseleit, 2013).
In this sense, different studies have examined the importance of entrepreneurs’
capacities and aspirations to start and grow businesses that promote economic growth
(Aparicio et al., 2016; Audretsch, 2007). Mainly, one study found that opportunitydriven entrepreneurs bring the benefit of new knowledge to economic growth by
creating new products that provide a continuous increment of knowledge spillovers
(Audretsch & Keilbach, 2008). Hence, increasing entrepreneurial rates play a pivotal
role in transforming new knowledge into economic growth (Audretsch & Keilbach,
2008). Similar studies were in line with Audretsch’s (Audretsch & Keilbach, 2008)
findings, suggesting that increasing entrepreneurship activities are positively associated with creating knowledge and technology that could contribute to economic
growth (Acs et al., 2012; Aparicio et al., 2016; Noseleit, 2013; Wong et al., 2005).
To conclude, there are other mechanisms where knowledge spillovers are
exploited, such as corporate entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship that occurs within
organizations (Bosma et al., 2010; Parker, 2013; Turró et al., 2014). However,
entrepreneurship through new start-ups seems to play an essential role in the
knowledge economy. In this regard, Acs and Szerb (Acs & Szerb, 2007) stated that:
Entrepreneurship can contribute to economic growth by serving as a mechanism that permeates the knowledge filter. It is a virtual consensus that entrepreneurship revolves around
the recognition of opportunities along with the cognitive decision to commercialize those
opportunities by starting a new firm. Thus, according to the Knowledge Spillover Theory
of Entrepreneurship, by serving as a conduit for knowledge spillovers that might otherwise
not exist, entrepreneurship permeates the knowledge filter and provides the missing link to
economic growth.

Considering all of this evidence, it seems that entrepreneurship plays a significant
role in disrupting the markets and promoting economic growth. Therefore, questions
have been raised about the potential impact of AI on entrepreneurship and economic
growth (Desai, 2019).

3 AI, Entrepreneurship and Economic Growth
As discussed earlier, innovative entrepreneurs are the agents of “creative destruction” who bring new technology or products that shift the industry’s paradigm and
drive economic growth. While inventors produce new ideas, entrepreneurs “get things
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done” (Schumpeter, 1947). These things could involve multiple entrepreneurial functions such as entering new markets, developing new business models, inventing new
goods for customers, or creating a new technology of production (Schumpeter, 1942).
This understanding of entrepreneurship has recently been supported by Acs et al.
2018, who defined the entrepreneur as “a person with the vision to see innovation
and the ability to bring it to market.” Acs et al. 2018 further argued that entrepreneurs
are the bridge between invention and commercialization. Because innovative ideas
without entrepreneurship stay in the university laboratory or the R & D facility,
entrepreneurs like Steve Jobs and Jack Ma are the ones who commercialize other
people’s innovative ideas. In reality, entrepreneurs have a vision and try to fill a gap
in the market by offering a new product or a service to customers (Audretsch, 2007;
Leibenstein, 1968; Levie & Autio, 2008).
While the Fourth Industrial Revolution is still at a nascent stage, entrepreneurs
must adopt the new technology as fast as possible to stay relevant and profitable. This
is because the technology-cost becomes cheaper every day, and thus, more rapid
technology disruptions will appear at even lower costs and change the industrial
ecosystem (Agrawal et al., 2016; World Economic Forum, 2016). In line with the
past technological shifts such as steam engines, electricity, and semiconductors, AI
is considered as the newest form of automation that will cause major technological
disruptions (Aghion et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018). In this context, AI can be defined
as “the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behavior” (Aghion et al.,
2017).
Recent studies suggested that the “AI revolution” is the current significant transformation in the entrepreneurship field and economic productivity (Agrawal et al.,
2017; Desai, 2019). In this regard, Nawaz (2020) suggested that:
Knowledge, ideas, innovation, and technological changes are important factors in
entrepreneurship and economic growth. Most of the organizations want to use AI
and Robotics technologies to produce a massive amount of innovative generating new
entrepreneurial potential and spurring social and economic change in developing of higher
standard living style.

To date, our understanding of how AI and entrepreneurship can contribute to
economic growth remains relatively understudied (Desai, 2019). Therefore, this study
developed a framework for thinking about the relationship between AI, entrepreneurship, and economic growth, as shown in Fig. 1. Our theoretical framework is
built on the Knowledge Spillover Theory of Entrepreneurship (Acs et al., 2009).
While entrepreneurs can add to economic growth by acting as economic agents that
permeate the knowledge filter (Acs & Szerb, 2007), our framework suggested that
AI can help to improve the knowledge filter by offering better tools to opportunities
recognition as well as the cognitive decision to commercialize those opportunities
and starting new firms (Acs et al., 2018; Desai, 2019).
Accordingly, AI is likely to strengthen the relationship between entrepreneurship
and economic growth through two primary mechanisms. The first effect of AI will be
to lower the cost of products and services that depend on information and prediction,
known as using data needed for better business decisions (Agrawal et al., 2017). This
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Fig. 1 The developed framework

is important because a decline in the price of an input such as prediction will affect
large industries such as agriculture, transportation, healthcare, retail, and energy
manufacturing. AI can lower the cost of knowledge needed for new start-ups by
offering cheaper, faster, and more effective ways to identify, sort, acquire, and process
information (Acs et al., 2018; Desai, 2019). Moreover, AI can reduce the research
and innovation process costs for aspiring entrepreneurs by taking advantage of the
interplay between the large datasets and enhanced prediction algorithms (Cockburn
et al., 2018).
Another potential aspect of AI is the way consumers interact with new firms. AI
applications may allow consumers to reduce the search cost and find more customized
products and services they want. This would help more start-ups to serve customers
more efficiently (Desai, 2019). As a result, economic theory tells us that when the
cost of AI prediction decreases, there will be more demand for using AI applications
by aspiring entrepreneurs (Agrawal et al., 2016).
The second mechanism where AI is expected to contribute to entrepreneurship
and economic growth is increasing human judgment demand (Agrawal et al., 2016).
While AI can enable prediction to enhance entrepreneurial decisions, it is not the only
input into the decision-making process; the other key input is judgment. The term
judgment refers to “how we compare the benefits and costs of different decisions
in different situations” (Agrawal et al., 2017). The judgment process may involve
prioritizing goals for firms, considering emotional and ethical dimensions, and so on
(Agrawal et al., 2017). From an economic perspective, judgment is a complement to
prediction, and thus, when the cost of prediction decreases, the demand for human
judgment skills could become much more valuable (Agrawal et al., 2017).
In this regard, most stakeholders who target aspiring entrepreneurs such as
investors, incubators, and policymakers, struggle in the selection process due to
the limited time and search capabilities (World Bank, 2019). This decision-making
process of selecting potential successful entrepreneurial projects is often the result
of two steps (World Bank, 2019). The first step is the eligibility criteria, where
entrepreneurs should satisfy the minimum requirements to apply for the program
(World Bank, 2019). The second step is for eligible entrepreneurs to go over a filtering
process to decide who matches the expectations and standards to join in the program
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(World Bank, 2019). If AI can narrow down the potential pool of desirable candidates and offer efficient early-stage predictions to investors, more entrepreneurial
projects may be considered potential targets for investments. However, investors and
other stakeholders must judge different activities such as supplementing or conditioning financing with technical or managerial support (Desai, 2019). As a result,
more aspiring entrepreneurs are likely to enter the market due to the higher demand
offered by stakeholders such as incubators and investors.
Another facet of human judgment’s importance can be seen in emergent situations such as human-induced disasters, natural disasters, political change, and rapid
migration flows. These events may create uncertain situations for incumbent firms
that may not be predicted and managed efficiently by AI (Desai, 2019). This is
evident in the case of the COVID-19 pandemic, which poses many challenges to
the AI industry, such as tracking and predicting the spread of the infection, helping
in making diagnoses and prognoses, searching for treatments and a vaccine, and
using it for social control (Naudé, 2020). Therefore, aspiring entrepreneurs will
have more opportunities to start new firms that exercise human judgment (Agrawal
et al., 2017). This is known as the productivity effect; when automation such as
AI reduces the cost of producing a subset of tasks (i.e., prediction), the demand on
entrepreneurs might increase in nonautomated tasks such as human judgment in the
same sectors (Acemoglu et al., 2019). Based on the previous discussions, we propose
the following:
P1: AI moderates the positive relationship between entrepreneurship and
economic growth such that the higher levels of AI systems, the stronger this
relationship.

4 Discussion and Future Research
While the benefits of AI are relatively clear, as discussed in the previous section,
several challenges lie ahead. In this regard, policymakers are concerned that the
development of AI systems could pose a threat to labor markets and economic growth
(Stone et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2018). However, a report by McKinsey & Company
suggested that the revolution of AI applications would offer positive impacts on
our society and economy (Manyika et al., 2017). This is because incumbent firms
that adopt automated work activities would save billions of dollars for R & D and
create new kinds of jobs (Manyika et al., 2017). As a result, the Knowledge Spillover
Theory for Entrepreneurship suggested, ceteris paribus, the number of new start-ups
will be more significant where investments in new knowledge are relatively high
since aspiring entrepreneurs will depend on knowledge and experience gained in
R&D laboratories from their former incumbent firms (Acs et al., 2009).
At the same time, the lower cost of using AI applications may offer new opportunities to entrepreneurs to start and grow their businesses internationally due to the
potential for higher returns in terms of fewer expenses and less time consuming for
better exchange information (Acs, 2006; Acs et al., 2008; Desai, 2019).
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The evidence of the previous discussion can be seen in emerging economies
such as India (Kiss et al., 2012). Although entrepreneurs in India face obstacles
in accessing technology due to the lack of technological infrastructure, they have
managed to overcome these challenges and develop new industries, such as medical
tourism and IT services that compete effectively with other firms internationally (Kiss
et al., 2012). These new industries have become globally competitive by offering
cheap and up-to-date technology and a highly-skilled labor force to attract customers
and businesses worldwide (Kiss et al., 2012).
Therefore, one of how policymakers might achieve higher levels of entrepreneurship and employment is sponsoring leading technologists at ecosystem events,
promoting local technologies and technologists, restructuring education and training,
and paying particular attention to the Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) (Acs & Szerb,
2007; Acs et al., 2018). Although jobs from FDI are a vital source of increasing
corporate entrepreneurship, it is essential to start enterprise development policies to
encourage technology-based start-ups in the long run (Acs & Szerb, 2007; Pathak
et al., 2013).
In addition to the threat of massive job displacement, various challenges stem
from the development of AI systems to overcome. These challenges may include
new venture risk assessment, hacking, cybersecurity, ethical dilemmas, and others
(Xu et al., 2018). Hence, entrepreneurs’ previous challenges could lead to fruitful
directions for future research to better understand the development of AI systems and
their disruption potential in different industries. Finally, future research lines should
be undertaken to explore how AI will affect new firms and incumbent firms in terms
of cost advantages and to what extent they depend on data in their businesses (Desai,
2019).

5 Conclusion
The new era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution differs in the scale and pace of
market disruption compared to previous industrial revolutions (World Economic
Forum, 2016; Xu et al., 2018). This chapter discussed the potential effects of AI on
entrepreneurship and economic growth due to the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Despite the growing interests and the intensifying debate about AI’s impact on
entrepreneurship and economic growth, the discussions lack a satisfactory conceptual
framework (Aghion et al., 2017). This lack of an appropriate conceptual approach is
also the key reason for whether AI will hinder or facilitate new start-ups that foster
economic growth (Desai, 2019). Therefore, we developed a conceptual framework
that can help understand AI’s implications by answering the following question:
How will AI reshape the future of entrepreneurship and economic growth? At the
center of our framework is the Knowledge Spillover Theory for Entrepreneurship,
where AI is conceptualized as a better tool to increase entrepreneurial operations’
productivity toward economic growth (Acs et al., 2009).
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The study findings suggested that entrepreneurship and AI’s combined effect
carries tremendous promise in promoting economic growth. Moreover, we provided
insights for many dimensions related to individuals, firms, industries, and consumers.
As a summary, it seems that the current impacts and the expected disruptive
changes of entrepreneurship and AI in economic growth would be through two
main mechanisms. First, innovative entrepreneurs will use AI to lower the cost of
goods and services that depend on information and prediction. Second, entrepreneurs
will invest more in human judgment skills such as management, emotional, and
ethical intelligence to complement AI systems’ prediction results. Therefore, future
empirical investigation concerned with the two mechanisms at the industry level is
strongly recommended (Desai, 2019).
We hope that our study will encourage further research into the relationship
between AI, entrepreneurship, and economic growth.
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Fourth Industrial Revolution, Artificial
Intelligence, Intellectual Capital,
and COVID-19 Pandemic
Kamelia Moh’d Khier Al Momani , Abdul-Naser Ibrahim Nour ,
Nurasyikin Jamaludin , and Wan Zalani Wan Zanani Wan Abdullah

Abstract This paper aims to clarify the Fourth Industrial Revolution (IR 4.0) in the
emergence of artificial intelligence (AI) and its various forms. Besides explaining
intellectual capital (IC), its methods of measurement, and its effect on AI development. On the other hand, this paper clarified the role of AI that helped early disclosure
of the COVID-19 pandemic and the preventative detection that was taken with the
help of AI, and that helped contain the pandemic with the help of AI. As expected,
this will lead to an increased interest in IC and work to develop AI, especially robots
and digital transactions that will be dependent on technology 5G, which will impact
the habits and traditions in the present and future of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Keywords Fourth industrial revolution · Artificial intelligence · Intellectual
capital · COVID-19 pandemic

1 Introduction
The modern eras have been marked by four industrial revolutions that occurred
successively, and these revolutions have impacted the life of man and the environment in general. Specifically, the first Industrial Revolution that occurred in the
1780–1840 period entails converting from methods of manual production to new
manufacturing that involves the use of machine processes run by steam power in
running the production. The second Industrial Revolution, which occurred in the
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1870–1920 period is called the technological revolution. The third Industrial Revolution which occurred in the 1940–1970 period, was known as the scientific-technical
revolution. The IR 4.0 which started in 1970 and continues until the present time is
also dubbed the information and communications revolution, or the digital revolution
(Guoping et al., 2017). The German government was the first to indicate the IR 4.0
in 2011 which is considered a continuation of the third industrial revolution IR 3.0
(Hendarman, 2020).
Today the world is entering a new phase that includes digital, physical and biological technology, which is known as the IR 4.0 (Guoping et al., 2017). Relevantly,
the last two centuries have seen the dependence of people towards technology, and
such dependence has transformed their life. For instance, people today are very
much reliant on the internet, with the utilization of personal computers, and smartphones, robotics, 3D printing, AI, nanotechnology, and quantum computing, which
can observed in the past three decades; all of these, gave rise to IR 4.0 defined as
the digital automation and data exchange in the twenty-first century era (Skilton &
Hovsepian, 2017).
The significance of IR 4.0 is manifested via various implements including online
education, online meetings, electronic payment for purchases, utilization of robots
in hospitals, as well as the online operations of many sectors of industry during
the global economic crisis in the first quarter of 2020 owing to the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic.
IR 4.0 exists on the digital revolution that brings together the physical, digital and
biological sciences (Shahroom & Hussin, 2018). In essence, IR 4.0 is characterized
by the utilization of advanced technology in numerous disciplines to achieve superior
efficiency and promote developments and growth.
IR 4.0 greatly contributes to the birth of AI. AI is a part of advanced computer
science that creates intelligence machines that emulate human intelligence, as can
be exemplified by robots (Bogoviz, 2020). AI depends on human capital (HC). HC
encompasses a set of knowledge and experiences that the company employees have,
which can be converted into wealth by developing or creating new products (Pulic,
2008).
In (Pulic, 1998) indicated that in wealth generation, companies traditionally would
concentrate on tangible assets. Relevantly, in IR 4.0, work is highly reliant on IC.
IC comprises skills and experience that the employees of company or HC possess.
Meanwhile, Khan (2014) described structural capital (SC) as all nonhuman knowledge that eases value-added value to the company. Further, Stewart and Ruckdeschel
(1998) stated that customer capital (CC) relies on the link between company and
channels of marketing, in addition to the tangible assets in the information age.
The above conditions and developments have led to the large industrial companies’
reliance on owned expertise and at the same time promoting employment innovation
and intellectual creativity—in line with IR 4.0 (Sharabati et al., 2010).
Accordingly, the present study attempts to determine the presence to explain the
role of IR 4.0 and developing IC, on the other side the role between IC and improving
AI, and finally, the role of AI in facing the COVID-19 pandemic. This paper is based
on the following arrangement: Sect. 2 explain the purpose of the study. Section 3
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introduces the concept of AI, while the concept of IC and it is components presented
in Sect. 4; Sects. 5 and 6 clarify the role between IR 4.0 and IC, on the other side
the role between AI and IC respectively; Sect. 7 clarifies the role of AI in facing
COVID-19. Finally, Sect. 8 displays the conclusions of this study.

2 Purpose of the Study
This study aims to:
1.
2.
3.

Definition and description of the characteristics of the IR 4.0, AI, and IC.
Explain the IR 4.0 and AI’s role in caring for the development of IC, especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Explain the role of AI in facing the COVID-19 pandemic.

A descriptive research methodology was adopted to achieve the goals of this
research.

3 Artificial Intelligence (AI)
AI encompasses the capacity of computers or robots to carry out missions that are
linked to a human or intelligent being. AI represents real intelligence, and it is
frequently utilized in projects that employ processes that include the intellectual
characteristics of humans (Goralski & Tan, 2020).
The notion of AI can be traced back to the ancient Greek myths on robots, as
well as to the creation of the Japanese and Egyptians primitive robots. Moreover, the
first robot was built by Ktesibios of Alexandria (c. 250 B.C.) and it contains a water
clock with a regulator that assures a stable flow rate. Relevantly, Warren McCulloch
and Walter Pitts (1943) were the pioneers to the modern era AI, and they presented
a new model that utilizes “on” or “off” feature for artificial neurons (Russell, 2016).
Interestingly, that the emergence of AI as a science began in 1956 at a conference
on machine language and complex problems resolution, at Dartmouth College in
Hanover, New Hampshire (Russell & Norvig, 2016).
The concept of AI has been distinctly defined by many. For decades, AI has been
frequently illustrated in science fiction films or debates, as a phenomenon that will
take over the world, turning humankind into a monotonous passive being (Dwivedi
et al., 2019; Tripathi & Ghatak, 2018). Meanwhile, AI described as an exciting
novel attempt to create computers with human thinking, activities including learning,
decision-making, and problem-solving (Russell & Norvig, 2016). Relevantly, the
concept of AI discussed as presented in McCarthy (1955) as the development of
machines and robots that act and think as though they were intelligent and human
(Ertel, 2017).
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Moreover, the AI is described as capabilities that can be classed into three types:
limited or narrow AI, general AI, and super AI (Dwivedi et al., 2019). Specifically,
limited or narrow AI can execute clear and specific tasks. This common type of AI
includes self-playing chess and self-driving cars. Meanwhile, general AI encompasses AI that is implanted in machines, imparting them with the ability similar to
human in terms of thinking and planning. This type of AI which is currently being
researched, has no real examples. The third type of AI is super AI that makes machine
better than humans in terms of task execution. However, super AI is still regarded as
hypothetical because it would surpass human intelligence (Dwivedi et al., 2019).
AI has impacted many sectors, and in the industrial sector, AI’s impact appears
to be strongest, particularly among leading industrial companies as these companies
possess adequate amount of capital for owning and developing AI and then investing
in it to gain huge profits. In this regard, automotive industry can greatly benefit from
AI. In this industry, leading manufacturers of cars are competing to develop AI to
eventually come up with a much sought-after self-driving car (Harvey & Harvey,
1998). Another leader in AI is the smartphone industry that strives to provide users
with smartphone that can quickly process data and possess other abilities including
face and fingerprint recognition, voice calls and texts, and many others. The third
leader in AI (industry wise) is the pharmaceutical industry, and this industry is the
fastest-hit sector by AI. As mentioned in (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2019), these three
industries all possess large capital which enables them to invest in AI acquirement
and development, allowing them to create their products.
Hence, in IR 4.0, providers of intellectual or physical capital are the significant
players. These providers entail the innovators, the investors, and the shareholders.
Consequently, there has been an increasing gap wealth-wise, between those who rely
on their labor and capital owners (Schwab, 2015).

4 Literature Reviews
This section comprises the following subsections: Sect. 4.1 explains the concept of
IC, its definition, and its components; Sect. 4.2 presents the measurement models of
IC; Sect. 4.3 discusses the problems associated with these models; and section.

4.1 Intellectual Capital and It is Components
The theory of IC is regarded as novel as it relies on novel circumstances and knowledge developments, which, according to (Petty & Guthrie, 2000; Radjenovic &
Krstic, 2017), generated the understanding of intangible assets that are not presented
in balance sheet of companies. Since the 1970s, companies’ wealth and competitive advantage have been fashioned from ideas, skills, infrastructure, technological
advances, and knowledge, as opposed to raw materials and financial assets. Then,
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starting the 1980s, technology, telephony, and personal computers came into existence and became important components to innovation and brainpower; these components are integral in companies’ wealth creation. As reported in (Bradley, 1997a),
they became the catalysts of IC emergence.
While, the use of the term IC was first detected in Galbraith (1969; Pouraghajan
et al., 2013), and since then, IC has been defined in different manners and contexts
by various scholars. Relevantly, (Itami & Roehl, 1987) provided the early definition
of IC, by describing the term as intangible assets that include technology, customer
information, database, infrastructure, and brands that are deemed as of value to the
competitive advantage of a company. As can thus be observed, intangible assets rely
on the information or knowledge in this context of definition (Iazzolino & Laise,
2013; Striukova et al., 2008).
IC encompasses knowledge, information, intellectual property, and experience
that can transform tangible assets to value and make it more valuable; by transforming
this intellectual material into new product and services or improving and developing
existing products to create value for the company. Thus, if this knowledge cannot
create a new value to the company, then it is not IC (Arenas & Lavanderos, 2008;
Stewart & Ruckdeschel, 1998).
Bradley (1997b) explain that IC was viewed as a capacity to convert knowledge
and intangible assets into wealth-generating resources for companies. Relevantly,
(Stewart & Ruckdeschel, 1998) presented the concept of IC as the talents and skills
possessed by individuals and groups, technological and social networks, and software
and culture. According to the authors, in firms, IC had been neglected and therefore
a wasted resource.
In their work, (Starovic & Marr, 2005) discussed the definition of IC presented in
the work of (Marr et al., 2004). This concept was defined as a collection of knowledge
assets ascribed to an organization, and via value addition to key stakeholders, these
assets considerably improve the organization in terms of its competitive position.
Meanwhile, Marr et al. (2003) described IC as a group of knowledge assets that
enhance its competitive position as it adds value to it. In another study, IC encompasses acquisition of knowledge, applied experience, organizational technology,
customer relationships, as well as professional skills (Cricelli et al., 2013). Further,
other definitions of IC as possession of knowledge, technology experience, and relation with customers and suppliers are ways to achieve competitive value (Sharabati
et al., 2016).
The definition of IC was also provided in (Ozkan et al., 2017); it was described as
the intangible assets not explicitly listed in balance sheets of company, and yet impart
a positive impact on the company’s performance and success. Moreover, (Nadeem
et al., 2018a) indicated that IC essentially comprises all the skills and knowledge
that generate wealth for the companies.
Several researchers expressed disagreement towards the existing IC definitions as
well as towards the proposed components of the concept. However, most scholars
were in agreement that IC can be classed into three major components. These components, as discussed in Petrash 1996, include human capital (HC), structural capital
(SC), and customer or (relational) capital (CC).
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Human Capital (HC). The concept of human capital (HC) has long been present
in the economy and accounting domains. In fact, this concept has been highlighted
since 1691 when Sir William Petty stated the need to include labor in wealth evaluation. Equally, HC’s concept has been used in the clarification of a number of
economic situations and circumstances, and these include the economic migration
effects and the demolished human life value in a war (Fondo & Wright, 2006).
Pertinently in his book titled “Wealth of Nations” released in 1776s, Adam Smith
mentioned the concept of HC, even though not accurately applied, when discussing
the concept of “labor value” (Radjenovic & Krstic, 2017). Further, it was mentioned
in Gary Becker in the 1960s that human experience is important in the domains of
education, training or even medical care as it increases human productivity, and added
that the knowledge and skills of individuals are inseparable (Nazari & Herremans,
2007).
As posited by resource-based view theory, HC is an inimitable resource with the
ability to drive competitive advantage of company for the long term (Welbourne
& Pardo-del-Val, 2009). HC is a key component of IC as it is the primary source
of innovation, sustainability and competitive advantage. As explained in (Ngugi,
2013), HC relies on the skills, experience, talents and education of employees, and
therefore, those who possess skills, experiences, talents and education of high level
will generate high level HC.
HC relies on many variables including the following: number of employees
hired by the company, education level of employees, and the years of experience
of employees in the company’s work domain (Lee & Lin, 2018). Meanwhile, HC
described a company’s competency in reaping benefits from the knowledge, skills,
experience, and innovations of the employees (Andreeva & Garanina, 2016).
As can be observed, the definition of HC provided in this study show that HC is
the key element of any company. Further, HC encompasses three elements possessed
by employees namely knowledge, experience, and information. As expressed by the
definitions, the elements are convertible into wealth via profit generation. Also, these
elements support the company’s competitiveness. Figure 1 shows the elements of HC.
Structural Capital (SC). SC is a main element of IC, and it comprises processes,
information technology, systems and databases of companies, and SC lends support
to HC (Chahal & Bakshi, 2016). It is relevantly mentioned that increased interest
towards structural capital in studies, leads to, companies strive to be competitive in
the market (Gogan et al., 2015). SC which has two parts namely the internal and
external capital, facilitates HC in the generation of company wealth, besides, SC
remains with the company (Pouraghajan et al., 2013).
In (Khalique et al., 2011), SC was viewed as a bridge between the company and its
employees. Further, SC was viewed as the knowledge that has linkage to the internal
process of communication and management of scientific and technical knowledge
within the organizations (Ramírez et al., 2017). On the other hand, SC includes
the deposits of knowledge of all types, including strategies, process handbooks and
organizational routines (Gogan et al., 2015).
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Fig. 1 Elements of human
capital

SC can thus be viewed as all non-human knowledge that involves data that facilitates companies in attaining competitive advantage through the creation of VA products and services (Khan, 2014). However, for most scholars, SC encompasses the
entire hardware, software, database, organizational structure, methods, and policies,
which improve productivity and remain in the company even after the employees
have left.
Customer Capital (CC). In knowledge-driven economy, creativity, innovation
and value creation become key for company success. For many small companies
that can be considered developing companies, global companies are their ‘teachers’.
Further, the wealth of the company is dependent on its physical, human and structural
assets (Welbourne & Pardo-del-Val, 2009). Indicated (Iazzolino et al., 2018) that
companies rely on the information obtained from the market and use the information
to satisfy the customers’ needs.
As a component of IC, CC presents the link between a company and its customers
and market channels (Masoomzadeh et al., 2020). Additionally, the CC is grounded
upon the knowledge of marketing channels and the customers, knowledge from
customers and suppliers and associated industries (government) (Bontis, 1998). CC
also encompasses the link between the company and its customers, suppliers, shareholders and banks, all the implemented marketing strategies and associated trademarks (Martí, 2003). It can be concluded that CC is very important to the company’s
success because it has some potential to create value for the company, obtain good
relations with its customers, and get a good competitive advantage. It is agreed that
the main source to generate company’s revenue is through its customers. Therefore,
the company needs to establish good relations with its customers by maintaining and
satisfying their customers’ needs (Bayraktaroglu et al., 2019). Figure 2 shows the
elements of CC.
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Fig. 2 Elements of customer capital

4.2 Measurement Models of Intellectual Capital
For most companies, it is essential to develop own IC valuation, considering that IC
is the key driver of value creation, sustainability and competitive advantage, which
in turn will improve their productivity (Fondo & Wright, 2006; Mohamed, 2017;
Nadeem et al., 2018b).
For companies, measuring IC value is no simple task because it relies on intangible
assets that are not included in the company’s balance sheet (Cañibano, 2018). In
measuring IC, there are more than 60 available models at present time. Some of
these models have theoretical characteristics while some are grounded upon the
conventional financial theories. As highlighted in various past studies (e.g., Ekwe,
2013; Mohamed, 2017; Ramanauskaitė & Rudžionienė, 2013; Ueland, 2016), the
available models can be classed into two major methods, namely monetary methods
and non-monetary methods. The details are discussed in the ensuing subsections.
Monetary methods. Models that utilize monetary methods employ monetary unit
in the evaluation process of IC. Several such methods can be used for IC evaluation
and these methods can be used in comparing companies in certain industry. Models
that employ monetary methods follow the traditional accounting, and because these
models rely on financial reports (e.g., Market to book values, Tobin ‘s q, CIV, Technology broker–IC audit, EVA, VAIC™ etc.), they are easier in terms of usage (Asadollahi and Niazian 2013; Fondo & Wright, 2006; Mohamed, 2017; Ramanauskaitė &
Rudžionienė, 2013; Ueland, 2016). Accordingly, monetary methods can be classed
into direct IC (DIC) methods, market capitalization (MC) methods, and Return on
Assets (ROA):
Direct IC (DIC)methods. DIC methods involve the approximation of IC value
through the determination of monetary value for intangible assets components
(Evaggelia 2015; Nazari and Herremans 2007; Mohamed 2017).
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Market capitalization (MC)methods. MC methods involve measuring IC value
utilizing the difference between the market value and the assets (e.g., market to book
values, Tobin’s q (TQ) investor’s assigned market value) of the company. However,
for non-profit organizations, it is difficult to use MC methods as these organizations
are not dependent on market value (Evaggelia 2015; Ramanauskaitė & Rudžionienė
2013).
Return on assets (ROA). ROA relies on the earnings average prior to tax for many
years divided by the company’s average tangible assets in those years. ROA can be
compared with the industry average to be counted as the average of return on IC.
ROA is used in the present study as it is supposed to be correlated with VAIC™
model, CIV, and EVA (Asadollahi & Niazian 2013; Ekwe, 2013; Ramanauskaitė &
Rudžionienė, 2013).
Non-monetary methods. The non-monetary methods do not utilize the monetary
unit in IC valuation process. The methods are usually employed during the evaluation of company development or during the evaluation of company management in
terms of its efficiency. Still, the application of the methods (e.g., Skandia navigator,
balanced scorecard, etc.) is highly challenging (Ekwe 2013; Mohamed 2017; Nazari
and Herremans 2007; Pulic 2004a; Ramanauskaitė & Rudžionienė, 2013).
Scorecard methods (SCM). Scorecard methods are based on IC elements determination, and the determination follows a specific measurement scale. The scorecard approach produces report in graph form. As opposed to the direct methods, the
scorecard methods employ non-monetary measures, and among the methods used are
Skandia navigator, IC index, and Intangible assets monitor (Asadollahi & Niazian,
2013; Ekwe, 2013; Svanadze & Kowalewska, 2015). Table 1 summarizes the main
measurement models of IC:

4.3 Problems Measuring of Intellectual Capital
In the measurement of IC performance that includes the elements of HC, SC, and
CC, several issues have been pointed out. In the context of research studies and
companies, among the major issues are as follows (Pulic, 2008):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Indicators that measure IC are various, but most of these indicators are subjective
in nature and require confirmation from their respective authors.
The results of IC measurement are in the company scale form only, and therefore,
the success level of company in IC management is unclear.
The measurement results are generally limited to those who work within the
company, and for current and prospective investors, the results are of no value.
The generated results are complex and descriptive, as can be seen in the balanced
performance card.
It is not possible to compare the performance of companies.

An appropriate solution for IC performance measurement is VAIC™ developed
by Pulic in 1998 (Pulic, 1998). According to VAIC™ method, the IC is defined
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Category of
measure IC

Main method of
measure IC

Monetary methods Direct IC
methods

Name of methods
Citation-weighted
patent
Real option model

Market
capitalization
methods

Market-To-book value

Return on asset
methods

Economic value added

Tobin’s Q

Calculated intangible
value
Value added
intellectual coefficient
intangible driven
earnings
residual income model

Non-monetary
methods

Scorecard
methods

Balance scorecard
value chain
scoreboard
Skandia navigator
ID-index
IC
Benchmarking system

as the employees who have experiences and skills and can add new value to the
company through the use of their skills and experiences to develop new products
or develop existing products (Momani et al., 2020; Pulic, 2008), and this is what
directly supports the AI because the basis for its development is HC (Magistretti
et al., 2019).
This method measures the value creation efficiency by using accounting numbers
from annual reports (Pulic, 2000). This method combines the financial and physical
capital efficiency and Intellectual Capital efficiency (ICE) to measure the performance of company (Pulic, 2008,2000, 2004; Ståhle et al., 2011). Therefore, this
method does not measure the value of IC itself but it measures the efficiency of an
IC and financial and physical capital impact performance for the company (Ståhle
et al., 2011; Ulum et al., 2014).
The concept of this method depends partially on Skandia Navigator (Nazari &
Herremans, 2007). The main idea of Skandia Navigator is that the IC is market value
minus capital employed for the company; whereas the IC is equal to HC plus SC
(Edvinsson, 1997). Figure 3 shows the Skandia Navigator which Pulic referred to
for the development of the VAIC™ model.
The following equation explains the concept of IC through Skandia Navigator
(Anghel, 2014; Morady, 2013).
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Fig. 3 Skandia navigator

Market Value = Capital Employed + IC
Market Value = Capital Employed + (HC + SC)
However, Pulic explained the concept of IC as the employees’ knowledge who
have the ability to convert this knowledge into the product that creates value for the
company. It means that the employees are the real investment and they are the key
source of the IC (Pulic, 2000). The companies in the knowledge economy integrates
two resources to create value namely the physical and financial, and IC (Iazzolino
& Laise, 2013; Pulic, 2008). The main difference with the Skandia Navigator is that
the IC is defined as a set of characteristics for HC, SC and CC (Iazzolino & Laise,
2013).
That knowledge resides inside the employees who convert it into more or less value depending
on their capabilities. (Pulic, 2000, p. 704).

Therefore, (Pulic, 2000, 2004b, 2008) mentioned that the suitable tool to measure
the value creation in the economy knowledge for the companies is the VA because
it measures the productivity for every type of work at the company’s level.
The definition of a VA as an indicator for measuring the employees’ knowledge
performances, or it is the indicator of knowledge investment. It is calculated by
dividing VA over the cost of labor. According to Pulic methodology, the VA is
defined as the value created by the intellectual knowledge investments per time unit
(Iazzolino & Laise, 2013), it reflected the newly created value of a certain period
(Pulic, 2000).
The VA can be computed as the difference between output, revenue, total sales,
and input, including all cost or expenses except for employee cost (Pulic, 2004b).
Because of the employees’ decisive role in the value creation process, the labor
expenses cannot be regarded as costs but as an investment (Pulic, 2000).
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Fig. 4 Components of VA

According to Pulic methodology, the HC is basically interpreted as employee
expenses. The new element in this model is the employees’ expenditures and it is
considered as an HC. This means that this expenditure is not treated as an expense
but as an investment of the employees.
The second component of VA is SC which measures the difference between VA
and HC. Figure 4 shows the components of VA (Iazzolino & Laise, 2013; Nadeem
et al., 2018a; Pulic, 1998, 2004b, 2008).
According to VAIC™ model, after determining the VA, the efficiency of resources
used must be calculated, which consists of: ICE that comprises two components, and
HCE that measures the ability of a company for creating value by one monetary unit
investment in its employees. It is calculated as the VA divided by HC, secondly SC, is
the situations that allow the employee or HC to create the VA. The SCE is measured
by dividing SC on the VA.
The third component of VAIC™ is CEE which explains the value created per one
monetary unit of shareholders capital. It is calculated as VA divided by the book value
for the company and refers as CE (Iazzolino & Laise, 2013; Nazari & Herremans,
2007; Pulic, 2004b, 2008; Zia et al., 2014).
The VAIC™ is a unique method because all data can be earned from audited
annual reports. The financial statements also discuss the IC at the company level
in order to know how efficient the value creation is. It also can make a comparison
among companies in the same industry. Because of that, many researchers studied
the IC using this method.
However, VAIC™ faced some criticism by many researchers because of misinterpretation of Skandia Navigator concept and the Pulic model. These two models
used the same items but different meaning of IC specifically the items of HC and
SC. The HC and SC in Scandia Navigator refer to all characteristics that related to
HC and SC, while in VAIC™, it is a measure of the value created from HC and SC.
According to Scandia Navigator, SC is HC deducted from IC (Edvinsson, 1997),
while in VAIC™ model the SC is VA minus HC (Pulic, 2000). Figure 5 shows the
comparison between Skandia Navigator and Pulic model (Iazzolino & Laise, 2013).
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Fig. 5 Compare between Scandia navigator and VAIC™

The researchers also argued about the validity of the relationship between HC
and SC. It is mathematically wrong to truncate two different variables, because
VA is an element of profit whereas HC is an element of cost (Bakhsha et al. 2017;
Ståhle et al., 2011; Vishnu & Gupta, 2014). The researchers’ misinterpreted the Pulic
terminologies used from Skandia Navigator when he says:
Structural capital is intellectual capital minus human capital. In my approach SC is received
if HC is deducted from value added. Therefore, HC and SC are in reverse proportion. (Pulic,
2000, p. 707)

It is claimed that the researchers’ misinterpretation occurred because of reexplained the terminologies used by Pulic from Skandia Navigator (Iazzolino &
Laise, 2013).

5 Fourth Industrial Revolution and Intellectual Capital
The world is facing essential economic challenges, especially through IR. 4 because
of the increase in technological developments and using the Internet of Things (IoT)
industrial companies and IoT is defined as a global internet that has billions of apparatuses that can be heterogeneously interconnected to commutation data and interact
to spread their missions and arrive combined targets without human involvement
(Hendarman, 2020).
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IR 4.0 can raise global income levels and improve the quality of life for people
around the world. Until now, it can be said that those who benefited from this revolution are those who are able to bear the costs of accessing the digital world, as the
technological technologies resulting from that revolution have created new products
and services from human luxury goods (Skilton & Hovsepian, 2017).
In the near future, technological innovation will lead to an abundance of products
offered with increased long-term gains in production efficiency, and transportation
and communication costs will decrease and thus the cost of trade will decrease, which
will increase corporate profits in the future (Spithout, 2016).
All of this will open new markets and drive more economic growth in light of
the IR 4.0, where IC, talents and human experiences will be the decisive factor in
production and this will lead to finding a professional ladder based on the skills and
experiences of individuals and employees, whereby individuals wages and jobs will
be graded according to their skills and their experiences serving the work, which
must be compatible with modern technologies created by the IR 4.0, whoever has
high skills and works to develop them continuously will be more profitable compared
to those who remain on their old skills (Gofman & Jin, 2019).
The desire of IC and its components, especially human capital as an intangible
asset, is estimated by evaluating the employees if they have the talent, expertise, and
capability to transform the knowledge they have into new products to create more
value for the companies (Hendarman, 2020).
In addition, the IR 4.0 is considered a source of social concern, as the beneficiaries
of innovation are interested in providing IC and financial and physical capital to
create new products or to develop their existing products or services, which leads to
an increase in their wealth and this explains the increase in the wealth gap between
those who depend on the IC and those who still rely on financial and physical capital.
Consequently, technology is considered one of the main reasons for the low income
of people with limited skills and companies that do not depend on technology to
produce it, whether they are industrial or service companies (Shahroom & Hussin,
2018).
Consequently, the IR 4.0 will push the industrial companies to reconsider the way
in which they conduct their business, as well as force businessmen and managers to
the need to continuously seek innovation through the development of IC and attention
to those who possess the expertise and high skills more than others (Spithout, 2016).

6 Artificial Intelligence and Intellectual Capital
Most companies in the twenty-first century adopt IC’s principle, especially caring for
employees or what is known as HC as one of the strong indicators that the company
has a special competitive advantage that differs and is distinguished from it from
other companies.
Where AI is an important value for companies because it works to maintain
the IC. When employees leave their companies, the IC leaves with them, from the
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employees’ experience and skills, and the company loses the value it gained from
the IC (Magistretti et al., 2019).
Therefore, AI overcomes this problem so that it retains the IC and ideas of the
company by saving it and then extracting it from the automated system in which it
was stored, this means retrieving the information, data, and ideas at the time it is
needed (Tripathi & Ghatak, 2018).

7 Artificial Intelligence and COVID-19 Pandemic
As mentioned earlier, AI has evolved dramatically in the past few years by imitating
human intelligence by using computers, robots and other smart machines, it has
become a key component in facing the problems or reduces it is effects and the last
of these challenges is how to help face up the COVID-19 pandemic (Alimadadi et al.,
2020). AI techniques have proven to be extremely beneficial in tracking the prevalence of COVID-19, diagnosing patients, clearing areas, telemedicine, and speeding
up finding an effective vaccine. This portion will explain how to use data with AI
technology in the COVID-19 pandemic, with evidence and examples.
1.

2.

3.

4.

AI helped track the spread of COVID-19.
Before the end of 2019; The software (BlueDot) announced that aims to reduce
the risk of exposure to infectious diseases by tracking the spread of these diseases
around the world, It is based on the AI, which is done by marking a group of
COVID-19 cases in a market in Wuhan, China (Dananjayan & Raj, 2020).
The BlueDot software uses natural language processing algorithms and machine
learning to see information from hundreds of sources for early signaling of infectious epidemics and predicting their spread, to verify that the conclusions are
logical from a scientific point of view, then the reports are sent to the government, business, and public health. All this cannot be done without relying on
AI (Dananjayan & Raj, 2020).
Using AI to diagnose people with COVID-19.
The AI system developed by Chinese company Baidu provides computer-based
cameras to predict people’s temperature in public areas. The virus detection test
can also be performed in just 20 s, with a distinction between COVID-19 and
normal pneumonia, 100 hospitals in China have relied on this system so far
(Vaishya et al., 2020).
Use robots to sterilize and treat patients
Chinese companies use drones and robots to hand in contactless objects and
spray disinfectants in public areas, which helps reduce the risk of infection. In
hospitals, the Chinese government uses robots to check people’s temperatures
and provide them with food and medicine (Dananjayan & Raj, 2020).
AI accelerates the creation of a vaccine for COVID-19
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AI supported scientists to recognize the nature and components of the COVID19, and this makes it easier for them to find an effective vaccine for it, by using
the supercomputer and developing new drugs (Vaishya et al., 2020).
Reliance on E-Learning as an alternative to direct education
The education sector was affected all over the world due to the COVID-19
pandemic, as schools and universities were closed and scientific conferences
were canceled and all actual educational activities. In order to continue the
education process, e-learning was relied upon, moreover, some conferences
were held online.
With the advancement of technology and AI, E-shopping has become the most
appropriate alternative due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, and
this requires changing the patterns of E-shopping and the services provided by
electronic platforms to users.

8 Conclusion
This paper discussed the role of IC in the IR 4.0, where the study showed that the
cause of IR 4.0 is employees with experience, skills, and ideas, or what is known as
HC. Moreover, this paper displayed that human experiences were the main catalyst
for the emergence of AI, which depends on the manufacture of machines and robots
that mimic human intelligence to the highest degrees. In the end, the effect of AI in
facing the COVID-19 pandemic was clarified.
The authors recommend that researchers in the future will study the impact of
IC on AI in the industrial companies’ sector during the COVID-19 pandemic to
study the extent of the economy’s impact due to this global crisis. In the future,
researchers should pay more attention to studying the relationship between AI and
e-learning, the COVID-19 pandemic can be considered as a moderator variable to
see how it affects the education sector. Future studies should also be interested in
the relationship between artificial intelligence and e-shopping during the COVID-19
pandemic.
And can summarize the most important recommendations that came out of this
research paper as the following:
1.
2.

3.

Increasing interest in AI, through attention to IC, as it is considered the main
engine for developing AI.
Pay more attention to e-learning by using the Internet as a more appropriate to
ensure the continuity of the educational process in the light of disasters such as
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Paying more attention to E-shopping, which has become an alternative in light
of AI’s great development.
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Artificial Intelligence and Women
Empowerment in Bahrain
Noor Al Shehab and Allam Hamdan

Abstract Bahrain has witnessed many key developments in several sectors. The role
of the national drive has contributed to economic diversification and financial thrive.
Bahrain considers itself a getaway to the entire world due to its strategic location
and ideal environment that attracts many startups and business entities. Recently, the
government of Bahrain exhibits an outstanding potential in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and started to tap into the digital transformation era due to the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4th IR). To be aligned with the Bahrain Economic Vision 2030, the financial
sector regulated by the Bahrain Central Bank (CBB) implemented several financial solutions based on innovation in technology to increase the customer experience
and satisfaction which ultimately brings economic fruitful results. Moreover, Bahrain
becomes the second world hub for Islamic Finance services after Malaysia with more
than 25 Islamic Finance organizations. Furthermore, it undertakes major milestone
to adapt the concept of artificial intelligence in the financial and banking sector and
has created a competitive regional presence in Financial Technology (FinTech). This
research aims to briefly define the notion of artificial intelligence (AI) and highlight
Bahrain’s achievements in the same field during the Fourth Industrial Revolution and
how the artificial intelligence contributes to a rapid development even though it is
still in its early phases. Beside this, the research presents the women empowerment
in Bahrain and their active participation in all arenas particularly in the financial
sector with exceptional lead in innovation. One of the advanced technologies arises
in Bahrain is the (Fintech) which promotes the financial services to a superior level.
Therefore, artificial intelligence investments require certain set of knowledge and
skills to be obtained by the workforce that led to excellent conclusions. Based on
the academic perceptions, the main probable challenges of AI are addressed. A set
of recommendations are proposed to overcome the uncertainty and accomplish the
planned vision 2030.
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1 Introduction
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4th IR) extremely altered the world in a way that
new merging markets occurred, new products and inventions existed, advanced technology implemented and innovative solutions offered in most of life facets. Nowadays, the latest technology is the trend and many governments and organizations
have the potential to start their digital transformation at the earliest in order to create
a value-added service that support the sustainability and innovation principals.
It is essential to notice that various sectors have been extensively promoted and
developed by the recent, innovative, and rapid technology which directly contributes
to serve the societies such as: education, health, economy, telecommunication, transportation, arts, designing, architecture, agriculture, tourism, manufacturing, and
further more.
Governments in the meantime seek enhancing their economic performance and
tend to diversify the activities from which the income is generating such as the
Gulf Corporation Countries (GCC) that recognize oil and gas are limited and scarce
resources. For this, GCCs moved immediately to expand their activities by employing
several approaches that enhance the current situation and allow the future economy to
blossom. Many governments reshape their visions to accommodate within the global
race and with no doubt specify enormous funds to capitalize in the new technology
to obtain the desirable outcomes (Al kurdi, 2021).
By the same token, Bahrain acknowledged that oil and gas are temporary
resources, and there is a serious need to reform the economic direction. As a result,
the King of Bahrain announced the new economic vision 2030 in 2008 for which a
fresh chapter of key developments has started (eGovernment, December 2020).
In fact, the government sets certain strategies, plans, rules and regulations to
monitor and evaluate the ongoing improvements. The exceptional initiatives driven
by the government lead to consider Bahrain as the favorite destination for countless
startups and businesses due to the ideal environment that provides distinctive facilities
and support. In addition, Bahrain has remarkable infrastructure and speedy internet
which make it the most preferable country in the region (Elali, 2021).
Another key point is that Bahrain is the world second hub for Islamic Finance after
Malaysia that offer the utmost Islamic Finance services with more than 25 Islamic
Finance organizations. It is equally vital to mention that the country is competing
with U.A.E to be the regional hub for Artificial Intelligence (AI) (EDB, July 2020).
Artificial Intelligence facilitates the digital transformation in the government and
other organizations including banking and finance. However it is still in its early
stages, Bahrain built a prosper milestone among countries. With this in mind, integration to a totally new digital era requires a deep knowledge and advanced skills to score
appropriate objectives. The impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution mandates the
governments to reconsider their educational methods and curriculums to focus more
on the advanced science subjects that comprise of Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM) (National Higher Education Strategy Report, 2014).
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By all means, students, employees and individuals in the twenty-first century need
to improve their soft skills in: analytical thinking, decision making, problem solving,
innovation, leadership and emotional intelligence (EI) as mentioned in Education and
Training Quality Authority report of 2019 in Bahrain (Annual Report, 2019).
As an illustration, Artificial Intelligence invaded the banking and financial sector
in Bahrain and performed impressively especially in the adoption of Financial Technology approach (FinTech) which is regulated by the Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB)
since 2018. Bahrain has witnessed the superior role of women in the economy by
maximizing their participation in banking and finance domains for which many of
them were awarded locally and even globally for their outstanding achievements and
performance (CBB, July 2020a, b).

2 The Concept of Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence refers to the development of machines through enhancing their
intelligence and increasing their abilities to function like humans. There are many
examples that explain the artificial intelligence devices and applications such as:
robots, self-driving cars, face recognition technology, smartwatches, smart universities, smart cities, Financial Technology (FinTech) and further more. The term (Artificial Intelligence) was formed by the Professor John McCarthy in 1956 and he was
awarded in 1971 for his extensive researches in this domain. There are four categories
of Artificial Intelligence that consist of: reactive machines, limited memory, theory
of mind and self-awareness (Turki et al., 2021).

2.1 Overview About AI
Artificial Intelligence is not only used by technology specialists, but also by individuals in their daily lives through dissimilar applications. Experts and decision makers
employ AI to improve the operations and processes in their organizations. Moreover,
they save more time, effort and cost as compared to outdated technology or even the
manual ones. Furthermore, AI in most cases delivers accurate results and minimizes
the human errors. AI creates greater value to clients and increases the firm revenues
as mentioned by Park et al. in 2016.
For instance, a doctor in a clinic can utilize the advanced technology to obtain
neuro image of the patient in the same time. Another example is a CEO in a leading
company who can analyze enormous and complex data and convert them to useful
and precise reports to make some important decisions. Business firms as well seek
smarter and innovative technological methods to improve their business cycle by
reengineering their production, marketing, and safety practices.
On the other hand, individuals enjoy wearing their smartwatches that notify them
about some healthcare alerts such as the time to exercise, bedtime, and the time
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of drinking water. It is interesting also that students attend their virtual classes from
home and submit their assignments by email. They can utilize the electronic platforms
and social media to express their opinions towards different topics and share their
experiences with others in all over the world by one click. To point out, there are
many leading companies investing in AI, for example: Apple, Amazon, Google,
Microsoft, Facebook and APEX. Grewal et al. in 2017 anticipated that AI systems
would greatly influence the consumer shopping manners.
As mentioned earlier, governments have a tendency to tap into a new era of
information revolution and digital transformation in order to accomplish their visions
that lead to create the best quality in the offered services. In collaboration with private
sector to rise up the funds and investments in AI, countries have to establish research
labs to maximize the opportunities to provide innovative solutions in a convenient
and ideal environment. In this case, individuals are obliged to acquire comprehensive
knowledge and competitive skills to ensure appropriate outcomes.
It is interesting to remark that there are 193 countries in WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization) in Genève which established in 1967 that focuses on
intellectual property rights (IP) and funded by the United Nations. As per the WIPO
report of 2019, there is a significant increase in inventions related to AI within the
last 50 years, and it is dynamically transferred from the theory to implementations in
businesses. Up to 2016, the innovators and researchers requested for 340 thousands
application forms to obtain copyrights related to their AI accomplishments, and they
published more than 1.6 million scientific articles in diverse domains. To illustrate,
IBM Company has 8290 inventions by the end of 2016 while Microsoft has 5930
inventions.

2.2 Artificial Intelligence in Bahrain
As part of its development successes, Bahrain has been ranked in the 58th place in
Internet speed over the world by downloading 30.34 megabytes per second according
to Oakla report in September 2019. In addition, Bahrain is the fourth internationally in
telecommunication infrastructure index (TII) as per the United Nations report of the
readiness of eGovernment. Moreover, internet users in Bahrain reach to 98% out of
its population which considered it the third globally as per ITU report (eGovernment,
December 2020).
All the previous factors create supplementary valuable features to Bahrain and
attract the investors’ attention to operate their businesses in the country. Bahrain has
been nominated during the World Economic Forum (WEF) for regional bed tests for
the integration of Artificial Intelligence in the public sector, and subsequently the
Centre of Fourth Industrial Revolution. Currently, this center works in parallel with
the Economic Development Board (EDB), Information and eGovernment Authority
(IGA) to design a framework that lead to empower government to smooth the digital
transformation in a professional, sustainable and responsible way.
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Lochy in 2019 stated that “AI produces predictive analytics, machine learning,
smart contracts, digital wallets, etc.” Likewise, there are plenty of innovative mobile
applications individuals use every day in Bahrain. For instance: Talabat deals with
food delivery, Sadad is one stop payments with 98% market penetration and more
than 750 kiosks available over the country, Benefit Pay facilitates payments through
a national digital wallet as well through personal bank accounts and further more.
All of these tools are actual examples of Artificial Intelligence.
In the same manner, Tamkeen, Bahrain Polytechnic, and Microsoft Corporation
founded the first local Artificial Intelligence Academy during this year 2020 to drive
finest knowledge creation, foster economic growth through the use of AI, and position
Bahrain on the top countries that capitalize in AI (AI Academy, July 2020).
AI has massively occupied all arenas in the country starting from the schools
of future, electronic healthcare services, smart cities, smart universities, digitalizing
oil and gas sector, Traffic and Road functions, Electricity and Water services, and
financial technology zone. Here are some examples of how AI tapped into the firms
and positively changed their practices and functions:
AI in Bahraini banks: Bahrain takes many initiatives that reflect its aspiration
to embrace the advanced technology to serve its clients in an excellent way. As a
result, some banks in Bahrain began to use robots to assist and boost the financial
operations, such as ABC bank that launched (Fatima), the world first digital DNA
employee with emotional intelligence. Beside this, Bahrain Islamic Bank (BIsB) has
unveiled its virtual employee (Dana). In addition, in KFH Bahrain, they use the first
digital loan assistant which can deal autonomously with all customer requests. In
2019, the National Bank of Bahrain (NBB) has been awarded by Euromoney Middle
East as the best bank in digital transformation in the Middle East. By the same
fashion, ABC bank has been awarded by FinX in 2019 for its digital transformation
journey that make it the most innovative bank that provide outstanding infrastructure
for FinTech.
In addition, Ministry of Finance and National Economy intensively invests to
computerize the financial operations in all of its departments by the digitalized robots
to accelerate productivity and decrease costs and errors. Recently, the Ministry of
Work and Social Affairs organizes a training program for kids and youth in robot
science to allow them to be leaders in science and technology in the future.
AI in Oil and Gas industry: Due to the consequences of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, oil and gas industry prefers to apply AI solutions and the characteristics of Internet of Things (IoT) by automating all data of all stages in order to
increase productivity, efficiency and effectiveness. For instance, in Tatweer Company,
they established a roadmap to maximize the agility in supply chain, governance and
resilience in Information Technology services. Cloud Computing technique protect
the company’s enormous and significant data from unexpected down time (Tatweer,
July 2020).
AI in Smart cities: As a matter of fact that the adequate infrastructure and advanced
telecommunication networks in Bahrain have increased the implementation of the
concept of smart cities and green buildings. Bahrain Development Bank (BDB)
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provides loans to finance such mega projects. Moreover, Al-Waha Fund plays a
major role to attract capitals and investment to reinforce the AI system in the region.
AI in Education: To be aligned with the Fourth Industrial Revolution, Bahrain
put great efforts in developing its teaching methods and learning outcomes. For
example, University of Bahrain (UOB) in 2019 opened the registration for new
academic degrees in Big Data Analysis, FinTech and Environmental Studies. These
unique certificates enable students to obtain knowledge, skills and experience to fit
in the dynamic labor market and be ready to face unknown future challenges. It is
worth mentioning that Bahrain was the pioneer to implement smart boards to all of
its public schools in the year of 2004 including primary, intermediate and secondary
levels and they serve as the Schools of Future.
AI in Healthcare (iSehha): Bahrain is apt to move forward promoting its healthcare services. The system of iSeha which is developed by Indra Company provides
innovative model of e-health features that permit for convenient interaction between
doctors and patients. iSeha healthcare system in 2018 yield more than 57,326
patient records, 142,566 appointments, 24,887 pharmacy appointments at Salmaniya
Medical Complex (SMC). Data, history, prescriptions, x-ray images and other types
of reports about the patient are permanently available at any time and it is accessible
by both parties (MOH, July 2020).
The most compelling evidence is that a robot detecting COVID-19 virus is
designed and developed by (Fab Lab) in Bahrain during 2020. It is a collaborative achievement between Ministry of Youth and Sports and the Innovation Centre
(Healthcare IT News, July 2020).
AI in other fields: Traffic and Road Authority (TRA) employed smart traffic
signals with artificial intelligent sensors to control the flow of road vehicles during
the day. Moreover, Electricity and Water Authority (EWA) encourages the public to
set up solar systems over their rooftops at houses and buildings (eGovernment, May
2020).

2.3 Outline the Women Empowerment in Bahrain
The concept of Women Empowerment refers to enable women to monitor and utilize
the obtainable resources, budgets, and time in order to achieve certain goals that drive
to improve the economic status. Women empowerment in Bahrain is a testament
of the governmental support that increases the gender equality by escalating the
involvement of women in various grounds.
As a matter of fact, Bahrain was the leader in education among the GCCs. After
the First World War, the government opened its first public boys’ school in Muharraq
(Al Hidaya Al Khalifia) in 1919, and its first public girls’ school in 1928 (Khadeeja
Al Kubra).
Women in Bahrain like other women in most cultures used to obtain regular
life skills in cooking, tailoring, textile working, and home management. Nowadays,
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women have occupied several sectors such as: education, healthcare, media, engineering, art and design, architecture, industry, banking and finance, information technology, aircraft and space professions. It is worth mentioning that women in Bahrain
were the first in GCCs to drive cars since 1945 whereas Saudi women started lately
in 2018.
By the same token, women in Bahrain as a mother, employee and entrepreneur
approved her success at both national and international levels. The Supreme Council
for Women which established in 2001 was a step ahead that maximizes the role of
women and believes in their capabilities to accomplish significant results. Coupled
with this, Bahrain pushed its women to occupy senior positions in ministries.
To illustrate, there are five female ministers in Bahrain history: the Minister of
Health Mrs. Nada Haffadh was the first female minister in 2004, Mrs. Fatima Al
Bulooshi the Minister of Social Development in 2005, Shaikha Mai Al Khalifa in
2010 the Minister of Culture, Mrs. Sameera Bin Rajab in 2012 the Minister of State
for Information, and finally Mrs. Faeqa Al Saleh as the Minister of Health in 2015.
That is to say that The Minster Fatima Al Bulooshi served the longest period among
the other female ministers and she has been recognized as the fourth most influential
women in Middle East government in 2014 as per Forbes magazine.
Correspondingly, there are Bahraini female members appointed in Shura Council
as well as the Council of Representatives. In its first time since establishment in 2002,
Bahraini Parliament is headed and directed by woman Mrs. Fawzeya Zainal. She is
the third women in Arab world in such position after UAE and Syria. In addition,
she was the first woman in GCC to manage the official TV channel (Bahrain TV).
Furthermore, she is the first Bahraini women who travelled to the North Pole with
the flag of Bahrain. On diplomatic level, the first Bahraini female ambassador was
appointed in France during 2002. This shows how Bahrain has high reliability and
trustworthiness towards its women in many fields which let them to be praised and
awarded in many occasions especially in Bahrain National Day and the International
Labor Day.
Likewise, statistics stated that the female presence is 50% in the Information and
eGovernment Authority (IGA) in Bahrain which reflects the equal opportunities that
enable both genders to lead for success and prosperity at all stages. Female employees
in IGA play significant role to meet the government digital transformation strategy
2022. As per IGA report in 2019, 53% is the percentage of Bahraini women who
work under the umbrella of government, whereas 34% only works for the private
sector.
To enumerate the role of Bahraini women in higher education, the figures show
that there are 41.5% of female PhD professors occupy academic jobs in the public
university (University of Bahrain) who obtain deep and rich knowledge beside their
excellent skills that thrive the educational output and researches. It is interesting
that Bahraini professors are heading international conferences and considerably
contributing to the advanced technology sciences which provide them the opportunities to be recognized and awarded. To point out, the Director of Electronic Learning
and Smart Sustainable Urbanism in the public university is a female, Dr. Fay Al
Khalifa. She was awarded in Venice in 2010 at the Golden Lion Competition as
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well as the RIBA’s President’s Award for Research in 2012. Expressively, Dr. Lulwa
Bu Dalama is the first Bahraini woman who acquires Ph.D. degree in Innovation
Management among GCC (Adeosun and Owolabi, 2021).
Moreover, UNISCO statistics exhibit that the number of registered female students
in all levels from diploma to Ph.D. in all majors exceeds the number of registered male
students. DAFOS report indicated that 68% of students in higher education, 71% of
Masters and PhD degrees holders, 59% of Bahraini graduates from universities, and
67% of scholarships students are all female.
It is important to realize the enrollment of women in healthcare jobs. Bahraini
women work as: nurse, doctor, consultant, dentist, dermatologist, neurologist, lab
technician, dietitian, physiotherapist and further more. According to UN report in
2019, Bahraini women constitute 55% of the workforce in this sector.
It is remarkable that the oil company in Bahrain (BAPCO) take the initiative to
empower women since 1965 by involving them in secretary jobs through enrolling
them in ongoing training courses. Nowadays, BAPCO employs Bahraini women to
handle commercial tasks as well.
To demonstrate the role of Bahraini women in media and journalism, it is stated
that 33% of the employees in the Ministry of Information Affairs are women in
leadership and executive positions. Bahraini Women have their fingerprints in various
media channels, such as: radio, TV, magazines, newspaper, electronic channels and
even more. Recently in 2019, Bahrain Journalists Association for its first time elected
a woman to head its activities Mrs. Ahdeya Ahmed which considered this to be a
real verification of women empowerment in Bahrain.
Similarly, women police officers started their duties in Bahrain in 1970 after
almost 50 years of the formation of national police. The role of Bahraini women
in this sector cannot be overlooked since they directly deal with women and child
oriented cases. In addition, female police officers are reachable in the roads to smooth
the vehicles’ flow, reduce the traffic accidents and offer assistance.
As a result of focusing on the advanced science, Bahraini women invaded the space
technology by the active participation in National Space Science Agency of Bahrain
(NSSA) such as the engineer Ms. Aysha Al Haram. The Agency of Bahrain Space
Team has been established in 2018 in an attempt to select national competencies in
various majors to meet certain space projects in Nano satellites, space data analysis,
ground stations, GEO orbit and more. In like manner, there are some brilliant female
names in Bahrain in the Aircraft sector (Joseph Ekhayemhe & Oguzie, 2018; NSSA,
July (2020).
The first female piloting passengers’ aircraft in Gulf Air was the Captain Maysa
Hazeem in 2004. After several years in 2018, Shaikha Aysha Al Khalifa recorded a
new achievement to Bahraini women by piloting a combat aircraft (New York Times,
May 2018a, b).
The superior input of the Supreme Council for Women in Bahrain elevates up
the female innovation and entrepreneurship in startups and businesses. For this, the
Council in conjunction with Bahrain Development Bank established (Riyadat Mall)
where Bahraini women are welcomed to convert their ideas and projects to reality in a
convenient work environment. There are many finance solutions offered by the bank
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in order to support those Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) that enhance
the local economy. In fact, female in Bahrain owned around 45% of entrepreneurial
businesses up to 2019. Referring to the UN report in 2019, there are 1145 female
members in the Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industry. (Aminova and Marchi,
2021; Aminova et al., 2020).
In the light of women empowerment in the country, the Supreme Council for
Women announced the 1st December of every year as the Bahraini Women Day
that spot on the significant endeavors of Bahraini women and recognize them as a
key player in the national revival. In 2017, Manama the capital of Bahrain has been
nominated to be the “first Capital of Arab Women”.
Correspondingly, Bahrain hosted an annual event (Women Power Summit) where
influencing women in innovation, entrepreneurship and leadership present their
successful experiences through a wide range of sessions to embrace the connection
of women empowerment worldwide (Women Power Summit, July 2020).

2.4 Bahraini Women in Banking and Finance Sector
Bahrain has extremely developed over the last decades on different levels. Due to
its opened economy which is the favorite by several investors, the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) witnessed a continuous growth rate by 2.2% in oil and gas sector
and 1.7% in non-oil and gas sector in 2019. According to Ministry of Finance and
National Economy statistics of 2019, hotels and restaurants sector documented the
highest annual growth at rate of 6.8% whereas banking and finance sector registered
a slight decrease by 0.3%. In terms of the contribution to GDP within 2019, financial
services provide 16.5% after the oil and gas sector that provide 17.8% to Bahrain
GDP. Manufacturing comes thirdly by 14.5% and then government service sector by
11.8% (Bahrain Economic Report, 2019).
It must be remembered that Bahrain stands as a regional financial hub over more
than 40 years due to the fact that it has an ideal geographic location, superior work
environment, excellent infrastructure and telecommunication services which provide
unique features for this small country. Moreover, Bahrain has holistic, organized,
flexible, powerful and updated financial regulations and systems that are ruled by
the Central Bank (CBB). Today, Bahrain has 104 licensed banks with assets valued
reached to 189 billion Dollar. Furthermore, it has 59 investment companies, and 144
insurance providers (eGovernment, December 2020) (Awwad, 2018).
However education and health sectors are the most preferable by Bahraini women;
there is a considerable increase in Bahraini females who work in financial, commercial and constructions jobs. The Economic Development Board forecasts an increase
of 5% in women contribution to local economy by the end of 2020. As per 2018
statistics, there is 39% of Bahraini women work under the financial sector in general.
In addition, 33.2% of Bahraini women in the financial sector are in managerial positions and only 32 of them act as board members in the financial institutions (SCW,
January 2020).
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Henceforth, Bahraini women are always admired and commended for their efficiency and diligent work. The executions of the Artificial Intelligence in Banking
and Financial sector drive the economy to be more digitalized and innovative in
providing advanced solutions for all clients. One of the AI solutions is the Financial
Technology (FinTech) (Razzaque et al., 2020; Razzaque and Hamdan, 2020; Fadhul
and Hamdan, 2020; Fuad et al., 2021; Hamdan et al., 2019).

2.5 Bahraini Women and FinTech as an Example of AI
2.5.1

The Concept of FinTech

Financial Technology entails the massive inflow of technology, digital platforms,
and advanced ecosystem that increase the accessibility, efficiency and affordability
of services within the financial industry. It is specialized software developed by
experts with certain advanced characteristics and innovative features to be installed
on computers and smartphones as well. Financial technology can be used by both
firms and end users alike.
The notion of FinTech emerged lately in 2014 as a new concept whereas some
studies show that it back to the 1990s. Zavolokina et al. in 2016 claimed that the
publications and researches in FinTech are limited and lately increased which means
that this field can be rather described as a new phenomenon. He argues that most
references in FinTech are regionalized and there is a need to create a clear framework
to conduct comparative analysis.
There are many financial transactions which can be automatously processed
through the artificial intelligence devices such as: money transfer, payments, lending,
online banking, lending, insurance and further more. Financial technology simplifies
the actions that take ages and reduces the effort and error. As per Ernst and Young
report in 2017, one- third of the consumers utilize minimum of two FinTech services
and 84% of them are familiar with FinTech functions in the 20 market surveyed as
cited in Anne-Laure Mention (Mention 2019).
Correspondingly, various leading FinTech Companies around the world recorded
a quantum leap in this field and compete to deliver superior services to its clients.
For instance: Ant Financial Company based in China, Adyen in Holland, Quadian
in China, Xero in New Zealand, Sofi in San Francisco, Lufax in Shanghai, Avant
in Chicago and more. Today, FinTech companies tend to arrange for a new style of
finance to the world.
Haddad and Hournuf in (2016) reviewed economic and technological FinTech
measures in 69 different countries and stated that countries which are equipped with
advance technology are more capable to adapt FinTech. Interestingly, Hong Kong
is the top country in FinTech implementation rate, followed by the United States
and Singapore. Beside this, China is spending hugely in deep learning technologies.
Today, FinTech attracts not only banking and financial companies, but also other
industries, venture capital firms and startups (Wonglimpiyarat 2018).
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FinTech Bahrain Bay

As mentioned earlier, Bahrain has a fertile ground that helps businesses to blossom
due to its exceptional infrastructure and its nonstop achievements in digital transformation that generate a superior place for innovation in financial and banking sector.
The Central Bank of Bahrain set a general framework that consists of several guidelines that organize the financial technology functions within the country. The Central
Bank acknowledged the immediate and serious need to establish a new unit related to
FinTech and innovation within its organizational chart for the purpose of governance
and ensure the best services of FinTech.
As a result, the CBB initiates many distinctive projects to support Fintech. FinTech
Bahrain Bay is the largest platform in the region located in Arcapita Building in
Manama which turned to be the home for 36 companies coming from 15 diverse
countries, such as: Souqalmal from UAE, Tap from Kuwait, Pikcio from Switzerland and Adsertor from UK (FinTech News, November 2018). Central Bank of
Bahrain improves the regulations of ecosystem to maximize the growth of innovation in finance. It offers robotic advisory and supports open banking, crypto trade
and blockchain.
Identically, the Economic Development Board (EDB) take the responsibility to
invite and influence investors to run their businesses from Bahrain as it is the best
incubator among other countries. In fact, 100% of most business sectors are owned
by foreign investors. In 2018 alone, the EDB appealed BD 314 million from investment companies which lead to create substantial jobs opportunities for many (BNA,
January 2019).
With this intention, EDB launched offices in New Delhi and Mumbai as a collaboration with the Indian government in order to offer FinTech companies to operate its
services from Bahrain since the Reserve Bank of India prohibited all the commercial
banks to deal with any crypto currency businesses during 2018 which makes Bahrain
crypto practices more friendlier than India. By the same token, a Singaporean Crypto
firm called ZPX expected a cost of nearly $200,000 to start up their firm in Bahrain,
while it might cost $750,000 in London (International Investment, September 2019).
In like manner, there are beyond 100 CBB licensed merchants that can be installed
for mobiles as wallet applications as stated in Bahrain FinTech Ecosystem Report
in 2018. The majority of them are financial banks and telecommunication providers
such as: EasyPay by Ithmar Bank, MaxWallet by CrediMax and bWallet by Batelco.
Moreover, Arab Financial Services (AFS) coordinates with Al Salam Bank in 2019
to digitalize the employees’ payroll which is a testament of FinTech innovative and
focused solutions in Bahrain. Furthermore, CBB, Benefit Company and Lebanese
Group Called FOO Technologies teamed up to launch (BenefitPay) that facilitates
speedy payments through smartphones using debit, credit and prepaid cards as well
as the online banking (Alqallaf, & Alareeni, 2018).
Indeed, Bahraini women impressively contribute to the digital age especially
in banking and financial sector. Women assert themselves in senior positions by
obtaining the recent academic degrees and professional certificates along with their
competitive skills and outstanding performance that accelerate the development of
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Bahrain. One of the leaders in FinTech in Bahrain is Ms. Yasmeen Al Sharaf, the
Head of FinTech and Innovation Unit in CBB who dedicates to set the comprehensive
regulations and policies which are relevant to FinTech including the cyber-attacks
and regulatory Sandbox (CBB, March 2020a, b).
In this region, both Bahrain and UAE are in a race to become the leader in FinTech.
Whereas Central Bank of Bahrain created and regulated one Sandbox, UAE has
developed two Sandbox systems. In simple words, Sandbox system is a virtual space
permits firms to test their FinTech solutions within three to nine months and should
not be used as a mean for illegal practices (Alzaneen and Mahmoud, 2019).
It is remarkable that Ms. Al Sharaf recognized as The Women in FinTech Powerlist
of 2019 by Innovate Finance in UK. Moreover, there is a female Bahraini Researcher
Ms. Rana Al Qasim who is the first in Bahrain to obtain the Postgraduate Certificate
in Digital Banking and FinTech with merit from The London Institute of Banking
and Finance in UK in July 2020 (Alshurafat et al., 2021).

3 The Skill Basket Required During the Fourth Industrial
Revolution
In a world changes dynamically, it is essential to determine the required skills needed
for individuals to be ready for the future fluctuating circumstances. The massive
impact of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and Artificial Intelligence create many
challenges to nations since it reforms various differences in the global market in terms
of supply and demand. It also reshapes the organizations’ desires which resulted in
launching or deleting some products and services, as well as reengineering business
processes and operations.
In some organizations, AI replaced many jobs due to the automation of systems and
it similarly lead to new jobs connected to technology and digitalization such as: digital
transformation specialist, information security analyst, e-commerce specialist, solutions architect, cloud architect, data scientist, mobile application developer, digital
designer, social media specialist and the like. It is surprising that Cisco anticipates
50 billion devices to be connected by the Internet by the year 2020. To put it another
way, some jobs like secretary, receptionist, and bookkeeping clerks are likely to
decrease in the subsequent years. Huang and Rust in 2018 claimed that innovation in
Artificial Intelligence will steadily substitute human jobs and hence, require workers
to become more dedicated in tasks that cannot be accomplished by the automation.
Consequently, the new employments in new sectors mandate excellent knowledge
and skills in specific domains in: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM). Between 2010 and 2013, the number of registered students in KSA who
travelled to the United States to study STEM courses increased by 143%. By all
means, the skills for the upcoming world appear to be: engineering skills, computer
skills, statistical skills, mathematical skills (Linda et al. 2018); National Higher
Education Strategy Report, 2014).
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Between 2017 and 2027, it is predicted that STEM jobs will elevate by 13%
paralleled to 9% of non-STEM ones. It is worth mentioning that STEM graduates in
both Bangalore in India and Beijing in China contributed by 30–40% in startup businesses in 2011. Thus, students and employees need to focus on the modern science
during this era of Fourth Industrial Revolution and intensively work on enhancing
their skills in: critical thinking, problem solving, decision making, emotional intelligence, leadership, innovation and entrepreneurship. By the same token, employers
in UAE predict 75% as a skill shortage in 2020, and KSA employers anticipate 90%
shortage in skills which means they need to assess this gap and fill it up immediately
for the sake of economic growth (Aljamal, 2018; Salaries and Employment Trends
Report, 2019).
Lately in 2019, the Minister of Labor in Bahrain acknowledged that due to the
effects of Fourth Industrial Revolution, the country is looking for graduates with
particular qualification in: AI programming, digital marketing, and FinTech. Other
important majors should not be ignored since they are crucial to boost the integration of AI and achieve the principals of sustainability, competitiveness, and fairness
(Ramaano, 2021).
Women in Bahrain occupied many difficult jobs that local culture considered
them for men only and there are countless successful experiences as well. The head
of Bahrain Training Institute (BTI) mentioned that it is vital to increase the awareness of society by involving women in extraordinary fields through the technical
and vocational training programs offered by the institute. For instance: Electricity
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Mechatronics, Agriculture, Arts and Designs, Chemical and Maintenance Operations, Software Developing, and Cars Technology (BTI, July 2020). Likewise, Gulf Aviation Academy
(GAA) located in Bahrain dedicates more than 50 different courses in aviation to both
genders, for example: Aircraft Engineering, Aviation Security, Air Traffic Control,
Ground Training and others (GAA, July 2020).
In Bahrain Institute of Banking and Finance (BIBF) which is a women-oriented
organization with more than 60% of talented women of its employees, there are many
courses, workshops, and conferences held by experts in order to embrace women in
their career and portray their empowerment even in their own businesses to reflect
the gender equality concept and to thrive their skills as well (BIBF, July 2020).
Coupled with the importance of the academic degree during the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, the essence of twenty-first century skills is important as well. The first
thing to remember is that 70% of Middle East and North Africa populations (MENA)
are under the age of 30 which means youth could significantly create a technological
hub for startup businesses in the region especially that Bahrain has great atmosphere
for investors (Alves, 2018; National Higher Education Strategy Report, 2014).
Rendering to Lowden et al. in 2011, employers anticipate graduates to have skills
and personal qualities of team-work, communication, leadership, critical thinking,
problem solving and managerial abilities.
Therefore, the Ministry of Education in Bahrain in conjunction with the Higher
Education Council (HEC) and Education and Training Quality Authority worked to
establish a national framework for which all educational entities should collaborate
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to follow its guidelines in order to produce skillful students and graduates who could
confront the future threats and provide innovative solutions for such challenges.
As recommended in its annual report of 2019, teaching methods and academic
curriculum should be adjusted in a way that the following “21st Century Skills” are
integrated and implemented in the daily life of students:
Critical Thinking: to think logically and independently, and deal with all
information with neutrality and objectivity.
Communication and Teamwork: to function as one team, deliver ideas and opinions in an effective manner, be able to argue and influence others by his or her point
of view.
Innovation and Problem Solving: acquiring an innovation mindset and think out
of the box, use the available information to bring up new solutions to overcome
different issues.
Leadership and Decision Making: the ability to influence others and lead them to
accomplish the common goals successfully by selecting the right decisions.
Local and Global Citizenship: increase the awareness of social responsibility and
global challenges for which students can contribute positively to their country and
the world as well in order to maintain the principals of sustainability and fairness
(Sisaye, 2021).
Entrepreneurship and Initiative: to have a self- organized spirit in risk management, able to deal with failure and have the encouragement to reach the desired
targets.
Digital Literacy: to be able to use the technology for education purposes, how to
create, gather, interpret, analyze, reflect, and publish information with the awareness
of Internet security and the issues related to cyber-attack.
Linguistic Empowerment: the ability to express intellectual and scientific ideas
and produce reports in more than a language beside the native Arabic language (Ali
et al. 2018).

4 Limitations of Adopting AI
Despite the fact that Artificial Intelligence can build prosperous developments, it also
indicates new imbalances that policy makers and regulators should assume. Foster
in 1986 stated that “technology can either be incremental or disruptive”. In PWC
report of 2017, it is stated that there are more than 83% of financial firms claiming
that their businesses will confront problems due to FinTech.
Bower and Christensen in 1995 claimed that technology in its early evolution
affects the organizational performance; however it drives to major improvements in
the value chain at later stages.
It is true that AI implementations enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of
different operations, reduce the human error, eliminate repetitive processes and
produce precise and helpful reports in no time. With this in mind, AI has the ability
to automate various existed jobs such as the bookkeeping, and easily replacing it
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with any accounting program such as the “QuickBooks”. This will increase the rate
of unemployment, and cause mental health harms like fears and dissatisfactions due
to the change in families’ income. Referring to Acemoglu and Restrepo in 2017,
almost half of the current existed jobs will be replaced during the next 20 years.
Even so AI requires a permanent connection to the Internet, it is still ambiguous,
lack of reliance and unsecured. Data, information, records mandate a superior protection and excellent confidentiality against the cyber-attacks. According to PWC report
in 2014, 45% of financial companies suffered cybercrimes as compared to 34%
in other sectors. In 2016, Bangladesh Bank experienced five fake money transfers
reaching $ 101 million through SWIFT network. This verifies that banks and financial
firms are more likely to be exposed to cybercrimes (New York Times, May 2018a,
b).
Then again, it is also interested to think about who is the guilty in case the AI
device made a mistake? Whom to be blamed? This question needs to be answered.
As cited in Anne-Laure Mention 2019, it is debatable that human will still in the
position to make the final decision even AI delivers accurate data and answers.
With attention to the advanced science and technology oriented specialists
required to use and control the AI devices, large investments and funds should be
allocated by the government and private sector to establish innovation labs and create
a perfect environment to conduct researches in order to enhance the devices’ functions and also overcome any unexpected issues such as: robotic break down or other
technical problem. For instance, the top 250 FinTech firms collected investment for
more than $31.8 billion as per CB Insights in 2018 cited in Anne-Laure Mention
2019.
Although it is disclosed that AI devices such as robots lack Emotional Intelligence
(EI) interactions, scientists and developers are working on this issue and remarkably
ABC bank in Bahrain acquires a digital employee with EI features. Singh et al.
in 2017 claimed that customers’ satisfaction was highly impacted by the lack of
interaction between them and AI interfaces.
Correspondingly, the integration of AI drives to a change in countries power. Rich
countries with admirable infrastructure and telecommunication capabilities could
have a huge milestone ahead where the poor countries suffer from starvation and
illiteracy. For instance, the infrastructure in rural areas in Ukraine is inadequate and
henceforth drives for shortage in digital payment performances (Vashchenko, 2018).
In addition, societies are still unfamiliar with the AI and its functions. However,
some countries put massive effort to tap into AI, they have to increase the awareness
of their citizens and residents about the new era of technology and the revolution in
information. With this in mind, there is a great need to minimize the resistance of
change which some individuals assume that the digital transformation is unnecessary
or it is too complicated. Ryu in 2017 mentioned that consumers find it difficult to
evaluate the AI services prior to their implementations.
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4.1 Issues Related to Women Empowerment in Artificial
Intelligence in Bahrain
Some researchers acknowledge that the biggest losers during AI transformation are
women due to the highest potential to misplace their jobs. However, others admit
that the Fourth Industrial Revolution goals will not be achieved without maximizing
the participation of women in technology as per United Nations report of 2019.
Indeed, women in Bahrain are praised for their attentive work and exceptional
performance over the last decades. However, there are some culture norms and traditions that prevent them from their complete participation in all fields especially in
the advance sciences. It is notably that there is a crucial need to adjust the stereotype
relevant to women that they do not fit certain positions and to create a faith culture
emphasizing the women ability to deliver leadership.
As it is important to achieve sustainable development to meet Bahrain Economic
Vision 2030, government should develop more procedures to endorse the selfactualization of women through providing adequate education in modern technology,
proper soft skills, advance and ongoing training sessions to encounter the labor market
requirements. To illustrate, government should arrange intensive FinTech courses for
women that contribute to better understanding and implementing of this new artificial
intelligent tool.
As mentioned previously, Artificial Intelligence generates some imbalances and
setbacks and perhaps considered unreliable at all times. Thus, these obstacles need to
be stated earlier before the entire embedding of the Artificial Intelligence technology.

5 Conclusion and Future Recommendations
This section of this paper contains the conclusion along with some recommendations
based upon the preceding discussion about the AI and Women Empowerment in
Bahrain during the Fourth Industrial Revolution era.

5.1 Conclusion
This chapter started with the notion of AI and how it helps the business, healthcare
and education. It described the outstanding potential of Bahrain to accelerate its
entire services through the digital transformation depending on the AI applications
to achieve the goals of Economic Vision 2030. It highlighted the role of Supreme
Council for Women in achieving gender equality in most fields and allow for more
women empowerment to blossom especially in the financial and banking sector
which recently apply the FinTech. In addition, the paper exhibited the twenty-first
century skill basket for which students and employees are obliged to obtain in order to
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maintain in parallel with the dynamic changes under the umbrella of Fourth Industrial
Revolution. Finally, the limitations and obstacles belong to women empowerment
in AI were presented and relevant suggestions are provided consequently as well to
maximize the advantages of implementing such an advanced technology.

5.2 Future Recommendation
It is highly recommended to address the AI expected risks accompanying with the
digital transformation in the governmental bodies including ministries and authorities, and other private organizations such as banks. Likewise the Central Bank of
Bahrain, policy makers and regulators should portray a comprehensive AI framework
monitoring all organizational activities and ensure that every single policy and rule
is precisely followed by them.
Individuals who might lose their jobs due to the automation must be supported by
the government since the income of the family will be adversely affected. Moreover,
the government should increase the public awareness of AI and how it changes their
lives and save their effort, time and cost. Furthermore, the government should answer
the question: who is the guilty when the AI device made a mistake? Or produced
misleading report that is crucial for decision making?
It is extremely recommended that the Higher Education Council (HEC) generates
some significant and considerable changes in STEM curriculum in a way that students
can promptly elevate their knowledge and skills in the new emerging areas such as
genomics, robotics and nanomaterial. Beside this, it is fundamental to teach students
the principal of Life-Long Learning (LLL) for surviving in this up and down circumstances. In addition, it is important to encourage Bahrainis to undertake professional
certificates in several majors and to highlight the importance of Innovation courses.
It is preferable to conduct massive numbers of researches in different aspects of
advanced science and technology which lead to generate future scientists who solve
critical issues by proposing innovative solutions to society. Modern labs equipped
with desirable advanced devices are needed to ease the processes of different
researchers and inventions. Similarly, it is important to focus on human science and
social science in order to face any risks associated while inventing. To put it differently, universities have to increase and diversify the PhD programs, and to increase
the number of Ph.D. students. Moreover, it is better to increase the international
branch universities and accredited online programs in order to exchange experiences
and knowledge. For example, a university who has 500 Ph.D. students can solve 500
dissimilar research problems.
By providing Bahraini citizens with the acquired knowledge, skills and experience
to deal directly with the AI implementation, this will drive to decrease the costs of
continuous hiring of experts from other countries and also make local specialists
reachable at any time. Women empowerment should not be overlooked, as they play
a major role in the country’s development. Women are entitled for more support and
assistance to fulfill their targets.
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The new phase of digital transformation within the government and financial
organizations require enormous investments and funds to finance the whole business
procedures and operations to deliver excellent services for both public and private
sectors in the region. It is notable that this huge turn drains the local economy due to
the fact that it requires durable and huge budget to obtain an advanced supply chain
and up-to-date infrastructure.
It is advisable that Bahrain should provide simple and effective procedures to
register the copyrights and intellectual properties for which innovators and inventors
feel comfort to bring up new ideas and encourage them to move ahead to present
their achievements globally.
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Adoption of FinTech Services
in the Banking Industry
Noofa Bureshaid, Kevin Lu, and Adel Sarea

Abstract Today, all financial services aspect seems to be touched by technological forces. FinTech development is in its early stages; many researchers and practitioners believe that it will shape and define the financial industry’s future. The
researcher intends to examine the determinant of FinTech services adoption among
bank consumers. In line with the literature, the study proposed applying a theoretical
framework developed from existing literature by using variables associated with the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), and Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI) to
test the critical factors that impact the intention to adopt FinTech services. This study
also investigates whether the effect of perceived risk on FinTech adoption intention
differs depending on the Consumers’ behavior.
Keywords FinTech · Diffusion of innovation theory DOI · Technology acceptance
model TAM · Banking industry

1 Background of the Chapter
“Portmanteau” means “a large traveling bag opening into two equal parts,” a word
used by Gomber et al. (2018) describing “FinTech,” a buzzword within the financial
industry used to describe financial services introduced by using modern technology.
While Leong et al. (2017) used the term “broad umbrella” to refer to the widespread
of FinTech disruptive technologies in one of the most highly regulated sectors in the
twenty-first century. While researchers are at a consensus that the fourth industrial
revolution has started (Yoon et al., 2016), finding a widely standard definition of
FinTech in the literature is challenging (Gimpel et al., 2018; Ryu, 2018). Until date,
there is no universal definition of FinTech in the literature; the evolutionary changes
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are so rapid that even creating a relatively constant definition is challenging. Moreover, we are still at the beginning of an exceptional phase where financial institutions
are trying to keep up with the changes. The regulators are trying to formulate a clear
scope of the activity (Guzman et al., 2018; Gomber et al., 2018).
Furthermore, FinTech movement shares some features of all other disruptive innovations, yet FinTech has its characteristics that are specific to the finance industry.
Consumer usage patterns of new digital devices (such as smartphones, smartwatches,
and tablet) and media (such as software, digital video, and digital images) are the
main factors used for accessing financial information as well as execution of financial
transactions (Yoon et al., 2016). FinTech development has shifted the financial sector
from being traditional intermediation originators “brick and mortar”, to online intermediaries (Buchak et al., 2018). Today, customers demand intelligent and friendly use
of financial services despite location and time at a continuously more affordable cost
(Guo et al., 2019; Gomber et al., 2018). FinTech’s ability to remove inconvenience
experiences for financial services users is a significant advantage, although studies
on FinTech are still lacking (Guo et al., 2019; Varga, 2017). Moreover, although
researchers (Lynn et al., 2019; El-Masri et al., 2019; Al Romaihi, 2021) predict that
FinTech is likely to change the way financial operations including trading in stocks,
lending in banks, compliance, managing risks, trading in shares, insurance activities,
and payments. There is some caution against rushing to conclusions about FinTech
services and its utility. For instance, serious concerns have been raised about the
risks involved in adopting FinTech services by different users, such as consumers,
investors, and financial service firms (KPMG, 2019). To understand the challenges,
it is necessary to know how the concept of FinTech is being defined, what is the
current level of understanding of this concept, what factors critically affect FinTech
and its adoption, what theoretical base exists in the literature. What gaps exist in
the literature that needs to be addressed. In the literature, there is hardly any model,
theory or knowledge that could be used effectively by banks to tackle this problem
(Gomber, 2018). This research investigates this critical issue.
This research can also provide insights and a comprehensive understanding of
consumers’ adoption of attention for FinTech services. From a dynamic point of view,
currently, millennials are less financially capable than their elders. As time goes on,
millennials’ financial capability will gradually strengthen as they will become the
primary bank consumers (Gomber, 2018; Prime & Carr, 2012). Thus, the study aims
to investigate the factors that influence bank consumers to adopt FinTech services to
help the bank meet the demand of the millennial generation in the future.

2 Literature Review
Literature shows that FinTech services are an innovation that will revolutionist the
financial sector. The financial institution makes huge investments. For example, the
world scale of investment in FinTech increases sharply to approximately 930 million
USD in 2008. Not to mention that FinTech investment has grown by more than three
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times within five years to reach 2.97 billion USD in 2013 (Yoon et al., 2016). FinTech
introduce new technology that has the potential of bringing a paradigm shift in the
lifestyle of the customers, in terms of providing a better user experience of achieving a
fast, seamless, anytime and anywhere banking (Guo et al., 2019; Buchak et al., 2018;
Gomber et al., 2018). While FinTech services are purported to provide tremendous
support and advantages to both the consumers and the financial institutions, there
is a contradiction found in the literature regarding the adoption of FinTech services
despite the advantages it is expected to provide (Steenis, 2019; KPMG, 2019; Hu
et al., 2019; Lee & Shin, 2018). This contradiction if not addressed at the early stage
of diffusion of FinTech services, there might evolve a situation wherein the new
introduced FinTech services could be used only to a limited extent by consumers
without exploiting its full strength (Hu et al., 2019; Lee & Shin, 2018; Seyadi &
Elali, 2021). Literature shows that FinTech services are still a diffusing technology
and are infancy (Hu et al., 2019; Lee & Shin, 2018). For example, Cloud computing
has failed to take off despite the promising start, as the users have not adopted it
to the extent expected (Bhowmik, 2017; Bogdan et al., 2015; Rahim, 2021). Under
these circumstances, it is not clear what factors affect FinTech services and the extent
to which those factors can be manipulated for greater extent for the consumers and
the financial institutions. Thus this research has reviewed the current literature about
FinTech as a new innovation and the associated factors that have a bearing on the
implementation of FinTech services.

2.1 Concept of FinTech
Despite the growth of FinTech, the relevant academic research in the FinTech context
has been only emerged in the past few years. According to the web of science, during
2015 the number of publications on FinTech was only 7 journal articles. While in
2018 the number of publications falls under FinTech has increased to reach a total
of 120 publications that are relevantly distributed among the fields of business, such
as economics, finance, and management or low and computer science (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Number of academic researches in FinTech context (queried in February 2019)
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This is remarkable since the term itself has recently attracted broad attention.
This argument is also supported by the simple query taken by Google trends in
2014, which reveals that FinTech as a term emerged on a broad scale and made the
transformation of the financial industry visible (Alt et al., 2018; Arner et al., 2016;
Al-Afifi, 2019; Merza Radhi and Sarea, 2019; Awad et al., 2021)
The word “FinTech” can be originally traced the early 1990s, where it was probably first mentioned Johon Reed, Citicorp’s chairman referring to the “Financial
Services Technology Consortium” during a project initiated by Citigroup back then
which facilitate technological corporation effort in the context of newly founded
“Smart Card Forum” (Puschmann, 2017; Arner et al., 2015). However, 2014 the
term has attracted the focused and the attention of regulators, market participants,
where industry growth was sharply increased to reach between US $12 billion and
US $197 billion on investments (Puschmann, 2017; Alareeni, 2019; Al kurdi, 2021).
“FinTech” as a term encompasses to includes IT innovative financial solutions,
financial services providers such as banks and insurance companies. The term also
refers to the start-up company’s players that emerged after the global financial crisis
and proved away as new industry (Alt et al., 2018; Arner et al., 2016). However, for
this study the term FinTech is used to describe IT innovative financial products and
services.
To begin with, the definition of FinTech is examined. Table 1 provides an idea of
the various definitions provided by researchers in the literature.
The different definitions given in Table 1 are broadly implying that FinTech is
a technological innovation that aids in various aspects concerned with finance and
finance sector. The definitions also indicate that FinTech can improve the services
offered by firms in the finance sector (Aziz & Dowling, 2019).
Table 1 Definitions of FinTech
# Definition of FinTech

Authors

1. A new sector in the finance industry that incorporates the whole
plethora of technology used in finance to facilitate trade, corporate
business or interaction, and services provided in the retail industry

Micu and Micu (2016)

2. “FinTech”, a contraction of “Financial technology”, that refers to
technology-enabled financial solutions

Arner et al. (2015)

3. FinTech refers to the application of technology to finance

Arner et al. (2016)

4. FinTech is using software, applications and digital platforms to
Morgan et al. (2019)
deliver financial services to the users through digital devices such as
smartphones
5. FinTech refers to technology-enabled innovation in financial
services

European Commission

6. FinTech is technologically enabled financial innovation that results KPMG (2019)
in new business models, products, processes or applications with an
associated material effect on financial markets and institutions and
the provision of financial services
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2.2 FinTech Services
Also, at this point, it is worthwhile to discuss some of the recent examples of FinTech
services that have been employed in the financial sector throughout the years to gain
knowledge on the extent to which those FinTech services have contributed significantly to the disruptive of financial services sector by increasing the competition
and empowering customers (Lou & Li, 2017). The development of FinTech services
started in 1950s from the time when the Automated Teller Machine (ATM) and credit
card processing, followed by electronic stock trading and e-commerce (Milian et al.,
2019; Puschmann, 2017). At that time each decade has witnessed new technology
that some were just taken for granted. Now, the new generation of FinTech services
is built on near-ubiquitous access to the internet through Internet banking, followed
by the emergence of mobile phone banking, cloud computing, artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and blockchain (Lynn et al., 2019; Lou & Li, 2017). In which it
helps to smoothen the Banking business operation (Lynn et al., 2019; Puschmann,
2017; Derbali, 2021).
Table 2 Provides an Exemplars of FinTech services that have been employed in
the financial sector
Some of the main issues that have been found in the literature concerning the uses
of FinTech services include threats to user accounts, risks arising out of those threats,
financial losses that could occur due to potential risks, disruptions in the services of
ventures, lack of cyber security and internet frauds (e.g. Sumroy et al., 2019; Arner
et al., 2016). For instance, there are additional challenges that affect regulators and
market participants alike, particularly in balancing the potential benefits of innovation
with the possible risks of new approaches. In fact, some researchers complain that
there is less concern in evaluating the risks arising out of using FinTech supported by
AI when compared to contemplating its potential gains which usually happens with
some new technologies (Sumroy et al., 2019). Moreover, KPMG (2019) informs
that regulators are worried about the risks of using FinTech. Risks include those
that arise due to technology, cybersecurity, data privacy, consumers’ protection, risk
management and problems concerning money laundering (Aziz & Dowling, 2019;
Lou & Li, 2017; Kaplan & Mikes, 2016). Also, KPMG (2019) informs that regulators
are worried about the risks of using FinTech. Risks include those that arise due to
technology, cybersecurity, data privacy, protection of consumers, risk management
and problems concerning money laundering (Aziz & Dowling, 2019; Lou & Li,
2017; Kaplan & Mikes, 2016).

2.3 Diffusion and Adoption and of FinTech Services
According to IS researchers, technological innovation adoption is the process that
results in the introduction and the use of a process, practice or product (Damanpour &
Wischnevsky, 2006). While Rogers (1995) describes the innovation adoption process
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by the process in which the decision to adopt innovation and physical acquisition of
that specific technology. Moreover, adoption is often associated with the decision to
accept an innovation (Zaltman et al., 1973). And the concept of diffusion is often
associated with the attempt to spread the innovation using the communication channels to a larger population (Rogers, 1983). For this reason, theories of Technology
Table 2 FinTech services
# FinTech services and Advantages
their brief description

Limitations

1 Crowdfunding: is a
• Used as marketing
services that
tool for the start-up
empower networks of
firm
people to control the • Increases the public
awareness on the
creation of new
brand and product
products, media, and
ideas and are raising • Validate business
ideas through
funds for charity or
receiving genuine
venture capital
feedback on the
idea that’s required
funding
• Provides financial
support to local
small businesses
and startups

• Raising money with Lee and Shin (2018),
limited capacity
Bohliqa (2015),
• Losing the
Honolulu (2014)
confidentiality since
the idea is shared
online with others
before entrepreneur
pioneers it
• Risk of
implementing the
shared idea before
the pioneer does
• Promoting the idea
required a lot of
time and effort
through campaigns
• Fear of fraud

2 Crypto-currencies: is
a virtual digital
currency that operate
by using
cryptography for
security

• Strong volatility
Bunjaku et al.
• Can be used for
(2017), Subramanian
money laundry or
and Chino (2016)
financing illegal
activities
• Large risk investing
in crypto-currency
that should be
considered in the
medium and long
term
In this regard, for
example mentioned
that the discounted
cash value of a
crypto-currency is
zero. He further
observes the currency
lacks a central issuer,
and that there is no
financial or economic
basis for its creation.

• Open code: all
information about
the transaction is
shared in network
but without the data
of the sender and
recipient of the
coins (anonymous)
• No Inflation
• Unlimited
possibility of
transaction, wallet
holders can pay to
anyone, anywhere
and any amount
• No boundaries,
payment made in
the system cannot
be cancel, fake or
duplicate
• Low operational
cost
• Easy to use

Authors

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)
# FinTech services and Advantages
their brief description

Limitations

3 Cloud Computing
Services: “cloud”
refer to larger group
of interconnected
computers or network
that can be public or
private

• Complex data
Bhowmik (2017),
security challenges Bogdan et al. (2015)
• Loss of visibility to
key security
• Lack of standards
and regulation
• Vulnerable to
cyber-attacks
• Internet connection
is required
• Unable to work
with low speed
connection
• Only access to
limited features

• Cost savings for
users
• Business continuity
• Centralized data
management
• Unlimited storage
capacity
• Create an easier
group collaboration
• Universal access to
documents

4 Mobile Banking:
• Real-time
refer to the
information to
interaction of
customer personal
customer with bank
account
• Location free
through mobile
access to personal
device such as
accounts
smartphone, digital
assistant or cell phone • Save time

Authors

• System limitation, Rodrigo and Hwang
such as: tiny
(2019), Laukkanen
screens and
and Kiviniemi(2010)
keypads, battery
life, limited
memory capacity,
etc.)
• Inconvenience
authorization due to
PIN changing
• Security threats and
hacking

Acceptance Model (TAM) and Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) Theory have been used
to study the framework of diffusion and adoption of FinTech services.
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM): Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
was developed by Davis (1989) in his doctoral thesis, since then the model is widely
used by researches due to its usefulness to predict the user intention to adopt the
technology by using two constructs PEU and PU to determine the user intention
behavioral towards the use of particular technology. Davis’s model has captured
the attention of the IS community (Mathieson et al., 2001). According to Davis
(1989), the main purpose of TAM is to truce the basis impact of external variables on
internal beliefs, attitudes, and intentions. Davis (1989) also argues that PU and PEU
are the most important factors in explaining and predicting technology use, and any
additional variables can only contribute little to the explanation of the variance on
the internal beliefs of users toward technology acceptance. However, some studies
confirm that external variables are mediated to PU and PEU provide a better understanding of what influences PU and PEU, and their presence is essential to guides the
actions required to influence greater use of technology (Olushola & Abiola, 2017).
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Diffusion of Innovation Theory (DOI): Research in diffusion can be traced back
to 1960 by the work of Everett Rogers. Since then this theory has been widely
applied in researches over the years. Diffusion of Innovation argued that there are
four factors influence the spread of new technology; innovation, communication
channel, time and social system (Sharma & Mishra, 2014; Alzaneen & Mahmoud,
2019). Rogers has also suggested five constructs in his model; relative advantage,
complexity, compatibility, trialability, and observability, and argued that if an innovation has these five constructs it is more likely to succeed and adopted by users.
According to the “DOI theory”, diffusion of innovation needs to be considered if
new technology is invented and introduced.

3 Framework Overview Discussion
Many research supported TAM model as an excellent model in term of explaining
the adoption/ acceptance of IS/IT in general as well as in the context of FinTech
services (Hu et al., 2019; Meyliana & Surjandy, 2019; Stewart & Jürjens, 2018; Lee
& Shin, 2018; Raza et al., 2017; Chuang et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2015; Deghash,
2019). However, many empirical studies recommend the integration of TAM model
with other theories to cope with the rapid changes in technology and to improve the
explanatory power (Yi-Hsuan et al., 2011; Moghaddam and Salehi, 2010; Carter &
Bélanger, 2005; Chen et al., 2002). TAM and DOI constructs are similar and complement to each another in term of explaining the adoption of IS/IT (Taherdoost, 2018).
Moreover, literature indicate that the constructs employed in TAM model are basically a subset of perceived innovation characteristic; hence, the integration of TAM
and DOI theories could provide an even stronger model than either standing alone
(Hu et al., 2019; Meyliana & Surjandy, 2019; Yi-Hsuan et al., 2011; Wu & Wang,
2005). Thus, this study employs two major theoretical paradigms, TAM and DOI as
a central for this research. Moreover, after reviewing the literature the major theories and empirical research were synthesized and then a model that blended the Key
constructs of FinTech services adoption by the consumer of Bank were proposed.
The five constructs of DOI characteristics, namely relative advantage, complexity,
compatibility, trialability and observability, and the three constructs of TAM characteristics, namely perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and Intention to adopt
FinTech services were taken with appropriate modifications. Furthermore, literature
shows that the third important aspect that raised a concern regarding explaining the
consumer intention to adopt technology was the concept of risk that is usually associated with any new technological innovation (Meyliana & Surjandy, 2019; Boz &
Özen, 2019; OECD, 2019; Lee & Shin, 2018; Ryu, 2018; Muñoz-Leiva et al., 2017;
Kim et al., 2015; Afana & El Agha, 2019). Amongst the different theories that have
been used in the literature that explain how risk is associated with new technological
innovation, in which protection motivation theory (PMT) was found to be useful in
the context of FinTech and supported in the literature (Jansen & Schaik, 2017; Boss
et al., 2015; Vance et al., 2012; Jamile & Diab, 2021).
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Several studies have used theories and models of acceptance and adoption to
study technology applications, TAM and DOI are among wieldy used applications.
In the proposed model, TAM is used as the underpinning theory. However, TAM does
not measure all aspects that could affect individual behavioral intention and actual
behavior in technology adoption as it only focuses on PU and PEU (Davis, 1989).
Davis (1989), suggests examining the effect of external variables on the construct of
the TAM model. Moreover, many studies have used the combination of both applications (TAM and DOI) in a different context (Al-rahmi et al., 2019; Hubert et al.,
2019; Al-Naser, 2019; Hsu and Lin, 2015; Al-Ajam and Nor, 2013). To elaborate
more, Al-Rahmi et al. (2019) found it useful to establish the relationship between
the five components (relative advantage, complexity, compatibility, trialability, and
observability) in his model to investigate the students’ intention to use e-learning
systems in the context of higher education undergraduate and postgraduate students
who were users of e-learning system in Malaysia (Ramaano, 2021).
Also, some researchers have argued that not all five factors are needed to be used
to determine the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use of technology. There
is no unanimity amongst researchers in applying the theory of DOI in totality to study
phenomena related to conducting online business, including FinTech. For instance,
Hubert et al. (2019) have argued that it is necessary to use only four components
depicted in DOI namely complexity, compatibility, trialability and observability to
determine PU and PEU. Lou and Li (2017) have used complexity, compatibility and
relative advantage in studying the adoption of FinTech services in industries. Mutahar
et al. (2017) have argued that it is sufficient to use three components depicted in DOI
namely compatibility, trialability and observability to determine PU and PEU in
studying the adoption of Mobile Banking. On the other hand, Siddik et al. (2014)
have argued that the diffusion of innovation theory can be applied in totality to
understand the adoption behavior of new technology, implying financial technology.
Furthermore, the researcher argues that combining all components of DOI in one
model to investigate the FinTech adoption intention of banks consumers taking to
account the components PU, PEU and therefore the adoption intention is not well
researched in the literature, and there is a clear gap that needs to be addressed. Lack of
knowledge on how the five components of DOI affect PU and PEU and FinTech adoption intention of consumers can discourage the consumers from adopting FinTech
services. Thus, this research posits that DOI theory in totality can be used to better
explain the relationship between the diffusion of FinTech services and intention to
adopt FinTech services. Also, to derive a stronger model from explaining consumers’
acceptance of FinTech services introduced by banks, by taking the support of the
study Al-Rahmi et al. (2019) which combines both DOI and TAM this research.
The combination of both TAM and DOI (including the five components) considered
being a promising approach that has not been used in the context of FinTech services
To sum up this discussion, it is important to examine how DOI and TAM components can apply to understand consumer intention adopt FinTech in the minds
of consumers of banks. This argument provides the basis to draw the theoretical
framework to understand the above linkages.
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4 Conclusion
This research considered an innovative contribution to the body of knowledge due
to the following:
1.

2.

3.

Most existing research mainly studies the application model of FinTech services
from the supply side to enhance banks’ consumers’ experience. Scholars mainly
focused on how and what kind of FinTech services are provided, such as Crowdfunding and Cryptocurrency. Other scholars address the adoption obstacle as
part of specific FinTech services (e.g., Internet Banking, Mobile Banking). Few
researches pay attention to the empirical extension of pervious studies applied
in FinTech from the demand side. This research adds to the current research of
FinTech services from the consumers’ side.
Additionally, this paper aims to extend the applicability of traditional models
such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), though applying Diffusion
of Innovation Theory (DOI) and conducting comprehensive analyses of factors
influencing the adoption of FinTech services and their relationship, as well as
considering other factors influencing consumers’ behavioral to adopt FinTech
services, such as perceived risk. Moreover, this paper aims to evaluate whether
the integration of DOI and TAM provides a robust theoretical ground to examine
FinTech services’ adoption.
The research results may provide useful insight to practitioners and managers in
better overseeing the new developments in FinTech investments. To maximize
their positive potential to improve profitability around more customer-centric
and value bearing services by understanding factors that influence customer
adoption of FinTech services. Furthermore, banks may use valuable information on the research outcome to adjust marketing strategies and strategic goals
implementation. By changing consumers’ behavioral intentions by adjusting the
influencing factors while providing financial and technological service to the
consumers. Thus, this will be signed for the banks’ development in the digital
era.
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RegTech and Electronic Signature:
Opportunities and Challenges
in the Palestinian Banking Sector
Shadi Ghanem

Abstract This chapter was meant to present an analytical and descriptive reality for
the application of Regulatory Technology RegTech in Palestine, which are considered
relatively recent, especially those related to electronic Signature. The study tried to
address the general concept of electronic Signatures and the essential legal laws
that regulate its application. Based on the analysis of the reality of the electronic
Signature’s uses and applications in Palestine, the researcher found that it is not
applied at all in all banking and non-banking financial sectors. It is only adopted at the
Palestine Stock Exchange. The electronic Signature is optional in most transactions
and trades between the Stock Exchange and the brokerage firms and their clients,
which are conducted electronically. The study also tried to shed some light on and
highlight the most critical legal and illegal obstacles that hinder using and applying
electronic Signatures in the Palestinian business sector. The researchers came up
with many recommendations. The most important recommendation relates to the
establishment of an electronic transactions unit as stipulated in the Law and that it
should be independent. They also recommended that the private sector companies be
allowed to design and implement the programs necessary for electronic Signatures
and the protection and securing of the electronic Signature.
Keywords RegTech · Electronic signature · Regulatory technology · Electronic
transaction

1 Introduction
The current era is characterized by the spread of modern technology and its reflection on all life and financial transactions (Razia and Awwad, 2021). For example,
it is possible to find technology in electronic trading, electronic commerce, and
various electronic payment methods, all of which necessarily require the presence
of a sophisticated method or tool to ensure its effectiveness and success. For this,
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the idea of electronic Signature was found. The use of technological means and
techniques dates back to 2001 or even before. Due to the interest of companies,
individuals, and governments to use technology in various fields. Some countries
have become aware of the need to regulate technological means and the various
technologies from a purely legal perspective, so they have adapted their legislation
and regulations in line with the technological developments taking place, especially
because most of the electronic transactions are cross-border and not limited to a
specific region or country. This has recently led to the establishment of coordinated
international relations about electronic Signatures, such as the UNCITRAL Law on
Electronic Signatures, and the issuance of a directive on electronic signatures by the
European Parliament in 1999 directive on electronic commercial the end of 2000.
Despite the exceptional circumstances that Palestine has been living in, Palestine had to keep pace with the rapid developments in technological transactions;
consequently, as the Palestinian government has issued many laws that regulate electronic transactions within the framework of the different Palestinian work institutions.
However, there are still many difficulties in applying them effectively in Palestine,
mainly the electronic Signature, due to factors. The two researchers will shed light
on the various RegTech and electronic laws related to electronic Signatures and the
obstacles to their application in Palestine (Issa 2001; Turki et al., 2020, 2021; Fuad
et al., 2021; Harraf et al., 2020).

2 Definition of Electronic Signature
The UNCITRAL Law defines electronic Signature as “data in electronic form in,
affixed to or logically associated with, a data message, which may be used to identify
the signatory about the data message and to indicate the signatory’s approval of the
information contained in the data message”. In the Palestinian legislation, by the
Decree-Law No. (17) of 2012 regarding the National Payments Settlement Law
(“The Decree-Law Concerning National Payments”) and the Decree-Law No. (15)
of 2017 regarding electronic transactions (“The Decree-Law Concerning Electronic
Transactions”), provided that an electronic signature is a (set of electronic data,
whether letters, numbers, symbols, or any other similar form, linked to an electronic
transaction in a manner that allows the identification of the person who signed it and
distinguished him from others to agree to the content of the electronic transaction
(Al-Zubaidi, 2004; Alareeni and Hamdan, 2020; Jassim et al., 2020; Razzaque et al.,
2020).
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3 Forms of the Electronic Signature
The traditional Signature appears in several forms, such as Signature, stamp and
fingerprint; the electronic Signature too has multiple forms that differ according to
the method in which this Signature is made, and these images are.

3.1 Digital Signature
It is a number or secret code created by its owner using a computer program called the
encoding, which works to convert the writing into an incomprehensible or encrypted
form in the form of a mathematical equation sent electronically. It is returned to its
original manifestation that the person who owns the decryption key, or the equation
of the key (Nsyraat, 2005).
This kind of Signature mechanism is based on the use of a public key that is
known to everyone and a private key that its owner only knows. These two keys are
different but mathematically related, as they are obtained using a series of mathematical formulas or asymmetric algorithms. Therefore, there should be a specialized,
official or private body supervised by the state in issuing these keys (Barham, 2005).
So the digital Signature is a system of encrypted data; everyone interested in
reading the message can acknowledge it by using the public key. However, they
cannot apply any modification to it because they do not own the private key of
the Signature (Muneer and Al-Johayni, 2004). Consequently, the message becomes
closed, and no party can make any amendment to it except by using the public and
private keys together (Dudin, 2006). Digital signature technology is, therefore, one of
the most common forms of Electronic Signature. It has a high level of confidence and
security because it mainly depends on the encryption system that protects information
and maintains its confidentiality. So, it is only used by those to whom it is directed,
on the one hand; it is also documented by the documentation authorities, on the other
hand (Nsyraat, 2005; Al kurdi, 2021).

3.2 Biometric Signature
This Signature is an application of the science of standard biology in fibers’ field,
using numerical measurements of human characteristics to distinguish one person
from another. This Signature depends on individuals’ chemical and physical properties, so an accurate image of the fingerprint is taken. It is stored in a digital,
compressed image on the computer in a memory-preserving system. No person can
access the computer and use the information unless it is verified that it matches what
has been done. Store it on the computer.
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Among the drawbacks of this Signature is that the cost of its use is very high,
on the one hand, and that it is subject to fraud on the other hand. This is done by
recording the voice’s fingerprint, replaying it, making contact lenses similar to an
eye print, or using rubber to imitate a handprint. However, experts and specialists
can detect this fraud and manipulation.

3.3 The Numbered Manual Signature
It is the conversion of the handwritten Signature into informative data that technically
represents it by transferring the handwritten Signature through scanning it and storing
it in the computer, and then transferring this Signature to the contract or electronic
document.
Although this Signature is easy to use, it causes many problems, as it is challenging
to establish the link between the Signature and the electronic editor, the person to
whom the Signature is kept may keep a copy of it and put it on any other electronic
document (Ramaano, 2021).

3.4 Signing with the Electronic Number
This Signature is done by using a sensitive pen that can write directly on the computer
screen by using a special program that controls this process, as the program captures
the Signature that the user writes with the sensitive pen and stores the Signature and
the data related to it; this Signature is used when needed by integrating the program
to sign with the document depending on the blending technology which is based on
creating a series of symbols that give the digital file a unique image, to detect any
attempt to tamper with it (Nsyraat, 2005).
Among the advantage of this Signature is that it is easy for the program to detect
any attempt to forge this Signature because it is difficult for anyone to perform the
same movements as the owner of the Signature, and thus it provides high protection in electronic transactions (Obeidat, 2005). Nevertheless, this modern method is
costly because it needs merely that every method that performs the two functions
of Signature, namely: to designate its owner is unambiguous, and to leave his will
permanently committed to the content of what he signed, is considered a signature.

3.5 Signing with a Magnetic Card
The most common types of dealings that have spread among the general public
relate to using magnetic cards issued by banks so that the customer can withdraw
money from the bank’s automatic telling machines or to purchase goods from the
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Internet or from supermarkets, which accept this card according to a previously
signed agreement between clients and the bank.
This process is carried out by the customer entering the bank card in the ATM.
Then entering the secret number and the process of withdrawing the money is done;
at the same time the customer gets a receipt that shows the value of the withdrawn
amount and the remaining amount, the date, and the exam time.
This method is widely used at present. It is characterized by confidence and safety
and distinguishes its owner from others, as it is easy to use and does not require any
special expertise. Furthermore, it is an inexpensive method, so the customer does not
need to buy a computer and connect it to the Internet.

3.6 The Dynamic Electronic Signature in the Direct Bank
Banks provide this service to their customers, whereby everyone who wishes to
benefit from this service signs a contract with the bank according to which this
customer has the right to conduct his bank operations while he is in his work or at
home, by using a small machine similar to a calculator that contains an algebraic
function that generates a code that changes constantly. Therefore, it is difficult to
steal it, as this machine is suspended and sealed; and when any attempt to use it by
someone other than the authorized person, it is automatically destroyed.
Seventh: Clicking on one of the computer keys.
We have previously shown that most websites present their offers on the Internet
through the model contracts that contain the phrase “I agree”, i.e. accept the contract
or reject it, by clicking on “I agree” and thus the contract is concluded. Some jurists
suggest that clicking on “I agree” is an electronic signature, because it is a matter of
confirmation of the person’s will to proceed into the contract and his commitment
to the contract, on the one hand; and there is a possibility to ascertain the identity of
the contractor through the publicity authorities (Al-Hayja, 2005) on the other hand.
We conclude that the electronic signature images have all something common
among them; it uses electronic media and their use of modern technologies that
convert numbers and letters into electronic data; contracts and electronic documents
are signed with them. And they vary among themselves in terms of the level of
confidence and security it provides to its users. Nevertheless, the UNCITRAL Model
Law on Electronic Signatures affirmed, through its provisions, that all electronic
signature images are treated equally, meaning that one image may not be preferred
over another, provided that these images fulfill the conditions set by this Law.

4 Functions of the Electronic Signature
Determining the personality of the signer: The Signature must express the personality
of the signer who is the person obligated to sign, and it is one of the basics of the
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Signature, as the purpose of the Signature is the proportion of what is mentioned in
the document to the signer, whether a written document or an electronic document;
the electronic Signature can also indicate the personality of the signer especially
when the safety methods used and procedures for encryption and authentication on
the Internet networks and international computers are taken into consideration.
Expressing the signer’s will with the content of the bond: The Signature expresses
the will of the signer to abide by what is stated in the bond. This is one of the important
functions that is intended by the Signature of the bond.
Proving and verifying the integrity of the contract: Through encrypted messages
and using the public and private keys, and through converting numbers into decoding
data and comparing results by both parties, it is possible to verify the contract’s
validity in the absence of tampering with it (Sisaye, 2021).

5 The Importance of the Electronic Signature
The importance of the electronic Signature lies in keeping pace with the rapid global
developments in communication and information technology freely and safely. It is
also intended to facilitate the lives of Palestinians who have constant contact with
Palestinian government institutions through electronic transactions via the Internet
from anywhere in which they are located as it reduces time and effort and allows
the Palestinian citizen to receive electronic services and deal with transactions in an
officially approved manner without any obstacles, especially in times of emergency
crises such as the current crisis (the crisis of Corona Virus pandemic) which has
resulted in and led to the disruption of the work of several ministries and government
institutions. Another obstacle relates to various barriers imposed by the Israeli occupation authorities, which mostly aim to restrict the movement of Palestinian citizens
between cities. The electronic Signature also helps to enable the Palestinian citizen
who lives outside Palestine to obtain services and documents that the e-government
allows to provide through government institutions’ websites via the Internet.
It is also an important aid tool for the government in achieving digital transformation, financial inclusion, and automating all government services by encouraging the
customer not to go to the various government institutions or facilities to conduct and
terminate his tasks but to do all these transactions and terminate them electronically
using e-government, especially in the fields of education, health, and economy.
Finally, the electronic Signature also helps in facilitating e-commerce and
investing in it as one of the most important means of accrediting e-commerce as
well as authenticating it using providing protection for electronic transactions for
the private and public sectors and the Palestinian citizen alike, thus reducing cases
of faking of electronic transactions and the opportunities for fraud.
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6 Regulating the Electronic Signature in the Palestinian
Legislation
Electronic Signature has recently appeared in much Palestinian legislation, including
the Electronic Transactions Law, which is divided into two sections which are namely:
• It regulates the electronic signature and electronic authentication in its implementation and regulation by the Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology. This bill, which was taken and issued by the Law included only one
image of the electronic Signature, which is the digital Signature that is closely
related to the encryption in which the data is changed so that only the receiving
person can read it, using the decryption key which depends on the public key and
the private key. This type of electronic Signature requires complex and expensive programs and systems. It also needs to build sufficient expertise among its
technicians, technologists, and legal professionals.
• The financial part, which in its application is subject to the Palestinian Monetary Fund Authority. The Palestinian Monetary Fund Authority began issuing the
regulations and instructions entrusted to it, including instructions for licensing
payment service companies; however, the Monetary Fund Authority did not
address other services such as electronic bonds, electronic checks, and other
payment methods.

7 The Reality of the Uses of the Electronic Signature
in Palestine
Despite the multiplicity of fields in which the electronic Signature can be used (e.g.,
the electronic Signature is used in the banking and non-banking financial sectors, in
addition to government transactions through e-government, especially in the health
and education sectors), such applications or uses are very limited or even non-existent
in Palestine. Following are the most important areas in which the electronic Signature
can be used.

7.1 Electronic Signature and the Palestinian Banks
There is no doubt that there are many areas, in general, in banks in which electronic
Signature can be used, such as payments, contracts, and financial transfers. However,
Palestinian banks’ use of electronic services was generally restricted to their online
accounts or applications. These applications and accounts included providing the
customer with services such as account statements, order submission, and checkbooks and loans. Most of these transactions do not require an electronic signature.
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As for money transfers and electronic payments that may take place through banks,
they fall under the concept of safe use of the Internet.
While in the services that require an electronic signature, the bank has not approved
them, such as electronic checks: (These are checks issued by electronic or computer
and contain a secret number that is considered an electronic signature with which
the source of the check can be identified). Electronic check is considered one of the
most important commercial papers that are subject to automatic processing, either
in whole or in part, and electronic shipping documents which are defined as(It is the
information contained in one or more messages issued by the carrier by an electronic
means of communication under the contract of carriage, which proves that the carrier
or the performing party has received the goods under the transport contract and that
proves the existence of the transport contract and contains it).

7.2 Electronic Signature and Non-banking Palestinian
Financial Sectors
7.2.1

Electronic Signature in Insurance Companies

The employment or application of the electronic Signature is considered as one of
the parts of financial inclusion and a form of financial technology in the insurance
sector; the fields in which the electronic Signature is used in the insurance sector are
broad, including the approval of all internal and external transactions such as electronic correspondence according to electronic signature technology and then transforming or converting it into a digital document that has legal validity or authority,
in addition to issuing all policies and contracts for clients, insurance coverage and
the related offer, negotiation and contracting via the Internet, and minimizing errors
in the signing process.
Although the Palestine Capital Market Authority issued Law No. (2) of 2012 in
accordance with the provisions of Insurance Law No. (20) of 2005, which relates to
the use of the Palestinian electronic system for vehicle insurance, which undoubtedly
depends on an electronic signature to ensure its success, in order to direct companies
to the electronic insurance industry, it obligates all insurance companies licensed
to insure vehicles using the Palestinian electronic system for vehicle insurance, and
vehicle insurance documents may only be issued through this system. This system
constitut.es a step to go to electronic insurance especially because there are many
Palestinian companies that provide online insurance services, such as the National
Insurance Company, but the insurance companies, despite the application of this
decision, did not adopt the electronic Signature in any of their transactions.
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Electronic Signature and Financial Services in Palestine

As a result of the importance of electronic Signature in financial services, especially those that rely on electronic payment, the Monetary Fund Authority issued
a late decree by Law in accordance with Instructions No. (1) of 2018 regarding
licensing companies that aim to provide electronic payment services. Undoubtedly,
electronic Signature is important for the expansion of work by electronic payment
means as it provides an opportunity to prove the identity and will of the contractor
from whom this information and transactions are issued, thus achieving confidence
between dealers and the information security of electronic payment methods. It has
also become indispensable in electronic payment applications according to international and local electronic commerce contracts (e-commerce). Work is still underway
in Palestine to activate the electronic Signature within the framework of providing
financial services (Al Azemi et al., 2020).

7.2.3

Electronic Signature and Financial Securities on the Palestine
Stock Exchange

The legal regulatory framework for the application of the electronic signature system
within the “Palestinian securities sector” system was established in accordance with
Article 26, Paragraph 4 of the Securities Law No. 12 of 2004, which stipulates that
“The Capital Market Authority may specify a specific form or form for electronic
signature for approval and be equal in Authoritative for the written signature.”
Based on that, the locations of the uses and features of electronic Signature in the
Palestine Stock Exchange can be shown as follows:
The uses of the electronic Signature appear in most of the transactions and dealings
between the Stock Exchange and the financial intermediation companies and their
clients that take place electronically. The electronic Signature provides the necessary
legal framework to document and prove the validity of electronic transactions, which
undoubtedly calls for ensuring the identity of the transacting parties and confirming
the orders issued by each of them to the other. It is also a safe and confidential means
of exchanging information and documents between workers in the stock market, as
it is a legal tool that helps preserve the rights of Dealers and ensure the credibility
and legality of electronic transactions in the Stock Exchange (Abbas and Al-Hayan,
2016).
Ease of using the electronic Signature in the sale and purchase of securities orders,
subscriptions, internet voting, deliberations and electronic movements, which would
enable securities companies and brokerage firms to contribute strongly to activating
the e-commerce movement to achieve economic growth and increase investment
opportunities (Abdul-qader, 2013).
Securities brokerage firms’ clients obtain electronic signature certificates at the
lowest cost, in order to help reduce the cost of transactions and raise the efficiency
of electronic services provided to investors (Ali Saad et al., 2020).
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Financial intermediation companies can approve an electronic signature for any of
their clients if requested, as the customer has the right to adopt the signature method
that he deems appropriate, taking into account that the companies indicate the risks
of using it to the customer due to not being approved by the relevant ministries taking
into consideration the need to take into account that the instructions of the Palestinian
Capital Market Authority stipulate that the client must sign a verbal order confirming
the order issued by him to the company and confirming his recognition through other
means such as electronic messages, faxes, and others (Alremaidhi et al., 2020).
There is still no approval for the electronic Signature to open an account for the
client with the brokerage firms, whether he is residing inside or outside Palestine, and
if the client is from outside Palestine, there are procedures that must be taken such
as the client’s Signature at an accredited bank at the client’s place of residence and
the approval of the Palestine Embassy On this document and provide the brokerage
firm with the original papers, so that you can open the account.

8 Legal and Illegal Obstacles to Adopting Electronic
Signature in Palestine
There are many obstacles to adopting an electronic signature in Palestine, some of
which are legal and technical obstacles that overlap. Perhaps the most important of
these obstacles include:
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Failure to establish the electronic authentication unit contained in the Law that
grants licenses to approve the electronic Signature (El-Din, 2004).
The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology does not have a
budget to purchase the systems, programs, and devices necessary for the copies
of the aforementioned electronic Signature and train its employees on this type
of programs and systems (Al Azemi et al., 2020).
Lack of experience with the bodies entrusted with providing services or
adopting electronic Signature determines whether these entities are in the
Ministry of National Economic or banks (Nsyraat, 2005).
Lack of legal and technological knowledge and understanding. One cannot
find judges and jurists specializing in electronic transactions and electronic
signatures (Ali Saad et al., 2020).
Failure to issue the executive regulations, instructions and necessary
regulations mentioned in the decree-law regarding electronic transactions
(Eboumarah, 2010).
A broad technological infrastructure is needed in ministries and government
institutions, so that all requests and documents are dealt with electronically
between ministries and public and private sector institutions (Hassan, 2003).
The lack of widespread culture of electronic Signature among citizens as well
as lack of clients’ confidence and conviction in it (Alremaidhi et al., 2020).
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(j)
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The lack of legal and technical culture as well as experience in most banks,
banks and their employees regarding the electronic Signature as stipulated in
the decree-law regarding electronic transactions.
The administrative method used within banks does not support or help the
application of the electronic signature system, as the existing trend among the
administrators inside banks is only to use regular manual signatures and not
replace them with electronic signatures because they believe that they are more
secure from a pure legal point of view.
The Palestinian legislator did not regulate the electronic Signature in the Palestinian Evidence Law No. 4 of 2001, with the exception of the provisions
regarding proof of electronic documents contained in Article (19) and Article
(27). Article (19/2) of the aforementioned Evidence Law regarding electronic
documents is considered to be customary bonds, as it stipulates the following:
“Telegrams, telex, fax, and e-mail correspondence shall also have this power
if their original deposited in the export office is signed by the sender. Identical to their original until evidence to the contrary is based. Article (27) of
the aforementioned Evidence Law stipulates the application of the provisions
of the chapter on unsigned bonds in computer system documents. Other than
that, the researchers do not find in the Palestinian legal system anything indicating that the legal legislator regulates e-commerce matters in particular and
electronic documents in general, which proves the importance of ratification
of the draft electronic transactions law by the Palestinian Cabinet (Alsuwaigh
et al., 2020).

9 Authentic Electronic Signature in E-Commerce Laws
Numerous international and national efforts have been made to issue legislations that
achieve security and stability for all e-commerce dealers via the global Internet; the
most prominent of these efforts are:

9.1 The European Union Directive Issued on December 13,
1999, Related to Electronic Signature
This instruction recognized the electronic Signature and gave it the same legal power
as a manual signature in evidence. This guidance was defined in the second article
of the electronic Signature and the conditions that must be fulfilled (Aminova et al.,
2020). The fifth article stipulated that we must not deprive the electronic Signature
of all legal value just because it occurred in digital form.
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9.2 The Position of French Law
We mentioned previously that the French legislator amended its civil Law articles
related to proof on 3/13/2000. Article (4/1326) provided a broad definition of Signature that includes electronic signatures as elements in written evidence accepted in
proof, in the event that it fulfills a set of conditions. Here, it must be noted that
France was the first in this field, and it was the first step towards the recognition of
the electronic Signature in the world in 1989, when the French Court of Cassation
recognized the validity of the electronic Signature in the field of credit cards, and
confirmed that the use of the password provides the guarantees provided by the traditional Signature, and that this Signature may be superior to manual Signature on this
issue.

9.3 The Position of the American Law
The United States of America has the advantage of having an interconnected
legislative system, through which it addresses e-commerce from its various aspects.
However, this system is complicated by the American legal system’s federal structure, which led to the multiplicity of electronic legislation at the state and federal
levels (Dudin, 2006). Therefore, it is difficult to limit these laws, so we will limit
the discussion here to the laws related to electronic Signature at the federal level,
noting that in 1996 the first Law on electronic Signature was issued in the state of
Utah, and this Law recognized the validity of the electronic Signature documented
by the Notary Authority, until On 7/30/2000, the Unified Federal Law for all states
related to electronic Signature and electronic commerce was issued, which equated
electronic Signature with manual Signature (Hamdan, 2016a, b).
As for the international level, the United Nations Commission on International
Trade Law has set the rules for the Unified Standard Law for Electronic Signatures
of 2001.
This Law recognized the electronic Signature with authenticity in proof, so Article
Six came to confirm the electronic Signature’s equality with the traditional Signature.
The electronic signature file must be available to be authenticated and to be authentic
in evidence.
As for the national level, creating a national legal framework consistent with
the international legislative framework for e-commerce has arisen. The Palestinian
legislator issued a bill regulating Palestinian electronic signatures.
This Law consists of (27) articles, the first chapter of which came to clarify the
definitions and general provisions. In contrast, the second chapter defined the scope
of application of this project on civil, commercial and administrative exchanges and
transactions that were edited and signed electronically. The third chapter came to
explain the provisions of the electronic Signature. The Palestinian legislator equated
the electronic Signature with the traditional Signature and gave it the same authority
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established for the traditional Signature in the data law in civil matters and trade.
Article 3 states that “the electronic Signature and electronic writing shall have the
same set of signatures and writing in the concept of data law in civil and commercial articles. The fourth article then came to clarify the conditions that must be met
in the electronic Signature and electronic writing for them to have authenticity in
proof, and we explained these conditions previously. Then, the sixth article came
to confirm the authenticity of the electronic Signature in the proof and stipulated
that” (1) If the legislation requires the presence of a written signature on the document or has arranged an effect on its absence of Signature, then the presence of an
electronic signature on the document meets the requirements of these legislations.
(2) The authenticity of the Signature is proven by its attribution to its owner, if it
is used to determine the identity of that person to demonstrate his approval of the
information contained in the electronic document. This method is reliable in light of
the circumstances related to the transaction, including the parties’ agreement to use
that method”.
We note that this article confirmed that the electronic Signature meets the requirements of the legislation that requires the Signature of the document in the first
paragraph, while the second paragraph came to address cases in which there is a
disagreement over the authenticity of the electronic Signature or a person’s denial of
his Signature on a certain electronic transaction, and how to verify the authenticity
of the Signature and its attribution to its owner.
The seventh article indicated when to rely on the Signature and how to authenticate
it; this is called the (verified) Signature, which is the electronic Signature documented
according to the electronic certificate of authentication by the authorities specified
by the state. The confirmed Signature is more authentic in proof (Qasem, 2021).
In the eighth article, the Law sets forth the duties of the signer. The fourth chapter
then came to regulate the work of electronic authentication service providers; the fifth
chapter is about the recognition of foreign electronic signatures and their consideration of a level of accreditation if they meet the conditions specified by this project. The
sixth chapter deals with crimes and penalties; then, the final provisions are included
in chapter seven (Hamdan, 2012).
Therefore, the Palestinian legislator granted the electronic signature authenticity
of proof through the provisions of this draft, in addition to the authenticity established
for it in the data law, as is the case with electronic documents (Nassar and Battour,
2020).
As for the e-commerce laws in some Arab countries, they, in turn, gave the electronic signature authenticity in proof, and equated it with the traditional Signature.
The Jordanian legislator emphasized this authenticity in the texts of the Jordanian
Electronic Transactions Law, and considered the electronic Signature to be a functional equivalent to the traditional Signature as stated by Article Seven, in which it
says, “(A) The electronic record, the electronic contract, the electronic message and
the electronic Signature are product of the same legal effects of documents, written
documents and Signature Written by the provisions of the legislation in force in
terms of its binding on its parties or its power to prove. (B) The legal effect of any of
the provisions in Paragraph (a) of this Article may not be overlooked because it was
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conducted by electronic means, provided that it is in agreement with the provisions of
this Law. We note that the first paragraph of this article equated the electronic Signature with the traditional one in terms of authenticity in proof, and then reaffirmed
that in the second paragraph. Then Article 10 of the same Law came to affirm the
electronic Signature’s authenticity, which corresponds to Article 6 of the Palestinian
Lawwhich we have earlier explained above. Article (31) of the same Law indicated
the conditions that must be met in an electronic signature in order for it to have
authenticity in evidence (Basheer et al., 2020).
As for the Egyptian legislator, the electronic Signature has been given the same
validity established for the traditional Signature in the Evidence Law. Article (14)
of the Egyptian Electronic Signature Organization Law states that the electronic
Signature, within the scope of civil, commercial and administrative transactions, has
the same authority established for signatures in the provisions of the Evidence Law
in Civil and commercial materials, if its creation as well as completing the conditions
stipulated in this Law as well as the technical and administrative controls specified by
the executive regulations of this Law are taken into account. Then Article (18) of this
Law came and indicated the conditions that, if fulfilled in the electronic Signature,
they will give it validity in confirming evidence.

10 Conclusion
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

All legislation related to electronic laws is considered a decision by Law. The
reason is the absence of the role of the Legislative Council in Palestine.
Despite the issuance of decisions related to controlling and organizing electronic transactions, especially electronic Signature, they are still not applied in
Palestine.
Through the general analysis, the researchers have noticed an exception to the
application of electronic Signature in Palestine, which is limited to the Palestine
Stock Exchange mainly in most of the transactions and dealings between the
Stock Exchange and the brokerage firms and their clients that are conducted
electronically.
There are many legal and illegal impediments to the use of electronic Signature
in the Palestinian arena, the most important of which is the failure to establish
the electronic authentication unit contained in the Law that grants licenses
to approve the electronic Signature, and the need for a broad technological
infrastructure in ministries and government institutions, so that all applications
and documents between ministries and public and private sector institutions
are dealt with electronically.

Finally, it is crystal clear that the culture of electronic Signature among citizens
is not common, and there is a lack of confidence and conviction among people in
Palestine.
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11 Recommendations
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

The formation of the electronic transaction’s unit stipulated in the Law and to be
independent. The nature of the tasks entrusted to it; the researchers recommend
that it be a body and not just a Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology unit.
Allowing specialized companies to design and implement the necessary
electronic signature programs and protect and secure the electronic Signature.
Issuing the executive regulations that explain the Law and the necessary
instructions and regulations for this.
Adding other types of electronic Signature, such as magnetic cards associated
with the password, and electronic pen signature in order to allow companies
in the private sector to add and use them.
The issuance of a law on electronic Signature commensurate with its nature
and use and the great technological development that the whole world is experiencing these days, due to the importance of electronic Signature in practice
which requires the existence of a special law for it simply because it is a technical law that aims to provide a legal framework for the use of digital signatures
in trade electronic transactions whether in the contracting stage or in the judicial
proof stage, such as those used in the United States of America and Germany,
for example.
The issuance of laws for the electronic payment system due to its importance,
as it is, for example, the case in Russia and Denmark. This is, of course, done
in order to complete the system of legislation related to electronic transactions
and to facilitate the contracting parties to conclude their contracts far from
the formalities required by the laws in effect in general. This is very likely to
contribute to strengthening the role of e-commerce in Palestine in particular as
an alternative to traditional commerce.
Amending or adding texts of other laws that relate to or concern about electronic
Signature and its authority in evidence independently of what is stated in the
Law in the decree regarding electronic transactions.
The necessity to provide specialized training for lawmakers working in the
judiciary and qualify them so that they are become capable of considering
and minding disputes related to electronic contracts whether they are civil or
commercial.
In addition to the above, the presence of judges specializing in electronic transactions will help strengthen the role of arbitration as a means of resolving
disputes arising from contracting via the Internet in the event that the electronic contract includes a clause stipulating the referral of the dispute that
may arise to arbitration which means recognition of the electronic arbitration
agreement as an electronic editor according to the provisions of the new electronic transactions law; this may contribute to filling the gap and compensate
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deficiency in the arbitration law in effect for the year 2000 which only recognizes the written arbitration agreement that does not recognize the electronic
arbitration agreement despite its crucial significance and importance.
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After the Collision of Crisis
and Opportunity to Redefining
the Artificial Intelligence in Finance: The
New Intelligent Finance Era
Haochen Guo and Petr Polak

Abstract Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the core driving factor for the financial
industry to achieve intelligence. AI and big data, cloud computing, and blockchain
provide technical support for transforming and upgrading the financial industry. Big
data provides essential resources, cloud computing as infrastructure, and blockchain
establishes a fundamental mechanism. New intelligent finance uses AI as the main
driving force to empower all participants and business links in the financial industry,
playing the critical role of AI technology in product innovation, process reengineering, and service upgrade in the financial industry. This chapter analyzes the
development of different application scenarios in the new environment (intelligent risk management, intelligent payment, intelligent customer service, intelligent
marketing, intelligent investment research, Robo-Advisor, intelligent claims, and
intelligent treasury management). From the perspective of each scenario’s development level, intelligent risk management is relatively mature, intelligent payment is
developing rapidly, and intelligent marketing and customer service have broad development space in the future. New intelligent finance technology providers mainly
provide various technical products and solutions for traditional financial institutions
through the establishment, cooperation, and empowerment. This chapter uses IBM
Watson as a technical case to analyze how the technology provider can effectively
exert its strength in the new environment (under pandemic). Outlook to say, in the
new intelligent finance, the financial industry will achieve inclusiveness, allowing
high-quality financial services to cover enterprises, further reduce the operating costs
of financial institutions.
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1 Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a global research subject. The Fourth Industrial Revolution and the parallel development of the concept of industry 4.0 and its field
of research have led to market development, internationalization, and increasing
competitiveness. Industry 4.0 and its impact and advancement in finance and treasury management have not been included in empirical studies. The study was first
adopted of AI’s effect on finances and treasury 4.0 in Polak et al. (2018) and improved
in Polak et al. (2019) and Kowalikova et al. (2020). By integrating data, computing
power, algorithm, and scenario, AI helps companies decide more effectively, incorporates complex analyses into everyday work and scenarios, automates increasingly
complex creation, improving work efficiency.
Researcher (Pan et al., 2006) was provided the background of intelligent finance
as a new direction in finance research and industry. It presents a theoretical review of
the predictability of financial markets. The researcher (Bahrammirzaee, 2010) uses a
comparative research method to review three famous artificial intelligence techniques
(artificial neural networks, expert systems and hybrid intelligence systems) in the
financial market of issues with credit evaluation, portfolio management, and financial
prediction and planning. Results show that these artificial intelligent methods’ accuracy is superior to traditional statistical methods in dealing with financial problems,
especially regarding nonlinear patterns. The researcher (Jarrod & Maumita, 2016)
focused on the core issue of financial fraud with far reaching consequences in the
finance industry, government, corporate sectors, and ordinary consumers. It presents
a comprehensive review of financial fraud detection research using such data mining
methods, focusing on CI (computational intelligence)-based techniques. Researchers
(Heaton et al., 2016) explored the use of deep learning hierarchical models for problems in financial prediction and classification. Researchers (Spiegeleer et al., 2018)
use machine learning techniques in the context of traditional financial quantitative
problems.
Nevertheless, a global reach was significantly impacted by the pandemic. For
example, The Chinese economic growth rate in Q2 was 2% lower than in Q1 when
SARS exploded in 2003 (see Fig. 1). However, the same year the e-commerce industry
developed in China explosively since Alibaba and JD.com began the online business.
The return to the Covid-19 pandemic is sluggish in terms of the recovery of employment and development, from the dramatic decline in income from retail, tourism,
transportation, and entertainment sectors to manufacturing, real estate, construction. Instead, digital businesses like virtual workplaces, online education, electronic
healthcare, and fresh food logistics unexpectedly arise (see Fig. 2). The pandemic has
introduced numerous threats and prospects to multiple markets, and these shifts will
have a significant effect on the industry’s potential pattern in growth and competitive
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environment (Guo & Polak, 2021). This chapter discusses the application and development of the new intelligent finance era in the finance and treasury management
fields after the collision of crisis and opportunity.

2 Intelligent Finance
Intelligent Finance (AI with Finance) utilizes fundamental AI tools (Big Finance, Big
Tech, and FinTech disrupters, etc.) that including machine learning (ML), knowledge
graphs, natural language processing (NLP), computer vision. It stresses the effect of
AI technologies (from AI 1.0 to AI 3.0) (see Table 2) on the financial sector as the
key motivating factor to motivate both players and business relations in the finance
industry (see Table 1).
AI 1.0 technology (1956) was based on “engineered” algorithms. With the introduction of Expert Systems, LISP, and advanced Rules Engines, programmers started
to demonstrate some benefit from these technologies. Everything we did have to do
Table 1 AI services in the
finance industry

System

Year

Function

Featurespace

2008

Anti-fraud software

Dataminr

2009

Market sentiment analysis

Zest AI

2009

Credit underwriting software

AlphaSense

2011

Search engine

Cape Analytics

2014

Insurance property risk analytics

ComplyAdvantage

2014

Anti-money laundering & KYC
software

HyperScience

2014

Document processing

Tractable

2014

Insurance claims processing

Zesty.ai

2015

P&C insurance risk analytics

Source Author summarized

Table 2 Artificial intelligent revolution
Stage

AI 1.0

AI 2.0

AI 3.0

Core technology

Robot

Smart

Intelligent

Main task

Data collection-entry,
extraction—sorting

Simply data analysis,
summary, filtering,
tracking, and
visualization

Support data-decision

Example

• Bloomberg

• AlphaSense

Kensho

• Betterment

• DataMinr

Source Author summarized
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was observe a person’s method and encode it in a computer procedure. It was brittle,
delicate, and mistaken. If we had fair conditions and no other rules were to be shot
simultaneously, maybe we would obtain the correct answer, or not, however. It was a
mess, most of the time. The structures have been fragile. Since the world is standard,
such models can only achieve an accuracy of fifty percent. The fifty percent precision
prediction is the same as a coin flip. Computers can quickly flip several coins, but
the outcome remains fifty-fifty. The first wave of AI’s business was motivated by
corporate leaders’ urge to incorporate their experts’ expertise into a corporate asset
in the form of a knowledge-based system (Porter, 2019).
Foundational developments in AI 1.0 played an enduring role in the development
of AI platforms. (Kehler, 2020) These include:
• Representation, reasoning, and work in ontologies developed permanent facilities
for handling unstructured information such as free text, knowledge map, and
Semantic Web browsing.
• The Markov model and statistical techniques employed by IBM researchers during
the 70s have their origins in natural language processing and speech recognition
technologies.
• Bayesian networks were founded in 1985 and developed further in the foundation
for AI 2.0 mainstream growth.
• Artificial neural networks began in the 1960s and continued through the 1970s,
1980s & 90s; launched by the availability of data for training and computer power
in the early 21st century.
AI 2.0 technology is the next generation of AI 1.0 was introduced in the 2000s,
with most advancements happening over the past decade. It began to take off as the
mass of data from internet commercialization grew. Learning relationships from
data found home in an artificial neural network (ANN) models. These models
used advanced mathematics for prediction and with much better results. Traditional
ML used statistical models, like a regression or simulation. Later, deep learning
used neural networks and advanced architectures like convolutional neural networks
(CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), and “reinforcement learning (RL)”. These
are the models that got to less than 95%, and they are the ones that have been in all
of the press. They are great at classification and can be used for both spatial and
temporal problems (but not both at the same time). They also use advanced techniques such as backpropagation, gradient descent, and convolutions, making it very
hard to find resources with the chops to do the work. Data-based technologies would
have an ever-growing effect on all facets of business and everyday life. There are
strong indications, however, that there are signal limits. The use of sophisticated
statistical data learning can lead to high precision in relatively narrow fields. It is
short of trust and ability to explain. We stop trusting when a system goes wrong,
particularly in a human case. Speech comprehension, orthographic corrections, and
the description of artifacts abound. Using an out of context device and it goes wrong
miserably. For example, in areas where the mapping data is scarce, a navigation
system is used. Systems do not maintain the best output context model. One impact
of limited model applicability is maintenance costs (i.e., the model works better with
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insufficient training data). The expense of the crafting code for expertise is substituted
by the production and maintenance of qualified data models (Kehler, 2020).
AI 1.0 and AI 2.0 might understand that there is very little real intelligence going
on. Neither operates anything like the brain. The brain does not do statistics, backpropagation, or complicated gradient descent. Nevertheless, the brain is good at
doing some things that currently confuse even the best AI models. Human brains are
essentially a “prediction machine.” In AI 3.0, we are going to put the real intelligence
back into artificial intelligence. These systems will model the cortex of the brain and
provide a very similar value. Our ability to predict is going to get much better.
AI 3.0 technology combines AI 1.0 and AI 2.0 together, human reasoning and
judgment with statistical learning. Collective intelligence science shows early signs
that automated collective intelligence models have been developed, the information
acquisition and maintenance processes are automatically automated. Besides, these
models provide clarification and increase confidence among humans and AI systems.
These models are leveraged in collective intelligence, deep NLP, and technology
learning from group experiences. The resulting collective models of information can
be used for testing and training with soil truth data. Human-friendly AI makes three
areas of application:
• Develop trust in human cognitive processes by describing and incorporating.
• They are leveraging collective human skills of imagination and judgment.
• They are providing a framework for contextual adaptation.
Therefore, the critical role of product innovation, process reengineering, and
service upgrade. ML is the core technology of AI. It refers to the technology that automatically analyzes and obtains laws from data and uses the laws to predict unknown
data. Computers provide knowledge in a foundational way. An important ML branch
is deep learning technology, which has spread across all fields of artificial intelligence. Its workflow manifests in using the perception layer to generate big data and
then perform data analysis and processing. The processed data finally fed back to
the foreground application system. The system responds accordingly.
Depending on the characteristics of representative technologies and core business
elements at different periods in the financial industry development, it is divided into
IT with financial, Internet with financial, and AI with the financial stage. Today’s AI
(AI 3.0) with the financial stage is based on a stable and reliable IT information system
and a relatively mature internet development environment. The structure and essence
of the business theory are that the financial industry reorganized. Technology has
changed the industry significantly more than before at any stage. It will profoundly
impact the financial industry’s future development direction, which we call the new
intelligent finance (see Table 3).
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Table 3 Revolution of intelligent finance

Stage 1
(1998)

Stage 2
(2003)

Stage 3
(2014-today)

Source Author summarized

•Electronic finance
•Electronic accounting, bank builds core system IoE (Internet of Everything)
•Applications: deposits, loans, transfer
•Events in China: Banks began to implement IoE
in 1998

•Online finance
•Software technology, Internet/Mobile Internet,
cloud computing, IoT (Internet of Things)
•Applications: online payment, mobile bank,
online wealth mangement, online trading
•Events in China: Alipay was estabilshed in 2003;
Chinese first online lending platform "Paipaidai"
was estiblished in 2007; in 2012, CCB (China
Construction Bank) estiblished first e-commerce
financial service platform "Shanrong Business"

•Intelligent finance
•Big data, cloud computing, IoT, blockchain,
artifical intelligence
•Applications: facial recognition payment, RoboAdvisor, intelligent risk management, intelligent
customer service
•Events in China: In 2016, China began to apply
smart contracts, traditional financial institutions
began to cooperate with fintech compan; CMB
(China Merchants Bank) launched "Mo'Jie smart
investments" in the end of 2016
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3 New Intelligent Finance Application Scenarios
Intelligent risk management is from unification to differentiation. Risk, as the financial industry’s inherent characteristic, is accompanied by financial business. Risk
prevention and control is the core issue faced by traditional financial institutions.
The advancement of emerging technologies embodied by AI is mainly beneficial
to intelligent risk management. Intelligent risk management has widely used in the
credit business, anti-fraud, and abnormal transaction monitoring. Compared with
traditional risk management, intelligent risk management has changed the passive
management mode (that used to fit regulatory compliance requirements) to active
management mode that relies on new technologies for monitoring and early warning.
In 2020, the pandemic introduced more complex operations and a growing need
for intelligent risk management to online companies’ organization. Risk management has changed from unification to differentiation; it means efforts to refine operations. Traditional risk management usually to adopt unified risk management system,
intelligent risk management has been changing in the construction of the entire risk
management architecture—based on different sources of customer groups, different
scenarios, different occupations to adopt different risk management system, to set
different pricing, quota and credit approval methods, different intelligent collection
and different ways to acquire customers.
For example, (Xiao, 2020) the “libra system”—a functional risk management
platform of a Chinese commercial bank, uses advanced technologies of big data analysis and ML to intercept and judge suspected fraudulent transactions within 30 ms,
reducing the proportion of counterfeiting and embezzlement of non-cardholders
up to seven out of ten million, providing adequate protection for the safety of
customer funds. In customer risk management, securities companies use the customer
relationship map to identify customer risks.
Furthermore, in transaction risk management, they use technical means to realize
transaction risk monitoring. It took the pre-event risk management system as an
example, through the flexible configuration of 9 monitoring indicators, the centralized
identification and monitoring of 24 abnormal trading rules in 11 categories in realized.
The system has been online for three months, and a total of 14 false declarations for
opening call auction have been identified.
Intelligent payment using biometric technology as the carrier to provide solutions
for diversified consumption scenarios. Under the influence of diversified consumption scenarios and the COVID-19 pandemic, traditional digital payment methods
(such as QR code payment, NFC payment) have been unable to fit actual needs.
Therefore, as a new method of intelligent payment, biometrics could provide enterprises with diversified scenario solutions. Also, technology companies could provide
a “non-stop,” “no-operation” payment experience. Biometrics is a new type of identification technology that combines biotechnology and information technology, and
it is integrated with high-tech (optics, acoustics, biosensors, biostatistics) to identify
personal identity according to the use of humanity’s physiological characteristics
and behavioral characteristics.
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For example, face scan payment based on facial recognition, technology realizes that in the after-shopping payment authentication stage, replacing the traditional password by scanning the face. As a sufficient connection between online
and offline services, intelligent payment combined with intelligent terminals, the
Internet of Things (IoT), and data centers can provide multiple perspectives present
to consumers with functions of settlement and payment, membership rights, and
scene services. Simultaneously, payment data and consumer behavior can timely
feedback to the back office to provide support for merchants’ account checking,
membership marketing management, and business data analysis.
Intelligent customer service builds a knowledge management system to provide
customers with a natural and efficient interactive experience. Intelligent customer
service is based on a large-scale knowledge management system to build enterpriselevel customer reception, management, and intelligent service solutions for the financial industry. The intelligent customer service system will build process guidance and
issue decision-making solutions by questioning and addressing customers’ interactions and distribution through the operation and service layer through text, voice, and
robotic feedback. The intelligent customer service system can also perform statistics
on customer questions, perform information extraction, business classification, and
dynamic analysis on related content, understand service trends and grasp customer
needs, and provide support for corporate public opinion monitoring and business
analysis.
Intelligent marketing provides personalized marketing services. Marketing is the
foundation for self-development and self-amélioration for the financial industry.
Traditional financial marketing channels primarily sell financial products through
physical branches, phone/SMS sales, and potential customers. Traditional financial
marketing methods tend to make customers feel resistant and, at the same time,
cannot satisfy the needs of individual groups. However, intelligent marketing mainly
uses AI to collect behavioral data and use deep learning related algorithms to build
models to help financial institutions connect with channels, personnel, products,
customers, and other links, cover more user groups, and provide personalized and
precise marketing services. Intelligent marketing, therefore, has lowered overhead
costs and increased overall performance for financial companies. In the future, it is
still necessary to control push channels, appropriately reduce push frequency, and
further optimize marketing experience in this field.
Intelligent investment research overcomes traditional investment research models’
drawbacks, quickly process data, and improves analysis efficiency. Intelligent investment research based on data and algorithm logic as the core, using AI technology to
complete investment information acquisition, data processing, quantitative analysis,
research report writing, and risk warning by machines, assisting financial professionals (financial analysts, investors, fund manager) to conduct investment research.
Intelligent investment research can build a million-level research report system with a
knowledge graph and overcome shortcomings, such as data acquisition is not timely,
research stability is low, and report presentation time is extended. The traditional
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investment research process expands information channels, improves knowledge
extraction and analysis efficiency, and forms a wide range of applications in text
reports, asset management, information search, and other subdivision fields. The
goal of intelligent investment research is to handle the entire investment analysis
cycle from information collection to reporting. The forms a research framework and
consultancy proposals across various financial segments focused on a practical and
optimized algorithm and market knowledge. It also promotes the creative design of
financial products.
For example (Xiao, 2020), fund companies use the intelligent investment to carry
out multiple businesses in China. In fixed income investment research, some fund
companies have developed the called “bond default prediction system” to respond
to bond default events. The system has analyzed more than 4500 bond issuers and
predicted potential default probabilities. The prediction accuracy rate in the test set
reached over 90%. This system reduces the pressure on credit researchers while
expanding the investment scope and improving its overall investment and research
capabilities. The index-enhanced products developed by some fund companies based
on AI-quantitative trading models have achieved good return test results on the CSI
300 (Capitalization-Weighted Stock Market Index) and CSI 500 (CSI Smallcap 500
Index) indexes.
Robo-Advisor technology focuses on personal financial investment, effectively reduce
transaction costs, and improve service experience. The concept of Robo-Advisor
began with the Robo-Advisor technology that emerged in 2010. In 2015, Roboadvisor products began in China market. From 2015 to 2019, China’s asset management use Robo-Advisor technology’s scale reached 346.66 billion CNY, reaching a
growth rate of 103.1%. It is estimated that the total scale will reach 737.05 billion
CNY by 2022.
Robo-Advisor uses AI-related technologies to form a personalized asset allocation plan according to the investment period’s dimensions, risk preference, and
return expectations. At the same time, it supplemented by value-added services
such as marketing consulting and information push. The management fees are lower
than traditional financial management. Robo-Advisor needs a good algorithm platform and technical system to support the application and collect and process many
industry and user behavior data. Internet technology giants and financial institutions
are working on the technology side and the data side, respectively. Each has its advantages and launches personalized products that suit customers. During the pandemic,
the demand for investment advisory services increased significantly. Financial institutions provide investment services—based on user profile and intelligent algorithm
technology to meet customers’ broad-spectrum wealth management demands.
Intelligent claims to simplified processing procedures in the insurance industry
(intelligent insurance) reduce operating costs and improve customer satisfaction.
The method of legal claims involves the completion of many manual procedures.
However, intelligent claims settlement uses AI and related technologies to replace
traditional labor-intensive operations, which significantly simplifies the claims settlement process. Insurance companies can use core technologies (such as voiceprint
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recognition, image recognition, and ML) to realize the quick processing of claims
through rapid verification, precise recognition, one-click loss determination, automatic pricing, scientific recommendation, and intelligent payment. This speed in
settling claims complete digital services, decreasing the likelihood of fraud, and
improving the consumer experience.
Intelligent treasury management. Technology empowers the digital transformation
of treasury management—data is an asset. Treasury management needs to properly
operate asset data supporting corporate globalization, industrial chain ecological
construction, capital chain protection, and self-financing capability construction to
create value. The upgrade of technology is closely linked with the improvement of
treasury management capacity. Big data is the core of the digital transformation of
treasury management. Big data used to complete the risk management, transaction,
quantification, pricing, and decision-making of the treasury business. Blockchain
optimizes treasury management’s operation and daily work and solves traditional
transactions with inefficiency and risk. ML (big data with AI) is the future of treasury
management. The future of treasury management is ML (Big Data with AI). It allows
businesses to make informed decisions and automates monitors and intelligentsia
more and more complex processes.

4 China’s Practice Evolution and Development
under Covid-19 Pandemic of New Intelligent Finance
Application
Under the long-term enlightenment of new infrastructure stimulus and Covid-19
pandemic prevention and control, the importance of AI to the digital transformation
of the industry has once again been upgraded in China (see Fig. 3). Before the Covid19 pandemic outbreak, financial technology and financial digitization were in a state
of discrete advancement, and financial technology innovation mostly focused on
consumer products.
However, after the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, financial digitization
developed rapidly and comprehensively under the joint promotion of supply and
demand. Mainly reflected in the aspects—(a) fintech has accelerated its financial
market business, corporate business, retail business, payment business, investment,
financing business, and other business areas, many business lines have achieved fullprocess coverage. (b) Through financial technology innovation, financial institutions
launch innovative financial products or services and actively develop contactless
financial services. There, financial technology innovation pays more attention to
business products. Financial institutions use financial technology to create a channel
between financial institutions, financial institutions, enterprises, and financial institutions. To provide online quick loan services for SMEs’ innovation (Small and
Medium-sized enterprises) and contactless loan services with small aid program.
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Fig. 3 2019-2025 China’s AI Industry Scale (billion CNY). Source Author summarized

Under the Covid-19 pandemic impact, risk management has become more challenging, such as credit risk. However, with the rapid advancement of contactless
financial services and the active development of business digital financial services,
intelligent risk management has become the consensus of various financial institutions—banks are more actively promoting the digital and intelligent transformation
of risk management and strengthen the scenarios, data and technical support for risk
management.

4.1 Policies Provide New Opportunities for Intelligent
Finance
The role of the pandemic is response police in the development of financial technology and digitalization. Under the loose monetary policy, the environment could
impact ample funds. Also, regulatory policies guide and increase corporate support.
Summary to say polices mainly solutes:
Problems 1—the financial industry is under increasing pressure to balance serving
the real economy and preventing financial risk management.
Problems 2—accelerate the development of financial technology and digitization,
alleviate information asymmetry by integrating data, technology, and scenarios.
Problems 3—homogeneous competition, insufficient coverage, ballpark pricing,
excessive risk management.
Regulatory policies make adaptive adjustments to the development of financial
technology and digitization (Roberts et al., 2020). To strengthen the management and
guarantee of electronic channel services, provide safe and convenient “home office”
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financial services. To support banking financial institutions and non-bank payment
institutions during the pandemic to use remote video, telephone, and other methods
to handle merchant access review and strengthen risk prevention and control through
transaction monitoring. Hence, in principle, banks can open new accounts under
guarantee remotely first and then supplement the materials. To promote the interconnection of barcode payment, formulate technical standards for barcode payment
interconnection, unify barcode payment coding rules, build a barcode—payment
interconnection technology system, break up barcode payment service barriers, and
realize mutual recognition and scanning of barcode identities between different APPs
and merchants.

4.2 The Outlook of Intelligent Finance
We believe that the future development of intelligent finance should focus on joint
promotion. At the industry level, to promote the development of technology companies and financial institutions. Financial institutions and digital technology companies have different resources. Financial digitalization requires the joint development
of financial institutions and digital technology companies. The relationship between
financial technology companies and financial institutions is competition and cooperation. Financial technology and digitalization of financial institutions should pay
attention to the business and user data accumulation and financial institutions’ use;
they should also pay attention to technological innovation and external data and
strengthen coordinated development with financial technology companies. Relying
on the “comparative advantages” of information technology and digital technology,
fintech companies actively export fintech technologies, businesses, and solutions
to financial institutions, helping financial institutions transform traditional business
models and management methods and better innovate financial products, services,
and businesses process and business model.
At the institutional level, it should realize the linkage between design and promotion. Financial institutions’ digital and intelligent transformation is a systematic
project, which is inseparable from strategic design and business promotion. Therefore, strategically, financial technology and digital transformation require financial
institutions to cultivate digital thinking and establish digital strategic positioning and
strategic direction. In terms of business, financial business is a supply chain involving
multiple links. The digital transformation of finance requires the vertical linkage of
various links in the financial supply chain and the horizontal linkage between different
business chains.
In terms of technology, it is necessary to strengthen the technology and data
drive, establish a technology center and data center, to achieve updated technology
and innovative use of data. In the middle and back offices: it must strengthen the
guarantees in terms of organization, human resources, and technology, and coordinate the development of financial technology and digital transformation through
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the evolution of the performance appraisal mechanism and organizational structure
changes in the middle and back offices.
At the business level, financial technology should coordinate with digital infrastructure. Digital financial infrastructure helps to promote the development of financial technology and financial digitalization better and faster. For example, China
is actively advancing the construction of a unified social credit code system and is
cooperating with the legal entity identification code proposed by the FSB (Financial
Stability Board). And financial digital technology standards as software for digital
financial infrastructure.

5 Technology Provider Case Application—IBM Watson
IBM Watson is AI services, applications, and business tools. IBM Watson is a
processor for data analysis that uses natural language processing, a technology that
analyzes human speech’s sense and syntax. IBM Watson analyzes massive quantities of evidence, often in a fraction of a second, to address human questions. To
help the banking industry increase knowledge and customer efficiency, IBM Watson
helps financial companies respond rapidly and effectively to the market’s changing
competitive landscape.
Cognitive computer technology can be used in the insurance industry to provide
various customized solutions in terms of background and risk management, establish an effective interaction mechanism, simplify business operations, and enhance
corporate competitiveness.
On the treasury’s outskirts, consumers and enterprises communicate with innovative and upsetting strategies implemented by financial services technology companies. Robotic process automation (RPA) is beginning to improve its low quality and
repetitive work through improved automation, and AI allows computers to perform
cognitive tasks based on historical data and learning (see Fig. 3).
IBM has unveiled a new Watson AI platform application under the pandemic. IBM
Watson AIOps (IBM, 2020) uses AI technologies to automate the way companies
detect, diagnose, and respond to IT anomalies in real-time. The Watson AIOps solution has been developed to allow organizations to introduce infrastructure automation,
better forecast and shape future outcomes for their CIOs, focus resources on better
value work, and be more ready to build intelligent and more responsive networks
longer (Fig. 4).

6 Conclusion
Primary financial considerations include risk management, fraud identification,
customer acquisition, precision marketing, customer service. Nowadays, intelligent
financing is used to drive by the demand for the Covid-19 pandemic. Technology
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Fig. 4 Treasury activities ready for disruptive automation. Source IBM

empowers the financial industry to realize the development of intelligent finance
with no contact. It is mainly manifested in that financial institutions provide remote
services (such as intelligent payment), bank’s overall system accelerates IT transformation and upgrading to solves efficiency and risk management (intelligent risk
management) issues. Thus, through intelligent finance, intelligent payment services,
and intelligent risk management, financial customers need to adjust to the latest
development.
Because finance has the characteristic of lagging feedback, at the same time,
the financial industry is affected by elements of macro factors, supervision, and
market. Hence, there exist more uncertainties. Any elements change requires changes
to the corresponding system and model. Therefore, it is essential to promote the
development of AI technology that intelligent financing developed.
Outlook the future, as mentioned previously, and the intelligent finance industry
presents a situation where internet technology, financial technology, and AI technology are the main participants. Internet technology increases technology research
and development to expand more application scenarios; financial technology
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improves industry transformation and upgrading speed. Nevertheless, AI technology
specializes in leading companies within the segment. In summary, technology
becomes the core driving force for the sustainable development of the new intelligent
finance industry.
Intelligent Finance has brought considerable benefits to financial institutions, but
regulators face more significant challenges due to the black box and other risky
issues. However, as the pandemic reshapes financial service behavior, we believe
that intelligent finance will lead to better development in the post-pandemic world.
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Fintech in Oman: Present and Future
Scenario
Gagan Kukreja, Ruchika Gupta, and Anish Gupta

Abstract Globally, Fintech is a rapidly growing and evolving buzz word in the
financial industry. COVID 19 gave a big push to fintech products all over the world;
Oman is no exception. People prefer to use touchless financial services. It is revolutionizing the finance and other industries with digital technology that helps develop
financial activities and improve the flow of financial transactions as well as provide
a seamless experience to customers. This new technology also impacts the Middle
Eastern region and the Gulf Cooperative Countries (GCC). In contrast, a country like
Oman has embraced this new technology development in both the public and private
sectors. This chapter will focus specifically on Oman and describe how Fintech
embraced and implemented there. This chapter will also examine how it is impacting
the Omani banking and finance industry at present and what would be the future
trends. This chapter would be useful for strategic consultants, developers, analysts,
scholars, entrepreneurs and big conglomerates to make educated choices and build
a strong sense of understanding of Oman’s Fintech environment and the unexplored
possibilities.
Keywords Artificial intelligence · Blockchain · Fintech · InsurTech · Machine
learning · RegTech · Banking

1 Introduction
Financial technology or Fintech is a “new technology used to improve financial
activities in the financial industry” (Schüffel, 2016). Fintech is using data, technology
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and software to create new digital financial products such as cryptocurrencies, digital
advisory and trading systems, peer-to-peer (P2P) lending, crowdfunding and mobile
payment systems (Philippon, 2016). Albeit conventional financial services players
may consider Fintech a disruptor of their industry, those that are grasping innovation
development are changing the business from the outside in, and prevailing in regions
customary players have flopped in.
Actually, in a moderately brief timeframe, it has significantly affected how we
work together, execute as customers, and consider the fate of finance in the years
to come. In addition to other things, it is altogether obscuring the lines between
business administrations, permitting bankers, advisers, and innovation suppliers to
offer almost indistinguishable types of assistance. Fintech organizations are presently
coming out on top and are making a wide scope of new financial products and service
offerings, to bring in management of money simpler and increasingly successful.
Fintech companies comprise of startups as well as established financial organizations aiming to enhance and develop the financial services provided by current
financial companies in more convenient, seamless and cost-effective ways. Various
banks and financial companies around the globe are also applying Fintech to develop
and improve their services as well as gain a competitive advantage.
In such a scenario, banks and financial institutions in GCC (Gulf Cooperation
Council) countries are no exception. They are also moving fast in adopting digital
solutions and Fintech technologies. More specifically, by embracing mobile payment
gateways and networks, Oman has started the journey to utilizing Fintech to change
the mainstream banking, Islamic banking, and finance market.
As indicated by the MENA Fintech Association, a center point for trend-setters
across 16 nations, the region is overflowing for fintech take-up, flaunting 350 million
individuals and 76% csmartphone infiltration. From the outset, Fintech investment
in the MENA (Middle East and North Africa) region may not show up extremely
considerable contrasted with other driving regions. Fintech’s foreign spending in the
MENA field accounts for only over 1% of Fintech’s total venture capital funding (Al
Rifai, 2019). In any case, venture capital figures don’t say the whole tale, and relying
on that degree of involvement in the field clouds a few other significant segment trends
and industry-related developments that are very promising for Fintech’s development
in the country.
To narrow it down to the GCC, penetration of digital devices is all but on par
with developed markets. Familiarity with consumer technologies ensures that vast
swathes of customers are able to use digital platforms for financial purchases, if not
eager. Bricks-and-mortar banking, though, could never be important in the digital
era for those already excluded or for those only coming of age.
Gulf region regulators and policymakers started executing ground breaking and
coordinated strategies identified with Fintech starting in 2017. From that point
forward, we have seen a significant measure of exertion to structure increasingly
assorted, Innovative, and competitive economies. In the enormous effort to shift Gulf
economies from significant reliance on government burning by and initiative fragmentation, and to economies prodded by increased private-area spending contributing
to lower volatility and enhanced survival, the financial sector assumes a main role. To
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be sure, promoting strong Fintech environments is seen as a leading finance business
cornerstone in the GCC including Oman.
Oman’s banking and financial sector has improved drastically over the past decade,
from the introduction of Islamic banking in 2012 to the launch of the first complete epayment platform in 2018. This chapter will explore the dynamics and development
of Oman’s financial industry and how Fintech is developed and anticipated in future.
Moreover, fintech companies and industry regulators will be discussed specifically
looking into the established legislation and newly launched regulatory framework.

2 Banking and Finance Industry in Oman
As a result of globalization and liberalization policies implemented by the government, Oman has witnessed a steady growth in economy and development in the
banking sector which has been a large contributor to the Omani Economy. Oman’s
Banking sector has grown to reach international standards in relations to employing
technology in their operations and financial activities. Despite global challenges such
as the economic crisis of 2008 and the drop-in oil prices, Oman’s financial sector
has remained resilient and has reacted positively to these changes in the national,
regional and global economy.
The Oman banking sector comprises of 17 licensed local and international
commercial banks, and two specialist banks. All modern banks are privately operated although a limited percentage of them are controlled by the government. The
banking sector’s total assets amounted to $88bn at the end of 2018. Of this total,
conventional banks accounted for 87%, and Islamic banks and windows made up
the remaining 13%. Bank Muscat is the largest bank in Oman with $32bn in assets,
representing 36% of the sector’s total. Licensing and regulations are carried out by
Oman’s Central Bank, which also manages and supervises interests and issues bonds
and notes.
Although the conventional banking systems are still dominant, there has been a
strong adoption of e-banking in Oman’s banking sector in the recent years. As well
as the steady growth of Islamic banking since its introduction in 2012, the growth is
estimated at an average 14% by the end of 2017, even though, it was observed that
some Islamic banks were reluctant to adopt e-banking services (Echchabi & Olaniyi,
2012).
The Islamic banking segment has expanded rapidly since its introduction in 2012,
experiencing annual growth of 15% in 2018 and 9% growth between January and
September 2019, when assets totalled $12.5bn. There are two full-service Islamic
banks in Oman—Bank Nizwa and Alizz Islamic Bank. Additionally, there are six
Islamic windows that are owned by conventional banks. However, this structure is
expected to change in the coming years with the upcoming merger of Alizz Islamic
Bank and Oman Arab Bank.
The majority of windows are operated as entirely separate operations with their
own balance sheets. Nonetheless, they are still able to benefit from the existing
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infrastructure of a conventional bank, such as established systems and administrative
support. Islamic windows are also subject to some of the regulatory limits of their
conventional owners.
“Islamic banks and windows are both performing relatively well and continue to
increase their market share,” Sohail Niazi, chief executive of Maisarah Islamic Bank,
told OBG. “This is a net positive for the banking sector as a whole, as customers
now have additional options; this is good for consumers, financial inclusion and
increasing banking penetration.”
There are some key differences between conventional and Islamic banks, which
have helped the latter to expand in recent years. Islamic banks generally have low
non-performing loans compared to conventional banks, partly because the majority of
financing is asset backed. Additionally, Islamic windows are able to share resources
with their conventional owners, enabling them to share costs. However, Islamic banks
usually have narrower interest margins as their cost of funds is higher. They also have
a new concentrated deposit base with more wholesale funding. As a broader deposit
base is built, the cost of funds is likely to fall.
Like the conventional sector, Islamic banking benefits from conservative regulations. “The CBO’s Islamic banking framework is excellent,” R Narasimhan, general
manager of Islamic banking at Bank Nizwa, told OBG. “The sector is now widely
accepted and continues to expand further. It has penetrated both the retail and
wholesale banking segments, and new branches are being opened across the country.”
Each Islamic bank and window has its own sharia board, which consists of scholars
approved by the CBO. The segment is also overseen by the High Sharia Supervisory
Authority of the CBO, which has been in place since 2014. This model has made
the process of approving Islamic products easier and faster, allowing the segment to
develop rapidly in recent years. Nevertheless, efforts are still being made to expand
Islamic banking further. Bankers have called for short-term liquidity instruments for
Islamic banks, which would offer more options when they are holding surplus cash.
Many of the factors influencing the conventional banking sector—such as funding
costs, oil prices and wider economic conditions—also affect the Islamic banking
segment. However, other challenges are specific to the sharia-compliant sector. For
example, education is a critical part of expanding Islamic banking. It is necessary
for banks to clearly explain Islamic finance, its risks and benefits, and the range of
products available to potential customers.
Fintech, has the potential to play a greater role in the Islamic finance industry
specifically to improve processes efficiencies, cost effectiveness, increase distribution, Shari’a and other compliances and financial inclusion. Consequently, this builds
the case for Islamic financial institutions to be more agile and receptive to adapting
and adopting fintech solutions. Fintech and digital technology could allow Islamic
finance to reach out further and quicker (and possibly cheaper) without having to
build a physical presence and distribution channels. Such are inferences for Islamic
finance to aggressively adopt Fintech.
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3 Segments of Fintech in Oman
Fintech segments refers to all the areas where Fintech is being used or applied
whether it be e-payment transactions through apps, e-wallets that have all billing
and payment details or data security technologies and software that maybe used
by government entities, banks, financial institutions or private corporations such as
insurance, pension, asset management companies and many more.
In Oman, Fintech is in nascent stage with only one established Fintech Company
(100% Omani ownership yet technical knowhow from abroad) called, Thawani Tech.
Through extensive research, it was deduced that the main segment applying Fintech
at the current time is the banking sector and providing mobile payment through,
Thawani Pay (started on March 13, 2018). It was a major steppingstone to initiate
consumer purchasing transactions without the use of cash and first frog jump step
of the government to make cash less economy. Furthermore, few commercial banks
are using block chain software to time-stamp blocked data and secure them to each
other. It is anticipated that below segments can be explored by Oman in future.

4 Fintech Companies and Investments Over the Last 5
Years
The Middle East and North African (MENA) region is prevalent for fintech acceptance, according to the Mena fintech association. In particular, in the GCC, digital
device penetration is up on the same level as developed markets. Narrowing it down
to Oman 63% of the population have smartphones with an expected 8 million devices
registered.
At an opening of the banking and finance expo, Majid Alamiri, CEO of Thawani
Technologies was quoted saying “with the given infrastructure we have at present,
Oman has the potential to become a fintech hub”. Though, of the 105 Fintech companies presently functional in MENA Region, none was operating in Oman as of 2017.
“In Oman, 63% of the people have access to smartphones with an estimated 8 million
smartphone devices registered. It’s twice the population of the country. And, 74% of
the people represent the banked adult population. Hence, as a country we are very
much ready to adopt the technology” Al Amri added. With this over the next two
years Thawani technologies has geared up to release the nation’s first complete 100%
Omani e-payment Platform with a foreign tech partner, which consumers witnessed
its launch in March 2018.
As stated in the following Sub heading, the number of banks beginning to accept
Fintech in their service is growing where CBO implemented a pure mobile based
platform for payments and bank transactions. The Middle East Fintech industry is
growing at a growth rate (CAGR) of 30%, though in reality accounting for only 1% of
global Fintech spending. By 2022, 465 Middle East Fintech companies are expected
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to earn more than $2 billion in venture capital funding compared to the 30 Fintech
firms earned about $80 million in 2017.
Much of the region’s funding has been poured into several of the more involved
divisions in Fintech. In specific, payments and remittances firms, InsurTech, online
banking, RegTech, digital money, investing, cryptocurrencies and bitcoin businesses
are emerging most frequently (Bahrain FinTech Bay, 2018). It indicates that the vast
majority of investment remains based on payment space: Nearly 85% of Fintech
firms in the MENA area work on the demand for transfers, deposits and remittances.

5 Areas of Application of New Technologies
A variety of different financial technologies are being used to develop the banking
sector in Oman, with the support of CBO i.e. the Central Bank of Oman which is
the regulatory authority. MPclear, which is a new interbank mobile switching and
clearing system was, launched mid-2017. The system is based on complete mobile
based transactions for various payments without the need for a bank. This e-purse
project was intended at encouraging e-payments, the system uses ID cards equipped
with payment features using an application implanted in the card’s smart chip. This
system will help the move to a cashless environment. Moreover, provide a substitute
to debit and credit cards.
Furthermore, Initial approval was granted to a couple of banks by the CBO to use
a financial technology called blockchain, which “is a data structure of data blocks
arranged in chronological order. It is featured by decentralization, trustworthiness,
data sharing, security, etc.” (Sun et al., 2018). In digital currency such as Bitcoin,
credit encryption, and other fields, this technology was used.
Since the rise of the digital transition, more banks are shifting to Customer Identity
and Access Management (CIAM) to create deeper consumer relationships. The capabilities of CIAM promote meeting various consumer demands, providing customized
interactions, innovative approaches, cyber security protection and ease of digital
contact.

6 Regulators and Other Players
The central bank of Oman (CBO), is the main regulator in Oman, it is dedicated to
improve the payment system in the country through the launch of MPclear, a mobile
e-payment system. Mpclear allows consumers to make payment transactions using
their mobile number, making it easy to use and convenient as well as help promote
e-payments in Oman.
The central bank has claimed that Oman is the first GCC country to use this type
of system under and its sponsorship.
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“Being ahead of the curve in payment systems has been the goal of CBO, with
the ultimate aim of providing convenience, safe and ease of operations for fund
transfers. MpClear System offers fund transfer viamobile an easier and fast payment
channel with just a mobile number. The benefits of the same will be evidenced by the
stakeholders/customers soon.”- Ali Al Jabri, Payment Systems Department at CBO.
In 2015 the CBO launched a regulatory framework to be initially applied to bank
of Muscat, the new regulation included a 1% capital surcharge, that is submitted
annually by the relevent banks.
Fintech regulations are currently absent in Oman, with no specific plans on the
horizon. Although, it is to be noted that Fintech is still a budding concept in the Omani
financial industry, which might be the cause for the lack of any set of specific laws.
However, current legislation will be sufficient in particular for the Oman Commercial Code, the Civil Transactions Law, banking and electronic transaction laws, antimoney laundering law and consumer protection law. The legislation on online transactions, for example, would extend to fintech operations, including other types of
financial transactions such as e-payments and more. It is strongly noted that Oman
lacks any regulations for cryptocurrencies and block chain financial services. The
CBO is currently working on a new resolution framework for all establishments, but
it is yet to be announced whether it will include any regulations concerning Fintech.
Existing legislation is applicable, in the absence of specific fintech laws.
This covers Oman’s Legal Code, Oman’s Civil Transactions Legislation, Omani
Banking Legislation, Electronics Transactions Law (ETL), Consumer Protection
Law, and Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorism law (AML Law). Despite the potential extension of such regulations to fintech transactions, there is currently no explicit
case law that gives guidance as to whether a single fintech transaction should be
treated, since it is not expressly protected by current legislation.
All fintech transactions are dependent upon the ETL, which administers all types
of electronic transaction. Any act or contract drawn up, completely or incompletely,
utilizing electronic data imparted by means of electronic methods is an “electronic
transaction” under the ETL. This, subsequently, implies fintech transactions, for
example, installments utilized applications or e-wallets, would be dependent upon
the ETL. The ETL requires every single electronic transaction to adhere to certain
evidentiary and verification norms and safety efforts. It likewise puts a prerequisite
on the Information Technology Authority, in a joint effort with the National Bank of
Oman, to give methodology and frameworks for arranging electronic installments.
The AML Law likewise has suggestions for fintech organizations in that it sets out
specific methods which must be trailed by monetary establishments in the entirety of
their transactions (counting fintech transactions) to forestall illegal tax avoidance and
terrorism financing. At long last, any administrations gave by financial institutions
(counting transactions actualized utilizing Fintech) will likewise be dependent upon
the Consumer Protection Law, which sets down standards intended to adjust the separate rights and commitments of buyers and their providers with a proper assignment
of any dangers. While parts of Fintech are managed by these general laws, there is a
requirement for a complete system which administers Fintech in Oman. There is no
sign that an administrative activity for the fintech area is not too far off.
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7 Future Prospects
While progressions in the domain of Fintech have been going on at lightning speed,
we have just barely begun to start to expose what is conceivable and liable to occur
in the following not many years. It is no distortion to state that Fintech is truly
transforming us and propensities by making it simple to exchange, bank, and trade
cash without the requirement for physical human interaction. In any case, the financial
industry has a couple of difficulties to survive, particularly in the data protection and
regulatory space, to win buyer trust and for Fintech to genuinely surpass the market.
For Oman, Fintech is very likely to form a competitive division at the intersection
of the financial services and technology industries, where technology-focused startups and emerging industry entrants build the mainstream banks’ goods and services.
Competitive landscape will be redrawn by cutting-edge Fintech companies and new
market activities, eroding the lines that define players in the finance sector.
New digital technologies will reshape current Omani financial products and
services value proposition. Although the potential of incumbents to assimilate disruptive innovations is not underestimated, the financial sector’s cumulative transformation in Oman is ongoing. Consumer banking and payments are likely to be the most
exposed, followed by segments on insurance and asset management. When Omani
consumers are used to the digital environment offered by companies like Amazon,
they would demand the same degree of customer support from their financial services
providers. Fintech can eventually be seen as providing the tools that will offer greater
usability, comfort and personalized goods. The need for customer centricity would
become a big focus in this situation, which will help satisfying the needs of the rising
digital native clientele.
With big data, blockchain, AI and so many other advances in technology already
in use or on the horizon, business leaders will search for opportunities and adopt
Fintech applications in their own business models to win consumers tomorrow.
Up until this point, specialized financial software, AI algorithms and SaaS solutions have assumed a significant job in expanding fintech adoption, which will likewise help Fintech in future. New segments, for example, InsurTech, propTech and
RegTech will pick up the experience from existing fintech items and administrations.
Perhaps these segments may incorporate with one another and dispatch new inventive
group items and services (Kumar et al., 2020).
From conventional institutions researching robo advisors to sophisticated credit
profile appraisal systems, we’ll see businesses increasing their usage of smart technology. The combination of artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and
robotic process automation (RPA) provides everyone in the financial sector with
several advantages. According to Gartner, 85% of banks and companies will connect
with chatbots by 2020. Enhance flexibility and tempo by reducing human intervention in such interchanges. Yes, financial chatbots save over four minutes on every
contact according to one study. It is a growing field thanks to advancements made in
the production of natural language and the generation of voice.
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Companies may also transfer their focus to meeting consumer desires with meaningful outcomes by delegating rising duties to the AI. Capgemini research indicates
that “65% of retail and commercial banks have increased consumer service with
intelligent automation by more than 60%.”
Several other studies have confirmed that in the next two years, the worldwide
electronic payment rate will increase by 60%. Digital banking places authority in
the hands of consumers and thus breaks down entry barriers. However, the Fintech
phenomenon encompasses a multitude of methods of payment including virtual
currencies and blockchain (Omani banks to expand services, 2018; Mendoza, 2017).1
The Fintech Times defines such technologies as a “Internet of Payments,” both of
which change the way people view mobile banking and move on funds (Mueller &
Piwowar, 2019).

7.1 Discussion and Evaluation
Oman noticeably lags behind in regards to Fintech Advancement in the financial
and banking sector. While other countries have made giant leaps into the application
of Fintech, Oman is making its first steps into this new Fintech era. Thawani tech,
which is Oman’s First and only Fintech Company, has launched an e-payment system
called thawani pay which, will hopefully be in wide use over the upcoming year. The
company’s cashless payment platform is pushing Oman in the right direction to
catch up with other leading GCC countries such the united Arab of Emirates and the
Kingdom of Bahrain. In addition, Oman’s central bank is expected to improve the
country’s payment mechanism via a mobile payment network called Mpclear. This
will lead to create a tech savvy, more cohesive society where the use of mobile and
e-payments are used.

8 Conclusion and Recommendation
In conclusion, although Oman has come a long way over the past decade, with its
new e-payments systems (thwani pay) and CBO’s Mpclear system, it still has a long
way to go to be on par with the rest of the world regarding the use of Fintech.
The country’s financial sector should look to increase the number of establishments
who are willing to embrace Fintech technology as well as begin Fintech startups.
Thus due to this the Central bank of Oman in cooperation with the esteemed Omani
government should aim to encourage the application of Fintech services and look to
launching a new regulatory framework that specifically includes Fintech activities
and software.
1 FinTech

to transform Oman’s financial sector. Times of Oman. March 2018, Retrieved https://sea
rch.proquest.com/docview/2011340260?accountid=44753.
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As a structured market practice, most banks and other financial organizations have
gradually hired experts to spearhead innovation. Risk roles must face problems such
as eliminating the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). Additionally, financial
regulators are also assessing the possibility of putting up regulatory sandboxes to
enable new and creative financial products and services to be created.
It is becoming increasingly clear that the future of banking and financial industry
lies in processing innovation and strategic collaborations. Therefore, the following
recommendations are given:
• Innovation Management Cycle: Although innovation involves some unstructured and creative thought, a formal mechanism for handling innovation is still
necessary. It is important that banks insure that product and service invention has
a good lifecycle, moving through the phases of ‘idea formation,’ development
(concept proof), pilot and eventually deployment, rather than having a haphazard
method.
• Distress of failure: Workers need not be fearful of disappointment or retaliation
for companies to excel in creativity. Senior owners could be pushing workers to
“seek to eventually excel” rather than failing at all.
• Active collaboration: Internal and external partners will cooperate proactively
in order to bring in progress. Internal turf wars, apprehensions about confronting
the regulator, and inadequate know-how about how to actually reach consumers
through product creation and life cycle distribution, these obstruct the phase of
innovation.
• Central measures of success: Workers appear to behave according to how they
should be evaluated. The implementation of clear KPIs and indicators that monitor
the success and development of the innovation strategy, not just of the Head of
Innovation but of any single employee in the bank, could make the staff more
informed of the need for innovation.
Not every style fits all. Innovation is about problem-solving. Just because many
challenges are to be addressed, there are also potential answers to them. When
challenges grow, we do need to change the way we address them.

9 Areas of Future Research
This area of the financial industry is new and emerging. There is plenty of scope
in this field. The future researches can be focused on cost and benefit analysis of
Fintech, the impact of Fintech on changing expenditure of consumer behaviour, the
impact of impact on profitability, the impact of Fintech on innovation index and so
on.
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Financial Crisis, Financial System
and the Impact of Artificial Intelligence:
An Attempt Towards Discussion
Sulaiman Abdullah Saif Al-Nasser Mohammed

Abstract The relationship between fast-growing innovation in technology and
economic growth is under the continuous concern of economic and finance scholars,
this chapter found ample room to evaluate the impact of artificial intelligence on financial system, the evaluation uses an analytical review approach, the finding supports
the idea of a high influence of artificial intelligence on the components of the financial system. This chapter will help those concerned about the impact of technology
on the financial system, as a part of the whole economy. The limitation is related to
the data available to convert the conceptual interpretation into an empirical one, this
limitation however could be a chance for further research.
Keywords Financial system · Financial crisis · Artificial intelligence

1 Introduction
The idea of using technology to minimize the cost and increases profitability has
been under the spotlight for scholars and organizations, the race is very competitive,
artificial intelligence is the process of a computer to perform what human being is
performing, it is the ability of a computer to think and feel better than a human being
since the innovation of technology is booming, artificial intelligence has connected us
to deal with technology in almost all days’ activities, online learning, robot shipping,
online business, e booking, e-banking, e-finance, and e-economy. Well, the Financial
system is not an exception, the use of technology in offering loans, online signature,
online banking, accounting, fin-tech, and other tools are shaping the future of the
financial system (Li & Zheng, 2018). However, referring to the previous research
works we have found ample room to present and discuss the impact of the use of
artificial intelligence on the financial system, the previous studies have investigated
the role of digitalization on the economy and investments, investment numbers indicate that the economic impact of AI could be between $359.6 billion and $773.2
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billion over the next ten years (Chen et al., 2016), they have found a mix results,
particularly on the labor markets or employment rate, As AI diffuses, it will have
consequences for jobs, inequality, and competition. Addressing these consequences
will be the role of education policy, the social safety net, and antitrust enforcement
(Agrawal et al., 2019), other studies have examined the role of artificial intelligence
on banking particularly customer service, the results are debatable, these studies
include (Anagnostopoulos, 2018). However, there are studies which went beyond
the impact of artificial intelligence to injecting the artificial intelligence into the
theories of economics, these studies include (Khoza & Marwala, 2012), they have
found that the use of artificially intelligent machine changes the degrees in which
the theory of bounded rationality, efficient market hypothesis and prospect theories
are applicable. However, in this article there a tendency to extend the previous work
by evaluating the impact on the financial system, this chapter will first introduce the
financial system and its components, then a deep discussion on each component is
implemented then case studies on the influence of artificial intelligence in presented
concluding the chapter by writing the result and discussion of the chapter.
What is a financial system? Simply if you are an owner of a shop, decided to do
something with your sales revenue, you would need to pay suppliers, pay your rent,
administrative expense, and taxes. The concept of a financial system is related to
doing something with the revenue generated from your country resources, income
from imposing a tax, income from selling oil, and income from given loans to people,
each category requires the government to allow people to exchange their funds from
government to government or from government to the people. People would pay
tax to the government through institutions called financial institutions; people would
purchase shares by intermediary channels such as banks or brokers. Government
tends to pay salaries to its employers via banks. People would request a loan from
a bank on an interest rate basis. The above examples of transactions permit users to
exchange fund, the process is implemented using financial system tools, the umbellar
covering all financial activities in one country is called a financial system. Moreover,
the umbellar covering such activities on the macro world level is called the world
financial system, such as the world bank and international monetary fund.

2 Financial System Structure
Countries would differ in the structure of the financial system but will be the same
when implementing the functionalities, supervising money supply, combating money
laundering, monitoring the banking industry, managing the foreign exchange rate,
federal interest rate, and managing capital market activities. However, the differences mostly appeared in the structure of central bank as some may prefer the flat
organizational structure where others may have constructed their central bank based
on a sophisticated structure, Singapore central bank for example allocated a separate
department for Finance Technology affairs (Fintech and Innovation) whereas other
banks such as Saudi central bank may consider it under administration departments,
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many countries may allocate one department for data analysis or research and developments where other may not consider that. The most known components of financial
systems are money, borrowers, lender, financial institutions, financial markets, and
financial instruments. The government represented by central banks would ensure
that smoothness is achieved the most by stabilizing the financial environment to
attract foreign direct investments to enter the country. Indeed, banks would give
loans to customers, a customer would start their project, pay back the loan, pay tax
to the government, get the profit out of the investment while purchasing some products inside the country. This simple financial process cycle will be monitored by the
central bank to make sure all parties involved participate in a proper manner. Moreover, the above words were something about the financial system inside the country.
However, a financial system outside the country means a world financial system
where countries trade among themselves, sell and buy from each other, exchange
currencies, take loans from each other, invest in each other financial markets, but
monitoring the process lays in the hand of the central bank of the world represented
in two parities, world bank, and international monetary agency, these fathers are
setting guidelines and regulations to the central bank in local countries on the best
way to operate where no harm or problems could arise in the world financial system.
The financial system generally consists of a central bank, banking institutions, capital
market, payment system, foreign exchange market, and non-banking institutions, the
relationship between these parties is complicated, if it was not that complicated we
could have no financial crisis, the occurrence of financial crisis brought into our
thinking the need to shape a new financial system, a system where no money is lost
suddenly, where banks do not declare bankruptcy.

3 Criticizing the Current Financial System
If a doctor writes you a description, which could cure your illness but sometimes, later
you are cured but with side effects what could happen? The health authority in your
country would ban that medicine immediately, similarly, when dealing with financial
system issues, the proposed way to do financial system result in a financial crisis sides
effects, people lost their money, their jobs and their health, therefore a reconstruction
of the current financial system is a necessity. Indeed, since the happening of the
financial crisis in 2008, scholars of economics, writers, and policymakers have had
their urges over the current way a financial system is implemented, something is
wrong with the way we are doing our money, “I think things have improved, but
then I think there are gigantic holes in the system,” Yellen says, the US former
federal reserve chair when interviewed on December 11-2018 by CNBC. Therefore,
I do claim in this book that the current financial system has failed to address the
productive aspects of the monetary system, the evidence on the failure is clear as the
sunshine, it is the financial crisis, throughout economic history scholars have created
theories and proposal to better achieved the prosperity, starting with socialism and
capitalism but ultimately it did not work, many things are missing, we could not find
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them nor fix the current failure hole, to review the opinions and research’s about
the financial system, I must quote what drew little wrote in his book “Produce: a
new game for a new economy” published in 2013, the book admits that current
economic system suffers from many problems of which the design of money is
one, he has highlighted the consequences of dependence on centralized national
currencies and how the economic system as a whole is rigged in favor of big business.
Secondly, I would like to quote what had been published in telegraph by telegraph
staff dated to march 2014 as “We know there are problems in the financial system,
but not how bad they are” the article favors that regulation is not enough to solve the
banking system problems because the issue is more complex than that. Moreover,
(Calluzzo & Dong, 2015) published an interesting article in the journal of banking
and finance titled with a question about the truth if the financial system became
safer after the financial crisis relating that to the nature of financial institutions, the
finding suggests that the ever more integrated financial system might experience
more synchronized contractions in future crises, providing empirical support for the
proposals of the inter-bank collective regulation of banks. In April 2019, (Adrian
et al., 2019) published an article in IMF Blog stating that “weak spots in the global
financial system could amplify shocks”, they wrote “In the United States, the ratio of
corporate debt to GDP is at record-high levels. In several European countries, banks
are overloaded with government bonds. In China, bank profitability is declining, and
capital levels remain low at small and medium-sized lenders. Vulnerabilities like
these are on the rise across advanced and emerging market economies, according
to the IMF’s latest (International Monetary Fund, 2019). They aren’t all set off
alarm bells just yet. But if they continue to build, especially with still-easy financial
conditions, they could amplify shocks to the global economy, raising the odds of a
severe economic downturn a few years down the road”.
There are concerns over the rating agencies, where many of collapsed companies
such as Citi Group were doing well with the rating agencies, banks who gave the
loans to these companies were approving company financial ability by their risk
assessment teams. Nevertheless, the compensations and bonuses were distributed to
employees thought that they occurring annual loss. Cambridge Journal of Economics
published a paper by (Crotty, 2009) discussing the structural causes of the financial
crisis, he analyzed the structural flaws in the financial system which helped the
financial crisis of 2008 to take a place. Moreover, he listed some key flaws of the
current financial system such as building the system of a weak theoretical foundation,
paying perverse incentives for top employees thought those companies is not making
profit, innovation in financial products which were higher than the liquidity ability
in the market, regulation weakness in supervising the banks’ ability in holding more
assets, low measurement of risk by giant banks, facilitating the growth of leverage
and the false claim on the conventional banks financial ability, based on the above
notes and debates, I have decided to write my view on discussing the issues in the
current financial systems, that could implemented by trying to address my concern
over another financial systems redirected mechanisms, we are not trying to erase the
current financial system totally and starting all over again, on contrary, I am trying to
dig into the topic along with affirming the reasons how due to ignores of the flaws in
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the financial system another one is on the way, it is not over yet, listing the reasons
which could be the cause of another financial crisis.

4 Function of the Financial System
When there is a football match between two teams they will play for a specific
time, wearing a specific dress, having 11 players each and one referee in the middle,
who set these rules are the sports authorities, which is a part of the international
sports authority, imagine if there were no authority rules and regulations, it would
create a mess among players and audience, imagine they play without a referee
or without considering 11 players, there has to be a system. On a similar hand,
the financial system is the roles governing the transactions of resources among the
people, the payment system, the proposal of an interest rate, the amount that local
banks could lend to the people. Therefore, the main jobs of the financial system
are to manage a country’s resources, standardizing the roles of exchanging financial
instruments, formatting payments methods, risk-sharing, and determining the prices
in the financial markets, the financial system is roles and regulations covering the
activities of finance in one country. Therefore, there are two roles financial system is
assuring, the first one deals with promoting the liquidity where an asset could be easily
converted into cash, once the liquidity and assets are traded and converted without
losing cash that shows a solid financial system, the second roles of the financial
system is the easiness behind the movement of money among financial institutions.
The idea of moving and attracting money into saving then converting that saving to
investments smoothly shows a solid financial system.

5 The Problem of Money
In this book we argue that the financial system could be improved or restructured
towards avoiding another financial crisis, if this would not take place, another financial crisis is on the way, it will be harmful and damaging, we strongly relate the
problem to “selection between money as product or money as a method of transaction”. The issue of financial crisis rises due to the manipulation of the purpose of
creating money, it is diverted from creating jobs, generating productivity to lending
money without caring for lending, interest has harmed the people, poverty has
increased. The financial system is built on the principle of lending money to the
people, the world financial system is built on lending money to the poor countries in
return people and big countries will gain interest rate margin. If the people pay back
their principle with an interest rate, banks will take that money and lend it again,
the lending process has been transferred to products rather than productions. The
banks give you the money but remove their responsibility on the consequences, they
are not related to the purpose or the results. On 25 June 2019 Sheila Bair, head of
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Federal deposit insurance corporation which is a body formed by congress in the
US to maintain stability and confidence of the people in the financial system said
"there are massive amounts of unaffordable loans being made to people who can’t
pay them, and the easy availability of those loans is leading to asset inflation".
The financial system locally is the result of the international monetary system;
the consequences of the international monetary system are a high level of debt,
fluctuations of interest rate, and poverty. It was never like before in the 2008 crisis,
bankruptcy has escalated reaching an alarming sign, according to the American debt
organization, the number of bankruptcy filings in the United States has steadily
increased over the last century, and especially so from 1980 to 2005. Bankruptcy
filings hit an all-time high in 2005 when more than 2 million cases were started. In
that year, one out of every 55 households filed for bankruptcy, which is an alarming
sign. The housing debt also increased, the rising cost of living, child education,
food, and housing have forced the American families to take more debt, the student
loans have doubled since the 2008 financial crisis, economists think that student
loans would be of great harming to the economic status in the states, according to
federal reserve in the United States, 7 million Americans are behind on their auto
loans. Student loans have increased tremendously since the financial crisis in 2008,
according to an article published in the balance by LATOYA IRBY on May 14, 2019,
student loan payments amount to 1.5 trillion, it is an alarming amount, and it is the
second-largest debt for American householder following mortgages, on individual
basis students are facing problem paying the debt back, Among 2018 graduates, 69%
took out loans and graduated with an average of $29,800 in debt, according to the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Besides, 14% of those students’ parents took
out another $35,600 in loans, on average.
Therefore, from what has been presented, the problem lay in the interest rate; it
is the source of the problem, high interest rate means high default of loan payment.
The way the financial system works must be changed, concentrating on loans as a
product is harming the economy, before elaborate more on the problem of interest
rate, we are required to understand the financial crisis, causes, and impact, economic
experts present different interpretations.

6 Criticizing the Central Bank
The central bank or the father of the financial institutions is the only party who set
roles and guidelines for money movement inside the country, the existence of the
central bank has evolved over the years, before world war I, the central bank roles
were just about converting the gold to money which could in return exchange for
a product plus ensuring that printing of money is implemented properly according
to the amount of gold the country own, The roles exploited by those countries who
printed more money during the war, causing inflation of goods and services to rise
due to the less amount of gold, those countries breach the Brentwood roles. Well, the
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roles of central banks due to that are extended from managing the gold and currencyrelated to stabilizing the supply of money along with inflation rate. The central banks
are the ones who grant licenses to business people lunching their banks, lunching
their financial institutions. The central bank will act as a center of last resort in
case some banks went bankrupt failing to pay its due deposits to the customers. The
central bank will ensure efficiency in the capital market as well as the rate of the
local currency against other currencies. In case a business or individuals requested
a loan from their local banks, the amount of interest paid in return is decided by
local banks based on the central bank interest rate, the reason why local banks must
follow the roles is due to the minim amount required to be kept with a local bank as
a reserve, so they could run their day to day activities. The local bank will charge
you a slightly higher rate, sometimes local banks could borrow from each other.
Central bank functions were involved as a key determinant of the financial crisis, the
central bank is a key factor in forming the current financial system, the interest rate
given by the central banks and the relaxing regulation have to cause the financial
bubbles, local banks will not be able to operate freely in risk assessments programs
without the approval of central banks. Therefore, the roles played by central banks are
questioned, the questions were about the central bank independence from political
economy and political interference. The low-interest-rate which is imposed by the
bank to control the inflation rate has been seen by economists to be ineffective, the
central bank sometimes ignores the impact of that on the people’s ability to consume.
This police are causing saver and borrowers to behave without understanding the
idea of overall economic situations, because sometimes relaxing the interest rate to
speed the consumer’s appetite in loans will cause bubbles, in fact, the bubble of the
financial crisis was motivated by the relaxations of loans. Moreover, central banks are
criticized for their low ability in measuring the derivate, options, and loan eligibility
records. Worth noting that one of the causes of the financial crisis is the house prices
appreciation which made the house owner apply for more loans based on that rising in
house prices, central bank regulation could not catch the dark spot in that operation.
The financial crisis of 2008, brought economists into rethinking the way the
banking business is operating. They are proposing negative internet banking, free
banking, central bank roles, and exploring the theories of the interest rate. They are
questioning themselves, where is the problem of the financial crisis? How could we
avoid another one, why this kind of crisis keeps on recurring?
The answer is debatable, some economist went far away relating the happening of
the crisis to the regulations and risky loans, some went to describe the political agenda
behind the causes and wrong decisions, where some have claimed that reasons were
related to the theory of interest rate. The problem of fractional reserves and making
the business in the financial system as a loan machine business was questioned too.
However, most of the arguments have pointed out that we have a dark spot in the
financial system. Well, dark spots are represented in the mechanism of loans, banking
from loan business to production and profit and loss business, currency printing and
inflation, the dollar reserve made a risky business for countries to rely on the political
stability of the United States.
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7 Artificial Intelligence and the Financial System
Financial system plays an important role in stabilizing the economy, the financial
system is a system which allows the exchange of fund between individual to individual, individual to organization and organization to organization, depositor, lender,
borrowers, and investors, it’s the ensuring of funds investment process, allocation
process or moving between economic sectors. Well, the establishment of institutions
and practices to facilities the exchange of funds is called a financial system. Indeed,
the financial system starts from the central bank to local banks, financial institutions,
non-financial institutions, exchange rates, financial markets, and monetary policy to
stabilize the money supply. Therefore, comprehending the impact of artificial intelligence on the micro-level financial system would enhance the economic growth and
financial stability in the country (Wall, 2018). Provided, broadband internet, mobile
phones, and industrial robotics provide a useful framework for estimating AI’s potential economic effects. The most reasonable benchmarks suggest that the economic
impact of AI could be between $1.49 trillion and $2.95 trillion over the next ten years
(Chen et al., 2016).

7.1 Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Central Banks
The central bank is called the father of banks; the roles of central banks involve
the approving of bank license to operate and the construction of financial system
regulations. The central banks consist of departments such as research and reports,
administration, law and regulation, exchange rate, banking affairs, money supply
affairs, financial crimes, and innovation affairs, recently some central banks have
added a new department they named it as fin-technology affairs. The artificial intelligence represented in financial technology affairs in central banks has influenced the
operation of central banks (Chakraborty & Joseph, 2017). Indeed, some activities
related to the time of money supply, the high inflation rate could be more effective
once a new software is installed into the central bank system, this software can be
given accurate signs warning against the money supply status, it could provide the
exact amount of money supply required or monetary policy implementations, the
quantity of money circulating in the market, the tracing of local currency locations,
the amount of currency printed and the amount of currency hidden by black money
activities of laundering activities. Moreover, the amount of total money in circulation
concerning inflation rate is computerized in a way that could suggest the appropriate
actions, the programming of central bank management will not only record number
and add or subtract them, but it would also be able to create an artificial economic
model to achieve economic growth. Besides, financial markets microstructural is
programmed in a way that increases its efficiency as many of the tasks which used to
be performed by a human are replaced and shortened by the use of artificial intelligence. Previously, establishing a new bank are subjected to many paper works, many
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meeting and connections are required, the introduction of financial mobile application of online currency left with no regulations, the decisions about the currency
fluctuations are performed consulting the government official who is not familiar
with economic planning activities. Well, artificial intelligence claims that is no more
the approach. Also, the development in innovation particularly the printing of paper
money could show the tax-aviation amount accurately, which will help the central
banks implement the proper monetary policy. Nevertheless, artificial intelligence is
expected to minimize the consequence of any financial crisis one the way. The side
effects of artificial intelligence on central banks operating are related to a reduction in workers, salaries, and computerized input drawbacks, the effects of AI on
labor are not uniform across occupations and that access to complementary skills
and technologies may play an important role in determining the impact of AI on
occupations (Felten et al., 2019). The introduction of online currency will introduce
high risk in computer security which allows opponents to access classified data, this
could harm the country’s economic stability. On the other hand, regulating central
banking artificial intelligence would be very difficult due to the race of invention
and innovations, countries with low technology capabilities will be left behind in
terms of stability in their monetary planning. Therefore, a rush to adopt new technologies must be accompanied by human opinions along the way and side by side
with software decisions.

7.2 Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Conventional Banks
Local banks are the core structural fundamental of the financial system, banks operate
under the direct supervision of the central banks, there are related to central banks in
interest rate determination, regulations, and capital adequacy ratio, local banks are
required to allocate a portion of the deposit, remain could be given as loans. Furthermore, local banks are instructed by central banks to combat money laundering, financial crimes, and black money, derivatives could be settled by banks, risk management
measures are implemented by local banks. Artificial intelligence plays an important
role in improving local bank profitability and performance. Well, internet banking,
electronic payments, electronic trading of shares and, banking products and customer
relationship management, they are the product of artificial intelligence, they have
replaced the work of human being. Moreover, artificial intelligence is producing a
process of which risk management evaluation of loans are implemented in some
robotic advanced high tech ways so that level of riskiness is measured, accessing to
bank information and investment opportunities are easier than before. The trading
of currencies could be easily perfumed through banking services.
The side effects of using artificial intelligence in banking impacted banking jobs,
many jobs are expected to be removed from the list of vacancies due to the usage
of artificial intelligence technologies. However, risk management practices in the
banking industry using high artificial intelligence technologies are subject to criticism from scholars (Jakšič & Marinč, 2019), the ability of software to practice
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verifications of borrower’s ability is found to be lacking accuracy and solid base
(Anagnostopoulos, 2018). Indeed, corporate governance of banks is also subjected
to criticism, there are shreds of evidence that risk management practices failed to
predict the defaults in paying back loans to the banks, the software used was given
positive signs on the borrower’s financial background and ability to pay back the
loans but the result was the opposite. In the end, a human being will still play an
important role in the decision-making process, customer relationship management,
people need to speak to people humanly thus erasing human-being is a debatable
issue.

7.3 Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Financial Markets
The financial markets are places where trading of financial assets are allowed, financial assets such as debenture, bonds, options, shares, and futures contracts, this trading
is governed by a special authority appointed by the government and central bank;
previously, trading used to be executed the old way of calling an agent or calling
the bank, or documenting writing between parties, the current scenario with artificial intelligence made the trading easier through a system which allows the trader
to access the information click the right selection linking that to payment method
and profit is acuminated automatically into the bank account. Furthermore, artificial intelligence has reached away were a development process is thinking about the
software which predicts the right shares to buy, the right risk to avoid, and the right
market-microstructure to adopt.
The side effects of adopting a high-technology financial market reduced the need
for human being interference, this has impacted the employment rate, the impact on
the economy is sensed. Therefore, artificial intelligence is to plays an important role
in financial market practices. Artificial intelligence is under the challenge of linking
overall world economic behavior, the right option time to execute, the right share
time to sell, these things are the job of human-being.

7.4 Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Exchange Rates
The exchange rate of a currency to another currency is determined by a combination
of factors such as import, export, and inflation rate. The demand for one currency
creates the value of that currency. Well, artificial intelligence is interfering with the
work of exchange rates in many forms, adopting the tracing system embed into
the currency notes would help the government to detect tax aviation and local notes
ownerships. Moreover, the introduction of online currency will impact the circulation
of local notes, the electronic currency such as Bitcoin will be a leaking source for
exchange rate manipulation. In the old fashion, we used to exchange our local notes
from local agents and local banks. Old fashion has created many jobs for the local
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citizen, but the new fashion will erase the need for local workers replacing that with
machines.

8 Conclusions
Artificial intelligence is expected to impact the financial system in many forms,
central bank operations, banking operation, financial markets, exchange rate, and
ultimately the whole economy. The erasing of jobs is not corresponding to the creating
of another one. The robotic manner of performing financial operations are faced with
many challenges, these challenges are concerned with finding the skilled people
to deal with technological changes, the security of information and the changing
of teaching methods in elementary schools.
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Artificial Intelligence for Strengthening
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in Public Sector Amid COVID-19:
Challenges and Opportunities in Pakistan
Kalsoom B. Sumra, Mehtab Alam, and Rashid Aftab

Abstract The public sector organizations are increasingly interested in using data
science and capabilities of artificial intelligence (AI) to engender administrative
and support services. The AI is identified for deepening the scientific knowledge
in extents of administration, support services and addressing public queries. Other
than private sector, the public services are focusing towards the advancement of
technology through the arrangement of AI. Correspondingly, this chapter strives to
view the artificial intelligence within the domains of governance while intervening in
public services and localities during COVID-19. It considers the factors that the study
endorses with opportunities and challenges that disclose the prospects in the current
scenario. The study aims to highlight the use of AI in governance and support services
through the online survey from the local departments and administrative service
providers. The scope addressed in the study included the key state divisions, trailed
by the National Health and Services, Science and Technology, Relief and Welfare
departments, along with the key stakeholders in localities. The study examines the
facilitative governance, shared objectives, imparting information, communication,
socializing, AI expertise, and decision making over coronavirus governance. The
results reflect a comprehensive strategy through artificial intelligence application to
minimize the devastation caused by the event of coronavirus. It also invites public
and private parties to support the government in technological affairs of governing
the crisis situation of COVID-19. The research contributed for further investigation
in the tools that can better the state governance services towards common citizen
of Pakistan. Significant future implications are noted in view of the challenges and
opportunities received and incorporated in the study.
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1 Introduction
The race for world leadership in Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies is in progress
of advancing and the governments are promoting the idea of research and development (Renda, 2019). This is to encourage commercialization of AI and to catch up
the leading AI nations across the world (Winfield & Jirotka, 2018). It follows swift
changes and description of governance through various state analyses for enhance
used of AI (Cotter, 2015). For some states the comparison is ascertain and it received
well-known response from their concern public and people in responding the challenges of coronavirus (Omar et al., 2017). Maintaining the opportunity of social
distance along with separation from the social events injected the developing countries towards vague and inconsistent governance role. For the reason of less AI awareness in these areas the services are not actively served to the victims of COVID-19
(Mahmud & Cotter, 2017). However, the case is not restricted to awareness; it is the
adoption of policy planning in lieu of understanding of AI as a driving force in the
digital revolution (Lauterbach & Bonim, 2016). The incumbent era is inclusive of
both potential and risk in terms of social, economic and, to some extent, security
procedures of states (Zhang & Dafoe, 2019).
Consequently, governments often leave aside any existing sector or digital strategies which is therefore be preceded by a description of AI concepts for people of
shared interest (Yu et al., 2018). The subject is not too specialized rather it is conceived
of and anchored in a cross-sector approach with the lack of target systems (Fenwick
& Vermeulen, 2019). Here the approaches are predominantly formulated in general
terms and their partial and unclear objectives relate to different levels of impact on the
service delivery during the COVID-19 is considerable (Casares, 2018). It provides
for governing bodies to overtake the more difficult areas of health sector to control
the process of implementation and to measure the level of achievement (Adams,
2008). For example, measuring the economic strength of the AI industry and other
metrics, various states set targets for the controlling the spread of COVID-19 over
the number of projects approved through the measurable targets (Sukhadia et al.,
2020).
The facilitative government is something that needs to understand whether the
COVID-19 leads to the desired effects or it requires a comprehensive mechanism that
allows for the observation of global AI trends (Board, 2011). Such are the actions
taken by the countries to inter-align other nations where the progress is at emerging
stages. The utilizing of AI in a lower and restricted context is benefiting the social
distancing and enhancing relationship among key stakeholder under single umbrella
of National Command and Control Center (NCOC) (Gasser & Almeida, 2017). The
developed governments are using AI and adopted it with global integration while
challenging superpowers of AI and confrontation of less-develop countries with
the COVID-19. These challenges are enhancing and requiring certain implementation tools of AI. Those countries having leading position to adopt and followed the
instruments of technology have strong corporate and independent sectors (Wang &
Siau, 2018). The dynamics of AI development are largely determined by the private
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sector, particularly young companies, and Internet companies with global operations
(Arnold et al., 2019).
The international trend in the use of AI is towards further deregulation, as it is
seeing tendencies towards increased state control of the large technology companies
for furthering operation under AI. This is essential during the times of crisis situation
like Covid-19 which has slow down the worldwide distribution of AI instruments
(Dillon & Dillon, 2020). Same is the case with countries having more focused on
science and the protection of the individual than to use other channels. Such global
players partly are playing their role due to a very high degree of skepticism towards
digital technologies (Cao, 2019). It becomes a protective stance in governance where
the support is aimed at the development of research networks along with pools of
open data and technology transfer. It established manufacturing industry and SMEs
which are prerogative and formative voice for coping the challenges of COVID-19
(Almeida et al., 2020). However, in divergence to the AI where the permeability
between business and science has grown over the past ten years, the success of
certain attempts is to achieve this permeability with limited approach. Scaling this
may develop a constructive voice on the world stage, with governance which must
point out ways to trigger a more-effective exchange during crisis events (Bhathela
et al., 2019).
The separate fortresses of science and business project linked with economic
powers are globally producing more AI against the production of digital society.
For example, in the region of East Asia, the fourth industrial revolution in countries like South Korea and Japan which are considered as the inevitable next stages
in human development (Kerr et al., 2020). Hence AI will have influence over the
spheres of life that results from a constellation of specific economic growth targets
and demographic limitations (Mannes, 2020). It is facilitating governance by a focus
on research, commercialization and rapid scale-up of AI applications in communication, decision making, socializing, and enhancing expertise of AI. The risks that are
focusing too closely on manufacturing aspects, despite further specializing in basic
research and the concept of industry need to be comprehended through the investment in upcoming cognitive age which could actively shaped it (Winter & Davidson,
2019). The digitally strong, qualified, and young population is needed specifically
for countries like Pakistan as a home base where the success is to mainstream the
society. The governance style must open itself toward the potential of this technology,
both critically and constructively and quickly against the needs of pandemic situation (Wirtz et al., 2020). The ethical and human orientation in communication and
enhancing AI expertise is strengths of the developing countries (Casares, 2018).
These ethical issues are discussed in different social forums in with the topic is
not given any high priority by the respective governments or this creates the space
to take the lead on the issue of ethical AI (Butcher & Beridze, 2019). Humans are
central to world developments and it has been attempted by many with the initiative in developing an international AI governance architecture. Other independent
movements and issues have weakened the country’s ability to project AI developments. The challenges of COIVD-19 stems from the fragmentation of the internal
data market that potentially could comprise of 200 million people (McGregor, 2018).
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The calls for infrastructural design of AI have hardly been accompanied by concrete
suggestions to help shape future innovation of cognitive machines for both the developing countries digital market (Zhang & Dafoe, 2019). For other economic regions,
it will be necessary to think outside the box and beyond the basic data-protection
regulations the sense of responsibility can be conveyed more easily through digital
economic and social control (Reddy et al., 2020).
Major issue for the states like Pakistan is unavailability of computing capacities
as an along with the availability of data and training of specialists. These need to be
promoted by aligning social and operational roles of public sectors as a prerequisite for AI research and commercialization (Mahmud & Cotter, 2019). It must focus
on the expansion of domestic computing capacities along with resolution of global
trade conflicts that show that availability of powerful chips or access to cloud-based
computing power. It is a strategic necessity as compared to the crisis of governance
during the coronavirus where the developing countries are not competitive in this
arena (Marchant & Brad, 2017). Further the ecosystems as a strategic asset can be
based on developing higher quality AI solutions and implement them into the international dialogue. It will need experienced investors and an agile legislature in addition
to its researchers, talented developers, and strategic businesspersons (Pagallo et al.,
2019). These parties can provide the fertile ground for successful commercialization
of AI in Pakistan with significant support to the governance mechanism in times of
coronavirus issues (Guan, 2019). There can be the small number of AI startups which
could bear the witness to the fact that such governance systems could be supported
to the extent necessity of curbing coronavirus.
The public interests of support services and governance through artificial intelligence required for the achievement of following key objectives of the study. These
include:
• To inspect the role of artificial intelligence for strengthening administrative and
support services during COVID-19 crisis in Pakistan.
• To suggest the possibility of managing artificial intelligence for effective governance and communication over social distancing and isolation.

2 Literature Review and Proposed Hypotheses
Existing literature available for governance challenges during Covid-19 is researched
and explained by scholars concerned to significant role of Artificial Intelligence
(Feldstein, 2019) provided that most influential role of AI, is estimated with 3000plus doctoral students in the field each year, with 1400 AI startups and seven of
the world’s ten largest technology companies. The cooperation between universities,
public authorities and companies has grown over the last 40 years. Such combination
of factors is the reason for global leadership in AI with increasing competition, and
the strategic relevance for the economy and society. The (Jackson, 2018) illustrate
that administration must present the world’s national AI strategy for governance
model government which has yet to produce for challenges of COVID-19. This is
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in addition to funds from the private sector with basic research that receives funding
through a key part of the government’s annual AI R&D budget. The funding from
individual departments also supports AI development, with the spending 6.3 billion
on AI. It is the Washington which supports the commercialization of AI by reducing
and removing regulatory fences.
Other scholar (Mazzini, 2019) reviewed the system of governance during COVID19 remains to be seen, whether the organizations inhibits the ability to attract AI
experts or it is seen how different initiatives from the executive and legislative
branches will form and shape new AI rules. As the AI comprises of three-step plan
that can influence the world’s leading AI nation by 2030. Certain measurable macroeconomic targets are set under AI. To achieve the purpose there are more than 700
million internet users and growing groups of high-performance hardware and technology companies are playing their role. According to the (Sætra, 2020) there are
still lags in the basic research, training of qualified specialists, and the number of AI
startups and internationally enforced patents. But the developments in recent years
leave no doubt that AI is catching up with advancement and promotion of instruments
like the microchip industry and other used at the sub-national level.
Certain agreements according to Maas (2019) is based on the country’s strengths
where AI research is very influential and having more AI startups concentrated in
one place than other. The governments set the foundation for the development of
ethical guidelines for AI, including the establishment of a Centre for Ethics and an
international AI Ethics Conference planned for 2019 with the commercialization
of research, as expressed by the small number of patent publications, among other
factors. This is considered a historic weakness as it is still unclear how the country
will continue to attract scientists and entrepreneurs or it will compensate for its loss
of influence in the region.
Further the scholar (Dignam, 2019) reflected that the success in AI requires during
COVID-19 is based on a broad spectrum of experiments in various fields of application with a striking trend is the small number of institutes and teaching staff. The
actively conduct research in areas directly related to AI as well as the lack of cooperation between academia and industry requires a planned center of excellence will help
bring together scientists to work with users in projects and scenarios. These areas
must be extended with autonomous powers and certain new rules established for
governance will allow researchers to work concurrently in the academic and private
areas. For example, there are 30 public institutions have set up branches around the
Startup Campus with Station F in Paris to advise startup companies on legal issues and
governance. The development of a protocol for international data exchange (IHAN),
is similar to the IBAN protocol for bank transfers. The AI is examined in this review
with incorporation of administration document that’s specifically dedicated to work
under AI domain.
For the filing of the most AI patents (Walz & Firth-Butterfield, 2018) show that
other than AI there is considerable amount which have been made available to be spent
on brain research. Here the findings reflect the expectations which lead to the next
breakthrough in the field of neural networks and to enable faster commercialization
of AI applications. The intended companies are developing their products to market
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maturity while government approval procedures are still in progress which could take
place, for example, in the large-scale, networked like tech parks. The AI research is
being conducted right next to industrial sites where the data and knowledge obtained
will then be shared with startups and SMEs to help them develop new services. The
technologies and promotion of governance knowledge with Institutional framework
in situation of coronavirus is considered for data protection.
However, the ethical questions are gaining an importance among experts, as
revealed by discussions about moral machines and stronger controls. This according
to Stefano (2020) corresponds to a general tendency towards centralization, as shown
by the government’s attempts to control domestic technology. The spending in 2016
was only around 2.1% of GDP, in absolute terms spends the most money on R&D
worldwide. The increased investment is more than three-quarters of research which
are made by companies and it requires for governance role during COVID-19. It is
concluded that there is there is a general dominance of applied research where the
boundaries between business and government are not altogether clear.
Further the impact of such publication’s lags status as one of the “leading global AI
hubs” is mainly the result of private investments in application-oriented R&D. This
resulted from the government-promoted rapprochement of universities and companies which are as part of the reform and open-door policy allows universities to
grant greater autonomy and public funding. In order to stimulate the acquisition of
third-party funds, which led to a concentration on commercialization the priority of
pursuing rapid economic benefits, social capital and hierarchical status has reduced
the incentives for researchers to undertake long-term basic research.

2.1 Services Governance
The governance of coronavirus COVID-19 at this scale can have an impact on
economic well-being for a large number of people and same is case with this research.
Despite available resources the public sector is dependent on these wage-earners, an
important consequence for a middle-income country like Pakistan. AI is effective
in raising a large number of citizens out of poverty where acclaimed IT industry
is already feeling the pinch of automation. This suggests that a crisis triggered by
COVID-19 losses could hit the population over the next few years but it has side
effects of AI which might take longer to manifest and fail to reinforce the social
distance.

2.2 Facilitative Administration
The understanding of administration system is reflective through a social hierarchy
with historical roots of public. It endures to perpetuate discrimination in subversive
and invisible ways, by affecting wages, employment, imprisonment, and easy access
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to credit from banks. The advent of AI there has become a growing concern that
data-driven algorithms can pick up biases from the data to facilitate, communicate,
inform, and ensure the effective administration during COVID-19. Li et al. (2019)
illustrated that technological cooperation with the various states is needed and it has
to do without the centric and applicable approach for AI. It formulated a leadership in governance with the claim by striking the balance between the policies with
the centralized structure and organization of the political system and especially in
the areas of health, mobility and communication. The relevant ministries are using
strategies and resources to stimulate AI applications which can only be questionable
whether innovations can be centrally controlled in the long run or not.
H1: Artificial Intelligence in governance is influence by the availability of health
infrastructure and effective communication.

2.3 Information Governance
For the assessment of information flow and exchange during COVID-19 there are
suspected to show racial biases among the inter-departments of public services.
The information is influenced by the businesses and it restricts the communicable
exchange of information through stakeholders. The affective data-driven might be
used to assess applications for patients and victims of COVID-19 where the experiment reflected that conduct of evidence of discrimination is not possible in case
of applying AI applications. The researcher (Pupillo et al., 2020) unfolded that the
network of voluntary AI experts is to advise the state on the procurement of technologies and support cyber security as in Helsinki, it is clear that the big strings in
AI development are pulled away. This is interesting feature which enable companies to purchase expertise from other firms or researchers and use it to develop. The
potential for AI beyond Finland’s borders is available in the health sector, based on
the Finnish genome project “FinnGen” and in cooperation with IBM Watson Health
along with other areas. This assumes as
It provides that H2: AI is the successful tool in executing decision making and
opportunity of curbing Covid-19 Infections.

2.4 Communication
The effective role of communication among provinces, health and security departments presume that the decisions were made by human evaluators not learning
machines. It is a cause for concern if these decisions are eventually used to train a
procedure for screening data by amplifying the inequality among patients of COIVD19 and those who are real victims. As increase in internet users and other media
operators the influence of technology is central and expected to grow with easy
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interaction among stakeholders. Sharma et al. (2020) stressed for ethical implications of AI which have so far lagged the economic considerations and the AI laws,
regulations, ethical standards and security controls are going to be established in a
step-by-step manner. For example, the Social Credit System planned for 2020, serves
more to control society and avoid political and social conflicts than to protect data
and it also reflect public opinion.
H3: Communication among healthcare societies and entities is not effective
through the AI challenges for Pakistan.

2.5 Socializing
Social distancing and isolation are the pre-requisite during COVID-19 but the mobile
phones are the primary access point to the internet, particularly in rural areas where
60% of Internet access is through mobile phones which support AI and seems an
overall a boon for AI. The socializing remains slow if effective use of AI is applied.
Here it must also be assumed that the economic objectives of the AI be achieved
through government support for research and services of health care in pandemic
situation. Zeng et al. (2018) reflect that in relation to the overall population, the
number of scientists is comparatively low, and there’s also a lack of AI researchers
with 271 scholars have been performing active research in the fields of AI, computer
vision, machine learning, data mining, natural language processing. Such figures are
still too low to fulfil the requirements to achieve leadership and governance in AI
research which is measured by the number of scientific AI publications has already
achieved global leadership COVID-19.
H4: Community and public institutions are not collaborating for social distance
through the AI application during COVID-19.

2.6 Decision Making
Public services and governance are significantly dependent on key state decisions
during crisis situation. Same is the case with AI which can support a better access and
share the cyberspace with easy communication among stakeholders. The infiltration
of AI informs the relevant public to identify cases of COVID-19 through which state
could decide the intervention and tackle the crisis accordingly. Al Khamisi et al.
(2018) explained that scientists, academics, and entrepreneurs living abroad and to
facilitate international experts’ have access to research institutions which reduced the
bureaucracy and financial incentives. This has already lured many talents back and the
researchers who have done their Ph.D. degrees hardly come back for governance and
public sector services. Doing on the temporary basis and the framework conditions
for research is more important than the financial incentives like Alibaba, Sense Time
and other technology companies which are reacting to the double problem. The one
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Information Governance
(IG)
Facilitative Administration
(FA)

Communication (C)
AI Public Sector
Governance
Socializing (SC)

Decision Making (DM)
Opportunities

Fig. 1 Conceptual framework. Source Author’s development

is the shortage of skilled workers and inadequate basic research in a rather pragmatic
manner and second is to setup up of their own billion-dollar research laboratories
(Fig. 1).
H5: Decisions are highly effective in the immunity support services and applicable
to the infectious crisis situations.

3 Methodology and AI-Centric Approach
For the unconventional ways the creation of a climate of hope and optimism
through artificial intelligence is significant. In this regard the conduct of survey
from concerned departments and people aligned with AI is used in this research. The
response has anticipated and it forestalls the potential risks of AI-driven growth with
the concerns that override AI.

3.1 Instrument/Scale Development
Through the online survey from the departments and sections concerned this research
developed a likert scale based on the sections/categories of A, B, C, and D. Section
A employ governance issues during Covid-19 and the response by state agencies.
Section B considers the question relevant to cooperation and communication of
provinces and key organs of state through AI. Section C raises the main concerns
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that emerge from COVID-19 and socializing problems while section D included
administration, information, and decision-making effects of AI.

3.2 Respondent Profile and Relevancy
Following the socio-economic context there is no exception to the global AI wave
which is beginning to uproot governance issues through AI. Here the respondent
is selected based on their choices and opinions, which follows strongly agree to
strongly disagree options. Variables included are the coronavirus governance, facilitative administration, imparting information, communication, socializing, and decision making. The categories of the respondent against the variables and research
objectives includes the development of likert scale questions grounded on variables
followed by the research content and reflection of issues in the question’s items. There
is comprehensible content for the Artificial Intelligence in governance of COVID-19
where acceptable level of validity and reliability is categorized for impacts and use
of AI participants. Further the information flow of general to specific questions with
problem identification and defendant approval and reviewed questionnaire is relevant
to the study.
The participants incorporated or the online are based on the qualification and
experience relevant to the role of artificial intelligence in governing COVID-19. The
people associated with the advancements in machine learning and natural language
interfaces and their role in public sector organizations. Against the variables the
respondent participated in survey to reflect their opinion on the issues of artificial intelligence in context of governing COVID-19 challenge that requires a wellorganized and advance response from public sector organizations. The profile incorporated the age, technological/AI education, involvement in science and technology,
attachment with the support services and association with the theme of this research.

3.3 Sample and Data Collection Process
The data collected from the concern departments of National Health and Services,
Science and Technology, Relief and Welfare, and Institutions related to public sector.
The respondents are selected under the William Gooden sample calculation formula
of 2004 where the questionnaire is distributed among the 245 with return numbers
of questionnaires are 210.

where
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Table 1 Data collection and
sample
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Data collection process

Sample

Survey

Workers/Staff National Health
Services
Science and Technology Department
Officials from Relief and Welfare
Services
Representatives/Key Stakeholders
Artificial Intelligence

n = sample size
z = standard score,
p is population proportion
N = population and
e is margin of error.
The distribution of the questionnaire is explained as workers from health care
services with 50 in numbers. Same is the quantity for Relief and Welfare departments.
However, there are 80 questionnaires served for Science and Technology with specific
focus on the role of artificial intelligence in public sector institutions. Maintaining the
confidentiality of each respondent and effectively following the procedure is given
due precedence. The participants have independent view over the subject and key
issues of the research (Table 1).

3.4 Measuring and Analysis of Data
For the analysis and obtaining the results following are the analytical tool used
with accurate and compulsive results against the responses and objectives. The
tools included the frequencies of demographic variables, pearson correlation matrix,
regression testing model (Cronbach’s Alpha) and analysis of reliability.
The procedures of analyzing problem of artificial intelligence and its relation to
the public sector in combating the COVID-19 is based on the data collected through
primary data collection method. The desire response from concerned stakeholders
and after the collection of information through questionnaire software and computational techniques are applied. The interpretation is explained through tested data on
the SPSS software which is common and frequently used for quantitative analytical
techniques. The data is tested through the correlation, regression, and descriptive
analysis. Regression analysis is implied in predicting the effects of one variable on
other, while correlation is to see the nature of relationship among the constructs of
artificial intelligence.
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4 Results and Discussion
The participants responded and reflected against the questionnaire provide that AI
in government and public sector requires the architectural design, building, use, and
evaluation of cognitive computing. The machine learning here is to improve the
management of public agencies, the decisions leaders that project and implement the
public policies (Table 2).
The associated governance mechanisms along with public sector are exploring
the use of AI with the most widely recognized and adopted terminology. This
Table 2 Administrative support services
References

Statements

Measure research dependent
independent

Sukhadia et al.
(2020)

Artificial Intelligence
in governance is
influence by the
availability of health
infrastructure and
effective
communication

PSG

FA

AI (+)

Walz and Firth
(2018)

AI is the successful
PSG
tool in executing
decision making and
opportunity of curbing
Covid-19 Infections

IG

AI (+)

Dignam (2019)

Communication
among healthcare
societies and entities
is not effective
through the AI
challenges for
Pakistan

PSG

C

AI (−)

Zhang and Dafoe
(2019)

Community and
public institutions are
not collaborating for
social distance
through the AI
application during
COVID-19

PSG

SC

AI (+)

Butcher and Beridze
(2019)

Decisions are highly
effective in the
immunity support
services and
applicable to the
infectious crisis
situations

PSG

DM

AI (−)

Source Author’s development

Hypothesis
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Table 3 Analysis through Pearson correlation
Description

Mean S.D

AVE CR

FA

IG

C

Public sector governance 4.27

1.53 0.65

0.063

Facilitating admin

3.31

1.64 0.54

0.052 1

Info governance

5.32

1.09 0.61

0.060 0.230

Communication

4.01

1.41 0.53

0.079 −0.064 0.321 1

SC

DM

1

Socializing

3.71

1.83 0.68

0.079 0.069

0.064 0.068 1

Decision making

3.71

1.83 0.53

0.230 0.079

0.060 0.230 0.079 1

S.D. standard deviation, AVE average variance explained, CR composite reliability

reflect technologies that augment human abilities and in performing both simple and
complex services during crisis of COVID-19 in Pakistan. Coronavirus governance
is related with the terms including cognitive computing, robotic process automation
and machine knowledge. Communication among provinces or key state agencies also
followed through AI and it provides significant relief to the victims of disaster. The
government agencies will be able to augment the capabilities of their workforce by
processing and learning from large amounts of disparate data across heterogeneous
systems in response to administration facilitation (Table 3).
Hence the Hypothesis H1: Artificial Intelligence in governance is influence by the
availability of health infrastructure and effective communication is accepted.
The interaction with humans through natural language processing enable common
man’s cognitive systems at public places to free up their workforce from tasks that are
ripe for automation due to their structured and predictable landscape. Various examples are quoted that include the distribution of insurance cards, interest free loans,
biometric payments, and other projects for victims through online services. These
applications are designed in support and help of the citizens to navigate the easy
communication and dispersion of information and updates related to the crisis situation. Majority of the queries resolved and progressed through the artificial intelligence
support systems. The navigation of the governance during the crisis of COVID-19 in
Pakistan is highly required for implication of the artificial intelligence. For the public
sector departments there is increase interaction among pubic over the queries and
issues of health care. While answering to the questionnaire few respondents reflect
the less need of AI as society is not ready to accept the technological movements
and advancing crisis through AI.
This proves that Hypothesis H2: AI is the successful tool in executing decision
making and opportunity of curbing Covid-19 Infections is accepted.
The Government of Pakistan is processing millions of applications through SMS
and services that require fifth generation internet facilities with support for AI.
Different types of applications are processed about with relevant the facilities of
administration in dealing the travel documents, identity cards, and other subjects
(Table 4).
The AI helps governments track the efficacy of policy interventions and recommend course corrections as needed for various departments and cities in the country.
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Table 4 Regression analysis
Description

Residual sum of
squared

Model

1772.373

Degree of freedom

MS

12

Number of
observation

210

443.093

F (4, 210)

472.70

Residual

15,903.147

16,284

0.976

Prob. > F

0.000

Total

17,675.520

16,288

1.085

R2

0.63

Public sector
governance
Facilitating
Admin

Coefficient

Stander error

t-statistics

Adj.-R2

0.64

Root MSE

0.998

p-value

Confidence interval
[95%]

0.029

0.008

3.45

0.001

0.012

0.047

Info Governance −0.501

0.014

−1.76

0.000

0.530

0.472

−0.008

0.007

2.09

0.277

0.022

0.006

Socializing

0.499

0.014

6.77

0.001

0.370

0.428

Decision
Making

0.498

0.015

−7.87

0.001

0.371

0.429

Constant

0.199

0.059

4.35

0.202

0.826

0.316

Communication

The travel tracking and Government respond services are recently installed in collaboration with science and technology. The basis is to use Artificial Intelligence to
transform government, through the innovators and moving forward to implement AI
in their programs and projects. It is highlighted in the promotion of better decisions,
and local and international examples of AI to improve law enforcement outcomes
for maintain social distance. The findings from over a dozen of responses thought
leaders applying AI in government, demonstrating that government can use AI to
solve real issues in delivering and combating COVID-19 issues. The systems of AI
are relying on cognitive computing capabilities to learn and develop even after they
are deployed, through ingestion of more data.
While H3: Communication among healthcare societies and entities is not effective
through the AI challenges for Pakistan stands rejected.
Public sector departments should focus on organizing data, training systems, and
testing performance and it can create mechanisms to collect, combine, and prepare
data across multiple sources to feed. The machine learning tools and algorithms can
help identify patterns in the dataset and build predictive models that human experts
can train and test during national or international crisis situation. The accuracy of
solutions provided to known problem and solution in cases where the system gets the
answer wrong, experts will provide the correct answer, which will then be used by
the system in future iterations. The health services collaboration with public services
can experiment the problem of patient care and future identification of virus through
AI.
The Hypothesis H4: Community and public institutions are not collaborating for
social distance through the AI application during COVID-19 is true and acceptable.
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Table 5 Opportunities to help government move forward in critical arena of COVID-19
AI in the public sector

Opportunities

Coronavirus governance

Investment in Upgrading and Modernizing the AI Set-up

Facilitative administration Cloud Computing and Open Source as Options to
Decisions/Management
Imparting information

Active Governance and Acquisition Practices for IT

Communication

Identify Data Intensive Problems and Advantage of Machine
Learning and Cognitive Capabilities, Invest in Data Governance and
to Improve Service Delivery

Socializing

Transform the Public Workforce to Take Advantage of AI Engage
Human Experts in Designing, Testing, and Evaluating AI

Decision making

Develop Collaborative Partnerships with Academia to Initiate AI
Projects Public–Private Partnerships to Design, Deploy, and
Evaluate AI

Governance

Proactive Monitor Systems to Track Unexpected Outcomes during
COVID-19 with Robust Audit and Inspection Mechanisms

The effective use of limited health care resources through AI is important to feed
the system sufficient and good-quality data that has balanced representation on the
various elements of COVID-19. Main experts to embed expert knowledge which
normally happens by reviewing health cases where the system has gotten decisions
wrong or has provided useless recommendations. An AI-powered chatbot to support
medical decision-making or assist with law enforcement calls for a much higher
performance threshold due to the potential for harm caused by a faulty system during
the pandemic. Such automated warning systems can alert a pilot about potential
dangers and issues (Table 5).
The assumption H5: Decisions are highly effective in the immunity support
services and applicable to the infectious crisis situations is rejected.

5 Conclusion and Future Implications
The analysis provided over the governance organizations response through AI to
events of coronavirus is based on the principles of protecting the patients by using
advance technology. There are certain guiding principles for the construction of a
robust AI in Pakistan. The governments’ digital ideas are in progress and these are
already effective for fulfilling common problems of coronavirus. However, the initiatives in lieu of combating COVID-19 requires enhance role of public sector departments through AI. Safety of the public data from governmental departments is effective and be useful to create locally relevant public open sets pertaining to language,
health, market places, and social distancing. For issues of effective communication AI
technologies such as computer vision and crowdsourcing could be deployed to seed
the effort and it would neither be effective nor sustainable if the activity of developing
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AI-based solutions is confined to a small number of people. For the national response
or broader section of the population especially minorities and rural communities be
addressed by training to create and maintain AI systems for public requirements.
The instructive and clear mistakes can be rectified more quickly and effectively by
local administrations and those associated with health care departments. For the data
and the technical knowledge, the development and maintaining of communication,
coronavirus governance needs an actively complement of top-down model of knowledge generation and dissemination within the context of AI. This is relevant to the
growth of the AI knowledge and through the open source movement there has been
reasonably successful in expanding the development of AI libraries, standards, and
public sector training program like Seylani Welfare Organization has adopted. The
advantages of having an established system and a well-trained workforce with the
supply knowledge and skill are match for the demand of governance system during
COVID-19. In context of this AI could excite young minds to pursue careers and is
also able to the publication of interesting data sets and the government organizations
of competitions. The centers of excellence in research could provide leadership not
just in core AI technologies, but also in interdisciplinary areas where socializing,
imparting information and decision making.
The recommendations and the future implications of the AI measures are to train
a large workforce to build applications using vision, speech, and staff for public
services. There would be a positive step which may also help by absorbing some of
the shock created by job losses or industry. However, the startups will play a vital
role in identifying and realizing the benefits of AI across diverse sectors as Pakistan
has a thriving tech entrepreneurship ecosystem. There is access to talent, capital,
and large markets with more than 100+ startups are focusing on AI. The presidential
initiative with welfare organization for AI projection is reflecting the state response
to advance technology. However, there are low services in comparison to response
ratio of other countries. The investments in the AI requires enhancement with active
system of operations. The data sets and talent are both challenges that governments in
developing countries will have to negotiate. The closer collaboration with universities
could help in the latter aspect and it can be constrained to keep risk low can focus on
high-volume, low margin public entities. For the growth of AI in times of COVID-19,
Pakistan needs to have regulatory mechanisms such as safety and quality standards;
legal frameworks addressing data security, privacy, and liability; and ethics with
governance review commissions.

Annexure
Survey Questionnaire
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Disagree

Neutral
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Agree

Strongly agree

AI public sector governance
Do you consider
satisfaction of effective
AI implication is
significant in curbing the
challenge of COVID-19
for Pakistan?
Did you expect the
positive results of
cooperation among
federal and provincial
sectors through AI
management?
People are satisfied in
performing their
activities during the
COVID-19
Is there any Impact of
improved coordination
on Public Sector
departments?
Facilitative administration
The reflection of
positive administration
through AI is significant
Do you agree that AI
effective communication
can improve services
during COVID-19?
The affective AI is
influence by facilities
provided to public sector
departments
The standardized
transport services can
attract services to
combat COVID-19 in
Pakistan
Information governance
Is the implementation of
AI impart information
for effective services of
Covid-19
Communication can be
facilitated by support of
AI
(continued)
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(continued)
Questions

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

The standards of health
services are relevant
with various AI tools
Pakistan can develop
tools to promote Ai in
public sectors for better
public management
The use of social media
can be effective in
presenting AI awareness
Communication
The implementation of
AI communication
contributed for positive
cognition of public
service?
Communication can be
facilitated by support of
AI public service
organization
The standards on of AI
is relevant with current
crisis situation
Pakistan can promote
instruments of AI in
enhancing the affective
management of patient
Social media is effective
in presenting AI tools to
use in governance
Socializing
The social distancing
implementation is easy
through the tools of AI
Social communication
can be facilitated by
support of AI
The values on social
isolation is relevant with
various AI tools
(continued)
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(continued)
Questions

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Public Service
departments can
promote AI tools
through affective
cognitive and public
approach
The use of social media
can be effective in
presenting AI
socializing models
Decision making
Effective
implementation of AI
contributed for positive
decision making
Communication can be
facilitated by support of
AI for effective
decisions
The ethics of AI are
helpful in determining
the decisions right or
wrongness
There is immense
potential of AI for
effective decisions to
curb Covid-19
management
Social media can be
active in presenting
decisions for victims
and effects of Covid-19
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Higher Education Institutions
with Artificial Intelligence: Roles,
Promises, and Requirements
Basheer Al-haimi, Fadhl Hujainah, Daing Nasir, and Essam Alhroob

Abstract Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly and rapidly becoming a technology that empowers and reshapes our lives. Several industries and sectors that
adopted AI have benefited from this technological advancement. One such sector is
higher education, which can potentially receive the maximum benefits of AI revolution. However, the roles, benefits, and promises of AI in higher education institutions
(HEIs) have not been sufficiently investigated and require further research. Therefore, this chapter, which has an extensive literature review, is conducted to reveal how
HEIs have benefited from AI and must be met to prepare for such powerful technology. Results reveal that AI has high possibility to reshape HEIs in many ways;
for this reason, HEIs must be prepared to benefit from its numerous advantages.
Researchers and policymakers can use this study’s findings in HEIs as a solid base
for further investigation and crafting strategies.
Keywords Artificial intelligence · Higher education institutions · Benefits ·
Requirements

1 Introduction
In the twenty-first century, many technologies have emerged. The power of artificial
intelligence (AI) has been the driving force behind the success of what we have
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seen in many existing things in our life. AI is the technology that started the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR), and it has led to the emergence of new technologies as
far as 4IR is concerned (Xing & Marwala, 2018). In business, companies can benefit
from AI in three ways: automating business processes, obtaining insights via data
analysis, and engaging customers and employees (Thomas & Ronanki, 2019); these
three ways are the major requirements of today’s business world. In a survey involving
250 business executives, Deloitte (Thomas & Ronanki, 2019) revealed that AI had
benefited companies and businesses in many different ways, such as the enhancement
of product features, functions, and performance; optimization of internal business
operations; improvement in decision-making processes; and enhanced workplace
creativity due to task automation.
Thus, AI applications have been applied in many industries and sectors and have
considerably solved problems and enhanced performance and decision-making (e.g.,
“driverless cars” and operational tasks, such as “predicting the best new customer”)
(Arkajayoti, 2020).
Higher education businesses are not considerably different from all these industries. In fact, they may be seen as the cornerstone sector that would actualize the
great promises, benefits, and role of AI shortly. According to Pence (2019), AI will
bring about massive employment improvement by eliminating 1.8 M jobs and then
creating 2.3 M new jobs.
Thus, students and professors are required to be prepared for such transitions.
Universities and colleges will be vital in the future because they will become a
major power and source for most of the AI innovation centers worldwide (MOE,
2018). Unfortunately, AI’s role remains unclear to educators, HEIs, and policy
makers because they; seem to be unaware about how this technology can influence and reshape the higher education sectors (Papaspyridis, 2020; Zawacki-Richter
et al., 2019). According to Alexandeos (Papaspyridis, 2020), “despite the benefits
and promises of AI in education, a McKinsey report 2017lists education and health
care sectors are parts of the lowest adoption of AI”.
Furthermore, due to the current challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
higher education and many other sectors have identified the serious need for investigating the potentials and various roles of technologies, especially that of AI. The
healthcare sector has used AI technology in many areas to solve issues related to
this pandemic; among these areas are the identification, tracking, and prediction of
virus outbreaks; vaccine development; and information dissemination and public
awareness) (Nigel, 2020). Thus, a race is underway to investigate how AI can meaningfully influence society, particularly in the higher education sector. Research must
be conducted to fill such gaps.
Through literature exploration, this study aims to investigate the current situation
of higher education with AI by answering the following questions:
1.
2.

What are the benefits, promises, and roles of AI in reshaping the future of HEIs?
What do HEIs need to get prepared in order to maximize the advantages of AI?

To answer the above questions comprehensively, this chapter is organized into
four major sections: Sect. 1 discuss the introduction to artificial intelligence and its
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impacts, Sect. 2 elaborates the promises and benefits of AI in HEIs and provides
details on the current AI applications utilized by HEIs. Section 3 further discusses
the essential requirements, plans and strategies to prepare HEIs for AI revolution.
Lastly, Sect. 4 concludes this study and recommend for future research.

2 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence and Its Impact
Whether it is realized or not, the utilization and transformation of AI has been in existence many years ago. It can be traced back to the years 1940s and 1950s (Haenlein
& Kaplan, 2019). AI usage can be seen as a simple computer or machine that is able
to read handwritten documents such as OCR reader to a robot that can do a sophisticated surgery operation on its own. Other applications and tools like Google, Google
translation, face recognition, voice recognition, GPS system and other systems have
been utilized for decades.
These applications and related others have facilitated better business performance
by enhancing the experience of human beings. According to (Takyar, 2020), firms
based on Market Intelligence have spent not less than a total of $77.7 Billion worldwide on AI applications and systems because of their usefulness. Thus, we can say
that AI is promising, and it has gone through transformational stages and has kept on
surprising us with emerging technologies, applications, tools and robots that change
our world. But what exactly is AI all about? Hence, there is need to have better
understanding of the AI technology, its concept, and the impact that it will bring to
our world.
Many researchers and experts have defined artificial intelligence in various ways.
According to Shinker (2018) cited in Davenport et al. (2020), AI is “manifested by
machines that exhibit aspects of human intelligence”. Another definition of AI is “a
system’s ability to interpret external data correctly, to learn from such data, and to use
the knowledge to achieve certain goals and tasks via flexible adaptation” (Haenlein
& Kaplan, 2019).
Moreover, its underlying technologies can be described through its applications
in businesses, data usage, and facilitation of customers and clients’ interaction. Tasks
and actions that are usually done by humans are currently done by machines with AI
technology even better than what can be done by humans. There is no doubt that AI
has been involved in bringing huge benefits and values to many industries and fields.
McKinsey’s report established that a total of US$5.8 Trillion has been an added value
of AI (Dallaire & Maruvada, 2018). Figure 1 shows the value benefits from AI when
compared to analytical techniques. Table 1 shows selected cases and examples from
various industries and fields that applied AI in its operations.
As shown in Fig. 1, travel (128%), transport & logistics (89%), and retail (87%)
industries were highly benefited by AI incremental value when compared to other
analytical techniques. Beneath list are industries such as insurance (38%), advanced
electronics/semiconductors (36%), and aerospace & space (30%). In the report, 16%
of the cases adopted the newly developed applications by AI techniques.
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Fig. 1 Potential incremental value of AI over other analytics techniques

A good instance is the use of a smart customer service supporter in marketing
or medical imaging detection in healthcare. Thus, we can realize that AI has huge
potentials in many industries including higher education. Table 1 presents how these
industries benefited from AI through various applications, ways, and tools.
While there are many other industries that are benefited by the various applications
of AI technologies in their businesses, the above 11 industries and their cases present
the importance and the added value of AI, how AI definitely has made impact and will
keep changing the world. In the next sections, an in-depth discussion of the potentials
and benefits of AI in one of the important sectors (Higher Education sector) and how
this sector should prepare to meet the AI technology so as to get the most benefits
out of it will be presented.
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Table 1 Industries that applied AI
No.

Industry that apply AI

Example

1

Healthcare

The involved applications can be categorized
into diagnosis and treatment,
recommendations, patient engagement and
adherence, and administrative activities
(Davenport & Kalakota, 2019)
Example: AI assistance in “keeping well”
such as Internet of Medical Things (IoMT),
AI robotic surgery, tools for drug discovery

2

Education

AI involved in education by the following
categories (Bernard, 2020):
Teacher and AI collaboration Differentiated
and individualized learning, Universal access
for all students, automate admin tasks,
Tutoring and support outside the classroom

3

Marketing

Search engine, web design, content
creations, chatbots, speech recognition,
customer service robots (e.g. Rock’em and
Sock’em)

4

Retail and e-commerce

Involved in automated processes, targeted
customers, improve sales, recommended
products
Applications being used: Amazon, Netflix,
eBay, Alexa, Siri, Google now, CRM
systems, Minitigo, IBM’s AI solution
(Watson)

5

Public relations (PR)

20 ways AI involved in transforming PR
(Kaput, 2020) include the following: Using
Natural Language Generation to create press
release and media reports, sentiment analysis
on media and social posts and comments

6

Recruitment and human resources (HR)

Nemours trends and applications of AI in
HR include the following: automatization,
talent acquisition and screening, candidate
evaluation, employee development,
scheduling interviews and engaging with
employees

7

Logistic and transportation

Implementation of AI can be seen through:
Robots that help not only in physical but in
administrative tasks such as Amazon uses
warehouse robot, Automated warehouses
such as (Ikea, Walmart, Nike) companies,
Autonomous Shuttles (Cellular technology)
that navigate roads, drones shooting, and
predictive maintenance (AI, 2020)
(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)
No.

Industry that apply AI

Example

8

Banking and financial service

Many AI applications in finance and banking
sector include the following: risk
management, alpha generation, stewardship
in asset management, chatbots and virtual
assistants, underwriting, relationship
manager augmentation, fraud detection, and
algorithmic trading in banking (Asset
Management, 2019). Some available
examples of AI being used are:
ZESTFINANCE, DATAROBOT,
SCIENAPTIC SYSTEMS, KENSHO,
AYASD etc. (Schroer, 2019)

9

Manufacturing

AI applications being used in many cases
include the following: Quality checks,
Prediction of failure modes, Predictive
maintenance, Generative design, Digital
twins and Price forecasts

10

Travel

Travel Industry have benefited from AI via
several ways such as personalization of the
user experience, smart travel assistant,
estimates of flight and hotel rates, etc.

3 Potentials and Benefits of AI in HEIs
AI is used in almost all sectors and industries (Shah, 2019). Currently, AI is involved
in solving issues in various sectors and industries, such as healthcare, education,
marketing, finance, banking, and agriculture. Many academic and nonacademic
studies have explored this topic and provided information on how AI has benefited
these sectors and industries, including HEIs.
In a study conducted by Zeide (2019), AI applications in higher education sectors
are classified into three main kinds of applications, namely institutional, student
support and instructional. These three broad categories can be broken down into
several applications as displayed in Fig. 2. The AI systems will play a major role in

Fig. 2 AI applications in higher education (broad categories)
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bringing about effectiveness in the making of institutional decisions via systems in
marketing, admission and enrollment, curricula and resources planning. AI systems
also will greatly assist students through financial aids and early warnings so as to
avoid any risks. Moreover, these systems will increase the effectiveness of teaching
and learning through various intelligence systems.
Another comprehensive study based on a systematic literature review (ZawackiRichter et al., 2019) presented various AI applications that are being used in HEIs.
The identified applications were based on the student’s lifecycle approach, which is
classified into two sections: (1) institutional and administration level and (2) academic
support system. A comprehensive summary of the identified AI applications being
used in HEIs is presented in Fig. 3.
As presented in Fig. 3, various AI applications are categorized into four major
areas. These identified areas are profiling and prediction, assessment and evaluation,
adaptive system and personalization, and intelligent tutoring system. All the aforementioned systems and applications enabled by AI technology have led to students’
successes. Student success in a university or college is very crucial and important
criterion for examining and measuring the success and quality of the educational

AI Applications in
Higher Educations

Profiling and
prediction

Assessment and
Evaluation

Adaptive System
and Personalization

Intellegent Tutoring
System

Admission
decisions and course
scheduling

Automated grading

Teaching course
content

Teaching course
content

Drop-out and
retention

Feedback

Recommending/
providing
personlized contents

Diagnosing
strengths or gaps in
student's knowledge
and providing
autmoated feedback

Student models and
academic
achievement

Evaluation of
student
understanding,enga
gement and integrity

Supporting teachers
in learning and
teaching design

Curating learning
materials

Teaching evaluation

Suporting
representative of
knoweledge using
concept maps

Facilitating
colaboration
between learners

Fig. 3 AI applications used in HEIs
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Security Management
Data Sharing
Institutional Operations
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Fig. 4 Framework of AI in higher education. Source Papaspyridis (2020)

institution. Consequently, implementing such applications and systems will lead to
the success and better performance of any existing higher educational institution
(Alyahyan & Düştegör, 2020).
A broader framework of AI in higher education has been presented by the
Microsoft Education Transformation Framework (ETF) cited in (Papaspyridis,
2020). Figure 4 displays the ETF framework in higher education.
Based on this framework, higher education benefits from AI through four major
areas: student success, teaching and learning, academic research and, secure and
connected campus. These areas are discussed below.
• Student Success
Student success is the corner stone and the core function of any existing university.
HEIs are expected to produce high quality and skillful workforce. Over the time, technologies keep changing and thus universities and colleges are coping with the changes
to prepare their students to meet up with the marketplace needs. For this reason, the
emerging powerful technology of AI will benefit the HEIs. For instance, because
of the disruptive nature of the AI classroom technology, it possesses a significant
ability to modify or alter the teaching styles and the manner of presenting educational resources in the process of preparing students to achieve their career goals.
Faculty members will have to be faced with new experiences and opportunities which
they need to brace up to. Consequently, this situation will enable faculty members
to identify and properly instill AI in the syllabus and the style of teaching, thereby
bringing higher education into new instructional styles (Pence, 2019).
Thus, Thus, to ensure student success, many applications pertaining to students’
admissions, retentions, engagement, and tracking performance are being used in
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some HEIs. The admission process, retention, and engagement functions become
easy with AI. This helps to provide creative and improved decisions on controlling students’ enrollment; such decisions include controlling the number of students
admitted on the basis of several criteria (region, country, ethnicity, ability to pay fees)
(Dennis, 2018b).
The University of Georgia uses AI in administrative processes and in monitoring
and tracking individual student’s performance, predicting marks and dropouts or
course withdrawals (Murphy, 2015). Along with other universities, it also uses AI
chatbots technology and other applications to simplify students’ lives. Chatbots technology, such as chatterbots, talkbots, virtual assistant or conversation system, are
AI applications that use natural language to interact with users, such as universities students, to facilitate teaching processes and to help the librarian (StachowiczStanusch & Amann, 2018). This kind of technology is widely used in Poland
universities.
Furthermore, an AI application called “Pounce” has offered 200,000 responses to
questions of freshmen (Murphy, 2015). In addition, the University of Derby uses a
monitoring system that utilizes student’s data to predict student’s performance and
the possibility of dropping out (Sagenmüller, 2020). Thus, AI is promising and will
benefit HEIs in terms of streamlining student’s success, given that students nowadays
are engaged with technology.
• Teaching and Learning
In the field of teaching and learning, AI is widely involved in applications that affect
the methods of teaching and learning in universities. In fact, higher education has
already taken the first step towards unknown zone of the opportunities opened by
AI in teaching and learning as well as institutions and governance (Popenici & Kerr,
2017).AI has created a new environment for teaching and learning, thus leading to
further collaborations among students.
Global classrooms and massive open online courses (MOOCs) are examples
of successful applications that turned the higher education environment to a new
normal. Massive open online courses that are useful and interesting have been in use
since 2008 (Popenici & Kerr, 2017). Other applications, such as intelligent tutoring
systems, have numerous benefits for teaching and learning. These benefits can be
reflected in the teaching of course content, diagnosis of strengths or gaps in students’
knowledge, automated feedback, curating of learning materials, and facilitation of
collaboration between learners (Zawacki-Richter et al., 2019).
In the future, AI applications will be used beyond our expectations because it will
reshape the perspective on the skill sets that students must gain to prepare them for the
workplace. Mehranz and Sedigheh (Fahimirad, 2018) gave several insights into how
AI has helped higher education in the area of teaching and learning. These insights
are as follows: (1) AI helps lecturers analyze and recognize students’ comprehension
of topics through their facial expressions (Murphy, 2015); it also assists in evaluating
homework (e.g., activities in Coursera). (2) AI provides constructive feedback for
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students and lecturers. (3) AI will be used as a substitute to the teaching-and-learning
process in which lecturers act as facilitators.
With the current COVID-19 pandemic, majority of HEIs worldwide have
completely moved to online teaching and learning; however, handling online exams
remains an obstacle. Many universities have started using AI application services and
systems, such as remote Proctorio, Examity, Honorlock, and ProctorU, to monitor
and record students during their online exams (Heilweil, 2020). Another example of
AI applications being used for teaching and learning in higher education is called
teacherbot and IBM’s Watson (Teaching Assistant) that afford an automated teacher
presence throughout the course duration (Popenici & Kerr, 2017).
Thus, with the rapid change of technologies (particularly AI), considerable
changes in HEIs are expected in terms of the teaching-and-learning process. These
advantages will reshape the teaching-and-learning process. As a result, students
develop skills that are needed by the market, consequently fostering economic
development.
• Academic Research
The number of publications worldwide reveals a considerable expansion of knowledge and data access. In 2018, a total of 2.6 million publications on science and
engineering were issued; this number is a great indicator of how academic research
is rapidly expanding (Board, 2019). With such vast knowledge and data, AI plays
a vital role in empowering researchers to analyze, share, visualize, and disseminate
data in an effective manner through various tools.
Currently, AI technology facilitates the work of academic researchers by enabling
search engines to perform quick and real-time search. In addition, AI applications
contribute towards research and academic integrity. HEIs use detection systems to
check plagiarism whereas publishers use AI to automate systematic academic literature review so as to detect ethical research behavior before publication. Furthermore, AI can write an essay instead of human writing; thus, AI will also be able to
distinguish between human- and AI-written essays (Bartlett, 2019). Therefore, AI
revolution is a double-edged sword, and the different sectors and industries must
prepare for such powerful technology to maximize its advantages and avoid its risks.
Wilson (2020) states that “AI implemented in the right way is amazingly powerful, yet
still in its infancy, as it learns and adapts, we also need to learn and adapt, creating
policies and governance that keeps us all safe. The post COVID world will see more
rapid adoption of AI across all sectors.”
• Secure and Connected Campus
The fourth dimension of the AI framework in higher education is a secure and
connected campus. With the revolution of technologies and its effect on students’
lives, innovative ways of learning are required (Rutkauskiene et al., 2016). The world
is shifting to “smart” buildings, cities, campuses, universities, and homes, which all
require substantial IT infrastructure (Fernández-Caramés & Fraga-Lamas, 2019).
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A study proposed an idea based on smart city technologies and services, and
how it can be implemented in a smart connected campus. The study proposed many
integrated systems such as temperature monitoring system, water usage monitoring
system and campus information system (Landahl, 2017). This study claimed that a
smart connected campus would afford all stakeholders of the university (students,
teaching staff, administrative staff, top management staff and visitors) the opportunity
to have access to many features).
Nowadays, a successful model of smart and connected campuses is the Birmingham City University, where a strong technological infrastructure cost £180 M
(Hipwell, 2014). As a result, physical infrastructure, data and research sharing, operations and facility management within the universities and campuses will have a
secure and safe environment, which is conducive for students’ learning experiences.

4 Requirements of HEIs to Meet AI Revolution
The benefits and promises of AI reveal how AI transforms businesses and the workforce and skills required by the marketplace and industries. A report by McKinsey
forecasts that 800 million jobs will be swapped by AI by 2030 (Dallaire & Maruvada, 2018). In addition, according to (Florentine, 2020), CEO found 12 IT roles
to be sophisticated, and they are cybersecurity (39%), data science/analytics (35%),
and AI/machine learning (31%) that need new skillful workforce. All these facts
and figures are indications that AI technology will drastically reshape the workforce,
thus making HEIs to prepare students in order to meet up with such changes. The
reason is that HEIs are considered a major supplier of this kind of skilled workforce
required to meet the high demand of the marketplace (Al-Haimi et al., 2018, 2019).
However, whether universities have put perceptions and requirements in place
to meet AI revolution in their strategic agenda, remain unclear. According to
(Papaspyridis, 2020), a survey conducted in March 2019 revealed that while AI
formed a critical issue for HEIs, few universities (41%) had AI strategies, and 43%
had allocated budget for such projects. Thus, HEIs have to plan, design, prepare and
develop strategies on how to meet the coming wave of the 4IR in general and the
AI revolution in particular; they have to do so in order to produce high-quality and
skillful graduates to fill the gap of the current high demands of the marketplace.
In response to this phenomenon, governments, industries, and sectors, including
HEIs, have started several initiatives and allocated budget for such projects. In line
with these initiatives, researchers have published several articles about how HEIs
should prepare for the 4IR in general and the AI revolution in particular. China’s
AI Innovation Action Plan for Institutions of Higher Education (MOE, 2018) have
started several initiatives and requirements to prepare HEIs in their role in AI development. Figure 5 presents the key tasks involved in China’s AI action plan for
HEIs.
Figure 5 shows the various ways by which the action plan has attuned China’s HEIs
to the new opportunities and benefits that AI may produce. Supporting and promoting
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Fig. 5 Key tasks in China’s AI action plan for HEIs

research on technology, inculcating new programs and departments, attracting
talents, exchanging and enhancing international collaborations, and creating AI
products and commercializing them are among the key tasks in the action plan for
HEIs. Another example of national AI strategy is the one developed by the Italian
government (Strategy, 2020).
The strategy focuses on the human capital as it intends to produce AI-related
skill competence in different levels of education by creating networks, establishing a
regulatory and ethical framework, and creating data infrastructure for AI. Noticeably,
the strategies of China and Italy have a similar agenda of meeting the requirements of
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AI revolution. Thus, each country must set a strategy for the AI endeavor, depending
on how far the country or others go with AI.
AI is an endeavor that requires substantial effort and budget to gain benefits. Six
essential dimensions are required for any initiative by any government or sector that
intends to participate in such technological endeavor. Figure 6 displays a comprehensive framework that assesses the AI readiness of any government organization
(van Buren et al., 2020).
This framework that comprises six important dimensions (i.e., strategy, people,
process, ethics, data and technology, and platforms) is based on the HEIs’ readiness
for assessment. HEIs must come up with a strategy based on its target goal. An
example of an interesting framework of AI implementation in universities is that of
the AI center of University Malaysia Kelantan (MyFinB, 2020).

Fig. 6 Six dimensions for assessing AI readiness
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Fig. 7 AI implementation in University Malaysia Kelantan. Source MyFinB (2020)

The major components of this framework are displayed in Fig. 7 (MyFinB, 2020).
These components are categorized into two levels: the ministry of higher education
level and the university level. At the ministry of higher education level, policies, standards, AI centers and AI leadership are among the main components. At the university
level, AI applications, AI infrastructure and info-structure are required to ensure the
implementation of AI technology in the country. As shown in Fig. 7, crafting strategies for AI implementation is an important element because AI is a transformative
technology that requires considerable effort and budget; such requirements must be
met to gain the benefits of such powerful technology.
The second dimension for the assessment of AI readiness by any organization is
to handle the issue of the people within the organization. Issues in this dimension can
be presented in a form of accessing, attracting a necessary skill and talented people,
training existing employees, and changing management in the organization.
The third dimension is to assess AI implementation through policy measures called
processes. Evaluating this main dimension is performed through policy measurement,
allocation of resources that increase the number of graduates and enrolment, and
delivery by increasing propaganda and promotion, as highlighted in China’s AI action
plan (MOE, 2018). Evaluation can also be conducted through a strong and clear
governance system to ensure a successful AI implementation.
The fourth dimension is ethics. Ethics in AI development is increasingly becoming
an important topic for discussion and debates. Many organizations and people have
persistently demanded to address and harness the “disruptive” issue of AI technology
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(Hagendorff, 2020) because AI is a digital technology that will affect our lives and
society; hence, the advantages and disadvantages that this technology may bring and
how we can control or avoid risks as to benefit from it must be determined (Muller,
2020). Therefore, HEIs have to establish regulatory guidelines and apply them to the
use of AI applications within the institution.
The fifth dimension is data. AI is nothing without data (Marr, 2018) and is only
good as its built data. Thus, data are the backbone of AI technology, and data exploration is the driving force behind the growth of AI. Within the next decade, 150
billion network sensors are predicted to facilitate AI devices in understanding how
humans think and feel (Marr, 2018). Thus, data are an important element to assess
the readiness of any organization in their way of establishing AI technology.
The sixth and final dimension is technology and platforms. In this dimension, organizations in general and HEIs in particular must assess their AI readiness through the
three elements mentioned in (MyFinB, 2020) (AI application and tools, AI infostructure, and AI infrastructure). These elements are the assets of AI within an organization. Thus, any organization must assess its readiness for AI technology and platforms
through deployment models, security and continuity as well as architecture and tools.
AI is a transformative technology; thus, institutions that have such technology
can control the world. Various requirements and substantial budget are required to
ensure the success of implementing such powerful technology.

5 Conclusion and Future Recommendations
In the future, AI technology will reshape our lives and bring new norms. Governments, industries, and sectors worldwide are crafting strategies and allocating huge
budget to ensure that they can control such technology because of the numerous benefits to economic development and national prosperity. This study aimed to investigate
the current benefits, roles, and promises of AI technology to HEIs, as well as the
requirements to prepare for and obtain the maximum benefits of this powerful technology. The benefits and promises of AI technology to HEIs are presented in four
broad areas, namely, student success, teaching and learning, academic research, and
secure and connected campuses. Many universities worldwide have used many AI
applications in these four areas and its related fields.
Being prepared for AI technology is a must for countries who want to adopt
such technology for maximum benefits. HEIs must prepare by taking several important actions. Crafting strategies based on the goals and objectives of each institution, preparing AI-skilled people (producing skillful graduates and training existing
employees), having substantial data that can facilitate the implementation of AI
applications and products, establishing strong and good governance and regulations
as AI ethics when producing and using AI products, promoting and commercializing
the AI products (applications and tools) produced by universities and colleges, and
creating an international network among universities and industries are among the
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important requirements that HEIs must meet to prepare for AI revolution so as to
obtain its benefits.
Furthermore, AI is a powerful and promising technology that businesses can
benefit from in general and HEIs in particular; thus, the use of such technology may
result in new business models and life norms. Thus, as Vladimir Putin states, “the
country that controls AI will control the world” (Dennis, 2018a).
Lastly, research in the area of AI and its effects on the business world is very wide
and therefore, further research should be conducted. In the context of higher educational institutions and its implications to those institutions, many areas of AI covered
in this chapter still need further investigation. For instance, further research on the
latest AI applications and how they will be implemented is one of the suggestions.
In addition, studies should be carried out to find out the current challenges facing
HEIs and how AI will contribute to the solutions by adopting blended or online
learning. Furthermore, an empirical study should be conducted among institutions
to investigate their AI readiness through six dimensions (strategies, people, process,
data, ethic and technology and platforms).
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The Impact of the Online Patient
Appointment System on the Quality
of Health and Medical Services
Khulood Khalid AlHajeri, Mukhtar AL-Hashimi, Sherine Badawi,
and Allam Hamdan

Abstract This research examines the new patient appointment system’s impact on
the quality of Health and medical services. This research has pursued a descriptiveanalytical approach through the use of a structured questionnaire addressed towards
patients. At the end, it showed the recommendations based on the statistical analysis
from the questionnaire data by applying the questionnaire data into the SPSS system.
The results indicated a relationship between the online patient appointment system
and the health and medical service quality. Moreover, there is a significant impact of
the online patient appointment system on these services’ quality. Finally, there are no
significant differences between patients in accepting the online patient appointment
system and quality of these services due to some demographic variables such as:
(Gender, Age, Nationality, qualification, and the type of disease). Primary Health
Care Sector needs to adopt a project to develop the components of the MIS through
its components (physical, software, personnel, and data) due to the great advantages
it offers through the clear impact on the performance of the primary healthcare sector
in general and on the quality of the health service provided in particular.
Keywords Patient appointment system · Online appointment system · Healthcare
quality · Patient satisfaction · Medical informatics

1 Introduction
Bahrain government states that “all residents in the country enjoy the right to access
comprehensive healthcare, through the network of primary, secondary and tertiary
healthcare facilities”. Most health care services in the Kingdom of Bahrain are
provided by government through the Ministry of Health and Bahrain Defence Force
with the private sector’s collaboration. Primary healthcare “has become the most
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important healthcare service in many developed countries since it’s the access to the
healthcare services to individuals and families”. (MOH website). It is clearly shown
that the existing environment in the healthcare area requires to deliver medical care
efficiently with bearing in mind the satisfaction of patients, by providing a combined
health system to interfere and present unified care for both inpatients and outpatients.
Using an appointment scheduling system helps overcomes the non-shown appointments and the pointless misuse of appointments and patient’s time in the healthcare
organizations. Patient needs to have easy entrée to the medical services and health
information and need to transfer the information between different care providers by
using integrated clinical information systems. For many years, Bahrain has strived
to be one of the top healthcare providers in the Gulf region. The Bahrain government considers healthcare as essential to the Kingdom’s assessment into a “serviceoriented” economy, a place where skilled consultants and complete services are the
standards. New advanced technology and full system used by Bahrain government
with several trained Bahraini physicians and trained medical staff have studied aboard
and returned home to practice (Al Maaide, 2015; Mokadem & Muwafak 2020). The
online patient appointment system is one of the services provided for Bahraini citizens
and the residents who can book medical appointments electronically. This service
provided for the patient to minimize waiting time and enhance the service’s quality.
The healthcare sector in Bahrain provides services to citizens and residents. It aims to
improve these services’ quality by implementing several improvement projects, and
one of these projects is online patient appointment system. However, the research
and studies focused on the health sector and its service of high quality by facilitating customers’ requests through a technological system that provides them with
the information and data they need and provides them with a quick and accurate
administrative service and the least effort (Hamdan et al., 2019). This research aims
to study the relationship between the online patient appointment system and quality
health and medical services provided in Bahrain’s primary healthcare sector. The
research questions stated as follows: What is the patient degree of acceptance of the
online patient appointment system? What is the patient’s degree of acceptance of the
quality of these services? Is there an impact of the online patient appointment system
on quality of Health and medical services available in primary healthcare sector? Are
there differences between patients in accepting the online patient appointment system
and the quality of these services due to some demographic variables such as: (Gender,
Age, Nationality, qualification and the type of disease)?

2 Literature Review
In this rapid-moving community, where the existing environment in the health area
requires to have efficient health care services and patients’ satisfaction. “The numbers
of no-shown patients, unnecessary waste of patient’s appointment time has produced
an imminent problem for healthcare organizations” (Salman & Laouisset, 2020). So,
there is a necessity for the united healthcare system to interfere and offer continuous
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care for the inpatients and outpatients. For that reason, we introduced an appointment
booking system providing medical services in an efficient and timely access way.
“Outpatient appointment booking is a subject of magnificent benefit to hospitals and
other medical institution”. Looking to the long past of the research on appointment
scheduling, that started with the work of Welch and Bailey. The most well-known
result they introduced called “Bailey-Welch appointment schedule”, that condition to
planned two number of patients at the begin of the working hours, and distributed the
other patients evenly right through the day, to recoup the poor impacts of non-arrives
and patients delay (Welch & Bailey, 1952). Bailey previously publicised that “an
appointment system is a compromise between doctors’ and patients’ waiting times”.
Even though long average waiting times in the outpatient clinic, doctors regularly
have “idle time”. The no-shown or the late patients to arrive to their appointments
are reason to “idle time” for physicians, causing a temporary lack of use the available
capacity in the outpatient clinic. Gaps in the appointment list also lead to waste of the
doctor’s time. A study demonstrates that on outpatient clinics patients’ core reason
for the dissatisfaction with the services provided is waiting times. With reference to
physicians and workers, there are possible threats affecting the quality of care and
the quality of labour, these threats are overtime and peak workloads due to the stress
and time pressure they cause. This study concentrates on outpatient appointments
as a means to resolve such difficulties for outpatient clinics (Razzaque & Hamdan
2021). Cayirli introduced “access time is the time between the patient’s request for
an appointment and his arrival at the outpatient clinic. A patient’s internal waiting
time is the period between the scheduled starting time and the actual starting time
of his consultation”. “Waiting time due to a patient’s early arrival is extracted from
the internal waiting time, since it is not a consequence of the appointment system”
(Salman & Battour, 2020).
Because of the main problem facing many outpatients in many countries all over
the world which is the long waiting time, developing a web-based health appointment
booking system becomes a need to assist patients in reserving appointments and
accessing their online health files. It aims to decrease pointless patient line at the
healthcare facilities, the number of missed appointments, and the long waiting time
of outpatients at the healthcare facilities. This similar system gives the outpatients the
authority to enter the system using the personal ID to appointment booking interface
and choose the available doctor with the time and the room number of the chosen
doctor shown in the appointments calendar. After that, reserve a suitable appointment
by selecting the available doctors from the list. This paper discusses the impact of the
new online booking system for a patient on the quality of health services in Bahrain.
There are two types of appointment scheduling, and the first and the older one
is the Traditional Appointment Systems. In these systems, the patient is booked for
an upcoming appointment, and the available appointment is limited each time. The
patient may have to wait a long time like a week or a month, to get an appointment,
that may end with a high possibility that the patient will not attend. The other system
is the Open Access appointment Systems. In this system, random number of patients
order a day. The patient is allocated to a time slot over a somewhat short time
with a maximum of two days waiting time when an appointment is requested. A
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shorter appointment can help reduce the possibility of non-attender to patients and
decrease uncertainty in health center operations. The most common methods for
applying for an appointment in health service include going in person, phone call,
and online ordering. Once the patient reaches the health centre or book appointment
by telephone, some staff will schedule the appointments with a simple scheduling
book or calendar. This is the old-style way to schedule an appointment, however,
scheduling appointments online is more common.

2.1 Quality of Health Services in Bahrain
Healthcare quality is “the degree to which healthcare services for individuals and
populations increase the likelihood of desired health outcomes” (Gupta et al., 2020).
Despite different perspectives, the concepts of quality applied in the health field
were and still aim to improve the Health of the individual and protect him from
medical errors, which often result from negligence and indifference on one hand, and
absence of good performance standards on the other. One of the greatest difficulties
that patients face is their evaluation of health service its intangibility attribute, vice
versa with goods that they can see, hear or touch. However, all services, including
Health, have instead qualitative specifications that could be assessed depending on
experience of happiness, pleasure or sadness resulting from consumption of the
health service, as in the treatment and healing of wounds, tooth extraction, and bone
splinting fractures, etc. Notwithstanding, the matter goes more far when qualitative
standards are linked to or depend on virtual ideas such as trust and reliability, that
the patient may not be able to evaluate even after obtaining them. Despite all of what
were discussed above, patients evaluate the health service on its quality level, relying
on the following five dimensions: Reliability, Response, Assurance, Tangibility and
Empathy. (P. Kotler, B. Dnbois, marketing management, op. cit., p. 478; Alareeni
2018a, 2018b, 2019; Awwad 2018).
The context of this study is the healthcare System in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Bahrain attained many achievements in healthcare services due to the great attention
the government paid to this sector. Early 1990s, one of the target objectives “Healthfor-All” was accomplished, where complete healthcare services are given to Bahrain
citizens and residents. Also, the Ministry of Health (MOH) uses the National Health
Information System project (I-SEHA) to offer health services under the ministry’s
ICT strategy. The government makes much effort to guarantee high productivity,
security and speed in providing the health services for general society and private
sector. Primary healthcare in Bahrain is provided through 23 health centers distributed
across Bahrain. Primary health care is based on a number of organizations such as
the network of health centers throughout the Kingdom and the utilization of family
medicine services through family doctors, community health nurses, health promotion specialists, social workers, and many primary and primary health care services.
All health centers have different departments, where the Nursing Department is
actively involved, including the Health Promotion Committee, where members of
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clubs and volunteers participate in all community health promotion activities, the
Center’s activities, and the Infection Control Committee to make sure to provide the
top healthcare for patients and staff. Primary healthcare provides preventive services
consist of motherly and kid Health, such as pregnancy services, periodic child examination, vaccination, post-delivery or abortion services, birth control services, periodic
females’ examination services, prenatal services and ultrasound screening for pregnant women. Preventive services also consist of “oral and dental health services such
as dental implants, fluoride application, dental services for mothers and children,
diabetics, the elderly and clients with special needs” (Ministry of Health website).
Three main public hospitals that provide advanced healthcare include “Salmaniya
Medical Complex, Bahrain Defence Force Royal Medical Services and King Hamad
University Hospital” (Ministry of Health website). These three hospitals provide
healthcare on the same basis as the healthcare centers.

3 Research Design and Methodology
This research uses the descriptive analytical approach (quantitative technique) to
examine the online patient appointment system impacts on the quality of these
services in primary healthcare sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain. A hypothesis is used
to test the relationships between specific variables. This study adopts a quantitative
method, specifically a descriptive research design, as it permits the researcher to test
the relationship among the variables (Al kurdi, 2021). It will incorporate the data and
information based on quantitative research to find the answers to research questions.
Descriptive research is assumed to take place when a researcher wants to measure the
level of significance and importance of results findings based on overall population,
attitude, behavior, opinion, and change over the period (Alareeni & Branson, 2013).
It is sufficient for the researcher to use a questionnaire containing a 5-point Likert
scale to obtain the most available data and information that will ease the way for the
analysis of the research questions. The current study is on the questionnaire method,
as it is the appropriate method for the research variables, objectives, and hypotheses to
uncover the relationship between the online patient appointment system and quality
of these services (Adeosun and Owolabi, 2021). This approach aims to describe the
study problem’s characteristics accurately and comprehensively and the relations
between variables.

3.1 Study Sample
The current research population consists of all patients of the primary healthcare
sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Many patients are benefiting from the medical
service provided by the Ministry of Health through the health centers allocated in
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the four governorates of the Kingdom of Bahrain, equivalent to 23 health centers
distributed in five health areas.
The target population is including the group of educated citizens and residences
with the age above 18 years excluding the illiterate citizens and residences. The
including sample reach more than 1.2 million of citizens and residents. Snowball
sampling technique used for the selected sample and a sample of 384 patients who
deal with the primary health care sector had been collected.

4 Data Analysis and Testing of Hypotheses
4.1 Sample Description by Demographic Variables
The demographic variables of the research sample is analyzed to determine the
sample numbers that are attributed to the different demographic variables (Table 1).
Table 1 Participants’
responses to demographic
questions

Variables

Classification

The quantity

Ratio (%)

Gender

Male

164

41.3

233

58.7

Female
Total
Age

397

100

33

8.3

From 18 to 24

110

27.7

From 25 to 34

142

35.8

From 35 to 44

84

21.2

28

7.1

Less than 18

More than 45
Total
Qualification

Secondary
Diploma
Bachelor’s
Master
Ph.D.

Total
Nationality

Bahrain
Non-Bahraini

Total
Disease

Chronic disease
Temporary disease

Total

397

100

164

41.3

45

11.3

166

41.8

20

5

2

0.5

397

100

379

95.5

18

4.5

397

100

234

58.9

163

41.1

397

100
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The respondent’s demographic profile is described that males were 58.7% while
females were 41.3%, the respondents’ age less than 18–24 years (8.3%), From 18
to 24 year, From 25 to 34 year (35.8%), From 35 to 44 year (21.2%) and More than
45 year (7.1%). Also, the analysis shows that most of the respondents had bachelor’s
degree (41.8%), followed by secondary qualification (41.3%), and diploma holders
(11.3%), and followed by Masters (5%), and finally the holders of a doctorate by
(0.5%). Moreover, the analysis of demographic variables shows that most respondents from Bahrain were (95.5%). In comparison, non-Bahrainis were (4.5%) and
shows that most of the respondents with chronic disease were (58.9%), while the
percentage of respondents with temporary disease were (41.1%).

4.2 Hypotheses Testing

H1: There is a significant impact of the online patient appointment system on
quality of these services.
Multiple regression analysis was conducted to determine the extent of impact of the
online patient appointment system on quality of these services as shown in Tables 2
and 3.
It is clear from the multiple regression analysis that all the online patient appointment system dimensions, as evidenced by the high value of (t-value), which was
statistically significant, as the value of P-value is (0.00), which is less than the
significance level (a ≥ 0.05). It is noted that all the online patient appointment
system dimensions are (79.2%) of quality services, depending on the value of the
coefficient of determination and the regression coefficient R2 = 0.792).
To investigate the impact of every dimension of the online patient appointment
system on quality services, the following regression has been applied using SPSS
software, namely; R2 , Adjusted R2 , F value and P value as illustrated in Table 4.
Table 2 ANOVA multiple regressions
Model
1

Sum of squares

df

Regression

53,682.63

3

Residual

14,069.28

393

67,751.91

396

Total

Mean square

F

Sig.

17,894.21

499.84

0.000

35.80

Table 3 Regression, model summary
Model
1

0.890

R

R square R

Adjusted R square

Std. error of the estimate

0.792

0.791

5.983

1
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Table 4 Output of coefficients for the simple regressions
Model

1

Unstandardized coefficients

Standardized
coefficients

t

Sig.

B

Std. error

Beta

(Constant)

9.181

0.731

12.567

0.000

Functions are
online
registration

0.485

0.101

0.181

4.785

0.000

Functions are
online provides
information and
data to patients

0.664

0.080

0.291

8.345

0.000

Technical and
Informal
production for
online booking
pages

1.254

0.116

0.499

10.787

0.000

The results from the multiple regression presented in Table 4 indicate (Technical
and Informal Production for Online Booking Pages) is the most influential dimension
as T-value was (10.787) at level (0.00) of significance. Then, (functions are online
Provides information and data to patients) to be the second important dimension
as T-value was (8.345) at level (0.00) of significance. Then, (functions are online
registration) to be the third important dimension as T-value was (4.785) at level
(0.00) of significance.
The coefficients of the regression line show that the positive effect of the online
patient appointment system on the quality of services is assessed by estimating the
following equation:


EP = β × Independent + ε



EP = (0.485 + 0.664 + 1.254) × Indep. variable (OAS) + 9.181

H2: There are significant differences between patients in acceptance to the online
patient appointment system and quality of these services due to some demographic
variables such as: (Gender, Age, Nationality, qualification and the type of disease).
Gender: To be entitled to the results of this hypothesis, M averages and standard
deviations S.D. account have been used, as well as T-test account, to be sure of the
significance of differences between male and female persons, and so on each of
online patient appointment system and quality of these services (Table 5).
The results indicated statistically significant differences between the diseases due
to gender for the online patient appointment system. The value of (T-value = 3.665)
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Table 5 T-test for online patient appointment system and quality of these services at variable gender
1

Gender

N

Mean

Std. deviation

T-value

P-value

Sig. level

The online patient
appointment
system

Male

164

2.209

1.016

3.665

0.000

0.000

Female

233

1.859

0.873

164

2.326

0.939

2.554

0.010

0.010

233

2.101

0.810

Quality of services Male
Female

If P-value ≥ 0.01 = 0.01
If P-value from <0.01 and ≥0.05 = 0.05
If P-value ≤ 0.05 = not sig.

was statistically significant at the level of (0.01) as (P-value = 0.000). In males and
females with an average of (2.326) and a standard deviation of (0.939). In contrast,
the average of female patients was (2.101) and a standard deviation of (0.810). This
indicates that male patients are more satisfied with the online patient appointment
system than females.
The results indicated statistically significant differences between the diseases due
to the gender for quality of services. The value of (T-value = 2.554) was statistically
significant at the level of (0.01) as (P-value 0.010) in males and females with an
average of (2.209) and a standard deviation of (1.016), while the average for female
patients was 1.859 and a standard deviation of (0.873). This indicates that male
patients are more satisfied with the quality of services than females.
Age: To be entitled to the results of this hypothesis, M averages and standard
deviations S.D. account has been used, as well as the variation between groups
ANOVA account to be sure of the significance of differences between independent
groups by age, and so on each of the online patient appointment system and quality
of these services (Table 6).
Table 6 ANOVA for online patient appointment system and quality of these services at variable
age
Variables

Qualification

The online patient
appointment system

Less than 18

Quality of services

N

Mean

S.D.

F

P-value

Sig. level

2.271

0.061

Not sig.

1.413

0.229

Not sig.

33

2.317

0.985

18–24

110

1.825

0.850

25–34

142

2.012

0.917

35–44

84

2.123

1.073

More than 45

28

1.940

0.957

Less than 18

33

2.361

0.904

18–24

110

2.073

0.834

25–34

142

2.207

0.845

35–44

84

2.311

0.965

More than 45

28

2.055

0.790
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Table 7 ANOVA for employees’ satisfaction and job enrichment at variable qualification
Variables

Qualification

N

Mean

S.D.

F

P-value

Sig. level

The online patient
appointment system

Secondary

164

1.974

0.976

3.141

0.015

0.05

1.810

0.126

Not sig.

Diploma
Bachelor’s
Master
Ph.D.

Quality of services

Secondary
Diploma
Bachelor’s

45

2.296

1.039

166

1.892

0.826

20

2.497

1.251

2

2.267

0.660

164

2.158

0.900

45

2.366

0.961

166

2.132

0.785

Master

20

2.590

1.060

Ph.D.

2

2.467

0.189

The results indicated that there were no statistically significant differences
between the patients on the online patient appointment system due to age, because
the value of (P-value = 0.061) is a value (≤0.05) indicating a consensus between
the views of patients about this variable with different age.
The results indicated no statistically significant differences between patients about
the quality of services due to age since the value of (P-value = 0.299) is the value
(≤0.05), indicating a consensus between patients’ views about this variable with
different age.
Qualification: To be entitled to the results of this hypothesis, M averages and standard deviations S.D. account has been used, as well as the variation between groups
ANOVA account, to be sure of the significance of differences between independent
groups by education, and so on each of the online patient appointment system and
quality of these services (Table 7).
The results showed statistically significant differences among the patients on the
online patient appointment system due to the qualifier variable. The differences were
significant at (0.05) because P-value = 0.015 is a value between (P-value from <0.01
and ≥0.05 = 0.05). The differences in favor of patients with a master’s degree were
the highest in their views, followed by patients with a diploma qualification, then
patients with a Ph.D. qualification, and finally with secondary school qualification.
As for the differences in the quality of medical service, the results indicated
no statistically significant differences between the patients due to the qualification,
indicating the patients’ agreement about the quality of service provided to them in
health centers in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Nationality: To be entitled to the results of this hypothesis, M averages and standard deviations S.D account, as well as T-test account have been used, to be sure of
the significance of differences between Bahraini and Non-Bahraini persons, and so
on each of online patient appointment system and quality of these services (Table 8).
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Table 8 T-test for online patient appointment system and quality of these services at variable
Nationality
Variables

Nationality

N

The online
patient
appointment
system

Bahrain

379
18

Quality of
services

Bahrain

Non-Bahraini

Non-Bahraini

Mean

Std. deviation

T-value

P-value

Sig. level

2.002

0.963

−0.151

0.880

Not sig.

2.037

0.585

−0.711

0.477

Not sig.

379

2.187

0.883

18

2.337

0.561

If P-value ≥ 0.01 = 0.01
If P-value from <0.01 and ≥ 0.05 = 0.05
If P-value ≤ 0.05 = not sig.

The results show no statistically significant differences between Bahraini and
Non-Bahraini persons in their views on the online patient appointment system and
quality of services, which indicates their convergence of views on these variables.
Types of disease: To be entitled to the results of this hypothesis, M averages and
standard deviations S.D. account have been used, as well as T-test account, to be sure
of the significance of differences between chronic disease and chronic disease, and
so on each of online patient appointment system and quality of these services (Table
9).
The results show that there are no statistically significant differences between
chronic disease and patients in their views on the online patient appointment system
and quality of services, which indicates their convergence of views on these variables.
Finally, Table 10 demonstrates the results of hypothesis testing.
Table 9 T-test for online patient appointment system and quality of these services at variable types
of disease
Variables

Types of
disease

N

Mean

Std. deviation

T-value

P-value

Sig. level

The online
patient
appointment
system

Chronic
disease

234

1.947

0.883

−1.422

0.156

Not sig.

Temporary
disease

163

2.085

1.034

Quality of
services

chronic
disease

234

2.158

0.821

−0.986

0.325

Not sig.

Temporary
disease

163

2.245

0.941

If P-value ≥ 0.01 = 0.01
If P-value from <0.01 and ≥ 0.05 = 0.05
If P-value ≤ 0.05 = not sig.
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Table 10 Summary of the hypothesis testing
Hypothesis

Support/reject

H1

There is significant impact of the online patient appointment system Support
on quality of these services

Hypothesis

H2

There are significant differences between patients in acceptance to
the online patient appointment system and quality of these services
due to some demographic variables such as: (Gender, Age,
Nationality, qualification and the type of disease)

Almost half

5 Discussion of Findings
The results indicated that patients were admitted to a patient appointment system in
the primary healthcare sector of the Kingdom of Bahrain, and the level of admission
was moderate. The average level of patient acceptance of the electronic system for
booking appointments may be related to the fact that most patients who flock to the
primary healthcare sector are elderly, which reduces their use of technology in terms
of booking and adjusting appointments. Also, patients’ most technological tools are
phones and direct contact to the hotline to book or amend appointments. The benefits
of the patients’ services after using the online appointment system were verified by
conducting a descriptive census of the terms of the search dimensions (Youssef and
Diab, 2021). The mean scores of the phrases indicated a rise in some expressions that
refer to the most important services provided by the electronic reservation system in
the primary healthcare sector of the Kingdom of Bahrain, and the most important of
these services can be presented as follows: Access to all data and information about
the patient, suggest data of the types and size of medicines taken by the patient,
suggest evidence of the treatments and surgeries offered to the patient, suggest edata on the development of the patient’s health status, easy to use windows options
and traffic through it, the speed of execution of registration requests for the patient, the
opportunity to register and modify at any time, reliability of appointment scheduling,
and reliability of on time delivery of services.
The results also indicated that the online appointment system in the primary healthcare sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain has a clear impact on citizens’ quality of Health
and medical services. The online appointment system dimensions most influencing
service quality were Technical and Informal Production for Online Booking Pages.
The most prominent features of using technology in the registration and reservation
processes for patients are Easy to use windows options and traffic through it, the speed
of execution of registration requests for the patient and the opportunity to register
and modify at any time. Then came the special dimension (suggest adding online to
Provides information and data to patients) at the second level in terms of impact on
the quality of health service, and this was evident through access to all data and information about the patient and Suggest data of the types and size of medicines taken by
the patient. In the third order came the (functions are online registration) dimension,
and the most prominent indicators of this dimension are (the patient appointment
system that allows you to check doctor’s availability for the patient’s appointment)
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and (an SMS is sent to remind you of the appointment).The results indicated that
there is a relationship between the overall the online appointment system and quality
of services, indicating that it was the overall online appointment system that patients
and customers can deal with easily and easily whenever it leads to a high level of
medical service. Indicating that it was the overall online appointment system that
patients and customers can deal with easily and easily whenever it leads to a high
level of medical service. In other words, the use of the primary healthcare sector in
the Kingdom of Bahrain, the overall online appointment system, leads to a high level
of medical service. The special dimension (functions are online Provides information and data to patients) came second in terms of the relationship between it and the
quality of medical and Health service in primary healthcare sector in the Kingdom
of Bahrain, while the special dimension (functions are online registration) came in
third in terms of its relationship to quality Medical and health service.

6 Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusion
This research aims to study the Bahrain society’s perceptions on the online appointment system and show the importance of the system to improve the healthcare
services and the researchers examined the cultural, socioeconomic influence and
patient skills. Based on the study, a Snowball sampling technique used to ensure
that the research sample is represented for the original research community and for
a quick participant, a piece of 384 patients who deal with the primary health care
sector had collected. The results indicated a relationship between the overall online
patient appointment system and the quality of services, indicating that it was the
comprehensive online patient appointment system that patients and customers can
deal with easily whenever it leads to a high level of medical service. The results also
indicated that all dimensions of the online recruitment system are (79.2%) of the
quality of services.

6.2 Recommendations
As Recommendations that might help in enhancing the appointment system and the
quality of the Health and medical service provided in the primary healthcare sector,
the departments of the primary healthcare sector under consideration should consider
the quality of the health services in general to improve the quality of health services
provided to patients. Increase the attention of the primary healthcare sector’ departments in the study to adopt the dimensions of the quality of health services and
work to achieve them better than it is now, and to increase health awareness among
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the workers of primary healthcare sector under consideration about the concept,
objectives and dimensions of the quality of health services because they relate to
human life. Moreover, increasing the attention of the departments of the primary
healthcare sector under consideration to the contents of administrative thought in
the areas of health management and management of primary healthcare sector and
improving them about the quality and dimensions of health services, thus contributing
to strengthening the capacity of the hospital to provide quality health services to its
patients. Additionally, the need for the primary healthcare sector to adopt the development of components of the management information system through its components
(physical, software, personnel and data) due to the great advantages it offers through
the clear impact on the primary healthcare sector’s performance. Hospital management should upgrade its commitment to quality standards through quality concepts
throughout hospitals. Finally, the continuous development of the communication and
technology infrastructure and the implementation of the latest electronic programs
in the primary healthcare sector should be undertaken to improve the medical and
Health service quality.
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Embedding Artificial Intelligence
into Education: The New Normal
Nidhi Pallava Rathore and Meghna Dangi

Abstract Artificial Intelligence (AI) based learning tools have been in existence
and are being abundantly used in Education for quite some time now. However, its
necessity stares in the face of learners, teachers and all stakeholders in the education
space like never before. The purpose of the present research is to throw light on the
fact that embedding of AI is a necessity and not a choice. As Edtech becomes the new
paradigm, educators need to use AI to achieve the age-old goals of education viz., it
should be effective, outcome-based, individualized, transformative, interdisciplinary
and life-long. The present research is exploratory in nature and makes an attempt
not only to showcase the shift in education practices but also tries to put forth the
present trends in embedding AI. The researchers deliberate on the same and try to
make a point of how development of education is synchronous with development in
AI. The attempt to study the same is contextual and hopes to provide fertile ground
for a further deliberation on exploring the potential of AI based online learning tools.
The study is conceptual in nature and a harbinger of empirical studies done across
regions and segments in the Education space.
Keywords Artificial intelligence in education · Online learning · Learning
environment

1 Introduction
Significant changes have occurred in the field of Education and with the fusion of
Artificial Techniques in teaching methods, educational institutions have changed
their style of imparting education from the times we grew up in. Educators, learners,
investors are left with little choice but to mould themselves in these newly developed
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methods of e learning. The teaching methods used for e learning are generally through
videos, pre-recorded presentations, assignments, multiple choice questions, online
case studies etc. The most popular platforms that students have accessed are VIP Kid,
17zuoye, Byju’s, EdX, Upgrad, Yuanfudao etc. Skype, Google Classroom, Student
Pro, Skill Share, Engaged Online Learning, Zoom, Google Meet are a few ways
being used. Almost half a billion learners all around the world are taking advantage
of these online platforms thanks to the IT tools that have entered the quintessential
classroom in order to make learning more engaging, effective, lively, inclusive and
individualized.
This path breaking practice of combining IT & educational practices for enhanced
learning is how “Edtech”, a portmanteau of the phrase “education technology” is
defined.

2 Background of Study
Amongst the fastest growing Edtech startups, VIP Kid a company was formed by
Cindi Mi-a student who could not complete high school. She was of the opinion
that by making education, especially English reach out to the masses, cultural gaps
between China and the rest of the world would disappear. It has more than 100 million
teachers from the US connecting to more than 700 million students, mainly in China.
17zuoye which means “Homework Together” was founded by Liu Chang and
Xiao Dun. It is a Chinese online learning platform collectively for learners, educators
and parents. Its main motive is to provide a rich and varied educational experience,
majorly concentrating on English and Maths. It was established in 2011 and it has
around 53 million students.
Established in May 2010, Udemy is a US based online learning platform aimed
at teaching, learning and connecting millions of professional adults and students to
the skills they require to succeed. As of Jan 2020, the platform had more than 50
million students and approximately 57 million instructors teaching courses in over
65 languages. There have been over 295 million course enrollments.
Though we do not ever disregard in this research paper the importance of traditional ways of imparting education in brick and mortar schools and colleges, we have
to pay heed to the numerous advantages of education backed by AI.

2.1 History of AI
Though AI has been there for ages it was formally recognized in 1956, at a conference
at Dartmouth College in the United States of America. However the concept faced
its own struggles before being accepted as it is in the present day. Year 1974–80 was
a period of “AI Winter” which implied that AI was facing criticisms from various
corners and funding for its development had stopped. It picked up some momentum
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in the early 80 s but again seemed to lose its shine from 1987 to 1993. Tables turned
in 1997 when IBM’s Deep Blue Computer beat chess grandmaster Garry Kasparov
and in 2011, when “Watson” the question answering machine won a quiz. Not only in
education, in the present day has AI had a deep penetration in all possible imaginable
fields. They may be in agriculture, fashion, health care, security, logistics, self-driven
automated cars, entrepreneurship, sports etc. However, these are just handful areas
where AI has been implemented and the list is inexhaustible.

2.1.1

History of AI in Education

Artificial intelligence in Education (AIED) challenges status quo and has been
viewed skeptically by conventional proponents in the Education space on counts
of robust student differentiation and social and emotional engagement with students.
AIED opens plethora of opportunities to include not only the abilities to simulate
teachers and offer student differentiation but also fosters socio-emotional engagement
(Scagnoli et al., 2019). However, one point on which the skeptics and proponents
see eye to eye is the fact that the pace and scale of change would be expeditious, and
transformation would be unavoidable (Agre, 1999; Feenberg, 2017). Even though
brick and mortar universities have not been substituted by online universities, all
stakeholders have started to think about what the new normal will be.
A study of two issues viz, Distance Education and MOOCs will be of immense help
to chart out what is in store for AIED in the years to come. During the last decade of the
twentieth century we saw a revolution in the digital world. The advent of the internet
lead to automation and streamlining of education universally (Feenberg, 2002; Noble,
1998b). This mode of learning was soon replicated in most Universities with the
aim of replacing conventional classrooms, textbooks, and lectures with videos and
digital content in order to provide quality instructions for learners across the world.
However, it lacked smart features like one-to-one human instruction, humane touch
and real-time feedback. Severe criticism followed and (Noble, 1998a), it was argued
that distance education was leading to commodification of education, deskilling
professionals and digital platforms were just “diploma mills”.
Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) were introduced in 2010s that aimed
at mass delivery of lecture content (Warschauer & Ames, 2010). MOOCs aimed at
shifting the educational infrastructure towards skill based online education different
from the credit-based education in physical spaces. Educational institutions turned
towards greener pastures and started catering to needs of students looking to earn
credits based on their choices. The high rate of students discontinuing the MOOCs
was alarming. The students who enrolled for MOOCs were mostly well-educated
and were natives of well developed economies. The credits so gained were seen as
mere additions and not as substitutes of long-practised methods of education.
Introduction of AI in education is seen as a game changer where the learners will
be provided with unimaginably more information that would have been possibly
provided to them by ay solitary teacher (Woolf et al., 2013). An AI based intelligent
tutoring system is going to rule the world of education (Tanenbaum 2016). Some
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schools of thought are of the opinion that human interface might not recognize
the caliber of geniuses but AI based adaptive systems can surely produce miracles
(Hao, 2019). By using techniques of technological forecasting which consider both
qualitative and quantitative factors, one can envisage the array of influence of AI on
Education, wherein at one end we will have idealistic goals and at the other end there
can be cautionary tales.
The present research is an attempt to understand and find out the scope of how AI
has penetrated into education and how it is going to create a revolution in this field.
The research consists of five parts.
The first one is the introduction and the discussion on the background of the study.
The second deals with an exhaustive review of available literature on using AI for
online learning. The third section discusses penetration of AI on different criteria. The
fourth objective emphasizes on the findings and finally the fifth objectives mention
the practical implications and conclusion.

2.2 Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study were:
• To explore the various ways in which Online Learning is making use of AI
• To explore how AI is equipping education to be more effective, individualized
and outcome oriented
• To study the reach and potential of AI based Online Learning tools to different
users
• To provide ground for forecasting the future of Learning.

2.3 Rationale for Edtech
It is important to first probe into the reasons why Edtech has grown in importance:
Individualized Learning: The way we learn, how we interact with classmates and
teachers, and our overall enthusiasm for the same subjects is not a one-size-fits-all
situation. In such a scenario, there is huge potential for the scalability of individualized learning. Edtech tools make it easier for teachers to create individualized
lesson plans and learning experiences that foster a sense of inclusivity and boost the
learning capabilities of all students, no matter their age or learning abilities. Most
importantly, these experiences are not restricted to physical affinity between the
teachers and taught; this experience is provided with each participant in the learning
process according to their own convenience and flexibility.
Increased communication, collaboration and overall quality of education:
Improved efficiency in learning: AI augments similar learning gains in reduced
amount of time (Christensen et al., 2013). The aim of Edtech is to bring about
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a complete metamorphosis in learning and learning processes. Edtech focuses on
developing skill sets in students which will be handy for them in the times to come.
Education models in most countries have not changed for several years. Edtech
helps in integrating technology with education because if students are not exposed
to technology right from school level, by integrating technology and learning, the
difference between those with digital skills and those who have not been exposed to
such kind of smart education is going to be huge.

3 Shifting Characteristics in Education and Embedding AI
Discussion about development of AI in Education takes us logically to a discussion
on shifting characteristics of Education. This section deliberates on the same and tries
to make a point of how development of education is synchronous with development
in AI.

3.1 Learning Outcomes
The goal of modern age education is no longer preparation of a rigid workforce
for a defined task but to transform students into adaptive experts and on the job
learners. Schools need to develop curriculum that is focused on knowledge application, collaboration, and self-regulated learning skills (Tomlinson, 2000). A researcher
anecdotally states, knowledge is now no longer a noun (something that we possess)
but a verb (something that we do) (Lehn, 2011). Needless to say, assessments will also
change once the learning outcomes change. Hence, instead of measuring the knowledge state of the learner, assessment will now need to capture learning trajectories and
processes. Accordingly, assessments have shifted from being a summative measure
of performance to an on-going formative measure that provides scores immediately
(Collins & Halverson, 2010) In a research conducted, the AI based ASSISTments
platform offers a nice synergy between the two perceptions of assessment, by first
assessing students on the required knowledge for standardized tests, followed by
individualized support as needed (Gilbert, 2013).

3.2 Classroom Practices
Another set of shifting characteristics of Education is the dynamics of the classroom
practices. There is going to be a shift from verbal literacy to technology and information literacies (Heffernan & Heffernan, 2014). Another expected shift is from
individual to supported group interactions (Dillenbourg, 2013) and last but not the
least, the biggest shift will be from a one size fits all education to an individualized
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learning path as learners come from different cultures, backgrounds and experiences
(Collins & Halverson, 2010). Here again, AI will be a catalyst, a tool and an enabler
for all stakeholders in this ecosystem. As teachers it is very important to realize that
though online education is a very important means of imparting skill and experience,
but still it cannot meet the interactive and social atmosphere between students and the
teachers required to build a student’s personality, psychology and abilities to enable
him to communicate socially.

3.3 Ecosystem
When we speak Education, earlier it used to be defined within the framework of
a structure and duration. Due to the fast paced changes occurring in all spheres
of existence, education by definition includes lifelong and life-wide learning. This
change in perspective has given space to the growing movement of MOOCs to which
millions of learners enroll every year (Scagnoli et al., 2019). This has changed the
landscape of accessibility and student population (Christensen et al., 2013). In fact,
it is commonplace to get certificates of MOOC vendors which include Coursera,
eDX, Udemy, Skillshare, Unacademy, Swayam etc. As a result, the teachers are not
expected to possess and transmit knowledge to learners, they are becoming collaborative thinkers for the learners in seeking, finding, and integrating knowledge (King,
1993).

4 Edtech Tools
Edtech robots are making it easy for students to stay engaged through fun forms of
learning. IoT devices are being hailed for their ability to create digital classrooms
for students, whether they’re physically in school, on the bus or at home. Machine
learning and blockchain tools are assisting teachers with grading tests and holding
students accountable for homework. For super speed link sharing on almost any topic
elink is a new visual bookmarking tool. A newly developed online collaboration tool
is Bit.ai that helps to collaborate with anyone in almost no time. In order provide
better understanding to students about mathematical concepts RealWorldMath is
used. With assistance from of Google Earth and Sketchup they provide learners with
real world math challenges which would be practically relevant to them. Another tool,
a white board application—Explain Everything that helps in explaining, designing
and narrating tutorials, assignments etc. One major issue a teacher on an online
teaching platform has to deal with is the involvement of the pupils. Through the
Chart Dialogue feature of Equity Maps a small group of students can be created
for better interaction and keep them glued to the class. Immersive Learning Tools for
implementation of Virtual Reality (VR) and three dimensional (3D) technologies in
online education to make the teaching experience more realistic. The approaches of
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teaching a practical (numerical or experimental based) subject and a theory based
subject on an online platform have to be completely different. A practical subject for
example Mathematics is obviously more complicated and difficult to understand and
therefore requires real world based assignments, problem solving sessions, projects
and application based learning through different models. Online teaching for a theory
based subject requires more interactive fact based sessions. So, there has to be a
combination of practical emphasis and academic theory in online learning. The reach
of Edtech platforms providing online education to learners knows no boundaries.
With the development of technology and other forms of online teaching tools they
may be at some point of time actually replace the old methods of education.

5 Advancement of Artificial Intelligence in Education
AI has been focusing, to a large degree, on solving the two-sigma problem by creating
systems that are as effective as human one-on-one tutoring; (Toner, 2011) as we
have observed that one of the important roles of AI is to provide a customized
learning experience. Interestingly, the learning is not only individualized, (Cen et al.,
2007) it is also more efficient, meaning demonstrating similar learning gains in a
reduced amount of time. As we transcend the evolution of learning outcomes from
domain-level knowledge to metacognition, critical thinking, and collaboration, these
transitions in education can be seen as an opportunity: current educational theories
advocate for more agency and personalization (Christensen et al., 2013). AI has
made considerable impact on education through system description and evaluation,
different types of learning styles, whether step based or exploratory; (Koedinger &
Corbett, 2006) collaborative structures which could be independent or with peers;
technology settings in terms of hardware used and educational setting that could be
formal or informal.
As stated earlier, the education system is shifting from focusing on product to
process, expanding beyond domain-knowledge to include self-regulation, collaboration, and motivation in terms of learning goals. On one hand vast majority of
research focusses on domain level learning, quite a few research papers probe into
self-regulated learning, (Roll & Wylie, 2016) motivation (Baker et al., 2006) and
satisfaction from an AI enabled Learning environment. Self-efficacy is yet another
factor that needs to be embedded into AI based learning experiences (Arroyo et al.,
2014; Banfield & Wilkerson, 2014).
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5.1 Barriers to Implementation of AI in Education
and Practices to Overcome Them
Some of the features which are generally not factored in AI initiatives include
considering cost/ funding sufficiently, training of teachers and their ongoing professional development, implementing complementary curricular support and pedagogical strategies, inclusion of parent as a stakeholder in the learning process etc. (Nye,
2015; Warschauer & Ames, 2010). One framework that has emerged as a solution to
overcome these barriers is the Design-based Implementation Research. This framework focusses on collaborative multi-stakeholder design that develops sustainable
capacity (Fishman et al., 2013). These practitioners incorporate contextual, regional
and demographic factors that are important for successful design and implementation.
Another barrier is technological linearity. In order to embed AI in Education,
it is required that technologies developed should contextualize the relevance to
social groups so that it may become acceptable as obvious and inevitable (Pinch
& Bijker, 1984). This will require a non-linear relationship between technical capacities and the applications of the new AI based educational technology (Feenberg,
2002). For strategic adoption of any AI based technology, innovation and modification by students and teachers will be commonplace. This fact instead of surprising or
disappointing the developers should in fact motivate and inspire them. A tool imagined for one purpose may be re-purposed for another; and the deterministic nature of
technology will be disrupted (Rosenberger, 2017). Technological linearity is also a
barrier when seen in context of social set-ups and values. Technology first subsumes
the structural norms of Education—curriculum, pedagogy, aspirational trajectory,
nation’s goals, local culture just to name a few; and then reinforces and preserves
them (Winner, 1980). If we are able to challenge and disrupt these assumptions,
technological non-linearity will be revealed.
The toughest hindrance in implementing technology in Education is the teacherstudent interaction. Conventionally, parameters of measuring education quality was
done by giving greater importance to content over form and the original context was
abstracted away in the measurement scales. Even educational philosophers, developers, and evaluators have emphasised that impersonal digital learning environments
are by no means any substitute to the classrooms we are used to studying in (Mackness et al. 2010). While certain researchers argue that although basic competence
can be achieved by online education (Dreyfus, 2002; Boulay, 2011) true proficiency
can only achieved when there is human interaction involved. Students learn better
only when they get an opportunity to propose and defend ideas, experience failures
and understand social nuances. This fact has been clearly stated that MOOCs have a
limited student interaction (Cohen et al., 2019). Learning complex skills like developing perspectives, socializing in professional norms, feeling motivated, mastering
expertise require the company of a human teacher; Internet being a weak approximation of the same. There is no doubt that efforts are being made by some pedagogical
strategies that promote motivation and social interaction like notifications, quizzes
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during lectures, reminder emails, having small discussion forums, in-person meetups etc. by utilizing big data, tracking student clicks, tracking attention to videos
and improving MOOC design (Simonite, 2013). In place of MOOCs, there will
be DOCCs i.e. Distributed Open Collaborative Courses where emphasis will be on
distributed rather than central expertise; collaboration and community rather than
isolation; and diversity of perspectives rather than unison of opinions.
The final barrier to be overcome is individualization. While this is a hallmark of a
physical teacher, as it is assumed that s/he “knows” the students, it is conspicuous by
absence in case of MOOCs. How this can be factored in an AI based model could be
to ensure that these technologies depend heavily on the pedagogy preferred by the
learner. The AIEd tools need to be scale focused and be capable of socio-emotional
engagement.

5.2 Privacy Issues in Edtech Platforms
There is a complete metamorphosis from traditional methods of teaching to imparting
of knowledge by using digital technologies in modern times. Though the efforts of
proving education in such a world over corona crisis is commendable at the same time
Edtech platforms designed for providing learning have been accused of complying
with policies that may not be in line with the privacy laws outlined by that particular
country. For instance, video conferencing is the most important aspect of a virtual
classroom as it creates a link between the students and teachers to communicate with
each other. However, they have a string of security and privacy risks attached to them.
Edtech platforms, may not assure that student data won’t be shared, sold or stolen.
As is evident from several recent episodes of “Zoombombing” or harassments in
private chatrooms of Google Classroom which are liable to abuse, racism, leaking
sensitive student information or flashing visuals not suitable for viewing of students.
For instance according to a Techcrunch Report of 2020, Chegg, an edtech giant
announced that records of 700 current and former employees were hacked.
Increase in the use of distance-learning applications should create awareness
amongst educational institutions about data privacy. As pointed out by Doug Casey,
executive director of the Connecticut Commission for Educational Technology, many
tech companies are “playing in highly regulated sectors they may not historically
have targeted.” It is of utmost importance to understand the risks and consequences
associated with them. Therefore it is now inevitable that all Edtechs engage cyber
security professionals.
There are a number of ways in which Edtech companies can answer these privacy
issues. It is very important to check the safety concerns about the third party vendors
they are working with. This also involves the use of very high standard of encryption
for their databases, applications and other secure cloud based tools. It is mandatory to comply with the privacy rules and regulations of that particular country. For
example in the United States, Protection of Pupil Rights Amendment, 1978, and its
subsequent amendments protects the rights of pupils and their parents in programs
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funded by the U.S. Department of Education. Parents, students and other users must
have prior information that their data is being collected and they must know the
reason for this data collection. Users should be given the right to access and edit
their data. All data must be properly secured through access controls, encryption and
safe storage. Stringent compliance needs to be enforced so that the misuse of data
can be severely reprimanded. For example permanent closing down of an edtech
company in a particular country or stopping its funding to carry on further business.
Cybersecurity experts by using tools like penetration tests and vulnerability scans
can point out the ambiguities from where sensitive information can actually be leaked
and manipulated.
There are a number of companies like G Suite for Education, Cisco and Pure
Storage FlaskStack, Symantec Endpoint Protection Cloud to name a few which
are front runners that help in dealing the diverse infrastructure challenges of data
collection through enhanced interoperability. G Suite by Google not only helps in
protecting data but also gives a privacy notice to guide parents in understanding how
the data collected would be used. Similarly Symantec Endpoint Protection Cloud
uses a protection program that can keep faculty and students safe, irrespective of the
device they use for remote learning.
The present scenario world over ‘certainly’ states the ‘uncertainty’ of time when
students would be attending normal school. In order to keep a balance between the
safety of the teachers and the students and also continuity of academics, technology
and security professionals must keep the flag of data security for the cloud platforms,
tools, and applications used during remote learning flying high.
Thus we can say the AI in education covers a gamut of activities that makes
the experience effective, efficient, interactive and individualized. By probing into
the history, we raise pertinent questions like how can we build Innovative Learning
Environments (ILEs) that enable high-quality adaptive education at scale. We address
these questions by answering two related questions; what is the current emphasis of
research in Artificial Intelligence Education (AIED) and what changes do we need
to undergo in order to lead education in the twenty-first century? In this research
paper also, we shall identify trends within AI in Education to be able to answer the
mentioned questions.

6 Trends in Edtech
This section mentions the Edtech companies with valuation of more than $1 billion
in order to probe upon the countries and the area of operation which as of now are
trending in the Edtech space.
Name of the company

Country

Area of operation

VIP kid

USA

Teaches English to children from other countries
(continued)
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(continued)
Name of the company

Country

Area of operation

17zuoye

China

Tutoring Company; work with children from kindergarten
through high school

Byju’s

India

An intuitive online learning experience for a wide variety
of different subjects

Yuanfudao

China

Tutoring company

Udemy

USA

Adult Education

Age of learning

USA

Combining the best practices for education with technology

iTutorGroup

China

Language tutoring

Udacity

USA

Online courses of all sorts

Coursera

USA

Access to courses of top universities

HuJiang

China

English language

A plethora of Edtech companies have been floated in various locations of the
world. Mostly based on online courses they offer a variety of courses ranging from
kindergarten to professional students. However, these 10 companies have proven
themselves to be some of the largest in the industry. U.S. Edtech market is biggest
globally, according to a report written by Jake Williams, published in February 13,
2020. The United States has the largest number of Edtech companies and the most
venture capital funding for those companies. Through an analysis of data taken from
the business research platform Crunchbase, the report found 1385 Edtech companies in the U.S.—43% of the total number of Edtech companies globally. The next
largest number of Edtech companies in another country was India with 327. Edtech
is growing, with the total market value worldwide set to reach $252 billion this year,
Forbes reported. The U.S. also features the most total venture capital funding for
Edtech companies with $8.3 million, more than $5.9 million more than second place
China, according to the report. New York City was found to have the highest density
of Edtech companies globally with 155. San Francisco and Chicago are ranked
second and third with 137 and 54, respectively. Despite the prevalence of Edtech in
the U.S., a spokesperson for RS Components said in a statement that the country’s
venture capital funding in comparison to other countries was lower than expected.
The company urged schools and teachers to focus on the implementation of additional technology-focused education and curriculums focused on the sciences. This
means companies are not being used to their full potential, which could be having a
knock-on effect on pupils’ education. Teachers must be given the correct training and
resources in order to help inspire their pupils toward a vast number of careers that
depend on technology to give each child a fair chance and opportunity to succeed in
a role of their choice in the future. This insight not only establishes the need of AI
in improving the student learning but uncovers one of the biggest challenges in the
AI backed learning process and that is training of the facilitator.
According to the recent Edtech Report almost all economies are investing heavily
in Edtech startups in developing and under developed countries. The forecasted
investment for this is around $252 billion. It comes as no surprise that similar to its
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dominance in various industries the majority of Edtech companies have grown rapidly
in the United States, which accounts for 1,385 or 43% of all Edtech startup headquarters. Demographic factors like size of population, a well-developed economy,
and hitech hubs such as Silicon Valley are likely to yield successful results. The
other nations with the most Edtech startups include India (327), Brazil (275) and the
United Kingdom (245) with China (101) are the top 5 on the list of number of Edtech
startups across the globe.
According to Edtech Industry Analysis and Trends (2020), there are 2 global
macro trends that will be in the spotlight in 2020 and the coming years. The first
trend is the Acceleration of online learning; though this concept of online learning
was earlier not keenly accepted by educators, parents and learners it has now become
the need of the hour. When the entire world came to a near standstill due to the corona
pandemic and most countries imposed a lockdown, online teaching saved the day.
This form of teaching has helped in undisrupted learning for students who could
write exams, and not losing out on their academic years. So, online learning will
be a permanent feature in modern education. This is evident from the high interests
shown by venture capitalists to invest in online learning platforms. Large nonprofit
organisations have also started putting their money in Edtech startups. Countries
like India & China with their huge populations offer a whole lot of opportunities to
Edtechs. The second trend is that the Technological Advancements will be the new
norm in education; use of AI and machine learning, AR applications, robotics and
block chain technology will further permeate in the education space.

7 Practical Implications
Edtech platforms have been growing by leaps and bounds during the last decade.
However, the corona outburst has mandatorily forced a gigantic move towards remote
learning as educational institutions were forced to close down. With the pandemic
far from over and effects of the vaccine on the virus still uncertain, a full-fledged
opening of schools and colleges remain a distant possibility.
In conclusion it can be stated that AI is the pivot around which future education revolves. AI in Education offers a wealth of opportunities in the form of integrated, collaborative, omnipresent, and portable learning ecosystems, encourages
and emboldens teachers and leverages affordances of learning anytime, anywhere
and by anyone. A December 2018 Guardian article noted that most school-age children (65%) in 2018 will graduate into a job market comprised of jobs that don’t yet
exist. Further, a 2017 study in the United Kingdom found that high-tech industries
are struggling to recruit and retain highly skilled talent. A 2017 report from the MIT
Sloan Management Review found that 85% of industry leaders think AI will give
their industries a competitive advantage, but only about 20% have done anything to
prepare for this eventuality. While skepticism remains in regard to AI’s application
to educational contexts, and as fears abound that human instructors will be replaced
with AIapps or bots, these stories paint a picture of the need for students to have
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more opportunities to work with AI and gain experience in its use. It is difficult to
synchronize the development in the field of education with the developments in the
field of AI, especially considering its methods and impact at the primary level of
education. Data in the MIT Technology review, 2020, explains that 99.4% teachers
were convinced that if their institutes were to succeed in the cut throat competition of
Edtech startups implementing AI was the only solution and almost 92% have already
started to figure out ways to implement the technology.

8 Conclusion
“Sometimes when things are falling apart, they may be actually falling in place.” The
Corona pandemic has brought the entire world to a standstill. This has been a boon for
the Edtech startups providing online leaning platforms as almost all institutes globally
have been shut down and the dates of their resumption seems to be distant. This will
change the entire landscape of online education. A big consumer base with various
categories of learners, teachers, courses, rapidly evolving technologies will impact
more and more people once the lockdown restrictions have started to ease and will
ease further. Experiential learning & anytime learning are fast emerging concepts.
There is a huge demand now for content based, job oriented online education and all
businesses at all levels are working to create new solutions for online lessons. This
provides a huge opportunity for the birth of new startups especially when unforeseen
exigencies, such as pandemics, demand it. A permanent metamorphosis in methods
of imparting education has emerged and will continue to stay post corona as well.
The most important skill will be the skill to unlearn, learn and relearn. Hard skills and
soft skills will have their own place and shall not be replaced. Blended learning will
be the new normal of education. AI shall become not just a choice but a game changer
and an imperative for the betterment of all stakeholders in the realm of education.
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The Implementation of Artificial
Intelligence in the Public Sector:
Opportunities and Challenges
Abdulkarim Ebrahim Seyadi, Fatema Jamal Al-Zayani, Sara Shehab,
Allam Hamdan, and Rafat Hussein Alhor

Abstract In recent years’ artificial Intelligence gained popularity in the governmental sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Artificial Intelligence in the Kingdom’s
different branches has become necessary due to the Kingdom’s efforts to modernize
the services to become more efficient and reliable. The shift towards artificial Intelligence is not unique to the Kingdom of Bahrain. The global trend is shifting towards
artificial Intelligence to replace the human factor for more efficient and sustainable
machine-based systems in the different modern organizations. This paper explores
the emerging phenomenon of artificial intelligence applications in different governmental sectors worldwide, as mentioned in the referenced literature below. This
paper will also look at some artificial intelligence applications in the region and
locally. The paper discusses the legislative, logistical, and administrative obstacles
that impede the application of artificial Intelligence. Also, it will discuss the challenges that can be solved by applying artificial Intelligence. Artificial Intelligence
is proven to increase productivity and efficiency, as the paper will discuss. It can
also bring the error margin to an almost complete cease due to the replacement of
prone to error humans with reliable machines. Efficiency is hardly the only factor
that is to be enhanced when artificial Intelligence is adopted. Ethical and fair systems
are a result of a reasonably programmed service system, as the paper discusses. All
taken into consideration, artificial intelligence application opportunities can serve as
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a drive engine for economic growth by offering decision-makers a unique machinebased, non-biased perspective. All of which is in line with the vision and objectives
of Bahrain’s economic vision of 2030.
Keywords Artificial intelligence · Government · Public services · Public sector ·
Bahrain

1 Introduction
Once started the fourth industrial revolution, a new direction has approached the
worldwide economy based on internet and green environments (Prisecaru, 2016), as
ambitious to reach creativity in information technology, innovation level that drives
economic growth in today’s worldwide economy (Gurbiel, 2002). The public sector
and public governance play a crucial role in contemporary society, which takes care
of social needs. Therefore, it is not surprising that good governance has often been
used to explain good economic performance as well as the well-being of society over
the last decade (Central European Public Administration Review, 2020).
Many authors in articles and books differed in the definition of artificial Intelligence, as to this day there is no specific definition for it; the father of Artificial
Intelligence, John McCarthy, in 1956, defined artificial Intelligence as the science
and how to be engineering intelligent machines (Berryhill et al. 2019; Elali, 2021).
Others have defined artificial Intelligence (AI) as systems based on Intelligence,
perform like a human brain in assessing data and decision-making, avoiding human
misjudgment or conflict of interest in decisions leading to fare and better decisions,
planning, and strategies. These machines have human capabilities that can perceive,
understand, work, and learn (Jensen, 2020).
In the twenty-first century, AI has become essential to the public and
private sectors, especially in research, due to its importance for many different
fields, including science, engineering, medicine, education, business, accounting,
marketing, finance, economics, stock market, law. Additionally, artificial Intelligence
in different sectors might improve the quality of different operations (Oke, 2008).
The proper introduction of AI in the public sector would positively impact
government services and improve societies’ wellbeing.
Artificial Intelligence was found to enhance the quality and ethics of organizational workflow. The proper application can pave the way for fairer and bettercontrolled services—all by eliminating human biases and errors. That would lead
to efficient and continuously improving services of high productivity caliber (Reis,
2019).
Bahrain and the United Kingdom are the first countries in the world that have
tested guidelines for artificial intelligence applications on the governmental level
(EDB Bahrain, Dalian, 2019).
Bahrain has started to give more attention and priority to artificial Intelligence
to develop and improve such services and operations, especially since the current
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public sector services, processes, and procedures have traditional quality and way of
provided services (Gasco-Hernandez et al., 2019).
Since artificial Intelligence became the go-to approach for future improvements,
AI is found to offer answers to the different shortcomings in the public services
industry (Awwad and Zidan, 2021).
AI is found to create a better environment where the customer is the main target of
an efficient service. Hence, increasing the level of quality and customer satisfaction
(Abdeldayem and Aldulaimi, 2020).
Artificial Intelligence will contribute to developing the public sector in speed,
accuracy, completing processes, and data.
Further to the above, running high tech systems will prompt the end-users to
continuously conduct studies to enhance the systems used through software development. Such continuous development efforts will create an organizational culture
of innovation and creativity (Aminova and Marchi, 2021), which will eventually
increase the served society’s satisfaction and local AI expertise. (Floridi et al., 2018;
Awwad, 2018).
Bahrain’s vision aims to develop AI-based services since it has a lot to gain
from AI appliances. It can also help achieve the three aspects of the plan: fairness,
competitiveness, and sustainability.
That realization of the crucially of AI to achieve the vision’s goals is observed in
the adaptation of AI across the board of government services in Bahrain, as according
to studies, it is expected that artificial Intelligence will contribute approximately
16 trillion dollars to the global economy by 2030, which lead to promising growth
and sustainable improvement (Azar & Haddad, 2019).
This research focuses on studying the implementation of artificial Intelligence in
the public sector, particularly in Bahrain. After defining and specifying the concept,
the research explores specific challenges that AI may meet through developmental
phases to create opportunities to fill the operational process gap and improve efficiency and effectiveness in the public sector (Alremaidhi et al., 2020; Razzaque et al.,
2020; Razzaque and Hamdan, 2020; Fadhul and Hamdan, 2020; Hamdan et al., 2019;
Fuad et al., 2021; Hamdan et al., 2019).

2 Literature Review
Many governments have begun to use the latest technologies and artificial Intelligence
for excellence and development by relying on innovation to improve services’ quality
and sustainability (Hamdan, 2019).
This section of the study aims to link the positive impact of artificial Intelligence
in various fields on the government sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain in terms of
speed of operations and reduction of operating expenses in addition to raising the
efficiency and quality of services provided, which contributes to raising the level of
beneficiaries’ satisfaction and enhancing economic growth. Study the authors’ views
on previous studies to shed light on gaps that were not previously addressed or need
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more studies. Studies will also be linked to the topic of our research that we will
address.

2.1 Artificial Intelligence in the Government Sector
Many authors with the topic of Artificial Intelligence and its impact on a specific
area in government sectors. Some agreed that it is a positive thing and can contribute
to raising the sector’s efficiency, reducing operational costs, enhancing work efficiency through speed and accuracy of achievement, in addition to raising the level of
creativity and sustainability of services and the reduction of human errors in many
sectors, for example:

2.1.1

In the Health Care Sector

Modern technologies and the availability of information and data will increase the
efficiency of their analysis and prediction of results, which can save many lives, as
the application of artificial Intelligence in emergency departments will contribute
to avoiding critical times in addition to the existence of schedules for the available family and their locations, as well as the existence of electronic health records
which will enhance the optimal use of resources and technologies. It will enhance
communication and admin procedures with specialists and doctors to schedule operations more efficiently and reduce the time spent; there is no doubt that modern
and advanced technologies will enhance future doctors’ performance and ensure
sustainable healthcare systems (Ramesh et al., 2004).

2.1.2

In the Education Sector

According to studies, it has been proven that advanced smart systems in teaching
contribute effectively to motivating students and increasing academic achievement,
as artificial Intelligence will contribute to improving education through modern
technologies and developing education through electronic educational platforms
(Hamdan and Al-Atyat, 2015), in addition to innovation in educational methods,
that approaches will enhance the educational outputs and reduce the cost and effort
expended for education field achievement (Beck et al., 2005).

2.1.3

In the Field of Energy

Energy sustainability is one of the most important and exciting topics of our time,
as studies abound in recent times on this goal’s methods and mechanisms.
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Many modern tools and technologies can contribute to energy sustainability in
addition to the creation of new energy resources such as renewable solar and kinetic
energy, which will contribute to diversifying energy sources in addition to the optimal
use of resources, and many countries have adopted the idea of smart cities that depend
on artificial Intelligence and towards sustainability goals. Energy targets to reach the
optimum utilization of resources and preserve the environment.
Artificial Intelligence will also contribute to energy industries by applying the
highest monitoring techniques in manufacturing, equipment, and machinery, which
will help avoid unexpected crises and enhance solutions to reach the best tools and
mechanisms appropriate for the field.
On the other hand, many studies and authors have shown the highest levels of
concerns about the effects of the application of modern mechanisms, namely automation and other technological trends such as difficulty in controlling advanced artificial intelligence systems, Negative use due to lack of artificial Intelligence for moral
thinking, which leads to loss of lives in the military sector (Chul et al., 2018).

2.2 Artificial Intelligence and Employment
The authors disagreed about the impact of artificial Intelligence on sustainable
development, emphasizing positive effects and some.
Some have found that the impact of artificial Intelligence is negative at various
economic, technical, and environmental levels, as it can replace workers with limited
skills. It can also program itself, which may reduce jobs opportunities in the information technology sector, in addition to that another concern profound that AI will
increase energy consumption that adversely affects sustainability goals (Acemoglu
& Restrepo, 2018).
While others referred to it as a positive impact, analyzing digital data and
automating daily tasks contributes to the efficiency of accurate processing, which
reduces operating expenses and increases the speed of achievements targets, and
leads to creativity, thus enhancing sustainability, in addition to the field of artificial
Intelligence will create new job opportunities in new fields and specialties.
In this part of findings, Countries should observe work ethics when implementing AI and limit the economic, social, and environmental damage caused by
AI implementation effects.
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2.3 Artificial Intelligence’s in the Future of Human
Development
This section discusses the authors’ opinions of artificial Intelligence and its future
impact on humans. Moreover, artificial Intelligence will improve its users’ future
and leave them in a better position than they are currently.
Many experts say AI will make people better off over the next decade, while on
the other hand, many have concerns about the impact of the rapid advancement in
artificial Intelligence on what it means to be human, to be productive, and to exercise
free will in the line of work.
According to a poll conducted in the summer of 2018, similar opinions predicted
technology leaders, innovators, developers, and researchers that artificial intelligence devices and machines may exceed human Intelligence and capabilities in
various tasks such as making complex decisions and perform advanced analytics.
The systems will save time, effort, and money and raise the efficiency of future
delivery outcomes.
While opinions differ, they indicated that artificial Intelligence might fail at some
points due to the difference in the human mind from electronic devices due to the
difficulty in understanding human behavior, emotions, and special cases.
Simultaneously, there is a gap in articles or studies related to studying and
analyzing artificial Intelligence on the government sector and its impact on the sector
to promote it and enhance its efficiency, especially in governmental sectors.
However, this statement attention and priority to the topic, it needs more research,
studies, and unprecedented steps, as lacking laws, regulations and legislation on
which these technologies are based have profound in previous literature reviews, in
addition to the need of creating the infrastructure for these developed technologies.

3 Methodology
This is secondary research or desk research. The methodology of research used
is unstructured qualitative analysis, which focuses on previous research and what
outcomes of research they have reached to grasp the gap in understanding artificial
Intelligence. Also, track development over time in the public sector and get overview
knowledge of artificial Intelligence.
This literature is purely based on published literature and articles highlighting the
impact of artificial Intelligence in different domains and industries to initiate new
findings and research outcomes.
Our purpose in this paper is to be descriptive and inductive; the authors will explore
challenges facing AI application in the governmental sector and opportunities.
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4 Discussions
Artificial Intelligence has been intensively researched in the last two decades; in
this paperwork, a discussion is given to examine the impact of AI in the public
sector by analyzing this paperwork objective, developing AI outputs, challenges in
the public sector, and the provided opportunities in such sector, leading to efficiency,
sustainability, productivity, and extending to innovation in operations and services.
The digitalization of all sectors of life, including the public service sector, is
presumed a positive one. However clear, digital tools’ evolution is a twenty firstcentury opportunity, challenge, and phenomenon that affects all dimensions of social
life—philosophical, social, legal, and administrative. Digital technologies pose new
requirements, expectations and challenges for the public sector (Independent Journal
of Management & Production, 2020).
In this section, many comparisons and analysis have been profound; one of the
most critically used analysis SWOT stands Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, and
Threats in assessing business advantages in organizational objectives and strategies.
Developing AI in public sector fields may be more productive by extending efficiency patterns and getting powerful operations, filling gaps in Artificial Intelligence.
Therefore, artificial Intelligence becomes the primary approach for future
improvements and enhancements in such business areas. Further, many Gaps in
provided services and operations can be positively fixed in terms of AI improvements. Such as Sustainability objectives in public sector resources and citizen and
residents’ satisfaction.
This study discusses the integration of artificial Intelligence in the government
sector of the Kingdom. AI’s impact on the Kingdom’s governmental sector would
create an environment that encourages various opportunities in terms of speed of
operations and reduced operational expenses. Further, it would raise the services
efficiency levels, hence assuring the continuity of the services, which enhances the
beneficiaries’ satisfaction.

4.1 Discussion of Artificial Intelligence Opportunities
in Developmental Phases
Positive impact of AI in the Public sector pops up with the first significant output of
this research paper is opportunities upon AI development.
As in world growth, Bahrain public sector entities are distinguished by the many
AI opportunities adopted in public sector entities.
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Impact Positively by Achieving Bahrain Economic Vision 2030,
Including Sustainability of Multi Resources

In the Public sector, resources are integrated through a centralized governmental
platform, as per Bahrain’s economic vision 2030 strategies.
The vision’s strategies are developed by upskilling workforces and capitalizing
on creativity to ensure public services’ sustainability to the citizens and residents.
According to the vision, all of this in-line of the efficiency, productivity, and
consistent improvement factors.
Therefore, AI development in the public sector aligns with the Bahrain vision of
2030, which targets competitiveness, fairness, and sustainable development.

4.1.2

Upgrading and Ongoing Sustainable Governmental Services
Through E-services Platforms

From Information technology (IT) perspectives, an AI integration with public sector
systems and infrastructure, many positive impacts reflect on Bahrain economic
growth. AI will increase reliability among IT workers and increase productivity
from IT industry aspects. (Nadikattu, 2018).
Enhancing the security of IT systems and applications, as one of the influencing
practices in such a field, United States (US) development of AI has impacted its
economic benefits and growth. (Nadikattu, 2018).

4.1.3

Stabilizing Bahrain’s Financial Resources and Economic Benefits
Growth

AI benefits extending to ongoing expenditure as it is considered significant
developments in the public sector’s financial field.
AI has many positive impacts on financial services, where it creates faster than
standard operations. It also offers more profitable and predictable, and more affordable services, leading to a reduction in public sector expenses and efficiency of global
business goals in financial entities (Lin, 2019).
Besides that, AI has a huge economic potential, and essential, as it is expected to
increase worldwide Gross domestic product (GDP) by 14% by 2030, an infusion of
US$15.7 trillion into the global economy, which is promising growth.
Consequently, it will lead to sustainable improvements in the public sector. As
a result, stabilizing the efficiency in financial and economic resources in the public
sector (Varian, 2018).
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Offering Sustainable Analysis Tools

Public sector approaches depend on strategies and future objectives in AI. It improves
the workflows and operational services in the public sector, leading to enhanced
performance quality tools as decision-making approaches, saving resources by
avoiding human errors in sustainability objectives (Reis, 2019).

4.1.5

Governmental Principles and Economic Improvement

AI impacts competition in the region that grows globally by the new production
method of AI technologies, which creates growth in the public sector economy,
contributing to developing related strategies of sustainable development goals
(SDGs) 2030 in Bahrain financial sustainability and economic development. (Shabbir
& Anwer, 2015).

4.2 Discussion of Artificial Intelligence Development
Challenges in Developmental Phases
In the discussion section of AI, the second significant output of this paper is AI
development analysis challenges in the public sector, a brief analysis given.

4.2.1

Developing Strategic Plans

In the strategic planning field, public sector entities may get limitations in developing
their strategies among artificial Intelligence, as strategic plans are required to promote
ongoing operations and procedures to draw public sector services in the future (Azar
& Haddad, 2019).

4.2.2

Human Resources Investment

Human resources management in the management school understands the risks
associated with AI development, as encouragements and motivation incentives are
profoundly limited to promote innovation and creativity in this field. therefore, human
resources are to be encouraged to become more productive and innovative (Azar &
Haddad, 2019).
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Legislative Challenges

Laws and regulations are required to comply with the industry’s needs. In Pre AI
development phase, a high need for legislation is considered.
Laws, regulations, and infrastructure are also needed to develop and contribute
to AI technologies. As mainly issuing and creating legislations for infrastructure is
a necessary factor in meeting the said challenges (Varian, 2018).

4.2.4

Employment Plans and Academic Specializations

The development of AI in the public sector will create job opportunities and the development of academic specializations in line with this development. The public sector
will have a challenge in managing the recruitments; therefore, prerequisite major
academic specialties programs are needed in educational entities (Varian, 2018).

4.2.5

Artificial Intelligence Occupational Training and Awareness

One of the occupational factors in AI challenges analysis is training occupants
and extending occupational investment in AI practices. Moreover, awareness in the
public sector occupations is required to comply with the developmental objective
(Abdeldayem & Aldulaimi, 2020).
After identifying the opportunities and challenges through in-depth study and
analysis of artificial Intelligence, we understood developing the public sector through
modern technologies, creativity, and innovation.
By relying on artificial Intelligence. Which will; increase the efficiency of the
public sector. Additionally, the sustainability of resources represents the road map
of the future approach in the public sector.
Artificial Intelligence will create many opportunities, but challenges must be taken
into consideration. The solutions and tools to those challenges must be developed to
achieve the future vision and the advancement of the public sector in the Kingdom
of Bahrain in-line with Bahrain’s economic vision 2030.

5 Artificial Intelligence Practice in the Kingdom of Bahrain
During the Covid-19 Pandemic
According to the current situation, there is no doubt that artificial Intelligence has
become an inevitable necessity to face the challenges that exist in our current era for
the advancement of the public sector in countries (Vaishya et al., 2020).
Artificial Intelligence during the covid-19 pandemic was considered the first line
of defense and the most effective weapon in combating the virus.
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In the Kingdom of Bahrain healthcare field, to limit and track the spread of the
virus, the government has established a smart application called (Be Aware Bahrain),
which is used to ensure the government’s keenness to follow up and monitor infected
people, contacts and provide the highest possible services.
The application follows up active Covid-19 cases, real-time numbers of the total
tested, and death statistics. As in efficiency services, the application is developed in
terms of situations faced based on the covid-19 pandemic. Also, released e-services
such as booking tests, appointments, and payments for arrival tests (Bao et al., 2020).
In education successes, as many countries shut down, learning during the covid19 pandemic lockdown was important. However, Bahrain perceived education needs
for all students in the Kingdom. Such realization reflects the country’s vision of
education sustainably goals.
During covid-19 pandemic first stages, online learning tools used through
technologies based on electronic educational interactions by Information Technology providers services, managed by Information and e-government authority via
Microsoft teams and Zoom Applications.
Educational interactions extension in collaboration with domestic official media,
Bahrain Television (BTV), has broadcast recording lessons regarding all subjects
and students in Bahrain public sector schools (Kamali, 2020).
In public sector operations and services, AI has significantly played a significant
role amid covid-19 crisis solutions, ensuring the stabilizing of operations in the public
sector up to the creativity level in decision making and problem-solutions in practical
ways (Lalmuanawma et al., 2020).
The financial field in Bahrain during the pandemic introduced the concept of
Finance Technology (Fintech).
The technology empowers financial institutions, where it is observed that there is
an increase in the financial application downloads and initiations. Such a development
made the financial sector in Bahrain more adaptive and competitive during these
difficult times.
As the financed approaches were successful, such as electronic payments methods
and e-banking services applications such as personal loan requests and government assistance, financial applications have increased and adapted in the pandemic,
positively impacting economic growth in Bahrain (Fu & Mishra, 2020).
From a business perspective, all fields in the public sector, including education,
health, operational services, and the financial field, continued to work remotely
through modern technologies, reducing economic problems.
Studies also indicated that Artificial Intelligence was a positive factor during the
Corona pandemic. It contributed more to saving many lives by training artificial
Intelligence to confront the pandemic or reduce its economic risks (Naude & Wim,
2020).
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6 Conclusion, Recommendation and Further Studies
In conclusion, even though many authors, writers, and those interested in economics
and technology have indicated that artificial Intelligence has become an imperative
for the future and the advancement of countries’ economies, the sustainability of
resources and services, in addition to increasing business efficiency and reducing
human errors to reach the maximum level of achievements.
However, despite their rapid and massive interest in artificial Intelligence, countries still take years to reach the ambition and achieve the AI fields’ planned
goals.
The following are the most prominent recommendations that the Kingdom of
Bahrain or any interested country should take into consideration to develop the artificial intelligence sector and achieve the highest possible return from the opportunities
that will arise because of these technologies:
• The development of regulations and laws. Which enhances the attention of
investors interested in artificial Intelligence A platform might play an essential
role in targeting investment approaches in AI.
• It is developing the educational aspect in terms of adding specializations in universities and institutes that keep pace with the future development and the jobs recruitments created from the development of these technologies to meet the labor market
requirements.
• Investing in storage and protection systems, speed, and quality of information
technology to increase technologies’ efficiency.
• Recruited a ministry or a centralized function of position leading artificial Intelligence to draw up plans and promote the achievement of the desired goals in
artificial Intelligence in Bahrain’s Kingdom.
• Experts and companies in Artificial Intelligence in the early stages can fully train
and educate future generations regarding the importance and necessity of artificial
Intelligence in line with the global economy trends.
• Hold workshops, seminars, and awareness conferences in artificial Intelligence
and present developed countries’ experiences in the field.
• Coordination with the best authorities to adopt and train students specialized in
artificial Intelligence to increase their technical expertise and skills.
After bringing to light the challenges facing the AI introductions to the governmental sector and introducing the recommendations, it is only rational to adopt a road
map to address all the issues and create a full AI integration in the desired fields. The
research topic needs further studies to fill the addressed gaps and offer more in-depth
solutions since the study was limited to a general overview of the public sector’s AI
applications.
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A State-of-the-Art Review of Deep
Reinforcement Learning Techniques
for Real-Time Strategy Games
Nesma M. Ashraf, Reham R. Mostafa , Rasha H. Sakr ,
and M. Z. Rashad

Abstract Deep reinforcement learning is an active research point in the academic
community now more than ever. The computational capabilities and the deep neural
networks revolution can automatically find compact low-dimensional features of
high-dimensional data. As the convolutional neural network gets better at dealing
with the visual world, the more outstanding results show reinforcement-learning
agents that can concur with various problems. Intending to develop stronger agents
and go beyond the benchmark, we need environments that provide more challenge
than the problems that already have solved. Real-time strategy games considered as
perfect challenging environment for reinforcement learning agents because of their
vast state-action spaces that mimic the state and action spaces in real-world problems.
Besides, real-time strategy games are simulations with complicated interactions, so
they have no cost when applying trial and error learning techniques. Deep reinforcement learning agents considered a promising step towards fully autonomous agents
that learn from trial and error with little or no prior knowledge about the environment they were dealing with. The goal of this survey is to state the current state
of the art of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) research in the real-time strategy
game “StarCraft” introducing the creative ways in which neural networks can be
used to bring us steps closer to create AI agents that can deal with the real world. Our
survey will cover a theoretical background of reinforcement learning and discuss the
families of reinforcement learning algorithms. We will also explain the deep reinforcement learning framework and its contributions to StarCraft. To conclude, we ask
the following research question: How can deep reinforcement learning algorithms
play StarCraft’s full game?
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1 Introduction
The development of sensitive and successful AI systems has been a long-standing
problem, ranging from robots that can feel and respond to the environment around
them, to software-based agents that can communicate with natural language and
multimedia (Li, 2017; Arulkumaran et al., 2017). As the nature of learning has been
related to learning from interacting with an environment (Sutton & Barto, 2018),
the best hope is to limit an agent learning process to concepts of interactions and
explorations. Fortunately, this is precisely how Reinforcement Learning (RL) teaches
the agent how to act optimally in an unseen environment.
We can say that RL focused on goal-directed learning from interactions more than
any other approach in machine learning. The decision-making process in humans and
animals inspired reinforcement-learning algorithms where learning is supervised
by using reward signals in response to the observed effects of actions (Littman,
2015). RL has made impressing progress in domains with fully observed and lowdimensional state spaces (Tesauro, 1995; Riedmiller et al., 2009; Diuk et al., 2008).
However, when it comes to real-life applications such as robotics, processes typically
have continuous state and action spaces, which leads to a dramatic escalation of
complications. Any RL algorithm used in practice will need to use value function
approximations to cover the full spectrum of states and policies (Grondman et al.,
2012).
Therefore, RL learning concepts start to use Deep Learning (DL) techniques that
introduced Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) to the literature. DRL is the idea
of creating an RL agent that takes credit from deep neural networks abilities as
function approximation techniques. DRL agents can now obtain an optimal policy in
environments with large state and action space because Deep learning has empowered
RL by minimizing the dependency on domain knowledge and feature engineering
that used to be done manually. Let us state the most three important success stories
of deep reinforcement learning:
1.

2.

In 2015, deep Q-network (DQN) was developed, which is an algorithm that
learns to play a range of Atari 2600 video games at a superhuman level, directly
from raw image pixels on the screen using deep Q-network (Mnih et al., 2015).
In 2016, “alpha go” was developed, which is an AI algorithm that beats the
world human champions on the hardest game of “GO” (Silver et al., 2016).
Beating the world’s human champions in a game by an AI agent had happened
before with the board game chess. However, the difference with “alpha go”
is that instead of using brute force to calculate all moves that could be made
on the board at each step, “alpha go” used reinforcement learning and neural
networks to mimic the thinking process of the human brain. The tree search in
“AlphaGo” used deep neural networks to determine positions and select moves.
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Such neural networks have been trained by supervised learning from human
expert movements and by reinforcement learning from self-play. David Silver
et al. in 2017 (Silver et al., 2017) launched “AlphaGo Zero” which achieved
phenomenal results, winning 100-0 against “AlphaGo”. “AlphaGo Zero” is an
algorithm based solely on reinforcement learning without knowledge of human
data guidance or knowledge beyond the rules of the game.
In 2019, “alpha-star” was created, which is the first AI agent to beat the best
professional players in the “StarCraft II” game in a series of test matches
(Vinyals et al., 2019).

DRL has already been used to approach all manners of machine learning tasks
with widespread use in speech recognition (Dahl et al., 2011), computer vision
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012), natural language processing (Wu et al., 1609), and many
more. Because of this RL, could be considered to encompass all of AI (Russell &
Norvig, 2016; Silva et al., 2020). Here we are most interested in Game AI with DRL
algorithms. In this survey, we introduce a focused review of the achievements of deep
reinforcement learning in real-time strategy games. We selected real-time strategy
games for investigation, as it is the most complicated and realistic game genre.
In summary, this paper will give an outline of RL and DRL technologies (in
Sects. 2 and 3, respectively). Section 4 will focus on the different approaches and
improvements that had a significant impact on building a human-level autonomous
agent through Deep Reinforcement Learning: Model-Free Solution Techniques, by
giving an overview of state-of-the-art RL model-free algorithms and achievements
in recent years. Section 5 gives a detailed background of the StarCraft game as a
testbed for DRL research. Finally, Sect. 6 is the complete review of the efforts that
have been put into StarCraft using Deep Reinforcement Learning.

2 Reinforcement Learning Background
It is evident that RL based on trial and error. The agent must try each action to obtain
good knowledge about the values of these actions. In this way, the agent’s mission
would focus on always selecting actions that yield high value. The agent-training
phase aims to force him to follow policies that make the maximum total rewards
over all the selected actions on the entire episode. The dilemma here remains at the
delayed reward issue. While each action has to assign to a reward signal, most of the
time, the actions affect not only the current situation but also all the successor states’
rewards. Making it hard to assign actions to an immediate value as a reward signal
(Sutton & Barto, 2018).
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2.1 Reinforcement-Learning Elements
Before describing different attributes of RL algorithms, some of the challenges must
be presented. Firstly, because an optimal policy can be discovered only through
trial-and-error, RL can be very demanding in terms of computational resources.
Secondly, because the only learning signal an agent receives from the environment
is the reward, the training phase of an RL agent can contain strong temporal dependencies (Arulkumaran et al., 2017), which are detrimental for generalization and
optimal policy or value convergence. Similar to this, the third challenge for RL is the
temporal credit assignment problem (Arulkumaran et al., 2017), where an agent’s
actions are rewarded after many time steps.
The significant component of RL agent (Fig. 1) is the environment which could
be stochastic or deterministic, at every time step [t] the agent observes state [st ] and
take action [at ] according to the agent’s policy [π], receiving a reward [rt ]. At every
action selection, the agent tries to make an exploration/exploitation trade-off. The
problem could be formulated as a model-based or model-free problem with value
function and/or policy. All these terms will be fully explained next.
Policy: The policy is how to act to the environment given an observed state. In some
cases, the policy may be a search table, while in others, it may require complex
programming. In all senses, the policy is the core of the RL agent in the way that it
alone is sufficient to determine behavior (Sutton & Barto, 2018).
Reward function: The reward function distinguishes the good events from the unfortunate event for the agent. The reward is the single number that the environment gives
to the agent, and it implies the inherent desirability of the current situation (Sutton
& Barto, 2018).

Fig. 1 The loop of observation-action-reward of an RL agent, at each time step (t), the agent
observes the state (s) of the environment and perform an action (a) according to the current policy
(π) of the agent. After the action selection the environment transition to the successor state (rt+1 )
and assign a reward (rt )
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Value function: While the reward function defines the inherent desirability of that
state in an immediate sense, the value function shows the long-term desirability of
that state. That means that the value function is the total reward the agent expects to
accumulate, starting from the current state, taking into account the rewards behind
the entire successor states that may follow the state being valued. So, it is reasonable
to see a state that may be assigned to a small immediate reward but yield a high value
because of the successor states that likely to follow that state yield high rewards
or the opposite may be exact. Now it is logical to notice that the determination of
values is much more complicated than the determination of rewards. The environment
essentially gives rewards directly, but values must be calculated from the sequences
of observations an agent makes throughout his lifetime (Sutton & Barto, 2018).
Exploration\Exploitation trade-off: While RL agent navigates the environment,
it executes random actions at the beginning. After many episodes, the agent starts
to build knowledge about the rewards behind his action’s selections. Some actions
found to be useful in providing positive rewards, while some other actions do not.
Any RL agent would choose to act in a way that he has tried in the past and found to
succeed in achieving rewards, which is called exploitation. In exploitation, the agent
selects a specific action based on exploiting the knowledge he has accumulated in
his lifetime about the reward behind that action in a given state. If the agent remain
selects same actions that it has only tried before he will be ignoring a huge part
from the action space, this ignored part must be explored to expand the agent’s
knowledge about his environment. Exploring is done by picking actions that have
not been selected before in a given state even if there is a positive rewarded action
the agent tried before available in that state. Exploration is critical to guide the agent
to sacrifice immediate rewards to gain many long-term rewards in the future. For
example, blocking the opponent moves in a game may not show much immediate
reward, but it improves the agent’s chance to win the game. It is recognized that the
trade-off between exploration and exploitation is considered to be a dilemma in RL
that must be solved to reach the optimal policy.
The model of the problem: The reinforcement-learning problem could be formed
as a model-based or model-free problem. Model-based RL algorithms (namely value
and policy iterations) work with the help of a transition table. A transition table
can be thought of as a life hack book that has all the knowledge the agent needs
to know to be successful in the world it exists in. Naturally, writing such a book is
very tedious and impossible in most cases. Learning a model, though, adds additional
complications since there is always the possibility of design mistakes Tragedy, which
in turn affects the policy optimality (Bertsekas, 2005), which is why model-based
learning algorithms have little practical in use. Despite this, sometimes simulating
transitions in model-based RL algorithms is especially essential when dealing with
environments where it is difficult to explore the world to train the agent since the
domain could be critical or costly.
In model-free RL, there is no model for the environment, and the agent must
explore the world to gain knowledge about the values of its actions via interactions.
One still has a preference for two alternatives in model-free contexts. The first is to
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learn the transition and reward model from communication with the world. After that,
all model-based learning approaches are implemented when the model is (approximately or sufficiently) accurate. The second option (called direct RL), is to directly
take step-in estimating action values without even estimating the environmental
model (Wiering & Otterlo, 2012).

2.2 Problem Setup
Here we will present the basic concepts of a Markov decision process, which is
the foundation of reinforcement learning. We will also look more closely at value
functions, which is how we link the optimality measurements to policies.
• Markov decision process
Learning robot control and game playing agents and many more stochastic planning problems have been successfully modeled as Markova Decision Process (MDP).
MDPs have, in turn, become the default formalism for the sequential decision making
(Li, 2017). One can say that MDP is the formal description of the environment for
reinforcement learning.
Markov decision process is a tuple (S, A, T, R), S is the set of all states, where
[st ] is a state at time step [t]. A is the set of all actions, where [at ] is an action taken
at a time step [t] in a state [st ]. T is the transition function T : S × A × S → [0, 1],

i.e. the probability of ending up in state [s ] (successor stat) after taking action [a] in

state s and it is denoted T (s, a, s ), R is the reward function R: S → R that specifies
rewards for being in a state [s], or doing some action [a] in a given state. Such that
[rt ] is the reward the agent will get at time step [t].
Markov Decision Process MDP assumes full observability of states, in the case
of partial observable states, can formally be described as Partially Observed MDP
(POMDP) or Hidden Markov Model (HMM), respectively. The idea of Markovian
dynamics is that any state [s] contains sufficient information to make an optimal
decision without taking on the history of actions in consideration at anyhow (Wiering
& Otterlo, 2012) (Fig. 2).
• Value Functions and Bellman Equations
The value of a state [s] under policy [π ], denoted Vπ (s) is the expected return
[G] (total rewards) when Starting in [s] and following [π ] thereafter. Such that

π

V (s) = Eπ

∞



γ rt+k |st = s
k

(1)

k=0

where γ is a discount factor ∈ [0, 1], where lower values put more highlighting on
immediate rewards, which encourage exploitation while greater values encourage
exploration.
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Fig. 2 The current state [s] gives enough information to make an optimal decision, as it holds all
the essential information from the history. Given any state from the game tic-tac-toe, one would not
need to observe the full history that yields to this current state to make an optimal decision

State-action value function or the quality function Q : S × A → R can be defined
as the expected Return starting from the state (s), taking action (a) according to policy
π:

∞

γ k rt+k |st = s, at = a
(2)
Q π (s, a) = Eπ
k=0

Value functions in Eq. 2 can be defined recursively in terms of Bellman Equation
such that:
V π (s) = E π {rt + γ rt+1 + γ 2 rt+2 + . . . |st = t}
= E π {rt + γ V π (st+1 )st = s 0}
=

n

 

 

T s, π(s), s R s, a, s + γ V π s

(3)

s



where T s, π (s), s  is the probability
 transitioning from state [s]
 to
 the successor

state [s  ] under policy [π], R s, a, s  is the immediate reward, Vπ s  is the possible
value of the next states weighted by discount factor. Optimal solution V ∗ = V (π ∗ )
(where π ∗ is the optimal policy) satisfies the following Equation:
V∗ (s) = maxa∈A

 
 

 
T s, a, s  R s, a, s  + γ V ∗ s 

(4)

s  ∈S

Sure, the optimal policy π ∗ considered to choose the actions that yield higher
values over all possible actions in the action space, as shown in Eq. 5.
π∗ (s) = arg maxa

 
 

 
T s, a, s  R s, a, s  + γ V ∗ s 
s ∈S

(5)
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2.3 Types of Reinforcement Learning Agents
In order to solve the MDP, RL algorithm needs to compute the optimal policy π*.
As mentioned, the solution methods could be model-based or model-free. Modelbased algorithms exist under the general name of dynamic programming (DP). While
Model-free algorithms, under the general name of RL, where no model of the environments is known and the model must be sampled by interacting with the environment.
Model-free solutions techniques, which will be the focus of this survey, is divided to
(value-based, policy-based or actor-critic).
Value-based algorithms
Value-based algorithms divide the problem into two sections, value prediction, and
control. In value prediction, the state value V (s) or quality value Q(s, a) is calculated for each state or state-action pair, respectively, from the outcomes of sampled
trajectories. Then in the control stage, the algorithm tries to optimize its policy using
generalized policy iteration, e.g., by selecting greedy actions concerning the value
function (Li, 2017).
Policy-based algorithms
Policy-based methods optimize the policy π(a|s; θ ) with function approximation by
updating the parameters “θ ”. The notation θ for the policy’s parameter vector which
maximize E[Rt|θ ] (expected total rewards given by policy (π )) (Li, 2017).
Policy-based methods can select actions without help from the value function. A
value function may exist to learn the policy parameter but is not required for action
selection (Sutton & Barto, 2018). For a learning agent in any Reinforcement Learning
algorithm, the policy can be of two types:
• On policy: where the learning agent learns the value function according to actions
derived from the policy currently being used.
• Off policy: where the learning agent learns the value function according to the
actions derived from other policies. We could say that the off-policy agent learns
his policy π from observing some other policy μ, same as learning while observing
somebody else performing the job.
A significant benefit of policy-based methods over value-based methods is that
they allow the policy to take action in the full continuous state and action spaces.
Policy-based methods also have excellent convergence property, inherited from
gradient Descent methods (Grondman et al., 2012). The main requirement for a
vector of parameters θ is that the policy (s; a; θ ) has to be differentiable, meaning
that θπ (a|s; θ ) exists and is always finite. So that the agent can update the policy
parameters accordingly to maximize the expected reward. The θ updates are defined
recursively as θt+1 = θt + αJ (θt ) where The function J (θ ) is defined to measure
the success of the vector parameter θ directly, and α ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter
representing the agent’s step size, it also described as the agent’s learning rate (Sutton
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& Barto, 2018). We refer the reader to Arulkumaran et al. (2017) for a more detailed
description of policy search and policy gradient methods.
Actor-Critic algorithms
Actor citric methods keep the policy independent of the value function. They use
both of policy and value approximation simultaneously. The policy called the actor,
while the value function called the critic. The critic’s role is to judges the actor’s
behavior or criticizes them (Wiering & Otterlo, 2012). Actor-critic methods will be
fully explained in the next section, as it is the focus of this survey.

3 Deep Reinforcement Learning
Real-life applications have continuous state and action spaces that must use function
approximation techniques for the value function and/or the policy (Grondman et al.,
2012). With the speared usage of deep neural networks, researchers aimed to use deep
neural networks to approximate reinforcement learning functions. Now a powerful
tool (deep neural networks) has become available to be combined with reinforcement
learning, enriching the field of reinforcement learning with deep neural networks
abilities in function approximation and representation learning. We use deep neural
networks to approximate any of the v̂(s; θ ) or q̂(s; a; θ ) and π(a|s; θ ). Of course,
the reward is delayed and could be affected by different variables, so calculating the
Q function became a complex task since it takes into account not only the immediate
rewards but also the delayed rewards that may be returned several time steps in the
future. Here, the parameters θ are the weights in deep neural networks. One may
ask where the neural network fits in? Deep neural networks considered to be the
agent that must learn how to assign a reward to actions. For example, convolutional
networks that used in supervised learning to assign labels to images also perform
their classic function of image recognition in reinforcement learning by recognizing
the agent state, e.g., the screen that Mario is on (Fig. 3). However, instead of putting

Fig. 3 Decision making in games from row pixels to actions using Convolutional neural network
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labels on images, the image is recognized as a state which needs to be assigned to an
action. So, the output layer on the deep neural network would be an action selection
among actions available for the current state.

4 Deep Reinforcement Learning: Model-Free Solution
Techniques
Model-free solution techniques face the need to sample MDP of the environment.
Since there is no model available that gives the appropriate data about the dynamics
of the environment, statistical data must be gathered to gain knowledge about this
unknown model. Different RL model-free techniques need to interact with the environment by performing actions to approximate the state-value and state-action value
functions (Wiering & Otterlo, 2012).

4.1 Monte Carlo Methods
Despite prior knowledge of MDP transitions, the Monte Carlo (MC) approach learns
directly from episodes of experience. One drawback is that episodic MDPs only can
be used. Monte-Calro can only solve episodic tasks that have a finite number of states
because the series must finish before any returns can be determined. Monte Carlo
uses the basic concept where the state value is the average rewards the agent gets
starting from the current state until the end of the trajectory. Simply add samples and
divide by the total sample number helps us to estimate any expected value of a state.
To get that sample return, we need to run many episodes. We are going to have a
sequence of states and rewards for every episode we play.
Furthermore, we can measure the return by default from these rewards, which
is the sum of all the gathered rewards. One of the major distinguishing features
of Monte-Carlo method over other model-free reinforcement learning techniques is
that Monte Carlo does not bootstrap, this means that the estimation for each value
function (for each state) does not depend on the estimation of future state values
(Sutton & Barto, 2018). The MC control algorithm starts with an arbitrary policy π
and iterates between the two steps (Policy evaluation and Policy improvement) until
converging toward the optimal policy π*.
Policy evaluation step: use the current policy π to estimate (Q π ) or (Vπ ). Policy
improvement step: making a better policy π by deterministically choosing actions
with maximal action-value: π (s) = arg max Q(s, a).
a
In the context of real-time strategy games, Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) has
been applied by Boutilier and Brafman (1997), Soemers (2014), which focuses on
concurrent planning with perfect information and perfect forward model (Uriarte &
Ontanón, 2015) Learns a short-term shallow forward model for local combat, but
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again assuming full access to the game. Finally, (Butler & Demiris, 2010) deals with
partial observability, but focuses mainly on scouting, rather than global strategies.

4.2 Temporal Difference Learning
Temporal difference (TD) method was considered as the one fundamental concept
of reinforcement learning. TD methods implemented online in an incremental way
and considered as a mix between Monte Carlo methods and Dynamic programming
methods, which had the benefits from both ways (Fig. 4). Like Mote Carlo methods,
TD methods are model-free; they do not need to work upon a model of the environment. Furthermore, like dynamic programming TD methods do bootstrap, in which
estimation of state values is built on other estimation without waiting until the end
of the trajectory, the return is estimated after a specific number of steps ahead that
could be one or more but less than all the states before transition (Sutton & Barto,
2018) (see Table 1).
For example, the three-steps TD update would be based on the first three rewards
and the estimated value of the state three steps later (Fig. 5). This method is known
as TD(n), where n is the number of steps that will be taken into account before
bootstrapping (Sutton & Barto, 2018).
Bootstrapping is a critical aspect since many applications have long episodes, so
it is too slow to postpone all learning to the end of the episode. Other applications

Fig. 4 Comparison of the backup diagrams of Monte-Carlo and temporal-difference learning from
David Silver’s RL course (https://www.davidsilver.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/MC-TD.pdf)

Table 1 The Return function when using Monte Carlo methods, T D(0) and T D(n)
MC

One-step TD

n-step TD

Return function G = r
G t:t+2 = rt+1 +
G t:t+n = rt+1 + γ rt+2 +
t
t+1 + γ rt+2 +
γ 2 rt+3 + · · · + γ T −t−1 rt γ rt+2 + γ 2 Vt+1 (st+2 ) · · · + γ n−1 Vt+n−1 (st+n )
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Fig. 5 Backup diagram of
TD(n) methods opposite to
TD(0) where n is the number
of states that will be included
in the update note that n
could be assigned to any
number of states more than
one but less than all

are continuous tasks and have absolutely no episodes. One of the breakthroughs that
were introduced based on the TD learning approach made by Gerald Tesauro. He
introduced “TD-Gammon,” one of the essential reinforcement learning implementations using temporal difference approaches in the backgammon game. TD-Gammon
performed close to the expert human player level. Tesauro used nonlinear function
approximation trained with n-step TD.
Q-learning
Q learning is an off-policy TD control algorithm, and its quality function update is
defined by:


Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α Rt+1 + γ max Q(st+1 , a) − Q(st , at )
a

(6)

The learned action-value function Q directly approximates the optimal actionvalue function Q ∗ independent of the policy being followed where
Q ∗ (s, a) = max E[rt + γ rt+1 + y 2 rt+2 + · · · |st = s, at = a, π ].
π

When we use a neural network as the action value function approximator, RL
would be unstable or even divergent. In 2015, Deep Q Network (DQN) was introduced by Mnih et al. (2015) that fascinated the DRL research community by introducing several contributions that managed to settle down the convolutional neural
networks training for action-value function Q(s) using experience replay. Experience replay is a memory used to store the agent’s data so that the data can be batched
or randomly sampled from different time-steps. DQN is an agent that plays a range
of Atari games (a set of 49 games). The agent receives only the screen pixels as state
observation and score as a reward from the game. DQN agent succeeded in winning
and scored close to a professional human player. Of course, it was an impressive
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performance from DQN at that time since it succeeded in dealing with high dimensional sensory data, but it still suffers from the limitation of dealing only with low
dimensional action space. This means that DQN cannot be applied to continuous
domains because the optimization of the action-value function needs to be done
iteratively on each step (Lillicrap et al., 1509).
In 2016, ZiyuWang et al. introduced a new dueling deep neural network architecture, which achieves a considerable improvement over DQN in Atari domains
(Wang et al., 1511). In 2016, Hado et al. proposed Double DQN (D-DQN), which
obtained a new state of the art results on Atari games (Hasselt et al., 2016), they
solved the overestimation problem of DQN from (Mnih et al., 2015) and showed
that their network could find better policies than DQN. In 2016 Schaul et al. (2015)
used prioritizing experience replay in the DQN model to improve learning efficiency
and shows that their work outperforms DQN on 41 games from the 49 games that
were tested on DQN paper (Mnih et al., 2015).
SARSA
SARSA is the most similar approach to Q learning among all TD methods. The
difference here is that SARSA is an on-policy algorithm, while Q-learning is an offpolicy algorithm. This difference yield to the idea that SARSA must select an action
according to the policy that led to the current state (s) instead of picking the action with
the highest Q value as q-learning do. In the formal description, SARSA updates the
Q function according to Eq. (7). This update uses the current state and action values,
the reward from the next time step, and the successor state-action value. That is why
this method called SARSA; it covers the tuple (state-action-reward-state-action).
Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α rt+1 + γ Q(st+1 , at+1 ) − Q(st , at )

(7)

4.3 Actor-critic Learning
In the case of policy gradient methods that could be implemented online and on
continuous environments, we use actor-critic methods with a bootstrapping critic
(Sutton & Barto, 2018). From the name of this class of algorithms, we can conclude
that actor-critic methods have two separate modules. The policy here is considered as the actor who takes action, and the state value function is considered as the
critic who criticizes the actor for forcing the actor to optimize its policy over time
(see Fig. 6) (Wiering & Otterlo, 2012). Actor-critic methods considered as a hybrid
approach between value-based and policy-based methods. Such that, like in policybased model-free methods, actor-critic directly parameterize the policy π(a|s; θ ) by
update the parameters θ through gradient ascent. The difference here that actor-critic
methods utilize a learned value function as a baseline (Arulkumaran et al., 2017).
The approach could be described as an algorithm that parameterizes and approximates both the value function and the policy. It is widely used as a state of the art
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Fig. 6 The actor-critic setup

RL algorithm because they benefit from both policy search methods and learned
value function (Arulkumaran et al., 2017). Value function updates done by the critic
using samples. Parameters of the actor’s policy are then updated in the performance
improvement direction using the value function. The apparent advantage of Actor
critic methods over critic only methods is that most of the time, actor-critic has
the desirable convergence properties of policy gradient methods. The policy here is
not deduced directly from the value function. However, the policy is updated in the
policy gradient direction through step size α, which is a small value that grantee that
the change of the value function will result only in a small change of the policy.
That satisfies our target to minimize or eliminate the oscillatory behavior in the
policy (Grondman et al., 2012). A famous RL algorithm that utilizes the actor-critic
methodology, which achieves Unprecedented performance at the time it was introduced, is called the Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) algorithms (Mnih
et al., 2016). A3C is an asynchronous version of the advantage actor-critic (A2C)
algorithm. The main idea behind the A3C algorithm is that multiple actors explore the
environment at once, benefitting from different exploration policies, which remove
the need for using experience replay (Li, 2017). Using experience replay reduces
the non-stationary data and has been successful in domains that were considered
to be challenging such DQN with the Atari games domain (Mnih et al., 2015), but
Unfortunately, experience replay has some limitations:
1.
2.

It limits the learning algorithm to off-policy RL, where the policy can update
from data generated by an older policy (Mnih et al., 2016).
It is consuming in terms of memory and computation.

A3C can run faster and still perform better than or comparable to DQN, Gorilla,
D-DQN, Dueling D-DQN, and Prioritized D-DQN (Schaul et al., 1511). It also
succeeded in continuous motor control problems (Wymann et al., 2000; Todorov,
2016). A3C preserve a policy πθ (at |st ; θ ) and the value function estimation V (st , θv )
with n-step returns, after every t max actions or reaching a terminal state. The gradient
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update can be seen as ∇θ́ logπ at |st ; θ  A(st , at ; θ ; θv ) where A(st , at ; θ ; θv ) =
k−1 i
k
i=0 γ r t+i + γ v(st+k ; θv ) − v(st ; θv ) is an estimate of the advantage function,
with k unbounded by tmax (Sutton & Barto, 2018). Note that k can vary from state to
state.
After A3C was introduced in 2016, several algorithms that utilize the actor-critic
learning methodology were developed. For example, Wang et al. (2016) introduced
actor-critic DRL agent which use experience replay. Their method was stable, efficient, and achieved well in Atari games in addition to several continuous control
problems.
In 2015, Lillicrap et al. introduced Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG),
which is an off-policy actor-critic that uses deep function approximation with high
dimensional and continuous action spaces (2015). Their work based on the deterministic policy gradient (DPG) algorithm (Silver et al., 2014), but they introduced a new
approach lie in-between actor-critic and deep Q network. Experimental results show
that (DDPG) can learn competitive policies for all tasks it tested for, but as with most
model-free reinforcement approaches; DDPG requires a large number of training
episodes to find solutions. To achieve more exploration around the efficiency of the
experience replay application in DDPG to speed the training process, Hou et al. at
2017 combined prioritized experience replay with the DDPG algorithm. They use
prioritized sampling instead of uniform sampling (Hou et al., 2017). The method is
tasted an inverted pendulum task via OpenAI Gym1 and showed the ability to reduce
training time and improve the stability of the training process.
Lowe et al. Introduced multi-agent policy gradient algorithm (MADDPG)
which can learn policies that require multi-agent coordination successfully (2017).
MADDPG Utilizing centralized training decentralized execution technique where
agents use centralized critic for actions made by all agents. The idea here that the
critic is fed with more information about the policy of other agents, while the actor
picks action according to only local information. Corder et al. farther expanded the
idea of MADDPG at 2019; they address the limited communication-learning gap
of CTDE (centralized training decentralized execution methods) in decentralized
Execution phase with generative modelling (Corder et al., 1910). They use a modified context conditional generative adversarial network (CC-GAN) (Denton et al.,
1611) to infer missing joint observations given partial observability. They provide a
modified GAN that can learn the joint observation distribution.
In 2019, Gu et al. (1912) proposed an algorithm called Adversary Robust A3C
(AR-A3C) to improve the agent’s performance under noisy environments. In this
algorithm, an adversarial agent is introduced to the learning process to make it more
robust against adversarial disturbances, thereby making it more adaptive to noisy
environments. Both simulations and real-world experiments are carried out to illustrate the stability of the proposed algorithm. The AR-A3C algorithm outperforms
A3C in both clean and noisy environments. In 2019, Lee et al. (1907) propose the
stochastic latent actor-critic (SLAC) algorithm, which is a sample-efficient and highperforming RL algorithm for learning policies for complex continuous control tasks
1 gym.openai.com.
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directly from high-dimensional image inputs. Their method succeeded over both
model-free and model-based alternatives in terms of final performance and sample
efficiency, on a range of difficult image-based control tasks.

5 StarCraft
StarCraft is a famous real-time strategy game (see Fig. 7) released by Blizzard
Entertainment in 1998. The game was very well received and become a hit over
the world quickly. With many professional players was dedicated to the game, the
game sold more than 9.5 million copies before the game become available for free.
The bright side for the AI research community was that these professional players
provide replays of their matches. In this way, StarCraft was rich with data sets from
professional gameplay. Those data sets that were available online made the research
community consider StarCraft as the ideal benchmark for AI agents (Kim et al.,
2018; Čertický & Churchill, 2017; Synnaeve et al., 1611).
StarCraft is a universe based on science fiction in three different races: Terran,
Protoss, or Zerg. One of StarCraft’s most remarkable features is that the three races
are incredibly well-matched:
• Terrans have powerful and flexible units that provide a competitive choice between
Protoss and Zergs races in which the Terrans race considered to be the in-between
option among the three races.
• Protoss units have lengthy and costly production processes but are durable and
resistant. Such conditions make them adopt a value over quantity approach.

Fig. 7 Screenshot for StarCraft II game from the starcraft2 website
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• Zergs, the insect race, were unties considered to be inexpensive and weak forces.
They can be generated quickly, encouraging players to overpower their adversaries
using sheer numbers (Ontanón et al., 2013).
The StarCraft map is a rectangular grid. To win the game, the player must build
a strong economy from the available menials and gas that must be harvest from the
ground. The strong economy represented in buildings that allow the player to create
more robust units. Players also can evolve new technologies that enable their units
with more abilities. The player can control up to 200 units and a vast number of
buildings that are up to 35 types at once. In the aim to accomplish various tasks such
as recognition, defense, and attack, units must be distributed over the map.
Several annual competitions have been established in which bots play StarCraft’s
full game and compete together. The three major annual StarCraft AI competitions
are the Student StarCraft AI Tournament (SSCAIT), the Computational Intelligence
in Games (CIG), the Artificial Intelligence and Interactive Digital Entertainment
(AIIDE) competition.
It became apparent from the description of the game that StarCraft requires extensive planning in terms of both micro-management and macro-management. It is
essential to mention that the StarCraft game is fully deterministic, where no action
has a random chance of failure (Vinyals et al., 2017). For all of the above purposes,
most of the current solutions to play games as StarCraft work by decomposing the
dilemma of playing this RTS game into a set of smaller problems that can be tackled
individually. There are five subdivisions (Fig. 8), and they are:
• Strategy: applies to top-level decision-making, and it is related to the strategy
adopted by the player. For example, the player could select to attack the opponent
at the early game or to gather resources and build a strong empire first. It is a
critical goal in RTS games to find a counter-strategy against the opponent.

Fig. 8 Three levels of control in the StarCraft game from (Churchill, 2016)
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• Tactics: is how the player is going to implement his strategy that was planned
at the strategy level. It is related to the control of a group of units. For example,
where to place buildings and the order of what would be built first according to
what will be more beneficial at the current time step.
• Reactive control: It is implemented on the tactic level, and It involves running,
tracking, shooting, fleeing, hit-and-run tactics during combat. The emphasis of
reactive control is on a specific unit.
• Analysis of the terrain: consists of the assessment of regions that structure the
map. Terrain analysis could be considered as the knowledge that must be taking
into consideration within the map. For example, where the gas and minerals are?
And if there a choke-points or islands on the map.
• Intelligence gathering: refers to how well the player knows his adversary. Since
there is a fog of war in StarCraft, in which the players can only see the portion of
the terrain where their units exist, Players must scout to answer critical questions:
Where the enemy bases are? Moreover, how advanced is the opponent in terms of
resources? The answer to these questions will accurately define the appropriate
counter-strategy to select (Ontanón et al., 2013). For a more detailed description
of the task decomposition on StarCraft, we refer the reader to Churchill (2016).

6 Deep Reinforcement Learning Research in Real-Time
Strategy Games
Following our review of RL, StarCraft, and deep reinforcement learning, we will
now mention the efforts made on DRL research in the domain of real-time strategy
games, in particular, the game of StarCraft.
As Games considered to be an exciting challenge, in previous recent years, AI
bots manage to Defeat humans in Atari video games (Mnih et al., 2015), Go game
(Silver et al., 2016), card games (Brown et al., 2017), VizDoom (Silver et al. 2017),
Chess and Shogi (Tesauro et al., 2008). However, developing AI agents that play
those games at a master level is not the end goal of DRL algorithms implemented
in this area. One of the Driving forces behind DRL agents, which play games, is
the urgency of developing AI systems that can learn how to deal with complex
problems in the real world (Tesauro et al., 2008). Therefore, it is necessary to train
our agents on games that are complex enough to mimic the complexity of the real
world. The critical elements that must be found in games to make it valid to mimic
the real-world complexity are partial observability, large state space that must be
observed from pixels, large action space that demands control of multiple elements
at once, and the delayed reward assignment over thousands of steps. Fortunately, all
these challenges exist in the real-time strategy game StarCraft (Vinyals et al., 2017).
For these reasons, StarCraft considered the ideal AI research testbed for decades.
Several learning environments (Synnaeve et al., 1611; The Brood War API, 2020;
Tian et al., 2017) already present for reinforcement learning in (StarCraft brood war).
The bar has risen even higher. When DeepMind launched the StarCraft II Learning
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Environment (SC2LE) (Vinyals et al., 2017) that handled the latest version of the
game (StarCraft II). Since then, benchmarks on StarCraft have come a measurable
goal because SC2LE provides an open-source python-based interface for the agent to
communicate with the game engine. Also, provide mini-games maps that concentrate
on specific sides on the gameplay. SC2LE also provides a dataset gathered from
professional player’s gameplay.
For an agent, there are two levels of control on StarCraft game: micro-management
level and macro-management level. The remarkable agent in StarCraft required
performing well on both levels. Micromanagement is the low-level, short-term
control, for example, control soldiers during combat. While macro-management
refers to the high-level strategic control such as the production of combat units, the
placement of different buildings, and the decision of whether to attack or not given
the current game situation. The general goals of micro-actions during the entire game
are keeping units performing more tasks and avoiding being eliminated by the enemy,
while the general goal of macro actions is to counter the opponent’s macro actions
throughout the game efficiently.
The policy gradient had a significant share of contributions in the field of DRL
research in real-time strategy games starting from the Benchmark result given by
DeepMind in the same paper where SC2LE (Vinyals et al., 2017) was released. They
did show that their agent that was trained by the A3C algorithm did an excellent
performance and played as a professional player in a few mini-games. At the same
time, it did not win a single full game even on the easiest level. They were using two
different reward signals (−1, 0, 1) for losing, tie, win, respectively, and the other
reward signal was the native game score provided by Blizzard. A3C was the state of
the art DRL algorithm at that time on a diverse set of environments which ensuring
the challenge that any StarCraft playing agent would face.
Tian et al. (2017) provide a platform named mini-RTS for reinforcement learning
research and give a baseline of the A3C algorithm in a full-length game of mini-RTS.
However, since the problem is considered to be trivial, this agent still miles away
from the complexity of StarCraft’s full gameplay.
Peng et al. (2017) offer multiple agents, which coordinate as a team tries to
defeat their opponent. They adopt a multi-agent bidirectionally coordinated network
(BIC Net) with an extension of actor-critic formulation to handle the diverse types
of combats and terrains. They show that their method can achieve state-of-the-art
performance against multiple baselines under different scenarios.
Foerster et al. (2018) propose a new multi-agent actor-critic method called counterfactual multi-agent (COMA) policy gradients. With centralized critic, approximate
the Q-function and decentralized actors that apply the policy optimization.
Also, efforts have been put into SARSA and Q-learning even before the big
successes of DQN in Atari games. Shantia et al. (2011) use neural networks to
make the units choose to attack or retreat from the battlefield. They developed a
novel system, which feeds the observed state features to the neural networks using
separate vision grids. Their method uses deep reinforcement learning trained using
online SARSA and neural-fitted SARSA, both with a short-term memory reward
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function. The simulation results show top performance against the built-in AI in
StarCraft.
Shao et al., in 2017, introduced a solution for the spares and delayed reward
problem through deep reinforcement learning (2017). They trained their model by
SARSA (ň).
In 2018, Tang et al. proposed two deep reinforcement learning models: NNFQ
and CNNFQ that operate on the game situation in real time to structures the most
logical build-order production (Tang et al., 2018). NNFQ uses Double Q Network
and Prioritized Experience Replay. It used to make decisions about the buildings and
unit’s types that most fit the current state of the game. While CNNFQ—the improved
version of NNFQ—got an additional node in the output layer that gives a signal if it
is suitable for the agent’s units to attack the opponent base in the current state or not.
Kuang et al. 2019 build a bot named as LastOrder1 (Xu et al., 2019). LastOrder1
training against all bots from the AIIDE 2017 StarCraft AI Competition, Last Order
achieves an overall 83% win-rate. They use Ape-X DQN from Horgan et al. Work
(2018) to address the sparse reward problem. With the Long-Short-Term-Memory,
model (LSTM) to handle the partial observability of the environment. Through all
these efforts, the major challenge that DRL agents were tiring to counter is how an
agent could play StarCraft’s full game at a superhuman level.
Most of the above strategies made an apparent effort in approaching the goal of
mastering the full game. Still, none of this work has even step near to the performance
of skilled StarCraft human players until the big release of “AlphaStar” (Vinyals et al.,
2019). Alphastar is the agent released by DeepMind in 2019 and performed stunningly, where no words could describe the marvel performance it achieves. Alphastar
was scored as Grandmaster level for all StarCraft races. It rated to perform better over
99.8% of officially human players. AlphaStar became the first AI agent who managed
to defeat a top professional human player in test matches on December 19. Games
took place on a neutral ladder map and without any player constraints under fair match
conditions. AlphaStar uses a combination of new and existing techniques for neural
networks, imitation learning, reinforcement learning, and multi-agent learning. After
AlphaStar, one can say that the game StarcraftII finally has been countered.

7 Conclusion
One of the main goals of this survey is to provide an adequate theoretical background
about DRL. Specifically, we focused on model-free deep reinforcement learning
techniques, which is the perfect fit for complex problems that are most likely to
be the field of interest in future years. As an example of such class of complex
problems, this survey aimed to provide a centralized and unified overview of the DRL
research being done in RTS game AI. RTS games are an excellent test bed for DRL
techniques, since they pose a very large list of open problems. This survey shows
how deep reinforcement-learning agents dealt with the game StarCraft (a famous
RTS game) from the early efforts made in achieving a not lousy performance until
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the game was overcome totally. In the game industry, DRL solved the challenge of
making non-playing characters more believable to play against, and thus more fun for
human players. This was a critical challenge in the game industry since rule-based
non-playing characters is very tedious and exploitable as opponents. Solving this
problem means more entertainment for human players, hence much more profits for
the industry. Of course, developing DRL agents that learn how to play RTS games at
master human level in not the end goal of DRL agents implemented in this area. RTS
games encompass many interesting and challenging sub-problems that are closely
related to real world problems as well. Each open problem solved in the context of
RTS games brought us steps closer to developing an end-to-end fully autonomous
agents that navigate in the real world and tackle its complexity. To conclude, issues
being tackled in RTS games will leave their foot print on many other fields without
a doubt.
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Impact of Innovative Technologies
in Healthcare Organization Productivity
with ERP
Marwa Naqi, Mukhtar AL-Hashimi, and Allam Hamdan

Abstract This chapter discussed the importance of enterprise resource planning
(ERP) in different organization and how it will enhance productivity for the workers
and for the patients by providing best services using innovative technologies. Also,
this research will define the impact of innovative technologies in organization productivity with ERP system. Moreover, this chapter determine dependent which is organization productivity and independent variables such as RFID, telemedicine, mobility,
artificial intelligence and innovative technologies which can be integrated with ERP
system and it will help in improving organization productivity to describe the best use
of ERP system to the healthcare organization when adopting innovative technology.
As a result, implementing innovative technologies within healthcare organizations it
will benefit the patients and physicians working in organization. Hence, the critical
role of IT department is to determine the overall success in organizations and provide
flexible, economical services to physicians, patients and end users involved in the
organization.
Keywords Innovative technologies · Artificial intelligence · Healthcare ·
Enterprise resource planning (ERP)

1 Introduction
The use of artificial intelligence and machine learning within these factors is still
under development because of it is emergent nature, in which research is still not
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conducted and published. Hence, reviewing current literature with existing information shows an excellent opportunity to examine what currently machine learning is
affecting and what potential impact to have in the future.
The purpose of this chapter to evaluate the impact of adopting ERP system in
different healthcare organizations taking into consideration innovative technologies
which can increase productivity using new tools with ERP system. However, the
second purpose of this study is to identify the gap in the analysis of healthcare organization seeks to reduce cost and increase productivity in term of using different
innovative technologies such as RFID, Tele Medicine, Mobility, artificial intelligence and innovative technologies to be in line with organization strategic plan.
Moreover, some strategies implemented should highlight organization mission and
vision and how adopting advance technologies related to ERP system will benefit
the organization shareholder and end users using the system.
With rapid technologies and advancement in information technology sector,
enhancements should be done when adopting new technologies and implementation
of ERP system in healthcare organizations. This study aims to explain the impact of
innovative technology in order to enhance productivity in different healthcare organizations. This study will determine the importance of RFID innovative technology
in healthcare sector and how the physicians and patients can benefit from this new
technology. However, this study will show the importance of implementing mobility,
different innovative technologies and artificial intelligence in healthcare organization. Also, this study will show the importance of empowering employees with ERP
system and how it can increase employee’s productivity.

2 Literature Review
This part introduced the conceptual framework and defining dependent variable
which is impact of innovative technologies in organization productivity with ERP
system and independent variables such as RFID, Tele medicine, mobility, artificial
intelligence and innovative technologies which can be integrated with ERP system
and it will help in improving organization productivity.

2.1 Radio Frequency Identification
all over the world, as the use of RFID is increasing in national, organizational and individual levels. Therefore, it is considered the most powerful innovative technology in
this decade according to Sheng et al. (2010), according to Oni and Papazafeiropoulou
(2012), recommended a number of empirical studies which has been adopted in this
field.
RFID is the Radio frequency identification technology, which helps in transfer
information about patients to healthcare provider and indicate objects, people and to
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define location According to Sheng et al. (2008). Hence, this innovative technology
has many potential to make improvement in health sector.
Two benefits can be observed from RFID and expected benefits are value creation
and cost reduction. Therefore, cost reduction can be demonstrated as a direct benefit
but for value creation from RFID it is considered to be intangible benefit according
to Roh et al. (2009).
However, a typical RFID will have a RFID tag, RFID reader and a backend system.
However, different type of RFID tag are available: such as Passive tag, active tags
and semi active tags according to Roh et al. (2009).

2.1.1

RFID Tag

In healthcare industry four main things could be tagged, patients were a smart tag
can indicate the patient location. Secondly, medical equipment could be tagged and
connect wirelessly to the hospital network. Third, Medicines which comes with a tag
from the manufacture which is integrated to RFID system According to Matos et al.
(2012).

2.1.2

Capturing Information and Delivery in RFID

The data can be captured in two different mode, active mode were the mobile application will be used to read the tag or any other devices handled by physicians and
nurses like laptop or PDA device, equipped with a reader and wireless connection.
On the other hand side, there is a passive mode, where the readers are fixed and placed
in the room for example a bed can carry the RFID reader. Once the reader captures
the data from the tag object it will be sent to centralized hospital information system
through wireless connection network.

2.1.3

Centralization of Hospital Information System

The hospital information system consists of a database which will contain patient’s
history which will allow the physician to access the data whenever it’s needed.
Moreover, notifications could be sent directly to the relative of patients as the contact
has been saved in the HIS system database according to Russell and Norvig (1995).

2.1.4

The Functionality of ERP Support

Enterprise resource planning is a central database that will facilitate the different
applications used within the enterprise where the aim is to integrate all the applications and provide ease of access to all relevant in the organization According to
Shankarnarayanan et al. (2000). In case the customer need the support to change
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parts or customer side is broken, the customer can access the customer care services
with ERP, Hence, if the item is under warranty spare parts to be checked in the main
warehouse and maintenance can be performed, in case of unavailability of spare parts
or it is out of stock, purchasing department will be notified to place a purchase request
and order from suppliers. However, after completing the service a record with date
and time will be kept in the system for future record. Hence, if the assets warranty
expired the service department will contact customer to inform about maintenance
cost and time required to fix the asset. If the customer agrees to the maintenance
agreement, the work can be initiated after the staff signs on wireless terminal.

2.1.5

RFID Application for Patient Care and Healthcare System

Typical applications and projects are using RFID in order to enhance healthcare
systems according to Yao-Jen et al. (2008). However, three sub systems are identified,
medicine monitoring sub system are using identification tag to detect medication
bottles and ability for the system to detect the amount of medicine taken according
to Loc et al. (2005). Hence, the second type is patient monitoring sub system as
patient will be wearing a tag on wrest, ability to define the location of patient and
sending an alert the patient to take medication. The third, is base station sub system
which will send signals to the computer to be watched by nurse station and display
a graphical user interface to determine which medicine to be taken and integration
with ERP system to keep the patient record along with patient medication.
Passive RFID tag will be placed in most significant location where the patient
will be able to make decisions for example making decisions when turning right or
left, patient who hold PDA will have to a built in RFID readers to identify locations
and read RFID tags and provide real time directions to guide the patients where to
go, it is integrated with tracking system, in case the patient is lost an alarm will be
initiated in the system according to Yao-Jen et al. (2008).

2.2 Tele Medicine
The delivery of healthcare services, where distance is critical factor, in which all
healthcare will be using information and communication technologies to diagnose,
treatment of patients and prevent from injuries and disease according to (WHO,
2009). This is all to bring advancement on individuals’ health for the communities.
The telemedicine helps in transmitting medical information from one side to
another via electronic communication to assist and maintain patient care, can be
considered as a rapid development application where medical information is transferred over the internet according to Qureshi et al. (2005). However, it maintains
remote medical procedure, consultation and examination, and comparing to physical
consultation it will reduce the cost and can be conducted in a convenient way.
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Telemedicine is rapidly developed application from clinical medicine. However,
medical information for example medical image can be transferred through internet
and other communication network accordingly. Therefore, to maintain consultation and examination to be done remotely telemedicine need to be implemented
comparing with face to face consultation between patients and physicians. As a
result, the diagnosis will be done remotely and maintain low cost at patient convenience and as a result of advancement in mobile network and medical technologies,
the mobile telemedicine systems have emerged with medical diagnosis according to
Qureshi et al. (2005).

2.2.1

Mobile Telemedicine System

The main characteristics of mobile telemedicine system is mobility of end users, as
the users moving frequently and position will vary over the time. Also, low processing
capabilities as different mobile devices are different in term of processor capacity
and battery life of most mobile client devices such as mobile phones, PDA and other
devices are limited. Therefore, it is advisable to implement energy sufficient technique methodology to support image transmission with optimized costs. Moreover,
instability of mobile telemedicine systems, as a result nodes may be down or no
network connection and bandwidth might vary over the time. As a result, medical
images will be needed to facilitate diagnosis for the transmission and browsing large
medical images, the transmission cost of such images will depend on interaction time
according to Maani et al. (2012).
According to Zhuang et al. (2014), multi resolution based medical image transmission, only two factors are considered which are image content and network bandwidth
to optimize transmission. However, adoption of user medical image data transmission will be followed by bandwidth, capacity, users receiver preference, the image
content are analyzed holistically to maintain resolution pixels.

2.2.2

Integration of Telemedicine to Wireless Network

According to Chorbev and Mihajlov (2008), studies showed the components of wireless telemedicine in unified network system for e-medicine. Therefore the practice of
the latest wireless coverage technology enables of launching of telemedicine services,
which they used to have a network cable only. However, to have a successful integration with wireless technology, WIFI and WiMAX technologies are adopted. Also, the
list of summary has been offered to use wireless service, an advanced web programing
technologies are applied. However, the usage of wireless services, an advanced web
technologies are applied and instructions have been provided to have more advance
applications and enhancement. As a result, it shows that wireless telemedicine can be
adopted and work in different places at any time with same economic background.
According to Zhang et al. (2010), wireless telemedicine also involve mobile health
that uses the development in wireless technology to share health care information in
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any place and at different time, to provide remote analysis, monitoring and exchange
of health care information and access to files.
According to Marko and Maija (2007), from cost effective side it becomes the
most reason behind quality health care of citizens. Therefore, information technology
can bring enhancement on productivity of health care facilities when applied with
care. Hence, the money can be saved when nursing of the sick without need of hospitalization. As a result, this evolvement of technology will deal with secured wireless
home networking system which can be implemented in health care monitoring tasks.

2.2.3

Hybrid Networks in Telemedicine Technology

According to Khan et al. (2009), Hybrid optical broadband network (HOWB) presents a promise between communication system and medical networking.
However, the development with wireless communication to prompt a linkage
between medical records and biological areas of telemedicine. Therefore, the wireless
networking technology developed a method of patient care, which will observation
of physiological data and provide continues care to the patients without interrupting
the daily activity of the patients. Hence, the wireless network provide sustainable
connectivity with low cost using WIFI or wireless LAN. As a result, telemedicine
can take advantage of a short range separated by distance, if the patient is monitored
in local area.

2.2.4

Instrument of Telemedicine Transmission Over Wireless Systems

According to Qiao and Koutsakis (2009), improvement have been observed with
telemedicine transmission over wireless mobile systems. However, communication
considered the main delivery importance as it is carrying important data about the
patient transmission of data which can be obtained through sustainable and reliable
bandwidth. Hence, telemedicine traffic over wireless mobile systems should maintain
the usage of bandwidth.
According to Zambrano and Garcia Betances (2012), when this methodology was
implemented and built an infrastructure to enable telemedicine services, the main
goal was to maintain a good data network between healthcare centers and hospitals.
However, the infrastructure was built based on physical infrastructure and medical
resources available at health centers. Therefore, wireless technology was suitable and
most appropriate to this application because of ease and cost of installation. Hence,
the design has been tested in simulation environment and results showed that this
infrastructure is suitable for medical centers.
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Telemedicine Database Monitoring Network

According to (Chih-Jen 2008), to improve telemedicine network system, the wireless
connection should be maintained between vital signals of patient being monitored,
medical service information platform and a medical pathway. However, vital signs
such as blood pressure, glucose and patient temperature can be transferred through
medical pathway with wireless connection and with internet to medical service
database platform. Hence, the medical monitoring system can provide medical
management to patients with critical sickness and gain from telemedicine services
which is provided in this model.
According to Rotariu et al. (2011), ability to exam patient’s heart rate monitoring
system, blood pressure remotely based on wireless network connected to device and
ability to measure, transfer patient’s vitals and heart rate frequency. Therefore, it
can help in diagnostic patients in the long run, the patient will receive a medical
attention in case of emergency or accidents based on the history recorded for critical
illness. After that, the patient monitoring device such as PDA, will detect signals for
blood pressure, heart rate to be analyzed through self-heart monitoring programs.
As a result, an alarm can be activated in case these values exceed the limits which
has been set previously and interact with central monitoring server through wireless
network to maintain continues monitoring.

2.3 The Mobility
The mobility and open to wireless communication system makes improvement with
healthcare services by wireless communication technologies provided according
to Fu et al. (2016). However, wireless network can play a significant role in
designing mobile healthcare system with efficiency to manage sickness. Hence,
mobile networks, nano technology can rapidly improve the healthcare sector. Therefore, mixing these technologies can provide improvement with health care practice
and can provide accuracy with patient care and prevention healthcare according to
Sahoo (2012).
Traditional enterprise has been shifting from traditional enterprise resource planning (ERP) system to mobile, in order to increase mobile enterprise organizations
started to implement mobile application which is in connect to the backend enterprise system. Hence, the organizations are still in the early stage of using enterprise
mobility according to Gnanasambandam (2013).

2.3.1

Mobile Health System

According to Akkaya et al. (2005), is the ability to transmit signals using wireless
technology. However, wireless body sensor can be used an efficient way to track
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patient body signal using Wide Area Network (WAN) and Local Area Network
(LAN).
On one hand, I will help in reducing the task of healthcare providers, narrow down
the medical errors, to keep the work load at the minimum and to increase efficiency
with healthcare organizations. On the other hand, implementation of mobile health
system can reduce the cost, and increase the level of comfort for the patient. Also, it
will help in monitoring patient life signals without interruption of normal life and to
improve life quality according to Hayajneh et al.

2.3.2

Wireless Body Sensor Network (WBSN)

According to Shen et al. (2015), WBNS can provide long term health monitoring
without disturbing patient privacy. Therefore, important applications of WBSN
can provide vital signs monitoring, home care monitoring and clinical monitoring
according to Sahoo (2012). However, the way it functions a small sensor can be
wearable or it can be inside the patient body to detect vital data and transmit data
from the body to super sensor node which can be a device or smart watch, offering
storage capabilities more than the other sensors. After that, from super node the data
will be sent to more powerful node called the controller node, which is responsible
to collect data and to send the data to healthcare provider through public network
according Zhao (2014).
The mobile end users from doctors, nurses or family members are allowed to
check the medical record, which can be done through internet or through public
network. However, for security and privacy of the data it is a great challenge to maintain security, privacy and good practitioner. Therefore, the sensor nodes should be
provided in a low cost and light in weight. Also, the access control should be flexible
in case the patient having sensitive situation such as emergency care. Moreover, the
aim is to secure body communication between portable device help by WBAN client
and the application provider according to Liu et al. (2014).

2.3.3

Integration of Mobility System

Many organizations have decided to use ERP (enterprise Resource Planning) to
handle daily tasks of organization such as production, maintaining logistics maintain
stock and invoicing. Hence, the implementation can be adopted based on usage
according to Serdeira Azevedo et al. (2012). However, dedicated team is available
for ERP systems and managed by qualified staff. Hence, training will be required if
the organization wants to gain advantages from using it.
Moreover, the mobile device is light in weight and getting smaller to carry it
everywhere, which will allow the enterprise staff to maintain the operation even
when the staff is outside the office and over distance because of interface availability
on mobile devices. Therefore, organizations tend to use ERP system and tend to
invest in SAAS “software as a service” according to Johansson and Ruivo (2013),
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and develop applications which is compatible mobile devices with different platforms
such as Android and iOS supported browsers.
The system should allow the integration between ERP system and mobile devices
to provide common interface to all. Hence, make it easier to have a compatible mobile
device with different ERP systems. Therefore, the integration is common between
three ERP applications and allowed from 2 companies such as SAP and Microsoft
according to published article PANORAMA (2014).
Therefore, for each integrated ERP system there should be an adopter where the
information will be established in ERP system and vice versa. Hence, the communication between mobile device and adopters will be a collection of REST services
provided by web or mobile application. Moreover, web or mobile application will
communicate with REST services in order to provide operations on ERP system.
Finally, each adopter should maintain active services depending on responsibilities
provided by ERP system according to published article VTD-XML (2014).

2.3.4

Mobile ERP System

Due to the rapid adoption of mobile devices into workplace, ERP vendors realized
they are not able to keep up with the growing need of mobile devices. Therefore a
hybrid ERP system can be adopted as a combination of cloud system and mobile
application can be offered to the end users. In order to bring mobile functionality to
the market, which will help the organizations to save the cost making the individuals
using mobile phones and add mobile functionality, which will extend the life of ERP
system for more than 10 years according to Kurbel et al. (2006).
For successful business integration and to provide end to end process of accurate,
time sufficient and cost effective data according to Clemens et al. (2012). However,
to have a successful ERP implementation is to maintain the integration of internal
application process, the integration should include basic information and to maintain
the connection between front end and backend.

2.4 Innovative Technologies
2.4.1

E Consultation

As a result of population and expecting for high quality of patient care, a huge
pressure on healthcare has been placed. Hence, the usage of technology will help to
determine a solution to deliver healthcare to ageing population with chronic disease
according to Steventon et al. (2012).
Moreover, consultation supported with innovative technology can provide flexible
and different style of clinical—patient relationship. Hence, studies has shown the
increase level of patient admission to emergency department and as a result the
cost will be higher according to Barlow et al. (2012). Therefore, this innovative
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technology will help to determine whether providing healthcare remotely to the
patient will reduce the cost. Hence, avoid the late of booking an appointment or
avoid hospital admission, this technology will provide advantage and significant
system effectiveness by providing more and spending less according to Steventon
et al. (2013).
Patient and clinician relationship
This innovative technology has an impact on patient clinician relationship. Hence,
the quality of communication could get effected as well interpersonal relationship
and access to physician notes and electronic messaging is impacted on the direction
of content according to Bishop et al. (2013). Moreover, this technology can provide
and exchange communication according to Delbanco et al. (2012). Also, to provide
an immediate exchange of information in synchronize or unsynchronized matters, to
improve level of healthcare delivered to the patient according to Caffery and Smith
(2010).
As a result, this innovation technology can provide ease of access to medical
records and electronic, in which it helps to enhance the relationship with patients as
it is providing trust, transparency and help in making decision according to Delbanco
et al. (2012). Also, useful tool of email communication were observed when patient
raise their concerns and building a partnership, in which supportive to the health
care strategy of patient centered according to Mirsky et al. (2016). Hence, video
consultation has helped in providing home care to the patient, which is found to be
an effective way to bring convert to the patient in their own homes and bringing
everyone from different regions according to Sevean et al. (2009).
Adoption and sustainability of e consultation
Implementation of e consultation has faced many challenges and sustainability in
the long term according to North et al. (2014). Moreover, to maintain e consultation technology the decision need to be taken, whether the use of e consultation at
one time with newly diagnostic patients or for making it available broadly applied.
Hence, further studies suggested to find adequate funds before implementing video
consultation according to Jiwa and Meng (2013).
Adopting the innovative technology of e consultation may offer greater communication between clinicians according to Davis et al. (2014), across specialist and
primary care according to Liddy et al. (2013). Moreover, view best use of systems,
patient’s security and privacy to be maintained and explained clearly to the patient,
to ensure patient privacy and confidentiality.

2.4.2

Simulation and E Machine

Simulation is a valuable tool to improve patient safety, simulation based on education can demonstrate patients safety from technical and nontechnical skills required
to enhance patient safety. Therefore, healthcare providers and physicians require
competencies to improve healthcare systems, medical knowledge can be mapped to
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simulation committee commonly referred to as a technical skills according to Gaba
et al. (1998).
These skills were the main focus of undergraduate and postgraduate students. As
a result, medical education programs are available to continue to focus on technical
skills in order to reduce the error and mortality rate within healthcare organizations.
Hence, workers in healthcare require certain competencies, ability to adopt tasks
management, work as a team and gain leadership skills for decision making and to
identify behavior to mitigate risks according to Flin et al. (2007).
Moreover, in order to mitigate risk associated upon patient admission to hospitals,
studies have shown that medical errors can be improved after analyzing human
errors, accidents and incidents which have been recorded in healthcare organization,
a mathematical modelling can be the answer to these errors according to Williams
(1988) and according to Hendy (2011). Hence, the most highlighted errors were high
risk and low frequency events, pressure with time, poor supervisor availability, tasks
overload and fault perception of risk according to Williams (1988).
Simulation modalities
Simulation can be identified as a technique rather than a technology, it will reflect
real patient experience in an interactive matter according to Gaba (2004). Hence, it
can be used as an educational tool comparing to other modalities to improve patient
safety through best education practice and it can be considered as a powerful tool for
educational learning.
In the twenty first Century, all advancements in engineering have helped in
enriching simulation technology, including complex tasks for trainer such as models
to replicate some tasks for difficult procedures and to teach some specific skills.
Also, availability of virtual with real time system simulators to practice on difficult
procedures and enhance surgical skills for ex. colonoscopy and echocardiography
procedures could be performed in realistic and the simulators can provide a feedback
using hardware and software equipment’s according to Denson and Abrahamson
(1969).
Therefore, strengthen simulation in order to improve patient safety relies on
different models systems and team qualification. Hence, for anesthesia working in
operating theater, mannequin simulators have been addressed to practice patient
safety according to Denson and Abrahamson (1969). As a result, mannequins can
recognize injection of medication, different therapeutic practice for ex. providing
massage for cardiac patients and ability to respond accordingly. Also, mobile phones
brings potential to be compatible with real time system (Alshurafat et al., 2021).
Patient safety needs to be improved with non-technical skills which focus on
environment factors surrounding patients. Hence, environmental fidelity reflect the
simulation environment and the factors controlling clinical practice.
The costs to reduce all of clinical element of surgical masks and other medical
equipment could be minimized using simulation center, except for simulators
machines, human resource and disposable. Hence, for wireless technology now a
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days, it is applicable to facilitate operations using simulation and it can be considered as an alternative solution in absence of simulation center according to Halamek
et al.
Simulation based on education
Can be an experimental learning procedure were learner participate in the procedure
and manage the task from begging to end according to Fanning and Gaba (2007).
Hence, after finishing simulation session, the instructor could provide a brief result
from the session or play a video record, so education learners will recognize positive
and negative impact of their performance according to Savoldelli et al. (2006).
E machine
Is the sufficient statics with given past history and ability to distribute information
over possible features according to Crutchfield & Young (1989). Hence, each past
history is unique and unifying two past history to determine the casual estate, in
which only if they are providing the ability to distribute information over possible
features.
According to Lehmann et al. (2006), transition over EEG microstate for patients
comparing to health control, significance difference have been exist in directions
between microstate. Also, the attempt to record patients EEG microstate and control
using e machines with no dependency on previous history except for current
microstate through e machine models and using microstate sequence to determine
the probability of transition to be included in patients record according to Nishida
et al. (2013).

2.5 Artificial Intelligence
2.5.1

Artificial Intelligence in Medical Diagnosis

The level of medical diagnosis accuracy between patients and doctors is very critical to maintain high results as multiple data could be gathered with X Ray, MRI,
endoscopic image, etc. Hence, the results has shown the miss diagnostic impacts on
cancer patients and for clinical miss diagnose. However, some Artificial Intelligence
have developed in order to maintain accuracy of medical diagnosis and disease detection including patient’s examination data in form of image and text. Hence, applying
Artificial Intelligence adoption will help physicians to detect medical diagnosis in
most efficient and accurate way, to help healthcare physicians to detect cancer on
early stages and provide a quick diagnosis according to Terry et al. (2016).
Also, for tumor detection, the accuracy of results with tumor detection system has
shown more accurate results comparing to radiologic technologies, results has shown
the accuracy of tumor detection system was higher than radiologic technologies.
Hence, adoption of Artificial Intelligence in medical diagnosis and implementation
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of neural network technology facilitate to analyze thousands of images, with rapid
technology this system has become a real expert according to Esteva et al. (2017).
Moreover, with the development of medical diagnosis and adoption of Artificial
Intelligence, it has become recommended to have a high performance system emerged
with Artificial Intelligence technique according to Er et al. (2015) and Cimperman
et al. (2016). Hence, comparing between Artificial Intelligence medical diagnosis
and healthcare professional has shown in skin disease and the system has provided
different skin photos to give directions on possible diseases and probability of occurring, another studies has shown that Artificial Intelligence helped to enhance medical
diagnosis in reading X Ray and CT Scan for cancer patients, Artificial Intelligence
is able to detect suspicious nodules with multiple CT image in sequence and make
early diagnostic of cancer.
Innovation of information technology and adoption of Artificial Intelligence
If the individuals willing for trying new innovative technology it can be considered an
important factor of adopting Artificial Intelligence in healthcare organization. Also,
people with high innovativeness in information technology are capable to control new
technology more than individuals as the use of technology is easy and less complex
comparing to others according to Wu et al. (2011).
Image meshing
Is to create computer model in 3D image like MRI, CT Scan and to slice the image
in to 3D image with different dimension using computer aided diagnosis. Hence, it
is applicable to process MRI, CT scan images and apply enhancement, slicing the
image with different features using Artificial Intelligence.
However, as the model can handle huge volume of dataset and slice the image
up to 2D and 3D images for computer aided diagnosis, it can help physicians to
study the results, act faster on cancer confirmation in early stages and to reduce
the mortality rates. Also, the system is allowing to implement diagnosis on mobile
phones which is compatible with Android and iOS browsers, allowing the patients to
communicate and create awareness to improve patient health to overcome the disease
faster. Therefore, Artificial Intelligence technique can be adopted to diagnose cancer
and predict earlier according to Lung tumor segmentation algorithm (2017).

2.5.2

Artificial Intelligence Robotic in HealthCare

According to Yin (2017), observed in healthcare organization the use of pharmaceutical dispensing robots in hospital pharmacy, which will allow the social informatics
perspective and to understand the implication of research study. However, knowledge
embodiment is a key for long term purpose to synthesize cognitive tasks according
to Mira and Delgado (2006), embodying knowledge into industrial robots also have
been observed Navarro-Gonzalez et al. (2015), this research will help knowledge
embodiment to effect Knowledge work, people and connections (Youssef and Diab,
2021).
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Hence, knowledge can be embodied in AI robotics including technological,
procedural and conditional knowledge according to Hawkins et al. Moreover, some
hospitals has implemented Artificial Intelligence robotic systems, AI robotics were
involved in managing patient flow, diagnostic of medical images and treatments
recommendation were used by physicians and patients, to present knowledge embodiment in Artificial Intelligence robotics systems and to address the effect of knowledge
embodiment on different knowledge workers (Elali, 2021).
Implementation of Artificial Intelligence robotic systems in hospitals
The Artificial Intelligence reception robot: the robot has been developed using
machine learning with different medical books and a database of patient information according to Sun et al. It has the ability to answer physician’s inquiries in
different medical departments, ability to navigate different locations in the hospital
and answers to most frequent questions asked by patients and doctors. Hence, the AI
speech based system has been used for AI robotic system in which it is integrated
with hardware and software for ex. Microphone and speech recognition software to
process natural language according to Yin et al. (2017). Also, it has been used for
nurses to update the information during clinical examination, wards round and ultrasound examination, instead of previous act when the nurses used to record patients
health data manually (Derbali, 2021). Hence, the system is flexible to filter noise,
unnecessary information and compile the data into structured text and image with
accuracy (Aminova and Marchi, 2021).
The Artificial Intelligence image diagnostic system: the system integrate between
hardware and image processing to analyze CT images according to Yin (2017).
Hence, analyze any nodules found with medical image to classify them and recommend diagnosis to radiologist, which will eventually report to physicians. Also, this
system is developed based on machine learning of CT images, medical books, health
records and medical cases. As a result of implementing AI robotics in the hospital,
accuracy with diagnostic of CT image has been observed and the system was used to
diagnose cancers and brain diseases in the near future. Therefore, the image medical
diagnostic system can recommend diagnostic and treatment for physicians by interpreting data and information integration, including lab diagnosis, patient medical
history and patient record during medical examination according to Yin (2017).
However, the work of diagnosing medical images focus on determining an accurate lab diagnosis. Also, the diagnose process will be done through virtual inspection
based on the image cognitive to interpret data then report to physicians according
to Krupinski (2010). As a result, for AI robotic system this system can be adopted
and suggest the potential diagnosis by radiologist before reporting to physicians (Al
kurdi, 2021).
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Machine Learning

The significance impact of machine learning has shown in healthcare industry with
deep field of application. Hence, machine learning is still in early stage in healthcare industry, researches have been conducted with suitable algorithms to discover
application. Therefore, some studies have applied machine learning and applied AI
technology on oncology and cancer diagnosis to be integrated with patients’ health
record (Ramaano, 2021; Aminova et al., 2020).
According to Wun-Jae (2018), has focused on creating smart medicine using
machine learning, in which it will result in creating precision medicine to patients.
However, to define precision medicine, there will be a need to think about it as an
innovative technique which takes into consideration individuals characteristics such
as patient profile, patient lifestyle and environmental factors surrounding the patients.
Hence, using this approach will provide good treatments to the patients individually
(Awad et al., 2021).
Therefore according to Wun-Jae (2018), suggested that precision medicine and
smart medicine is still in early stage and only exist at certain fields. Hence, oncology
has implemented smart medicine in medical treatment which is provided to the
patient.
Also, the most willing known example of machine learning in oncology is IBM
according to according to Wun-Jae (2018). Hence, this is one example of AL with
different capabilities such as formulating hypothesis, delivering diagnosis and recommending treatments with accuracy, supporting standard of care, in which it is written
by physicians according to Doyle-Lindrud (2015).
Moreover, machine learning has been applied in health sector according to
Kumar and Kalra (2016), different type of machine learning have been applied in
medical field. Hence, different types such as supervised and unsupervised learning
and reviewing each type for suitable medical field. Therefore, supervised machine
learning seems to be more common for ex. Decision tree type, this type of machine
learning can help in medical diagnosis such as cancer and cardiac disease, in which
it makes this technology valuable and critical tool. However, from cost perspective
it has shown that this technology is high in cost, while AI technology has been used
for oncology and implemented in pilot program in universities to study oncology
research in diagnosing leukemia according to Khan et al. (2017). Hence, it is important for AI application to be supportive and compatible with different software’s if
it is implemented in healthcare industry (Sisaye, 2021).
The combined success of both Zhuoran et al. (2012) and Afzal et al. (2013), shows
the combining of patient health records and AI a great promise, as data mining with
patients health records can provide the necessary data that can be used by AI to
perform and function according to the data, which can be used within healthcare
area. However, AI is sensitive to data mining and ability to class diseases, it is also
working to create AI that supports in predicting survival rates and to identify health
risk factors, which reflects the maturity of using machine learning in healthcare
industry (Alzaneen and Mahmoud, 2019).
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According to Chen at el. (2014), focusing in retrieving patients records from
different database in order to build AI that could predict the survival rate of different
type of cancer. Hence, information were gathered from cancer patients and feed the
machine learning with data to build prediction models to train AI. Therefore, the
ability to build a model that can categorize and sorts patients into two groups, people
with high mortality risk and people with low mortality risk.
Also, predicting survival rates, data mining of health records to identify risk factors
for different disease like kidney injury according to Chen et al. Hence, multiple
methods have been combined, by determining the risks and casual factors of data
mining from patient’s health record, studies have shown the rational reasons behind
advance research in AI according to Chen et al.

2.6 Empowerment Using ERP System
The rule of ERP system in empowerment in organization as it can be used to facilitate decision making in most effective and efficient way (Benders et al., 2009).
Hence, empowerment the employees in organization remove the barriers and give
the employees the authority and access in order to achieve objectives set by the
organization in most efficient and effective way according to Elmes et al. (2005).
With specific ERP characteristics, Authority can be given to the employees to
expand employee’s worker job scope, users can excise more authority and responsibilities when comparing to the previous roles. Hence, the empowerment will have a
positive effect on ERP users. However, it will make them feel they need to put more
effort and high performance should be expected from them according to Elmes et al.
(2005).
According to Beagle (2012) improvement of decision making has been observed
after installing the ERP system in organizations, this is because end users are able
to visualize the impact of their decisions on realistic events. However, Increase of
employees efficiency and productivity have been a reason of implementing ERP
system, making the process smooth and electronic based system at all management
decision levels according to Hayes et al., (2001).
ERP system has a potential benefits and increase productivity and therefore
increase organization performance according to Dery et al. (2006). However, to
determine the success of ERP system and to benefit the organization and measure
to the use of ERP system by individuals, or by group of users to be specific and
organization overall according to Petter et al. (2008).
The recent studies found that empowerment of ERP systems in healthcare organizations will lead to higher level of infusion with end users according to Jones
et al. (2006). Therefore the organization and work environment will become more
important after adopting information system (Ng & Kim, 2009).
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3 Conclusion
Based on the results of innovative technologies of RFID, telemedicine, mobility, artificial intelligence innovative technologies and empowerment using ERP system, in
which they have an impact on organization productivity in healthcare organization.
Also, the results will show that there is a significant impact on organization productivity. Therefore, enhancements should be implemented in order to reduce cost and
increase productivity using enterprise resource planning (ERP).
The overall conclusion is to determine the most important innovative technologies
to be implemented and adopted in healthcare organization, these innovative technologies should be able to improve organization productivity and help in reducing cost, in
which will help to achieve organization goals in providing best services to customers
and patients using ERP system (Awwad, 2018).
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Abstract Collaborative and social media services that are cloud-based provided
by SaaS cloud computing are essential in the daily life of students and crucial in
the pedagogical process that make the learning process easier, enjoyable, and have
tangible benefits on both, the student and the lecturer. This work attempts to assess
comprehensively the dominant factors of the adoption of the collaborative and the
cloud-based social media services and applications and evaluate the postulated model
in Part I of this search. Partial Least Squares-Structural equation modeling (PLSSEM) was employed to test the hypotheses. Results revealed appropriateness of the
model and supported hypotheses except for social norms influence, and the mediating
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1 Background of the Chapter
Collaborative and social media services that are cloud-based provided by SaaS cloud
computing providers are essential in the daily life of students at the campus or
privately. These services are regarded recently as a crucial part in the pedagogical process that make the learning process easier, enjoyable, and have tangible benefits on
both, the student and the lecturer. Some of the common collaborative services offered
by Microsoft Office 365 (Yadegaridehkordi et al., 2019) or Google’s apps include a
bundle of applications such as: email services, calendar, word processing, presentation and spread sheets, messaging and chat-ting services, storage, audio/video editing
tools, file sharing, and many more. Many of these collaborative services are offered
freely for students and lecturers at many Malaysian public universities to boost the
pedagogical process and evoke the interaction between them. With respect to the
social media applications, they are considered another essential aspect of SaaS service
that almost every single smart devices possesses an application and a broad scale of
individuals use in everyday communication. Applications such as Facebook, twitter,
Instagram, LinkedIn, etc. are the most common social media apps used for commedication purposes, learning, marketing, or entertaining. Furthermore, nowadays
social media becomes a virtual platform that attracts people to interact and discuss
issues of interest. Previous works (Singh et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2013) state that there
are three main reasons to use social media. Firstly, it is an easy and quick means of
communication through chat or discussion boards. Secondly, people can share their
views, issues, queries, and solutions to their problems amongst themselves. Thirdly,
getting feedback from others considered one of the top reasons for using social media.
Hence, it is logically that the platform of SaaS could-based social networks became
popular amongst students inside and outside campus.
As explained earlier, both types of these services are essential and became handy
for everyone. On the other hand, these applications are built in with intelligent capabilities that use the Artificial intelligent (AI) and machine learning techniques. Take
for example, the text predicting feature in most of these applications are useful and
easy to use in order to facilitates the rapid writing and sometimes gives clues of
what to key next. Besides, the face recognition features in built-in cameras made
photography much easier and professional even for those who do not have strong
background in photography. The built-in features of AI can measure and predict the
proper amount of light; thus, the picture becomes more professional. Additionally,
using Emojis in applications such as snapchat, WhatsApp, or others is another feature
that employs AI that infiltrated in almost every new application.
Based on the importance and crucial role of these services, the main objective of
the study is to explore and test the salient factors affecting the adoption and acceptance
of collaborative and social media services empirically and to assess the postulated
model of acceptance of this research. For this purpose, a modified version of theory
of Planned Behavior (TPB) was used. The millennials studying at the university
with bachelor’s degree recruited as a unit of sampling. The organization of this research is as follows: First, the literature review is detailed. Next, the methodology
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was explained and followed by the results and discussion. Finally, the conclusion is
presented with the implications, limitations, and future directions.

2 Literature Review
2.1 SaaS Cloud-Based Collaborative and Social Media
Services
The social media applications are another cloud-based SaaS services that almost
every single smart device possesses an application. A broad scale of students uses
them in everyday communication with colleagues or lecturers as well as in their
private matters. Applications such as Facebook, twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, etc.
are the most common social media apps used for communication purposes, learning,
marketing, or entertaining. Furthermore, nowadays social media becomes a virtual
plat-form that attracts people to interact and discuss issues of interest (Singh et al.,
2019). Consequently, social network’s apps and social media sites form a vital
element on the user’s decisions in many aspects of life that require a decision. In
addition, the millennials are more inclined to technology and possess curiosity that
made the universities’ education syllabus change to adopt new methods of teaching
that utilize SaaS cloud-based applications and services. More importantly, in catastrophic natural events, disasters, or during epidemic conditions that may occur (e.g.
COVID-19), these services and applications serves well to keep the learning/teaching
process going on and to keep the communication between the learner and the tutor
up and running without distraction.

2.2 Behavior Intention (BI) Relationship
Behavior intention is defined as, “the degree to which a student has formulated
conscious plans to use or not use cloud services in the future” (Arpaci et al., 2015, 95).
In congruent with theories such as TPB (Ajzen, 1991) and Technology Acceptance
Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) the research considers the following hypothesis:
H1 BI exerts a significantly and positive statistical relationship with AUSaaS.

2.3 Subjective Norms (SN) Relationships
Subjective Norms is defined as, “the individua’s normative belief concerning a particular referent weighted by the motivation to comply with that referent” (Taylor & Todd,
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1995a, 140). In this study, it refers to the individual’s normative belief concerning
a particular referent weighted by the motivation to comply with that referent in
using and adopting collaborative and social media SaaS cloud-based applications
and services. The relationship between SN and AUSaaS is scarcely investigated in
previous works. Hence, the researchers are following the findings of Alzahrani et al.
(2017) in their research and assume the following hypothesis:
H2-1 SN exerts a significantly and positive statistical relationship with AUSaaS.
Regarding the relationship between SN and BI, the researchers go in accord with
TPB and Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior (DTPB) (Taylor & Todd, 1995b)
in the direct and positive relationship between the two constructs and the following
hypothesis is formulated:
H2-2 SN is expected to have a significantly and positive statistical relationship with
BI.
In this research, the mediating effect of BI in the relationship between SN and
AUSaaS is investigated as there are few studies shed the light on this relationship.
Some of these found are the work of Albarq and Alsughayir (2013) and Mafabi et al.
(2017). They found a mediating effect of BI in the relationship aforementioned.
Therefore, this research following these findings and hypothesize the following:
H2-3 SN is mediated by BI in the relationship with AUSaaS.

2.4 Perceived Behavior Control (PBC) Relationships
PCB is referred to as, “an individual’s feelings about the ability to execute the
designed behavior” (Alzahrani et al., 2017, 7). In this research, PBC is referring
to the individual’s feelings about his/her ability to adopt or use collaborative and
social media SaaS cloud-based services either for conducting their assignments incampus, or communicating with others, entertaining themselves, and performing
non-academic tasks. Furthermore, previous findings confirm the statistically positive
and significant relationship between PBC and BI (Taylor & Todd, 1995a; Alzahrani
et al., 2017; Hopkins et al., 2017). This study is leaning on these findings and reaches
to the following hypothesis:
H2-4 PBC yields a significantly and positive statistical relationship with BI.
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2.5 Attitude (ATT) Relationship
ATT refers to “a student’s overall affective reaction to use the system” (Arpaci, 2017,
55). In the context of the current research, it is referred to the student’s overall affective
reaction towards accepting or adopting collaborative and social media cloud-based
applications and services. Additionally, previous studies confirmed the relationship
between ATT and BI in different contexts and studies (Taylor & Todd, 1995b; Arpaci,
2017; Taufiq-Hail et al., 2017a). Therefore, the following hypothesis is postulated:
H4 ATT yields a significantly and positive statistical relationship with BI.

2.6 Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease of Use (PEU)
Relationships
PU is defined as, “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular
system would enhance his or her job performance” and PEU is “the degree to which
a person believes that using particular systems would be free from the effort” (Taufik
& Hanafiah, 2019, 2–3). In this contest, PU is referred to the degree to which an individual believes that using collaborative and social media SaaS cloud-based services
would enhance their job performance and productivity. On the other hand, PEU is
referred to as the degree a person believes that using collaborative and social media
SaaS cloud-based services and applications would be free from efforts and difficulties. Additionally, the relationship between PU and PEU with BI, from one hand,
and the PEU with PU, on another hand, have lent support in previous works as being
statistically and positively significant (Arpaci, 2017; Chang & Hsu, 2017). Hence,
is lining up with these studies and assumes the following hypotheses:
H5 PU is expected to yield a significantly and positive statistical relationship with
ATT.
H6 PEU exerts a significantly and positive statistical relationship with ATT.
H7 PEU demonstrates a significantly and positive statistical relationship with PU.

3 Methodology
The quantitative survey instrument method was implemented in this research utilizing
the random sampling as a sampling procedure. The population of the research is the
millennials studying at public universities in Malaysia. The sample frame is the
individual at bachelor’s degree in Northern Malaysia. The students at a bachelor’s
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degree were targeted as the unit of sampling in University Utara Malaysia. The
minimum sample size suggested by applying G*Power software package was 98 at a
medium effect size of 0.15, alpha error probability 0.05, and Power of 0.80. However,
obtaining more responses is highly recommended by scholars (Tabachnick & Fidell,
2013; Hair et al., 2017). Therefore, the researchers collected as much responses as
they could. After the collection of the questionnaire, initial screening conducted, and
the valid responses were 286. Survey items were adapted from previous published
works that have proven its reliability, validity, and appropriateness. The survey
includes the demographic part followed by the various services of SaaS cloud-based
(i.e. collaborative and social media services and applications) to be explored from
the respondents. After that the constructs of the study with 4 items for each were
presented. The items anchored with five-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932), where 1 =
Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree. SmartPLS 3 structural equation modelling
(SEM) software (Ringle et al., 2015) was utilized to assess the measurement model
and the structural model (i.e. hypotheses testing). Additionally, Excel was used in
demographic analysis.

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Respondents’ Profile
The valid number of responses of the current study is 289 from 345 returned
responses, showing majority of females (72.7%) over males (27.3%), Fig. 1 illustrates the results. There are three categorized age groups, namely: Group 1 (18–26)
has a percentage of (95.5%), followed by Group 2 (27–35) with (2.8%), and the
last group age is Group 3 (36–44) with percentage of (1.7%). As the demographic
data show, most of the respondents are female, and the dominant age falls on group
1 (i.e., 18–26) in which it shows that young generation’s perception of the current
Fig. 1 Male and female
responses
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Fig. 2 Ethnic groups distribution statistics

study is dominant. The university students’ community has different ethnicity group
distribution with percentage of (60.6%) Malay, followed by Chinese (26%), next the
Indians (10.7%), and finally the other group with percentage of (2.8%).
The divergence in the races gives a wealthy perception of the different groups
participating in the survey and spot the light on the acceptance and adoption of
collaborative and social media SaaS cloud computing services in more reasonable
way to grab different perceptions from different angles, see Fig. 2 for illustrative
purposes.
Comparing the SaaS services tested against the perceptions among the respondents, the results show that social media SaaS applications (i.e., Facebook, twitter,
WhatsApp, telegram, Instagram, Skype, etc.) represent 57% of the usage of SaaS
services, while the collaborative SaaS services (i.e., Google, Microsoft Office 365,
University Portal Apps) represent 43% of the respondents’ usage of SaaS applications
and services, refer to Fig. 3 illustrative statistics of both categories. This result gives
an insightful understanding of the role of SaaS social media application’s influence
on the student’s academic and social life. This may represent a clue for the providers
and the universities’ management to develop SaaS applications that may attract the
students in their learning process. More precisely, this would be an advantage for
the providers, universities, as well as for the lecturers to utilize social media SaaS
applications that are cloud-based in their pedagogical sessions inside or outside the
classes.
Besides, the collaborative services’ statistics could be of managerial importance. It
is clear that collaborative services are also attractable for the respondents and they are
inclined to it. This finding can be utilized to develop and design pedagogical materials
that are based on these services. The university could adopt this SaaS technology
to enhance the performance and productivity of the students. The SaaS providers
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Fig. 3 Collaborative and social media SaaS services

can, therefore, develop and co-operate with the universities to establish a long-term
fruitful platform that both entities can benefit from in a win-win relationship.

4.2 Measurement Model Assessment
First and for the utmost, the measurement model assessment is investigated before
proceeding to examine the hypotheses. If no issues revealed in the measurement
model assessment, then proceeding with the analysis is warranted. First, the convergent validity is assessed, followed by the internal consistency reliability and, finally,
the discriminant validity. While investigating the convergent validity, the focus will
be driven towards: Average Variance Extracted (AVE) and the loadings of the items
(indicators) as a First Step. The Second Step, the internal consistency reliability is
assessed by looking at the values of: Composite Reliability (CR) and Cronbach’s
alpha (α). In Step Three, the discriminant validity is examined by investigating the
different coherent and complete analysis of: Fornell and Larker criteria (Fornell &
Larker, 1981), cross-loadings, and HTMTinference.
As can be seen from Table 1, the results do not show any issues of the convergent
validity as all indicators have loadings within the range of the threshold of (0.7) as
indicated by Hair et al. (2017), and AVE for all constructs is (0.5) or above. This yields
establishing the convergent validity of all the constructs in the model. Refer to Table
1 for details. Going to step 2, the results show that CR is nicely above the threshold
of (0.7) and that Cronbach’s alpha for all constructs within the recommended values
(0.6–0.9). Therefore, the internal consistency and reliability test is established for all
constructs of the model estimated.
On step 3, the discriminant validity is investigated with three approaches. Firstly,
the Fornell-Larker criterion is investigated in which the diagonal values should be
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Table 1 Internal consistency and reliability and convergent validity
Latent variable

Indicator

Loadings ≥ 0.7

AVE ≥ 0.5

CR ≥ 0.7

α (0.6–0.9)

AUSaaS

AUSaaS1

0.7

0.5

0.8

0.7

AUSaaS2

0.7

AUSaaS3

0.8

AUSaaS4

0.7

BI1

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.9

BI2

0.9

BI3

0.9
0.7

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.7

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.7

0.91

0.87

BI

ATT

SN

PBC

PEU

PU

BI4

0.9

ATT1

0.9

ATT2

0.8

ATT3

0.9

ATT4

0.9

SN1

0.8

SN2

0.9

SN3

0.9

SN4

0.9

PBC1

0.9

PBC 2

0.8

PBC 3

0.9

PBC 4

0.8

PEU1

0.8

PEU2

0.9

PEU3

0.9

PEU4

0.9

PU1

0.8

PU2

0.9

PU3

0.9

PU4

0.9

larger than all off-diagonal values (the diagonal values are the values of the square
root of AVE). By referring to Table 2, all diagonal values load with their respective
constructs with higher values than other off-diagonal values with other constructs.
Therefore, the criterion has not been violated and results are supported in this step.
Secondly, the cross-loadings of all constructs are checked to assure that the loadings of the respective constructs are higher than with other constructs. Thirdly, the
Heterotrait-Monotrait HTMT inference is further investigated to confirm that there
are no violations of the discriminant validity of all constructs in the model estimated.
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Table 2 Discriminant validity with Fornell-Larker criterion analysis
ATT

AUSaaS

BI

PBC

PEU

PU

ATT

0.86

AUSaaS

0.6

BI

0.78

0.64

0.9

PBC

0.56

0.52

0.59

0.84

PEU

0.67

0.55

0.67

0.66

0.87

PU

0.72

0.58

0.69

0.63

0.75

0.85

SN

0.49

0.55

0.5

0.62

0.52

0.53

SN

0.72

0.89

This step warrants running bootstrapping routine to get the results of HTMT inference, which should not have a value of 1 within the confidence interval upper or
lower boundaries (i.e., 2.5 and 97.5% CI) to achieve the discriminant validity of a
construct (Hair et al., 2017). The results achieved this condition and more details are
presented in Table 3.
Table 3 Discriminant validity with HTMT inference results
Path

Path coefficients

CI at 2.50%

CI at 97.50%

AUSaaS -> ATT

0.77

0.65

0.86

BI -> ATT

0.87

0.8

0.91

BI -> AUSaaS

0.81

0.71

0.89

PBC -> ATT

0.64

0.51

0.75

PBC -> AUSaaS

0.68

0.52

0.8

PBC -> BI

0.66

0.54

0.76

PEU -> ATT

0.75

0.65

0.83

PEU -> AUSaaS

0.69

0.55

0.8

PEU -> BI

0.74

0.64

0.82

PEU -> PBC

0.76

0.66

0.84

PU -> ATT

0.82

0.74

0.89

PU -> AUSaaS

0.75

0.63

0.84

PU -> BI

0.77

0.67

0.85

PU -> PBC

0.72

0.62

0.81

PU -> PEU

0.85

0.77

0.91

SN -> ATT

0.55

0.42

0.67

SN -> AUSaaS

0.68

0.56

0.78

SN -> BI

0.54

0.42

0.66

SN -> PBC

0.7

0.57

0.8

SN -> PEU

0.58

0.46

0.69

SN -> PU

0.59

0.47

0.7
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After the analysis of the three different measurements, the results lend support for
confirming the discriminant validity of all constructs in the model estimated. Based
on the above evaluation procedures, the convergent validity, the internal consistency
reliability, and the discriminant validity of the model estimated support going forward
with the structural model analysis in the next section.

4.3 Structural Model Evaluation and Hypotheses Testing
Initially, the collinearity for the structural model is analysed to assure that there are
no issues related with collinearity for the exogenous constructs on the endogenous
constructs (Sarstedt et al., 2014; Hair et al., 2017). Table 4 demonstrates the results
revealed and confirms that no value of more than (5) in VIF (i.e., Variance Inflation
Factor) for all constructs in the model are found, which ascertain that the collinearity
is not an issue in the model estimated. Following that, the determination coefficient R2
is checked against each of the endogenous construct in the model under investigation
as well as the effect size f2 of every driver construct (or predictor) on its endogenous
construct.
It is noteworthy to understand that R2 is the variance of the endogenous construct
explained by the exogenous constructs and thereby is considered a measure of the
model’s predictive accuracy (i.e., in-sample prediction) (Sarstedt et al., 2014). The
cut-off values for R2 can be designated as weak (0.19), moderate (0.33), or substantial
(0.67 or above) (Chin, 1998). On the other hand, effect size f2 acceptable values can
be described as small (0.02), medium (0.15), or large (0.35) effect sizes (Hair et al.,
2017). Table 5 delineates the results of both values in which the values of R2 are
ranging from highly moderate to almost substantial (0.48-0.64) for the endogenous
constructs in the model suggested. The outcome of this model, which is AUSaaS, has
an explained variance—i.e. explained by SN, BI, and PBC collectively—(R2 = 0.48)
that is considered promising value in this current exploratory study. Additionally, BI
has an explained variance by ATT, SN, and PBC (R2 = 0.64), which is almost
substantial. In terms of ATT, its explained variance (R2 = 0.56) is highly moderate,
Table 4 Collinearity issues analysis
ATT

AUSaaS

ATT

BI

PU

1.53

AUSaaS
BI

1.6

PBC

1.95

PEU

2.28

PU

2.28

SN

1.89
1

1.7

1.71
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Table 5 Coefficients of determination R2 and effect size f2
Latent constructs

ATT

AUSaaS

BI

PU

Coefficient of determination R2

0.56

0.48

0.64

0.56

Effect size f2

ATT

0.75

BI

0.25

PBC

0.01

PEU

0.08

PU

0.26

SN

0.05
1.28

0.08

0.01

while PU has an explained variance by PEU of (R2 = 0.56). Besides, the effect size
f2 showing that PU has the largest effect size on ATT (f2 = 0.26 with highly medium
effect), followed by PEU with relatively weaker effect (f2 = 0.08). Additionally, the
largest effect size on BI was accomplished by ATT (f2 = 0.75 with a large effect),
then by weaker effect sizes of PBC (f2 = 0.05) followed by SN effect size (f2 = 0.01).
However, the largest effect size on AUSaaS was accomplished by BI (f2 = 0.25 with
highly medium effect), then by weaker effect sizes of SN (f2 = 0.08) followed by
effect size PBC (f2 = 0.01). Finally, the effect size of PEU exerts a pronounced value
of (f2 = 1.28), which is extremely large.
The Third Step is to test the hypotheses to examine the strength and statistical
significance of the relationships. As can be seen in Table 6, the results reveal that
BI has the highest effect on AUSaaS with a positive pronounced (β = 0.46) and
is statistically significant (p < 0.05, t =7.95), followed by SN with a statistically
significant positive (β = 0.26) path coefficient and the corresponding values of (p <
0.05, t = 4.6), and finally PBC with a very weak nonsignificant effect on AUSaaS
(β = 0.09, p > 0.05, t = 1.36). While inspecting the 95% Confidence Interval (CI)—
with Bias Corrected and Accelerated settings of the bootstrapping—the results speak
Table 6 Path coefficients and hypotheses testing
Path

Path coefficients

t statistics

p values

CI at 2.50%

CI at 97.50%

ATT -> BI

0.64

15.19

0.00***

0.56

0.72

BI -> AUSaaS

0.46

7.95

0.00***

0.34

0.57

PBC -> AUSaaS

0.09

1.36

0.18

-0.05

0.21

PBC -> BI

0.19

3.74

0.00***

0.09

0.28

PEU -> ATT

0.28

4.51

0.00***

0.16

0.41

PEU -> PU

0.75

18.51

0.00***

0.66

0.82

PU -> ATT

0.51

8.18

0.00***

0.39

0.63

SN -> AUSaaS

0.26

4.60

0.00***

0.15

0.37

SN -> BI

0.07

1.39

0.17

-0.03

0.16

Note ***p < 0.01
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in favor of the strong and statistically significant effect of BI on the main target
construct of AUSaaS. That is, both boundaries of CI, the lower 2.5% and the upper
97.5% boundaries, do not include zero. Similarly, CI ascertain the previous results
of statistically significant relationship between SN and BI with AUSaaS. Hence,
H1 is supported whereas H2-1 is not. This finding gives further support for the
dominant prediction role of BI in shaping the behaviour of respondents to accept
innovative technology such as SaaS cloud computing. This can be interpreted as
the respondents possess a positive feeling towards the use of collaborative or/and
social media services of SaaS and this feeling leads to form the intention towards the
actual use. Not surprisingly, the findings go in line with previous empirical works
investigated the relationship (Arpaci et al., 2015; Alalwan et al., 2017; Choudrie et al.,
2018) and theories such as DTPB (Taylor & Todd, 1995b), UTAUT (Venkatesh et al.,
2003), and TPB (Ajzen, 1991).
Similarly, SN emerged as an important predictor of AUSaaS, in the second
priority after BI, with a statistically significant effect that also shape the respondent’s behaviour and shows that surrounding social relationships have an influence
on the decision of respondents to accept an innovative technology (i.e., collaborative
and social media SaaS services). This can be explained as the social influence at the
university’s community has an effect among students in taking the decision to use or
adopt collaborative and/or social media SaaS services. This empirical finding investigated the relationship SN → AUSaaS lines up with the empirical results revealed
by the work of Alzahrani et al. (2017). Conversely, PBC does not bear statistically
significant correlation with AUSaaS as the CI includes zero in its range and further
support the previous findings. Consequently, H3-1 is supported. This result lines up
with the findings of Mofleh et al. (2008) and means that although the students have
been equipped with the skills, knowledge, and understanding of the collaborative
and social media services, this belief does not evoke the direct use of these technologies. Rather, it evokes the intention and the future decisions to use or adopt it. On
other words, although the respondents have the control, skills, understanding, and
resources to use the collaborative and social media services, they have not made up
their minds to use them directly, rather it triggered their intention to do so.
To further proceed with hypotheses analysis, as can be seen in Table 6, the results
reveal that ATT exerts a pronounced (β = 0.64) highest statistically significant and
positive relationship with BI (p < 0.05, t = 15.19), followed by PBC with relatively
acceptable (β = 0.19) correlation with BI and positively and statistically significant relationship (p < 0.05, t = 3.74). The two constructs jointly provide empirical
evidence on their crucial influence on BI. Hence, the results lend support for the
hypotheses H3-2 and H4. This means that ATT is a dominant factor in shaping the
respondent’s current or future intention to drive their attention to accept, use, and
adopt collaborative and social media SaaS services. Also, the technology aspects of
SaaS services—which is formed by the easiness of the technology and its usefulness— influence the respondents’ attitude and consequently their intention to use and
adopt these services and applications. These results are in accordance with previous
research studied this relationship (Arpaci, 2016; Arpaci & Baloğlu, 2016; Hopkins
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et al., 2017; Taufiq-Hail et al., 2017b; Cabero-Almenara et al., 2019; Dwivedi et al.,
2019).
Additionally, the significant correlation between PBC and BI can be justified on
the basis that in the presence of perceived skills and abilities combined by previous
experience, the student’s judgment is formed towards triggering his/her intention
to use or adopt collaborative and/or social media SaaS services. These skills are
represented by the construct PBC, where it has the second effect on influencing
BI. Also, these findings are empirically attested by previous works that investigated
these relationships (Picazo-Vela et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2016; dos Santos et al.,
2016; Shiau & Chau, 2016; Garay et al., 2019; Munir et al., 2019) and go in accord
with them. On the other hand, the same thing does not hold for SN as it did not
significantly affect BI, rather it affected directly AUSaaS or the actual behaviour
itself. That is, SN did not have enough bearings on BI (β = 0.07) and corresponding
(p = 0.17, t = 1.39) and further this relationship is not statistically significant.
Therefore, Hypothesis H2-2 is not supported. To explain the findings, it seems that
the social influence among students inside the university’s community did not play a
crucial role toward the initiation of intention, rather it emerged as a crucial predictor
of AUSaaS. This relationship is lent support from previous works (Husin and Rahman
2016; Kabra et al., 2017).
The next step is to test hypotheses H5, H6, and H7. The findings on Table 6
shows that PU exerts a pronounced value (0.51) and statistically strong significant
positive effect (p < 0.05, t = 8.18) on ATT, whereas PEU is having an acceptable
correlation (β = 0.28) with ATT, which corresponds with values of (p < 0.05, t =
4.51). These findings show that PU and PEU are strong drivers of ATT and the role
of PU is apparent more than PEU. This implies that the perceived usefulness of
collaborative and social media SaaS cloud technology services and applications is
the main driver of ATT more than the perceived easiness that the individual feel and
believe in using collaborative and social media SaaS cloud computing applications.
Additionally, the effect of PEU appears to be a very strong predictor of PU with path
coefficient of a pronounced (β = 0.75, p < 0.05, t = 18.51); hence, this gives more
insight of the connectedness between PEU and PU. Further, this finding aligns with
the justification of Venkatesh (2000) where the author emphasized on the notion that
the more ease of use of the system is perceived, the more usefulness it can be thought
of. Additionally, examining the CI lends further support for these findings, as not
having zero value in the 95% confidence interval. Therefore, H5, H6, and H7 are
supported. These findings are in accordance with previous studies, namely: PU →
ATT (Venkatesh, 2000; Ahmed & Ward, 2016; Besbes et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2016;
Lin & Lin, 2019; Mijin et al., 2019) , PEU → ATT (Kim & Qu, 2014; Hopkins et al.,
2017; Mijin et al., 2019) , and PEU → PU (Besbes et al., 2016; Shareef et al., 2016;
Taufik & Hanafiah, 2019).
To complete the analysis, the total effect of each construct is taken into consideration in the analysis as shown in Table 7. The results revealed that among the three
main beliefs of TPB, ATT shows a total influence on AUSaaS (β = 0.29) with statistically significant effect (p < 0.05 and t = 6.24) apparently through the indirect effect.
Also, SN shows a total influence on AUSaaS (β = 0.29) with statistically significant
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Table 7 Total effects

Path

Total effect

BI -> AUSaaS
SN -> AUSaaS
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t value

p values

0.46

7.71

0.00***

0.29

5.29

0.00***

SN -> BI

0.07

1.37

0.17

PBC -> AUSaaS

0.17

2.63

0.01**

PBC -> BI

0.19

3.69

0.00***

ATT -> AUSaaS

0.29

6.24

0.00***

ATT -> BI

0.64

15.6

0.00***

PEU -> ATT

0.67

13.93

0.00***

PU -> ATT

0.51

8.2

0.00***

PEU -> PU

0.75

18.47

0.00***

Note ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.10

effect (p < 0.05 and t = 5.29), followed by PBC with a total effect (β = 0.17) with
statistically significant value (p < 0.05, t = 2.63). The findings of the total effects
shadow more insights on the role of the predictors on AUSaaS. These effects include
the direct and indirect paths toward AUSaaS. Thus, the strongest predictor on the
outcome is BI, followed by ATT and SN, whereas PBC shows the least prediction
effect on AUSaaS. On the other hand, BI appears to be highly influenced by ATT
with a total effect (β = 0.64) with corresponding significance values of (p < 0.05, t =
15.6), followed by PBC with a total effect (β = 0.19) with corresponding significance
values of (p < 0.05, t = 3.69), while SN appeared to be with very weak total effect
on BI (β = 0.07) and not statistically significant. The total effect gives an idea of
the crucial role of ATT and PBC on BI, while exposing the reality that SN has not
an influence on creating any intention towards the AUSaaS services or applications.
Meaning that the respondents have made up their minds to use the services offered
away from the influence of others inside their community at the university campus
or outside.
Moreover, while investigating the total effects of PU and PEU on ATT, the results
demonstrate a very strong total effect of both constructs on ATT. PU exerts a total
effect values of (β = 0.51) and statistically significant bearing (p < 0.05, t = 8.2)
on ATT and PEU correlates with a large total effect (β = 0.67) with corresponding
values of (p < 0.05, t = 13.93). These findings give support of the connectedness
of these two constructs in leading the attitude of the respondents toward the actual
behaviour. In other words, the more ease and useful the services perceived by the
respondents, the more likely the respondents go forward in achieving their tasks
assigned to them or use these services at their convenience without the influence of
others. Their confidence is achieved by their positive judgment of the easiness and
usefulness of the services offered.
The results of the evaluation process conducted so far are illustrated in Fig. 4 with
all the relationships postulated and the corresponding values of path coefficients
(Beta values), and p values between parentheses.
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Fig. 4 Structural model assessments

The Fourth Step in our analyses takes into consideration the analysis of Predictive
Relevance of our model (Q2 ) regarding each of the endogenous constructs, where
values less than 1 and higher than 0 are considered acceptable (Hair et al., 2014).
Additionally, the effect sizes q2 are obtained to further support the results of Q2 .
Table 8 delineates the results obtained and show that all the endogenous constructs
are considerably above zero value (i.e., values range 0.23–0.48 for Cross-validated
Redundancy). This provides support for the predictive relevance of the endogenous
constructs in the model. Noteworthy, the cut-off values are the same as f2 (i.e., small
= 0.02, medium = 0.15, and large = 0.35 effect sizes).
To further explain, the effect size q2 for the relationship PEU → ATT is considered
almost medium (q2 = 0.13) and PU→ATT is small (q2 = 0.03). Furthermore, the
effect size on the relationships ATT → BI is large (q2 = 0.38), PBC → BI is small
Table 8 Predictive relevance Q2
Var.

Effect size q2

Predictive relevance
Q2

(=1-SSE/SSO)

ATT

0.38

AUSaaS

0.23

BI

0.48

ATT

PU
SN

AUSaaS

0.38
0.08

PBC
PEU

BI

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.03

0.03
0.38

0.13
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Table 9 Mediation analysis
Path

Indirect
effect

t value

p value

95% CI

Mediation type

PBC -> BI -> AUSaaS

0.09

3.63

0.00***

[0.04–0.13]

Indirect-only
mediation (Full
mediation)

Direct
effect
PBC -> AUSaaS

0.09

1.36

0.18

[−0.05–0.21]

Total effect

0.17

2.71

0.01**

[0.04–0.29]

SN -> BI -> AUSaaS

0.03

1.36

0.17

[−0.01–0.08]

Direct
Effect

t value

p value

95% CI

Mediation type

SN -> AUSaaS

0.26

4.60

0.00***

[0.15–0.37]

Total effect

0.29

5.29

0.00***

[0.18–0.4]

Direct-only
Non-mediation

Note ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.05

(q2 = 0.02), while SN has no effect on the relationship SN → BI (q2 = 0.00).
Additionally, no effect size on the relationship PCB → AUSaaS (q2 = 0.00), whereas
BI → AUSaaS has a small effect size (q2 = 0.08) as well as SN → AUSaaS (q2 =
0.03). These results reflect the previous findings in the path coefficient results.

4.4 Evaluation of the Mediating Effect of BI
Drawing on the rigorous guidelines explained earlier, the assessment of the mediation
effect of BI is investigated. To start with, by referring to Table 9, it is clear that the
relationship PBC → AUSaaS is fully mediated by BI as the indirect effect (β = 0.09)
is statistically significant (p < 0.05, t = 3.63, CI [0.04–0.13]), while the direct effect
is not statistically significant (p = 0.18, t = 1.36, [−0.05–0.21]). This means that
hypothesis H3-3 is supported. Unlike the previous results, the relationship SN →
AUSaaS is not mediated by BI and this relationship is characterized as Direct-only
non-mediation case, as the indirect effect (β = 0.03, p = 0.17, t =1.36, CI [-0.010.08]) is not statistically significant and the direct effect (β = 0.26, p < 0.05, t =4.60,
CI [0.15–0.37]) is positively statistically significant (Hair et al., 2017). Hence, the
hypothesis H2-2 is not supported in the context of the study.
From the results obtained, the full mediation effect of BI was ascertained for
the relationship PBC → AUSaaS. This proves that the respondents, based on their
skills and knowledge, are forming their plans towards the final adoption and use
of collaborative and/or social media SaaS services. This is not surprising, as all
respondents are from the higher education community and have enough knowledge
and skills to enthusiast their intention to accept and adopt collaborative and social
media SaaS services and applications at their own pace. To sum up, the analyses of
the hypotheses are summarized in Table 10.
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Hypothesis No

Hypothesis

Support

H1

BI → AUSaaS

Supported

H2-1

SN → AUSaaS

Not supported

H2-2

SN → BI

Not supported

H2-3

SN → BI → AUSaaS

Not supported

H3-1

PBC → AUSaaS

Supported

H3-2

PBC → BI

Supported

H3-3

PBC → BI → AUSaaS

Supported

H4

ATT → BI

Supported

H5

PU → ATT

Supported

H6

PEU → ATT

Supported

H7

PEU → PU

Supported

5 Practical and Theoretical Implication
This research revealed an understanding of the factors influencing the acceptance,
adoption, and usage of SaaS collaboration and social media services from the perspective of students with a bachelor’s degree that possess an adequate skills and knowledge. SN influence shows having a direct influence on AUSaaS and that could be
explained as the university students’ community is well-connected and students are
more socially inclined to communicate with each other, by means of social media that
is SaaS-based-application, and these services and applications are a strong facility
to keep these relationships active and strong.
Besides, the nature of students in exchanging the information, by means of SaaS
services such as sharing files or data to be used in the academic work, emerged by
the strong influence of their attitude towards their intention to use this technology.
Additionally, the strong relationship between PEU and PU, from one hand, and PEU
and PU with ATT, on the other hand, give another clue of these two factors in their
attitude towards the adoption and acceptance process of such services. Consequently,
these factors can be of great importance for practitioners, SaaS Providers, and legislators in Government, in addition to university management in any future adoption
of these technologies that employ collaboration and social media services. Besides,
it is considered an enhancement to TPB and conformation of these relationship of
TAM.
More importantly, the strong BI influence towards AUSaaS is clearly outstanding
to give green light to the management of universities and higher education sector to
develop more applications, services provided to students, and syllabi that are electronically based. Another worthy point, in the developing countries, the universities
could form Community Cloud University Consortium to exchange research developments or data and form a space for students to exchange scientific and innovative
ideas within the university’s portal and among other universities as well. It can be
achieved by developing social media application and collaborative online services
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that are easy to use and reflect the students’ needs and innovations. This, consequently, would help both the businesses (i.e., service providers) to get more revenue
by offering their services to universities, and help universities to exchange the knowledge and research data with other universities. Additionally, when the processing of
data is performed in the cloud, the cost of upgrading the systems at the university
premises is dramatically reduced.
The integrative model proposed, by utilizing TPB and augmented by constructs
from TAM, has proven its adequacy and appropriateness in the study, where the
Predictive Relevance of our model (Q2 ) and the predictive accuracy R2 values are
promising in the results obtained. Therefore, this model can be tested in other contexts
and extended further to get more insights of the intention or the behaviour towards the
adoption or acceptance of any innovative technology. Moreover, the direct relationship of SN influence, which is a new relationship that does not exist in the original
model of TPB, has shed the light in its direct influence on the adoption process. While,
on the other hand, the direct relationship of PBC with AUSaaS has shown to be not
statistically significant factor, although it showed indirect effect on adoption process
through intention. In other words, BI emerged as a full mediator of the relationship
between PBC and AUSaaS. That can imply that the students first get the skills and
knowledge in performing certain tasks that would first provoke their intention to use
the SaaS collaborative and social media services, and then this intention would lead
towards the acceptance of this technology. To conclude, the mediating effect of BI in
the relationship between PBC and AUSaaS has been achieved which is considered as
an important contribution and an added value to prove empirically this relationship
after alluded theoretically in TPB.

6 Conclusion
Cloud computing is a nascent research area that has captured the researchers’ attention in recent decades. However, the research in the academia focused on the business side and not the individual side, who is the end-user of the technology and the
building block to its diffusion. This study contributes to the knowledge and literature
by providing empirical support of the constructs included and explored their applicability in the area of SaaS collaboration and social media services and applications.
The results revealed that ATT is the strongest influencer of BI, which goes in line with
previous works, followed by PBC, while SN has shown to be nonsignificant influencer of BI. However, SN has proven to be a significant influencer of AUSaaS with
its direct relationship. Getting this effect draw the attention of the role of social bonds
in driving the adoption process and use of collaborative and social media services
offered by SaaS providers. Additionally, the mediating role of BI has been proven
in the relationship PBC → AUSaaS but not for the relationship SN → AUSaaS.
Therefore, it is suggested in future works to perform more research on the mediating
role of BI in the relationship of SN, PBC, and ATT towards AUSaaS or the actual
behaviour.
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Moreover, PU and PEU were proven to be strong influencers of ATT with positive
and statistically significant relationship, where PU exerts the strongest influence
followed by PEU. Additionally, PEU exerts a statistically significant and very strong
influence on PU. On the other hand, the researchers suggest studying the direct
relationship PU and PEU → AUSaaS in future works to comply with TAM findings
while using the current proposed model with this extended relationship. Besides, the
model has proven its appropriateness in the case under investigation of this research
in terms of its predictive relevance (Q2 ) and predictive accuracy (R2 ). To sum up,
the objectives of the study were met, where salient factors were highlighted, the
relationships were investigated, and the model is proven its appropriateness in the
area of research.
Despite the insights of the results obtained, limitations reside on the current study
as any empirical research. Firstly, the research was conducted on a public university
and not the private one. The analysis of heterogeneity among respondents was not
investigated thoroughly to obtain the generalization of the applicability of the model
at Malaysian public universities context. Specifically, Multi-group analysis was not
presented due to the length of the study presented. In addition, the bachelor’s degree
students were the core respondents of the study and this could be an apparent limitation. Therefore, future directions could include different levels of university students,
i.e. Bachelor’s, Master’s, and PhD’s degree students. Besides, a parallel research in
the European, Arabian, or African cultures is also suggested to extend knowledge of
literature globally. Collaborative and social media services provided by SaaS are of
great importance in the daily life of student at the campus or privately. More importantly, in catastrophic natural events, disasters, or during epidemic conditions that
may occur, these services and applications serves well to keep the learning/teaching
process going on and to keep the communication between the learner and the tutor up
and running without distraction. Hence, developing syllabi based on these technologies could improve the performance of the students exponentially as they are inclined
to these services in their daily life. Finally, testing moderating effects such as gender,
age, level of education, trust, privacy, security, risk, race, experience, and managerial effects on different relationships of this model is suggested to be conducted in
different contexts at higher education sector or other industries.
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The Usage of Artificial Intelligence
in Digital Marketing: A Review
Abdulsadek Hassan

Abstract This study aims to investigate the correlation between Artificial Intelligence and digital Marketing Business and to identify the most important applications
of artificial Intelligence used in the field of digital marketing by focusing on the fields
of marketing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) that meet in the systems that aid in areas
such as market forecasting, process automation, and decision-making, as well as
increasing the efficiency of tasks that humans usually perform. The Science behind
these systems can be explained by neural networks and expert systems, which are
computer programs that process inputs and provide valuable outputs for marketers.
The study indicated that (AI) systems also stemming from social computing technology can be applied to understand social networks on the Internet. Data mining
techniques can be used to analyze different types of social networks. This analysis
helps the marketer identify the influencing actors or nodes within the networks. It is
the information that can be applied to take a social, cultural marketing approach.
Keywords Artificial intelligence (AI) · Digital marketing · Business

1 Introduction
Artificial Intelligence invades our world, specifically the fields of marketing. For
example, as Facebook Messenger contains 30,000 “bots” that respond to messages
from members of groups or subscribers to pages. The same is the case on “Twitter
(Kerguignas, 2020, p. 14). We all examine the results that Artificial Intelligence
carried out that reveal the trending news at the moment, the news or the most circulated name. Smart applications also recognize our faces through the images that we
broadcast on “social media” and convert images into texts, texts into “infographics”
or videos that support reports. The news that humans work on (Agnihotri et al., 2017,
p. 176).
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Today, in the media and academic forums, a wide debate erupted about Artificial
Intelligence’s role that they can eliminate the role of the human being. Others believe
that these robots and technologies will not affect human work but rather increase the
quality of business and products (Agnihotri et al. 2017, p 149), and the use of algorithms and automation has begun to increase in the production of news as several
institutions have been introduced. The story of marketing using Artificial Intelligence
systems, which began in 2010 when the Institute for Intelligent Systems Informatics
at the University of Tokyo invented a robot that can automatically discover the environment surrounding it, write a report on what it found, and search for the changing
things around it (Ghose & Yang, 2009, p. 1607), and decide whether it is valued. He
takes pictures with his built-in camera. He can ask people near him and use Internet
search engines to increase his understanding of the things around him. And suppose
something of news value appears to appear on the horizon. In that case, the bot will
write a news report and publish it on the Internet immediately (Lusch et al., 2015,
p. 201). Without a doubt, Artificial Intelligence carries a lot of development in the
world of Marketing in terms of quantity and quality, as it can be used to produce a
huge amount of news stories, by converting data and numbers into texts, as well as
converting texts into videos that summarize the event, Artificial Intelligence can also
be used to create multiple templates that address the same news in multiple aspects,
such as making tweets (Haan et al., 2016, p. 499), headlines, a brief summary of the
story, writing a brief about the institutions of the event, as well as translating videos
and texts into more than one language, and producing them in multiple media to
suit all platforms and smart devices, and assisting Marketing Practitioners (Pedada
et al., 2019, p. 10). To identify the names of officials through image recognition
techniques and means that the development of the uses of Artificial Intelligence in
the field of media needs continuous training for workers in this field so that they
can keep pace with this development from the beginning, which helps to develop
the Artificial Intelligence system in any institution and helps it to double its media
production. Indeed, the future of automated marketing is not clear. Still, there are four
recent cases in the employment of Artificial Intelligence systems in marketing work
that deserve mention and ponder their experience (Pedada et al., 2019, p. 17): The
first case is represented to automate interactive videos by providing subscribers with
access. For a huge interactive database. The second case: the (Facebook) company
dismisses the employees in the supply section of the list of the main topics and automatically makes it work. The third case in the company’s announcement (Trunk)
was targeting to produce two thousand videos per day using Artificial Intelligence
systems (Auwels, 2017, p. 133; Al Azemi et al., 2020).
This study investigates the correlation between Artificial Intelligence and digital
Marketing Business and identifies the most critical applications of artificial Intelligence used in digital marketing.
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2 Part 1: Artificial Intelligence in Digital Marketing (Basic
Concepts)
2.1 What is Digital Marketing?
Digital Marketing or Electronic marketing (e-Marketing) is a marketing type for a
specific good or service on the Internet. That is, companies’ products are displayed
on the Internet. The process of buying and selling is done through the Internet through
various marketing channels, as the Internet now occupies an important space from
our daily life because it is one of the important sources for obtaining information
competing in that traditional media in publishing news or communication such as
newspapers, magazines, and audio-visual broadcasts (Balducci & Marinova 2018,
p. 559). Besides considering this network is an essential source of knowledge, it
became possible. With the development of the technical means to help that, it became
possible to create a space. New ones that can be invested in the marketing of some
goods or services and aids and the development of the various methods supporting
the marketing process and its faster spread through the Internet (Bleier et al., 2019,
p. 112).
The concept of digital marketing does not differ from these traditional concepts
of marketing except about the means of communicating with customers. Digital
marketing depends on the Internet as a quick, easy, and low-cost means of communication to implement these actions that constitute the main types of marketing in its
traditional form (Bronnenberg et al., 2016, p. 699).

2.2 Types of Digital Marketing
Some experts in marketing (Kotler) believe that the marketing practiced by
organizations can be classified into three main types:
1.

2.

External marketing: External marketing is related to traditional marketing
functions such as designing and implementing the marketing mix (product—
price—distribution—promotion) (Chang et al., 2019, p. 1030).
Internal Marketing: Internal Marketing is related to the organization’s
workers. It must follow effective policies to train employees and motivate them
to communicate well with customers and support workers to work as a team
that seeks to satisfy customers’ needs and desires. Every individual in the organization must be directed in his work with customers (Culotta & Cutler, 2016,
p. 343). It is not sufficient to have a special department in the organization
to carry out the traditional work of the marketing function and the rest of the
individuals or departments, each in another direction (Sciandra et al., 2019,
p. 015).
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Interactive Marketing: It is related to the quality of services and goods provided
to customers, which depends mainly on quality and the relationship between
the seller and the buyer (Sridhar et al., 2016, p. 45).

2.2.1

Advantages of Digital Marketing

The spread of digital marketing to this degree and the tendency of most investors
invented many advantages of digital marketing, the most important of which are the
following.
The Least-Cost One of the most important advantages of digital marketing, which
was a direct reason for increasing Adoption its cost that is significantly low compared
to the traditional means of marketing, because traditional marketing depends on
promoting the commodity on the use of media such as television channels, radio
stations, newspapers, magazines, etc. (Verhoef et al., 2015, p. 176), and certainly
these parties charge a high price to advertise products through them. At the same
time, electronic marketing depends on the Internet in general and on social media
sites, mainly which charge is a lot less (Wedel & Kannan, 2016, p. 112).
Duration and Content of the Advertisement In the context of talking about the
cost differences between digital marketing and traditional marketing (Grewal et al.,
2019, p. 201), we should not overlook that one of the essential advantages of the first
type is that it does not restrict advertisers to a specific period for its advertisement or
a particular number of words, if you want to promote your product through television
the value of your ad will increase the longer it lasts (Grewal & Stephen, 2019, p. 799).

2.3 Defining the Target Group
Indeed, the use of traditional marketing methods such as television marketing or
street signs, etc., ensure that your ad reaches the largest possible number of the
customers, but this is done randomly, for example, ads for expensive goods such as
real estate or cars will be seen by a large segment of low-income people And ads for
cosmetics for women will be seen by a large number of men, and this is all wasted,
as a large segment of the ad recipients will not be true consumers of the product
(Haenlein, 2017, p. 581). As for digital marketing, one of its most important features
is that it gives the advertiser opportunity to define the target group. In the marketing
promotion box, the site will ask you to enter the specifications of the target customers
in terms of age, gender, geographical scope, and likely interests, thus ensuring that
your ad reaches the largest possible number of those interested in the product you
are promoting (Herhausen et al., 2019, p. 17).
Small and Medium Enterprises Digital marketing provides the opportunity for
small investors and owners of small enterprises to advertise their products through
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electronic platforms, because the cost of electronic marketing is very low and suitable
for everyone. In the past, marketing was limited to giant commercial establishments
that were able to pay the value of promotional ads (Hoffman & Novak, 2018, p. 1181).
You may have noticed that thanks to electronic marketing, many advertisements
related to products that were not previously advertised have spread on the Internet in
the recent period, for example ads for handicrafts and productive families’ work, the
same applies to books and novels directed to lovers of reading, even small restaurants
are promoting for themselves through the Internet and compete with international
restaurants that advertise themselves through the media (Jun et al., 2017, p. 5978).

2.4 Characteristics of Digital Marketing
There are several characteristics of digital marketing, and the most important of these
characteristics are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Digital marketing is transmissible: Whereas the Internet helps companies
and organizations that carry out the marketing process to provide information
related to customers’ characteristics, which benefit the company in identifying
the needs and desires them (Kakatkar & Spann, 2018, p. 122).
Digital marketing is characterized by interactivity: One of the distinctive
characteristics of electronic marketing is that it interacts with all customers and
interacts with their desires in the best marketing way (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2019,
p. 125).
Digital marketing is characterized by having the largest database: The
Internet gives marketing institutions a set of data that will benefit them in the
marketing process, and digital marketing is characterized by having a strong
memory, as it has smart databases that include the characteristics of customers,
their desires, purchase dates for products and knowledge of the most products
they interacted with (King et al., 2017, p. 5977).
Digital marketing is characterized by analysis, follow-up, and control: The
most important information about digital marketing is that it can follow the
customers and find out whether they interacted with the product or not. It
analyzes the performance of sales methods (Kumar et al., 2017, p. 276).

2.5 Types of Digital Marketing
From information about digital marketing that it has many types, information must
be available to all about it as the diversity of types is one of its strong advantages,
and among these types:
First: Email Marketing This type is where messages are sent to customers via their
email, and the message is product-specific offers or brochures explaining how to deal
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with the product and through this type, communication is permanently made with
customers with the availability of providing instant services to them (Marker et al.,
2018, p. 655).
Second: Digital Marketing Through Search Engines If the customers want to
know information about digital marketing, then they should know well that this
is one of the most important types of digital marketing in which the product and
the company producing it are defined in order to attract them to a product. Through
marketing in search engines, the number of visitors to the site is provided and the most
important search words that raise the product are selected. (Martin, 2018, p. 111).
Third: Digital Marketing Through Social Media Social networking sites have
become very effective in marketing. Several large companies have become
completely dependent in marketing their products on social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and other social networking sites that have an outstanding balance of
popularity of their customers s around the world in addition to these sites owning a
group of characteristics and advantages that make it a leader in the world of marketing
(Martin & Murphy, 2017, p. 141).
Fourth: Digital Marketing Through Advertising One of the marketing methods
recently used in advertising is where marketing plans are exploited and launched
within websites to attract the largest number of customers and target customers s,
and there are two types of electronic marketing through advertising. The second type
is defined as paying through a click on the advertisement. What is meant by the clicks
in which the advertisement is clicked, the marketer chooses which category he wants
to click on an advertisement, and through these clicks the number of clicks that you
want is calculated and paid for these clicks (Martin et al., 2017, p. 42).
Fifth: Digital Marketing Through Interactive Visual Advertising Depending on
this type of visual effects, which has proven effective in promoting and marketing to
customers effectively, as the images and videos are influenced by people and interact
with them and share their experiences in it, and you can use YouTube in this as it is
one of the most electronic sites to achieve this (Orben et al., 2019, p. 10227).

2.6 What is Artificial Intelligence?
Artificial Intelligence is a part of computer sciece that aims to design intelligent
systems that give the same characteristics as Intelligence in human behavior. Intelligence includes all electronic applications in several scientific fields (Carvalhosa
et al., 2017, p. 22). Some computer activities are designed with Artificial Intelligence to include speech recognition, deep learning, planning, and problem-solving.
Artificial Intelligence is currently used extensively in our daily life through the use
of social networking sites, and through search engines on the Internet, and it is also
generally used in scientific fields and in smart methods, weather forecasting, as well
as in marketing and employment (WorldCIST, 2017).
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2.7 Stages of Development
The process of developing Artificial Intelligence went through five major stages
that represent the life cycle of artificial Intelligence, starting from the stage of
understanding things, creating relationships between them, then realizing the entire
surrounding environment, then full independence and decision-making alone, until
we reach a fifth wave in which Artificial Intelligence excels at Human capabilities
(Furman et al., 2016), and these stages are:
1.

2.

The first stage—Artificial Intelligence capable of understanding: It is the
simplest stage of Artificial Intelligence and is the ability to understand human
needs through learning, where the algorithm monitors the human behavior of an
individual through his usage to social media Applications and Internet sites and
monitors the routine habits that he performs (such as: the news that he prefers,
and the places he goes, and the books he likes to read) (Syam & Sharma, 2018,
p. 136). This wave has greatly deepened in individuals’ lives and has become a
feature of human life. It is an intuitive part of it, as the favorite news nominations
that appear to users on various Internet sites, the ads that appear for products
you need but you did not search for directly. The recommendations of friends
and pages on sites Social communication(You et al., 2016, p. 4653), suggested
videos that appear on video sites, movies, books, and even your favorite meals
that appear on the Internet; All of them are examples of the first wave of Artificial
Intelligence internet, which became a major wave in human life nearly five years
ago, that is, since 2012, and which was supported by the strong competition
between social networking sites(Tucker, 2018, p. 76).
The second stage—Artificial Intelligence capable of creating relationships
between variables: here, Artificial Intelligence has become able to collect a
greater amount of information, arrange it, create relationships between them,
and know the relationship between cause and effect. Many companies have
started using smart algorithms capable of learning and creating relationships
between direct and indirect variables that are often difficult to monitor. This
helped them improve operating efficiency and accurately predict the future,
which enabled them to study market needs better, and to predict their sales and
earnings during the year (Adami, 2015, p. 426).

The companies were able to evaluate their products based on the opinions of
customers on various websites and social media. This wave became clear in 2013
with the emergence of many emerging companies that began providing Artificial
Intelligence services to other companies, such as Element AI in Canada and 4th
Paradigm in China and others.
3.

The third stage—Artificial Intelligence characterized by full awareness:
At this stage, Artificial Intelligence became able to fully aware and perception
of its surroundings and its environment, so it distinguished pictures, faces and
sounds, and differentiated between different things, so smartphone applications
appeared that solve the homework of students, by taking the student’s picture
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for homework via the mobile application, which in turn analyzes the elements of
this image and provides the required solution. Artificial Intelligence may have
multiple uses at this stage, so smart phones have used face and handprints as a
safety element. Machines are able to distinguish voices, and even imitate and
convert them into written text, and have also been distinguished by their ability
to translate, so self-help programs that work via voice commands appeared,
Such as: ALEXA for Amazon, Cortana for Microsoft, Google Assistant for
Google, Jarvis for Facebook, and many others (Qin & Jiang, 2019, p. 340).
Augmented reality technologies have also appeared to distinguish places, allowing
individuals to take pictures of a tourist place or street and show the data on this site
to the user in real time. Artificial Intelligence can also filter the content and find out
if this content posted on the Internet and Social Media is prohibited or not, and then
deal with it in an immediate way(Kietzmann et al., 2018, p. 265). Amazon has used it
in its (Amazon Go) store to distinguish customers and distinguish what products they
buy from their store, so an awareness of Artificial Intelligence that can distinguish
individuals, things, and sounds has begun to form. This wave’s features have become
clear since 2016 with the emergence of augmented reality applications and the spread
of face and voice fingerprint phones (Qin & Jiang, 2019, p. 344).
4.

5.

Stage Four—Artificial Intelligence that is independent of itself and can
make its own decisions: In this stage, Artificial Intelligence is characterized
by its ability to autonomy and the ability to make decisions independently, as
all the previous stages merge, starting with understanding and then creating
relationships between several variables that help it awareness and perception
of the surrounding environment so that it becomes able to act and deal with it
completely independently, and this is the fourth wave, where Artificial Intelligence becomes independent in itself and can absorb all the matters around it,
and take the appropriate decision (McKelvey, 2018, p. 49). So, the main wave
of this stage may become with the year 2020 with the spread of Social Media
we will find self-driving cars in the streets, drones and flying taxi projects in
the sky, and the emergence of robots massively on the streets to regulate traffic
and in restaurants, shops and service institutions to provide their services to the
public, and in hospitals to provide medical services and carry out operations.
Surgical, and in military battles to fight instead of soldiers, where the machine
turns into a semi-human capable of hearing, seeing, perceiving, distinguishing
matters, analyzing them, and deciding about them.
The fifth stage—Artificial Intelligence capable of developing itself: As a
result of the unprecedented ability of Artificial Intelligence to collect information from all sources, whether from books, Social Media, websites or videos,
analyze it and create relationships between them in record time, the Artificial
Intelligence will become smarter, perhaps more. Intelligence from a human
being made by himself as a result of his ability to learn that exceeds the ability
of man, so that it becomes able to design another similar machine, or treat a
technical defect that occurs with it, so it develops generations of himself, or
finds solutions to problems that are difficult for a person to address, or realize
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that the sources energy is the secret of his existence, so he tends to control it, or
he realizes that strength is the secret of survival, so he develops weapons that
humans cannot confront, so that humans turn into followers of the machines
that they invented, developed and taught, so that humans find no solution except
in entering into an inevitable war of fate against machines, and prophecies
are fulfilled. Science fiction movies and the prophecies of scientists who have
acknowledged that Artificial Intelligence will be the cause of humanity’s death
(McKelvey, 2018, p. 55; Ali Saad et al., 2020).
Therefore, it was necessary to prepare for a stage in which Artificial Intelligence
would be controlling human life. Work must be done towards establishing a comprehensive legal, value, ethical and institutional system that preserves human rights as
well as preserves the development of this industry that will change the form of human
life. Still, it must ensure that the machine does not control the human being. And that
the human being remains the main control over it (Cukurova et al., 2019, p. 3035;
Alsuwaigh et al., 2020; Awwad, 2018).
From the previous view, Social Media jobs require some kind of innovation and
creativity, and there are many roles that Media Professionals now play completely far
from innovation, such as writing, reviewing texts, or even reading news bulletins. All
are easy roles that the "robot" can perform without human intervention (Scoular et al.,
2017, p. 33; Alremaidhi et al., 2020; Aminova et al., 2020; Derbali, 2021). The world
is now is heading to a new media, which is Artificial Intelligence media, a term that
many have not mentioned, and coincides with the techniques of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, as the media seeks to employ the techniques of Artificial Intelligence
and the fourth industrial revolution to the fullest. The Artificial Intelligence Media
does not need all that cost, or camera crews, broadcasters, and informers, which will
positively impact the media industry and reduce its cost (Akkılıç, 2020, p. 105).

3 Part 2: The Correlation Between Artificial Intelligence
in Digital Marketing
3.1 The Development of Artificial Intelligence in Digital
Marketing
Artificial Intelligence systems have evolved and become one of the most important
means, and methods that help increase the profit of electronic stores because of
the advantages and benefits that are available that will astonish you far from the
human element (Kaput, 2016) and during 2019 chatbots have become one of the
most important sources of profit for electronic commerce and thus have been relied
upon in many works and design of electronic stores A shopping company (Akkılıç
2020, p. 106).
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The size of the e-commerce market is $2 trillion, due to the large spread of
online store design companies (Serhat, 2020, p. 106), and we expect that Artificial
Intelligence will push this number to a higher level. Let us learn together about the
impact of AI on e-commerce and its great success and how it affects e-store owners’
thinking in general, whether at the international or local level (Power, 2017).
Artificial Intelligence can help merchants get better prospects for their sales,
provide better support to their customers, and re-target customers who are away
from them (Wright et al., 2019, p. 285).
Artificial Intelligence will have a great impact on the e-commerce sector, just as
electronic stores have affected all of our lives, as data shows that among all sectors, ecommerce is a fertile environment for investing in artificial Intelligence (Marinchak
et al., 2018, p. 20).
Artificial Intelligence will ensure that customers enjoy an easier, smoother, more
convenient, private and faster shopping experience than ever before (Ayne, 2018,
p. 24). Instead of fear of robots, merchants will seek to work with them. Of course, for
merchants in the e-commerce sector and e-store design, it is not about the technology
itself, it is not necessary to be an expert in artificial Intelligence (Perris & Labib, 2018,
p. 110).

3.2 The Advantages of Artificial Intelligence in Digital
Marketing
Artificial Intelligence provides great opportunities for communicators such as digital
marketing professionals in the following ways:
1.

Targeting Marketing Practitioners and influencers

The way marketing professionals currently communicate with influencers and social
media is ineffective, there isn’t enough time to directly organize relevant lists or
assign specific messages to each influencer. Using Artificial Intelligence technology,
influencers’ messages can be analyzed to find out their influence, previous posts
they wrote can be analyzed, and how competitors deal with influencers in launching
product campaigns, and influencers can be classified with higher rates of responses
and influence (Shrestha et al., 2019, p. 71).
2.

Producing content professionally

The content industry is the most important area in which (AI) can create a significant impact where the content marketing strategy can be aligned with (AI) based
on the data collected such as customer searches, buying behavior, and interests.
Chatbots are another example of Artificial Intelligence’s role in enhancing the user
experience (Chatbots can be programmed to interact with customers based on the
data they receive). Augmented Reality, another aspect of artificial Intelligence, can
also be leveraged to provide consumers with better options to see a product before
purchasing. This makes the decision-making process easy for customers to perceive
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the product even before purchasing, which speeds up customer response and thus
increases revenue (Stone & Woodcock, 2014, p. 10).
3.

More accurate information about the customers

And their behavior to understand brand perception. It is important to know how
the customers feel about it. Artificial Intelligence enables sentiment analysis, which
is an important part of social media tools to measure how customers feel about a
product (Valter et al., 2018, p. 100), service, or brand, and (AI) enables Marketing
professionals to make data-based decisions about customers and behavior, campaign
performance, and social listening(Davenport & Ronanki, 2018, p. 111).
4.

Measuring campaign performance

The return on investment will be better with the use of (AI) technology to recognize consumers’ photos, which is a great feature that makes payments faster than
they are now, and Artificial Intelligence can solve security problems related to online
transactions (Uang & Rust, 2018, p. 161), and machine learning helps one of the Artificial Intelligence tools to collect sufficient data about user behaviors, and provides
a database based on customers interest; The algorithms also provide more accurate
information for decision making, which brings a great return on investment (Kaplan
& Haenlein, 2019, p. 20).
5.

Sales forecasting

A market is a volatile place can cause far too many changes in companies, the Great
Recession of 2008 being an example with artificial Intelligence (Lashinsky, 2019),
it becomes easy to predict the future trends of the market, and thus the necessary
digital marketing trends can be implemented, saving a great deal of effort and time
(Müller & Bostrom, 2016).
6.

Marketing better

Ads are essential for branding. Often times, advertisers design ads that have nothing
to do with their business. And since (AI) collects and analyzes user data and predicts
user behavior, brands can create ads according to their customers’ preferences. Users
will see ads that are of interest to them based on their interests (Shankar, 2018, p vi).
7.

Shorten the time

The marketing profession will take a long time and make thier work with great effort.
This field requires spending a large portion of the day scheduling meetings, drafting
press releases (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2019, p. 20), analyzing data, and managing
strategic client statistics. In such a difficult task, humans are bound to make even
a few mistakes. Currently, (AI), according to existing systems, can assist in these
repetitive tasks; As it enables machine learning technology to more accurately collect
and multiply data (Villasenor, 2019); To help increase the time needed for marketing
employees; To formulate more creative solutions for clients and provide them with
greater opportunities to create new strategies; to Help them streamline their work
instead of data auditing, which currently consumes more than half of the employees’
energy (Davenport et al., 2020, p. 39).
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Balance between Science and creativity

Marketing practitioners will need to become data experts to understand how their
target customers consume and live. Data analysis will play a big role in advancing
marketing, and any organization that does not lean on the power of data will
be at a disadvantage (Bostrom & Yudkowsky, 2014, p. 320). Marketing practitioners should combine data with creativity, an approach that has long supported
marketing campaigns, to predict future trends, identify new customers s, ensure
programs are appealing and interesting to end-users, and be wary of handling raw
data unconsciously (Gulli & Kapoor, 2017, p. 212).

3.3 Marketing Operations that Include Artificial Intelligence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage customer data.
Analyze customer behavior and customer experiences.
Future customer and market analysis.
Analyze potential ad campaign trends.
Initial marketing to use in analyzing smart marketing efficiency and what needs
to change in the future (Soni et al., 2018).
Marketing automation.
Analyze data in real-time and accelerate decision-making (Hamdan et al., 2019).
Promote content marketing.
Promote the use of voice search techniques (Grawal et al., 2018, p. 35).
Targeted ads.
Competitive ads on the top of the Google search engine (Cockburn et al., 2019,
p. 139).

3.4 How Can Artificial Intelligence Be Used in Digital
Marketing?
• Usage) AI (based access platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and other social
platforms.
• Enhancing marketing professionals’ skills and the team working with them in
dealing with these platforms (Soni et al., 2018).
• Enhancing marketing skills for marketing professionals and their team to cut
simple access expenses (Fuad et al., 2021).
• Assigning a social media and digital marketing expert to communicate with clients
and evaluate targeted reach processes (Soni et al., 2019).
• Customize a content writing expert who can work with the sites and the actions
they need to promote natural, unpaid hits.
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• Begin to automate many processes and methods of answering frequent customer
questions (Arora & Rahman, 2017, p. 449).
• Begin the process of automating some purchases and payments (Fadhul and
Hamdan, 2020).
• An expert at evaluating reports come from various platforms to help in making
future decisions.
• analyzing the )AI (tools that are useful to marketing professionals and focus on
them instead of wasting time and money on all the tools(Bughin et al., 2017).

3.5 The Usage of Artificial Intelligence in Digital Marketing
The uses of Artificial Intelligence in digital marketing vary as follow:
1.

Social media analysis

Artificial Intelligence is widely used in the field of social media analysis to obtain
very accurate data about the preferences of the customers and their personalities,
deducing their feelings (Dawar & Bendle, 2018, p. 82), how they respond, their
geographical locations and their level of satisfaction with the brand. Their favorite
fields, as well as their product perceptions and impressions, etc. (Hartmann et al.,
2018, p. 161).
Social media analysis tools that rely on advanced Artificial Intelligence technology are proliferating, the most famous of which are: Lucidia, Buffer, and
Hootsuite, Eclincher (Huang & Rust, 2018, p. 165).
2.

Generate marketing content

The advanced Artificial Intelligence technology makes major brands generate their
own marketing content without the need for human intervention (Kietzmann et al.,
2018, p. 264). Major media organizations like Associated Press and Forbes always
use story generation tools like Wordsmith, Articoolo, and Quill to create instant
marketing content for their multiple online accounts, which helps them to increase
the rate of engagement and clicks on their sites (Klumpp, 2018, p. 228).
3.

Improving electronic search results

Electronic search results have witnessed a remarkable development in recent times
due to the development of Artificial Intelligence in turn (Kumar et al., 2016, p. 34),
the results that appear on the first page of the search process have become more
related to what is being searched for, as well as more valuable and useful as well,
which in turn leads to a broad science now known as the field of SEO (website
configuration for search engines, search engine optimization) (Kumar et al., 2019,
p. 141).
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Chabot’s instant response applications

Artificial Intelligence techniques in the marketing process make it possible to
provide instant response applications to customers, or what is known as Chabot’s
(Parkes & Wellman, 2015, p. 270).
Chabot’s are applications that are designed based on the advantages of advanced
artificial Intelligence, which maintain customer satisfaction by answering their
common questions, ready-made responses, marketing professionals can improve
conversation with the feature of machine learning and the ability to find the right
one with practice and training (Singh et al., 2019, p. 18).
5.

Website design and digital marketing improvement

Without the need for complex programs or knowledge of difficult programming
languages, any merchant can now create an attractive website for his trade, with a
few simple steps with artificial Intelligence. Through the advice that this technology
provides that you did not use, refer to the website owner by getting his site out in the
best possible way with the least cost and effort (Stalidis et al., 2015, p. 109).
Artificial Intelligence also strongly contributes to the field of digital advertising,
through it, and the electronic marketer’s devices, from knowing its exact target
customers, as well as to the best way to address it and its demographics (Strusani &
Houngbonon, 2019, p. 112).

3.6 Digital Marketing Trends and Artificial Intelligence
Digital marketing is witnessing fundamental changes, especially in light of the new
strategies that have revolutionized the world of communication, economics, money,
and business, on top of which are artificial Intelligence, sound and image technologies
and technologies, and social media applications (Van Doorn et al., 2017, p. 48). In
the world of digital marketing, customer moods are rapidly and constantly shifting
according to the patterns used by the marketers or in the methods of product or
service offerings. Studies have shown that Internet users are not attracted to traditional
advertisements, and that 40% of these users resort to ad-blocking programs (Wedel
& Kannan, 2016, p. 99). These numbers make it necessary for company owners and
promoters of goods and services to adopt new trends in the world of digital marketing
(Wirth, 2018, p. 436).
1.

Artificial intelligence

Artificial Intelligence has dominated our world with rapid steps, and today it is considered one of the most important digital marketing trends for the year 2020. Artificial
Intelligence relies on analyzing the behavior and patterns of research carried out by
users and analyzing data from social media platforms and blogs (Wirtz et al., 2018,
p. 911). This helps companies to understand what customers think about the products
and services they provide. Artificial Intelligence’s importance lies in reducing costs,
achieving rapid growth, and thus outperforming competitors in the market (Yadav &
Pavlou, 2014, p. 26).
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Chatbot

This service is based on Artificial Intelligence technology, as it allows sending instant
messages to customers and website visitors. The numbers show that more than 1.4
billion people interact with the chatbot service around the world, while about 80% of
companies rely on this technology (Ang et al., 2018, p. 45). This service has gained
its importance due to the speed of response it provides, the speed of response to the
question and patience, as the bot does not lose its nerve and does not forget any detail
or information. It provides a complete record of all conversations and purchases, thus
greatly meeting customers’ requirements and expectations (Geisel, 2018, p. 117).
3.

Programmatic advertising

This service, in turn, uses Artificial Intelligence technology, as it analyzes the users’
data, and based on the results of the analysis, it shows the advertisement to a specific
segment of the customers that is more likely to interact (Annach & Ludewig, 2017,
p. 648). This results in more sales and lower marketing costs. This service is widely
spread, and according to marketer, about 90% of digital ads in the United States of
America by the year 2022 will be software (Singh et al., 2019, p. 18).
4.

Video marketing

Video marketing is one of the most influential digital marketing trends ever. Marketers
have tended to adopt this technology due to several factors, most notably the low cost
of creating videos with the spread of smartphones (Jones, 2018, p. 242), and to include
live events published on YouTube or search engines and are characterized by their
vitality and impact on the customers. According to 52% of consumers, watching a
promotional video for a product or service enhances their confidence in the company,
while 70% of users share marketing videos on the Internet. 360-degree videos have
also become more popular because they offer a unique interactive experience and
move the image to watch the video from any angle (Marwade et al., 2017, p. 175).
5.

Visual search

Visual search has given user experience a whole new level. This service allows
the user to upload his pictures and get more accurate search results using these
images to identify shapes and areas and obtain useful information (Stalidis et al.,
2015, p. 110). Perhaps Pinterest is the best proof of this service’s effectiveness,
and the famous search giant Google provides the Google lens. Marketers can benefit
from image search technology by providing comparisons between competing companies’ products and presenting them as useful information for customers (Strusani &
Houngbonon, 2019, p. 113).
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3.7 How Does AI Improve Marketing Campaigns?
Artificial Intelligence is one of the topics that preoccupy the public opinion due to the
great impact that it can have on several areas and its ability to transform the course of
any field of different industry(Kumar et al., 2016, p. 34), as it possesses the elements
of revolutionary technology that can be compared to the field of computers that in
turn caused a revolution that the world is still reaping fruits to this day. Marketing is
one of the important areas that benefit—and will benefit—from artificial Intelligence.
Any marketing campaign that seeks to attract new customers on the Internet is based
on 5 basic principles (Kietzmann et al., 2018, p. 265),
1.

Choosing the appropriate marketing platform

Artificial Intelligence can automate the selection of marketing channels for the advertiser’s campaign based on his goals and data recorded in previous campaigns, with
the possibility of improving these channels for future campaigns based on the results
they achieve (Soni Neha et al., 2018), as the results of each campaign serve as the
basis for learning algorithms that help the Artificial Intelligence to improve its results
in His pro campaign (Gulli & Kapoor, 2017, p. 214).
2.

Targeting

Targeting is the most important mechanism used by the marketer in its campaigns,
and the type of targeting differs from one tool to another and from one company
to another. Still, no matter how the electronic marketer professional is, it certainly
will not reach the ability to absorb Artificial Intelligence in the performance of these
tasks (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2019, p. 21), so the Artificial Intelligence system can
provide information about each target customer according to income rate, eye color,
skin, hair, interests, places he keeps visiting, the quality of his clothes, expectations
of the percentage of purchase of product based on advanced algorithms and detailed
customer analysis to deliver the required results interactively with the marketing
campaign (Valter et al., 2018, p. 101).
3.

Marketing campaign pricing

Artificial Intelligence can help determine the prices of marketing campaigns, by
improving prices by adjusting the price of a click or appearing dynamically based on
the quality of visits within several channels and the metrics that the advertiser tries to
monitor, which requires the advertiser to constantly monitor in order to stay informed
of the behavior of visitors or the users and the effectiveness of each campaign (Ayne,
2018, p. 25).
4.

Are marketing software programs feasible?

Marketing programs varied globally, and what many do not know is that 90% of these
programs and tools are not authorized for use in commercial organizations because
they do not pass standard security and strength tests. Some of them may expose
the marketer to harm because it is insecure enough, and some cause incompatibility
of marketing campaigns. With the marketer, the campaign costs are higher for the
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marketer, but how do I choose a marketing tool? What are the requirements for
choosing this tool? Read on (Kaput, 2016).
5.

Choosing an electronic marketing tool or marketing program

We know the importance of Artificial Intelligence in digital marketing, as we
mentioned, and to choose the appropriate tool for marketing, the tool must be mentally
aware of what it does from the jobs it does, in other words, it must think like a human
being, not just performing jobs programmed to its performance, The Skytells PM is
the first and only program in the world to use Artificial Intelligence technologies (Qin
& Jiang, 2019, p. 345. For example, with it, the digital marketer write a text, and the
program that will call the target customers and deliver the text to them by voice, just
as advanced companies do, and also create free marketing campaigns through it, and
target millions of customers in a short time, so its algorithms show you interests The
income rate and all the information about each customer is analyzed using Artificial
Intelligence to be used in marketing campaigns, whether on Facebook, Instagram,
voice calls, SMS messages, and other marketing methods WorldCIST, 2017).

3.8 The Main Parts of Artificial Intelligence Marketing
There are important and few parts and elements that are a major reason for making
the term Artificial Intelligence marketing as strong as it is today (Cockburn et al.,
2019, p. 140; Mohammed Nasar et al., 2020) as follows:
1.

Big data

Big data is a clear concept, and its meaning is easily communicated. It indicates the
marketer’s ability to collect the largest possible amount of information and data and
place it in sections titled with the least amount of work that requires employees. Then
this data can be used to deliver the service to people .The right people at the right
time via the appropriate method (Grawal et al., 2018, p. 35).
2.

Machine learning

After marketers collect big data, they must understand, analyze and learn from it.
The term machine learning helps identify potential trends and events that may occur,
and predicting the next step, insights and responses, and reactions from data owners,
so that the marketer can then understand how these actions happen. It knows the
probability that it will recur (Yadav & Pavlou, 2014, p. 26).
3.

Powerful solutions

The term Artificial Intelligence Marketing offers important solutions that know how
the world is going in the same way that a person knows and understands, and that
means that from big data these systems can produce appropriate systems to understand and provide correct concepts and useful data for you through the data you have
collected, and provide a broad understanding of human emotion and communicate
like a person This makes the platforms that use Artificial Intelligence marketing able
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to understand better the content the customer wants and provide suitable solutions
for it, the nature of the language in which it is addressed, and also respond to the
email better (Jones, 2018, p. 242).

3.9 The Challenges of Using Artificial Intelligence in Digital
Marketing in the Future
1.

To reach more people

Artificial Intelligence allows marketers to engage new customers who match their
existing customer profiles more effectively. Customer interests, buying habits, and
past transactions can be combined to give the marketing team an enormous amount
of data to analyze and filter according to potential goals (Wedel & Kannan, 2016,
p. 99). This allows the marketing process to be more efficient and enables companies
to create highly targeted content Jones, 2018, p. 242).
Email marketing, marketing content, social media marketing, and SEO wouldn’t
be possible without AI’s processing power.
2.

Customer retention

The biggest challenge in finding new clients is retaining them. Customer retention
is the basis of every company’s success, so continuing to deliver value and relevant
content is just the key to success (Soni et al., 2018).
Artificial Intelligence enables companies to stay up to date with minimal input,
deliver content tailored to customers, provide personalized recommendations, and
provide personalized, human-like support, using chatbots and virtual assistants
(Singh et al., 2019, p. 18).
3.

Increased efficiency

A chatbot is a powerful tool for increasing efficiency while reducing overhead costs.
A chatbot can use customized information for each customer it speaks to, provide
this information in real time, or in a purposeful and friendly way (Ayne, 2018, p. 26).
Artificial Intelligence allows for increased efficiency while improving user experience through customization and appropriate timing. Whereas it is now fashionable
and comfortable for most consumers to interact with a chatbot Yadav & Pavlou,
2014, p. 26).

3.10 The Upcoming Trends in the Future
3.10.1

Trend 1: Voice and Visual Search

Basic search opportunities continue to generate significant profits for companies.
Since slightly more than half of all product searches on Amazon are done the primary
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method, there is a growing trend to perform both voice and visual searches with
devices (Kakatkar & Spann, 2018, p. 122).
The number of devices with smart speakers is increasing day by day, so that 55.5
percent of customers who have a similar device can use it for voice search, while 44.2
percent of them use it for purchase. Smart marketers are now focusing on creating
content that can capture audio searches to open up this vast marketplace (Grawal
et al., 2018, p. 35).
Visual searches are also increasing as the technology behind them improves
(Aminova and Marchi, 2021; Aminova et al., 2020). Image search is also another
related technology, which is popping up new and sure to grow rapidly in the coming
year Huang & Rust, 2018, p. 166).

3.10.2

Trend 2: Improving Customer Experiences

Whether through customization, automation, or a chatbot, customers expect a very
high level of service. Designed content is now widely available, and that is now
the norm. Companies that don’t use machine learning and Artificial Intelligence to
deliver standardized messaging to every single consumer are struggling badly (Wirth,
2018, p. 437).
The good news is that the use of this technology is not limited to brands that
provide a great budget for it. Any company can deploy automated AI-based marketing
campaigns to improve their customers’ experience (Kumar et al., 2019, p. 142).

3.10.3

Trend 3: Determine the Expected Goal

Expected goal setting uses factors such as demographics, social information, online
posts, and behavioral data to analyze potential goals and assign them to determine
whether or not the goal is expected to be achieved (Dawar & Bendle, 2018, p. 82), this
allows marketers to create and deliver content targeted to the right people (Youssef
and Diab, 2021). These large efforts and their goals can now be fully automated
(Klumpp, 2018, p. 229).

3.10.4

Trend 4: Reinforced Integration

Many people today use a variety of devices throughout the day, and in that regard
the lines between different types of marketing are blurring.
For the customer, these differences are meaningless, but the main key is the
complementarity between them. As companies need to provide a seamless experience between these devices and across these multiple channels for their customers’
needs to be well met and so that no opportunities are left behind (Wirtz et al., 2018,
p. 912).
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The vast majority of retailers—87%—consider this cross-channel strategy critical or critical to their success. Artificial Intelligence is an increasingly important
technology because it allows companies to benefit from all of their customers’ data,
regardless of its source, and to provide the same level of customization and services
across all the platforms customers use. Without AI, the workload to achieve it would
be a huge hurdle (Geisel, 2018, p. 117).

3.11 Artificial Intelligence Applications for Software
Development
Global AI applications are shaping the future of software development. The business
world is increasingly interested in these technologies, and many companies turn to
them (Jones, 2018, p. 243).
Many companies have strategically set themselves in this area, while aspiring that
AI applications will generate more than billions of dollars in business value in the
coming years (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2019, p. 21).
Artificial Intelligence algorithms and advanced analytics have huge potential in
software development; This provides smooth, real-time decisions at a large scale
(Qin & Jiang, 2019, p. 345).
Artificial Intelligence platforms can perform complex and intelligent functions
related to human thinking, and we present in the following lines, the most important
of them at the global level, which came as follows (Singh et al., 2019, p. 18):
1.

Google Cloud AI Platform

This platform provides machine learning and deep learning capabilities, with NLP
capabilities, speech and vision capabilities for developing software on the cloud,
including (Al kurdi, 2021):
Speech
This platform provides interfaces for converting speech to text and converting text
to speech; And that is using neural network models. The audio is also converted to
text that supports 120 different languages, noting that audio files can be converted
from (MP3) or (LINEAR16) formats.
Vision
It delivers its capabilities through REST and RPC APIs that use machine learning
models, and is trained to detect objects, faces and read handwritten and printed texts
using APIs.
2.

Microsoft Azure AI Platform

It is a popular choice for developing Artificial Intelligence among software developers who offer some capabilities such as speech capabilities, machine learning and
visualization capabilities, along with language abilities.
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IBM Watson

This platform provides solutions for financial services, the Internet of things, media,
healthcare, oil, and gas, in addition to advertising; It allows for any cloud environment, integration, and training in flexible information architecture for developers; to
expedite the development and deployment of models for these platforms, in addition
to providing some tools for developers.
4.

BigML

It offers powerful algorithms for machine learning, and it also allows software
developers to use popular languages, such as Ruby, Java, Python, Node.js, and Swift.
5.

Infosys Nia

Infosys Nia AI Platform allows software developers to create AI-powered applications; The following capabilities include machine learning, contract analysis, creating
chatbots, and solving various analytics.

4 Conclusion and Limitations
4.1 Conclusion
The results indicated that there are actual and successful experiences in using Artificial Intelligence in marketing activities that have begun to carry out many tasks, write
reports, proofread, and write news related to real estate prices, the stock exchange and
traffic violations. It works adeptly in collecting information through “social media”
and it coordinates it to do the job better than the human element, more accurately
and faster.
Regarding its threat to the human element, it is difficult for us to assign the
Artificial Intelligence to cover areas of human and natural marketing because it
lacks human feelings, for example in the future Artificial Intelligence and these
applications will improved the quality of the narketing product and will be useful in
all stages of work, including data collection, editing, auditing and output, but they
will inevitably lack the creative side."
It seems that the rapid changes will continue in the world of marketing. After
data marketing has become widespread, augmented has become more present and
embodies the reality that combines all that is real and hypothetical. Perhaps we will
go into more details about the most important Artificial Intelligence applications
and the types of robots that will compete with marketing Practitioners during future
investigations (Nassar et al., 2020).
The Marketing field is inevitably on the verge of profound changes very shortly,
and that Marketing organizations that have been struggling during the past two
decades when readers have moved to the Internet and mobile devices must soon adapt
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to artificial Intelligence, augmented reality and automated marketing Practitioners
and also find new ways to post-phones Smart.

4.2 Limitations
Marketing is a complex field of decision-making that involves a great degree of
both judgment and intuition in favor of the marketer. Makes the enormous increase
in the individual decision-maker’s complexity; The decision-making process is an
almost impossible task. Marketing decision drivers can help reduce noise. The need
for more efficient administrative procedures was recognized. Artificial Intelligence’s
application to decision-making through the decision support system can assist the
decision-maker in dealing with the uncertainty arising in decision problems. Artificial Intelligence technologies are increasingly expanding the reach of decision
support by analyzing trends, providing expectations, reducing information overload,
enabling communication necessary for collaborative decision-making and allowing
information to be updated.
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Cyber Security Using Machine Learning:
Techniques and Business Applications
Anish Gupta, Ruchika Gupta, and Gagan Kukreja

Abstract Machine learning has become an imperative innovation for cybersecurity. It preemptively gets rid of digital dangers and supports security foundation
utilizing different methods. Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence,
utilizes formulas constructed from historical databases and observable analysis to
create presumptions regarding the actions of a machine. The machine would then
be able to alter its activities—and even perform capacities for which it hasn’t been
unequivocally modified. With its capacity to figure out a huge number of records
and distinguish conceivably risky ones, machine learning is progressively being
utilized to reveal dangers and naturally squash them before they can unleash ruin.
Looking at the numerous benefits, this chapter tries to explore the various forms
of cyberattacks and the application of Machine Learning in handling these attacks
and thereby increasing cyber security. The chapter then evaluates the various techniques of Machine Learning and how organizations could take advantage of these
techniques. In the last, it addresses Machine Learning’s potential opportunities for
cyber security.
Keywords Machine learning · ML · Cyber security · ML techniques · ML
applications · Cyber threats · Data security

1 Introduction
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to certify the safety of this data. Various technologies are being used to keep data
secure. Still there are lots of cases where security of data is being compromised by
the hackers resulting in greater financial losses for the organizations.
In May of 2017, an awful digital assault hit in excess of 200,000 PCs in 150
nations throughout only a couple of days. Named “WannaCry,” it misused a powerlessness that was first found by the National Security Office (NSA) and later taken
and spread on the web. The supposed “ransomware” attack influenced people just
as enormous associations, including the U.K.’s National Wellbeing Administration,
Russian banks, Chinese schools, Spanish telecom mammoth Telefonica and the U.S.based conveyance administration FedEx. By certain appraisals, complete misfortunes
drew closer $4 billion.
Cybersecurity Ventures predicted that, by 2021, cybercrime would cost the
planet $6 trillion globally, up from $3 trillion in 2015 (https://cybersecurityventu
res.com/hackerpocalypse-cybercrime-report-2016/). It contributes about the greatest
economic capital trade yet, dangers the motivating forces for advancement and
venture, and will be more beneficial than the worldwide exchange of all major illicit
medications consolidated. The harm cost projections depend on verifiable cybercrime
figures including late year-over-year development, a sensational increment in threatening country state supported and composed wrongdoing posse hacking exercises,
and a digital assault surface which will be a request for greatness more noteworthy
in 2021 than it is today.
Cybercrime costs incorporate harm and devastation of information, taken cash,
lost profitability, robbery of licensed innovation, burglary of individual and budgetary
information, theft, misrepresentation, present assault disturbance on the ordinary
course of business, measurable examination, reclamation and erasure of hacked
information and frameworks, and reputational hurt.
According to reports (https://www.idtheftcenter.org/data-breaches/) there were
8854 registered penetrations between 1 January 2005 and 18 April 2018. In 2018
alone, there were 10.5 billion malware assaults. Besides, Information has presented
maybe the single most prominent test in cybersecurity over the previous decade. For
a human, or even an enormous group of people, the measure of information delivered
every day on a worldwide scale is incomprehensible (https://www.recordedfuture.
com/machine-learning-cybersecurity-applications/). For every minute in 2017 there
were the given amount of data generated (Fig. 1):
That’s a lot of volume for people to deal with. Luckily, Machine Learning (ML)
is getting a move on. Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, utilizes
formulas constructed from historical databases and observable analysis to create
presumptions regarding the actions of a machine. The machine would then be
able to alter its activities—and even perform capacities for which it hasn’t been
unequivocally modified. Also, it’s been a help to cybersecurity.
With its capacity to figure out a huge number of documents and recognize possibly
dangerous ones, machine learning is progressively being utilized to reveal dangers
and naturally squash them before they can unleash devastation. Therefore, this
chapter tries to explore the various forms of cyberattacks and the application of
Machine Learning in handling these attacks and thereby increasing cyber security.
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Fig. 1 Data produced every day in 2017

The chapter then evaluates the various techniques of Machine Learning and how organizations could take advantage of these techniques. In the last, it addresses Machine
Learning’s potential opportunities for cyber security.

2 Cyber Security: Issues and Forms of Cyber Attacks
Cyber security is required on the grounds that government, military, industrial,
money-related, and professional organisations gather, process, and store unusual
knowledge initiatives on PCs and assorted gadgets. A notable portion of the information may be confidential data, irrespective of whether it is permitted invention,
monetary information, person data, or multiple kinds of information for which unapproved exposure or display could have adverse consequences. Associations transfer
confidential information through networks and devices across the lifetime of organisations, and digital technology portrays the power that guarantees the data and
mechanisms are utilized to handle or preserve it.
As the frequency and sophistication of digital assaults grow, organisations and
associations need to find a way to protect their touchy company and personnel
details, particularly those tasked with protecting details dealing with public security, well-being, or money-related information. Cyber security has been divided into
few common categories as follows:
Network security: for securing computer network from unauthorized users and
malware.
• Application security: for securing software and devices free from threats. Security
parameters is defined while designing the software.
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• Information security: for securing data stored online, also during transfer from
one to another.
• Operational security: for ensuring data security while storage and accessing
process by authorized user to maintain its integrity.
• Disaster recovery and business continuity: Defining procedure if company come
under cyber-attack then how crisis management is to be done and service to be
resumed at same level.
• End-user education: introducing virus by end user in mail USB etc.
The risks that cyber-security addresses are threefold:
• Cybercrime which involves single individuals or groups that target financial
benefit processes or that cause disruption.
• Cyber-attack that also includes collecting information for political motivation.
• Cyberterrorism is proposed to subvert electronic frameworks to cause frenzy or
dread.
Things being what they are, the question is how do malicious actors got access
to personal computers? There are different ways of doing that. In fact, in the last
few decades along with the technological evolution, the types of attacks have also
increased in numbers and forms.
The most regular types of cyber-attacks are given:
• Malware: It suggests various kinds of perilous programming, for instance, diseases
and ransomware. Once malware is in your PC, it can release a wide scope of
decimation, from accepting accountability for your machine, to checking your
exercises and keystrokes, to unobtrusively sending a wide scope of arranged data
from your PC or framework to the attacker’s order post. Attackers will use an
arrangement of systems to get malware into your PC, anyway at some stage it
every now and again requires the customer to make a transition to present the
malware. This can fuse clicking an associate with download a record, or opening
an association that may look harmless (like a Word report or PDF association),
anyway truly has a malware installer concealed inside.
• Phishing: It includes sending messages that have all the earmarks of being from
confided in sources. The point is to pick up your touchy data, or to spread malware.
Part certainty stunt and part hacking, phishing is one of the least demanding (and
along these lines, the most widely recognized) approaches to break an organization’s security. Consider it an approach to discover your secret key - an
exceptionally powerful secret phrase attack.
• SQL Injection Attack: A considerable lot of the servers that store basic information for sites and administrations use SQL to deal with the information in
their databases. A SQL injection attack explicitly focuses on this sort of server,
utilizing vindictive code to get the server to unveil data it typically wouldn’t. This
is particularly dangerous if the server stores private client data from the site, for
example, credit card numbers, usernames and passwords, or other recognizable
data, which are enticing and rewarding focuses for an attacker.
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• Denial-of-Service Attacks: These attacks hurt organizations by flooding objective
web servers with demands - halting your ordinary clients interfacing. This can
occur for harmless reasons obviously, state if an enormous report breaks and
a newspaper\’s site gets over-burden with traffic from individuals attempting to
discover more. In any case, often, this sort of traffic over-burden is noxious, as
an attacker floods a site with a staggering measure of traffic to basically close it
down for all clients. This implies site personal time, frustrated clients, notoriety
harm and can even bring about information misfortunes and pay payouts. In certain
examples, these DoS attacks are performed by numerous PCs simultaneously. This
assault scenario is classified as Distributed Denial-of - Service (DDoS) Attack.
This form of intrusion can be very challenging to counter as the intruder operates
from a wide variety of IP addresses far and large at the same time, rendering it
much difficult for network operators to determine the wellspring of the threat.
• Man-in-the-Middle Attacks: The Man-in-the-Middle Attack, as the name implies,
is the moment when a programmer puts himself between two actual hosts. It’s
what might be compared to eavesdropping on a private discussion. The MitM
attack has the additional vindictiveness of disguising itself as one, or both of the
individuals speaking. This implies it doesn’t simply intercept and tune in into
messages among customers and servers. It can likewise change the messages and
plant demands that have all the earmarks of being from a real source.
• Cross-site Scripting: This attack typically runs related to social engineering since
it requires a client to visit a website page where the programmer has inserted
malicious content. At the point when you land on an infected page, the malicious
payload can leave you presented to an assortment of terrible outcomes. In a most
dire outcome imaginable, the XSS attack can get to webcams, amplifiers, log
keystrokes and even assume remote responsibility for your machine. The most
well-known vehicle is JavaScript for what it’s worth so broadly utilized across
the web.
• Credential Stuffing: Credential stuffing is a cyberattack strategy in which attackers
use arrangements of traded off client credentials to break into a framework. The
attack utilizes bots for mechanization and scale and depends on the presumption
that many clients reuse usernames and passwords across numerous services.

3 Machine Learning: Classification, Techniques
and Approaches
We have to recognize classification techniques and approaches which can be used
in ML to make our data secure through cybercrime. Machine learning is basically
classified in two kinds: Shallow and Deep Learning which is further classified into
supervised and unsupervised learning. (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Machine learning classification

3.1 Shallow Learning (SL)
3.1.1

Supervised-SL Algorithms

• Logistic Regression: These are normative classification algorithm that follow
the model of discrimination. Like NB algorithms, LR methods allow a-priority
independent statement of input characteristics. Their success depends greatly on
the size of the training results.
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• Naïve Bayes: These are probabilistic classifiers that presume a-priori the input
data set features are independent of each other. They are modular and don’t need
large datasets of training to deliver appreciable effects.
• Support Vector Machines: They are nonprobability classification algorithm that
map data samples in a feature space with the aim of optimizing the distance
between the sample group. We make no statement about the input functions, but
score badly in multi-class scores. We can also be regarded as discrete classificators.
Their minimal scalability may result in lengthy period for processing.
• Random Forest: It is a set of decision trees, that takes into consideration each
tree’s performance before delivering a single final answer—decision tree is a
conditional classifier: the tree is inspected from the top and one or more properties
of the analyzed are tested for a defined condition at each node. These methods are
efficient for large datasets and excellent in multi-class problems, however deeper
trees may result in overfitting.
• Hidden Markov Models: We model the system as a set of states with different
output-generating probabilities; the aim is to create a sequence of states that
produced the observed outcomes. HMM is useful to describe the temporal
behavior of the observations and to estimate the likelihood of a given sequence of
events. Although HMM can be educated on identified or unlabeled datasets, they
have been mainly used in cyber defense on labeled data sets.
• K-Nearest Neighbour: KNN is used for sorting, which may be used for different
party problems. However, in classifying research analysis, both their planning
phase and test stage are taxed computationally, they calculate it on all test samples.
• Shallow Neural Network: Such algorithms are focused on neural networks, which
consist of a collection of computational elements (i.e., neurons) grouped in two or
more layers of communication. SNN comprises all those forms of neural networks
with small neuron and layer numbers. Given the presence of unsupervised SNN,
they have been mainly used for classification activities in information defense.
3.1.2

Unsupervised SL Algorithms

• Clustering: Such unit data points show identical characteristics. Well established
methods include hierarchical clustering and k-means. Clustering approaches have
a restricted scalability, but they provide a robust approach usually used as a preliminary step before implementing a controlled algorithm or for identification of
anomalies.
• Association. We seek to find unexplained correlations between the data and render
them useful for purposes of prediction. Nevertheless, they continue to generate an
unsustainable production of not inherently true laws, therefore a human specialist
will pair them with detailed inspections.
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3.2 Deep Learning
All DL algorithms are focused on Deep Neural Networks (DNN), which are
massive, ordered neural networks in several layers capable of learning autonomous
representations.

3.2.1

Supervised DL Algorithms

• Fully - connected Feedforward Deep Neural Networks: They are a version of DNN
where each neuron in the preceding layer is linked to all neurons. FNN makes no
inference about the input data and offers a robust, general-purpose classification
approach, at the risk of high computing costs.
• Convolutional Feedforward Deep Neural Networks: They are a version of DNN
in which each neuron only derives its feedback from a subset of previous layer
neurons. This feature renders CNN successful in evaluating spatial data but when
extended to non-spatial data their efficiency declines. CNN has lower rate of
production than FNN.
• Recurrent Deep Neural Networks: A version of DNN whose neurons may submit
feedback to previous layers as well; the architecture makes them more challenging
to train than FNN. As sequence generators, they excell, particularly their recent
version, the long-term memory.
3.2.2

Unsupervised DL Algorithms

• Deep Belief Networks: They are modelled by the construction of Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM), a form of non-output layered neural networks. DBN
may be used efficiently for pre-training activities, as they excell in the extraction
feature. They need a process of training along with unlabeled data sets.
• Stacked Autoencoders: They are composed of several Autoencoders, a type of
neural networks in which the number of neurons input and output is identical.
SAE excels equally with DBN in pretraining activities and produces greater
performance on limited datasets.
3.2.3
•
•
•
•
•
•

ML Algorithms for Regression

Polynomial regression
Liner regression
Decision trees
Ridge regression
Random forest
SVR (Support Vector Regression)
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A ML approach as a rule comprises of two stages: preparing and testing.
Frequently, the accompanying advances are performed:
• Distinguish class properties (highlights) and classes from preparing information.
• Distinguish a subset of the properties essential for grouping (i.e., dimensionality
decrease).
• Get familiar with the model utilizing preparing information.
• Utilize the prepared model to characterize the obscure information. On account
of misuse recognition, in the preparation stage each misuse class is found out
by utilizing suitable models from the preparation set. New information is passed
through the model during the testing stage, and the model is called as to whether it
has a location with one of the classes of misuse. On the off chance that the model
doesn’t have a place with any of the misuse classes, it is delegated ordinary. On
account of irregularity identification, the ordinary traffic design is characterized
in the preparation stage. The trained model is introduced to new knowledge in the
research stage, and each variable in the test collection is assigned either normal
or unusual.
Currently there would be three steps for most ML techniques, not two: planning,
acceptance, and checking. For example the quantity of layers and hubs for an ANN,
ML techniques frequently include parameters. Upon completion of the planning a
few templates (e.g., ANNs) are usually available. There would be a third separate
knowledge list, the acceptance informational index, to select which one to use to
provide a reasonable estimate of the error it would achieve on a test series. The model
that plays out the best on the approval information ought to be the model utilized, and
ought not be adjusted relying upon its precision on the test informational collection.
Something else, the exactness revealed is hopeful and probably won’t mirror the
precision that would be acquired on another test set like however somewhat not quite
the same as the current test set.
When a classification model is created by utilizing preparing and approval information, the model can be put away with the goal that it very well may be utilized later
or on an alternate framework. The Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML)
is created to support prescient model sharing. This relies on XML and actually
bolsters strategic regression and classifiers for the feed-forward neural network (NN).
The new edition (4.2) bolsters classifiers for Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), and k-Closest Neighbor (k-NN).
There are a few order measurements for ML strategies. Certain measurements are
called by two or even three distinct names. The measurements from the Confusion Matrix are reported for a binary classification question (see Table 1). The
measurements often utilized for paired characterization (supervised learning) issues
are:
• Positive Predictive Value (PPV) or Exactness: TP/(TP + FP). Proportion of things
accurately named X to all things delegated X.
• Precision or Extent Right: (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN). At the point
when classes are adjusted, this is a decent measure; nonetheless, when classes are
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Table 1 Attack methods: classification
Attack
classification

Attack target

Attack method

Effective solution
for CPS

References

Control

Hardware

Physical
exploitation

Smart hardware

Wurm et al.
(2016a)

Control

Control system

Plain text attack

Improved
controller design

Yuan and Mo
(2015)

Control

Sensors and
controller

False data
injection attack

Cross correlation,
Intelligent
checker,
encryption

Sabaliauskaite
and Mathur
(2014), Mo et al.
(2010),
Sabaliauskaite
and Mathur
(2013), Abdallah
and Shen (2016),
Wei and Mendis
(2016)

Control

Sensors

Dynamic sensor
attack

Design
improvement and
strong
observability

Pasqualetti et al.
(2013), Chen
et al. (2015)

Information

Embedded
system

Boot process
attack

Root of trust,
AEIGS

Parno et al.
(2010), Parno
(2008), Arbaugh
et al. (1997)

Information and
control

Internet services
for sensors

Future distributed Increase sensor
malware
security

Min and
Varadharajan
(2015), Min and
Varadharajan
(2014)

Information

Remote
communication

Backdoor remote
access and trojan
horse

Depends on the
type of attack

Nasser et al.
(2015),
Tehranipoor and
Koushanfar
(2010), Lei et al.
(2013)

Information

Software

Software
exploitation

Updates

Wurm et al.
(2016b)

Information

Embedded
system

Denial of services Forward path,
(Dos)
patches

Nur and Tozal
(2016), Ar et al.
(2015),
Afanasyev et al.
(2013)
(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)
Attack
classification

Attack target

Attack method

Effective solution
for CPS

References

Information

Communication

MITM

DVCert, DAPS

Laso et al. (2017),
Pan et al. (2017),
Yampolskiy et al.
(2013), Hahn
et al. (2015),
Puangpronpitag
and Masusai
(2009), Dacosta
et al. (2012)

Control

Control system

Zero state
inducing attack

Dynamic attack
detecter

Chen et al. (2017)

Information

Control or cyber
systems

SD attack

Network
segmentation,
Firewall policies

Sa et al. (2017),
Orojloo and
Azgomi (2017),
Poturalski et al.
(2010)

•
•
•
•

unequal (e.g., 97% of things have a place with class X and 3% to class Y, if all the
things are named X, the exactness would be 97% however all things from class
Y would be misclassified), this measurement isn’t extremely helpful.
Negative Predictive Value (NPV): TN/(TN + FN). Proportion of things effectively
named negatives (not X) to all things named not X.
Affectability or Review or Genuine Positive Rate or Likelihood of Recognition
(PD) or Location Rate: TP/(TP + FN). Proportion of things accurately delegated
X to all things that have a place with class X.
Explicitness or TN Rate: TN/(TN + FP). Proportion of things accurately named
negatives (not X) to all things that have a place with class not X.
FAR or FP Rate or Drop out: FP/(TN + FP). FAR = 1-Particularity. Proportion
of things mistakenly delegated positives (X) to all things that have a place with a
class not X (Table 2).

Unsupervised methods include two kinds of measurements: internal and external.
External calculations are based for the details that was bunched, and class names
(because the sorting formula renders them obscure) are not used to work out such
quantities. For eg, dimensions are used as much as possible within community (separation within two distinct bunches might be within their centroids), intra-cluster
(separation between individuals from a specific batch, could be mean separation or
separation between most distant individuals), and Dunn Index (recognizes dense and
quite separated bunches). External measurements work on an informational index
for which the class names are known. The measurements utilized take after the
supervised learning measurements.
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Table 2 Binary confusion matrix (Kohavi and Provost 1998)

4 Application of Machine Learning in Cybersecurity
Machine learning (devoid of impedance to humans) may gather, break down
and process knowledge. On account of cybersecurity, this innovation assists with
bettering break down past digital assaults and create particular barrier reactions.
This methodology empowers a robotized digital safeguard framework with a base
gifted cybersecurity power.
As the Information Data Corporation (IDC) has suggested, artificial intelligence
(computer-based intelligence) and machine learning will grow from $8 billion in 2016
to $47 billion by 2020. As Google says, 50–70 per cent of Gmail messages are spam.
With the aid of machine learning algorithms, Google allows it possible to square such
unwelcome communication with 99 per cent accuracy. Apple also leverages machine
learning to ensure its own knowledge and protections for its customers (https://api
umhub.com/tech-blog-barcelona/applications-machine-learning-cyber- security/).
Understand that mastering machines is not a panacea, but it will support a safety
or IT community a great deal. Although ML will have a long way to go until it
continues to be used alone without human intervention for a dangerous area, there
are several undertakings that it can work with to improve protection. Many of the
various applications of cyber-safety machine learning include:
• ML Used in the Detection of Malicious Events and Prevention of Attacks
Algorithms of machine learning will enable organizations to identify malware and
prevent attacks before they commence. According to David Palmer, the director at
Darktrace, a UK-based technology firm, the company has been successful in its
adoption of ML-based immune solutions since its establishment back in 2013.
Recently, using the ML algorithm, Darktrace was able to detect some data exfiltration attacks launched via a connected fish tank that occurred in a casino shop in
North America. The company boasts to have stopped a similar attack that occurred
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during the popular WannaCry ransomware crisis – over 200,000 victims in over 100
countries were affected. According to Palmer, their ML-based algorithms detected
the attack in the NHS agency network and mitigated it within seconds.
• ML Used to Analyze Mobile Endpoints
ML is going mainstream to incorporate mobile gadgets, but the effort has been
emphasized in voice-powered applications like in Google Now, Siri of Apple Inc.,
and Alexa of Amazon. Security companies are working to assist businesses to adopt
mobile antivirus technologies that use machine language. For example, MobileIron and Zimperium have partnered – Zimperium’s ML-powered threat detection is
to be integrated with MobileIron’s security and compliance engine – to sell their
combined solution that can identify device, network as well as application threats
and automatically mitigate the action to offer security to the data.
• ML Used to Enhance Human Analysis
It’s believed that machine learning assists human analysts with various job aspects
like detection of malware, network analysis, endpoint protection, and examination
of vulnerability. For instance, in 2016, CSAIL – Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Lab department at MIT—built an AI system, an ML platform that assists
security analysts to determine the “needles in a haystack.” This system could review
millions of logins daily, filter the data, pass the data to a human analyst, and minimize
notification, among other actions.
• ML Used to Automate Monotonous Security Tasks
By automating repetitive tasks, the organization staff will focus on other important
issues. ML ultimately aims at eliminating human efforts in handling repetitive, lowvalue decision-making activities. For instance, Booz Allen Hamilton, an information
tech consulting firm has adopted this way, reportedly applying ML solutions to
efficiently replace human security resources to allow employees to focus on other
tasks.
• ML Closes Zero-Day Vulnerabilities
ML can assist close vulnerabilities, especially those zero-day threats targeting unprotected IoT systems. Security pundits are proactively working on this. For instance,
at Arizona State University, a team of experts has developed an ML-powered technology to inspect traffic in DARK WEB and detect information associated with
zero-day exploits.
• ML for Protection of Network
Network security is certainly not a single region but a collection of specific agreements that rely on a protocol, such as Lan, Remote, SCADA or also computer
networks such as SDNs. System security alludes to notable Interruption Identification Framework (IDS) arrangements. Some of them utilized a sort of ML years
prior and for the most part managed signature-based methodologies.
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ML in network security infers new arrangements called Network Traffic Analytics
(NTA) focused on top to bottom examination of all the traffic at each layer and
recognize assaults and abnormalities. In what manner would ml be able to help here?
There are a few models:
• Regression to predict and differentiate the device parcel variables and the usual
variables;
• Classification for the recognition, for example, of various classes of system
assaults;
• Clustering for scientific investigation.
• ML for Protection of Endpoints
Endpoint Discovery and Response is the latest generation of antiviruses. Learning
requires in usable reports or the operation of the process is smarter. Note, if you
handle machine learning in the endpoint layer, the answer can differ based on the
type of endpoint (e.g., workstation, server, holder, cloud occasion, portable, PLC,
IoT gadget). Each endpoint has its own points of interest yet the errands are normal:
• Regression to foresee the following framework call for executable procedure and
contrast it and genuine ones;
• Classification of programs into sections such as viruses, ransomware and spyware;
• Clustering malware protection on safe email servers (e.g., isolating legitimately
reported anomaly connections).
• ML for Application Security
Where to use ML in protection of applications? — Code examination, static as well
as interactive. Application protection will contrast to you, to remind you. There are
cloud apps, repositories, ERP systems, SaaS software, administrators on a smaller
basis and so forth. It’s practically difficult to assemble an all-inclusive ML model to
manage all dangers adequately in not so distant future. In any case, you can attempt
to explain some of undertakings.
Here are examples what you can do for Application Protection machine learning:
• Regression for identifying risks of HTTP requests (e.g. XXE and SSRF assaults
and auth sidestep);
• Recognition of known types of assaults such as infusions (SQLi, XSS, RCE, etc.);
• Group company intervention to differentiate assaults with DDOS and systemic
abuse.
• ML for User Behavior
This zone began as Security Information and Event Management (SIEM). SIEM had
the option to settle various assignments whenever designed appropriately including
client conduct search and ML. At that point the UEBA arrangements proclaimed
that SIEM couldn’t deal with new, further developed kinds of assaults and consistent
conduct change.
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The market has acknowledged the point that a unique arrangement is required
if the dangers are respected from the client level. Be that as it may, even UEBA
apparatuses don’t cover everything associated with various client conduct. There are
space clients, application clients, SaaS clients, informal communities, errand people,
and different records that ought to be checked.
Client behaviour is one of the unpredictable layers and unsupervised learning
problem, not at all like malware detection based on simple assaults and the probability
of preparing a classifier. When in doubt, there is no marked dataset just as any thought
of what to search for. Hence, the errand of creation an all-inclusive calculation for a
wide range of clients is dubious in client conduct region. Here are the undertakings
that organizations unravel with the assistance of ML:
• Regression for detecting anomalies in the operations of the Company (e.g., odd
login);
• Classification to obtain various peer-bunch test clients;
• Clustering to separate customer events and detect abnormalities.
• ML for Process Behavior
The field of process is the winding items up. While managing it, it’s important to
realize a business procedure so as to discover something peculiar. Business procedures can vary fundamentally. You should check for misrepresentation in banking
and retail system, or a plant floor in assembling. The two are very surprising, and they
request a great deal of space information. Creating highlights in machine learning
(the manner in which you talk to the measurement information) is key to achieving
outcomes. Thus, highlights are diverse in all procedures. As a rule, there are the
instances of undertakings in the process territory:
• Regression to anticipate the following client activity and identify anomalies, for
example, Visa extortion;
• Classification to distinguish known kinds of extortion;
• Clustering to look at business forms and distinguish anomalies.

5 How Organizations Security Can Benefit?
Machine learning is disturbing digital security to a more prominent degree than practically some other industry. Numerous issues in digital security are appropriate to
the application of machine learning as they frequently include some type of abnormality identification on huge volumes of information. Likewise, the dangers in digital
security advance after some time as workers or assailants change their conduct.
Beforehand, digital security sellers would manufacture static, rule-based frameworks trying to distinguish conduct that demonstrates a danger. This prompted loads
of bogus positives and a low achievement rate. Presently, the up and coming age of
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organizations are utilizing machine learning to effectively distinguish inconsistencies and adjust to changing conduct progressively. The business has seen this pattern
in AV with Cylance, in SIEM with Darktrace, and in email with Tessian.
A test in viable machine learning digital security encompasses building versatile frameworks to deal with enormous datasets—the capacity to accumulate live
information to guarantee frameworks are adjusting to human conduct continuously.
Machine learning can profit your cybersecurity rehearses which ought to be among
each association’s top needs. You should check for misrepresentation in banking and
retail system, or a plant floor in assembling. The two are very surprising, and they
request a great deal of space information. Creating highlights in machine learning
(the manner in which you talk to the measurement information) is key to achieving
outcomes. In the event that the security group feels extended dainty, in addition to
experiences difficulty keeping up interior information administration and security
edge, these kinds of arrangements could be extraordinary choices.
Consent recommendations from Varonis include is an exceptional example of
cyber security machine learning. The company creates a norm of behavior for each
user in an partnership by identifying and testing the kinds of details they get to. After
a timeframe, the framework naturally distinguishes when somebody not, at this point
needs access to touchy data and suggests disavowal. This sets up these ideas not only
because they haven’t used the material, but because they don’t pursue them to various
clients in the company they have.
Sky Blue Machine Learning from Microsoft is another amazing example of
machine learning that relates to cryptography right now. It gives organizations the
ability to create, plan and manage their own ML models.
There are remotely monitored solutions for information authentication, identity
compliance, compliance checks and danger assessment and reaction that are tailored
to suit the criteria, out of possibility that you are not trained or have no ability to
work with the own ML-based levels. Below are a few suggestions of how to add the
following expanded advantages to cybersecurity-related assignments:
• Incident management and the board is confronted by suggestion which emerge
from the review of membership rules. The program profits from the various tasks
conducted on specific series forms. This will allow suggestions for reducing
danger as it gets warnings and affiliations, and how to react to incidents.
• Forensic clustering analysis as it can shed light on the attack strategy and what
was compromised. Clustering assembles knowledge so that the party can figure
out the elements of a split or attack without needing to learn the groups to compile
it.
• Phishing and spam sifting with classification. It can enable your group to order
inner information, spam and malevolent movement with foreordained parameters.
• Prevention and danger demonstrating utilizing forecasts. ML is utilized to accumulate information to help foresee deceitful action which can enable your security
to group address the risk before it advances into an exorbitant break or information
robbery.
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• To pentest generative processes. Much as how a pentester might search for flaws,
projects will lead to checking for weaknesses.

5.1 Advantages
As mentioned above, through the use of ML algorithms, there are various information
security undertakings that can be made easier or ever more efficient. Such invention
will reduce the heaviness of an daunting technology remaining challenge at hand
when best used, and minimize human blunder and oversights. Some other advantage
for these robust methodologies and structures is that they can be adapted within an
individual or association’s specific prerequisites.
• Significantly improve remaining security group pressure
• Decreases individual biases and oversights
• May be developed to satisfy the Association’s unique needs.

5.2 Consequences
Many of the strategies used today involve human intercession in view of the reality
that there are programmers attempting (and prevailing at) to bring down ML programs
by beguiling inputs of knowledge. Machines are advised by algorithms on what
constitutes a malignant text or application, which can usually snuff out assaults. A
couple of programmers are finding approaches to disguise their malware and stunting
the ML into thinking it’s an ordinary archive. Specific programmers use ML to do
their own undertakings that are not well willed.
• ML and computer-based thinking were ineffective
• Other algorithms can be deluded
• This invention may be malignantly manipulated.

6 Implementation Challenges of Machine Learning
for Cyber Security
For creativity of machine learning to take on a huge job of safety, the toughest
challenge on the road is to differentiate and recognise possible vulnerability or
malware hazards. Opportune detection of the possibility of vulnerability or harmful
malware is the way to increase a severe and constructive lead in supplying shields
for defense. Although this does sound really promising for cryptography machine
learning advocates, we can not ignore the challenges and problems associated with
it.
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• Datasets availability
Analyzing the cybersecurity problems in IT systems. requires exposure to appropriate databases. And say the facts, without substantial data sets, you really cannot
by any way determine the health risks and threats. Actually, with the usage of
computer-based intelligence and machine-based computing innovations providing
a broad variety of knowledge databases, monitoring initiatives will unfortunately
involve exposure to appropriate data sets to determine threat and danger. This has
been an significant exercise for improving computer-based cybersecurity knowledge
and machine learning.
• Information can be exceptionally muddled
Frequently information in reality has mistakes, anomalies, missing information, and
commotion. How you handle these can incredibly impact the result of your model
and requires significant investment and experience to progress admirably.
• Absence of marked examples and ground truth
At the point when we break down information in view of a specific objective, we
regularly consider circumstances where the information is named with the result we
are keen on, for example that there is some ground truth in the information.
For instance, in the event that one is considering an informational index wherein
the ideal result is to distinguish misrepresentation, at that point one might especially
want to have the information focuses (which incorporate a great deal of data about
people or elements) to likewise incorporate data about whether the specific individual
or element submitted extortion. At the point when the mark misrepresentation/not
extortion is given, one can apply different strategies for supervised information investigation to get an indicator or classifier to mechanize or assist with computerizing
the undertaking of extortion recognizable proof.
Sadly, this present reality business issues are infrequently that agreeable and
frequently we are confronted with the test of scanty or no ground truth with regards
to extortion. In these circumstances it is staggeringly significant to have the option
to precisely decide false information focuses. Indeed, even in those circumstances
where a portion of the names may be accessible (scanty ground truth), it is entirely
expected not out of the ordinary that there will be new types of misrepresentation
or other conduct that one needs to find, regardless of whether they don’t fit into
any past examples. This implies they won’t be found by techniques that endeavor to
coordinate with previously happening wonders for which there are names.
• Your model probably won’t sum up
After the entirety of this, you may at present end up with a model that either is too
easy to ever be successful (underfitting) or too complex to even consider generalizing
admirably (overfitting). You need to build up a model that is perfect.
• The constraints comparing to utilizations and impacts
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Starting now, the usage of machine learning to address data protection seems to be
limited. It has been limited primarily to knowing client inputs, managing clients,
and interacting with clients. Presently, the specialists chipping away at various ML
ventures feel that the entire digital network can assume a significant job in making
cybersecurity progressively dynamic. The people community of ML professionals
will be slowly diverse and bring in to help collect the benefits of cybersecurity
initiatives.
In this respect, we can distinguish how there is a utter absence of worldwide cybersecurity professionals who have the necessary knowledge and expertise to operate
with security algorithms focused on artificial intelligence and machine-learning.
Then again, we ought to be confident about the eventual fate of wise cybersecurity
instruments just as a result of the over-bottomless information we as of now have
that can be put under advanced examination apparatuses for collecting significant
information driven bits of knowledge.
• Highlight building
When you have your information and marks, settling on the most proficient method
to speak to it to your model can be testing. For instance, for spam classification would
you simply take care of it the crude content? Shouldn’t something be said about the
starting point of the IP address? Shouldn’t something be said about a timestamp?
The highlights you make out of your information generally are considerably more
significant than the calculation you pick
• Assessment is non-inconsequential
Suppose we build up a machine learning model for spam classification. How would
we assess it? Do we care increasingly about accuracy or review? How would we
attach our logical measurements to business measurements? Most new information
researchers are accustomed to chipping away at issues for which the assessment
metric is now decided. In industry, it tends to be trying to figure out what you need to
improve and structuring a calculation to properly amplify or limit that measurement.

7 Future of Machine Learning in Cyber Security
Many traditional cyber-security devices need any degree of human involvement
or configuration. For instance, backup schedules and firewall rules are exchanged
with the authority involved to ensure sure all rules and schedules are operating
successfully. AI is changing the world immensely.
In the future, machine learning technology will be embedded into firewall, this
will be enabling software to identify pattern of all kinds of threats and will be blocked
once it is recognised through the pattern defined. Companies will be relying on such
kind of tools for monitoring and response.
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In current scenario industry is looking to develop strong system to fight against
these kinds of threats. AL and ML can be used as strong tool to fight against all kind
of cyber threats.
Organizations need to adopt ML—based resources and protection frameworks to
counter potential information security risks. They will need a good understanding of
how machine-based learning algorithms operate, and how they can boost protection,
how to train ML algorithms, and the most effective ML algorithm-based training
methods. Besides both of these, organizations do need to get a good knowledge of
specific ML situations to cope with security risks.
With further regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation ( GDPR),
nailing down the encryption and data storage is crucial. This would help companies
conform to regulatory laws and keep them from incurring substantial penalties and
harm to their reputations. GDPR takeaways from its first year have shown that early
identification and monitoring is important, which ML can assist with.
The right to be forgotten is one feature of GDPR, CCPA and other enforcement
legislation which conflicts with ML. Under the privacy and data erasure privileges
of the customers, details regarding that user must be deleted from the repositories of
the controller (organization) like ML Planning. This appears to be a concern which
will intensify as the legislative on data protection and artificial intelligence become
more prevalent.
The secret to setting yourself up in tandem with ML for the future of enforcement is
sound data governance—the ways you identify and handle the info. In case consumer
protection rules are tighter, you need a way to filter important and “personal” data
from your files so it can be deleted on request. The more effort you spent on classifying
data today, the more efficient you can be in the future, and this can be helped by ML
classification techniques.
ML approaches are an important part of cryptography, and in several respects
they are now. Because they can be implemented in various rates and capabilities,
there are algorithms and strategies that will help the defense of the company operate
more efficiently and free up the room for more critical activities for the security staff.
The machine learning algorithms are exceptionally effective at picking up trends and
uncovering events before a normal human consumer can. Right now, companies will
pair staff in implementing a protection plan with these next-generation technologies
and keep tuned right future advances in the AI.

8 Conclusion
Time is a key factor when it comes to cybersecurity, because it is necessary for
the security mechanisms to operate quickly to keep up with hackers and cybersecurity threats of all kinds. Instead of allowing the hackers or the dangerous malware
adequate time, the protection program will work proactively and break the security
gap as quickly as possible. It’s up to the software makers, technology specialists and
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technologies to keep aware of the technology risks and problems, and that’s precisely
where Machine Learning applications truly stand out.
Given all the difficulties and uncertainties, ML is expected to be the most
successful and era-defining technology to tackle safety risks and concerns of all
sorts. The position of ML in cybersecurity will only be greater if the cybersecurity
of such emerging technology fields continues to improve their knowledge and skills.
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The Moderating Role of E-Readiness
in Crisis Management and Strategic
Flexibility: A Review
Sh. Mohamed Hamad Mohamed Abdulla Al Khalifa, Bidit Dey,
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Abstract The main contribution of this topic is to test the abilities of Bahraini authorities to deal with crisis and to test whether they acknowledge strategic flexibility to
deal with crisis also to test e-readiness as a moderating variable. The literature review
section was found to come across a wide range of information relating to strategic
flexibility and crisis management in the context of e-readiness of government authorities. Adequate information has been successfully gathered from a country-specific
point of view. Specifically, the selected research topic is found to be studied in the
context of the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Keywords Crisis management · Strategic flexibility and e-readiness · Bahrain

1 Research Overview and Background
Organisations are living in an environment characterised by rapid changes and developments. The change of the environment from the 1990s has become inevitable. One
of the most significant transformations, changes and events in the world is the expansion of globalisation, the rapid development of information technology systems, the
communications revolution, the new forms strategic alliances, successive crises, and
other complex phenomena that have led these institutions to seek new ways to address
these rapid changes.
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2 Introduction
The following section has made effective use of a large number of secondary data
sources, mostly journals for the purpose of conducting an extensive literature review.
Specifically, the literature review section of the research study has emphasised on
highlighting substantive findings in the context of understanding the e-readiness
of government authorities in case of strategic flexibility and crisis management. A
detailed insight into each of the concepts associated with strategic flexibility, crisis
management and e-readiness have been discussed in great detail from the perspective
of government authorities. Furthermore, the interrelationship existing among each of
the identified variables have been established by taking into consideration multiple
points of view. The literature review was also found to highlight the multiple facets
of strategic flexibility as well as its overall role in managing crisis situations in
government authorities in the light of electronic readiness. One of the most notable
aspects of the critical literature review conducted for the present study is to identify
the gap, which is likely to be considered as the primary area of focus.

3 Literature Review
In this section, Strategic Flexibility, Crisis Management, E-Readiness of Government
Authorities were discussed as follows:

3.1 Strategic Flexibility
The capability of an organisation to efficiently identify notable changes taking place
in its external environment, followed by its rapid adaptation is known as strategic
flexibility (Zhou & Wu, 2010). The process tends to emphasise on the readiness
of an organisation to identify as well as allocate resources to the new set of the
action plan, that came into existence with the changed processes. The effectiveness
of strategic organisational flexibility is also governed by its relative ability to recognise the changes taking place in the environment, identify the most suitable ones in
accordance with the business scope and finally react. According to Kortmann et al.,
strategic flexibility also tends to consider the prompt action time exhibited by an
organisation about realising the particular point of time when the change adaption
needs to be stooped, or there is an urgency to restrict the commitment of the existing
resources. Cingöz and Akdoğan (2013) stated that the ability of the process to help
to identify the changes makes it an integral aspect of any organisation. It tends to
act both as an offensive as well as a defensive mechanism to comprehensive change
management. However, the positive or negative operational scope of the process is
found to be mostly dependent on the type of change and its degree of influence
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on organisational business goals. The overall operational scope of organisational
strategic flexibility initiatives can be defined as reactive change adaptability and
proactive change acceptance.
The government authorities are found to play a crucial role in managing the
wide range of operational uncertainties that an organisation tends to face in the light
of change management. It is of immense significance to note that the length and
depth of the strategic flexibility initiative are so deep that the government authorities are found to be of no exception. The functional and tactical operational level of
the government authorities is found to be largely impacted by the change process
taking place in relation to strategic organisational flexibility. Parent and MacDonald
stated that strategic flexibility is found to possess adequate capability in developing
value for the government authorities through the process of effective and better utilisation of the strategic business operations. According to Xu and Meyer, strategic
flexibility initiatives largely helps in government future decision-making relating to
future operating activities of its associated entities. The outcome of such an operational environment is the government entities following the footstep of immense
environmental sustainability. The impact successfully developed in this regard is
found to exhibit a long-term and prospective influence on every individual, directly
or indirectly associated with the process. However, the effectiveness of the process
in the present operational context of Middle Eastern countries seems to be highly
significant in terms of the degree of technological adaptation adaptability.
Xu and Meyer have indicated that it is very critical for the companies to take
a shift from the rigid business environment to a flexible environment. The rigid
organisations are likely to fail, and thus, there is an essential need for the companies
to change as per the requirements of the significant changes that will be taking place
in the economy as well as other aspects of the external environment. It demands
an increased role for the managers who are concerned with promoting flexibility in
the organisations and thus, need to take an additional responsibility when it comes
to encouraging the employees to adapt to new ways to undertake the operations
effectively. As opined by Parent and MacDonald, an organisation which tends to
show strategic flexibility tends to be efficient in evolving as per the changes and
thus, increase the competitiveness in the industry. The organisations that are flexible
in nature do not fight change but accepts them as an aspect that is inevitable in
nature. This further leads to maximise the opportunity to be adaptive to changes that
are likely to arise while operating.
Xu and Meyer have also indicated that strategic flexibility is not concerned with
removing the flaws of a process or operation. Instead, it is concerned with improving
the operations to have a favourable impact on the operations of the business. Another
added advantage of strategic flexibility is that it makes the scheduling of the operations more flexible for an organisation and thus the employees are offered a diverse
range of options, which subsequently helps the workers to meet their organisational commitments by maintaining a balance between their professional life as
well as personal life. Further, strategic flexibility leads to build better teams as
well as continue during times of uncertainty. It also leads to having a decreased
environmental impact, costs of hiring and turnover costs.
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Parent and MacDonald have further argued that strategic flexibilities have certain
limitations. Firstly, the organisations find it very time consuming and difficult
to implement. The managers who are designated with the roles of implementing
strategic flexibility must be very skilful to plan the activities and thus, tends to be
very risky in nature. The planning process often leads to several missteps and risks
because the primary objective of planning is to predict the future. Thus, the managers
need to possess skillsets which is very unlikely at times due to the continuous changes
in the global scenario.

3.2 Crisis Management
Crisis management encompasses a series of events that an organisation takes into
consideration for the purpose of dealing with the disruptive and uncertain occurrences
taking place within its business operational scope. The process ensures safeguarding
the organisation, as well as any form of harm caused to its stakeholders, as a measure
to maintain immense operational stability. It requires organisations to develop a
proper plan relating to the methods to be used for the purpose of handling a crisis
situation as and when it tends to take place. According to Jin et al., crisis management
is one of the notable activities of an organisation since the process tends to highlight
the operational risks from taking place at any time. As a result, the process requires
proper planning and development of suitable strategies to deal with the negative
implications arising out of an uncertain situation.
The government authorities of the Middle Eastern countries seem to develop
suitable methodologies to implement suitable strategies relating to combating the
negative impact of an uncertain situation (Farazmand, 2017). The effectiveness of
the government authorities in terms of managing crisis situations is identified in
accordance with their individual capacity to deal with the risks much before it hurts
organisational stability. The crisis management process, undertaken by government
authorities, comprises of identifying the critical and vital organisational process
followed by designing of suitable operational plans to deal with the issues identified.
Furthermore, this process requires the identification and formation of a suitable crisis
management team about avoiding any severe impact on the country’s population.
The study conducted by Baubion (n.d.) stated that the government of the Middle
Eastern region confronted with a series of an increasing crisis situation daily. Each of
them is found to result in the emergence of a series of threats causing major economic
knock-out. In this regard, government organisations are found to undertake a strategic
approach in relation to developing an effective crisis management approach. In this
regard, the government authorities are found to undertake direct actions to mitigate
or overcome risks in a wide range of operational sectors. The primary emphasis
of strategic crisis management is found to be a witness in operational sectors that
tends to severely impact the well-being and uninterrupted functioning of the society
(Baubion, n.d.). An open and transparent approach undertaken by the government
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authorities, followed by continuous monitoring based on the wide range of information disseminated from both traditional and digital media is a notable factor to be
considered in this regard. Social media is found to play an integral role in helping
the government to comply with its strategic management operational scope with a
high degree of effectiveness (Alexander, 2014).
Furthermore, Collier and Lakoff stated that the role played by the government
in dealing with emergency and crisis situation seems to be of immense significance
in developing a better society for the people to reside. The presence of immense
complexity and a high degree of inter-connectedness among the different aspects of
society seems to be the primary factor in influencing the government of a country to
exhibit a high degree of adaptability to the changing processes. The final outcome of
such a process is that the government is playing an integral role in complying with
the needs and demands of its population largely (Baubion, n.d.).
The role of crisis management is very important for organisations as they have
to take specific steps before a crisis is likely to invade the operations and functions.
The crises usually lead to having a negative impact on the various stakeholders of
the company such as customers, suppliers, employees and most importantly, the
general public and the values of the company. Since crises tend to occur at any time,
the organisations are more likely to shift to advance planning as a part of the crisis
management process of the company. The companies intend to manage the crisis in
some general stages that may apply to the organisations irrespective of the size of
their size and the nature of operations. The process starts with having a plan that
has clear objectives and the specific actions that will be undertaken to manage the
crisis that is likely to arise. The second step is to identify a spokesperson who should
be aware of the internal conditions of the company and thus is very well prepared
to answer the questions of the external stakeholders and take an active part in the
interviews.
Thirdly, the company should ensure that it is transparent to the external stakeholders, and the regular communication channels should indicate such that the organisation is likely to undertake. The next step would be to keep the employees informed
as well as to communicate the relevant beforehand concerns pertaining to the crisis
and thus, the plans should include them as an integral part. The company should keep
the communication, rather over communication as their first priority so that there are
no rumours regarding such crises and all the stakeholders should be made an active
part of the management plan.

3.3 E-Readiness of Government Authorities
E-readiness is identified as the capability of an economy of the country to prepare
themselves for taking an active part in the process of operational digitalisation. It
is of immense significance in highlighting the value of a community in terms of its
ability to evaluate the opportunities as well as challenges relating to technological
change adaptability. It is of immense significance for the developing countries of the
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world in terms of establishing suitable benchmarks relating to comparing various
regions in terms of market verticals. The final outcome of such operational effectiveness, in turn, is found to help the country in its national planning process to
effectively manage a crisis situation. El-Sofany et al. stated that the e-usage activities of government organisations play a crucial role in terms of reducing the overall
operational costs, improvement in service scope, operational effectiveness as well
as the time required for accomplishing the strategic goals. The government of the
Middle Eastern countries is found to go ahead with the use of e-government for
the purpose of exhibiting increased performance standards in the most cost-effective
manner. The biggest country of the Middle Eastern region, Saudi Arabia, seems to
be the forerunner in terms of transitioning to an e-government process.
The pre-dominance of information technology tools is found to be of prime significance in the case of private sectors of the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The public
sector of the country is found to somewhat lag in terms of proceeding towards the
adoption of e-facilities. It is to be noted that e-readiness tends to perform an effective
examination of multiple organisational, operational dimensions. In the public sector,
the e-readiness operational activities tend to cover the degree to which the concerned
organisation is innovative, positive, secure as well as suitable in terms of delivering
the required set of services. However, the effectiveness of e-readiness operational
aspect of government authorities tends to vary significantly in comparison to the
type of model being used for the purpose. A wide range of strategic implications
is found to be associated with the e-readiness models that seem to be used by the
concerned organisational authoritiess. Such operational ineffectiveness is found to
take place due to the absence of a clear strategy relating to the use of the technological
processes as well as a suitable set of objectives underlying its usage. As a result, due
to the lack of proper direction, the overall progress made by government authorities
in terms of e-readiness seems to falter (Alsheri & Drew, 2010).
The government of Saudi Arabia was found to exhibit a high degree of commitment in terms of their acceptance as well as usage of technologies in the national
scope of operations. However, a wide range of issues is found to be persistent in
terms of adoption as well as diffusion of the e-government operational scope. The
difficulties are primarily identified in the context of the degree of flexibility that the
government authorities tend to offer in terms of their strategic operations and planning. The study conducted by Alsheri and Drew (2010) was found to enlighten on
the primary factors that are integral to determining the e-readiness of government
authorities in the Middle Eastern countries. The lack of a proper strategic plan, the
effective alignment of aligning goals and objectives of government organisations
with that of the e-government programs is a significant aspect to be looked upon.
Furthermore, the process requires guidance and support of top management in
providing the requisite financial budget and resources required for the purpose in a
timely manner. On the other hand, Al-Sobhi and Weerakkody stated that e-readiness
of government authorities in Saudi Arabia faced the shortage of adequate information
technology professionals as well as the necessary training and development programs
required for it. Furthermore, the government of the country also experienced the lack
of standard policies as well as regulations required for the purpose of e-usage.
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The primary factor underlying the determination of e-readiness of government
authorities is found to be crucial since it is looked forward to possessing an immense
capability in transforming the overall public-sector operations. As a result, the eusage operational scope of government is not limited to the information technology
domain only. Instead, the process is looked forward to as one of the significant aspects
of the government organisational concern. In this regard, the STOPE framework
(Strategy, Technology, Organisation, People and Environment) is used as a suitable
tool to determine the e-readiness of government countries. The STOPE framework
went ahead with highlighting the collective focus of government authorities towards
information technology organisational factors, business processes, strategic vision,
skills, business goals, resources and skills as a part of their e-readiness.
Each of the six countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), Saudi Arabia,
Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Bahrain are found to exhibit an
adequate degree of citizen readiness in terms of technological acceptance. However,
Bahrain is found to signify the tangible and continuous increase in the use of eservices. The country is found to pioneer its ability to adapt to a series of e-government
initiatives. The strategic business objective of the Kuwaiti government authorities,
in this regard, is to enhance the overall degree of operational flexibility as well as
benefits relating to reduced costs. Girish et al. stated that the public organisations of
the country had gone ahead with exhibiting enormous efforts in terms of accepting as
well as promoting e-government service operations in helping the economy proceed
forward. However, the degree of effort seems to lack adequate effectiveness as a large
amount of unstructured infrastructure development scope for e-readiness is found to
exist. The same situation has been observed in case of other GCC countries too,
thereby making it essential for the concerned authorities to undertake serious actions
to improve the e-government operational scope.

3.4 Strategic Flexibility and Crisis Management Among
Government Authorities
The strategic crisis management approach is identified as one of the most prominent
aspects of the modern-day context undertaken by the government of a large number
of countries worldwide. It tends to help the concerned authorities to handle the crisis
with ease without being exposed to severe implications of the uncertain situation. It is
mainly because a strategic approach ensures proper planning relating to the series of
steps that concerned authorities need to undertake in the wake of a crisis. The Middle
Eastern countries are found to undertake a strategic approach concerning dealing
with a crisis with a high degree of novelty. The government authorities are found
to perform effective risk management that comprises of effective scanning of the
surrounding environment, identification of risk-prone factors, followed by detecting
their overall impact (Baubion, n.d.). A capability-based planning approach is used
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widely with developing an effective significance between the strategic flexibility of
the government and its crisis management aspects.
Furthermore, the government authorities have also taken into consideration, the
strategic crisis management training to keep themselves well updated with effective
policies to be used in a period of high uncertainty. The training programs identified
in this regard specifically emphasised on gaining knowledge on agile operational
activities along with procedures to enhance the degree of change adaptability. The
government authorities in this regard were found to develop networks and partnership
with third-party organisations to handle crisis right at the source of its inception.
Each of these phases of crisis management is recognised as helping the government
in preparing themselves to exhibit a high degree of e-readiness.
The government authorities have been effectively managing the crises through
strategic flexibility. Crisis management is a four-phase procedure, and every phase
requires significant strategic flexibility. The first stage of crisis management is
preparedness that is considered to be one of the essential steps to manage the crises. In
this stage, the government authorities formulate a plan in order to mitigate the damage
risks associated with the crises that are likely to have a drastic effect. However, since
the magnitude of the crises is not certain, it is essential to have a flexible planning stage and thus, the need for strategic flexibility arises. The preparedness stage
of crises management is the stage which requires the highest strategic flexibility.
The preparation level of the governments needs to be flexible so that the flaws and
loopholes can be addressed as an when required.
In the third stage, recognised as the response phase, the concerned authorities are
found to go ahead with identification as monitoring the areas that are risk-prone and
vulnerable to an inevitable crisis in the near future. This is the stage where the actual
crises take place and thus, this needs to have significant strategic flexibility as the
magnitude of the risks is not always ascertained. The last stage is the recovery stage
which is the longest phase of the crises management process and is unlikely to demand
strategic flexibility. However, there are chances that the government authorities need
to undertake a significant rebuilding process, and thus, there might arise a need for
certain funds. This tends to give rise to strategic flexibility where the government
needs to be flexible in allocation of the funds as per the priority of the activities.
Kapucu et al. stated that the process requires the deployment of effective leadership
skills and abilities to ensure that high degree of flexibility is found to be observed
in making the necessary changes to traditional work process relating to dealing
with a crisis. The capability to adapt to new operational procedures in accordance
to the changes taking place in the surrounding environment is identified as one
of the most critical aspects of modern-day crisis management aspects (Baubion,
n.d). The government of Middle Eastern countries is found to develop a suitable
crisis management process based on its institutional structure, vulnerability to risk
situations and emergency handling mechanisms.
The role of strategic flexibility has become inevitable to manage the crises and
thus, government, as well as the public-sector enterprises, throughout the world, have
incrementally adapted to the methodology to increase their operational effectiveness
and sustain in the long run.
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3.5 Impact of Strategic Flexibility on Crisis Management
in Government Authorities
Since crisis management refers to the process that is used by the organisations to
deal with a sudden event or situation that is likely to have a drastic effect on how the
organisation is operating as well as on the outcomes of the organisations, it has to
be implemented effectively. Moreover, a government entity being an organisation is
exposed to several risks, crisis management has a pivotal role to play to ensure that
the crises do not have a drastic impact on the various systems of the government.
On the other hand, strategic flexibility, which refers to the capability of an organisation to identify the major changes that take place in the external environment of a
company and to react proactively to it has a crucial role to play for the government
authorities to manage the crises that they face. The organisations quickly commit
themselves as well as their resources towards new actions in order to combat the
changes in an effective way. Helfat and Martin opined that strategic flexibility is a
critical success factor because the organisations can use as a defensive as well as an
offensive mechanism, solely depending on the nature of changes and the potential
impact that it is likely to create on an organisation.
There has been an increase in the demand of the strategic flexibilities as the organisations can respond to the dynamics of the external environment in a better way.
This is considered to be one of the sources of competitive advantage, and thus, there
is an immense dependency of the performance of the organisation. Chan et al. have
indicated that the strategic flexibility plans not only to have a favourable impact on a
single area or aspect but the whole hierarchy and almost all the areas of the government are covered. To be precise, the organisations, rather the government entities
undergo a significant change and are impacted at the tactical level and the functional
level of the public-sector enterprises and the government hierarchies. It facilitates
as well as enhances the utilisation of the operational strategies of the government
authorities that subsequently lead to creating value for the entities. Moreover, Bhal
and Singh have proposed the usefulness of the strategic flexibilities in the transitions that often take place between the strategies at the decision-making levels of the
government and the future of the entities towards creating an environment that is not
only sustainable but has a long-term prospect.
From the standpoint of the research that is concerned with ascertaining the role
of strategic flexibility and crisis management in case of electronic readiness of the
Bahraini government, the strategic flexibilities will be expected to have a crucial role
to play. Wolf and Floyd have indicated the role of strategic flexibility in order to
prepare the government entities for the changes that will be taking place in order to
implement the new system of electronic readiness. Thus, the management of the risks,
challenges and crises that are likely to be associated with the electronic readiness.
Since the strategic flexibilities have several concepts and aspects that are integrated
and have aimed to anticipate several scenarios, they are used to manage the crises of
the organisation effectively. Moreover, the flexibilities in the strategies are focused
on appraising and analysing several options and multiple scenarios, and thus, there
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is a need to formulate appropriate implementation strategy in almost all the aspects.
This will subsequently lead to having an idea regarding the best strategy that is to
be implemented by the government authority and thus, the crises can be managed
effectively. The management of crises involves several aspects, which are expected
to give rise to several challenges and uncertain changes and thus, the government
organisation should always be open to the acceptability of the flexibilities in almost
all the strategic aspects.
The management of the various crises and challenges require a number of management skills that are important, a brief understanding of the various inconsistencies
that are likely to arise in the changing environments, broadening of the views that
pertain to various analytical parts and lastly a deep focus on the actions and activities
that are likely to act as a stimuli to the changes. As opined by Singh (2015), strategic
flexibility tends to help the government enterprises to manage the crises of change
using three interrelated elements, namely action, assessment and attention. Thus, the
role, as well as the impacts of the strategic flexibilities, are inevitable and undeniable
for managing the changes and the various issues that are faced by the governments
and other private entities. The flexibilities in the strategies of the companies are very
useful for the government entities to gain an insight into the various discrepancies
that are likely to arise and lead to several disarrays. The application of the strategic
flexibilities has been found to be so effective in the companies that are prosperous and
dynamic that a number of researchers have termed it to be one of the best measures
of not only for the management of the crises that are likely to be faced but also for
the overall successfulness of the government entities and authorities (Chen et al.,
2017). Moreover, there is a significant lethargy in the organisations and the government enterprises, through the usage of strategic flexibilities break down the various
procedures as well as underlines the usage of the resources to help the organisations
to manage the crises effectively.
Strategic flexibility depends on the consolidation of resource flexibility and coordination flexibility. The former has been determined by the properties of the resources
that are inherent while the latter refers to the capability of a particular organisation to
apply the relevant and appropriate resources in some areas, where they are required
the most. Though they function differently, they have a crucial role to play to help
the government entities to manage the crises and the challenges they face, which
subsequently leads to a desirable outcome. Information flexibility, on the other hand,
refers to the flexible nature of the information system of a company and the ability
of a company to obtain desired information from the analytical and transactional
systems. The two parts of information flexibility, namely reporting flexibility and
analytical flexibility, also tend to have a positive impact on the crisis management
system of a government entity. The former helps the entities by extracting the relevant
data from the transactional systems while the latter helps the company by retrieving
the archived historical data that is analysed by the companies and help them to make
appropriate decisions.
However, there are certain aspects that are to be considered as a back-end exercise before the formulation of strategic feasibility. Firstly, the companies need to be
aware of the time that is available to the company to respond as well as to implement
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a major change. Secondly, it is also crucial for the authorities and organisations to
have a proper assessment of the various solutions that are available to the organisation. Thirdly, one of the major aspects that are bound to be considered before the
implementation of a change is the perceptions and perspectives of the authorities and
delegates to the implementation of the change and to adapt to it. Lastly, there should
also be a consideration of the flexibility area that was created. Though the impacts of
the strategic flexibility seem to be immense, the concerned delegates and the authorities have a to face a number of challenges before the implementation majorly due
to the fact that the process is not easy and is exposed to a number of uncertainties
that could lead to hinder the successfulness of the project. These uncertainties tend
to arise from the external environment of the company as well as from the internal
factors. The government authorities and the delegates who are concerned with the
implementation of such strategic flexibilities have to react proactively in order to
identify the areas where the changes are required and to take relevant actions within
a stipulated time frame. Chan et al. have also indicated that apart from the above
considerations, the decision-makers have to face certain organisational and psychological biases that tend to compound the potential issues exponentially and thus, the
implementation will be more critical. The key to implementing the strategic flexibility successful is to identify the areas where the changes are required and to take
appropriate actions after considering the above aspects. It is essential to have a team
of management that is competent to make the right decisions and thus, the resources
have to be allocated effectively. This leads to an increase in the value of the government entities and makes them very adaptable to the changing environments and to
manage the risks effectively.

3.6 Role of Electronic Readiness in Helping Government
Authorities for Crisis Management Using Strategic
Flexibility
The increase in the interactions between the countries suggests a need for electronic readiness. The traditional government has been dependent on much paperwork
which often leads to hinder many government functions as well as their authorities.
E-readiness plays a crucial role in helping the government and the entities to participate in the global arena, such as electronic governing, electronic marketing, etc. As
suggested by Alghamdi et al. the major role of the electronic readiness is to make use
of the information that is available through various sources, and thus the countries
can sustain a significant growth and welfare. The readiness of a country towards
the intimation, communication and technology (ICT) has led to have a number of
advantages such as fostering the welfare of a government entity and the economy
as whole and helps them to take a participative as well as a collaborative approach
towards social and economic value chains that are present throughout the globe.
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It is also useful for the countries to be aware of the Network Readiness Index that
is useful for estimating the progress level that has been reached by the company as
well as to develop the extent and quality of the infrastructure of ICT, electronic skills
and regulations that are relevant to an organisation. E-readiness often elucidates the
extent to which a particular government enterprise or the government as a whole is
prepared for adapting to electronic governance and other allied aspects. It ascertains
the existence of the ICT infrastructure that prevails in the country and the extent to
which the ICT framework or infrastructure is accessible to the citizens of the country
and to the business organisations that operate in the country and the extent to which
such framework is likely to affect the regulatory as well as the legal frameworks. It
also indicates the capacity as well as the ability of a government body to serve the
local people and the communities by using tools of ICT.
With the advent of digitalisation, there has been an increase in the role of ICT
in almost all the aspects of a government entity and to the country as a whole. The
leaders of the developing countries can use the e-readiness as an assessment tool to
plan as well as to measure the potential effectiveness of the integrated framework of
the ICT. Moreover, they can focus on internal efforts and find out the areas where
there is an urgent requirement of the aide or external support.
The major limitation is that the governments often find it difficult to analyse the
effectiveness of the ICT that can help them to not only achieve social as well as
economic benefits but set certain realistic and achievable goals in accordance to the
available resources. However, if the organisations take some effective steps towards
sustainably using the ICT that it will help them to realise the objectives that they
expect from the strategic changes. Acheampong et al. focused on the development
of the measurable criteria to rank the implementations and to test the effectiveness
of the e-readiness as a tool to foster the overall development of a country.
Ilgaz and Gülbahar (2015) elucidated several positive impacts of the e-readiness
that will be faced by the organisations who will be adapting this particular tool.
Firstly, it leads to establishing two-way communication between the government
and the citizens of the country and thus, a sense of trust, as well as a collaborative
relation, is established. The governments also interact to the governments and the
organisations of other countries, and thus, there is an increase in the international
relations, which subsequently increases the economic as well as financial efficiencies
of an economy. Several researchers have termed e-readiness as an aspect that plays
a pivotal role in the development of an economy, rather a country. It elucidates how
society is transformed, including its movement from the traditional methodologies
and relations to a modern way or multiple ways of thinking. Alaaraj and Ibrahim
(2014) opined that one of the drivers of the transformation is dependent on several
scientific ways of critical thinking that helps the various stakeholders to identify the
facts that they are aware of and to know the facts that they are not aware of. Since the
emergence of the ICT is expected to give rise to high costs and capital investments,
the governments have been significantly concerned, and thus, e-readiness has led
to an overall improvement that pertains to the national economy, performances of
governances and human capital. Since these resources are critical and pivotal for the
government organisations to make use of the strategic flexibilities in order to manage
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sustainable change, they have optimised the expenses of the government entities.
Aparicio et al. indicated e-readiness as a critical success factor for the government
and also termed it as a source of competitive advantage that will help the concerned
users to maintain overall stability in the economy and the foreign relations of the
governments will also improve.
If the government of any country ensures as well as encourages the citizens of
the country effectively use the digital technologies, it will lead to having a positive
impact on the ability of the citizens of the country (Alaaraj & Ibrahim, 2014). Further,
the users tend to utilise the technological aspects very skilfully, and thus, it leads to
making the business, economy and the legal system of the government an efficient and
transparent one. E-readiness also has a crucial role to play in providing substantial
information regarding the financial aspects to the decision-makers and thus, they
make the investments decision based on such information. If the financial aspects
of a country are readily available through various sources, the potential investors
look for opportunities to invest in the economy and thus, the financial stability of
the country is enhanced. The policymakers, on the other hand, are provided with a
scorecard that depicts the competitiveness of their economy with the rivals, and thus,
there arises a need for strategic flexibility. Further, it can also contribute effectively
to the economic growth of a country by enhancing productivity from almost all the
aspects.
The major realisation of electronic readiness can be considered only when the
concerned users in a country use ICT as a tool in an extensive way to boost its
social and economic development. More precisely, the use of ICT has helped the
governments to be proactive in decision making and thus, to increase the total factor
productivity as well as the capital stock of the real ICT per worker (Alaaraj &
Ibrahim, 2014). It also enhances how a particular country perceives ICT by not only
increase the competitiveness of the national economy but also to create value for
the new as well as the existing lines of services that prevail in the country. This
further leads to improving the empowerment as well as the employment of a country.
It has a crucial role to play in identifying the key trends and new opportunities
which will subsequently lead to an increase in the competitiveness position of the
company. Apart from the macro-level impacts of electronic readiness, Alaaraj and
Ibrahim (2014) have also indicated several benefits that have been achieved by the
governments at the micro-levels. The improvements in the business transactions,
enhancement of operations as well as management, optimum time and quantity of the
services and the delivery and lastly to improve the quality of the services. The flexible
decisions that are taken by the entities to manage the crises lead to impact the costeffectiveness, reduce the dependency of the organisations on manpower, enhance the
selection of a product, reduce the costs of procurement, allow the transformation
and sharing of information and most importantly, it tends to enhance the skills and
attributes of the employees and ensure that they have a relevant access to the trade
information (Alaaraj & Ibrahim, 2014).
Apart from the impacts mentioned above, in general terms, the integration of ereadiness with the strategic readiness of the government in order to manage the crises
has helped them to interact with the major stakeholders in a better way. This has also
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improved almost all the internal aspects of an organisation, helping it to compete in
the global scenario effectively.

3.7 Research Gap
The literature review section was found to come across a wide range of information
relating to strategic flexibility and crisis management in the context of e-readiness of
government authorities. Adequate information has been successfully gathered from
a country-specific point of view. Specifically, the selected research topic is found to
be studied in the context of the Gulf region. However, a wide gap is present, in case
the area of focus is shifted to any specific country of the Gulf region. The Kingdom
of Bahrain is one of the notable ones among other Gulf countries, where the study
has not been conducted with full effort. Therefore, the existing literature sources
were not able to provide much information about the country and the e-readiness
aspect of the government organisations in case of crisis management and strategic
flexibility. The current study focuses on trying to determine the effect of strategic
flexibility (The independent variable) in its dimensions (flexibility of capabilities,
resource flexibility, information flexibility, and coordination flexibility) on crisis
management (The dependent variable) in its dimensions (detection of early warning
signals, preparedness and prevention, containment of damages, and learning), With
the availability of e-readiness (the modifier variable) in its dimensions (the infrastructure of information and communication technology, human resources, management
requirements, material capabilities), which are goals that previous studies that the
researcher was able to stand on have not attempted to achieve them. As a result,
this particular information gap has been considered as the primary problem area for
the study to accomplish each of its research objectives, identified in the previous
sections. Another research gap that is likely to arise is that e-readiness is expected
to act as a moderator between the management of crises and strategic flexibility for
the government authorities.

4 Conclusion
The literature review section was found to provide a wide range of information
relating to both theoretical as well as the methodological aspect of the present study
area through a critical analysis of the varied journal articles used for the purpose. It
has signified in great detail that crisis management has been identified to be one of the
striking aspects of governmental operations in the Middle Eastern region of the world.
The changing business dynamics and the operational environment has resulted in the
government authorities to successfully go ahead with the establishment of a strong
linkage between strategic planning and crisis management. The degree of flexibility
exhibited by the countries of the Middle Eastern region, however, varies significantly.
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It is mainly due to the differential approach adopted by the government authorities of
the respective countries. Moreover, the concept of e-readiness of government in terms
of a managing crisis situation is highly significant in the wake of rapid advancements
taking place in the surrounding environment of GCC countries. However, there exists
adequate scope for improvement for the countries in terms of making effective use
of technological advancements.
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Effect of Pricing in Digital Markets
on Customer Retention
Maha Faisal and Allam Hamdan

Abstract Pricing is one of the main factors in the marketing mix which helps business determine their strategies to opt for success pricing plays a major role in digital
marketing as it attracts customers to their products. Technology has led businesses
to search for alternative methods of attracting and retaining customers. The increase
in market competition is making it hard for businesses to survive. Businesses are
now moving on to digital markets to keep up with the new era. The aim of the
research was to evaluate the effect of pricing in digital market on customer retention.
The study involved the evaluation of the effect of pricing and promotional strategies
on customer retention of businesses that have digital presence. The research was
of quantitative nature. Though secondary data was reviewed and presented to gain
background information regarding the research topic, a questionnaire was used to
gather relevant data from participants, and then processed through SPSS to determine
whether the hypotheses of the study was accepted or rejected. A total of 130 questionnaires were distributed. The researcher regathered 121 questionnaires, out of which
only 113 were fully completed and viable to be used in the study. The researcher
conducted a reliability test, which showed that the questions were valid to answer
the research question. The correlation test showed that all questions correlated well
with each other. The regression analysis used to test the hypotheses showed that
pricing and promotions had significant effect on customer retention. The research
contributed to studies conducted within the Kingdom of Bahrain, specifically related
to digital markets. The research fills the knowledge gap in the field of study. The
study is also beneficial to companies to realize the importance of digital markets
and the effect of their pricing strategies and how they are able to gain and retain
customers in the market.
Keywords Digital marketing · Pricing · Pricing strategy · Customer retention
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1 Introduction
Pricing is a key feature in business that helps in determining the flow of products
from producer to the consumer. In digital marketing, pricing plays a significant role in
attracting customers to a specific product. There are different pricing strategies used in
digital marketing (Ištvanić et al., 2017). However, the pricing strategy is determined
by factors like value of the product and target customers. The pricing strategies
involved in digital marketing includes economic pricing. In economic pricing, the
business seeks to set a price depending on the economic status of the target customers.
For instance, a digital company selling fast can opt to lower the price of the product
when selling the product to students. One advantage of economic pricing is that the
business can make more sales because many customers take advantage of the waiver.
Moreover, giving discounts to some of the customers is another important feature of
economic pricing.
Market penetration pricing is another important method of pricing used in digital
marketing. This method of marketing is very effective in new businesses. Therefore,
to ensure that there is an increase in awareness of the new product. Many companies
invest in digital marketing and lowering the price of the product (Ištvanić et al., 2017).
This phenomenon results in more sales and product awareness. Skimming pricing
is another important type of pricing strategy. In skimming, a business introduces a
product at a higher price then reduces the price as customers get used to the new
product. Digital marketing helps in creating awareness of the price of the new product.
The intention of this strategy is to introduce the product into the market and make
profit. Bundle pricing is also an important strategy in digital marketing (Ištvanić
et al., 2017). This strategy is very effective in large organizations which sell their
products in bulk.
Bundle pricing involves reducing the price of products bought in bulk. It is therefore a form of a wholesale price. This strategy intends to sell more products and make
profit. It is therefore evident that although there is competition in digital markets, the
strategy used in the product pricing plays a key role in determining the rate of flow
of product from the producer to consumer. Understanding of digital markets plays a
key role in determining the pricing strategy (Awwad, 2018).

1.1 Problem Statement
In digital marketing, many businesses have experienced problems in developing a
pricing strategy that will promote their products and at the same time help the organizations to make profit. Many customers today want to get the value for their money.
Therefore, they go for the best product at the cheapest price. It is therefore the responsibility of a business organization to develop a considerably fair price that will attract
customers. Digital marketing is one of the best strategies of ensuring that a product is
known to the customers. Moreover, it is the cheapest method of marketing products.
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In the last decade, technology has improved significantly (Derbali, 2021). Following
this phenomenon, many businesses in the Kingdom of Bahrain have shifted to online
business operations. However, when conducting online business and marketing, it
is important to evaluate whether the pricing strategy used by a business is bringing
value to it. This is because when the price of the products is high, few customers
can afford the product, which results in lower sales therefore lower profits. On the
other hand, when the price is very low the business is likely to sell more products but
make significantly lower profit. Many businesses have failed to establish a perfect
pricing strategy that will help them sell products and attract more customers and at
the same time make profit. Understanding the concept behind pricing strategies can
help business organizations to develop fair prices which facilitate digital marketing
(Sawicki, 2016; Mohamed Hessian, 2018a, 2018b).

1.2 Significance of This Research
Many businesses are facing significant challenges when determining the best price
that will help them market their products. Many researches have been carried out
with an intention of developing an efficient pricing strategy in modern world. Many
pieces of research have acknowledged that the pricing strategy is determined by
many factors. For instance, De Toni et al. noted that the pricing strategy is highly
influenced by the product and target customer (De Toni et al., 2017; Nassar, 2018).
Therefore, to ensure that a business can make profit, it is crucial to market the product
with the right price. This research therefore seeks to fill the gap in knowledge and
help businesses in modern society to develop efficient pricing strategies which will
allow easier marketing of products. A business may market its product on digital
platforms but get few or no customers. Therefore, this paper will explain important
factors to consider when pricing in digital markets.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Different Pricing Strategies and Theoretical Foundations
Pricing plays an essential role in determining the revenues of a company. In determining the best price, there are various theories and considerations that an organization must consider. These underpinnings play a significant role in determining the
message the company is sending to buyers. For instance, price can be expressive of
the quality of the product indirectly in what is referred to as price-quality signal.
Purchasers may use price to evaluate the quality of your product. Thus, there is need
to price the product in a manner that aims at helping the purchaser pick your goods
(El-Halaby et al., 2018).
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Pricing strategy is argued to rest on three main underpinnings, which are, the
cost and profit objectives of the company, as well as the competition and consumer
demand. Additionally, in arriving at a price, a company has to sum up the costs and
less other sources of revenue to attain the minimum revenue required to break even
(Armstrong et al., 2015). In other words, the foregoing provides the company with
the minimum price.

2.2 Pricing Theories
Pricing can be cost-based, competition based or demand based. Cost-based pricing
theory takes into consideration production costs as well as the anticipated profit in
the absence of demand considerations, On the other hand, demand-based pricing
theory is meant to ascertain the acceptable price range with a view to determine the
cost requirements and profit requirements within the range of the targeted consumer
(Kotler et al., 2015; Ali et al., 2018). Finally, competition-based pricing theory allows
the setting of prices based on the competitors in the same niche as well as auxiliary
factors such as consumer loyalty as well as brand differences. There are various
strategies that a company adopt depending on its niche. One of the other theories that
a company can use is the premium-pricing model. Premium pricing model is used
in the event the company enjoys some dominance in the market or in the event the
company centers on innovativeness and uniqueness to sell its products.
Whereas these tenets and theories are proved true in the conventional and the
digital marketing, the digital market may have variations based on its uniqueness.
Internet Marketing can impact on price elasticity in various primary ways. One of
the primary ways digital marketing impacts on price elasticity and the foundations
of marketing highlighted above is by presenting numerous choices to consumers and
helping users find the best deals available easily, which in turn increases demand,
with the possibility of creating a strong brand.
Nonetheless, in the event the company is in its infancy and is desirous of making
an entry in the market, the company can use a theory that moves to buy consumer
loyalty and propels penetration in the market. In such a scenario, the company can
opt the use of penetration pricing theory. In the event the company cannot leverage
on penetration pricing for long, the company should opt a skimming pricing theory
that fosters profitability in the beginning and lower prices as a competitive advantage
in the end. One of the other pricing techniques that can be efficient in digital market
is the use of psychological pricing. Psychological pricing theory allows the creation
of an emotional reaction among customers (Al kurdi, 2021). The use of odd values
creates the illusion of an agreeable price to the consumer (Mohammed Nasar et al.,
2020).
Finally, one can opt the use of product-oriented pricing theory with a view to
establish consumer loyalty. The strategy explores the use of optional extras to hide
the true costs to consumers. For instance, in the event one is selling blades, one can
sell an item cheaply and recoup from secondary purchases.
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2.3 Theoretical Framework
According to Armstrong et al. (2015) Internet marketing has the ability to influence
the strategy to be taken to price the product primarily based on price elasticity.
Armstrong et al. note that price elasticity is one of the essential phenomenal that
dictates pricing and thus the need to discuss price elasticity before discussing the
various ways internet-marketing impacts on pricing, a claim that Kotler et al. (2015)
concurs with. The argument of the authors is grounded on the reasoning that price
changes have the ability to alter the demand of the consumers’ either positively or
negatively (Nassar and Battour 2020).
According to Sawicki (2016) price elasticity thus allows us to quantify and
measure the resulting change occasioned by price and consumer demand. Armstrong
et al. (2015) note that price elasticity is determined by dividing the percentage of
change in demand by the percentage change in price, with the resulting answer considered the price elasticity. In the event the number is large, then elasticity is considered
large, with a low number considered to have an inelastic effect. According to Chaffey
and Ellie-Chadwick (2019), as well as Baker and Hart (2016), the concept of price
elasticity is grounded on the premise that an increase in price results to reduced
demand. Baker and Hart (2016) also adds that there are exceptions to this premise and
points out that luxurious brands primarily dealing with exclusive products (Aminova
et al., 2020).
Kotler et al. (2015), note that in adopting the pricing strategy to adopt, there is
need to consider various factors. Some of the main factors to consider extend to
substitute goods and their availability. The authors note that it is essential that before
fixing a price, there is need to consider whether consumers have access to low priced
goods that can equally fulfil the needs of a product that is moderately priced higher.
In the event there are close substitutes, price elasticity will increase. Under this
reasoning, Rowley (2008) notes that the use of psychological pricing would prove
useful as consumers prefer the most affordable goods regardless of the difference in
price changes. Baker and Hart (2016), auxiliary add that it is essential to consider
whether the services are a necessity and the availability of alternatives (Alsuwaigh
et al., 2020).
In evaluating the impact of internet marketing on pricing strategies, Rowley (2008)
notes that the internet offers more options to consumers, meaning that consumers
will pay either the increased price or search for a substitute product or service at an
affordable rate. Internet marketing presents the opportunity to educate consumers
on the services and products available, making the availability of substitute goods
infinite.
Courcoubetis and Weber (2013) concur with Dye and Yang (2016) that pricing
technology is primarily broken down to three main elements, namely, pricing
analytics, pricing execution as well as pricing optimization. In a rejoinder, Valenzuela adds that pricing technology moves away from the conventional model and
presents a scientific and analytical approach that shows extraordinary results while
at the same time maintaining user satisfaction. Pricing technology aids in improving
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profitability and competitiveness by reasoning how consumers will respond to price
changes. Pricing technologies have been essential in determining demand fluctuations. Whereas Vlaenzuela et al. (2012) state that various vendors will use different
approaches and methodologies. In other words, pricing technology takes into consideration the best possible price for the company as well as the segment. In digital
markets, pricing technologies may present an advantage by using historical transactional costs from various sources to develop increased demands in a market that has
many options (Alremaidhi et al., 2020).
In summing up the relation between n pricing and digital markets, there is an
agreed reasoning that digital marketing presents an ubiquitous world, which makes
pricing and price elasticity essential details to consider. In addition, factors such as
the necessity of the goods have to be considered while pricing the goods. The use of
pricing technology may nonetheless offset these challenges by presenting an accurate
representation of potential price change.

2.4 Conceptual Model
The conceptual model shows the relationship between the variables of the study. The
relationship of the variables can be summarized as follows:
Independent variables

Dependent variable

Online Promoons
Customer
Retenon
Pricing Strategies
The independent variables are online promotions and Pricing strategies, while
the dependent variable is customer retention. The study aims to identify the effect
of the independent variable on the dependent variable to realize the pricing factors
affecting customer retention in digital markets.

2.5 Scope of the Study
The study examines the pricing mechanism in the digital market by examining the
complimentary role existing between the publishers, clients and consumers with a
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view to understand the impact of the decisions on pricing and price elasticity in the
long run. The paper further examines the role of pricing technology in shaping a
competitive environment in the digital marketing space given the global nature of
the market.

3 Research Methodology
This part provides a brief overview of the methodology and various techniques of
data collection that will be used during the actual study. Although the idea is to
obtain first-hand information to enable the making of precise inferences regarding the
effect of pricing in digital markets, secondary sources will be used as data collection
sources. The chapter details the research design, sampling technique to be employed,
the targeted population, and the description of the key variables under investigation
(Sisaye, 2021).

3.1 Research Design
The primary goal of the study is to ascertain the impact of pricing on digital marketing
in Bahrain. To establish this impact, both qualitative and quantitative data will be
required. Secondary sources have been used to establish background research on the
topic through the literature review, while the primary source of data collection is the
data gathered from questionnaires. The questionnaire will be distributed to possible
respondents who are either business owners or employees to gather relevant data from
them. The questions from the questionnaire have been from past literature by Omondi
(2017) and by Gruber (2008). The responses to the questions above will be quantified
and analyzed through IBM’s Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The
idea of the entire study is to establish correlation. Thus, a simple regression analysis
will be employed to analyze the data obtained from the survey.

3.2 Hypothesis
There are assertions that the digital marketing platform presents a risk averse situation
to companies desiring to sell their products to clients through digital markets. The
hypotheses of the study are:
• H1: Pricing strategies in the digital market have effect on customer retention.
• H2: Online promotions in the digital market have effect on customer retention.
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3.3 Study Population and Sample
The impact of pricing in digital marketing is a topic that requires to be addressed from
a specific front in the sense that various economies, sectors, industries, and markets
have diverse factors. To have precise inferences, the study will focus on residents
within Bahrain, and in particular, those who own or are employees working within
organizations who adopt digital marketing techniques. A random sampling technique
will be employed in selecting the respondents. Keeping the sample size small ensures
that the study is feasible. Random sampling guarantees that the incidences of bias
are minimized (Ali Saad et al., 2020).

3.4 Measurement of Study Variables
3.4.1

Operational Definitions

• Independent variables—They are influenced by factors outside the model and
they are also called exogenous variables. They account for the changes observed
in explained/dependent variables.
The independent variable is Online Promotions and Pricing Strategies.
• Dependent variables—In statistical modelling, these variables are described as
the ones being tested or under examination. They are influenced by factors within
the model (independent variables).
The dependent variable is Customer Retention. This is the explained variable and
in the study, it will be assessed if the independent variables have any relationship or
influence on it.

4 Data Analysis
This part presents the findings of the research. The questionnaires have been
processed through excel and used in SPSS in order to achieve reliable results.
Different tests have been performed to see whether the hypotheses provided have been
accepted or rejected to realize the effect of pricing strategies and online promotions
in digital markets effects customer retention (Al Azemi et al., 2020).
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4.1 General Information
The data gathered from questionnaires shows general information regarding the
respondents. The survey was presented to participants on paper, distributed, and
then regathered by the researcher. A total of 130 questionnaires were distributed, out
of which only 121 were received back. Out of the 121, only 113 questionnaires were
fully completed and could be used in the study. This shows 86.9% response rate from
the initial 130 questionnaires.

4.1.1

Type of Business

Sole proprietorship

Partnership

Limited Liability Company

39 (35%)

61 (54%)

13 (11%)

Out of 113 participants, 39 (35%) were owners or employees in sole proprietorships, 61 (54%) were owners or employees of partnerships, while the last 13 (11%)
were owners or employees of limited liability companies.

4.1.2

Number of Employees

Less than 5

Between 5 and 20

Between 21 and 50

More than 50

46 (41%)

29 (26%)

24 (21%)

14 (12%)

Out of 113 participants, 46 (41%) owned or worked in companies with less than
5 employees, 29 (26%) owned or worked in companies with 5–20 employees, 24
(21%) owned or worked in companies with 21–50 employees, while the last 14
(12%) owned or worked in companies with over 50 employees.

4.1.3

How Long the Business Has Been in Operation

Less than 1 year

1–5 years

More than 5 years

23 (20%)

62 (55%)

28 (25%)

Out of 113 participants, 23 (20%) owned or worked in companies that have been
in operation for less than a year, 62 (55%) owned or worked in companies that have
been in operation for 1–5 years, and 27 (25%) owned or worked in companies that
have been in operation for more than 5 years.
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Table 1 Reliability statistics for online promotions
Cronbach’s alpha

Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items

No. of items

0.863

0.862

4

Table 2 Item-total statistics
Scale mean if
item deleted

Scale variance if
item deleted

Corrected
item-total
correlation

Squared
multiple
correlation

Cronbach’s
alpha if item
deleted

Q1

13.9646

1.267

0.794

–

0.789

Q2

13.6637

1.457

0.686

–

0.835

Q3

13.9646

1.267

0.794

–

0.789

Q4

13.5752

1.657

0.587

–

0.872

4.1.4

Existence of a Marketing Department in the Business

Yes

No

36 (32%)

77 (68%)

Out of 113 participants, 36 (32%) of businesses had a marketing department,
while 77 (68%) did not have a marketing department in the business.

4.2 Data Analysis
To assess whether digital pricing has effect on customer retention, a number of tests
were performed to first test the validity of the questions and their correlation before
moving on to the regression test to either accept or reject the hypothesis.

4.2.1

Reliability Test

A reliability test measures the degree to which the questions are consistent and stable,
showing internal consistency of the questions (Boddy, 2005).

Questions Related to Online Promotions
Table 1 shows the rate of Cronbach’s Alpha for online promotions that is 0.863. This
shows that there is good internal consistency amongst the questions. Table 2 shows
that each item is correlated well with the overall correlation of others (0.794 > 0.5,
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Table 3 Reliability statistics for pricing strategies
Cronbach’s alpha

Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items

No. of items

0.756

0.711

4

Table 4 Item-total statistics
Scale mean if
item deleted

Scale variance if
item deleted

Corrected
item-total
correlation

Squared
multiple
correlation

Cronbach’s
alpha if item
deleted

Q5

14.1150

0.692

0.816

0.721

0.521

Q6

14.0265

0.794

0.734

0.667

0.586

Q7

13.7611

1.541

0.135

0.024

0.842

Q8

14.3540

0.820

0.583

0.377

0.690

Table 5 Reliability statistics for customer retention
Cronbach’s alpha

Cronbach’s alpha based on standardized items

No. of items

0.860

0.803

4

0.686 > 0.5, 0.794 > 0.5, 0.587 > 0.5). Though Cronbach’s alpha would increase if
item 4 was deleted, there is no statistical reason to delete the item as it correlates
well with the others, and due to the fact that the questions proved to be viable as they
have been used in past research.

Questions Related to Pricing Strategies
Table 3 shows the rate of Cronbach’s Alpha for pricing strategies that is 0.756. This
shows that there is good internal consistency amongst the questions. Table 4 shows
that each item is correlated well with the overall correlation of others (0.816 > 0.5,
0.734 > 0.5, 0.583 > 0.5), except for Q7 that has a correlation less than 0.5. Though
Cronbach’s alpha would increase if Q7 was deleted, there is no statistical reason
to delete the item as it correlates well with the others, and due to the fact that the
questions proved to be viable as they have been used in past research.

Questions Related to Customer Retention
Table 5 shows the rate of Cronbach’s Alpha for customer retention that is 0.860.
This shows that there is good internal consistency amongst the questions. Table 6
shows that each item is correlated well with the overall correlation of others (0.957
> 0.5, 0.957 > 0.5, 0.847 > 0.5), except for Q9 that has a correlation less than 0.5.
Though Cronbach’s alpha would increase if Q9 was deleted, there is no statistical
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Table 6 Item-total statistics
Scale mean if
item deleted

Scale variance if
item deleted

Corrected
item-total
correlation

Squared
multiple
correlation

Q9

13.7522

Q10

14.1858

Q11
Q12

2.045

0.116

–

0.964

0.921

0.957

–

0.700

14.1858

0.921

0.957

–

0.700

14.1062

1.024

0.847

–

0.758

Table 7 Correlations
OP

Pearson correlation

OP

CR

1

0.851**

Sig. (2-tailed)
CR

Cronbach’s
alpha if item
deleted

0.000

N

113

113

Pearson correlation

0.851**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.000

N

113

** Correlation

113

is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

reason to delete the item as it correlates well with the others, and due to the fact that
the questions proved to be viable as they have been used in past research.

4.2.2

Correlation Test

A correlation test shows the degree in which changes in one variable forecast change
to the value in the other. The rate of Pearson’s correlation coefficient values between
+1 and −1. A value of 0 shows that there is no association between the variable,
while a value higher than 0 shows positive correlation; when one variable increases
so would the other (Ly et al., 2018).

Correlation Between Online Promotions (OP) and Customer Retention (CR)
As presented in Table 7, the results of Pearson’s correlation between the variable of
Online Promotions (OP) and Customer Retention (CR) shows that there is a positive
correlation at a value of r = 0.851, with a significance value of 0.000. this shows that
Online Promotions correlates well with customer retention.
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Table 8 Correlations
PS

Pearson correlation
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PS

CR

1

0.919**

Sig. (2-tailed)
CR

0.000

N

113

113

Pearson correlation

0.919**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.000

N

113

** Correlation

113

is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

Table 9 Model summary of online promotions (OP)
Model

R

R square

Adjusted R square

Std. error of the estimate

1

0.851

0.724

0.722

0.76142

Correlation Between Pricing Strategies (PS) and Customer Retention (CR)
As presented in Table 8, the results of Pearson’s correlation between the variable of
Pricing Strategies (PS) and Customer Retention (CR) shows that there is a positive
correlation at a value of r = 0.919, with a significance value of 0.000. This shows
that pricing strategies correlate well with customer retention.

4.2.3

Regression Analysis

A regression analysis involves statistical processes to evaluate the relationships
between variables. It is used to understand how independent variables are related
to the dependent variable (Valaskova et al., 2018).

Regression Analysis Between Online Promotions (OP) and Customer
Retention (CR)
Table 9 indicated that the coefficient determination R2 is 0.851. This shows that
85.1% of the variation in the dependent variable is explained through the independent
variable. The result is significant to the study as shown in Table 10 that the p-value =
0.00. Table 11 shows that there is evidence that Online Promotions have significant
effect on customer retention at a 0.00 significance level.
Therefore, the findings of the regression analysis show that customer retention is
positively affected by online promotions, hence hypothesis 1 is accepted.
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Table 10 ANOVAa
Model

Sum of squares

1

Regression

Mean square

F

Sig.

169.204

1

169.204

291.853

0.000b

64.353

111

0.580

233.558

112

t

Sig.

Residual
Total
a Dependent
b Predictors:

df

variable: CR
(constant), OP

Table 11 Coefficientsa
Model

1

Unstandardized coefficients

Standardized
coefficients

B

Std. error

Beta

(Constant)

4.155

0.857

OP

0.793

0.046

a Dependent

0.851

4.849

0.000

17.084

0.000

variable: CR

Table 12 Model summary of pricing strategies
Model

R

R square

Adjusted R square

Std. error of the estimate

1

0.919a

0.844

0.843

0.57307

a Predictors:

(constant), PS

Table 13 ANOVAa
Model
1

Sum of Squares
Regression
Residual
Total

a Dependent
b Predictors:

Mean square

F

Sig

197.104

df
1

197.104

600.167

0.000b

36.454

111

0.328

233.558

112

variable: CR
(constant), PS

Regression Analysis Between Pricing Strategies (PS) and Customer
Retention (CR)
Table 12 indicated that the coefficient determination R2 is 0.919. This shows that
91.9% of the variation in the dependent variable is explained through the independent
variable. The result is significant to the study as shown in Table 13 that the p-value
= 0.00. Table 14 shows that there is evidence that Pricing Strategies have significant
effect on customer retention at a 0.00 significance level.
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Table 14 Coefficientsa
Model

1

(Constant)
PS

a Dependent

Unstandardized coefficients

Standardized
coefficients

B

Beta

Std. error

−1.042

0.809

1.055

0.043

0.919

t

Sig

−1.287

0.201

24.498

0.000

variable: CR

Therefore, the findings of the regression analysis show that customer retention
is positively affected by pricing strategies in digital markets, hence hypothesis 2 is
accepted.

4.3 Discussion of Hypothesis
The researcher proposed two main hypotheses to satisfy the research question. The
reliability test showed that the research questions were valid to answer the research
topic. The correlation test showed that the questions are well correlated with each
other, even though some questions would increase the correlation results if removed,
there was no statistical reason to remove them.
Cronbach’s alpha was found at a rate of 0.863 for online promotions, and at a
rate of 0.756 for pricing strategies. The regression analysis showed that there is
significant affect of online promotions and pricing strategies in digital markets on
customer retention. Therefore, the researcher accepts both H1 and H2 as the results
support the hypotheses.
Rapid development and advancement in technology lead to major changes in
organizational processes and techniques. The increase in technology led to increased
competition in different industries. Companies now have to strive towards gaining
competitive advantage and aiming towards success. Prices affect how customer
perceive a product and whether or not to make a purchase. Companies have to set
unique pricing strategies to assure marketing and sales through their digital market
to keep up with technological changes and the increase of virtual online shops which
further add to the competition in the industry they operate within.
The study found that both online promotions and pricing strategies used in the
digital market affect the rate of customer retention on a business. Companies need new
methods of attracting customers and promoting them through their pricing schemes
online.
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5 Conclusion
This chapter presents the researcher’s conclusion regarding the topic in question. a
summary of findings is provided, while also presenting the implications of the study,
the limitations faced by the researcher, and possible suggestions for future research.
It is crucial to understand the importance of marketing tools on customers, and
how the strategies adopted by organizations through their marketing mix can affect
customers purchase behavior. Advances in technology led to many businesses moving
onto the digital markets, and an increase in virtual online shops, therefore further
increasing market competition. Business have to be unique in their methods of
attracting and retaining customers in order to assure high sales and revenue.
With the rise in technology, companies must understand the importance of pricing
strategies in their model. The research focused on evaluating the effect of pricing
strategies used in digital markets on the rate of customer retention. A questionnaire
was distributed using a random sampling method in order to gather information
required from participants taking part in the study. A total of 130 questionnaires
were distributed, out of which only 121 were gathered and only 113 were viable to
be used in the study.
The researcher used SPSS to analyze the data gathered through the questionnaire.
A reliability test showed that all questions were reliable to answer the research
question. the correlation test showed that the questions are well correlated with
other. Finally, a regression analysis was performed in order to evaluate the portion
of the dependent variable that is affected by the independent variable. The results of
the study showed that pricing strategies and online promotions have positive affect
on customer retention. This highlights the fact that online sales and promotions,
attract more customers and retain existing customer as they wish to find better deals
on their products, therefore preferring sales and promotions on paying retail prices.
The research also showed that pricing strategies used in digital markets affect sales
volumes of the company, its perception in the market, and customer convenience,
therefore leading to more potential growth. Adopting digital market pricing strategies
affect business revenue and growth as it attracts more customers to make purchases
online as the products are cheaper or on sale. Adopting digital market techniques and
promotions allows businesses to target more customers as they can reach wider target
markets on the web. It attracts more customers and retains existing ones through their
promotional methods, therefore increasing the number of customers making online
purchases rather than visiting physical locations.

5.1 Implications of the Study
The research is beneficial to organizations to realize the effect of adopting online
marketing techniques and setting prices on customer retention. Technology is
advancing on a daily basis, and with Bahrain’s small market, organizations strive
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to compete and stay ahead of competition. The adoption of online marketing strategies allows businesses to gain further brand recognition and build on their brand
awareness and customer base. The research adds further towards literature based in
Bahrain, specifically related to online markets and their effect on customers.

5.2 Limitations of the Study
The researcher’s top limitation faced was the time constraint. The research could be
more detailed if more time was given to include more respondents in the analysis and
have more detailed questions. Another limitation is that the research is based within
the Kingdom of Bahrain and therefore is limited to Bahrain’s market.

5.3 Suggestions for Future Research
The study was based and limited to the Kingdom of Bahrain. The study was also
limited due to time constraints. Future research can involve a more thorough analysis
based within the Kingdom and abroad. The research can be applied to different
countries to assess the effect of pricing strategies in different markets in order to
acknowledge the factors that affect customer retention.
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The Contribution of Information
and Communications Technology
in the Sustainable Development Goals
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Abstract The main aim of this research is to find out the contribution of information
and communications technology (ICT) in the sustainable development goals (SDGs)
in the Ministry of Interior in Bahrain by measuring the impact of dependent variable
that is SDGs and independent variables that fall under material capabilities, software and employee skills. The questionnaire was submitted to 220 employees of the
Ministry of Interior, and the online questionnaire was completed by 162 recipients,
representing 73.6% of the recipients. Results have indicated that software has no
significant impact on SDGs, while material capabilities and employee skills have
significant impact on SDGs. It is recommended that the Ministry of Interior in the
Kingdom of Bahrain must develop appropriate policies that would help in solving
the expected technical problems. The role of the Ministry of Interior in providing
modern equipment and financial support necessary for digital transformation, and
considering the provision of materials that contributes to energy conservation and the
environment to reach the goals of sustainable development. In addition, the Ministry
of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain should encourage and facilitate the process
of communication between employees at a personal level and a higher level on an
individual basis and working groups
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1 Introduction
Oil and natural gas play a dominant role in the economy of the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Despite the government’s efforts to diversify the economy, but oil continues to constitute 85% of the Bahraini budget revenues. The economy of the Kingdom of Bahrain
is also based on the production of aluminum, which is the second-largest export in
Bahrain after oil and gas financing, and building this faces a long-term challenge
to enhance the regional competitiveness of Bahrain especially with the industry,
finance, and tourism.
Sustainable development is critical to ensuring humanity’s future. Therefore,
sustainability assessment and governance become a major challenge facing our
society. It is characterized by both local and global considerations in the context
of the economic, environmental, and social aspects of sustainable development. The
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), agreed upon by the United Nations (UN)
in 2015, have served as an agenda for global change and sustainability over the next
fifteen years as ICTs are a major enabler of such widespread change (Kostoska,
2019).
The vision of the Kingdom of Bahrain vision 2030, which was launched in October
2008, is a comprehensive economic vision for the Kingdom of Bahrain, as it set its
direction for the continued development of the Bahraini economy and has common
goals to build a better life for all Bahraini citizens. The launch of Bahrain Vision
2030 came after four years of intensive meetings and discussions with a wide range
of leaders in the public and private sectors, including government and specialized
institutions, as well as advisory and international bodies. It focused on shaping the
vision of government, society, and the economy based on three guiding principles:
sustainability, fairness, and competitiveness.
Which made the government of the Kingdom of Bahrain has taken important steps
to ensure the promotion of digital transformation in the public sector and focus on
methods and directives based on developing services to serve citizens, as these rapid
changes in digital transformation led to a qualitative shift in the level of interaction and communication between citizens, the business sector and the government.
This demonstrates the importance of information and communication technology
in the government’s vision by having a clear implementation plan to use ICT to
improve the state’s competitiveness. In addition to assessing the quality of government services provision via the Internet, as well as the extent of the government’s
success in promoting and supporting the use of information and communication
technology, and the utility of government websites in providing information via the
Internet and e-participation. With citizens (eGovernment, 2019).
This transformation is necessary to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals by 2030, 17 sustainable development goals that were approved in New
York in 2015 to include access to clean, reliable, and affordable energy, sustainable economic growth with full productive employment, and urgent action to mitigate environmental degradation to achieve the sustainability goals through 2030
(Jayaraman, 2017).
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1.1 Problem Statement
Nhamo et al. (2019) explained that at scale, massive work is required for all countries
to create industry through ICTs and move forward towards achieving the ICT-related
SDGs by 2030 and suggested the right stages You need to prepare to push ahead with
the expansion of information communication technology and reduce the time frame
for bringing together leading and backward countries. This study was conducted
because of the benefits ICT can bring in terms of work efficiency. Hence, it is necessary to identify the factors underlying the successful implementation of planning
the use of technology, taking into account their compatibility with the sustainable
development goals in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
Therefore, the research problem in this study is represented in analyzing the
contribution of the information and communication technology sector to the sustainable development process by studying the departments concerned with information
technology in the Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
The current study attempts to answer the general research question “Do information and communication technology (ICT) factors such as material capabilities,
software, and employee skills contribute to the sustainable development goals (SDGs)
of the Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain?

1.2 Significance of the Study
This study aims to highlight the importance of information and communication technology in the Kingdom of Bahrain and the extent of its contribution to the sustainable
development goals, as the three selected factors are important from the researcher’s
point of view for the sustainable development goals. Physical capabilities contribute
through the budget to provide the required equipment to help save energy and the
environment, and to prepare programs of importance for employees and auditors to
be active, effective and updated periodically, as well as refining the skill of employees
contributes to awareness among employees of the importance of sustainable development goals and work to train them to understand an important role in sustainable
development Through research and development to promote new materials technology, and the introduction of new institutional patterns that include strengthening
capacity building in science, technology, and innovation.

1.3 Research Hypothesis
Parallel to the research aim and objectives, the research proposes the following
hypotheses:
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H1: There is a significant impact of the material capabilities for the development
of ICT to reach the sustainable development goals in the Ministry of the Interior.
H2: There is a significant impact of software for the development of ICT reach
the sustainable development goals in the Ministry of the Interior.
H3: There is a significant impact of employee skills for the development of ICT
reach the sustainable development goals in the Ministry of the Interior.

2 Literature Review
This section discusses the finding of past studies and reports on United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs), Information and Communications
Technology (ICT), the Contribution of ICT in the SDGs and the Kingdom of Bahrain
Vision 2030.

2.1 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
According to Klarin (2018) the concept of sustainable development has passed
through different stages since its introduction, as the development of the concept
has witnessed the participation of many organizations and institutions, which are
working at the present time intensively to implement its principles and goals. The
concept has been subjected to various criticisms and interpretations overtime during
its acceptance in various fields of human activity, and the definition of sustainable
development has become one of the most mentioned definitions. The new goals
have been identified as they combine within the framework of the 2015 Millennium
Development Goals that define the challenges that humanity must face.
As part of the United Nations is an international organization that was created in
1945 and includes 193-member states. The Kingdom of Bahrain joined the United
Nations on September 21. Whereas, the United Nations is guided by its mission and
works by the goals and objectives contained in its founding charter. The United
Nations can act on issues facing humanity in the twenty-first century, such as
peace and security, sustainable development goals, human rights, counter-terrorism
and disarmament, health development, humanitarian emergencies, governance, food
production, and many more. From 25 to 27 September 2015, Heads of State and
representatives of UN member states agreed on the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) that replaced the Millennium Development Goals (UN Sustainable Development Goals, 2015). The goal of the Sustainable Development Goals is to set targets
for driving forces around the world to meet the world’s biggest challenges such as
achieving sustainable economic growth, energy conservation, and quality education.
The agenda also consists of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that have
also been revised to 169 targets dealing with economic, social, and environmental
aspects.
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The SDGs include 17 goals and 169 targets (No poverty, zero hunger, good health,
and well-being, quality education, gender equality, clearwater and sanitation, clean
and affordable energy, decent work and economic growth, industry, innovation, and
infrastructure. Reducing inequality, sustainable cities, and communications, responsible consumption and production, climate action, underwater life, life on land, peace,
justice, strong enterprise, and partnership to achieve the goals). Moreover, some of
the SDGs are based on the previous Millennium Development Goals, while others
contain new ideas. Therefore, it emphasizes the need to activate the sustainable development goals and assess the relevance of indicators, which is the most important
feature among the quality of indicators (Hák, 2016).

2.1.1

The Importance of the Sustainable Development Goals

Fukuda-Parr (2020) found that the importance of the SDGs is that they will contribute
to economic growth and equity. Current economic systems require an integrated
approach to achieve long-term growth while ensuring that no country or society is
left behind. The goals will also contribute to preserving natural and environmental
resources for future generations by finding serious economic solutions to reduce
resource consumption, stop pollution, and conserve natural resources. As for social
development, all the peoples of the world need education, energy, water, work, food,
and health care. The global community must also ensure that cultural and social diversity is respected, that workers’ rights are respected, and that all members of society
are empowered to make decisions about their future identification. As an international issue, where the challenge arose between intellectuals and governments, as
they discussed the emerging international environment in the context of development, and they argued that the developing world needs economic development and
that poverty is an environmental consequence. Destruction, not its source. Therefore,
environmental sustainability goals must be integrated into the development strategy
within the framework of a new paradigm that includes economic and social justice,
and the need for an international environment conducive to the development.
According to Allen (2020), The sustainable development goals are integrated into
a comprehensive and integrated framework of goals and indicators to support planning and reporting at the national level up to the year 2030 with increased attention
to the sustainable development goals, as evidenced by the emergence of data-based
assessments of progress in this area, and the gaps and opportunities available to
achieve the sustainable development goals will transform the indicator framework
The sustainable development goals and targets into a management tool to assist countries in developing implementation strategies. Supplementary monitoring will take
place at the regional and global levels. Moreover, each major thematic community,
such as health, education, agriculture, etc. will fill in data, analyze it, and prepare
a report on progress towards achieving its goals. This objective review will be an
important complement to official monitoring and review at the national, regional,
and global levels.
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The Sustainable Development Goals in the Kingdom of Bahrain

The Government of the Kingdom of Bahrain has moved forward towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in response to the national drive to advance towards
achieving the SDGs. Since 2000, the world has interacted with the Millennium Development Goals since the United Nations presented them. The Kingdom of Bahrain
aims to achieve and achieve all goals in 2015 as a member of the United Nations
Development Program since 1971 (United Nations Development Programme, 2020).
The Kingdom of Bahrain has produced several reports such as The Millennium
Development Goals Progress of Work in 2008, Review of the Progress of the Millennium Development Goals in 2010, Millennium Development Goals in 2015 and Key
Messages and Statistics of the Voluntary National Review Report on the SDGs distributions in coordination United Nations Development Program (UNDP) office and
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (UN-ESCWA)
in exhibiting the Millennium Development Goals progress and the accomplishments have been imparted to the unified countries in the general gathering session
in September 2015. The ministers in the government of the Kingdom of Bahrain
identified three areas that they focused on in terms of political content in order to
meet the criteria for economic and social sustainability as stipulated in Bahrain’s
Vision 2030 in 2015, and the National Economic Strategy. As for the administration,
the utilization of open private-organizations was distinguished as being profoundly
fitting (Committed Towards the Development Goals, 2020).
According to Al-Noaimi (2020) that the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is an ambitious, ambitious, and transformative global development agenda
that is made up of 17 goals that are holistic, indivisible, and universally applicable that integrate the three dimensions of sustainable development—economic,
social, and environmental. These goals are supported by 169 integrated goals and
232 global indicators to enable global monitoring and reporting on progress towards
their implementation. Which the Kingdom of Bahrain seeks to implement by 2030.
The Minister of Cabinet Affairs and Chairman of the National Information
Committee, Mohamed bin Ibrahim Al-Mutawa, indicated in the report of the voluntary national review of the sustainable development goals that were submitted to the
United Nations in 2014, that the Kingdom of Bahrain aspires to economic, human,
structural and civil development to keep pace with the vision of the Kingdom of
Bahrain Vision 2030 through projects And activities that enhance sustainability,
competitiveness, and justice (AL mutawa, Voluntary National Review Report on the
SDGS, 2015).
The Kingdom of Bahrain demonstrated its commitment to achieving the sustainable development goals through the first voluntary national report (VNR) for the
Kingdom of Bahrain (2018) which is submitted to the United Nations on the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the sustainable
development goals that demonstrated the following:
• 0% emergence of extreme poverty among citizens.
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• Average per capita gross domestic product (GDP) was $22,000, while economic
growth in the past decade was 37.4%.
• Public spending on health, education, and social welfare reached 35% of the total
budget.
• Basic education is free for everyone and compulsory. As the net enrollment rate
for the primary level was 100% and the secondary was 86.4%, thus eliminating
illiteracy altogether. While the percentage of registration in KG2 82%.
• Free and universal health care for every citizen. Where the deaths of children and
mothers decreased to 28.6 deaths per 100,000 births and 9 deaths per 1000 births.
This compares to 226 deaths per 100,000 births and 44 deaths per 1000 births
worldwide.
• The Bahraini constitution guarantees gender equality when there are two committees established by the Supreme Council for Women to ensure opportunities
and consider the women’s perspective. Bahraini women occupy 55% of senior
positions, with 53% in the public sector and 33% in the private sector.
• The private sector is a major development partner as it provides equal pay
employment opportunities, which reduced the total unemployment to 4%.
• The percentage of citizens who benefit from housing services reached 65% while
developing 5 new sustainable cities to meet future needs.
• 100% coverage of water, sanitation, and clean energy networks.
• More than 47,000 small and medium-sized companies and 120,000 people,
women, youth, and persons with disabilities, have benefited from financial and
training support provided by the Labor Fund (Tamkeen).
Source: (Bahrain Voulnatry National Report, 2018).
Zainal (2012) recommended The increasing sustainable development goals of the
Kingdom of Bahrain should be developed by providing support for databases, as the
Kingdom of Bahrain affirms that the sustainability of its development path and the
well-being of its citizens and residents on its soil requires support and expansion
of global partnerships in the area of financing development as costs that increase
the desire to achieve sustainability is in itself a challenge for countries With limited
natural resources.
The Kingdom of Bahrain ranks 29 globally, fifth in the Asia region, and first
in the Gulf Cooperation Council region in the e-government development index
(EGDI) (UnitedNations, 2016) and 32 globally and first in the GCC region in the eparticipation index from EGDI. These ratings reflect the commitment and full support
(including financial) of the government at all levels to lead the transformation of
the government through information and communications technology (Mahmood,
2018).
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2.2 Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Information and communications technology covered all devices and network
components, applications, and systems combined, which allow people and organizations, such as non-profit agencies, companies, governments, and institutions,
to interact with the digital world, a term that expresses all technologies used in
dealing with communications, broadcast media, and smart building management
systems, audiovisual processing systems, and network-based monitoring and control
functions. Information and communication technology are used recently to describe
the convergence of many technologies that transmit forms of data communications
(Agarwal, 2018).
This means that information technology equipment does not only create development and change but rather contributes to creating knowledge in society and facilitating the process of making use of the information in the process of change and development. In the field of international development, it has been recognized that information and communication technology is an important common means of promoting
sustainable human development and solving the problems it faces in life. Information
and communication technology may contribute to accelerating economic and social
development, reducing underdevelopment, and increasing knowledge and trade by
creating a potential and appropriate related environment and mutual productivity
(Rouse, 2019).
Jain (2017) found that business seriousness is driving change around the world,
and in a way, he has not noticed the impact of the Internet or the web and its consequences on the economy as a frightening and long-term crisis, such as unprecedented
access to data that included ordinary individuals who were not exclusive to access
this data That they have already tried. This paper also indicated that there is great
importance for the development of information and communications technology with
regard to the rapid access to information regardless of place and time.
According to Katz (2017), information and communications technology implicitly indicate that these tools and procedures have a major impact on beneficiaries
in providing strong information and a new offering as a strong influence of close
association between individuals, especially when starting with new innovations and
ideas that help them in the business, which helps them to move forward in the way
of innovations.

2.2.1

The Importance of ICT

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have been identified as one of
the urgent elements that influence training adequacy and understudy learning around
the world. UNESCO, numerous global associations, and numerous administrations
stressed the significance of ICT and attempt to fuse ICT into instruction frameworks.
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is an indispensable part of
the contemporary world. Societies must amend culture and urge society to face the
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challenges of the coming knowledge age because it will lead to the spread of information and communication technology and bring about a rapid technological, social,
political, and economic transformation. Information and communication technology
also provide communication through e-mail, mailing lists, chat rooms, etc. It also
provides faster and easier access to the most comprehensive and current service
(Yusuf, 2005).
Chen (2015) analyzed self-evaluated PC competency from two examples, e.g., the
US and Mexico. Three categories have been adopted after the fixed-quality tests and
test grades, including the “core capabilities of information technology and communications” and “provide information and communication technology capabilities”
and “capabilities of sight and sound and frames of mind towards information and
communication technology.” Subjects referred to more points worthy to note in the
basic competencies of information technology and communications, followed by the
visual and acoustic talent and frames of mind towards ICT the second most important
results.
Many organizations of all kinds are currently using information and communication technology (ICT) around the world, not only to reduce costs and improve
efficiency, but also to provide better services to customers while preserving the environment. Governments around the world are also adopting information and communication technology to provide better services to their citizens on a clear approach.
Therefore, organizations’ adoption of ICTs requires a business environment that
encourages open competition, trust, security, interoperability, standardization, and
availability of financing for ICTs (Irefin, 2012).

2.2.2

ICT in Kingdom of Bahrain

Since the Kingdom of Bahrain moved to a different economy because of falling
oil costs, the improvement of the nation’s ICT division has been a significant need.
Kingdom of Bahrain was positioned number one in the Middle East and North
Africa (MENA) for the fourth successive year in the U.N. Global Correspondences
Association—2017 ICT Advancement List (Economic Development Board, 2020).
Additionally, it is the ideal proving ground for new items and neighborhood
customizations before provincial turn out. Kingdom of Bahrain Economic Development Board assumes a necessary job in molding the business’ future, guided by a
basic vision that puts the private division at the front line. For ICT—similarly, as with
different parts—the Kingdom of Bahrain EDB sees exclusive organizations as the
motor for development, liable for the invigorating sound challenge and quickening
advancement.
The importance of information and communication technology systems in the
Kingdom of Bahrain is that institutions become productive through the application of
information and communication technology in several areas, including innovation,
integration and information. The applications of information and communication
technology systems used in Bahrain are focused in the field of information systems,
where this type of information and communication technology systems is focused
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to manage data, information and control systems as in the oil industry (Mohammad,
2012).
These advancements have been upheld by the usage of the new Close to Personal
Data Protection Law (PDPL) in 2018, guaranteeing that the segment stays lined
up with best practices internationally. These developments were supported by the
use of the new Personal Data Protection Close Act (PDPL) in 2018, ensuring that
this sector remains aligned with international best data protection practices in the
Kingdom of Bahrain mainly under Law No. 30 of 2018, when it issued the Personal
Data Protection Act Which was recently announced in the Official Gazette on 19-072018, where the provisions of the Data Protection Law apply to any natural person
who lives naturally in the Kingdom of Bahrain or has a workplace in Kingdom of
Bahrain, and any legal person who has a workplace in the Kingdom of Bahrain.
It processes data using the means available in the Kingdom of Bahrain unless the
purpose of using data processing methods in the Kingdom of Bahrain is to pass data
to a different jurisdiction across the Kingdom of Bahrain (Hassan Radhi, 2019).

2.3 The Contribution of ICT in the SDGs
In the light of the intense international competition, knowledge, and information
has become the basic material for any human activity, so developed countries and
some developing countries have paid attention to developing information technology
through continuous plans and strategies that face challenges and strategies. After
expanding the circle of knowledge, information and research in various fields, interest
in economic, social and environmental development has become a matter of great
importance, so knowledge and information have become a very important means of
reaching society without damaging the environment (Stover, 2019).
Modern technologies contribute to the development of the economy, society, and
the environment and contribute to science, technology, and innovation in stimulating development in developing countries. This kind of investment in information
technology can help achieve the goals of sustainable development in all areas and
sectors, including water, energy, health, environment, government sector, and agriculture. The contribution that the ICT industry can make to sustainable development through the issues raised including waste, use of materials, climate change,
access to information and communications technology, employee relationship, and
economic growth. An approach has been developed to understand the analysis of
the relationship between information technology and sustainable development with
regard to environmental, social and economic goals in order to know the “normative concept of sustainable development” with regard to environmental, social and
economic goals, and to analyze information and communications technology and
sustainable development to know the levels of environmental reflections and human,
social and environmental compatibility of information technology Communication
and information and communication technology for development. The reviewed was
the use of the transformative power of ICTs to develop more sustainable production
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and expenditure patterns that focus on a wide range of issues including sustainable
smart cities; energy requirements for data centers; software support for supply chains;
recycling of ICT equipment; energy density on The Internet; the interconnection of
energy, information, and growth (Peter Jones, 2017).
Kostosoka and Kocavrev (2019) have found that Information and communications
technology have a leadership role in each of the three foundations for achieving
reasonable progress (economic development, social inclusion, and environmental
protection), as it is also necessary to achieve sustainable development goals. With this
in mind, effective use of the WSIS activity lines can help accelerate the achievement
of the sustainable development goals, as the summit matrix—the sustainable development goals, developed by UN line facilitators, provides the rationale and clearly
indicates the relationship between each Including business line and sustainable
development goals.
The SDGs have begun standing out from ICT areas because of their huge advantages, for example, the solid inspirations for mechanical advancement and improvement, calling for new research themes and furthermore booming research funding
opportunities which are totally expected to help all countries to handle those 17 SDGs
(Xiang, 2018) (Table 1).
Longyu Shi (2019) stated that SDGs are created through training and the investigation of SDGs can’t be isolated from the usage of significant strategies. SDGs
changed the conventional idea of development on a very basic level. Other than exclusively seeking after financial development, SDGs set forward the idea of comprehensive development and SDGs including facilitated monetary, social, and natural
development.
Table 1 The relation between ICT and SDGs
Sr. SDGs

The relation between ICT and SDGs

1

(7) Energy

ICT and energy efficiency are related to the
greening of ICT. Where it is converted and
developed to be more environmentally sound
and less carbon-intensive or be solutions that
support information and communications
technology to help turn the world into a
more sustainable and energy-efficient

2

(8) Work and economic growth

ICT skills have become a prerequisite for
almost all places of employment, as priority
is given to youth employment to build ICT
capabilities and start organizing project
strategies, given that most jobs and
businesses require these skills

3

(9) Infrastructure, Industrialization,
Innovation

Without the digital infrastructure that
represents the backbone of the digital
economy, for example, the 5G systems that
will lead the future through solutions that are
capable of developing all 17 SDGs
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Governments have become well aware of the importance of social, ethical, and
environmental goals. Where organizations set new goals for themselves, with an
emphasis on the course on the individual, community, and environmentally friendly
performance and development. Where sustainable development goals are achieved
through adopting new environmental technologies through human capital, integrating
innovative sustainable strategies, developing a sustainable work environment and
facilitating the achievement of sustainable development goals (Chams, 2019).
Jnr (2020) stated that green IT was demonstrated as an important strategic
approach to reducing carbon dioxide emissions in the information and communications technology divisions resulting in environmental protection. Thus, the information and communications technology departments monitor the high rate of carbon
dioxide emissions due to the large use of electronic facilities. These issues require
pumping and assimilating green IT practices into information systems constantly as
management has begun to address these challenges related to environmental degradation by integrating environmental aspects into its institutional strategies. Moreover,
green IT is not profitable but relates to the beliefs of environmental officials and their
actions towards sustainability.
Tjoa (2016) founds that achievement of sustainable development goals can be
accelerated in five ways: (1) Through the spread of information and communication
technology through mobile phones. (2) The possibility of information and communication technology in saving costs in various sectors such as health, banking, or
education. (3) Information and communication technology help spread awareness of
new technologies using social networks or other electronic channels. (4) National
and global information flows promote and advance new applications. (5) Through
the use of low-cost ICT, online platforms can be created to educate workers in new
technologies.

2.3.1

Material Capabilities

It includes the ability to use ICT equipment effectively and knowledge of ICT equipment to choose for specific tasks as it includes learning about safe use and practice. While it contributes to the ability of workers to learn how to take advantage
of the digital technologies available to them, and deal with new methods of doing
things with the development of technologies, and reduce the risks to themselves and
others in a digital environment. Developing countries need the appropriate physical
capabilities for ICTs, skilled workers, institutional frameworks, and policies that
reflect learning with best practices. Effective development strategies also need to be
constantly learning and adapting, and the promise often is not fulfilled because attention is insufficient to ensure that complementary elements are required for success
(Chatterjee, 2017).
The Kingdom of Bahrain was recently beyond communication technologies at
the level and pace like any other country. This phenomenon brings of the adoption of
learning technology e-hope in the possibility that schools can use new technologies
to overcome many problems such as lack of teachers, textbooks and achievement
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levels low, and the training of its students on the techniques and get the “atheist
century skills,” such as creative thinking, problem-solving. The lack of financial
and technological resources has been identified as one of the major problems facing
government organizations in the Kingdom of Bahrain. The major barrier to technological resources is the lack of ICT capacity, be it human or infrastructure. In fact,
building information technology capacity to create strategic information and competitive knowledge is one of the biggest challenges facing government organizations
(Dutta, 2016).
Therefore, governmental organizations in the Kingdom of Bahrain need to
enhance their capabilities in the field of information technology first, especially with
regard to budgeting, training, employment, and senior management participation in
order to enhance the strategic use of information technology. On the positive side,
the study revealed that more than half of the participating governmental organizations own a website and technologies on the Internet and continue to devote more
resources to exploiting them in many of their activities. Government organizations
are also aware that the use of technology via the Internet will enable new forms of
information collection, processing, and transmission that were not possible before
(Hamad, 2012).

2.3.2

Software

Software is a set of instructions, data or programs used to operate computers and
execute specific tasks. Our current society on ICT depends on the common tasks as
a phone call, or make flight reservations, or conduct banking transactions online, all
built on large flows of information and supported infrastructures wide information
and communication technology. In many ways, software and hardware for ICTs are
the main components of the infrastructure that enables modern life. The software has
an impact on the well-being of the individual, the environment, and society. Mitigate
this potentially harmful effect, it has been suggested to go beyond the traditional
requirements to access sustainable programs (Barford, 2019).
According to Khan (2016) the development of global software is gaining
momentum because of the features that are being eradicated and which aim to
provide wonderful and useful programs by a large group of experts on a large
scale while reducing efforts and consuming the minimum cost and time. In the last
sixties, the developers reconfigured the development processes and relied on green
engineering techniques and principles to deal with repeated changes in requests,
accelerate development in a short period of time and produce energy-efficient and
sustainable programs at the same time.
Sustainable software development improves and expands our comprehension of
programming by including standards, strategies, and rehearses and adjusting them
to the business objective of supportability (Sedano, 2017).
Software makers, society, and government are increasingly concerned about the
impact of the expansion of the use of the ICT framework on the ground, especially
with regard to efficacy, low flow, and harmful waste. There are hardly any models
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or systems that can help software experts make a choice about how best to integrate
green economic practices into the program executives do (Bokolo & Anthony, 2016).
A new software perspective is emerging as a driver for the device, so we aim to
provide a conceptual framework to support the new mindset by focusing on existing
technologies and providing useful measurement units, in order to estimate the energy
consumption of the software (Ardito, 2015).
The current situation regarding the accreditation of information and communication technology by government institutions in the Kingdom of Bahrain is limited
in understanding and awareness of information technology capabilities, and is still
unaware of the effective and strategic roles of information technology in government organizations. Some governmental organizations are isolated from the world
of technology and therefore face a challenge in determining the most appropriate
technology for their organization. Moreover, the results indicated that most government organizations have the simplest IT equipment and limited software needed to
perform effective tasks (Al-Ammary, 2012).
The interaction between information and communications technology and the
goal of sustainable development where the focus was on the sustainability of the
programs that are part of the software of the information and communication technology systems, looking for the interconnection between software engineering and
sustainability issues. At that time coverage was found on various aspects of sustainability in software engineering. The topic has received widespread attention in the
software engineering community over the past few years and therefore interest in
the issue is expanding. The standards related to the so-called greenest software have
also been described and categorized. However, they do not specify what is meant
by green program. According to their findings, focus on metrics is strictly related
to energy consumption and savings dimensions. However, those who work on standards or metrics for green or sustainable programs have a broader understanding of
the problem (Kern, 2018).

2.3.3

Employee Skills

ICT skills have become necessary for many jobs and are often searched for by
employers as the use of ICT becomes increasingly prevalent in everyday life, as
people gradually become dependent on their digital devices. An essential ingredient
for effective capacity building in organizations is the provision of high-quality and
timely training for staff, which is designed as closely as possible to the individual
employee’s needs in its use (Hickey, 2018).
The knowledge, skills, and abilities to deal with ICT systems have become a
success factor. Despite the importance of information and communications technology, exploitation is not enough due to lack of skills and efficiency in the workforce. You can benefit more from the use of information technology, but challenges
in the areas of managerial skills and technological and productive capabilities hold
it back instead of securing innovation, growth, and profitability. Hence, the lack of a
qualified IT workforce is a major problem in the ICT sector (Lehner, 2018).
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There is a wide range of schema certification schemes in the field of information
and communications technology. It works well through a wide range of training and
certification. Certification and quality assurance in the ICT field is crucial, especially
for employing the ICT industry that it considers the core of sustainable development
in professional life (Abazi, 2018).
Due to the digital transformation, ICT professionals must acquire the appropriate
skills to perform their duties efficiently and must be trained in the application of
various ICT tools. Users must learn and adapt to a rapidly changing environment by
gaining different ICT skills in order to become valuable assets for the organization.
In addition, professionals need to regularly update their ICT skills to work effectively
in the digital environment. Thus, professionals play a role by acquiring ICT skills to
perform their duties (Kumar, 2019).
The Kingdom of Bahrain focused on Vision 2030 to build an information-based
economy, with training being the foundation. As a major aspect of the relationship
between advanced education and job advertising, the Kingdom of Bahrain has framed
the National Coordination Council among Trustees between advanced education and
the work and industry part. This advisory group undertakes the task of proposing
tasks and studies and the important proposal to overcome any barrier between them.
Given that these graduate educational institutions are the source of these graduates,
giving them ingenious capabilities to encourage their future cooperation in the labor
market remains an important test. The activity is presented in an ongoing effort to
attract qualified and mentoring graduates who can participate productively in the
business case (Fakhro, 2017).
The need to apply the sustainable development methodology to training appears
through technical analysis of software engineering as a profession and specialty in
which specialists in higher education are trained. The goal of training specialized in
software engineering is to create a stable professional competence, which is characterized by an adequate level of knowledge, capabilities, skills and the necessary
level of development of special capabilities that guarantee the successful solution to
problems arising in professional activities at a high rate of development in this field
(Semerikov, 2020).
Not all countries have a clear digitization strategy, which causes them to interact
differently with an increased share of the ICT sector in the economy; There are big
differences between countries in terms of global investment intensity, which leads
to different stages of development; A large portion of the population does not have
primary digital competencies; The number of small and medium enterprises that sell
their products and services in the Internet environment have stopped; There are gender
disparities in countries in terms of internet use, digital skills, as well as specialized and
employment skills in the ICT sector. Therefore, more sustainable efforts are required
to implement solid digital policies and allocate larger investments to maximize the
unified digital market. The European Union currently has more professionals in the
digital sector than before, but there is still a gap in digital skills (Cioacă, 2020).
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3 Research Methodology
The research adopts a quantitative research approach. Secondary data is used to
present the literature review portrayed in the previous section, while primary data
is used in the form of a questionnaire to measure the extent of relationship between
the dependent variable that is Sustainable development goals and the independent
variables that fall under material capabilities, software, and employee skills.

3.1 Sample and Procedure
This study will examine the views of employees in the Ministry of Interior in The
Kingdom of Bahrain who works in information and communications technology.
The study includes the departments distributed within the ministry. Through the
Office of the Assistant Undersecretary for Human Resources’ who owns the e-mail
lists. Thus, the researcher uses non-probability comfort samples that involve randomization and selection. The sample of employees targeted in this study includes specialized and administrative employees from the General Traffic Department, the General
Administration for Combating Corruption and Economic and Electronic Security,
and the Financial Investigation Department and other departments in the Ministry of
Interior. Test size figuring is constantly a fundamental advance during the arranging
of logical examinations. Deficient or little example size will be unable to exhibit the
ideal contrast or gauge the recurrence of the occasion of enthusiasm with worthy
accuracy (Martínez-Mesa, 2014).
The sample size was determined using Steven K. Thompson equation, keeping
an indicator percentage of 0.5, margin of error 5%, and Confidence level at 95%, the
calculator sample size was 162 employees, as shown in the next formula (Thompson,
2012):
n=

N × p(1 − p)



N − 1 × d 2 ÷ z 2 + p(1 − p)

n: Simple size: 162.
N: Population size: 220.
Z: Confidence level at 95% (3.96).
d: Margin of error (0.05).
p: Probability (50%).

(1)
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Table 2 Reliability of the
questionnaire

Factors

459
Questions

Cronbach’s alpha

Sustainable development Section 2 (1–10) 0.929
goals (SDGs)
Material capabilities
(MC)

Section 3 (1–10) 0.908

Software (SO)

Section 4 (1–10) 0.918

Employee skills (ES)

Section 5 (1–10) 0.888

Total

0.923

3.2 Reliability Analysis
A reliability analysis otherwise referred to as Alpha Cronbach performs the process
of measuring the reliability and internal consistency of the questions within the
questionnaire for all variables in the study, which guarantees to the researcher the
correctness of the scale used, the higher the correlation coefficient, the greater the
reliability and internal consistency is and vice versa. A value between zero and
0.49 is considered weak though positive, while a value between 0.5 and 0.69 is
considered high and accepted, and a value of 0.7 and above is considered optimal and
desired, therefore, more favorable in portraying strong positive internal consistency
(Machado, 2015).
Table 2 explains that the questions are clear for the respondents. It showed that
0.90 is the value for Cronbach Alpha which is acceptable for measurement.

4 Data Analysis and Findings
This section discusses the results of the data collected using questionnaire from May
until June 2020 via online for all the employee of Ministry of Interior in The Kingdom
of Bahrain.
By e-mail, the questionnaire was sent to 220 employees working in the information
technology departments of the Bahraini Ministry of Interior, where 162 of them
completed the questionnaire. The response rate for this study was monitored at 73.6%.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics and Normality Test
The normal distribution is a probability function that describes how the values of a
variable are distributed. It is an asymmetric distribution where most of the observations cluster around the central peak and the probabilities for values further away
from the mean taper off equally in both directions. Extreme values in both tails of
the distribution are similarly unlikely (Frost, 2017). The normality test results are
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Table 3 Test of normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Statistic

Shapiro-Wilk
df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

SDGs

.108

162

.000

.918

162

.000

Material Capabilities

.183

162

.000

.881

162

.000

Software

.172

162

.000

.876

162

.000

Employee Skills

.104

162

.000

.939

162

.000

*Significant at p ≤ 0.05

Table 4 Descriptive analysis
Mean

Std. deviation

Skewness

Kuritos

SDGs

3.49

0.7869

−1.075

1.431

MC

3.70

0.7235

−1.468

2.684

SO

3.72

0.74948

−1.472

2.900

ES

3.34

0.76654

−0.847

0.938

portrayed through the significance level found for kolmogorov-smirnov & shapirowilk. The normality test results as shown in Table 3 shows that if the significance
level is greater than 0.05 then the results are accepted. Based on the results, SDGs,
material capabilities, software, and employee skills, was all at the significance level
for both Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests.
According to Kline (2005), the skewness level should be within ±3 while the
kurtosis should be within ±10. As shown in Table 4, the data acquired for all variables
were in a normal distribution. The mean is from 3.34 to 3.70 which give a good level
because it is above 3. The Std. deviation is from (0.7869–0.7235), the more spread
out the data, the higher the standard deviation.

4.2 Correlation Analysis
To measure the presence of a linear relationship between two variables, a Pearson
correlation is used, as it shows that since the value is closer to 0 the correlation
between the variables decreases, whereas if the value is closer to 1 it is reflected on
the positive correlation and therefore more attractive (Samuels & Gilchrist, 2014).
A correlation analysis is used here to measure the contribution of ICT in SDGs is
shown in Table 5.
Pearson’s correlation is used to measure the existence and strength of a linear
relationship between two variables. The closer the value is to 0, the less the correlation
is between the variables, while a value closer to 1 reflects on positive correlation and
is therefore more desirable. It can be considered that the relationship is weak if the
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Table 5 Correlations
SDGs

Pearson correlation

SDGs

MC

SO

ES

1

0.786**

0.744**

0.728**

Sig. (2-tailed)
MC

SO

ES

** Correlation

0.000

0.000

0.000

N

162

162

162

162

Pearson correlation

0.786**

1

0.848**

0.712**

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

N

162

162

162

162

Pearson correlation

0.744**

0.848**

1

0.698**

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

N

162

162

162

162

Pearson correlation

0.728**

0.712**

0.698**

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.000

0.000

0.000

N

162

162

162

0.000

162

is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

value of the correlation coefficient is less than 0.30, and it can be considered medium
if the value of the correlation coefficient ranges between 0.30 and 0.70. But if the
value of the correlation coefficient is more than 0.70, the relationship between the
two variables is considered strong.

4.3 Regression Analysis
The regression analysis is a statistical procedure for estimating the relationship
between the response variable and the predictor variables (Stehlik-Barry & Babinec,
2017).
Table 6 shows a brief explanation to show the strength of the relationship between
the independent variable and the dependent variable. Where the value R represents
the correlation coefficient that is reflected in the degree of change that may occur in
the dependent variable in the event of a change in the independent variable while the
value of R-squared (R2) represents the strength of the relationship between the model
and the dependent variable. To measure the relationship between the variables under
study, regression analysis was used here, where between the value of R = 0.827, and
R2 = 0.677. This means that 68.3% of the total length of the variance is explained
Table 6 R2 value table
Model

R

R square

Adjusted R square

Std. error of the estimate

1

0.827a

0.683

0.677

0.44711

a Predictors:

(Constant), Employee skills, software, material capabilities
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Table 7 Coefficientsa
Model

1

Unstandardized coefficients

Standardized
coefficients

B

Std. error

Beta

(Constant)

0.066

0.190

Material
capabilities

0.459

0.097

0.422

Software

0.178

0.092

Employee
skills

0.317

0.068

a Dependent

t

Sig.

0.349

0.728

4.734

0.000

0.170

1.940

0.054

0.309

4.688

0.000

variable: SDGs

by independent variables; When a change in the independent variable occurs, it
demonstrates that 68.3% of the difference in the SDGs, and therefore the model is
appropriate.
Table 7 presents the coefficients of the regression analysis, showing the relationship between the variables for this study.

4.4 Testing Hypothesis
Hypothesis testing is used to assess the plausibility of a hypothesis by using sample
data.
H1: There is a significant impact of the material capabilities for the development
of ICT to reach the sustainable development goals in the Ministry of the Interior.
As shown in the above Table 7, the beta value shows that the effect of physical
capabilities on the SDG is positive with a significance level less than 0.05 as the result
showed (0.000) which is less than 0.05, indicating the significant impact of physical
capabilities on the SDG. Hence, accept H1. Material capabilities and sustainable
development have a positive relationship between them. It constitutes the ability to
use information and communication technology equipment effectively and know the
appropriate equipment, it also includes the ability of workers to learn to make the
most of the digital technologies available to them, adapt to new ways of doing things
with the development of technologies, and reduce risks for themselves and others in
a digital environment. A possible explanation for this might be that The ICT policy
has a very clear vision of developing the backbone of national information in order
to create a seamless interconnection in the development of the ICT infrastructure, it
aims to enhance the technological capacity in the domestic production of the capabilities of ICT materials such as computers and telephone (Aderemi, 2009). It seems
possible that these results are due to ICT is considered one of the most important
tools in developing sustainable business practices and supporting business success,
as institutions’ adoption of ICT can gain benefits in preserving the environment
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through increased energy efficiency and use of material capabilities as well as can
increase the information available to all stakeholders in Society, therefore, affects
social development (Ziemba, 2019).
H2: There is a significant impact of software for the development of ICT reach
the sustainable development goals in the Ministry of the Interior.
As presented in Table 7, the value of beta shows that software impact on the
SDGs is positive with a level of significance Higher than 0.05 as the result showed
(0.054), which indicates the insignificant impact of software, thus, rejected the H2.
There are two likely causes, firstly, it can be due to the low sample size, second is
the study that done was not applied in a software auxiliary environment, and lack of
background on programming. This inconsistency may be due to what the researcher
Ahmad (2013) discussed the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has
a strong impact on sustainable development due to the increasing demand for energy
and resources needed when building hardware and software. Most of the effort spent
on information and communications technology has been devoted to addressing the
effects of hardware on the environment, but not much thought has been given to the
effects of building software products either.
H3: There is a significant impact of employee skills for the development of ICT
reach the sustainable development goals in the Ministry of the Interior.
As presented in Table 7, the value of beta shows that employee skills impact the
SDG is positive with a level of significantly lower than 0.05 as the result showed
(0.000) which is less than 0.05, which indicates the significant impact of employee
skills on the SDG, which indicates the significant impact of employee skills on the
SDG. Thus, accept the H3 meaning that employee skills and sustainable development
have a positive relationship between them. The employee skills in the field of information and communications technology have become necessary for many businesses
and employers often look for them, as the use of information and communications
technology has become increasingly prevalent in daily life. An essential component of effective capacity building in institutions is the provision of high-quality
and timely training for employees, which has been designed as closely as possible
to the employee’s individual needs in its use. However, Lehner (2018) pointed out
that the knowledge, skills, and abilities to deal with ICT systems have become a
success factor. Despite the importance of information and communications technology, exploitation is not enough due to a lack of skills and efficiency in the workforce and get more benefits the use of information technology, but challenges in
the areas of managerial skills and technological and productive capabilities hold it
back instead of securing innovation, growth, and profitability. Hence, the lack of a
qualified IT workforce is a major problem in the ICT sector.

4.5 Discussion of Findings
The main aim of the research is to find out the Contribution of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) in the Sustainable Development Goals. This
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study found that the material capabilities have a great impact on the sustainable
development goals, if we consider the cash liquidity and the budget prepared by
the Ministry of Interior to fall under the material capacities as it will help provide
equipment and devices that in turn will reduce pollution and energy consumption
significantly and that the use of information and communication technology equipment Effectively and cognitively from appropriate equipment contributes to workers’
ability to learn to make the most of the digital technologies available to them and to
adapt to new ways of doing things while developing technologies in a digital environment. The information and communication technology policy seek to develop
the national information backbone in order to establish seamless communication
between the development of the ICT infrastructure and aims to enhance the technological capabilities in the local production of technology and communication capabilities. These results demonstrate that information and communication technology
is one of the most important tools in developing sustainable business practices and
supporting business success.
It was showing that the impact of programs on sustainable development goals
is not important. There are two possible reasons, firstly, it may be due to the low
sample size, and the second is the study that was not applied in an auxiliary environment for the programs, and the lack of background in programming, as some
researchers have proven the opposite (Ahmed, 2013) where that information and
communication technology (ICT) has a strong impact on sustainable development
due to the increasing demand for energy and resources needed when building hardware and software. Where the concept of sustainability depends on three pillars:
environmental, economic, and social. This means that in order for the software to be
sustainable, we must take into account all its effects on the environment, economy,
and society. In addition, the entire program life cycle must be considered: from planning and visualization to programming, distribution, installation, use, and disposal.
The primary focus of the sustainable green IT community is on the environmental
pillar, and how to reduce resource and energy consumption. Ideally, the program
requires the lowest possible hardware capacity. Some powerful software features
include compatibility with power-saving settings and allowing individual components to be installed in order to optimize the use of working memory. Often times,
software renewal will make it difficult or impossible to work on older devices, it
must also take into account the interaction of the program with the economy. As
in the software market, increasingly complex software makes us dependent on a
small number of specialized software companies. Their dominant position in the
marketplace allows them to set the price of the software, making knowledge accessible to people, including future generations. There is a positive relationship between
employee skills and sustainable development.
The skills of employees in the field of information and communications technology have become necessary for many companies and employers often look for
them, as the use of information and communications technology has become increasingly prevalent in daily life. One of the basic elements of effective capacity building
in institutions is the provision of high-quality and timely training for employees, and
awareness of the importance of sustainable development goals is among the skills the
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employee acquires. The skills and knowledge required for sustainable development
provide broad business benefits.
It includes skills that may not be explicitly linked to sustainability or social impact.
For example, business leaders need a global mindset, systems approach, and critical
thinking, problem-solving, and collaboration skills. These skills are just as essential
for business growth as delivering the SDGs. Sustainable development skills are also
essential for innovation and vital for a productive and adaptive workforce. Businesses need employees at all levels who understand how social and environmental
issues affect organizational and individual goals, and who are willing to take action to
address them. Decision-makers in the Bahraini Ministry of Interior can gain a competitive advantage by providing their employees with the skills and knowledge necessary
to achieve maximum benefit from future opportunities. Companies and institutions of
higher education can work together in this regard by preparing necessary conferences
and courses.
The results relate to the importance of the contribution of information and communications technology to sustainable development goals. Where (Stover, 2019) found
that the interest of developed countries and some developing countries in developing information technology through developing continuous plans and strategies
facing the challenges in the future, as interest in economic, social and environmental
development has become a matter of great importance, so information and communications technology has become a very important way to reach Society without
damaging the environment. While Peter Jones (2017) stated that modern technologies contribute to the development of the economy, society, and the environment
and contribute to science, technology, and innovation to stimulate development in
developing countries. Kostosoka and Kocavrev (2019) also found that ICTs bear
the task of momentum on each of the three foundations for reasonable progress
(economic development, social inclusion, and environmental protection), which are
also necessary to achieve the SDGs.

5 Recommendations
In order to enhance the use of information and communications technology in the
Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain, the researcher provides several
recommendations, in hope that these recommendations will be given serious attention
for improving the perceived benefits of achieving the sustainable development goals.
The Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain was quick to enter the digitization of services due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which contributed to workers in
the departments of information and communications technology to work and cope
with this rapid transformation that was not previously planned, as they must develop
appropriate policies that would help in solving the expected technical problems. The
role of the Ministry of Interior in providing modern equipment and financial support
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necessary for digital transformation, and taking into account the provision of materials that contributes to energy conservation and the environment to reach the goals
of sustainable development.
Today, the software is widely used by all of us for both commercial and noncommercial purposes and controlled by different entities. Total energy consumption
ranges from information and communications technology. It is recommended that
officials in the Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain rely on programs
to perform their services, as they have already started an application that allows
employees to display their data and salary certificate that appears electronically,
and is in the process of preparing service programs for the public through the egovernment website, in light of this can reduce energy consumption levels more
from the current levels if we apply the green software development life cycle.
The current software development life cycle framework is inappropriate when
it comes to energy consumption. The use of green and sustainable software in the
development and evaluation process has implications for development in the area of
sustainability. It is recommended for IT users to create and maintain a product for
sustainable development. Their adoption is based on five stages: design, implementation, requirements, coding, and testing, aiming to assist ICT users in developing
green software and green devices and improving the sustainability of the software
engineering process.
Considering that the human element is the most important resource for any governmental or non-governmental institution if it is taken care of, as the results of its actions
will be positively reflected on the work environment, therefore mandatory training
courses are recommended with a focus on introducing the sustainable development
goals that the Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain seeks to achieve. In
addition, the Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain should encourage and
facilitate the process of communication between employees at a personal level and a
higher level on an individual basis and working groups. This will create a comfortable work environment and employee cooperation to exchange and coordinate their
experiences. In addition, it is necessary to identify weaknesses and what is required
by the Ministry of Interior in the Kingdom of Bahrain to enhance the training of
employees, skills, and effective capabilities for the implementation process, which
helps them in the future to reach the goals of sustainable development.
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Quality of Institutions, ICT Diffusion
and Financial Development:
An Empirical Evidence from Developing
Countries
Fatma Cherni, Mohamed Goaied, and Adel Sarea

Abstract The aim of this study is to analyze the link between the quality of institutions and the financial development using a panel data that include 93 developing
countries for the period 2002–2017 with a special focus on MENA region. Empirical
results show that improving the quality of institutions i.e., strengthening the institutional infrastructure, can promote financial development. These results are robust
for all financial development indicators selected in this study. The non-linear relationship between institutional quality and financial development, depends on use of
ICT showing that more use of ICT can help corruption control and boost financial
development.
Keywords ICT · Banking sector · Stock market · Institutional quality

1 Introduction
The important question that urgently requires answer is: Do countries with high
levels of control of corruption boost financial development? It is important that policy
makers, including international organizations understand the impact of institutional
quality on financial development. In the case of Syria, for example, the global corruption index ranks the country as the most corrupt (according to the ranker)—1.56 in
2017 from the world wide governance indicators, the financial development index
0.129 (International Monetary Fund).
During the last few decades, several studies have made to explore the relation
between financial development and economic growth and the role that financial institutions plays in the variation of financial development within countries. Some studies
have given importance to the legal factor showing that improving property rights
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enhance access to financial development (Arestis & Demetriades, 1997; Claessens
& Leaven, 2003).
In addition, work by Demetriades et al. (2004) shows that the success of financial
reforms is determined essentially by good institutions i.e. the strength of the rules of
law. On their parts, Chinn and Ito (2006) find that the financial systems gain more
from financial liberalization while the institutional development is well promoted.
However, few studies have investigated the impact of the quality of institutions on
financial development based on the linkage between quality of institutions and the
rule of law (Becrk et al., 2003; Levine, 1997).
Worldwide, countries are linked from the outset to the openness of the planetary
dimension aiming at enrichment of human experience brought by the development of
technological means and also to the information provided on issues related to Human
rights relations via the internet and other means of telecommunication. The internet,
as an important achievement of the world’s civilization, has encouraged development
and contributed to social progress in the last 20 years. Its enormous diffusion has
affected deep areas, from developed technological productivity to increase in foreign
direct investment, from inflation to political economy issues and from corruption to
democratic freedom issues and the shadow economy (Elgin 2013; Sassi & Goaied,
2013).
Financial economists agree that the incorporation of institutions is needed in order
to manage the risk of the financial market. Indeed, in the absence of a supervising
framework and good governing, financial markets experience a weak ability to raise
funds due to the lack of trust on part of depositors, which can lead to variable
investment opportunities.
Bardhan (1997) define corruption as the use of public offices for private enrichment. It could be in the form of bribery, theft, extortion or fraud for the personal goals
of public officials and allow favoritism and extortion. Corruption exists in all societies. It is a public phenomenon in which the power or authority is used for private
gain taking in the form of bribery, nepotism or fraud, speed money or embezzlement.
Corruption can be defined as “an abuse of entrusted power for private one”.
A regional analysis will concern MENA region, where some countries observed
political turmoil after the Arab spring. In addition, the annual average per capita
economic growth in the MENA region is low compared to sub-Saharan Africa (World
Bank study, 2003). This low performance is mostly explained by financial constraints
spurred by low quality of institutions. In the second step, in view of the development
of internet and the low cost of digital technology, people have the possibility to
access to digital networks which are both global and local. In fact, the globalization
revolution gave to many countries the opportunity to deal with advancing technology,
which has led in all economic and financial sectors, the electronic finance turn into
an important aspect.
The advancing technologies are emerging and will continue in the business world.
We see now the fourth industrial revolution which help to create new opportunities
for a better future.
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In aim to achieve the goals, we test empirically the non-linear relationship between
quality of institutions and financial development, highlighting the role of ICT development, especially mobile phone penetration and internet use. In fact, the coverage
of mobile cellular networks is around 55% of the population in sub-Saharan Africa,
and more than 80% of the population in Middle East and North African (MENA)
between 2002 and 2007. From 2003 to 2016, the index of the E-governance rose
from 0.402 to 0.4922 with an annual increase of about 1.6%: Developed countries
build online governance and emerging countries promote modernization of government (a survey made by the UN department of economic and social affairs). These
factors, which are associated with computer and Internet penetration, do not differ
substantially among nations.
In order to achieve democracy, fighting corruption through ICT is important. UN
Special Rapporteur, Frank La Rue, explains the importance of ICT for development
by stating (2010:7): “Access to means of communication and, in particular, to electronic communications is now seen as necessary for achieving development and,
therefore, should also be considered as an economic and social right. Governments
should take responsibility for facilitating and subsidizing access to electronic media
to ensure equitable enjoyment of this right, to combat poverty and to achieve their
development goals”.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that examines the non-linear
relationship between quality of institutions and financial depth depending on ICT
diffusion. We believe that this study will illuminate the contribution of the technology
to combat corruption in order to boost financial development. Literature has focused
only on the link between corruption and ICT as the work of many academicians is
focused on the role to fight corruption in developing countries through sharing information between citizens enabling transparency. In fact, internet and phone applications reduce the transaction cost of information as it increase networking capacity
(Pirannejad, 2011). Investment in ICT helps to reduce corruption in many emerging
and developing countries (Ben Ali & Gasmi, 2017) and countries, which have a low
level of corruption are those with more information and communication technology.
Anderson (2009), in a study of 10 years for 100 countries, argue dethatched
adoption of E-government reduce corruption. Similar results are found by Shim and
Eom (2009). In another study, Lio et al. (2011), in a cross country study in 70 countries
for the period between 1998 and 2005, provide evidence of a causality running from
internet adoption to the reduction of corruption. Indeed, ICT can contribute to reduce
bureaucracy and eliminate the participation of officials. For example, to fight against
corruption, India has computerized 2500 court complex, the law library and court
archive.
Another way to combat corruption is by mobile technology. For example, in
South Africa, the mobile phone technology is used to improve transparency in many
economic, political and social areas (corruption watch annual report 2013) and can
be used to report any act of corruption during election.
Although the diffusion of technologies worldwide, the United Nations (2008)
support that there is a variation between the five regions of the world. In fact, Africa
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is lagged far away in terms of E-government behind Europe, America, Oceania and
Asia.
This study extends the literature in two dimensions:
To start with, the choice of MENA countries is not arbitrary for some reasons. First
of all, many notable reforms handle financial sector, over the last two decades, are
carried out including many aspects example boosting the restrictions of government,
starting credit programs. Secondly, Middle East and North Africa (MENA) is the
least known and least researched area in the world. Furthermore, we show that the
quality of a country’s institutions has not only a direct but also an indirect influence
on financial development, taking into account the ICT effect. The aim of the present
study is twofold. First, we test the impact of quality of institutions on a financial
developing using GMM dynamic system panel data procedure on 93 developing
countries covering the period 2002–2017.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a synthesis of
the literature dealing with quality of institutions and financial development nexus.
Section 3 describes the data and the econometric methodology. Section 4 discusses
the main findings from the empirical analysis. Then we conclude the paper.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Quality of Institutions and Financial Development
Over the last decade, a literature examined the relationship between the quality of
institutions and financial development. North (1990) is the first to define institutions
as humanly-designed constraints.
Fergusson (2006) reveals that the best way for strong institutions, to have an effect
on economic performance, is to lead to a better functioning/operating of the financial market. In fact, institutional problems lead to poor economic performance. In
a sample of 72 countries and over the period of 1978–2000, Demetriades and Law
(2006) used the GMM dynamic panel model. Four indicators of financial development1 : and five indicators of economic institutions.2 In low-income countries, the
positive impact of financial development on growth will be weakened without the
existence of good institutions.
The study of Law and Azman-Saini (2008), covers 63 developed and developing
countries for the period 1996–2004, show that high quality institutions improve
financial development.
Using a panel of 30 countries for a period of 8 years, Aggrawal and Goodell (2009)
have showed that the preference for market financing increase with political stability
and decrease with ambiguity aversion. In another study of a sample of 19 European
1 M3,

private credit, domestic credit and number of listed companies.
law, bureaucracy, risk of expropriation and government repudiation.

2 Corruption,
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countries over a period of 11 years (1996–2006). These authors found that financial
intermediation is influenced by several variables: political, economic and cultural,
but the largest effect is the distance of power, the control of corruption, the level of
concentration of the stock market, political uncertainty and political legitimacy.
In a more recent study, Law and Habibullah (2009) test the effects of trade openness and of institutions on financial development for 27 countries (G7, Europe, East
Asia and Latin America) during the period of 1980–2001. Two indicators of financial
development are used: credit granted to the private sector provided by the banking
sector as an indicator of the development of the banking sector and market capitalization as an indicator of the development of the stock market. The measurement of
the quality of the institutions is obtained by adding the ICRG indicators, which are
corruption, the rule of law, the quality of the bureaucracy and the risk of expropriation. The results of the panel analysis demonstrate that the quality of institutions
has an important effect in financial development, which matches the work of Baltagi
et al. (2009) who investigated the effect of trade openness and financial institutions
on financial development. Three indicators of banking sector development are used:
liquid liabilities, private credit and domestic credit provided by the banking sector.
Two indicators of capital market development were considered: turnover rate and the
number of listed companies. These authors used the GMM method over the period
from 1980 to 2003.
Huang (2010), with a panel of 49 countries over the period from 1960 to 2004,
studied the impact of political instability on the operational efficiency of the banking
sector, show that the political instability of each country as well as that of the neighboring countries can create inefficiency in the use of funds and the allocation of
assets.
A recent study by Cherif and Dreger (2016), tried to investigate the institutional
determinants of financial development in the MENA region using panel data, which
showed that institutional variables are important in the banking sector as well as the
stock market sector and that corruption is the most decisive and most relevant factor.
Recently, the study of Fisayo and Ajibike (2018), for the period between 1984 and
2015, propose that while week institutions limit the financial system functions, strong
and well developed ones are the most important factor in the financial development.
The study of Agyemang et al. (2018) demonstrate that a high quality of institutions
has a significant effect in explaining ease of access to loans and venture capital
availability in Africa.
Khan et al. (2019) with a sample of 15 emerging and growth leading economies
(EAGLEs) for the period 1996–2016 and 1984–2017, show that institutional framework pick up ethnic fragmentation and increase by the way financial development
with cross sectional test. Similarly, Khan and al. (2019) show that institutional quality
are mostly required in the financial development. Therefore, the natural resource rent
negatively the impact of financial development, where proper controls are included
but this effect is moderated with the presence of institutional quality.
Recently, Khan et al. (2020), testing the relationship between institutional quality
and financial development in a panel of 189 countries (emerging and developing),
using dynamic models. Results show that political institutions, control of corruption
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and regulatory quality affect positively financial development but the effect of law’s
rule in negative due to its weakness.
The literature review allows us to present our research’s main hypothesis as
follows: The quality of institutions has a positive effect on financial development.

2.2 Internet Use and the Quality of Institutions
Recent evidence suggests that internet is an anticorruption technology that fights
against corruption. Further, by facilitating E-government, it anticipates bureaucrats’
intermediary role in the provision of public services and ameliorate transparency.
E-Government is “the application of electronic means in the interaction between
governments and citizens and between governments and businesses as well as internal
government operations to simplify and improve governance” (Backus, 2001). More
specifically, the e-government is the use of ICT in order to transform government
operations to improve effectiveness, efficiency, deliver better service to the public,
share information and build a transparent government.
Using data for South Africa for the period 1991–2013, Salahuddin and Gow
(2015) evaluate the effects of Internet usage, financial development and trade openness on economic growth. Co-integration tests demonstrate a long run relationship
between internet use and economic growth. Sorak (2016) shows that raised internet
use is related to lower levels of corruption but in societies with high levels of online
censorship raised use is instead related to higher levels of corruption.
Beyond the positive impact of ICT on corruption, some authors focused on the
relationship between corruption and ICT as Chinn and Fairlie (2006) who explore on a
sample of 161 countries for the period 1999–2004, showing that factors are associated
with technology penetration and the impact does not change from developed to
developing countries and the most important effect is of financial development.
Shim and Eom (2009) examine the correlation between ICT and the level of
corruption using the Transparency International corruption perception index, as
a proxy. The result shows that e-government is associated with lower levels of
corruption.
ICT contribute to reduce corruption in many developing and emerging countries.
Specifically, countries with more communication technology have a low level of
corruption. The study of Anderson (2009) on 100 countries for a period of 10 years
shows that the adoption of e-government reduces corruption. Similar results are
found by Lio et al. (2011), when using a sample of 70 countries covering the period
1998–2005. There is an empirical evidence between internet adoption and corruption
control. In the same vein, Seo and Golam Mehedi (2016) show a robust relationship
between internet use and low corruption, as many successful e-government services
reduce corruption. On a sample of 175 countries covering the period 1996–2014,
Ben Ali and Gasmi (2017) show that ICT control corruption, better institutions and
trade openness are associated with lower level of corruption and the effect is more
important on developing countries.
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Ojeka et al. (2019), Mohammed Nasar et al. (2020) examine the impact of institutional quality on the performance of 135 listed companies in Nigeria for a period
between 2013 and 2017. Results show that corruption has a negative effect on market
value and return on assets (ROA).
Hypothesis: The impact of quality on institutions on financial development
depends on the level of ICT diffusion.

3 Data and Econometric Methodology
3.1 Data
We use a panel data of 93 developing countries from five regions: MENA region,
Eastern Europe, Latin America and South Africa, whose balance sheets and income
statements are available over the duration of our study, covering the period 2002–
2017. Based on data availability, several variables are selected from the literature and
used to test the relationship between institutions and financial development. Financial
development proxies and quality of institutions variables are presented, as follows.
Banking data
Credit granted to the banking sector: It’s an indicator of financial intermediaries.
This credit is a measure of finance market size. It better explains the banking sector
development (Levine et al., 2000).
Private credit: Measure the possibilities for new business to develop finance
(Levine et al., 2000; Rajan & Zingales, 1998; Claessens & Laeven, 2003).
Liquid liabilities (M3): Measure the size of the banking system corresponding to
the economy (Goldsmith, 1969; McKinnon, 1973; King & Levine, 1993).
Stock market data
The number of listed companies: An indicator of the liquidity of the market: it
captures the willingness of investors to engage in capital market.
Market capitalization: An indicator of the size of the market.it measure the evolution of the stock market (Garcia & Liu, 1999; Yartey, 2008; Nassar & Battour,
2020).
Trade value of traded shares/GDP: Measure organized share trading in proportion
to domestic production.
Measures of institutional indicators
Kaufmann and Kraay (1999, 2009) have developed 6 areas to measure the quality of
institutions (governance):
Voice and Accountability. Captures perception if citizens of a country are apt to
take part in the choice of their government, as well as freedom of expression, of
association and of the media.
Political stability. A perception of the probability of political instability, violence
and terrorism.
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Government effectiveness. The perception of the quality of public services and
the degree of its independence from political pressures, the quality of the formulation
and the application of policies.
The quality of regulation. The perception of the government’s ability to enforce
sound policies and regulations.
The Rule of Law. The perceptions of the extent to which agents trust the quality
of contract enforcement, property rights, the police and the courts, and then the
probability of crime and violence.
The control of corruption. The fact that public power is exercised for private
purposes.
Control variables
In our study, we will consider the following control variables:
Per capita income: a high income level is associated with a high level of financial
development (Demetriades & Hussein, 1996).
Inflation: show that high inflation is associated with distortion of finance (Boyd
et al., 2001; Rousseau & Wachtel, 2002).
Trade openness: Authors, such as Svaleryd and Vlachos (2002) and Rajan and
Zingales (2003), find that trade openness is related to financial development. Indeed,
the latter needs to have more access to external finance by developing in foreign
markets.
Opening of the capital (Kopen)3 : measures the degree of capital openness of a
country (Chinn & Ito, 2006). The values of the Chinn-Ito index are between zero and
one.
Internet users4 : Individuals using the Internet (% of population), Internet users
are persons who have used the Internet (from any location) in the last 3 months: via
a computer, mobile phone, personal digital assistant, games machine, digital TV etc.

3.2 Econometric Methodology
We used the GMM method with the choice of instrumental variables (legal origin
and ethnolinguistic splitting).
Our model is presented as following:
FDit = αit + α0 ∗ FDit − 1 + βit INSTit + θXit + μi

(1)

with:
FDit and FDt-1 : Financial development proxies at date t and t − 1.
INSTit : Variables of the quality of the institutions at the date t.
3 High

values of this index show that the country is accessible to cross-border capital transactions.
A positive effect of financial liberalization on financial development is expected.
4 The source of the indicator is International Telecommunication Union, World Telecommunication/ICT Development Report and database.
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Xit : Control variables at date t.
μi: The error term.

4 Empirical Analysis
4.1 Impact of Institutional Quality of Financial Development
The results of the estimates of the different financial development proxies, show that
the delayed dependent variables are significant at the 1% threshold, which shows
that the dynamic model GMM is well justified. The control variables have significant
effects for the different financial development proxies:
The negative impact of inflation on financial development is in line with the work
of Boyd et al. (2001) and Rousseau and Wachtel (2002).
The positive effect of economic growth, shows that there is a strong relationship between economic growth and financial development sector (Gries et al., 2009;
Aminova et al., 2020).
Trade openness also has significant and positive effects showing that a high level
of trade openness is associated with an increased level of financial development.
A high level of financial openness through the growth of international finance
markets, makes it possible to reduce financial underdevelopment and thus increase
portfolio diversification (Chinn & Ito, 2006; Alsuwaigh et al., 2020).
For the institutional quality variables,5 we note that they have positive effects.
To conclude, the institutional indicators do not affect financial development in the
same way and on the same scale. The interpretations of the results obtained are as
follows:
Government effectiveness has a significant effect which can be illustrated by the
fact that a good quality of the public services and a good independence of the political
pressures can help the companies to be introduced on the stock market.
The quality of the regulation has a significant effect. In fact, good regulatory quality, which is followed by financial institutions (the Central Bank) and by
successful policies, respected by financial intermediaries, only improves the banking
and financial system.
The control of corruption has a positive and significant effect on credits. This
shows that the control of the exercise of public power for private ends is positively
correlated with financial development.
The efficiency of the rules of law is in accordance highlight the idea that the legal
infrastructure is important and robust in showing differences in financial development
across countries with cross-sectional analysis (LaPorta et al., 1997; Demetriades &
Andrianova, 2004; Alremaidhi et al., 2020).
5 To

prevent any problems of multi-collinearity between the different variables of the quality of
institutions, we test six specifications for each financial development proxy.
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The effect of political stability is significant and positive on credits which shows
that political instability is a major determinant of developmental differences between
countries hinders this development, and that it is a key element in the differences
in financial development around the world (This is in accordance with the work of
Roe & Siegel, 2009). In fact, with political instability investors are less likely to
invest in long-term projects. In addition, political instability can lead to financial
underdevelopment leading to politically unstable economies.

4.2 Effect of MENA Region
In what follows, we will try to see the impact of the institutional quality on the financial development by distinguishing the effect of the MENA zone for three variables
of the quality of the institutions which are: the political stability, the rules of law and
the control of corruption.
The choice of these three variables among the six is due to their importance
compared to the others.
FDit = αit + α0 ∗ FDit − 1 + θXit +Dummy Mena ∗ INSTit + μi

(2)

The results in Table 1 in annex note that the sign of institutional quality are
consistent with theory. There is a positive effect on corruption, political stability
and rule of law on banking and stock market indicators. In fact, a one improvement
of corruption, increase liquid liabilities and credit to private sector by 0.9 and 3.5
respectively.
The significant and positive effect of institutional variables on bank variables is
explained by the fact that a banking system deep and large (liquid liabilities and
deposit money bank assets to GDP ratios respectively) and an active banking system
(on form of ratio of private credit to GDP) are associated with a higher institutional
quality.
The results demonstrate that the institutional quality matter for financial development in MENA region. The result is on alignment with the study of Chinn and Ito
(2002) and Law and Habibullah (2009). Similarly, political stability demonstrates a
significant effect approved by previous studies, which show that political stability
is collaborated with financial development. The results obtained are in line with the
work of Cherif and Dreger (2016).
The lagged dependent variable is significant, so, the GMM model is well specified
as well as the instruments are valid.
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4.3 Effect of Corruption and ICT
In this part, we tried to test the interactive effect of corruption and ICT Corruption
is in all societies. It is a public phenomenon in which the public power or authority
is used for private gain. Taking the form of bridery, nepotism or fraud, speed money
or embezzlement. Corruption can be defined as an abuse of entrusted power for
private gain. Bardhan (1997) define corruption as the use of public offices for private
enrichment. It could be in the form of bribery, theft, extortion, or fraud for the personal
goals of public officials and allow favoritism and extortion.
Internet shows the expected signs which suggest that the diffusion or internet can
curb corruption for our sample which confirm the hypothesis that internet is a way
to curb corruption. In fact, internet is a channel through which citizens can declare
any abuses and a way with which administrative services of government can be
automated to avoid corrupted officials. In his study, Bhatnager (2003) show that the
application of E-government increase transparency and the access to information.
The application of ICT help to enforce rules and increase transparency (Andersen
et al., 2009; Shim & Eom, 2009) and it’s a way to delete information asymmetry
(Sturges, 2004; Ali Saad et al., 2020).
The interaction between corruption control and ICT use is significantly positive
for all the financial indicators, albeit market capitalization. More corruption control
will boost financial development through a better ICT diffusion (Table 2).
Internet shows the expected signs which suggest that the diffusion of internet
can curb corruption for our sample which confirm the hypothesis that internet is
a way to curb corruption. In fact, internet is a channel through witch citizens can
declare any abuses and a way with which administrative services of government can
be automated so avoid corrupted officials. In fact, the application of E-government
increase transparency and the access to information. The application of ICT help
to enforce rules and increase transparency (Bhatnager, 2003; Andersen et al., 2009;
Shim & Eom, 2009; Al Azemi et al., 2020) and it’s a way to delete information
asymmetry (Sturges, 2004).

5 Conclusion
In this study, we have examined the importance of institutional quality as a determinant of financial development for a sample of developing countries. Results reveal
that institutional quality as political stability, rule of law, control of corruption are
among the important determinants of financial development. In the first part, we have
investigated the theoretical contributions followed by the empirical ones. Expanding
strands of these contributions have studied a diversity of institutions, from legal institutions to political ones. In the second part, we tested empirically the institutional
determinants of financial development using data on institutional environment from
Kaufmann et al. and World Bank data for banking sector and market variables. The
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results of GMM estimation demonstrate that the institutional quality affect differently stock market and banking sector. Indeed, the effect of quality of institutions is
more remarkable and pertinent for the banking sector than for the stock market. In
fact, taking the impact of control corruption on two proxies of financial development:
the one improvement of control of corruption increase positively and respectively
the 1.623 and 1.309 liquid liabilities and market capitalization.
The results are similar for the estimation for MENA region. In fact, a one improvement of corruption, increase credit to private sector by 3.5. In the third part, in order
to see the impact of internet on corruption, with the same sample used in the second
part, we construct an interactive variable between variables of quality of institutions and internet use. The results show that technology can help in the fight against
corruption.
In conclusion, our results illustrate remarkable alerts concerning the role of institutional quality in the development of the financial sector. Thus, MENA region has to
ameliorate their institutional environment in order to reduce the political risk which
affects the investment decision. The introduction of ICT can reduce corruption by
enforcing rules and increasing transparency. While ICT can eliminate many opportunities of corruption, it opens new perspectives of corruption for persons who understand well the new system to manipulate them, so adequate safeguards are needed.
Moreover, specialist on ICT and public managers have to ensure that the system
of e-government is associated with other reform process. ICT diffusion can create
new offers and possibilities for fraud and new red tapes. In fact, internet promotes
fake news which contra react anticorruption strategy. Policy becomes essential for
enforcing rules and laws.
Although ICT is studied as an anti-corruption instrument, we have to test the
opposite effect of such tools. New corruption opportunities can appear as the dark
web, cryptocurrencies, or simply through the missuse of well-intended technologies
such as digital public services. In fact, a lot of examples from Western Balkan countries show that there are corruption risks associated with the manipulation of digital
records and public service systems.
Implication of the study and future work: Results show that the promotion of the ICT penetration influence strongly and positively financial development. So, MENA region have to strengthen
ICT policies and engage workers to use the new information and communication technology As
well, the MENA countries have also to promote and enhance the E-government and the E-commerce
(E-finance) as well as explore opportunities especially in weak financial system.
In regard to future studies, the researchers found that it would be beneficial to expand the data
including more countries in order to investigate the impact of ICT on countries rely upon their level
of financial development.
In other word, the MENA countries have to take action in constructing a joint information system
to get efficient financial sectors.
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Appendix

Table 1 Effect of quality of institutions on financial development:MENA region
(1)

(1)’

(2)

(3)

(4)

Debtmaturity (t-1)

0.5742***
0.01638

0.5608***
0.0087

0.6696***
0.0085

0.6246***
0.0136

0.5588***
0.0121

Default risk

0.3734**
0.1865

0.0255
0.1486

0.0733
0.1281

0.5284
0.1285

0.0705
0.1519

Tangibility

0.4092***
0.0265

0.2561***
0.034

0.2072***
0.0267

0.225***
0.0316

0.2583***
0.0248

Leverage

0.5627***
0.0314

0.3313***
0.0344

0.3192***
0.0317

0.2424***
0.03604

0.3598***
0.0354

Size of the firm

0.0718***
0.0085

0.0864***
0.0116

0.05566***
0.00086

0.0725***
0.0069

0.0744***
0.0101

ROA

-0.0494
0.0545

-0.0561
0.0494

-0.0869*
0.0458

-0.0811
0.0659

-0.1054
0.0701

Asset maturity

0.000***
0.000

0.000**
0.000

0.000**
0.000

0.000**
0.000

0.000**
0.000

Effectif taxe rate

0.0207**
0.0065

0.0369***
0.0022

0.0301***
0.0065

0.02496***
0.0069

0.0357***
0.0036

Growthopportunities

-1.2537***
0.0268

-0.9244***
0.0276

-0.9438***
0.029

-1.0115***
0.0307

-0.9498***
0.0253

Control of corruption

-0.0146**
0.0062

Rule of low

0.0437***
0.0094

Political stability

0.01101**
0.0055

Pib

0.0034***
0.0008

0.0019**
0.0007

0.00501***
0.00093

0.0022**
0.0008

Inflation

-0.0009***
0.0002

-0.0005**
0.0002

-0.00046*
0.00024

-0.00052**
0.0002

-1.01***
0.0435

-0.9727***
0.032

-1.0436***
0.04357

-1.0163***
0.0361

Constante

-1.422***
0.0395

AR(2)

0.176

0.176

0.180

0.178

0.177

Sargan test

0.995

0.327

0.992

0.950

0.141

Hansen test

0.817

0.632

0.651

0.582

0.743
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Table 2 The impact of ICT diffusion and corruption control on financial development: GMM
effect:

Debt maturity
t-1

Credit
accorded
to private
sector

Credit
accorded
to bank
sector

0.903***

0.980***

(0.0415)
GDP

-0.0648*
(0.0389)

INF
Commercial
openess
Kopen
corruption
control

0.258***
(0.0875)

0.699***
(0.119)
-0.204
(0.359)

0.821***
(0.0156)
0.221***

liquid
liabilities

Listed
companies

0.754***

0.961***

(0.0102)
0.178***

(0.0752)
0.0992

(0.0166)

(0.0253)

(0.0801)

-0.199*** -0.0935*** -0.168*

-0.168***

-0.256***

-0.249***

(0.0360)

(0.0198)

(0.0877)

(0.00680)

(0.0103)

(0.0260)

0.00766

-0.00287

-0.0647**

(0.00659)

(0.00249)

(0.0314)

0.0615***
(0.00569)

0.302

-0.0360

2.537*

0.0570

(0.222)

(0.0768)

(1.402)

(0.106)

2.336***
(0.850)

corruption*ICT

(0.0227)

Market
value
capitalization traded

0.0433**
(0.0212)

0.661*
(0.345)
0.0187***
(0.00686)

9.835**
(4.532)
0.104
(0.0669)

2.821***
(0.204)
0.0629***
(0.00569)

0.0889***
(0.0126)
0.353***
(0.114)
2.177***
(0.708)
0.0386**
(0.0153)

0.00168
(0.0221)
-0.212
(0.230)
2.090***
(0.789)
0.0783**
(0.0357)
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Experimental Perspective of Artificial
Intelligence Technology in Human
Resources Management
Saeed Hameed Aldulaimi, Marwan Mohamed Abdeldayem,
Bishr Muhamed Mowafak , and Manal Makki Abdulaziz

Abstract This experimental study investigates the use of artificial intelligence (AI)
technology and its role in improving human resources management, particularly the
selection and recruitment process. The importance of this study lies in the using AI
technologies within the business environment has significantly increased because
of the contentious technological developments and the revolution of the internet of
things that have been imposed in business environments, which made it imperative for
organizations to keep pace with these developments and work with them to create
an innovative and competitive business model. The study focuses on the artificial
intelligence dimensions represented in technological skills, automation, and expert
systems in improving the effectiveness of human resources recruitment and selection.
Due to the nature of the study, a qualitative methodology was found to be more appropriate to achieve the objectives of the study. Accordingly, semi-structured interviews
were conducted with a sample of twenty-five specialists in human resources management at Zain Telecom Company in Kingdom of Bahrain. The findings reveal that
AI technology had achieved a high level of effectiveness in Zain Telecom Company,
in addition to the presence of a positive qualitative role for AI technology in its
dimensions (technological skills, automation, and expert systems) to improve the
effectiveness of selection and staffing at an entrepreneurial organization operating in
Bahrain (i.e. Zain Telecom Company). It has been concluded that AI gives promising
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answers for scouts to advance ability procurement by assuming control over the long
run, burning-through redundant undertakings, for example, sourcing and screening
candidates, to improve the nature of the recruiting cycle and kill human predispositions. Enlarged knowledge will be utilized broadly and progressively to create better
and more successful outcomes; subsequently, routine authoritative positions will be
supplanted by smart AI innovations and will slowly vanish.
Keywords Artificial intelligence technology · Human resources · Recruitment ·
Selection

1 Introduction
Entrepreneurial organizations involve the ability to sense opportunities and shifts
in the business environment and cannot remain isolated from the developments of
the information and technology revolution (Teece, 2016). Therefore, it has become
obligatory for them to embrace the consequences of these developments in terms of
employing technology with digital technologies (Erixon, 2018; Wall & Wood, 2005).
The modern management environment has directed towards the ICT revolution and
relying on artificial intelligence as a transformative capacity that holds the reins in
achieving the global goals of sustainable development SDGs (Schwab, 2016; Alston
& Bowles, 2003; Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014).
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the process of assign human intelligence through
machine processes by integrate information, analyze data, and use the resulting
insights to improve decision making—and already it is transforming every walk
of life (Tkachenko et al., 2019). The selection and staffing process has been considered as one of the human resource management practices that must keep pace with
the radical change in the adoption of artificial intelligence to achieve sustainable
development goals. There is no doubt about the accuracy and importance of the role
that the selection and staffing departments play in the various institutions as they
are responsible for selecting human elements. And its alignment with the competencies and skills required to achieve the public good at the level of the country and
the private at the level of the institution, and it is no secret for decision-makers the
severity of the challenges facing this process, such as intense competition and lack of
job analysis and polarization procedures (Corbin & Strauss, 2008; Creswell, 1998;
Denscombe, 2009).
The telecommunications sector in various regions worldwide is considered an
important indicator of its actual progress in terms of information technology and
technological development, especially with the transition from the fourth generation
networks to the fifth-generation networks due to the fast and efficient provisioning
of high data (Aleksic, 2015; Fernandez et al., 2019; Greene & Hall, 2010). AI is
attracting and employing qualified competencies with technical capabilities, since the
skilled human resources is a significant challenge facing technological development
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that intend to bridging the digital gap in developing countries (World Economic
Forum, 2019).
The role of the current study comes in shedding light on the central and decisive
role that the use of artificial intelligence technology with its various techniques
plays in the process of selecting and assigning human resources by applying to
the most critical sectors in technology, which is the telecommunications sector, as
the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority has adopted the responsibility for
pioneering, intellectual and technological development. For the sake of advancing
the economy of the Kingdom of Bahrain in line with its 2030 economic vision, and
these efforts are clearly overshadowed by the authority itself obtaining the award for
the best corporate identity in the Gulf Cooperation Council countries for the year
2020, based on its full preparation for the requirements of the future environment
and related practice of human resources and equal opportunities for selection and
development.
Furthermore, knowledge-based search engines are able to automate parts of the
search task and offer valuable information for supporting pre-selection decisions;
thus, the automation and information of staffing is supported (Strohmeier & Piazza,
2015). AI is a relatively hot field of research; it is of vital importance for the academy
to evaluate what has already been produced and to assist future research on the
contributions of technology applied to HRM (Jatobá et al., 2019). An application
scenario of knowledge-based search-engines in HRM is searching for candidates
(e.g., Groover, 2016; Hancock et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2018; Mochol et al., 2007).

1.1 Problem Statement
The telecommunications sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain has begun to take
measures in order to create the optimal competitive technical environment, whereby
several initiatives have been taken in support of the Four National Communications Plan, according to an updated economic and regulatory framework and the
European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) model. The Telecommunications Regulatory Authority seeks, within its strategic plans, to keep pace with the
dynamic organizational development of the most superior products in the technological arena, and an example of this is what Zain Telecom Company in the Kingdom
of Bahrain initiated starting from 2017 to employ intelligence Synthesis integrates
its technological skills and smart systems into the basic operations of the company,
indicating the ease with which it has achieved digital transformation in completing
transactions and reducing costs.
With the launch of the International Economic Forum 2020 and Zain Bahrain’s
commitment to the principles of empowering youth according to the requirements of
the labor market, it was necessary, to increase their readiness to include this type of
intelligence in the practices of Human Resources Department, given that the latter is
directly responsible for promoting a culture of high performance in the organization
and developing the motivation of its workforce by providing a creative and motivating
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work environment (Armstrong, 2014; Kirk and Miller, 1986; Laudon and Laudon,
2004).
Based on the above, the study decided to focus on selecting and designating human
resources as one of the methods benefiting from artificial intelligence applications,
within the technological trends that the telecommunications sector in the Kingdom of
Bahrain, in particular Zain Telecom, started with. Initial percentages of the success of
artificial intelligence applications in the company under study, especially in light of
many types of research proving the same desired results, one of which was shown by
the study (Robinson, 2018) on the positive role of applying artificial intelligence in
the selection and recruitment process, which is to facilitate it And saving its expenses
and speeding up its procedures by relying on this kind of intelligence in sorting CVs
and matching them with vacant jobs, thus determining qualified people to fill them
and achieving fairness in the distribution of opportunities (Lecompte and Preissle,
1993; Nweke and Orji, 2009; Oravec, 2014; Russel and Norvig, 2003).
The motive of this study is two folds. First is to fill the gap in the previous
literature, especially the Arabic ones, in dealing with the issue of using AI technology
and its role in improving the effectiveness of the process of selecting and assigning
human resources at business organizations. It was noticed that there were multiple
studies that dealt with the selection and recruitment process and linked them to many
variables in the absence of a significant review of its relationship to more modern
variables that meet the developments of the information revolution such as artificial
intelligence and some other studies have investigated the relationship between them
such as the study of Robinson (2018) and the study of Johansson and Herranen (2019)
that recommended in their conclusions the necessity of intensifying the studies that
deal with the two variables due to their clear gap at the level of both the Western
and Arabic studies. This study is considered a continuation of what the researchers
started in this context. An apparent quest to move human resources management
studies according to the developments that have imposed themselves in business
environments.
Second motive of this study is represented in what was mentioned in details in
the economic vision of the Kingdom of Bahrain 2030 on the need to change national
economic models to more innovative and competitive models on both the local and
global levels—artificial intelligence, for example—and the improvement of the type
of jobs and skills efficiency required by globalization. Given the real challenge that
this represents, which calls for the creation of the necessary reforms in this regard, the
Kingdom of Bahrain needs to benefit from what Zain Telecommunications Company
started with from a shift in operations as an inspiring model among the many institutional models, and what this transformation requires. There is no generalization
when its effectiveness has been proven and demonstrated at the level of all or most of
the targeted output branches, including the process of selecting and assigning human
resources.
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1.2 Importance of the Study
This study is essential due to the value-based and the contributions it has made on
the theoretical and practical levels. The topic’s importance as artificial intelligence
is a relatively new concept, especially in Arab studies. It will result in greater visibility and broadening of the research base related to it in linking it to selection and
recruitment or other human resource management practices. Artificial intelligence is
considered a modern trend and a focus for many parties’ actions in various countries.
Still, the lack of resources and references for this aspect proves the necessity to enrich
and provide the Arab administrative library with artificial intelligence technology in
achieving practical effectiveness Selection and staffing.
Artificial intelligence makes its application an integral part of Bahrain’s journey
to prosperity based on the basic principles of Bahrain’s 2030 economic vision
(competitiveness-fairness-sustainability). The results of the study can support the
trend towards the use of artificial intelligence technology in public and private
institutions by decision-makers to develop human resource management practices.
Hence, this study collects information from specialists in human resource management processes on adopting artificial intelligence technology in the selection and
staffing process and transferring this experiences, and studying the possibility of its
generalization in the Kingdom of Bahrain.

1.3 Objectives of the Study
This study investigates the role of AI technology in its dimensions represented in
technological skills, automation, and expert systems in improving the effectiveness
of selecting and staffing human resources in Zain Telecommunications Company in
the Kingdom of Bahrain.
We are disclosing the reality of the Human Resources selection and staffing
process in Zain Telecom Company in the Kingdom of Bahrain. It is discovering
the effectiveness of AI implementation in its dimensions represented in technological skills, automation, and expert systems in Zain Telecom Company in the Kingdom
of Bahrain and the opportunities to generalize other institutions’ experience.
Thus, the study attempt to answer the following two question:
1.

2.

What is the role of artificial intelligence technology in its dimensions represented in technological skills, automation and expert systems in improving the
effectiveness of selecting and assigning human resources in Zain Telecom in
the Kingdom of Bahrain?
How practical is the application of AI technology in its dimensions represented
in technological skills, automation and expert systems in Zain Telecom in the
Kingdom of Bahrain?
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2 Literature Review
The concept of “artificial intelligence technology” has become popular with its
various applications as a necessity and compliance with the information age requirements and the prevailing digital environment. Although many studies have proven
the circulation of these applications in many areas over the past years, they return
to confirm the reality of what the application has reached. The rapid technological
growth during the last three years, especially at the level of application in different
organizational environments, is known to be influential, transformative practices, has
led the development and change of the world in its multiple scales (Al kurdi, 2021;
Saunders et al., 2009; Tecuci, 2012).
The designation of artificial intelligence came as a result of its simulation of
human intelligence at the level of the ability to acquire knowledge, understanding
and analysis, which means the possibility of conducting the appropriate operations
and taking the necessary actions according to the available data (Kaplan & Haenlein,
2019). While there are many forms of employing this intelligence according to the
type of need. In sum, the adoption of technological development will inevitably cast
a shadow over the work environments and the design of the works that are performed
in them.
Artificial Intelligence has become today one of the topics that receives the most
widespread attention by researchers at the level of most fields. As this topic has
created many questions about the nature and effects of the change that will be
followed by the employment of artificial intelligence technology. Even though the
various sectors and research have shown its positive impact in light of some concerns
regarding the replacement of human hands working with this technology. In any case,
artificial intelligence has become one of the aspirations and pivotal bodies in the world
(Kurzweil, 2005; Schroeder, 2007; Schwab, 2019).
Furthermore, Grewal (2014) proposed a comprehensive description that states
“The mechanical system for simulation, which is concerned with collecting knowledge and information with the aim of processing, interpreting and disseminating it so
that it is feasible.” This study was not the only one that demonstrated the difference
in the definitions of artificial intelligence, which is attributed to factors linked to the
permanence of development, as it was shared by the same results in a study of Wang
et al., (2013). Wang indicated the presence of multiple trends and ramifications of
the concept similar to the parts that branch out of the same whole according to their
description, and emphasized the possibility of adopting any these trends have always
been attributed to existing modern studies.
The process of selecting and staffing human resources is one of the most important
functions in human resources management analogous to its objectives, which are
reflected in the recruitment of highly qualified and professional labor. As it is no
longer hidden from organizations in different sectors that results from the lack of
accuracy in the standards and procedures of this process of hiring people Those who
are not qualified to work based on the requirements and requirements of each job, and
what leads to it in the medium and long term from incurring heavy losses resulting
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from the accumulated errors and deficiencies of these employees, which may in many
cases amount to compromising their ability to achieve organizational goals. And the
desired effectiveness, in addition to the number of adverse effects that it inflicts. The
studies that attempt to integrate artificial intelligence technology into selecting and
assigning human resources are increasing (Johansson & Herranen, 2019; Robinson,
2018; Shahid & Li, 2019; Siggelkow, 2007; Zielinski, 2017).
The traditional procedures for selecting and assigning human resources as
indicated by Mondy and Noe (2005) include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Receiving recruited individuals applying for jobs
Initial interview
Review requests and information
Employment Tests:
Employment interviews
Background check and screening
The initial recruitment decision
Medical Examination
Issuing the final appointment decision.

2.1 Hypotheses
Hypotheses of this study can be formulated as follows:
H1: There is a positive role for artificial intelligence technology in improving the
effectiveness of the selection and staffing process in Zain Telecom Company in
the Kingdom of Bahrain.
From the previous central hypothesis, there are three sub-hypotheses, as follows.
H1.1: There is a positive role of technology skills in improving the effectiveness of
the selection and recruitment process in Zain Telecom Company in the Kingdom
of Bahrain.
H1.2: There is a qualitatively positive role for automation in improving the effectiveness of the selection and recruitment process in Zain Telecom Company in
the Kingdom of Bahrain.
H1.3: There is a positive qualitative role for expert systems in improving the
selection and recruitment process’s effectiveness in the same company under
study.

3 Methodology
Qualitative method is used to discover the role of artificial intelligence technology in
improving the effectiveness of the process of selecting and staffing human resources,
which is a method that provides a comprehensive and accurate understanding of
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administrative and social phenomena based on the perceptions and perspectives
of the participants as a sample of the research. The methodology determining the
mechanism and plan of action for the research and procedures followed accordingly
(Lgwenagu, 2016).
Data from multiple sources, such as interviews, notes, records, and others (Yin,
2003), support the strategy of studying the epistemology philosophy’s in terms of
its description of the natural context and its analysis. Content document analysis
tool used based on the logical scientific sequence that resulted in the selection of the
qualitative research methodology (Bowen, 2009; Stake 1995; Strohmeier & Piazza,
2015).

3.1 Sampling
The literature and previous research confirm that the method of purposeful sampling
is the most commonly used method, which gives the researcher the authority to
choose the participants according to the circumstances and nature of the research,
and according to his appreciation of the ability of the participants themselves to
achieve the goals of research and to examine the hypotheses (Ary et al., 2014), this
literature also did not provide a specific number of participants. Instead, it made the
matter dependent on what was decided by the need for research procedures and the
nature of its topic (Creswell, 2003). Based on the preceding, the research sample was
represented in twenty-five participants represented by the human resources management specialists. They were intentionally chosen because they have experience and
expertise in selection and recruitment of human resources in the company.

3.2 Reliability and Validity
The researcher employed interpretive truthfulness by monitoring the participants’
post-response reactions, or what is known as Participants feedback, by following two
different forms. The first is initial pre-emptive interviews with a group of participants
in the same research sample and comparing it. Later on with what the dimensional
results showed, which are the results that were analyzed and discussed in the study,
and the second is the researcher’s resort to conducting final random interviews to
examine the accuracy of the interpretations that the researcher mentioned in the
analysis, and to make sure that each of the reactions of the retrieved participation
With what has been monitored in the field by extending the time for the field study in
the organization in question, the researcher has reached conclusions that the targeted
congruence indicates the existence or validity of the interpretation.
The researchers also employed internal honesty by relying on the input model
and the role in analyzing the results, especially in examining the hypotheses in
addition to linking with the scientific management theory. The researchers found
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that the relationship between each of the independent variable in its dimensions and
the dependent variable is a causal relationship established according to the models,
which is an indicator of the internal validity of the study according to (Maxwell,
1996; Varshney & Galhan, 2018).
Consistency is considered a continuum between two tools to measure the same
thing. Regarding qualitative research, its stability depends on the mechanisms and
sources of data collection employed in the study. Therefore, the researcher reached
stability by applying both the triple intersection of data sources (Data Triangulation)
and Data Saturation (Stavors & Westberg, 2009; Denzin, 2009).
The researcher employed thematic analysis, which is one of the analyzes followed
in qualitative research, to develop appropriate interpretative analyzes (Boyatzis,
1998), like Marks & Yardley, (2004) indicates the extent to which objective analysis
fits to provide the broadest range of interpretation and understanding. The researcher
chose to work on the qualitative research data’s aim analysis based on the framework
(Braun & Clarke, 2012), which consist of the following steps:
• Recording data and facts after carefully reading them to identify the data
• Positioning and arranging symbols according to the data write the characters in
the first instance
• Collecting symbols related to each topic (converting characters into issues)
searching for topics
• Frequently reviewing the topics in terms of their relevance to data, reviewing the
topics
• Choose the appropriate topics for presentation and explain each of them. Define
and name the topics
• Converting notes and notes into an organized and formal report for producing the
final report
After reading the texts represented in the responses of the participants in semistructured interviews, analyzing the documents, and getting acquainted with them as
an initial stage through re-reading and writing down the necessary preliminary observations, the qualitative data were coded to give it the appropriate patterns according
to the requirements of the subject of each group. And according to what was stated
in the study, it should be noted here that the set of symbols listed in Table 1 below
is a graphic description and not an explanatory one, as it is linked to the study’s
variables, dimensions, and that emanates from its objectives and questions.

3.3 Coding Procedures
A group of sub-symbols is included from the available symbols according to the
detailed reading of the qualitative data and the subjective classification, and Table 1
illustrates the symbols and their derivation. Table 1 reveals the essence or content
of these topics and this enrichment with some quotes of the relevant core qualitative

3

2

1

Keywords

“Necessity”
“Qualification”
“platform”

“The organization has the necessary devices Hardware
and equipment for accreditation On
“Getting ready.”
automation in various processes.”
(Participant 18)

“The employees’ possession of
technological skills has become a necessity
in light of the organization’s adoption of
working according to the mechanisms of
artificial intelligence technology and the
digitization of processes” (Participant 9)

“Continuous qualification and development
of employees in line with dealing with AI
technology mechanisms.” (Participant 20)

“The company has the necessary data to
ensure that those coming to the
organization’s jobs have technological
skills.” (Participant 2)

“Working with artificial intelligence
technologies is a major creative part of
modern business environments.”
(Participant 21)

“Artificial intelligence technology is the
most influential in the current situation.”
(Participant 9)

“Artificial Intelligence is an Effective
Technology”… (Participant 2)

“The application of AI is considered to keep Effectiveness
pace with the developments of the times.”
“creativity”
(Participant 13)
“The influence”

Quotations

AI-Au

AI-TS

AI

Code

Table 1 Analysis of symbols topics according to the qualitative analysis source
Theme

Automation

Technology skills

Artificial intelligence

(continued)
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4

“Organizations today are facing large
numbers of applicants to fill their jobs”…
(Participant 1)

“The process of selecting and assigning
human resources requires effort and time to
reach the most efficient and skilled
employees.” (Participant 2, Participant 11)

“The organization is concerned with
selection and recruitment competent and
qualified persons.” (Participant 17)

“Indeed, organizations can trust expert
systems as an advanced and high-quality
technological method in performing various
tasks.” (Participant 6)

“The expert systems defined according to
the appropriate programming for the
organization’s bodies are undoubtedly
suitable for adoption.” (Participant 25)

“Pre-prepared and fully prepared in terms
of various resources is the basis for
ensuring the effectiveness of automation.”
(Participant 10)

“Although automation has reached a good
level of effectiveness, the organization does
not stop improving and developing
processes.” (Participant 25)

Quotations

Table 1 (continued)

“programming”
High quality

Keywords

AI-ES

Code

Expert systems

Theme

(continued)
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6

5

“The organization has witnessed a distinct
transformation and is still seeking to keep
pace with technological developments to
achieve the effectiveness of services and
processes such as a process of selecting and
assigning human resources.” (Participant 4)

“The transformation came because the
organization witnessed an initial positive
impact of the transformation, which led to
the continuation of digital operation and its
more gradual adoption. An example of this
is the technological change in the selection
and recruitment process.” (Participant 2,
Participant 20)

“Transformation has become necessary to
improve the organization’s operations,
especially the selection and recruitment
process, and to achieve the desired
distinction.” (Participant 11, Participant 1)

“Organizations today face large numbers of
applicants for jobs in them.” (Participant 1)

“The process of selecting and assigning
human resources requires effort and time to
reach the most efficient and skilled
employees.” (Participant 2, Participant 11)

“The organization is concerned with
selection and recruitment competent and
qualified persons.” (Participant 17)

Quotations

Table 1 (continued)

Effectiveness
Impact
Excellence

Numbers of applicants
‘Time’
“Effort”

Keywords

Code

HRM-TR

HRM-SR

Transformation

(continued)

The process of selecting and recruitment human resources

Theme
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8

7

Keywords

“The application of artificial intelligence in The Participatory
the selection and recruitment of human
Platform
resources, in particular, requires
“Personal aspects.”
cooperation from external bodies to reach
support that ensures the existence of a
participatory platform for job applicants
and not content with the development
efforts of each organization.” (Participant 4,
Participant 13)

“Accuracy is the most important criterion
for any development in the organization,
and there must be an accurate measurement
of the type of development, the need for it,
and the resulting progress at the level of
achieving organizational goals.”
(Participant 1, Participant 21)

“It is known that technology is rapidly
“Continuity”
developing. Therefore, it is necessary to
“Precision”
strive to develop the use of artificial
intelligence techniques to ensure continuous
keeping up, and to work on evaluating them
so that the development is based on
foundations, needs and feasibility.”
(Participant 23, participant 2, participant 11)

Quotations

Table 1 (continued)
Code

HRM-Ob

HRM-DE

Obstacles

Development

Theme

(continued)
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“The organization is constantly keen on
Careful
analyzing the required resources such as the
devices that support what it seeks to
develop at the level of operations and
services and provide them to ensure the
highest levels of automation activation,
evaluate its effectiveness and adjust it
according to the need” … (all participants)

“The organization has sufficient information Active channels
channels to communicate and communicate
with applicants to fill jobs, sort their CVs
and nominate them through artificial
intelligence technology. The organization is
continually striving to develop these
channels and measure its effective impact
on the process of selecting and assigning
human resources.” (All participants)

10

Keywords

9

“Criteria for selecting and assigning human
resources according to artificial intelligence
technology needs continuous evaluation and
inspection to ensure that it accurately
measures the personal aspects of the
required jobs in the organization.”
(Participant 1)

“It is imperative to obtain a complete circle
that requires greater support from outside
the organization to reach a total dependence
on artificial intelligence technology in the
selection and assignment of human
resources.” (Participant 24)

Quotations

Table 1 (continued)

AI-IC

AI-De

Code

Informational channels

Devices

Theme
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Table 2 Frequency of participants’ responses
n

Code

Topic

Frequency Percentage (%)

1

AI

Artificial intelligence

25

100

2

AI-TS

Technological skills

25

100

3

AI-Au

Automation

21

84

4

AI-RS

Expert systems

24

96

5

HRM-SR The process of selecting and recruitment human 25
resources

100

6

HRM-Tr

The transition

22

88

7

HRM-De

Development

24

96

8

HRM-Ob Obstacles

20

80

9

AI-De

Devices

21

84

Informational channels

23

92

10 AI-IC

data and the semantic words that are mentioned in them. While, Table 2 shows the
frequency of participants’ response.

4 Findings
The results revealed that participants emphasized that the semi-structured interview
questions formulated to describe AI technology dimensions namely: Technology
skills, Automation, Expert systems were successfully explained the necessity to start
activating the requirements of AI technology in terms of a comprehensive change
of the processes and services within the organization. Majority of participants highlighted the importance of the organization’s staff readiness with technology skills
as a major component of the shift towards the digitization of processes. Moreover,
the training and qualification programs are required by the developments of the field
technology, especially what is included within AI technology, in addition to what
is implemented by the same organization of programs to rehabilitate and empower
the youth group to identify the technological skills requirements of the work environment. There is a clear evidence presented by the organization on the role played
by technology skills and what is stated in the framework looking at the skills gap
that increases steadily with the need to adopt AI technology (Christopher, 2019). In
addition to what was presented on the need to improve skills. Technology, are used
to analyzing current competencies and equipping employees with emerging skills. In
addition, the participants based their orientation on the attention paid by the organization to the selection and recruitment of competencies. These skills are qualified as
much as possible, given that the concern for acquiring technological skills is it stems
from the urgent need for it, as (Participant 2) in particular, the organization’s data
platform, Which is characterized by its ability to preserve the technological skills
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that applicants have to occupy jobs in the event of employment or the lack thereof,
according to the organization, this is due to the desire to attract qualified people with
these skills on both the short term and the long term. Evidently, that there is consensus
among the participants about the necessity of preparing the staff with technological
skills due to the reliance on AI and considering these skills a weighty criterion for
the success of dealing with this modern technology.
Participants describe the automation plays in artificial role, starting from its most
important role as a readiness point to employ AI technology. Participants, particularly
(Participant 10), described in detail this readiness as a guarantee towards greater
investigation efficiency levels. They describe the tremendous information faced by
organization at the current time; achieve efficiency standards in the various processes
and services in organizations. Automation assist to reduce burden on employees in
the various departments and divisions of the company due continued adoption of this
type of technology.
The participants highlighted a detail of the demonstration of importance discussed
earlier. By providing all the devices and controlling the interactive information channels they need, and launching projects related to the matter by approval on robotic
technology, which is part of the application of automation. In addition, participants
agree that the goal is from the vision of this experience is to invest in technological
development by taking advantage of its advantages and providing unique experiences of the telecommunications sector. Participation demonstrated about the future
of automation employment in terms of primarily to reduce the cost of recruiting
labor as much as its future role in creating job opportunities. Automation is assisting
to deliver work from the level of good effectiveness to the level of high efficiency
(Groover, 2005). Technology and expert systems, and that this stems from the organization’s keenness to achieve the highest standards of effectiveness and its endeavor
towards make use of the experience and observation obtained to research methods
of development and improvement.
Participants describe, as the organization is not newly established in employing
expert systems, it seeks continuously to apply the latest and most effective systems,
and to evaluate them regularly. Participants have high confidence in the ability of
expert systems to improve the quality of all operations and services of the organization. An example of this is what was reported by (Participant 6) about the repetition
of the word trust in these systems.
The emphasis on this in a definitive way stems from the company’s uniqueness
to activate the devices and the information channels built according to programming
the expert systems that are important in the organization, but not only acquiring and
applying them, with a guide to developing the necessary tools measurement to reach
a rate of 90% digitization of processes and services. Also, participants detailed the
advantages of their ability to process existing data as inputs and work on them with
high efficiency to reach effective and reliable result.
The organization relies on completing approximately five thousand transactions
according to expert systems, indicating the readiness of these systems. It is preconfigured and highly dependent on it within the organization, and participants stressed
that this system of employment the kind of technological mechanism and other
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various forms is the product of the performance of teams that are not limited to two
leaderships. However, it is a joint effort by all levels, considering that the context of
technological transformation is comprehensive for all departments and divisions, and
it is related to different processes and services that are constantly being developed.
AI technology dimensions (Technological skills, automation, and expert systems)
are employed in an efficient manner within the organization. An indication of this
is the presence of high levels of readiness in terms of what is needed to employ
this type of technology, such as the availability of devices and the organization
of the necessary information channels and the results shown by the work to these
mechanisms. Responses may be indicated the participants and their analysis that
the organization’s readiness and digital transformation is more evident in the two
dimensions of the technological skills. The reasons for this because of the need
for automation for continuous efforts for maintenance and control, which we find
less in technological skills and expert systems in view of the availability of sufficient
specialized professional competence to work on control systems. Not to mention that
the activation of automation is relatively new when compared to other dimensions
of AI technology.
It is imperative to put in place the necessary logical procedures of selection and
recruitment to appoint qualified persons who are able to performing their specialized
roles, especially in light of the participatory work environment prevailing in the organization. A group of participants including (Participant 1) discussed an example of
the challenges facing the selection and recruitment process in terms of the noticeable
increase in the number of applicants to fill the jobs, it is imperative for organizations,
including the organization to be replaced. As far as possible, the participants referred
to the selection and recruitment process as one of the processes that need for more
time and effort if compared to other processes within the organization, and work to
improve and increase its efficiency and effectiveness will be the real investment and
upgrading of its quality in a way that supports the direction of the organization.
The organization has taken into account the internal and external factors that
may affect the selection and recruitment of employees. Participants reported that the
process of selecting and recruitment of human resources is the result of joint efforts
and responsibility among a group from the parties and bodies within the organization,
as the participatory nature of work in the organization requires the development of
the necessary means. Participants describe the process of selecting and recruitment
human resources in terms of being a process of relevance information to make the
correct decisions regarding them.
To test hypotheses, the study applied model suggested by Chigbu, (2019) by
examining them in an analytical and schematic manner by employing the cause and
effect model. The presence of a positive, qualitative role for the independent variable
(AI technology) on the the process of selecting and recruitment human resources.
Detailed evidence represented by the digital growth that the organization has reached
according to the periodic reports, the responses of the participants.
The participants acknowledged that the process of selecting and recruitment
human resources employed in the company shows that it depends on technological developments, especially at the level of technological skills, expert systems and
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automation according to high standards and good standards of flexibility and experience resulting from practice. The knowledge base is the application, as indicated by
the level of improvement in the process of selecting and recruitment human resources.
The researcher finds out through a qualitative analysis that links the dimensions
of AI technology with a selection and recruitment process human resources Relevant
qualitative data explain the role of AI technology in the selection process and the
recruitment of human resources at an extended percentage from the good to the
high level. According to the same analysis, the concentration of the high level of
this role is between the two technological skills and expert systems dimensions of
AI technology the process of selecting and assigning human resources means high
efficiency and a good role in improving it. In contrast, the level of relationship and
correlation decreases slightly less between the automation dimension and the process
of selecting and recruitment human resources.
The researcher explains this slight decrease by considering automation mechanisms such as robots, for example, that they are more modern mechanisms in the
organization. Compared to the dimensions in the same technology, as transferring
its effectiveness from the good to the excellent level depends on the intensification
of the study Research, experience and utilization of it, and the conclusion in the role
of AI technology dimensions is acceptance of the hypothesis. There is a qualitative
positive role for AI technology in its dimensions (technology skills, expert systems,
automation (on the process of selecting and hypothesis human resources.
Regarding the relationship between the technological skills dimension and the
dependent variable. There is a positive role for the technological skill dimension on
the selection and recruitment. This is due to the evidence that the qualitative analysis
contains evidence of this role, as the organization in question is the human capital
possesses the technological skills and is able to invest these skills in dealing with
the modern technical method used in the selection and recruitment process. The
workers involved in this process have experience sufficient technical functionality
to update digital systems according to the quantity and quality of human resources
the organization needs, and work to develop the necessary ideas on improving its
functioning and to invest technology as much as possible, based on the plans of
the organization for digital transformation, in addition to the ability to deal with
data in terms of its inclusion, use and retention it guarantees legal standards to
preserve privacy, and this has had a clear impact on the development of selection
process procedures human resources, as possessing technological skills has enhanced
workers in the competent management of the selection and recruitment process. In
terms of giving them more specialized roles and empowering them with creativity
and technological innovation, what made work within themselves the process is more
flexible and efficient than it was before the digital transformation.
The researcher returns the reasons for the role of technological skills in the selection and recruitment of human resources in a positive way in the company referred to
the quality of the support programs provided to the employees in this context, as the
organization was not limited to this means not only possessing technological skills,
but also integrating talent management and adopting the principle of participation
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and reducing gaps among workers through internal electronic platforms has greatly
contributed to the development of flexible improvement mechanisms.
The process of selection and recruitment is effective, not to mention linking digital
empowerment skills with the concepts of sustainability and organizational culture.
The results indicates the relationship between the expert systems dimension and the
dependent variable that there is a positive role of the expert systems dimension on
the selection and positive of human resources. This is due to the evidence provided
by the qualitative analysis to prove this role, as the organization in question relied
on dissemination and distribution of a group of different information channels in
terms of interface and type, however, all of them have a common purpose objectives of ensuring maximum effective communication between job applicants and the
organization in particular, human resources management and specifically the category related to the selection and recruitment of human resources, provided that the
company is obligated to save the personal identification information and the data of
these applicants and not to disclose them according to the standards the work of the
expert systems in the selection and recruitment of human resources is based on the
reception CVs and requirements for applying for the job, and then the mechanism of
work of these systems is based on screening and nomination electronic by matching
the inputs listed by the organization’s specialists with technological skills.
The improvement in the selection and recruitment of human resources resulted
from what was confirmed by their evaluation and measurement after the integration
of systems technology. According to the expert, the availability of quality standards
significantly, and this came based on what appeared in the surveyed organization’s
indicators of the development and accuracy of the approach between the requirements of different jobs and their occupants. The comparison that demonstrated the
distinction of employment according to expert systems in terms of facilitating operational procedures, shortening their mechanisms and reducing the time spent on its
performance, providing the rationale for the explanation and feedback about the
applicant to fill the jobs.
Results indicates the relationship between the automation dimension and the
dependent variable, shows that there is a positive role a qualitative dimension of the
automation dimension on the process of selecting and recruitment human resources.
The evidence proving this role, as the organization prepared with the necessary
automation of and devices specialized in the same field, which are the devices
that provide the most effective and innovative AI solutions. The automated system
performs the specialized tasks in the process of selecting and assigning human
resources, such as responding to the inquiries, the development of solutions, and
the ability to communicate in both Arabic and English automatically without the
need to intervene or provide assistance by the competent employee or restriction of
working hours or place of work.
The improvement in the process of selecting and recruitment human resources
has resulted from the adaptation of automation technology, especially robots, to
reduce the challenges facing the selection and recruitment, and providing a unique
and distinct mechanical experience for both sides, on the part of the applicants to
fill jobs, robots are around the day to respond to job application inquiries determine
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the readiness of requirements in terms of their completion of the standards, and
prepare the most appropriate options in terms of efficiency in addition to the ability to
explain and justify the choice with the use of natural language processing technology,
as for the organization this reduces the burden that accompanied the selection and
recruitment process using the traditional systems represented by the time the amount
and type of unintended errors that may occur in the process, and the organization, it
is continuously striving to develop the operation of the robot to bring it to the level
of efficiency enjoyed by expert systems and technological skills, and the researcher
traces their reasons for their progress to the recent use of automation in the process
of selecting and assigning resources. Humanity compared to both expert systems
and technological skills, in addition to the need for a participatory platform that
supports intelligence artificial Intelligence by the responsible regulatory authorities
in the region.

5 Discussion and Implications
Based on hypothesis examining and interpretation, the results indicate a positive role
for artificial intelligence technology in improving the effectiveness of the selection
and staffing process in Zain Telecom Company in the Kingdom of Bahrain. This
result is in line with previous studies such as Johansson and Herranen (2019) and
Robinson (2018).
In line with the scientific management theory, the current study confirm the importance of selection and recruitment process in HRM because the use of AI ensures that
individuals are placed in their right jobs that are compatible with their capabilities.
Hence, the highest levels of this effectiveness appeared in the two dimensions of
technological skills and expert systems, while the automation dimension witnessed
a good level of effectiveness. The process of selection and recruitment of human
resources is witnessing a significant and noticeable improvement specifically in the
level of facilitating its procedures, which led to a reduction in time and effort spent
in ensuring that the requirements are met, sorting CVs, nominating, and communicating with the target group, which indicates the effectiveness of the transformation
achieved by employing AI technology. In addition to improving the quality of decisions by accurately fulfilling the process requirements and hiring qualified applicants
according to the needs and objectives of the organization. However, Gartner, (2017)
found that the hype around AI is making it hard for many users to understand the
technology’s true value to their organizations.
AI technology has a positive impact on institutions to make improvement in the
quality of services and operations and their contribution to raising the level of their
performance, as for the more accurate similarity was with the study (Johansson &
Herranen, 2019; Robinson, 2018) due to the positive effect it demonstrated among
the variables of the current study, and the researcher returns the reasons for similar
conclusions, especially in light of. The difference in the spatial application limits
of the expansion of global and local markets and the increase in their requirements
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due to globalization, which resulted in the intensity of competition, information flow
and the need to keep pace according to the requirements of the developments that
have been issued by technology, especially artificial intelligence, and the resort of
organizations, especially the large ones, to meet the urgent needs and interact with
the required requirements, quickly and accurately. Especially in the selection and
recruitment process that requires specialization, experience and accuracy in work in
order to rely on sound standards to reach. The optimal options in terms of efficiency
and conformity with the needs of the organization as described by the current study,
which are similar in that with Yassin. It has the principle of the necessity of selection
and recruitment of employees according to sound scientific foundations in the theory
of scientific management.
This study was came to answer a great questions raised by divers of authors such
as, how are human resources ready to adopt this disruptive technology and its usage?
How is the readiness of employers to implement AI technology? The interplay of both
these questions is crucial considering the overall management of human resources
and organization (Khatri et al., 2020; Ma & Wang, 2021; Vardarlier & Zafer, 2020).
The current study has theoretical implications based on what has been discovered
in this research. The necessity of evaluating the research inputs and its characteristics
and determining the appropriate methodology for it through specialized scientific
methods, given the reliable results that are consistent with the research objectives and
the validity of its hypotheses to reach appropriate conclusions and recommendations.
Putting modern developments into account in choosing the topic of research to reach
a research gap that is compatible with the requirements of the spatial boundaries of
the research in terms of its current and future needs for scientific research.
The researchers also recommend a number of study titles that could be applied in
the future because they are an extension of the current study, as follows: a comparative
study on the effectiveness of the process of selection and recruitment of human
resources in the telecommunications sector or other economy sectors. Moreover, to
study the challenges facing the integration of artificial intelligence technology in
the process of selecting and recruiting human resources in organizations that have
adopted the technological change in this regard. To examine the impact of artificial
intelligence technology on other tasks of human resources management, such as
performance evaluation or incentive and reward systems. Future studies may also
investigate the impact of other dimensions of artificial intelligence technology on
different business environments, different from the dimensions that the researcher
dealt with in the current study.
In terms of the practical implication of this study emphasized that investing in
developing the employment of automation in the process of selection and recruitment
of human resources, proved that the competent consultancy services are sought to
determine the areas of need for development to ensure the highest levels of effectiveness in the selection and recruitment process. Setting visions in the short and long
term to discuss means of cooperation in establishing a participatory electronic platform for each sector, by relying on the necessary applications of artificial intelligence
and through the involvement of stakeholders and with the help of the organization’s
governance framework and similarities in the same sector. Sharing a positive practices
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among medium and large organizations regarding employees’ owning of AI technology skills, by providing Zain Telecom’s experience with a mechanism for tracking
training and expanding its application as an opportunity to support and develop talents
and human technological capabilities. Also, providing guides in various communication channels and sharing them with the local community in order to clarify the
technological mechanism for applying for jobs and circulate the e-recruitment policy.
Furthermore, achieving the quantitative and qualitative balance in the selection and
recruitment of human resources in the organization between the traditional nomination method and the electronic methods of recruitment that are regularly adopted.
Activating the joint responsibility for the process of selecting and recruiting human
resources by continuing to develop the scientific and specialized foundations for
them, and adjusting technological systems to examine these foundations, especially
with regard to the evaluation of the personal aspects of job applicants.
The organization represented by the board of directors, executive management,
and heads of departments, need to adopt effective measurement and evaluation
methods to ensure that stakeholders are able to apply technological strategies to
improve the process of selecting and recruiting human resources within the listed
plans, and to respond to the indicators evidenced by the annual reports in order to
develop strategic improvement plans.

6 Conclusion
The most important conclusion reached by this study is related to the organization’s
demonstrated ability to transform process systems from traditional to technological
thanks to studies, proactive and gradual experiences and professional competency
development programs, and that there are obstacles and challenges facing the organization, such as limiting the technology platform to The organization only, and the
criteria for the selection and recruitment process change and the need to measure
personal aspects, which necessitates standing at the continuous and periodic reforms
and developments to employ artificial intelligence technology. AI technology will
reduce costs in providing care, making it faster and more efficient leading to a change
and will involve more tasks related to creativity and critical thinking than timeconsuming repetitions (Meskó et al., 2018). Therefore, looking at the additional
dimensions of artificial intelligence technology such as ambiguous logic and artificial neural networks that the researcher did not address because the standards for
their application in the organization may contribute to explaining the reasons for
continuing to develop in relation to the different requirements and needs of business
environments, especially in the process of selecting and assigning human resources.
The findings of this study demonstrate that that the mix of AI and human resource
distribution together can make administrators constant checking human asset setup.
However, much as could be expected to accomplish data-based guideline, a continuous dynamic, and it can completely tap HR potential, just as improve the executives
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work proficiency and the board productivity, understand the undertaking or the high
caliber and quick advancement of schools and colleges.
Researching opportunities for future studies to expand research to adopt additional dimensions of artificial intelligence technology in the organization’s operations, especially the process of selecting and assigning human resources, through the
adoption and legalization of strategic visions by the entity responsible for managing
risks to the company’s internal and external opportunities and challenges.
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